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Preface 

!1!1.SJ&.A_~2.2~,.~.1?()l!uh:e POl!ti~s9~ p.~.Qpll:who,draw their.living.from theJa,nQ, 
both those who perfonn the physical labor of cultivation in the fields and 
plaiifatioiis"oftbe'underdeveloped world and those who share the proceeds 'of 
1/lls·Iiiborhl. the form of rent,profits, interest, and taxes. It is also necessarily a 
'oo6k'about __ ~()fi.!l!C(~§!:J~~~y.;~~~!Q:P~r~"~~~~:a.~l?YJl)~, !.~,!~, the ,SQ~l~rp.1 ~(the 
la~,~.~~se1.f, the J)ojlt{caLp,QWl<rJh~LIJ}a..!ce~~~_3:t.,~(),~~r?.Ipp~~ible, and, in many 
'cases, the survival of oneclass or another. This conflict is frequently a matter of 
smll:lI Di-igainsand locaicomproinises,' but ,!r.~'!l~iJl.1~)o tiI!le itexplo~e~ )n~.o 
revolutionary ID()vements whiCh engulf whole societies, and Kis theseagra,rjan 

revolutiOii;dn'th'e export economies of theUilderdeveioped ~orId in ~ener.~J.a,n~ 
-in1l1e-case,~J)f Peru; Angola;'iiild Vietnam in particular which are the principal 
"concern of this book. )Although these rural social movements involve extra
ordinary -rather than Qidinary political happenings, the politics of reVQI.\l.ti9na..ry. 
5h~,!!ge, like the politics of everyday life, ~s shaped by therelationship,pet~,~~g. 
upp.~r and lower classes in rural areas. The'nature of this conflict and political 
dl0ices' open to both classes"ate'limited by the irreducible role of land in agri~ 
culture and by the compelling force of the internatiOriaTfriarkerin-igrICuftural 
commodities. If conffictsbetwe'en cultlvatois"anil"hbncultivalors so often lead tol 
hard choices bet~,~:~Il.repression and revolution, it is because the.s.Qq~tC)1 of 

]mdec[properfy-and, the exigencieS' ofefficienf i),i'oduction leave them with few 
other alternatives. Both upper and lower agrarian c1asses,lIse fcirce]necoiioiUic 
conflicts not because they"'haveiiofcareftillycorisiderea aiipossible alternatives, 
but because they have. There is a calculus of force just as orderly and rational 
in its~llY as,Jhe principles of"economiCs, and despitethepasslons"\vilich'su'c-

round the use of violence,it is important to realize that men risk their lives 'only 
with the greatest reluctance; when, in Peru, Angola, or Vietnam, they do so, it 
is usually because their opponents have left them with no other choice. 

No book about revolution in the contemporary underdeveloped world can, 
nor probably should, avoid wider political implications, althopgh in both the 
dry language of statistics and in the descriptive accounts of the three major 

ix 
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revolutions I have tried to report as objectively as possible t~e~e~;l~~o!_~ both 
,the agricultural up~L,andJpwer classes. Nevertheless, it is important to note at 
the' outset"fhifThls book grows-ourcf the fundamental questions raised by 
United States involvement in revolutionary movements in the underdeveloped 
world in general and Vietnam in particular. In Peru, Angola, Vietnam, and 
many other areas of the underdeveloped world the United States has chosen to 
side with the landlords and plantation owners against the peasants, sharecrop
pers, and agricultural laborers who took up arms against them. American 
military alliances, American trained officers, American military aid and equip
ment, and, finally, American armed forces have been used either singly or in 
combination against the peasants of the Peruvian sierra, the contract laborers of 
northern Angola, and the tenant farmers of the Mekong delta of Vietnam, This 
book cannot and does not attempt to explain why we chose to help the landlords 
rather' than the cultivators, although it does attempt to explain the landlords' 
desperate need for outside military aid. Even though agrarian revolution has 
occupied much of American political life for the past decade, the lives and 
aspirations of the men who made these revolutions are far from the American 
understanding or even consciousness. At minimum, then, this book attempts to 
raise the question of whether most of us, had we been in the selva of Peru, the 
jungles of Angola, or the rice paddies of Vietnam, would have supported the 
landlords or the laborers. Most Americans will find that we have chosen strange 
allies indeed. 

This book contains both a cross-sectional statistical study of 135 agricultural 
export sectors in 70 independent states and colonies in the underdeveloped 
world and three case studies of export economy reform, revolt, and revolution in 
Peru, Angola, and Vietnam. The reader who finds that statistical reasoning 
causes his eyes to glaze over would be well advised to pass quickly over Chapter 
2, the world analysis, and proceed directly from the introductory chapter to the 
analytical case studies. In any such broadly comparative endeavor the re
searcher is invariably dependent on the work of others, and my debts in particu
lar are many. The statistical agencies of the United Nations, Peru, Angola, and 
Vietnam and the newspaper reporters and editors in both the United States and 
the underdeveloped world provided the raw data for this study, and the findings 
are ultimately dependent on their efforts. even though the information has been 
put to uses other than those for which it was originally intended. In the case 
studies in particular, I received much good advice and was saved from many 
egregious errors through conversations with researchers with extensive field 
experience in each of the three countries. Patrick O'Shea, my collaborator on 
the Peru study, provided the detailed information on rural conditions which can 
only be obtained by a skilled ethnographer. His ready charm and Irish wit 
opened many doors that otherwise would have remained closed to us. We are 
both particularly grateful for the kind assistance of Dr. Jose Ignacio de Olazabal. 
Chief of the Archives of the Lima, Peru, daily newspaper El Comercio, for 
making these facilities available for our use. The Angolan case study owes a 
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great deal to Eduardo Cruz de Carvalho, Jorge Vieira da Silva, and Jerry Bender 
of the African Studies Center, University of California, Los Angeles. Jorge and 
Eduardo kindly devoted hours of their time to explaining the meaning of agri
cultural statistics in terms of their own experiences as directors of the Angolan 
Department of Agriculture and Agricultural Census, respectively. Sam Popkin's 
encouragement, criticism, advice, and enthusiasm did much both to save me 
from errors too embarrassing-to relate and to convince me to continue my study 
of Vietnam. Needless to say, all this good advice cannot save me from my own 
mistakes, and none of these scholars bears any responsibility for the inevitable 
errors and omissions which are the burden of comparativists and the delight of 
area specialists. 

Many of the ideas which found their way into this book at various points 
derive directly or indirectly from my experience in the sugar plantation country 
of southern Louisiana in the winter of 1970. H. L. Mitchell, who, then as now, 
was attempting to convert an organizing committee into a labor union among 
the tractor drivers of the sugar plantations, shared with me his experiences in 
organizing both plantation workers and sharecroppers. In the 1930s Mitchell 
had been one of the founders of the interracial Southern Tenant Farm Workers 
Union, and he is therefore one of the few men to have successfully organized 
sharecroppers under centralized estate management. His account of both the 
successes and failures of this movement did much to shape my thinking about 
the political contrast between the relatively quiescent cotton sharecroppers of 
the American South and the revolutionary sharecroppers of Vietnam, and this 
difference became crucial in the theory of agrarian revolution described in 
Chapter 1. 

I would also like to thank the tractor drivers of the plantations of Terrebone 
and St. Mary's parishes who kindly invited me into their homes and, at some 
personal risk given the labor environment of Louisiana plantations, provided me 
with an insider's view of plantation political economy. The concept of structural 
linkages between worker and management discussed in Chapter lowes much to 
their accounts of plantation life. In southern Louisiana sugar plantations "struc
tural linkages" mean that the manager can threaten the eviction of union 
members from company housing, and ensure that the sermons preached at the 
plantation-owned church praise the humility of labor and deplore profligacy 
rather than penury as the cause of worker poverty. At this writing plantation 
laborers in Louisiana have not reached the standards of union organization of 
any number of plantation systems in the underdeveloped world, including those 
of Costa Rica, Ceylon,. and even prerevolutionary Cuba. 

This book has also benefited from the criticisms and advice of colleagues 
both at Berkeley and elsewhere. Arthur Stinchcombe has been a constant source 
of theoretical inspiration, meticulous criticism, and moral support as well as 
being a good friend, although an indifferent San Francisco Bay sailor. Mark 
Traugott provided many helpful suggestions in the initial design stages of the 
project. Guy E. Swanson and Harold Wilensky read the entire manuscript and 
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provided helpful general suggestions and criticisms. Charles Tilly and William 
Gamson also provided detailed reviews of an earlier version of the manuscript. 
I am grateful to the members of the South East Asia Development Advisory 
Group seminar on peasants and revolution, especially to Juan Linz and Henry 
Landsberger for their sometimes trenchant but always constructive criticisms of 
an earlier draft of Chapter 1. All this help is gratefully acknowledged, but I, of 
course, bear full responsibility for suggestions that I have stubbornly resisted 
and for all data and conclusions contained in the work. 

Financial support for the project was generously provided by grants from 
the National Science Foundation and from the Institute of International Studies 
and the Survey Research Center, University of California, Berkeley. I am also 
grateful to the Survey Research Center for providing grant administration and 
computing services. The cross-national data collection was assisted by a 
number of talented research assistants. Robert Stam assisted in research on 
Portuguese language materials and translated selections from Portuguese quoted 
in the text. Jacques Brissey, Ronald Royce, Fernando Uricoechea, Lea Ybarra, 
Elinor Ratner, and Will Tate assisted in collecting data on agricultural organiza
tion or rural events and in compiling the cross-national bibliography in Appendix 
4. I am grateful for the visual imagination and technical skill of Adrienne 
Morgan who drafted the maps of Peru, Angola, and Vietnam. A word of thanks 
should also go to the librarians of the documents division of the Berkeley 
Library, whose unfailing courtesy and helpfulness to both myself and my 
assistants greatly accelerated our access to often obscure government publica
tions. The arduous task of editing and checking references and foreign terms 
felI to Linda Fuller, who carried it out with patience and precision. 

Finally, I would like to thank Karen Paige for her good humor and grace 
during the usual emotional traumas associated with the final stages of a writing 
project. In this case her task was made even more difficult by the fact that she 
was also in the midst of writing a book on which I was simultaneously attempting 
to collaborate. Our modest suggestion to other professional couples and to 
ourselves in the future is that collaboration is fine, but be sure to stagger your 
book writing. 

JEFFERY M. PAIGE 
Berkeley, California 



CHAPTER 1 

A Theory of Rural Class Conflict 

IN THE NINETEENTH and early twentieth centuries th,!! social and~tical life 
of large areas of Latin America, Asia, and Africa was transformed by the-wort,f 
iiiarKe'fTiilrgrieultonrl cmtlmodiUes whi~velo~d in response to the demanos 
of the industrial economies of Europe and North Ameri~~. The agrana~ states 
ofWliaf IS now called tnelfmtentevclupeti world parttelpated largely \as the 
economiCally dependent suppliers of primary agricultural products.)rhe demands 
c;f the industrial economies led to specialized forms of agricultural organization 
adapted to production for world markets and created profound changes in t~adi
tional patterns of land tenure and rural class relations. ~w forms oj 
a ricultural organization and new systems of land ownership and social Classes 
were based on t e pro uctive reguirements of a rdatively small number of 
e!port cr~ps. ~1I the eighceeIifJi'Century these crops were largely tobacco and 
sugar, and their production was confined to the Caribbean and the southern 
United States.\By the end of the nineteenth century the number of crops had 
expanded to include other beverages and foodstuffs such as coffee, tea, cocoa, 
rice, and bananas and such industrial !!!'?Lmaterials as' rubber, cotton, sisal, an.!! -- -----,...---------~--.----,---... 
~~e-agrlCiITt'iir export economy had established enclaves in much 
of the nonindustrial world. By the beginning of the twentieth century the world 
of the agricultural commodity market was divided between the developed, diver
sified, industrial economies of the consuming nations and the underdeveloped, 
~ mo~uItura!Jgrarian economies of the producing countries . 
. ---'1'~omies of .most o.!... t~e underdeveloE~!t~,orld .!.emain depe_r:~,~~ 
~ small num~er of pnmary agncultural products, and in many cases these 
productsarel:hesame'is-fhose-prodlice,(fIiltJiepreVious century. Between 1959 
and 1961 ag,ricultural commodities contributed three-quarters of all noQ,
petroleum exports of the...J:QY!!lries of Latin America. Asia (excluding Japan), 
andArrfCa: Over 90 percent of these exports were destined for the developed 
market ,economies of the major industrial nations. Manufactures, by contrast, 
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contributed only 10 percent of total exports from the underdeveloped world.1 

Petroleum exports contribute a_.~owing share to exports from the under
~~elQP~.natioR5;-but-ttt-presenHh~rts"ar~J;>verwne!ill~lyconcentrated 
in !!: very few countries. notabl~, of course, in the Persian G)lIL§Piekdoms. With 
the exception of a few other mineral=expoifing economies such as those of Chile, 
Zambia, and Bolivia, most countries of the underdeveloped world remain depen
dent on a few primary agricultural commodities which are their major source of 
foreign exchange, development funds, and internal economic activity. In 1959, 
coffee, the most important agriculturalcoil1mocJity in, world trade, accounted f~r 

/' more than half the total exports' of Brazil, Colombia, Costa Rica, Guatemala, 
I, Haiti, EISarvador~ Angoia; Kenya;"fhe tvorYCoast,andRwanda~Burundi."A 
, similar proportionaf tbtal'expoifswasaccounled for by single crops, such' as 

bananas in Honduras, Panama, Ecuador, and Somalia; cotton in Syria, Egypt, 
and the Sudan; rubber in Malaysia and Liberia; and sugar in Cuba and the 
Dominican Republic. A similar role is played by tea in Sri Lanka, jute in BangIa 
Desh, cocoa in Ghana, and rice in Burma. None of these monocultural export 
economies had any significant mineral or manufacturing exports, and in general, 
one or two secondary crops accounted for the bulk of the remaining exports.)-a
a~CL of ~~~q!: three mlliQr crol?~3££QYD11Q[E1~~,~1!.I,i_I1_~!ll~,~Lidl 
exports, including rubber and rice in Thailand, Cambodia, and Vietnam; cotton 
ana-coffee in Uganda and the Central African Republic; palm, copra, and rubber 
in Indonesia; cotton, tobacco, and nuts in Turkey; and palm, rubber, and coffee 
in Zaire.2 Th~,eco~~~f the ~i~~rde:y'~2£~_~,_,:~_~~t!L~_Q. be_des~ 
as an agricultural export sector and its indirect effects. . 

\ '- ,~ince agriCUlture' js a'liibor-lnte'i1Slve-'acthr1ty; these agricultural export 
'" \ sectors exert a profound effect on large numbers of peasants and' a:griculJ.~~,a.I _ 

'laborers in the underdeveIopedworld~ The effects, however, are not spread 
! evenly over the entire rural population: but instead tend to be concentrated in 
distinct commercial enc~~es. (1'lieSe'enclave economies are particularly likely if 
tl1e'export sector has been conh-otted by foreign corporations or colonial settiers:) 
The dual e£QRo.m}LOf.a..c..o.mm~ export enclave in the midst of a large SUb
s~!l!;e . .pop.ulatioA.has_b.e~runQg fuJl>,_~~~!ibed mIiidonesla, wne'fe-tIieexport 
sector and the subsistence cultivators are located on different islands and can 
be easily distinguished.3 Java, with most of Indonesia's population, remains a 
region of traditional Southeast Asian wet rice cultivation controlled by the 
indigenous village social system. Sparsely populated Sumatra produces the 

1 G. Blau, "Commodity Export Earnings and Economic Growth," in Edith H. 
Whetham and Jean I. Currie (eds.), Readings in tile Applied Economics oj 
Africa (London: Cambridge University Press, 1967), pp. 163-181. 

2 Export proportions calculated from data presented in United Nations 
Statistical Office, Yearbook 0/ International Trade Statistics (New York: 
United Nations, 1959). 

3 Clifford Geertz, Agricultural Involution (Berkeley: University of California 
Press, 1971), pp. 12-47. 
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major export crops-palm, rubber, and copra. The system is a heritage of Dutch 
colonial rule but remains little changed today. The size of such export enclaves 
varies from country to country, employing, for example, much of the rural work 
force in Cuba or Sri Lanka and only a small fraction in Peru or Indonesia, but 
the dual pattern is characteristic of most agricultural nations. Wh.ltever its size, 
t~ agricultura~flave is_usually one of the principal means by whi~h the 
rural population is broughHnto contact with market forces and consequentlya 
inajor source of economic and social change in rural areas. -
- The specialized ~icultural orgaOlzatJons developed in the agricultural 

export sectors represent a sharp break with the pattern of subsistence cultIva
tion. Frequently capItal, teCJinology, and even labor were Importeatrom outsIde 

1he h~st country, and the export sector developed in competition with, and at 
the expense of L1hg, __ ~1lifw.Jiiif~agr.i!!j~lCsooarsystem~lie··expansion-·~ of-the 
export sectors-led to vast population mov~~eni;TnCllialng~e internation~~_ 
trade, massive exp_~~tions of traditional landowners, the 'creation of armies of 
agricultural laborers, and th~lacement of traditionafCommiinarS<iClai' ties 
WiJh commercial market relations. he new forms of exportagrIcuTiiirar-6r: 
ganizat,!on crcated new socia c ass~.s!l_n4destroyed'~oiCI_oi.lesaria iniroaiicea-ii~w 
~s -ofCiaSsconffi~LConfi'lct developed betweenrorergnowners of the new 
agii'cUlWnito1g;~Tzati~;;s and their wage laborers, between the new agrarian 
upper class and the old preindustrial landlords it replaced, and between land
lords converted into commercial entrepreneurs and their former tenants now 
bound by ties of wages and rent. The Strength of colonial and imperial political 
controls long preventcd the political expression of these con~$ but with]ie' 
decilne of colonial power in the postwar er(th~,~'iPm~erCl~! expor.t .. s.ec. to.rs of t:----------.--------·----.-",,· .. -------.·--------- ,-<. - .. .... . ••• 

tne u_l,l~l'!rdeveIope(Lwor1dhavebecome centers of. revolutionary. _so.dar:move~. 
:~ent~)!his is not to say, of course, that the agricultural export economy is the 
only «>urce of political change in rural areas or that peasants, sharecroppers, 
and agricultural laborers are the only classes or even the most important classes 
in all revolutions. Clearly, market mechanisms associated with the growth of 
cities and internal -trade affecfthe social organization of traditional agricultural 

i·commiinities,and the success of revolutions depends on the actions of urban 
\iriilsses or elites even when these groups appeal directly to the countryside. 
N-eveftheless.~$t~c::~!!-l:l,~~.~_xpo~,~.::~~~s have been important sources of a raria~ 
unrest in a number of areas of the underdeveloped world including Igeria, 

. Angola, Kenya, Malaya, Guatemala, and most significantly Vietnam. The 
I tionship of the !..l!!~-OP~~l1 to the ne':!'_,forms of class cleavage a~d class 
c(;m~~!Qgltce.d..h,y-the~agriculturaLelq19.JL~~.Q!lQJ1!y_ is essential in under
s~ndi!lg"the origin of th~~3,~arian_~~t in t~~cJ.!e.YdQPj.ni'.iloa:a:ana::wrnter
.preting both the goals of its often anonymous peasant participants and the 

: response. Of .... th.eir political oPPo .. lpents bot.h. natio.na.l and .in .. te .. r. n. atio.n. a .. I., .... T. he,".pu ... r .. -.
pose of this study, then, is to tdeter~jl.le_ the_eff~~_u;>t the agd,cultural export_ 

'eCOnomy onthtfsociaTrnovements-of cultiva,tor~those who perform the actual 
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p~y~J£_al work of cultivation J~, _!E_~ __ I'.1_~~t~t!'?I.l~_~I!c:! f1!m;lsofth.e _IJnderdevelop~d 
-world. --fheshidy caiCbitdivided into two major parts: first;' Ii cross-national 
statistical study of 135 agricultural export sectors in 70 uncreraeveIopeanations 
ind colonies in the period from 1948toT970-;--iii<f'seconi1,casestudies of three 
instances of major agrarian SOCIal movements-Peru, Angola, and Vietnam. 

,-
TYPOLOGIES OF EXPORT AGRICULTURE 

The agricultural commodity market c:t.e_,:,~!oped on a worldwide scale and 
is concentr'iiiedln-a relativelY'smaIl number of tropical prodiic-ts.As'iiesult tlie 
new (o.rms I)~ agricultural organizationk createdten,ft() form regular repeating 
patterns.in th.ejJnd~rdeveloped wofId as a:-whole:-Sligar,tea;-alid'sisarptitnta
tions, for example, have remarkably similar characteristics whether located in 
Peru, Cuba, Tanzania, or Sri Lanka. In each case the plantation is owned by a 
legal entity or individual with substantial capital resources, the production 
techniques are based on industrial processing machinery, and the labor force 
consists of wage laborers resident on the estate. Similarly, commercial wet rice 
production tends to be organized in either small holdings or sha:recropping 
systems throughout South and Southeast Asia and is never organized in' the 
plantation form characteristic of sugar, sisal, and tea. These regularities in 
economic organization have led to a number of attempts to categorize the major 
types of export agriculture and to link these types with characteristic forms of 
social and class relations. Julian Steward and his associates, for example, 
developed a typology of rural subcultures based on the specialized form of 
agricultural organization developed for cash crop production in Puerto Rico.4 

:Sleward viewed. th~!!~.!!U!.~!~~~~.!L~arket as the m~or sour.~~~ social 
changeJ!LrJ:!~erto Rico~I~ the late 1940s anaeadyT210s mark~ foT.£es had 
fed to conc~.ntratioll-Gft~ew-easIH;rops..increased regional specialization, 
inCi!asecc-Wionalization of productiOIl, and decreased emphasis on communal 
tleo/in both agricuIturalan~ h~~,i~~h~~!_~t_ions. Puerto Rico's principal cash crops 
at the time of Steward's research were coffee, tobacco, and sugar. Each crop had 
developed a specialized for~&ricultural organizatio!L and a Characteristic 
P,a'fferiiOfCliiSsTeratiOriSi'nd political organization. The three crops formed 
distinct regional enclaves in rural Puerto Rico. Thecoffee region of San Jose was 
still organized along preindustrial lines. This type of enterprise was used by 
Steward's associates, Eric Wolf and Sidney Mintz,5lfo'iUustrate the hacienda, or 
manorial, econo~n this system domain lands controlled by the estate owners 

4 Julian H. Steward. Robert A. Manners, Eric R. Wolf. Elena Padilla Seda. 
Sidney W. Mintz. and Raymond Scheele. The People of Puerto Rico: A Study 
in Social Anthropology (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1956). 

5 Eric R. Wolf and Sidney W. Mintz, "Haciendas and Plantations in Middle 
America and the Antilles," Social and Economic Studies, 6 (September 
1957),380-412. 
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are worked by labor~!~~id ~!~h the usufr~ct rights to small su~sistence pl~ts. 
The laborers o;:;u;e San Jose coffee estates were palcfiinOriiTiiifWige;-f;iittfieir 
actual status was that of ~erfs bound to.Jbeland. The estate owner maintained 
his control by a combination of coercion, debt servitude, and periodic benef
icence. The usufructuaries were not only requIred to work In the eSffiwowmtr's 
cofFee groves, but also to provide a variety of personal services at the convenience 
of the owner and his family. The vague open-ended quality of the serf's obliga
tions and the estate owner's complete control over the subsistence plot made it 
relatively easy for the owner to control the political activities of his dependent 
serfs. Steward, Wolf, and Mintz reported no signs of overt conflict on the coffee 
haciendas of San Jose.£.!elations between lord and serf were ostensibly based 
on ties of personal trust and mutual aid. In actuality, the overwhelming power 
of the estate owner made any other form of relationship potentially dangerous 
for the sed:7 

The tobacco-growing regions of Puerto Rico were dominated by an entirely 
different form of agricultural organization-the small c3§JU~mLsQPsistence farm 
wo..r~ed by the owner and his immediate famUi'Tobacco was an important 
expo·itCfop;·but it was easily-combined wiifisubsistence production and required 
a minimal investment. Thus many small peasant subsistence farmers could easily 
add tobacco to their regular crops. The tobacco area of Tabara was divided into 
many such farms, with relatively modest differences between large and small 
farms and few barriers to upward mobility· through saving and investment in 
agricultural land. Traditional smruLh.older virtues of saving, acquisitiveness, 
respect for property, arur;~~n to ri;k-werepronouncedTnTabara:-ATi 
economIc relations were on a cash basis, and the farmers were integrated into a 
variety of religious and educational organizations at the local level. The absence 
of any substantial class of large estate owners in Tabara eliminated any source 
of potential class conflict within the rural community, and the small tobacco 
farmers were generally politically conservative. 

Sugar was Puerto Rico's primary export and was produced exclusively on 
large corporate and government-owned plantaticms employing resident wage 
Jabor. The-Immense inveslinerttreqtiired in··thecentrifugal processing of sugar 
led to an efficient,rationalized, bureaucratically administered organization and 
a homogeneous, landless labor force. There was little or no middle class, the 
possibility of upward mobility was zero, and relationships with the higher 
administrative classes were impersonal and economic. The workers were 
organized in strong labor UIJ!QI),s,.and there was a high degree of class solidarity· 
and political iiaitiC'fpiltlon:' In the plantations owned by private corporations 
class-based organizations were particularly powerful and class conflict between, 
the wage laborers and the plantation administration was overt and well under
stood by both sides. Despite the high level of class consciousness and density of 
political association in the corporate plantations, there were no signs of revolu"
tionary, as opposed to reformist. class-based action. Of the three major types of 
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commercial agricultural organization-the commercial hacienda, the small hold
ing, and the plantation--only the latter showed any degree of class conflict. 
Even in this case, however, the conflict, was hardly of revolutionary proportions. 

/! A similar typology of commercial agricultural organization was also 
developed by Arthur Stinchcombe in an attempt to formulate a set of categories 
for worldwide comparative studies of rural class relations.6 Although ~ard~ 
typology was based on an anthropological investigation of variation within a 
SinglesocTety·-aila-Stlnchcomoe"aifemptecriolorfrilmiteo 'a'lypologjllor-woadwide' 
comparisons;" ilie' forms of "a:giiCtiltilral""'eIiteiptis¢: ~ l!!Xd,::tli~i(Ij~4iCt~(f"co~se
quellces'are remlir,KiiJ:jlY"sfmilar~' three ot'siinchcomhe's flve .. 'tiieoreticaj "c'ate
gories-the manorial, or hacienda, system, the 'family small holding, and the 
plantatioii.::,:",,:are identical' to "the"correspondiiig'Pii"erto'Ricail"'sysfernif'desciibed 
by'Sfeward and his associates. One of Stinchcombe's additional systems, the 
ranch, resembles the plantation i'jtrff'S'UOstantili1Capltiiriequirement:S'"and use 
or·resid~E~.y!~g~,Xa,!?Qi~uI4rn~!'Ef}~i,t~ore-exteJJ~iveq§]j~tJaifd'ingraZing.The 
teffi"iifii'ing system, the family-sized tenancy;'doesriot 'resemble'any of'tbe Puerto 
Rican enterprises. Although Stinchcombe does not distinguish between rental 
property held by independent entrepreneurs and agricultural laborers paid with 
a share of the crop, it is clear from his examples-rice cultivation in Southeast 
Asia and cotton cultivation in Egypt-that the category refers to dependent 
sharecroppers. There was no equivalent form of agricultural organization in 
Puerto Rico, and sharecropping is in fact rare in Central and South America and 
the Caribbean. 

,,~,!!n~I.!£?!!19~Soanalysi.s., o.ftll~, ~~~i~I:?nsequences of thes~ ,~iffe,rent.sys,t~ms 
resembles that of S~ew!).rd,but is 'more dire'aryc'on'cerned with_,c::!~.~s.~()!lJIi~,~.a.n~ 
tevohitioiiii;y'social movements:Stlncncombe;' iilceW61( and 'Mintz,r~!lrds the 
setfrtOf'tlie'haden"daOsystem"iis'p'oliticaIlY apathetic'iiiKriiicorrlperen1: completely 
~om'inateci ~;Y:,!.soP.fu~!~:!t~E:::~nd- -culturally--differenfiii'fe'(i"iand=ownlng Cias~ 
TIleT:@!lnal e,COD()my of the haCienaais' basedorl-i~~Qi, dues,'~nifsii~sistenc 

~:!C;~l~:;~~~~ t~~~Si::~iit!~d~~~t:::e~rc~i~~::ltii:~~~~~dt;! '~~li::~~c:~\i~~~e; 
dep';;idenf serfS:-SmalHiolders In "Stincli$..riibe.saila]ysisfiavemaiiyofth~.so~i~i 
cnaracterIst!cs'of the tobacco farmers of Tabara. They possess a reasonably high 
level of political affect and organization, but the isolation, spatial dispersion, 
and limited resources of small farmers make cohererirlohg~ternfpoliticafaCtion 
difl1cuii.Acc'ofcffng-to Stinchcombe, their political organizations tend to be short 
Iiv~d and easily dominated by outside interests. 
/' Stinchcombe's descriptions of the political behavior of plantation workers, 
however, is distinctly different from ,the behavior reported by Steward for the 
workers on the south coast sugar plantations of Puerto Rico. According to 
Stinchcombe, plantat!.0.1Lworkers are characterized by political apathy, poverty 
................. ~.--.-... ,,--... , ... ~--' ---- -_._----- .....::.. 

j 6 Arthur L. Stinchcombe, "Agricultural Enterprise and Rural Class Relations," 
American Journal 0/ Sociology, 67 (September 1961), 165-176, 
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of association, landlord domination of workers' organizations, . and sporadic, 
:E!trel].~~.t ,E9!!Tl§:-1IiPuerTo"Rfco:" BY"'contrasi;"plaiiiafionworkers'-dispiayed 
intense class solidarity, high rates of association, disciplined labor unions, and 
active party participation. The sugar workers were the most class conscious and 
politically active of any agricultural group described by Steward, but according 
to Stinchcombe they resemble the serfs of a commercial hacienda.Stinchcombe's 

"descriptions of ranch workers are roughly similar. • .... 
The family-sized tenancy, rather than the..e!!.ntation, is the form of agricul

tural organization most IfKelyto-prodii'Ceiiitense class-ooriflicCfn S1iii.'chcombe's 
"fypOlOgy. The coiiflictsOver'ihe-shareof"iii.'e "pro'ceeds'oetween -cropper and land~ 
lord, the immense social distance separating them, the technical ability of the 
peasant;ana-U'fe-tea~~fE@p'~~ijf~e.iimileiIen~J:g~. combihe-to prOci'uce-political 
-sensitivity and eftec£i"ve leadership~ The family-sized te!.lancy t~~_r~J9!~pr9S!l!~.es 
nofOnly'lntense<class'c6iiftiCfbiii 'also ovcrrrevoluii~;,ary"action. Stinchcombe 
cites 'eviden,;e-fromil' nutnbefOfdi'veise regionstosup"r,ort -h"fs'contention. He 
argues that the French Revolution was most enthusiastically received in areas in 
which feudal dues had been converted into cash rent, that the Chinese revolution 
had its origin in the high-tenancy areas of south China, that the Hukbalahap 
movement in the Philippines was concentrated in the high-tenancy areas of 
central Luzon, and that peasant rebellions in England during the Middle Ages 
were concentrated in Kent and the southeast, according to Stinchcombe, an 
area of extensive tenancy. 

The relationship between the agricultural commodity market and revolu
~ion is-also tlie Subjec"(on:::ric-Wolf's"co"!P~:~~~0..!.~x.,iCtWiJjifiIl:i3:~tufY' 
peasant revoTiifions:7 'Woln::ompared -siX' revolutions which he considered to 
liive'''invOfvedpeasant participation-Mexico, China, Russia, Algeria, Vietnam, 
and Cuba-and attempted to is~ common elements in peasant revolution. 
Like ~teward and §tif!£hc0E.1.!>..e2.~egards the world_ m~E~~!~_,~.~,~h he refers 
to-as'~~rthMantiCTapiraliSit1:0as' fhit,p~jQt:mfmyi}o~\=,~, ,!Il, .. ~~y.~1~!!~i!~I1, 
·c-mrn-ge:-He:-dtfferr,ltowever,1'n-l1rs-conclusions about the form of agricultural 
organization most likely to lead to revolution. His six revolutions occur in a wide 
variety of agricultural s~~~l!!,£!!!illngJb~-,).~c.tenda..oLm:anoIlace:c.ruiOniies"Qf 
MffiooariaRUSSia;:"til"e sharecrQPping,.e.conomies-of-Ghina-ana-Vietnam, the 
pliiiitailoneconomy of Cuba, and the migrat~r~",~_~~_ eC9nQmy_oL Algeria. 
Accoramg toworr,liowever;'none"Cifihesesystems are likely to lead to revolu
tion. ,contrast, to mosLP:\:~y.lous-lheory,.,on..agtarian, .. &QciaLs,t.IVCWJ!<,.:Wo..lf 
argue that it is the middle peasant who provides the mass base of revolutionary 
moy.!~_!.ll~nts. This cont USlOn, 0 c· ;Uri;e;-dir-et:1ly-confradic'tS"' the 61fserva1TOifs-'ol 
both Steward and Stinchcombe concerning the cdriserif'iitiveand ineffective poli
tics of smalll:l()rd~rs.,tcarso.stands:rn.:niarkeo:cjjiitm~n9."Mjrx;s !IDiio,ijs~discriIi 
twn of the political limita~io,~~_~Uh,eI:~~,!!~~.e~~s.~!1~r.y,~.u.!i!!.&_the..s2!!P._'f~~~L~f" 
",". " ............ " .. " .. -.-..... ~-...... ~.~" 

7 Eric R. Wolf, Peasant Wars 0/ the Twentieth Celltury (New York: Harper &" 
Row, 1969). 
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Louis Napoleon. Wolf argues, however, that the"middle peasant is most vulner-
". ~ '..-•..•. :.-=-. ,.~,"~." .- -~---"----.-'''''-•• -.- ...•••. " 

ab~e.}Q .JiiHtgld .~J!P'ropria!i2.% .. .!l?:~~~~t~ust\la~i()I!s, .~igh .ilJt~r~sfi~t~s.a:.~~!~e-
£,losures, and" ot1'!~.~ .. c.l}ang~s introclllc!<d. by ... the.'!Y()r.I.~ .. ~1!~-'~~.t.ec,?~9.rny. As a 
feSuit the middfepeasant is receptive to revolutionary movements -which promise 
the restoration of political order and economic stability. The middle );!easan~ 

i:~~~~~!~~ t~a:'th¥i~;'e~:ifi~~1~!:eid~~~ft~tiri:~~1:~~;e~1~1~~u~'li~6:! 
boththe reasons and the resources to ~'Uppoifa revoliitionarYiTiovem~Wolf 
sees the marginal middle peasant as the carrier of the Chinese revolution during 
its long exile in Yenan, and as the major supporter of the Vietnamese revolution. 
In the case of China in particular he disagrees sharply with Stinchcombe, who 
claimed that the south China tenants, not the small holders of the north, were 
the main supporters of the revolution.8 Woolf's tl1e~ry is original and represents 
a sharp break with previous theorizing' about . agniiiai1'~1llsS . structUre; 'Para
doxically the rural' group considetedby most anthropologists as the' culturally 
conserva:tIveb.e.~~r"or peasiiiif'tradITi'on]s.·'3:lso· the' major 'siIppottei:"6f'revolii~' 
tioniiijcfiiinge. . "... ' .. '.' ......... ... .' '" .. .... _ ........ _"-." ..... .. 

... The·three setS of typologies, of course, make three ditIerent predictions 
about the conditions most likely to lead to ~~L£!.!!ll~c.pnflict and revolution. In 
part, these ditIerences reflect the ditIerentemprriCa'1 evroenccincIUaeaiiteach 
study. There were no sharecropping systems i'n Puerto Rico, so that it is hardly 
fair to fault Steward for not anticipating their social consequences. Other 
di~erel}ces, however, are clearly based on fundamentally ditIerent views about 
'the effects of agricultural or~zation on rural class conflict. In Puerto Rico 
,steward found that Iantations' ended to produce the . most intense class con
sciousness and strongest po lhcal organization and that small holdin~~~ 
led to political conservatism. Stinchcombe agrees that small holders are con
servaflve;"Ou'f<:rafms tlfarplantation workers are politically apathetic and that 
~harecroppers are the principal revolutionary class. Wolf contends that both 
'plantation workers and landless sharecroppers lack the independent political 
,resources necessary for revolution and that the seemingly conservative small 
holders are actually the most revolutionary class. These ditIering conclusions 
reflect different implicit theories ~~Uhe..consequences...oi.ruraLc1as.u:.~Ia.tiQll.s . 
. N'0ne of these. ~~udies, however, i~c.~u_c!~J!_aJ~n.:md. the.9!'Y"of t;YJ.al~~~~3 
a!l4none"inJ.!~makes-·any~~laims to hav~ developed such a theory. Stinch
combe, for exampie,-states' at iilt;'oiitse'tihat 'hfs"study-i's"concerne'd with "the 
description and analysis of empirical constellations of decision making struc
tures" and notes the essentially "untheoretical nature" of such an approach.9 

Nevertheless, each of these studies has identified IIDPQ.rt~l.1t :r;~gul!,lr~.t.ie.~ in.the 
~tructU(e of agdculturaLqrg~l1.g!l,HQ~~·#ri(J)A~"ri~t),l~e. of .~r.aI class con.ftJc;:t. The 
three studies are in fact typologies of agricultural organization and c1as~.le.J~Jions, . 

~.,.-.. ",' ,', .... -."' ~-'.' "., .............. --....... ~.-p--.-.--.. -~ .. -,"' ..... """ --

8 Wolf, however, is in agreement with Chalmers Johnson's interpretation of 
the Chinese revolution, in his Peasant Nationalism and Communist Power 
(Stanford, Calif.: Stanford University Press, 1962). 

9 Stinchcombe, "Agricultural Enterprise," p. 166. 
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n.ot the.ories .oLJhe _[d!lJi,QJ},~mp",.betw.ee,n,the., tw.o", sets .oLvariables. While the 
'iaeiifificati(i~'~f empirical regularities is ii: necessary first ~tep inth~' c.onstructi.on 
.of theory, it cann.ot,.of c.ourse, pr.ovide the the.ory itself. A thec:>ry of.the.effe,£t.of 
agricultural .organizati.on .on the P.olitical and social movements of agricultural 
workets requiies'ifiitibstractlon' of gener~l iidiidpies' from'the ~~pi~ical_ r~g
ularmesidentifie~iri tlietypolciiies. This pr.ocess requires twogistJn~~_~teps. First, 
'tlie'casual variable$!l!lde,cIY!!:1g, the structure .of agricultuiir org!P.I!:@t~QnJrlll,stbe 
disentaniledand's~Pllt~tc::ly ,g~~n~d.· S~cg,Q4:'t~e'lndependent ,a!lg. ,4,f:Pel}g~lH 
'variabiesrnustbe clearly distinguished. Independe'nf"viirliihles'describing eco-

~?~~«::,~_~.r:~~.':1Jf.a.!igru!!~~U?,t::.~ep'ara,t~d., Jr.o~.~~l?~I)ge.I1,!,. ,~~~~!'.!~~, 4e~«ri"Jng 
political and s.ocial m.ovements bef.ore causal pr.opositions linking the two can be 
unambiguously' stated~ . Tlieempirlciif typol.ogies frequently merged the two sets 
.of variables, c.onf.ounding cause and effect Only when the underlying variables 
.of the tYP.ologies have been disentangled is it P.ossible t.o construct specific pr.o-
positi.ons about the causes of rural social m.ovements. ',-, ' 

':JJ:A THEORY OF RURAL CLASS CONFLICT V' 
'/\ ' 

Hubert Blalock has pointed .out that s.ocial scientists frequently construct 
typologies when they hold an implicit theory about the interaction between two 
.or m.ore variables. lo Each ideal type then represents a combination .of particular 
values on these variables. When typologies are based on implicit n.oti.ons .of 
interacti.on, it sh.ould be possible to dec.ompose the typologies int.o their con
stituent variables and state explicitly the combination of values which is expected 
t.o produce a given effect. The typol.ogies .of export agriculture and their predicted 
political and s.ocial consequences Jieem to be based on just such implicit the.ories 
of interacti.on between variables. (Fundamentally the acti.ons .of peasants, share
cr.oPpers, and agricultural laborers depend on their relationship with other 
agricultural classes, with wh.om they must share the proceeds of their labo? At 
the m.ost general level the typol.ogies §.!l,gg~Lth;t..§..qci!!1_m9.'iementU\!:SLlbe 
consequence of interaction between those classe,~_~!!~h_,p.~!1orI1!~ . .!!.~ual 
physical work of curtivailon'iliia--provld~Jj~~m~ssJ,-as~.,qfiti_llgr~!.rn!!.!!t<?y!_~.,:,:~,t 
ariiJlfiOse-noncufiiVitli1i' Classes which draw their in.c:9.~ __ f[QI!Ug~_uJ.t!l.r.~ p~t 
aret'requeniTythetargets'rather"than' Wieiniiiator~'Q(~grarian pr.otest. In W.olf's 
m:ocref,Iorexarnple,the'mfddlep'easliiiUspressecl by middlemen, banks, and tax 
c.ollect.ors who threaten his h.old over his land and theref.ore make him receptive 
to political radicalism. In Stinchcombe's theory the small tenant is engaged in 
c.onflict with the landl.ord .over the share .of agricultural production to be paid in 
rent. These typ.ologies .of agriculture are in fact expressions .of recurring patterns 
.of rural class conflict based on the interacti.ons of the economic and political 
behavi.or of the cultivating classes on the one hand and that of the noncultivating 

10 Hubert M. Blalock, Jr., Theory Construction: From Verba/to Mathematical 
Formu/ations (Englewood Cliffs, NJ.: Prentice-Hall, 1969), pp. 30--35. 
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classes on the other".ln this chapt~r an attempt will be ,m,ade to propose a theory 
'of rural class confiictwhich defines these recurring patternsofconflicfin terms 
of interactions between the economic and political behavior of cultivators and 
that of noncultivators and predicts the circumstances under which these ccmfiicts 
lead to cultivator social movements in general and agrarian revolution in par
~ticul!u.:, The fundamental causal variable in this theory i,kthe relationship of 
both cultivators and noncultivators to the factors of agricultura~oauction-as 
indlcatedOyllien'prinC1paI source of income. Thus the-theo-ryisbase(Con ~.kl 
~Iti.~!!..9-r.:«m~l!!:~i'fu,fQf.r.~atio-nsto 'p'~_<?p_e!ty in land, buildings, machinery, 
andst~n<lil!g, cr()p~,andfina!1!;:ia(c~pitiif in. thelorm"of'oorporate'assefs; -com~ 
-modity balances, or agricultural credit.lI Bothcuitlvators aiid'-noncriIfiva"iors' 
'typically draw their inc()me from a variety of different sources depending on the 
precise form of agricultural organization and its relations to commodity markets, 
but for purposes of understanding political behavior a broad distinction can be 
made between those cultivators and nO,ncultivators who''iirf;-{argely'orexdllSive1y 
"~epeI1<1eIJL9P,' in~oi1ies,<ir~'iiJroin ,1~edproperrrancr'lhose \\ilf6-arenot. 
Noncultivators, who typically represenfihe'uPRet'.fla$l,jifffibst fortns'ofagilcul-

-.~ 
liirai produchon, may draw their incomesaimost entirely from landed property 
and lack either capital in machinery and buildings or, often, any other financial 
assets beyond the land itself. On the other hand .!!!~EX..!g!:i£yJ!!!~~~ up~t:..~~~ 
are often dependent on incomes from the substantial capital invested in, for 
example, a"corpbrate--plantation,or'on"middle-trtaIfpfofits-in"a"smaU-liololog
,system, or on the profits to be made in exports from an underdeveloped country. 
Similarly,£\IltiY_l!.lqr~, who generaIiy represent the rurl!UQw,~r.£l!l~s, may draw 
their !nc0!11_e.f.r;9nL~Qro.e._s~LQt!i.g9t~J.QJ~J;\,nd_1.l:!ey"work or may be paid wages, 
,iI!.~9~h,9iJ!1_ kind. Each of these distinctions actualiy-represents a continuum; as 
market penetration and industrialization increase, the agricultural upper classes 
come to depend less and less on income from land ownersfilp"iirid'more'iincfmore 
on incomeaenve«fromcontroi"oTprocessmg, transportation, stQ1,:!!-g~, and sale 
of 'agriCuiturll.l coiti'mO'dities.lf lsoh"iously'possible' foi'sOfije'Upper-class groups 
to draw income from both land and industrial or commercial capita\. Similarly 
the cultivating class can be paid exclusively in rights to land, by some combina
tion of land rights and wages, or exclusively in wages. In a commercial hacienda 
system, for example, dependent laborers are sometim~s paid a nominal wage in, 
addition to being granted usufruct rights to a subsistence plot. Similarly planta
tion workers are generally wage laborers but may sometimes be allowed to 
cultivate subsistence plots on plantation land to supplement cash wages. What
ever the income sources of cultivators and noncultivators, however, it i~, the non
~.!:!ltivato.!§_~_llQ_~...Eically control the critical means of producti9D_w.h~er th~y 
be-lal.l,!L<;:~l'!t!ll"J?~r:::c.9.!liiJ.I~r.ci!~C~i~r~e.li~g-£~F.~nels;'arid -the two groups aIe 
separat.ed-by--dtfferenee,s-in-func.tiQn._ con.trQI_~2.1:!!~~,--Q.,"Q.~.Q~l}ce, and 

11 Weber as well as Marx defined class in terms of relations to properlY. Max 
Weber, "Class, Status and Party," in Reinhard Bendix and Seymour Martin 
Lipset (eds.), Class, Status and Power: Social Stratification in Comparative 
Perspective (New York: The Free Press, 1966), pp. 21-27. 
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£.ower. In some cases, such as the relationship between a village middleman and 
a small holder, the difference may be small, and in others, such as the contractual 
relationship between a corporation and a wage laborer, the difference may be 
much greater; nevertheless, ther.e .i~!!su~!ly a distinctye.!:!i~al cleavage, with the 
cultivating class almost always in a less advantageous positlon.·'rnmost rural 
social systems ~~1!kl!.t.~!!8..Elasses form the upper and cultivators the lower 
agricultural cI~ss. -- --'" -"-,---,-,-,·-·,--<~,,·,,·--,·,,,··,-v_,_·,,· .... - ... --_.-.---, 

The categories of cultivator and noncultivator both include groups which 
are conventionally thought of as distinct social clas_s~~, __ such as plantation 
laborers and commercial smalrJiOfderS;··or corporate plantation owners and 
village middlemen, and there are obviously many possible principles by which 
these different social groups could be organized. IUs the celltfal-.role-oHal'ld in~ 
a[ficulture, however, which gives rural cla~~ ... !:~J.~~ions..!bM:..uIlique.chatacle,(,.IDld 
the relative importance of land versus either capital orwages sets limits on the 
direction and mtefiSicy--6r-fiirarClass·coiilfict:····ControT·over·'fiiiiCf·iiffects"the' 
behavlOrOfbotil'cuitivatorsandnonctiItivators, although in different ways, and 
the relative dependence of both classes on land is therefore critical in under
standing both the political mobilization of cultivators and the response of non
cultivators to this mobilization. 

~_t~!~rJy~_<;I~p'~~.~!l£e on land versus either capital or wages is the IIl?st 
important determinant of the p'oliiiCa(andeconomlc behavlorofcultivlitors'and 
nOncuftTviiOrs~-~i11er"t~'the interaction of the behaviors ofJI;t!! .. JWo broad classes 
should reflect (fii's dependence:· ·Figure-i. r·shows··tile'lncome sa"urc'es '~(both 
c1flUvafors' ·arid"' noncuTdvaiors in dichotomous form in order to make these 
interaction effects clear. Although it should be remembered that dependence on 

FIGURE 1.1 Combinations of Cultivator and Noncultivator Income 
Sources, Typical Forms of Agricultural Organization, and Expected
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land or capital or land or wages is to some extent a question of degree, the 
diagram in Figure 1.1 sets out the minimal logical possibilities of two dichot
omous variables. The dichotomies are not, however, entirely arlli'icial, and in fact, 
as the examination of particular forms of agricultural organization will make 
clear, particular combinations of cultivator and noncultivator income sources 
tend to fie associated with discretefOrmsoragnculturaforganizatlonldentilied 
iiiin:e..earlieuYP-Q[Qg[es:-PigureTris-fntended-as-a-mnemoniC-aicftokeep' the 
principal patterns of income source interaction and their associated political 
consequences clear. It is not intended to explain either why the income source 
of cultivators or noncultivators should affect their political behavior or why the 
interaction of these income sources should lead to any particular 'kind of social 
movement. To under~~.!lg_Jh~,_~()nsequC::~l;es"of. fUra!..p!<'.p,ert.y relations for 
agrarian revOiiition-requires a theory TiriIi:lng income sources, econcii:Di'~~'~hayior, 
and political behavioi:for both' cuItivatorsand nonciJItivators, ~nd a set of 
hypotheses expressing the effect of any combination of cultivator and non
cultivator behaviors on the social movements of the cultivators themselves. The 
theory, therefore, must consider both the behavior of the two groups separately 
and the patterns of interactions between them . 

• THE NONCULTIVATING CLASSES_ The vertical dimension of Figure 1.1 
represents a continuum between the two ri!1,c;:.!p,~L~~urces of income of the 
agricultural upper class land and cap1i~j'he di~_~Il~fQiirenects .. the'tfai1sifion 
rromalanded'tip.p~XC1iiss-ro-a commercial or'ind~stria~lite_ throughjliiIiinilia
tio~:onfie,-mai:":I~~t iniosubsisrenceareas:-'tne-mai~ftri;lnsforJ}:l§_lllnd, labor, and 
capital into commodiiles-ancfd"emaii'ds-rationif calculation and effiCiencY-Tii'the 
org:i'nlzation of iig!:icuIiural·p-ro'diiction:-The landecf upper ailssesrepreselltedlli 
the upper 'hal{~f Figure'T:l"are--dependent exclusively on rent, labor dues, or 
profits from lands they work directly. In the extreme case, the landed upper class 
controls no expensive agricultural machinery or other industrial capital, has no 
control over the transportation or export of agricultural commodities, and has 
limited access to financial or commercial capital. Th~Ia~.<ie(f.!!lass is in Ja9loften 
land·PQQ~, __ with few liquid assets and no fixed assets other than land and a few 
permanent buildings. SU9Ju.n..upper-elass.~s to be found in types of agricul
tural organization such as the _£2.J!lmercia,l1!..acienda described by Steward, the 
sharecropping system described by Stinchcombe, or the landed estate dependent 
on migratory labor as described by Wolf. The l~ upper class depends on 
primitive agricultural technology, makes inefficient, even proftlgite:-iiseof its 
I~por Jorc,~~~d allo~~E~~ndsJ~bev,'-of!<;lQ.:~i~jji!~!y_::~,Iih Itt!fecoE.~~~ Tor 
their market value. Th~_wealth an4_PQ~er of the landed upper class de~nds-not 
on the efficiency of its estates, but on the-"'areao(1ana it contrors:-The greater 
the land area, the greater the wea'ith,the high~~th~ standar(r~f-jiving of the 
landowners, and the greater their political and social influence. The landed ueper 
cla.sscan_ C::_lI:p_~n_<!~ts_ wealth only ,QY.!.~gtJ.idM~~!'!!!<!~...!,D.4_£l!!.l,be,lmp$>_v.erislied 
onlyJ~y the loss or division of lt~g!eat ~states,-,Sjnce an upper-class income can-
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not be supported without vast tracts of land, the presence of a landed upper 
class leads to land concentration and the economic dominance of a few cen
tralized estates. The large estates are profitable not because of any economies of 
scale, but rather because additional land is the only source of additional profit. 
The expansion of the largeestatesiilVariably involves the expropriation ofSiDan 
peasant Ia~~.!!~~ as ~ll_~-.cont1ict::hel~ the l~rge~tate-o~em
selves. The small landholder, however, is seldom in a position to reslsf-fli-e
'encroachments of the large estates, since he lacks the political and social re
sources associated with landed property., As a result the upper Class tends,to 
reduce small independent lanciowners to dependent laborers. The foniler iand
()Wnersma§ become' 'bound ~state laborers, wage laborers migrating from areas 
of inferior land, tenant sharecroppers who have lost all rights to their lands, or 
small subsistence farm.~.t:~_ ,:",ho lack enough land to support themselves and are 
forced to-'supplement their "owlflifoaiTctitm-' by-w6tking--on" farge-estates. T~~, 
dominance of the large estate and the reduction of the cultivating working class 
IOdep-enoen1-serfnJe-Wage laoorersareaii-InevifabTec(msequ~fic-eoraifupper 
claSseXcfuSiVeIyClependent on revenues from rand raffienllaifcapirai:-----
, Although all classes involved-in production 'iorexport mli"s'i'by definition 

possess some minimal ties to the market, the strength of these ties varies con
siderably. In f~_gu:ate,L!he ~~Ogtb .9f.ma,~~I':!_~()~c.es, __ thC?g~~~~~~-~~eIikeIi
hood that the 1~~,qe.dJlpp~r class will be replaced by an agricultural uppercliiss 
baSeCI on commercial or industdiircapitai. As agriculturalJ?rogucgoribeoomes' 
1fi1:lre---rlillonalized and-effideriCllle-agrlCulturnr organization tends more and 
morefowafiftnefwCi-speCiiIl1Ze-cnypes"iii--ihe--hoikirn'ii-iiIfon~fg;ure 1.1---:the 
S@~IrnoI@II~~nd J!t,!\_,.E-L~~~i.§~lBotnoft:ffeset~s-~!ve an upper class 
depend~nt on capital other than land. It is apparent that the upper class of the 
P9r:P()rate platl~ation as it is described by Steward or Stinchcombe is dependent 
on industrial capital. This class may in fact be composed of the stockholders of 
adlversilied corporation which controls manufacturing and transportation com
panies as well as plantations. The nature of the upper class in the small holding 
system may seem more problematic. In this case there is obviousiy no agrarian 
upeer '=-~I:l~? since the land is owned by those who'work it. There is; however;'a 
substantial commercial and industrial upper class whose power and income is 
based on control of processing machinery, storage facilities, transportation, and 
finance capital. The small holder can therefore be considered,_ a worker in an 
agricultural system "c6nftOlled-by- urban financial interests. Jt was this vi~w of 
the small holder-capitalist relationship which was expressed by 'Marx in liis 
description· of the· nineteenth-CenturyFi:~~ch_peasiiiiJtY;-- iit.~~_ ~~~!E~g.I4ing~f 
the-peasiiiiriifnow "onlrthe'pretexf'that allows ~h~, ~~pitalist to. draw profits, 
interest arillr~ilJJrom ,the !>~i1J wllUe'l~ying'it to the tiller--of the soil himselffo 
see how he can extract his wa~e~:',' 12 Thls'vIew"iia'rdiY--descrlbes'the-'afflueni 

12 Karl Marx, The Eighteenth Brumaire of Louis Bonaparte (New York: Inter
national Publishers, 1963), p. 127. 
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agribusiness of the American farm belt, but it is.,an..ac,c,urate assessment of most 
.~,~I1.11.holder~ .. mY.9lYed.in,e~p.QJt.PtQd\!£tfi~1~i~~,.'!.I!~~!~~y?!i)l':~~~?,r_I~:Many 
such small holders are actually .gtbsi~J!£.asan!! . .Q!"Q~!!~mg"l<~!!,,~~~~~,C?~ly 
as a sideline. The processing, transportation, export, and of course eventual 
'manufacture'and sale of the finished commodity are all controlled by others. In 
Uganda, for example, cotton was grown exclusively by African small holders, 
but cotton gins were entirely controlled by Indian middlemen, and export was 
controlled by the British alone.13 In the Belgian Congo the small holders not 
,only did not control the profits in marketing their own cotton but were actually 
:compeUed to grow the crop according to individual quotas assigned by Belgian 
;corporations.14 Even in colonial Ghana, where cocoa is produced by a class of 
relatively affluent African small holders, the Cocoa Marketing Board bought up 
production at half the world price, sold at the world price, and retained the 
difference. Under colonial rule the board was controlled by the British and built 
up an enormous sterling b!\lance in London banks which amounted to some 200 
million pounds in 1955.1iThese examples indicate that the small holder of the 
agricultural export econ6my is properly regarded as a labo'fer"who"'h'appens to 
controI-a-SIilaIfPfece"'Oniind from which he "extracts his wages." The agrarian 
upper class is represented by the middlemen and financiers who control the 
marketing of the crop. \ 

Both the small holciing and the plantation are dominated by upper classes 
whose wealth is based on financial or industrial capital. They differ in that in one 
'caseth;;' upperc13sssu'i'renders -C'Oiitrol-otlifelti-feClCultivation to a system of 
decentralized small farms, while in the other the upper class controls the agricul
tural enterprise directly, usually through a joint stock corporation. The central
ized, corporate plantation engaged in direct cultivation, however,' is relatively 
rare in agriculture, although it is more common in export agriculture than 
elsewhere. The industrial upper class of the corporate plantation is in fact 
dependent on theprodticfio1f1i'iirameters of a relatively narrow range of tropical 
crops. Philip Courtenay16 has pointed out that the dominance of the corporate 
plantation in such crops is the result of two factors-the importance of primary 
processing machinery in export production and the continuous harvest possible 
in some tropical crops. Crops that require substantial mechanical processing 
before they can be exported create economies of scale by distributing the cost of 
processing equipment over many units. This advantage increases as a function 
of both the reduction of bulk possible during processing and the distance to the 
market. Tanganyikan sisal destined for European markets underwent a reduction 

13 Harold Ingrams, Uganda: A Crisis 0/ Nationhood (London: H.M. Stationery 
Office, 1960), pp, IIS-U6 and 142-143, 

14 Gordon C. McDonald et a!., Area Handbook for the Democratic Republic 
of the Congo (Washington; Government Printing Office, 1971), p. 301. 

15 Bob Fitch and Mary Oppenheimer, Ghana: End 0/ an Illusion (New York: 
Monthly Review Press. 1966), pp. 40--4S. 

16 Philip p, Courtenay, Plantation Agriculture (New York: Praeger, 1965), 
pp. S0-67. 
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to about 4 percent of its former bulk during the mechanical extraction of fibers.17 
Similarly Peruvian sugar destined for American markets underwent a bulk re
duction to less than 5 percent of its former bulk during the extraction of refined 
sugar from cane.18 Both of these crops were produced by plantations owned by 
wealthy individuals or corporations and involved industrial factory-like forms of 
organization. Economies of scale in processing cannot be realized, however,' 
unless the expensive machinery can be kept in almost constant operation. This 
in turn requires a crop which can be harvested almost continually. Only a rela
tively smJ~U.llMmQ~toLcrops, including sisal, sugar, tea, and palm oii," siiUsffthe 
~.- "-"~'"'''.''' 
ideal conditions of bulk reduction and continuous harvesting which make the 
centraifudfattory' o~ganj~ation'oi th;;-'pilintation"j)rofitable: "Anumberof other 

-"Cro'ps;-such' as fubber, cocofniis,"ancfbailanas;'have continuous or nearly con
tinuous harvests but do not undergo substantial bulk reduction during processing,.
These crops are sometimes grown on plantations but can usually be efficiently 
produced by small holders. The agricultural upper class dependent on the indus
trial plantation is therefore confined to a rcTaTIyE!t""E:.!:':.~r.~P~:.".,· -

- In most cases the agriculturaLl:!I?per class must surrender its control over 
dir.ect cultivation to small holders and realize its profits in'the'rOIe-OfIi1iddJ.emaii·· 
or ·moneylender. In most crops centralized mduscnallrrgantzahons canno[C(j"m
petewlfnfl1eSmall family farm. As II1ark:~tpr:e,s!)ur~sincrease, most agricultural 
~U~p.Q.!Q!Yant.tb&. ~.ffi.(;.iI:~.t"~i-g~-f!i~!l:~i~Il;?f the sma Ii . holdhig:' The upper 
classes in an agricultural II1a.rket economy ar:e th~refoieriiore-likely to rely on 

1!fcDiicome'from coinitierciaI rather than industrialc~pital. The.J~~2!!9m~C effi-

lCie~~_-o~:.t~:.~.~~}1 h<?_~~!.rig h .. a ... s .. I.o ... ·n .. g ..... b.·.ee~ recog~iied .b.··.y 
{I ... g .... r .. ~~ ..... u .. _ .. }t .. ~._._r .. ~.l ... ~.c.9n~~ists, 

11i:ttliougn It contmues to be a source ofdlsappomtment to. ¥aC1:l1~ttheoretIClan~, 
I wh~ ~o~~g~!!.t~Y_,~~~_~t __ t~:._~.~~fi.~ii+ation of agriculture to .foll?W the centr~lization 
L~~~~~,~~!'y',~9 The economIc Importance of land in th.!:..~~pltal !!.~e of the pro
\ductive unit gives a disTInct advantage to the .~ry.al1 h.qL<;Il!!g,l!!,1P~_p.(94ucti..QILgt 
TiiiOsi"crops:'Fifsf;imiiiitseconOniles derived from specialization and hierarchical 
~, since the difficulties of supervising a work force distributed over a 
large area are formidable. Second, it severely limits the use of machinery in 
planting, cultivating, and harvesting, since the machines must be brought to the' 
raw materials rather than the other way round as is the case in industry. In 
highly mechanized American fanns this problem is solved to some extent by the 
development of sophisticated mobile planting, cultivating, and harvesting ma-

17 A. M. O'Connor, An Economic Geography of East Africa (London: G. Bell 
& Sons, 1966), p. 90. 

18 Estimated from figures presented in Eugene Burgess and Frederick Harbison, 
Casa Grace in Peru (Washington: National Planning Association, 1954), 
p.28. . 

19 For a conventional economic explanation of the competitive advantage of 
small holdings see R. L. Cohen, The Economics 0/ Agriculture (London: 
Cambridge University Press, 1959). For an account of the long debate 
about the class status of the peasant in Marxist economic theory see David 
Mitrany, Marr against the Peasant: A Study in Social Dogmatism (Chapel 
Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1951). 
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chinery, but this is a .relatively late dev~lopment in, the history of commercial 
riculture. Only a high-technology society can produce the complex devices 

ag cessary tQ_,handle perishable agricultural commodities while moving across 
ne en fields/The existence of such machinery in American agriculture, however, 
op \ . th d f I" f d . . has tended to lOcrease e egree 0 centra lZatlon 0 pro UCtiO, n and ~ce agam 
makes direct ~ultivation by large corporations economically profitable. eedless 
to say, ~()~t" ~~!?~:t_ c;~~~?n.:ti~ ha~e,,~()~_ r.~c~~_~,i~}e'l~~?ttech~~L~!s~L4~
velopment, an~ lli~"o.l;':!~IQD.:, ()f I,a~o~a~~ ~e<:~all1Zlltionwh~c.h!~!I:~t~,?J~,1.?~_,C::9.n,
centiitlonin indlls.!cy,arc.: lac~ng ID ag,~_Ic.I1,It,!re: In the absence of large-scale 
machinery the size of a farm teIl;d.s to'be limited to the land one man and his 
immediate family can work. AdditIonal land and the labor to work it would not 
.' tify the additional costs in supervision and decline in labor quality. 
's In most export crops the small ?~lding is the most ~fficient form of agricul
tural org~zation. In the few remamIDg crops plantations have a competitive 

'. dvantage,/ Therefore upl'~:~ classes dependent on<:o,~~~~!\LQrjl).s.!,'!~t!I~ 
~apita1 enjoy a ~istinct compe~ti~~_-~~~~~fage'o~ertipper c~as~~ dep~n.?,~I)t_o~ 
landed property 'i~~E:~~~ I~ .~, ~~~:., ~~~!!lU~,,:!~?,!i; lil,lj?s-,-a,!;!!t~_~P.lt.aI, ,tQe 

,:~~c;:~s~~rd~::n;r~'~;'6~:::r~ra!~~r:~~s~!~t~~~ita7~:'::::i''~it?! 
inefficient use of land, labor, an~ agncuItu!:'M tech!!2!9.~~_~~~ld quickly elim
inateIfIrom ~~~_ w~rld ;omm~!!t.~Y_E1ar~et. If the structure of agricuTfural or.. aruzarronwere aetermmed by economic factors alone, the landed estates in 
~ur~OJIld..he_.teplac.e.Q by small ~oldin~s..~..R~.nta~n~ The 
economic analYSIS suggests that the types of agncultural orgamzatIon in the 

--apperbaIf of the model in Figure 1.1 are economically unstable. In order to 
remain competitive in world agriculture, they should tend to be transformed 

'into the types in the lower half of the diagram. This transformation, however, 
ay not be a pleasant one for the landed upper class. The landowners may be 

~le to adapt their estates to the centralized organization of the industrial plan
:ation by investing in processing machinery, clearing their lands of tenants or 
erfs and adopting a rational accounting of land and labor. It is more likely, 
~ow;vel(that the landeci tlPper class itself wil~ be ,unabletofindth~,J!~~~ary 
capital and will be rep.laced, by ,l~f!"~e c<:>rp<lr~tlO~s t~~~ ~aE\.Such a process ~ 
. 'nangii has been descnbed lD northeast Braztl by Cliarles'vJagley and Marvin 
~arris20 and by Harry Hutchinson.21 In the 1950s tradition~lengenh~ planta
tions little changed from the days of slavery continued to cultivate sugar cane 
but lacked the expensive machinery necessary to process it. Instead they sent 
their cane to modern industrial (usina) plantations. Inevitably, however, eco
nomic and political power passed to the few wealthy families and corporations 
that controlled the usina plantations. The owners of the __ e.!:!g~!I_~J'lantations 

20 Charles Wagley and Marvin Harris, "A Typology of Latin American Sub
cultures," American Anthropologist, 57 (June 1955), 428--449. 

21 Harry William Hutchinson, Village and Plantation Life in North Eastern 
Brazil (Seattle: University of Washington Press, 1957). 
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were also under competitive pressure from industrial plantations in a new 'sugar 
region farther south. While a few members of the old landed aristocracy man
aged to survive the increased competitive pressure, most did not. The fate of the 
landed upper class in Peruvian sugar production was even less enviable. The
"Peruvian landed class was completely displaced by large foreign corporations 
\which drove the less efficient estates into bankruptcy and bought up their lands. 

1, ,,,,,The transition from a landed estate to a corporation plantation, however, 
is likel)' to b~ ~~mleJn-comparisQn.Jj:Uh~J!~_l1§it!2!!"!9_"th;~~~!_~0Iding sys1em~\1 
Such a transltlon can only come about through the breakmg up of large estafe-s-1 
and the liquidation of the landed aristocracy. Such, of course, was the fate of 

'large landowners in the French Revolution. They found themselves replaced by 
peasant small holders who were both econoIiUciiI1y ef'ficienCaruCpolitically 
poterii::-Slmuar developments aredescribed-by Albert Hlrsciiiiian:1ii-COlombia22 

and Rene Lemarchand in Rwanda.23 In each of these cases serfs who had taken 
up cash crop production rebelled against the landed aristocrats and seized their 
estates, eliminating the Jandlords as a social' class 3lj.d e$tablishing a system of 

~_~ ____ ~:-",,_,_,_,_"'C_L __ ,,_~ __ ' ____ ~ __ " ' 

sm~s~~c_e ~:;~ ~rk{~' d~/~~t iii~o~ ~ll~~~{/u:~~Yclass and more efficient 
forms of -productlon--'ftireafen""its--ejdsteiicc"'as'a'Class:\li must ado£.t a rigid 
o..EP.osition to completely free markets_ The continued ex!~"Ofthe-"Iaiiaeit' 
upper claSSfit the agriculTural expoif economy depends, therefore, on political 
restrictions on the workings of..JM~s_jnJandJa..l:'-Qr,--a!1lLC_l!pital. This 
attItude toward ~.fiUiiafk.et..slands-· the attitudes of agricultural 
~upper"claSSeSdependent on commercial or industrial capital. n both cases they 
profit from the unfet(ereilworkings oftlle'marlretafiaare,- m general, opposed to 
political intervention in the market unless it involves some direct consideration 
such as an export subsidy or a tax loophole_ It is this fundamental difference in 
relations to the market which accounts for the di~~.1:1Lp..9liticat be~:'!i~:ol 
land&t'upperCiasses,?nllt~on~'Jiaii(Caiid=commefdal-aBd-inElustria.L1!El'er 
cfasSeSOntneOtherTThe landed upper class must rely on political power-io 
prevent~Jre.,~ marKet. in land, to protect itselt-against competition from-small 
-l1oIners or plantations, to prevent expensive technological change from under
mining its financial position, and to protect its huge undere~loyed labor force 
from the lure of higher wages in more efficient enterprises.iVhe industrial and 
commercial upper classes benefit from an economically efficient allocation of 
the factors of production and can rely on market mechanisms to extract their 

pro_fi~s~The ~~nomic. ~~~~~~~!~,}~~~~~~~pper ~~s~~:~~i~ r.~ly o~ 
pohtlca J?l~~~'!!~~~" ObJectlves.ITfie"economlc strengfflortne 
-intlmitriaraiiircommerdarCIas'ses-ftfak-es'si7clrp'Ufitical controls much less essen
tial)The relative economic power of the landed and commercial or industrial 

~ ---.;.:.-----
22 Albert Hirschman, Journeys toward Progress (Garden CiLY, N-Y_: Double

day Anchor, 1965), pp, 141-142_ 
23 Rene Lemarchand, Rwanda and Burundi (New York: Praeger, 1970), 

on,9'1-177 
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upper classes in export agriculture leads to three basic differences in their 
political behavior which have{critical consequences 1oi'iJiel"r--reritiiYirS with the 
cUlt~'V ~g classes:\ 

1. _!!!2.~£/.tl!~~_~~iJ!g.9Jass.drawing'its income from land te.rdsto,b.tf.,e.cgnpp~
leal -;!!ak and must therefore rely on political restrictions on land ownership, 
'These'reStr,{ciio-nst;~dt~f~~us'confiici on the control and distributionol1arided 
properiji~-A' noncuitivatlng' class drd~ing its incQlJ1fL hom commerdalor in: 
ifUsiFial capital is uSiJally econo;iTca7f;:st;~;;g-;;~d.requi;~s' iewer'-potl!]£(iCi~
''iiHc[f§i!E9iz~ian;i';;;-';~'~~hip;, arid' ~~nflic/ iher~jore tends. ~()_ ,p~:tg'i.liAftA,_g!J.,.tlze 
dist~ib'ution of blC()!i1e. tr{)111 prop~i:tY;,.ilor9n the·o¥!~(!isilippf.proper.ty.itself. 
The presence 'of a landed upper Class tends to focus 'conflict on control of'Ine .----_ .. ,----------------'---= 
means of production, while the presence of a c_~I!!!P-~rcial or inuusfrfaragricul-
tura! upperclassTeiiOsToIOcliSConHi~~~,~!l.t.h~,,,~i~~,~~b~.~!o.i2Tg~j9Qsji@u,ced., 
The-'i'ela'ti\)!1ship-'b'efweeri"tne 'presence of a landed aristocracy and conflicts 
over property is a direct result of the overwhelming importance of land as the 
source of upper-class income and the competitive disadvantages of large landed 
es~~P.Qf.La.gricIDlijfe. SInceIand is the onlyrmportant determinantof 
wealth, a~y c~~~ge in th~~~~t_~~buti~~«?£i!!~..9..!!l,~,.!?~!"!~~'.l_ .the .~and-l0wer 
classes must depen(f"""OJla redistribution of land. There is nothing else of any 
great valuefooecomethefocus-;;rpoiiiicaTattention. Thus in export sectors 
dominated by landed upper classes, conflicts over landed property are endemic. 
Since in a free market the landed arlstoeracy'WoUld-quickly-be-bought'-out-by 
more efficient small holders or plantations, the landed upper class inevitably 
devel~s some set of special land tenure privileges denied the rest of the popula
tion. Q:'he privileges may involve control of land through conquest, extortion or 
theft by a militarily dominant elite, systems of special land concession granted to 
metropolitan nationals in colonial dependencies, and systems of ethnic stratifica
tion which exclude most of the population from any access to the political and 
legal institutions controlling the ownership of property) Frequently, of course, 
these mechanisms may be used in combination. In the typical pattern of highland 
South America the dominant position of the Spanish and mestizo upper classes 
established by the conquest ha,tbeen consolidated by the political disenfranchise
n;\ent of the peasantry and Qy_~!!~.extralegal ~pper class lancrexp;opriatiQ;i;The
peasantry "io-'111ghIiind'Latin AmerlCil"hasbeendlsquafified hom poilHcsoy dis
tinctions based on literacy, property, and race, and the mestizo upper classes 
control the courts arufihe-lanO'regfsiiY-ornces': 'In stIcha situation-smaU-rand
hOlaerSllave-no"effectiVe"meansOIaefert-ding their claims, and extralegal en
croachments on the landiof the indigenous peasantry are a chronic problem in 
most areas of Latin America where large estates exist.24 No matter how efficient 

24 For a summary of land conflicts in Latin America see Ernest Feder, 
"Societal Opposition to Peasant Movements and Its Effects on Farm Pc;6ple 
in Latin America," in Henry A, Landsberger (ed,), La/in American 
Peasant Movements (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University Press, 1969), pp. 
399-450. ' 
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a small holder's production, he cannot grow crops on lands that have been stolen 
from under him. In colonial areas special land concessions enable nationals 
of the colonizing power to claim dominion over vast tracts of land which may 
already be occupied by the indigenous population. Such concession systems 
are particularly likely in colonial areas with large settler population:; such as 
Algeria or Kenya. The indigenous population has no political power and con
sequently no legal recourse in such expropriations. The ethnic stratification sys
temS which are inherent in colonial rule make it a ~practical impossibilIty fOra 
"me1lIber-of-the-iIfdigenouspoQtilliton"to-ho!,I""on-to"Iancfiil-tneTaceofpressuie 
"from members of ~QI9JJ.iaLe" . Landed i;roperty in agrTCiifturare"iport sec
'torS"Jeems a Iiter-al illustration of Prou on solctumtnat property is theft. In 
~ase the theft is direct and land sales playa relatively small role in the dom
inance of the upper classes. 

Since the legal_.I?.!"_~~r~~l~.~.~L~!Propriation of land depends on the special 
privileges 0 __ ~~.~~~~ed "~l.i~ cqnflict~ ove~en e~.E~J.[gQ..~9Jjfl~.!~.C)",:er 
the contror onne political system WhICh makes the special land t~l!~re.£nvlleges 
poSsi'6Te.~-:Wftl1ounlie suppOrtora-iaOdIord-dommateaTe-garsystem theex-pr6-

i priations of hacendados in Latin America would be impossible. Deprived of the 
strength of colonial armies, settlers have been unable to hold on to their lands in 
most of the developing world. The conflict over landed t!ro~ which is the 
fundamental political issue in iny system dependent on a landed elite J~ 
directly to conflicts involving the ultiIl}ru:~ cO.!l.!!"ol of the political system. There 
are no other political options open to cultivatorsv.rno are deruedparticipa
tion in politics, access to the legal system, or the right to engage in the pursuit 
of profit through small-scale farming. Such conflicts may not occur in all systems 
dependent on landed estates, b where such estates exist, the potential for 
violent conflict is always presen . The con lct may mvolveI5odi -cOntrofortli"e
means of production andcontrol of the ultimate centers of political power in 
the society.) 

The economic strength of commercial and industrial classes in export agri
culture makes special land tenure privileges considerably less essentia{In fact 

~~~~~!~11J~:~~~~~;;~~\~:~:~~~~?t;;~~~(:'~~~~~I;i~ffi~!~~:;r?W~:'p~~~~l~% 
-"systel11s""thirpowerfu) corporate 'jnte'rests which constitute the agrarian upper 
class are clearly capable of buying out even powerful members of the landed 
aristocracy, to say nothing of small landholders. This is not to say, of course, that 
commercial or industrial interests will not take advantage of such concession if 
they are offered by a colonial regime or a pliable "independent" government. The 
Unilever plantations in the Belgian Congo depended on massive land concessions 
as did the Michelin plantations in Vietnam.25 Such special privileges, however, 

25 On the Congo see Charles Henry Wilson, The History of Unilever, vol. I 
(London: Cassell, 1954), p. 180, On Vietnam see Charles Robequain, The 
Economic Development of French Indo-China (New York: Oxford Uni
versity Press, 1944), pp. 195-216. 
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are essential for the survival of a landed upper class but not for the survival of 
an industrial or commercial upper class. Its economic success is as3~!ed bl' the 
workings of the free market. Its economic po~fon can, ofCiiiiiSe::"..b.e....damageCl 
bYnaIionafizaHonoI'pollHcal restricnons-iIDposed-GY-other i!l!g~sj_groupS.' Its 
overwtreti'filhgDfl£rkerpower~-'llo-wever;-teffilS1O'ijrulemufie-its political op~ 
'iieiifs:-TJie'"mmefpriceof-c"O'Coa, fof example; is -corithjIleaoymajor chocolate 
manufacturers such as Nestle, not by the small holders of Ghana. Similarly, 
Firestone rubber dominates the economy of Liberia to such an extent that imped
ing production would threaten the major source of employment and government 
revenues and create a serious depression. The commanding economic position 
of the industrial and commercial classes in export agnculture~tlien;-m-akes it 
leSSfie-ctl'SSlllyiorthem1:o'uke"a-dire-ct polltlcal role iii. r~!!:@ni.:~oglj!.~j1tiOIl: 
or<expiOpriatlng 16efa:lidsof'the'peasaiiiry:-lnlact,-these classes may actpally 
lin<nrp'rofitable to encourage peasant production, supply funds for agricultural 
research, or sell their estates- to Iiauve-eilTrepreneucs.-'Tfie'miijorpaii"ortlieir 
profit does not depend on direct land ownership, and in many cases the political 
costs of ownership are not worth the additional profit. United Fruit, for example, 
adopted a policy of selling off its banana plantations in Central America while 
maintaining control over the "great white fleet" used in transporting bananas and 
of course maintaining control over marketing in the United States. United Fruit 
is therefore eliminating the image of "EI Pulpo" (the octopus), which has been 
a target of left-wing propaganda in Central America for a half century, while 
maintaining control over the most profitable end of the banana business.28 The 
commercial and industrial classes ext~t their .Q!o!ts not through special con
cessions, b\lt through their control of scarce factors of production such as capital 
in processing macfimery, transpOftatlon,-1ffiCfliOi'iiice:-TIieir"'ielauons-wffli the 
k>WercTiiSs tenatobeoased on marKet tlesNlOf'On1foattle over land ownership. 
Conflicts in export sectors dominate Oy mlfustrial and commercial capital, there
foreifend to be focused 0l.!_the ~i,stribution of incQ.~~~tw5:~l!"!h~1!ep~!, and 
lower classes, not on the ownership of property~La orers may strike for higher 
wages;orranners may demarunoWeITnTeresiI'ates1. but neither group is l~~!:t to 
demand land expropriations or radical political ch~ This focus on the dis> 
~~~~~"~_of income tends to_t.!!lns~9r~<:Iitical confiic®~o;mmICbilrgal~~ 
The economic-weakness of the landed aris10Ct~-teiided to transform economIC 
c,e.nflicts into PE>litical confrontatlOi1s:--~-"--- ----'----'---------.--~,--

The economic and political consequences of a noncultivating class drawing 
its income from either land or capital are expressed in the upper causal pathway 
labeled hypothesis 1 in Figure 1.2. Figure 1.2 provides the specific causal link
ages between !n~ml1,§'Q.\l-1:~e. on the one hand and pont~~.Q~.er on the other 
and therefore represents the intervening variables in thUheoryJinking income 
~<?.!l~~.!!~""~nd class ~ As the upper pathway in Figure 1.2 indicates, landas
the prindpal"solffce of income for noncultivators leads to low economic power 
and dependence on political controls, which in turn lead to political conflict over 

'\ rJ~' ct ~,I, {),V ~ ( I //IA_/'>'\i~ J\LfV.~ z- ~0.0 , eVL \l\uL .(jJ{'.y 1i.,~;:, '2- _ 
"""" Iv 2.6 l\lpw Yt'l,'v'f'f;';p_c Anrll\1&" 1Q7? L.!r .-
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Political Behavior of Noncultivators 

zero-sum/non·zcro sum 

of Income on the Economic and 

property. C~...M...~ principal !.'?~~~'?~~~~Jor th:.~~n~~~~~y.a.t~~~~ ~I.ass, 

~o~~~~t~;~~'iq~::f~;~:'~;;;~~~~~~;~~~;~~j~~;~;~§.;~i~:;~;~~~'~~ oilier causal pathways In FIgure 1.2 also lead to the same ultimate POllhciH con
sequence for upper classes dependent on land or capital, but by two different 
ntervening paths. 

" 2. A noncultivflting class drawing its income from the land is usually de
pendenro'fsen;iieo~ semiseiiille'ltiborti'iiirca:iin()it1zereforepermli the eit'efislon' 
of poll/lcal or econorfiic"i'lghrnoCiIlfiii(llofs.~4f}ire:fu1([aboTcQ!!f!itJ!s't~iUlto:.!?!!. .. 
'Eflt!cl~~;.:J(~~~if..~,!Jl~i.v.g@g-:CJiif.~4r:a:iYrl1iJf[in~9.,'!I~,·t'ifJ,~J!Y.lIJ~!rliiJ·pl:_~iiniiiie.""i;= 
clal capItal is usually dependent on free lalwr..al;'/d",can~,theretQr.JLmgJ:J~,J!l!,$ily 
tI?If!.[/I(g:P'Q@~gT9;ii(?c(Jifijmic'fi;ijjis. fo;'~ ~i:liiiva£o.r.$ •. As a result l~bp.r, cp~fil~J§ 
tend to be economic rather than.poJitica1. Since the landed estate cannot com
pete-witfi ni()reefficfent~ntecpa;es f~;'l~bor, many of the same devices used to 
restrict the working of the market in land are used to restrict the market in 
labor. These restrictions may take the form of binding the workers to the land 
through hereditary serfdom, demanding compulsory labor directly through the 
intervention of colonial regimes, conscripting labor indirectly through devices 
such as the hut tax of colonial Africa, or relying on ethnic stratification to drive 
down the price of labor of the subordinate ethnic group. All these mechanisms 
de.£.~.~d oJ;l the political disenfranchisement of t 0 ulation.:wnicltl~.J~J~£plY 
the labor. his in turn requires an inequitable political system. [The landed estate 
--.~. .J 
requires specla1ptlvil~ges--iiil:he recruirmeilrollaborainVel1as in access to land. 
In both cases the privileges are supported by a landlord-dominated political 
system. 

To a greater or lesser degree the landed estate is dependent on semiservile 
labor. The labor supplied will, of course, be of low quality, and efficient produc
tion schedules will be impossible. In fact the landowner may consider himself 
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fortunate if his laborers do not resist conscription by violent means. Such an 
intractable labor force is hardly useful in most industrial activities, but it is 
ideally suited to the inefficient, extensive cultivation of a landed estate. While it 
may be impossible to mine coal at the point of a bayonet, it seems to be possible 
to harvest coffee or grapes under a similar degree of compulsion. The low quality 
of the forced labor requires large numbers of laborers to compensate for the 
small amount of useful labor supplied by each. The landed estate is dependent 

t:.n a labor force which is paid little or nothing, and works only under compulsion. 
!.~e comp~~~~Y_~I];~§~._QfJh~!~.!1.g_~~~!~ate in t~e ~f)~~g.C;:9J~J:ll.~.dity .Il1ar~~~_!~~~~~ 
Jo~e~elj'en.ds.i;t. parton. the. difIereD~e:b-elween the price of f,ree, and. ()~. s"rYII~. 
labor .. 
.. ··--·-jn such an environment a labor union or ~~~~~~..2!gani~tl~ which 
threatenrtoincrea-s-e the costonaborTiarsastrous fOJ the landowner. He cannot 
increase his labor costs withoutlosing-his ~~;p~titi~ep~~iti~n-'i;-~rid agricllI~ 
ture. H.e cann2.!. offse~ the cost of higher 12.~ employing fe~er and more. 
efficient workers, because the system depends on compulsion and compulsory 

1a6orers are meffIcient laborers. He does not profit from the disciplined, respon
sible labor force that a labor union frequently produces. In the primitive agricul
tural technology of the landed estate efficient production is impossible and an 
efficient labor force, therefore, a lUXUry. Even if the workers were disciplined 
and efficient, they would be wasted on an enterprise which lacked the capital
ization and rational organization of the industrial plantation. Thus the attitude 
of a landed upper class tow!!rQ...!l.l_i2.QLQrg~IYza!_i~II: .. !~ __ ~~_'?Ll!!>~2!~~i~~~~~
gence. 
~either industrial or commercial upper classes ·find collective action on the 
part of their workers particularly desirable. In the case of producers' coopera
tives in small holding systems or labor unions in industrial plantations, the effect 
of such collective organization is to increase the share of the profits going to the 
workers. ThiLmaybe . .p0stly for the lli?per clas_s.es~.hut-it-wiU-h.Ydly--lea.d to 
~~JYin. In- fact the upper classes may realize some potential gains from 
unionization or cooperative organization. The union provides a disciplined, effi
cient, responsible labor force which can be valuable in a capital-intensive or
ganization like an industrial plantation. Sugar mills require a regular supply of 
cane for efficient operation, and irregular supp!'~s of labor can lead to costly,~' 
idleness. Banana production is subject to periodic\~isasters such as blow-downs 
in tropical storms and plant blights which threaten entire producing regions. 
Only determined, efficient, disciplined action by a>1arg~:coordinated labor force 

\ J 

can cope with these problems. If the banana crop iSlost, the corporation's rail-
ways, docks and loading facilities, and refrigerated ships must all stand idle. In 
such an industrial environment a uqionized labor force offers some advantages 
to offset the increased cost of labor. Labor organization will not lead to a 
~disastrous w~k,enil:!g of th~lan.tation'SCoi!tpeti!!ve ~~ition irUhi,::,w.orur,:j;oiii~ 
-mad.i!vE.t~rket. 

S~alI hol~i!11LI?~P~~~~~~_sII1:ay pr():y~de som~_!i.!l.~a.!!!~Ho eMlort~s __ ~d 
other middlemen by insuring regular 0lltp~Ll!.nd avoidi!!g masUa.okmptciesof 
~----..--.. ,..-.,~-"-",.",-,-.~- .... -- ...• -~.-., . .,....- .. - ... - --'-
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small produce . Tbe ,commerciaJ.9Pp~J:._~1~§ll.,.h.as an eC.Q}lomic i~est in a~.!!r
ng _.!~L~.~;l!!.all old~(H.re pro!~.c;;g:.Ql!"~?!:~~ic disa~~Admittedly this 

wei-est is long term, and in the short run the produceiS' association may succeed 
in retaining a greater share of its profits. On the other hand, producers' associa
tions tend to be subject to the centrifugal political forces common in all small 
holding systems and seldom represent much of a threat to commercial interests. 
The upper class in the small .. holdin!uy-ste~ like the industrial upper class of 
the plantation, is well abl~~tall9. collective qr.g~!!.!wion. 

rthe fundamentally different attitudes toward labor of land- and capital
dependent upper classes lead. to ri~iQ....u.nyjelding .1~9liE.~~lJep'r.~~~i~~?~}he on~ 
hand and a willingness t?~I!!£!?_~i~ .. ~l!the ~.!.h~r. Correspondingly the workers 
in a landed estate system can only protest through attempts to disrupt the work
ings of the forced labor system. Since this system, like the special land tenure 
privileges, is dependent on the control of the political s~by'"'flielandea 
upper class, economic conflicts tend to become political. Like the situation 
created by land tenure privileges, the conflicts involvenotsimply a change of 
Igovernment, but the destruction of upper-class control over the state itself. In 
jthe case of both commerclal and mdustriaf !:!p'per claSses, bargaining is POSSible. 
and conflicts can oemore easily confi'nedto ecoi;-omfc-issue~this flexibility on 
iUlepartof t~per class thel11eads-to"ie£ormlst" action on the part of the 
working class Violent seizure of the state may be the only way to end forced 
labor in a colc,riial'-state-buris"scarceIYthe only' route fO'ec'onoffiiC' gains"wheri 
,anuppei~la.:iiii~mingrol;ar~'" p ..... P.""-" "....,... . • . .... -_.'.-

l----yhese intervening-linKages-between noncultivator income source and polit
Ical behavior are summarized in the causal pathway labeled hypothesis 2 in 
Figure 1.2. FigureL2 indicates that land as the source of income leads to a 
servile labor force, which in turn leads to opposition to workers' rights arid con
sequently politicized conflict. Similarly the figure indicates that capital as the 
principal income source leads to freer . labor, less opposition to the cultivator 
rights, and, consequently, economic conflict over the distribution of income. 
Differences in labor recruitment as well as differences in economic power which 
depend on the source of upper-class income lead to similar patterns of class 
conflict although by different intervening causal chains. 

3. An upper class drawing its income from the. land is associated with.,a. 
static agficultural-prbltuc{ana·-ihii-efo're'~~~di~;·:z.e;;~~«-,;:·dQ;iiiiiit.:~b~t;"~en.-cuT.::_ 
1iWiiOrs-andnoncultivator,s,,,-A>S;::g' resalt"'coffipioml:s;-i~ economic conflicts is 
!!ffiJ:El!!t..?r!fEltP.,?fr.das.1JJfa.w.~ng.its.irzco!72e. fr~!!!£qlJlme.r.ciqJ.Qx.j~(!«§lr.Y1L£ql!!rat 
can increase production through .. £ae{t~! J"!.v.~~!!'!!:e.flt.g1'J.4.j/J...?r.~fgr..(}'.~~H2.(J.114..JI]f!.. 
sum of aiffciilfiiiiil7iic0friif~;tb~:~~a~e.4w..it~p~UiY(l..tQr§)."qnd conflict is therefore 
non:;'ero"sunC"As"iluresul! compromise in economic conflicts is possible. I hIS' 
political differenCeisadfrect resii{i'ortbeietafiveiy-greater importance of tech
nology in agricultural systems controlled by industrial or commercial classes. In 
landed estate agriculture the total profits of the enterprise cannot be increased 
by more efficient organization, by increased use or fertilizers or insecticides, by 
the introduction of selective breeding to increase yields, or by the installation of 
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expensive machinery. All such technological innovations are usually beyond the 
resources of the landed estate owner. If he did possess such resources, he would, 
of course no longer be the owner of a landed estate, but rather of a corporate 
farm or plantation. The profits from the landed estate are fixed, dep~~~,i!!K9!l:ly 
on the price of the crOp1n~t<lc..Qmmo.illIy-=miUI'et~Thjs -paceis, of course, 
beyomnlie"landowner's control. The poverty an6efficiency of the landed 
estate would make it impossible for landed upper classes to grant economic con
cessions even if they were inclinecrroao'"~~he only economic concession pos
sible is the redistribution of land, and thiswould, of course, require the sacrifice 
of the source of upper-class income and power. The upper and lower class in the 
landed estate are therefore locked in a zero-sum conflict over the control of land. 
There is no way to incrl::ase the income of either class except by decreasing the 
income of the other. {~~uchnSitlilitions-c6iripi6niise-is~iffic~ When the zero
sum conflict involves the" OiilynrajorsoulCe of W'eatttrm a society. such com
promise is almost impossible. 
". The owners of industrial and commercial capital can, however, afford to 
make concessions to their workers. Advances in agricultural technology can lead 
to increases in productivity and a subsequent increase in profits. The industrial 
plantation can increase its efficiency by investment in machiriery and can sub
stitute machinery, for labor. The owners of a corporate plantation may prefer a 
sma.~l pighly paici)abor force if new machinery makes it possible to decrease 
the total s!ze of!he labor force. Not only does the owner of the industrial plan
tation benefit from any improvements in agricultural technology, but he has the 
economic resources to invest in such improvements. The result 'lSeXpantltng-.. 
!;amertbanfixen"Tevenuesfi'OlfCiIle-agricuituniTsystem:' Sfffi"iiarl y:'corn'merCial 
an<ilridustriarCIasses-6fnclJn~mTmproY~iii.~jiJii.IDt~!Lb2.L4~ __ p'roduction 
~hniques. They may in fact be able to profit from the sale of tractors, com
bines, and other machinery to the small holder. Similarly. since their income 
depends on marketing, transporting, and processing primary commodities, tech
nological improvements in any of these areas is likely to result in lower produc
tion costs and potentially greater profits, In the case of both industrial and 
commercial upper classes the total income divided between upper and lower 
classes is not fixed, b~ expan~.Q.rj;\ing..J~tjh~~t~~S< . .9f impr..Q~!.l_~_~n indus
triill and agricultural techn~l.Qgy. This, in turn, makes it possible for upper 
c\a~~~!flake economic concessionsto their cultivators withoUt lowermgtheir 
own income. The expanding pronTs-froiTi"ieclinoiogi'caf cI1angecanoe"usecr to 
buy off ni'ral ;o'ciarrn~vemeiits'-ancr'iIrviiCth~~ -into" reforrrd~t'ala-rin~ The 
ejtparidt'iig-lri~;~~-;;fw~;ke;:s"or-smaTC;H6fders in such-;~te{ds to 
,increase commitment to the established property relations. The economic power 
'Of the industrial imd commercial classes, therefore, encourages compromise 
efforts to avoid disrupting the technology which supports both upper and lower 
;cIasses, In contrast to the landed estate systems, where the owner's loss is the 
rorker's gain, !hutandaxd.oj Iivil.J:g,.QLQgrtt._c.l~.s_ses !=~!!J!1.1P.r.q~~),QJh~. i.ng,.Y.~.trJal 
and commercial agricultural svstem. ' 
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These causal linkages are summarized in the lower path, labeled hypothesis 
3, in Figure 1.2. As the figure indicates, land as the upper-class income source 
leads to low productivity, zero-sum contlict, and politicized contlict over prop
erty. Capital as the source of upper-class income, on the other hand, leads to 
higher productivity, non-zero sum contlict, and, as a result, economic conflict 
over the distribution of income from property. Once again differences in the 
economic behavior of noncultivating classes dependent on land or capital lead 
to differences in their political behavior and to differences in the pattern of con
flic} with cultivating classes. 

{ In summary each of the three hypotheses of Figure 1.2 describing the 
effects of noncultivator income sources leads ultimately to the 3me pattern of 
class contlict for noncultivators dependent on land or capital. Where landed 
upper classes are present conflicts are focused on property, the u per classes are 
unyielding, and gains by one class can only be made at the expense of the other. 
The importance of political restrictions on the market in both land and labor 
tends to politicize economic conflict and frequently involves the state and the 

i instit~tions. of pro?erty i~ suPPo~s.,~l!~I}._.~p'.p'~_r .. ~I~~,s,e~ .. ~~~ .. ~~p:.n.d:~t .. ~~.:~~~ 
I merclal or mdustrlal capItal conflIct IS focused on the ~~tri(ju!lOn 'of Income, tfie 
iUppercl~~ses:'ate'willing' to"compromise,-artd'economic gains' are' possible ioC" 

!~~~~~:~!j:~~t~: t~~~~:::~~·~~·~:~~~:;~~;:;::~~d~~~~~~~;~~I:S~~~~~C~!. 
Ifl~.!li.cl.g~m~~~i!~:9IJi(9glicrf9~ .. ~~JIe. .. ~~~.p'~:S~I}.~.'!.·.~£O~(lli~frraro·i'~oin-mercial classes leads to economic conflicts over thedistribution ofjm:Prne ........ . 

·-~:~··~~!_~r::~o~~~~:~~~L;l~~t~~~;~~e;;:~~ 
pO,tential for viol~.! revolution. The actual occurrence of revolution, however, 
d~pen s not only on the economic ana politIcal ciiil"racterlstIcs"'of the upper 
~ asse. 6li!~~s2.~.E_.th.=..poliffcafoi-ganrziifoii and po;erof t~i~!~ya!.il!~.s!~~~. 
ICcultiyatQ[§ are weak and divided even the most inefficient and oppressiVe 
lall3tci upper class will be a6ie to forestall revolution and preserve domestic 
tranquility. Repression is a powerful tool of political control and in the absence 
of countervailing power may be sufficient to contain the potentially explosive 
tensions of the landed estate. The explanation of the causes of agrarian revolu
tion, therefore, requires an understanding of the pohhcaJ potenhal of the cultivat
ing classes.-· .-.----.• - .. --.... - ... - .. -.. ------I THE CULTIVATING CLASSES The fundamental distinction underlying polit
ical behavior of cultivators as well 'as noncultlvators IS the Importance ofTanO 
revenues as a proportion of total income. In general, land wiJIDeusea as paY
rriCI'Irii'fan agncultural enterprise either&'ben the land itself is extensively cul-. 
tivated !lnd small patches for subsistenc~y..!?!~an _~e provide~~ at low coJrpr
when(!he small holding is the most efficient form of pro auction and the upper 
class supports itself in commercial activitiei.)Where land and standing crops are 
valuable or where industrial organization i~ economically efficient, laborers tend 
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to be paid wages. In sharecropping systems land is usually considerably more 
valuable than in commercial hacienda systems. In Egyptian cotton cultivation, 
for example, land rents were sometimes two or three times the revenues which 
could be extracted by direct cultivation of the same area. 27 In this case share
croppers were employed, and they received no secure land rights of any kind. 
Their payment was simply a share of the crop. In the land-extensive hacienda 
systems of highland Latin America land is kept out of cultivation in part to pro
vide a cheap source of labor. Subsistence plots can therefore be turned over to 
usufructuaries with very little loss to the estate owner.26 The usufructuary does 
not, of course, hold title to the land, but his right to cultivate a given plot may be 
permanent or even hereditary. The choice of payment in wages or in land rights 
is determined principally by the profit potential of the upper class. The choice of 
one form of payment over the other, however, has profound consequences for 
the poltical solidarity and organizational strength of cultivators. In general, land 
as the dominant source of income tends to divide the cultivating classes, while 
wages tend to unite them. This general principle is a result of the effects of both 
the economic interests of small landholders and the special situation of wage 
laborers in export agriculture. There seem to be three principal consequences of 
the c!iffering forms of lower-class payment. 

;.J:' The greater llJ§. .. £l'}1portance oj land as a source oj income for cultivators, ...--- "'" ................ -.---... -... ---- .. ---.--:--~. 
the greater their avoidance of risk and the greater their resistance to revoTtiliiin:: 
arypollHcal moveifi.~iiiS.J;.ofE.?s.p.Qjjai~g[i·ihe-greaier7he-imjj(jftaiiCeorwa:geSiJr 
ca~h'or kind, the great~r th~ acc~pt~~;e"oFi~k' and ihegre.gkrjlze1i.(~pi.iVity 
to revolutionarY appeals. The cons.!<!y.aiiv~_ effect of ihe-'possession of even it 
~;nali_plQt .of land' has long been -re~ognized in-stiJdles-of6otli -subsi~i~riff'i?.e.~~~· 
IlntsanQ .c:ommeiciaJ . farmers. While peasant 'cbriservatism Is sometimes attrib: 
uted to the' restraining effect of the "culture of poverty" or some similarly 
backward ideology, it is usually recognized as a rational response to the economic 
conditions of peasant life.29 The conservatism of smal asant subsistence 
farmers is a result of the precarious riatu 0 pe sa . ag-rkultural pro u~n 
and. th~ hleai<aIie·miiliVesTaCing--ffie-ranaTessiii-rii.oSt peasant"socfeties:"" As Eric 
Wolflo has'pointed oliCibe'peasaiif depends-on-a-"tiliri"margii1"6e-tWe-en maximum 
production and starvation. This margin is reduced by the extraction of the upper 
classes which are supported by peasants' production. In the commercial hacienda 
system the cultivator is essentially a small peasant producer whose surplus is 

27 Doreen Warriner. Land Reform and Development in tire Middle East: A 
Stlldy 0/ Egypt. Syria. and Iraq (London: Oxford University Press, 1957), 
~~ . 

28 See. for example, T. Lynn Smith, Colombia: Social Structure al/d tile Process 
01 Development (Gainesville: University of Florida Press. 1954), pp_ 80-89. 
for a discussion of the workings of this process in Colombia. 

29 Oscar Lewis. "The Culture of Poverty," in L. Ferman. J. Kornbluh. and 
A. Haber (eds.), Poverty ill America (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan 
Press. 1968). pp. 405-415. 

30 Eric R. Wolf, Peasants (Englewood Cliffs. N.J.: Prentice-Hall. 1966), 
pp_ 4-6. 
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siphoned off through compulsory labor on the lands of the estate owner. Since 
both domain land and usufruct plot require simultaneous inputs of labor, the 
cultivator's chances"of economic survival are reduced because he must abandon 
~pSto-atten(rtoXhi.Jord·s.-thepr~~ise"means~T;;;:t;~~tinith~'~~~pitis 
"Vai'ies'froiTroiferpeiisanisocietyto another, but invariably the extractions of the 
upper class leave the peasant with very little margin for error. His own primitive 
agricultural techniques are unlikely to yield any substantial increase in produc
tion, and even if such increase in production were possible, a major portion 
would be claimed by the upper class. T~ peasant finds himself locked into a 
dangerously marginal system of agriculture with no prospects for mcreasmg his 
standardoTIiviiiif'rrf peasanTloseSlils lands, liowever, filli.SOCietym--which 
1affiI IS the domInant source of cultivator income, his status is that of pauper and 
he may lose his position in the village and be forced into bandury or lfeggmg:
(Much of peaslmtC"OnservatlSfft-Eiefi-ves-from--the-peasanes-siender-s-iITVivaJ" 
margin, the stark alternatives facing the landless, and the risk of landlessness 
associated with any social or technological innovation. Marvin Harris's study of 
the village of Chimbarazo in Ecuador provides a' pointed illustration of the 
dangers of change in peasant subsistence cultivation.31 Well-intentioned Austra
lian sheep experts persuaded a particularly progressive peasant to breed his ewes 
with merino stock provided by the Australians. The merino produces a much 
thicker coat and considerably more valuable wool than the ordinary Ecuadorian 
sheep. The progressive peasant followed the experts' advice and, just as they 
said, obtained a fine herd of valuable merinos. His good fortune was short lived. 
Some mestizos from a nearby town heard of his valuable animals and carried 
them off in pickup trucks in the middle of the night. Since most mestizos and a 
substantial number of his fellow peasants thought such sheep were too good for 
an Indian, the local authorities did not pursue the rustlers with much vigor. 
"Thus the progressive innovator was left as the only one in his village without 
sheep." 32 This amounted to complete ec0ttOmic disaster for the peasant and 
reduced him to a pauper without property, Q; most cases peasant resistance to 
political or technical chang~ased on a rational weighing of the probability 
of success against the risk ~f dsaster that could lead to the loss of properry-in 
lands and herds. This judgment reflects ceniuriesorpeasanteXperiencewith 
na1jlral disasters and" upper-class exploitation. 
'1:ff productive teChnology is sufficiently advanced to convert the peasant 

rii(c§ a small commercial farmer, a second source of conservatism becomes of 
increasing importance. As the small fiOfcIerorlOrmer-peasa"ilrfiecomes""iTlbre
affluent, he increasingly identifies his interests with those of the agrarian upper 
classes and correspondingly becomes fearful of movements which threaten 
property rights or draw too heavily on the support of landless peasants and 
laborers. This fact was clearly recognized by Mao Tse-tung in his analysis of 

~'Marvin Harris, Culture. Mall alld Na/ure (New York: Thomas Y. Crowell, L 32 1971 ), pp. 478-479. 
32 Ibid .. D. 479. 
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classes in prerevolutionary Chinese society. The owner peasants or middle 
peasants, according to Mao, 

very much want to get rich ... while they have no illusions about 
amassing great fortunes they invariably desire to climb into the middle 
bourgeoisie. Their mouths water copioUslY when they see the respect in 
which those small moneybags are held. People of this sort are timid, 
afraid of government officials ~nnrreTtittle-afflfi~val1ltio:rj3 

.'-'"' I' 

,M.i!,Q.l!rgy~_d_-that .the .. middle ... peasants ··were·, unrefuible alli~j __ because __ QU.b~i.r. 

.~~:~tificatio~ ":'~~~ ~~.~.~~~~~.~.l~~~~~:,!~ main ca2i~~~~he re~ulion_:,as the 
sepnp'roletanat of ..£Q.Q!:.~asant sharecroppers\,llils gYODIJ I1YClUdeoooth 
peasants who owned small amounts of land but' were forced to become share
croppers;or beggars to support their families, and completely landless .share
croppers Since the poor peasants had weak ties to the land and were barely 
able to survive from one harvest to the next, this group was the most receptive 
to Communist ideology and had the most to gain from revolution . .L~o's 
a!lalysis the weaker the ~es to t~_~ Ia~?:~.£!!.~.&~~!~~~_th~ .. ~~t!y!ty..to .. £4?~,?IJ!1ist 
ideology. 
~P~~cise1Y.!~ saJ1le argu~ c~n b~3.1~~~ ab9...I!LIDQLe..afllue.nt~!l@ll.!!Q!.gers 
in developed market economies. In his Agrarian Socialism, Seymour Martin 
tfpsefquotes Veblen's anaIySiSof the commercial farmer's tendency to identify
ing his interests with those of large absentee landowners. 

His unwavering loyalty to the system is in part a holdover from that 
obsolete past when he was the Independent Farmer of the poets, but in 
part it is also due to the still surviving persuasion that he is on the way, 
by hard work and shrewd management, to acquire a "competence"; such 
as will enable him some day to take his due place among the absentee 
owners of the land and so come in for an easy livelihood at the cost 
of the rest of the community; and in part it is also due to the persistent 
though fantastic opinion that his own present interest is tied up with the 
system of absentee ownership, in that he is himself an absentee owner 
by so much as he owns land and equipment which he works with hired 
help--always assuming that he is such an owner in effect or in 
prospect. 34 

It should be noted that Lipset quotes Veblen disapprovingly. In his own 
study of Saskatchewan wheat farmers he argues that just such commercial 
farmers, not the industrial proletariat, had been the main support of socialist 
parties in both Canada and the United States. The Cooperative Commonwealth 
Federation studied by Lipset and populist and farmers' parties in the United 

33 Mao Tse-tung, Analysis of the Classes in Chillese Society (Peking: Foreign 
Language Press, 1967), p. 3. 

34 Quoted by Seymour Martin Lipset in Agrarian Socialism (Garden City, 
N.Y.: Doubleday Anchor, 1968), p. 33. 
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States have not been revolutionary or even particularly radical. In fact it could 
be argued that the CCF was neither agrarian nor socialist, Land ownership was 
not an important issue in the movement, and in fact the farmers of the CCF 
showed the same respect for landed property that is described in the quotation 
from Veblen, Their socialism was of a peculiarly limited quality, It was intended 
to control the middlemen involved in the marketing of wheat and was not con
cerned with'governmerifownersliili'of 'any-othersector-ohhe-economyon'ven 
;ithWeIweprogra'rrislo'f""ine"urbaI[p@f.--TIieT'CF""wasa refOiiiUst "inoveme-ilt 
unOO'ncerned with a,grarian questions and certainly not revolutionary or even 
particularly socialisf, The general principle that small ho~re e$.sentiallx con
servative and !.esist'a~?_ revolmroll:aryappe-a~ to be supported ratner 
than refuteifby Lipset's study of "agrarian socia1ism."l 

In fact the evidence from studies of both peasants and commercial farmers 
indicate that the stronger the tie to the land, the greater the resistance to radical
ism.-TIi1SjiiinclpiITisexpressei:ITnt1reupper causaqJarl'rtabdea "nypothesiS' ,nn 
Figure 1.3. The figure indicates that Eayment in land leads to an avoidance of 
any risk that might precipitate lafldlessness orread fo gams fOFlne-taJltlte-ss--a't 
the expenseorpropertyowners·-andthat"Theseecoocfmiccharac1e['iSfiCs'linmn' 
lead to po@caIco-DSeniatism;=ideiitifiCaJi'on"wltil'thelliierestof large landowner';, 
a~da corresponding resistance to politi~dicalism, Cultivators dra;'ing thclr 
income from land therefore are not likely to form strong parties in their own 
interests, although they may support strong landowners' parties. Similarly Figure 
1,3 indicates that payment in wages tends to increase workers' willingness to take 
~fsks, since thef1ia\lelittI~ _~~:~~io~~.~(j:~~e'f~eiiuy~~rtfvators paid 
~~ wages tend to"pe re<;.~p.tlve_t~L@.4lcal pohtg)-.!geOlogles. This iinunrnrakes' 
it possible for them to form strong parties based on cultivator rather than non-

.~~~~!~ests, 

FIGURE 1.3 The Effects of Principal Source of Income on the Economic and 
Political Behavior of Cultivators 
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To argue that the weakening of ties to the land is a necessary precC)~l<!itiC)J:.l, 
for c1ass.:oased' pOlifidiJorga~iiatroii(ioes,'riot~ecessaiiry mean thai such or
ganizationwill occur: The ,possibility of political mooilization'dr"cultivaTorS" 
dependS not only on what they may have lost in property rights but on what they 
may have gained in organizational potential' thioughthe replacement ofPa yment 
in land with payment in cash or In kind. 

5. The greater the importance of land as a source of income for cultivators, 
the stronger~lht!li1ieiitivesfi::weconomic co~pemrofCafrd-t1ieweaker ihe iiicen
lives for political organiZati'on:The7jfeiiferiJie]wpprf(lnce of wageiasa"soui'Ce 
of income;th-e"[ess"thireconbmic competitioiz- and the 'greater theTncentive for 
political organ1iatzo;tTliis·piIiidpie 'oipoHiical behavior is a 'direct c"onseque'iice 
of"llie"'fact,thaCpersonal profit and upward mobility are possible through indi
vidual efforts in systems based on small landholdings while largely impossible in 
agricultural systems employing wage laborers. The relations between small land
holders are governed by principles of economic competition whether the small 
holders are peasants or commercial farmers. While the competitive relations 
between commercial small holders may seem apparent, peasant communities are 
sometimes portrayed as cooperative rather than competitive societies. Ever since 
Robert Redfield described the peasant society of Tepoztl<in as a "smoothly func
tioning and well integrated society made tip of a contented and well adjusted 

,people," 35 anthropologists have been steadily demolishing the ~age of organic 
interdependence and cooperation of Redfield's "folk" society", The peasant i~ 
these studies appears to be competitive, individualistic, envious, and distrustfu 
To know the peasant is apparently not necessarily to love him. Dwight Heat 
compiled a thesaurus of epithets applied to the Bolivian Aymara by various 
observers including such distinguished anthropologists as Harry Tschopik. The 
Aymara peasants were said to be 

anxious, apprehensive, brutal, careless, closed, cruel, depressed, dirty, 
dishonest, distrustful, doubtful, drunken, dull, fearful, filthy, gloomy, 
hostile, ignorant, insecure, irresponsible, jealous, malevolent, malicious. 
melancholic. morose, negative, pessimistic, pugnacious, quarrelsome, 
rancorous, reticent, sad, silent, sinister, slovenly, stolid, sullen, suspi
cious, tense, thieving, treacherous, truculent, uncommunicative, un
imaginative, unsmiling, untrustworthy, violent, and vindictive.36 

While some of these epithets reflect upper-class mestizo prejudices, some the 
perceptions of outsiders, and some arc simply nonsense, there is an element of 
competitiveness, jealousy, and distrust which appears not ,?,~'!y_~~jlis J.!~t_~1!~Jn 
~~~t~tlieraescnprr6ns of peasant commun'ities.--Tliinet of attitudes has been 

---~-~-'-"'-'-'---.-.-.~ -".--... -.'-~"'-"--""---'-'---"""'-" •. -

35 Quoted in George M. Foster, "Interpersonal Relations in Peasant Society," 
Human Organization, 19 (Winter 1960-1961), 174. 

36 Dwight B. Heath, "Bolivia: Peasant Syndicates among the Aymara of the 
Yungas: A View from the Grass Roots," in Henry A. Landsberger (ed.), 
Latin American Peasant Movements (Ithaca, N,Y.: Cornell University 
Press, 1969), p. 179. 
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fonnalized by George Foster'l7 as the "image of limited good" and by Edward 
Banfield38 as "amoral familism." In both cases the basic attitudes involve a selfish 
interest in the proeerty of an individual and his immediate fam!!y' and intense-" 
suspicion of 'the acquisitive proclivThes cifolliers. The---"imageOf limited good" 
is expresseaOy1iie attitude that vaIuabie gcioQs-are always in short supply, that 
there is no way to increase that supply and that consequently the only wayan 
individual and his family can improve -efiPOSItiOnls at the expense, of others=! 
Foster points out that these attitudes are firmly roote m e reabtles of peasanr-' 
agricultural technology. R~s of land are absolutely limited if not actually 
declining because. ~~~Ela~ion_¥owth or hacienda land .. gr.ll.bs:J>easanfa:gricul"'-·-
iUral technology cannot improve becausetfierei"s'n6-way' of protecting the profits 
derived from the improved technology. The situation of the peasant is in some 
ways parallel to that of the large landowner. The only way either can increase 
his income is by expanding his lands at the expense of others. Banfield's notion of 
"amoral familism" also reflects the dog-eat-dog tactics of the peasant subsistence 
economy. Banfield reduces the attitudes of amoral familism to a simple principle: 
"Maximize the material short-run advantage of the nuclear family; assume that 
otfiei;sWilICloli1(ewise: .. ··39-Like·the ima-g~n)r-ljrnite-ct~06t:1;'linroraliamitism"can-" ", 

lle VIewed as a rational adjustment to a society with fixed resources liable to 
expropriation by a predatory upper class. These principles underlie a wide range 
of peasant behavior designed to protect the peasant's lands and flocks against 
the connivance, thievery, and outright violence of his neighbors. Marvin Harris 
reports that inquiries about peasant land ownership in Ecuador were met with 
extreme measures including the immediate disappearance of the landowner and 
his relatives, the abandonment of aU work in the fields in question, and the 
stoning of government census takers.4o The same pattern of behavior is illustrated 
in the following story told to Banfield by a resident of the south Italian peasant 
village of Montegrano. 

Dr. Gino tells a story about a peasant father who throws his hat upon 
the ground. "What did I do?" he asks one of his sons. "You threw your 
hat upon the ground," the son answers, whereupon the father strikes 
him. He picks up his hat and asks another son, "What did I do?" "You 
picked up your hat," the son replies and gets a blow in his turn. "What 
did I do?" the father asks the third son. "I don't know," the smart one 
replies. "Remember, sons," the father concludes, "if someone asks you 
how many goats your father has, the answer is Y9U don't know." 41 

In a competitive economy in which land, flocks, and h~rds are the only important 
form of wealth, protection of property becomes almost an obsession. 

37 George M. Foster, "Peasant Society and the Image of Limited Good," Amer
ican Anthropologist, 67 (April 1965),293-315. 

38 Edward C. Banfield, The Moral Basis of a Backward Society (New York: 
The Free Press, 1958), pp. 83-101. 

39 Ibid" p, 83, 
40 Harris, Cullllre, p. 476, 
41 Banfield, Moral Basis, p, 120. 
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Though economic gains cannot be made except at the expense of others, 
there usually exists a range of wealth even within the poorest peasant com
munities. This internal stratification is another important source of divisiveness. 
As long as such differences in wealth exist, it is always possible to imagine gain
ing wealth or status by outmaneuvering or outstealing one's neighbors. Similarly 
it is always possible to be reduced to poverty by the machinations of others. The 
wealthier members of the community, however, are likely to exert a major polit
ical and social influence over the behavior of other members. To be without 
property in l(lnd or herdsi~tt:>., ~a,Y~ . .!lJtso.ciaLo1'-f'6litiea!-standingTnj,Re-_ 
munity. In the words of a Calabrian proverb, "He who has not, is not." 42 

1Iiformal influence and ponr:fcarpowerfoflow lineSof intermiistratIfiCation:-The 
wealthiest and most conservative members of the community therefore usually 
provide the small amount of community cohesion possible in the competitive 
peasant world. Thes~ wealthier peasants frequently have close ties to the landed 
upper classes througn-ficfiveKti:lS"hip-a:nd-otlf~rformsof spOnsorsnfp,and aetas 
a c()nservatIveb7aJ(e-dncbrrilniffiilf'icHofi~-'-""'-' '" ... ,,-..•. --.. -'-.-------

The internal stratification-as--well as the competitive internal economy of 
the ~asant society are in no small measure dependent on the presence of a 
~datory-ianded upper crass:-trhe presence of this class discourages improve
ment's TnagC1cuiliiiif tecfin@O"gIy, threatens all peasants with land expropriations, 
and deprives them of any semblance of political control over their own ViIlag~ 
The economic base of "amoral familism" and the "image of limited good' 
depends on the continued hegemony of the landed upper classes. When the 
classes are weakened or dest~ed, the economic imI'ediments to cooperative 

p~a?;~!c!~~i~j-~~nd~~I~:~~~~~~;~:"~=:;I-::~e~:-i:~-~~r~:~':~;;ke -::-:-> 
the ~easant, is also based on relations of economic competition.jUnlike the 
peasant, however, the small farmer can move up the "agriculturiji[ ladder" by 
reinvesting his profits in additional land and equipment. This does not mean that 
the commercial farmer is subject to less competitive pressure than the small 
peasant farmer. Although he is not involved in a zero-sum conflict with his 
neighbors, he is involved in classic free market competition. Each small holder 
is the idealiie(Cproauciniu~iti-~-;;-modenreeecoif6my in which no individual 
producer can control prices, and profits and costs are determined by supply 
and demand. The most efficient producers can therefore drive less efficient pro
ducers out of business, especially during periods of depression or crop failures. 
Similarly each farmer can advance his economic position and attain additional 
land by increased efficiency. A competitive advantage can be translated into 
additional land and equipment and the prospect of increased future earnings. 
The commercial small farmers !~I}~_JQ __ !?,~L4.ivided by competitive pressures 

~. ___ __ ••• ~_~~,..- • • .--,. ••••• _ •••• _~ ••• 'w_ •••• _ ••• _ ••• , 

simIlar(OUi,~,~~,.!~"[dfvlae peasants. Like the peasant community;' the fa'rm 
commlliiiiy"is likely to-be-dominated by its wealthiest members. The internal 

42 The proverb is reported by Joseph Lopreato in his article. "How Would You 
Like to Be a Peasant?" Human Organizatioll. 24 (Winter 1965), 301. 
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stratification of the commercial small holding system is greater than in the 
peasant community, and therefore the prospects of upward mobility through 
individual effort are also greater. Although the economic conflict may not be as 
bitter as it is in the zero-sum world of the peasant, the real prospects for in
dividual upward mobility discourage cooperative actioiitcnYn~-even--greaier 
e~teniJhan:I'!..,~~~r!:f~c.§i!1itliilif.i~~"'-In-lf6th-caser,:-h()wever~-tlie-'-Wealthiest 
members of the community_ dominate political organizations. 

When agricultural workers are dependent on income from land, economic 
~ ---.---.... --- - . ~ .... -.,- - ....,.p-.-.---.-~ ... --~- ... ,.,.--. 

competition limits collective political organization, reduces class solidarity, and 
creates a' conservative leadership dominated by the wealthie's't landown'eis-;-' Pay": 
-menfof Wages in cash or in Idild,however,creates economic'incentivesfor col~ 
lective political action, intense class solidarity, and leadership based on personal 
influence rather than wealth. Wage labor, however, does not in itself create 
incentives for political solidarity. In advanced industrial societies wage-based 
stratification systems cre2te a pronounced emphasis on individual achievement 
and economic mobilitY'/T~e agricultural export economy, however, creates a 
homogeneous, unskilled !tabor force with.!Ittie or no Internal st!au~1'Oiranlt 
no prospecffcir:--upward 'mobility. Agricultural wage laborers are exposedTo 
c~mpetition for jobs, biiteij)Ort agriculture tends to equalize wages and work
ing conditions at the sarile10w level for all worrns:-EconmmcgamscailSe1Oom 
be reahzeaat tne- e~pe[i~_.QLQili~Lsv.or~els buTriiIherIil-riiOsrcases,--only 
thiOY&iLeJ:.QIlQmic pre.!i~,:!~e_Q'l.!~_.I?~_p'I~}':.r. Theagri'culfiifiir:wage-lal:foris' by 
definition cut off from ties to the land and consequently has no incentive to 
invest his meager savings in permanent property. The ~visive effects of indi
vidual property ownership are therefore largely absent The agricultural wage 
laborer seems to illustrate the characteristics that Marx . elieved were essential 
for the mobilization of the industrial proletariat) 

I But with the development of industry the proletariat not only increases 
I in number; it becomes concentrated in greater masses, its strength 
! grows, and it feels its strength more. The various interests and con-

ditions of life within the ranks of the proletariat are more and more 
equalized, in proportion as machinery obliterates all distinctions of 
labor, and nearly everywhere reduces wages to the same low leveL43 

These economic characteristics were to lead to worker combinations against 
the upper classes, to class-based political parties and open class conflict, and, 
eventually, to revolution and the triumph of the proletariat. While it has become 
commonplace to observe that Marx's revolutionary prediction remains unful
filled in industrial societies, this fact does not invalidate his original hypothesis 
concerning economic conditions and class consciousness. These conditions 

43 Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels, "Manifesto of the Communist ParlY," in 
Robert Freedman (ed.), Marxist Social Thought (New York: Harcourt, 
Brace & World, 1968), p. 185. 
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,Isroved relatively transient in industrial societies. Increasing technological 
'change leads to a more differentiated, not a more homogeneous class structure, 
and wages were increased, not reduced to the same low level. In the agricultural 

. export ~onomY..JloY.l.e.Yer._t.1:L~~~~cQDdi.tions...ha.JI.e_persisted.J.o..ng~ aIter 
t~v~.dj~!ipp(:a.~ed in industrial societies. T_I?_cb,QmQg~l!eous poorly paid, 
concentrated mass of'worI<ersthat -arxsawas the vanguard"'ofthe-revolution 
:~~19MR(rijQCm~i,Q4ustriaI'societies' .but'i;;-~~~merciarexporfigiiCultureri1ffie 
\~rdeveloped woi:td:7rcIsT-'''~' .' Olli:gu:atest incentives jor 
Class-based or1@!lization and class contlict exist. ) 

, These characteristics of the agriculturai,v)fge labor force remain relatively 
constant whether the cultivator works as a plantation laborer, a seasonal harvest 
migrant, or even a cropper paid in a share of the crop. In each case upward 
mobility into the land-owning class is a practical impossibility, stratification 
within the cultivating class is minimal, and economic gains can be made only 
at the expense of the employer. There are no rich workers who could form the 
nucleus of a conservative leadership linked to the agrarian upper classes or 
provide a model of upward mobility through individual effort. Where all men 
are reduced to approximately the same level of poverty, leadership must depend 
on persuasion. charm, strength, cunning, or some other personal quality, not 
on the social status of accumulated property. All these characteristics of payment 
in wages are of course a result of the undifferentiated and largely unskilled oc
cupational structure of wage labor in export agriculture, and other wage systems 
with greater prospects for upward mobility and greater internal stratification 
would establish incentives for individual, not collective action. In agricultural 
wage labor systems, however, the greatest gains are to be made only over the 
resistance of the employer, and overcoming this resistance requires collective, 
~not individual effort. 

These effects of the income sources of cultivators are summarized in the 
! causal path labeled hypothesis 5 in Figure 1.3. This path indicates that payment 
! in land tends to generate competition within the cultivator clasS-and to"ais~ 
'courage' collective political orgamzatlOn anOasaresult leads10Weak cuTtlvafor 
_p2m!~o~@~~':~oi:~tlonQlm1IarTy paymeniTnwag~sl~-ad;'i~Og~~"eraI to 'fess'~~m-
petition and more cooperation among cultivators and creates incentives .!ot.. 
collective political action leading to strong cultivator political organizationsy 
The nature of these organizations and their possibilities for SLlccess, however, 
dflJend not only on the interests of the wage workers but. o~!1"th.~p'Q)..i~if,~LP-9J1er 
an.c!econornic'1nterestiOOiO'theagraflan"·upper "dass",' 'although in agricultu~al 
systems in-which land is 'theprI~ciopaTsource-'ofcuit1vator income the economics 
of production inhibit political organization whatever the nature of the agrarian 
upper class. 

6. The greater the importance of land as a source of income for cultivators. 
the greater the structural isolation or dependence on noncultivators and the 
weaker the pressures for political solidarity. The greater the importance of 
wages, the greater the structural interdependence of cultivators and the stronger 
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the pressures for political solidarity. This political difference is a result of the 
fact that small cultivators tend to carryon their productive activities in relative 
isolation( while agricultural wage laborers a. re~sually brought together in com
mon wo~ groups isolated from other classes.)The relative isolation of small 
cultivators applies equally to peasants and c9mmercial farmers. Peasant self
reliance was the basis of Marx's explanation of the absence of class-based 
political organization among the French peasantry: 

The small-holding peasants form a vast mass, the members of which 
live in similar conditions but withollt entering into manifold relations 
with one another. Their mode of production isolates them from ORe 
another instead of bringing them into mutual intercourse. The isolation 
is increased by France's bad means of communication and by the 
poverty of the peasants. Their field of production, the small·holding, 
admits of no division of labor in its cultivation, no application of science 
and, therefore, no diversity of development, no variety of talent, no 
wealth of social relationships. Each individual peasant family is almost 
self sufficient; it itself directly produces the major part of its consump
tion and thus acquires its means of life more through exchange with 
nature than in intercourse with society.44 

Ma.f.lc.~s QP~~.rvation abCl.u.t the self~reIi1l.n.c:e9f the peasantry has been confirmed 
-by anthropologiciiC,nvestigations· o(peasant commu~liies: EiiC'Woif conCludes 
-that""a'peasant~s"workis·most"ofreiraoiie·"alone: on his own land, than in 
conjunction with his fellows [sic]." 45 George Foster observed that "a peasant 
family potentially is the most independent of all social units .... Paradoxical as 
it may sound, their technology permits them a degree of independence denied 
members of more primitive and more advanced societies." 46 Even though systems 
of festival labor or reciprocal labor exchange may play a role in some peasant 
communities, they tend to rapidly disappear in any community exposed to the 
export market. Charles Erasmus points out that such cooperative labor sel
dom survives the economic reckoning introduced by the market.47 Peasants 
participating in the market find reciprocal labor exchange and festival labor 
impractical because its cost is high, the.work poor,.and the laborers often unrUly. 
As market forces enter peasant com~unities, each cultivator retreats into ever 
more isolated forms of production) The agricultural lpwer class that draws 
its income from the land usually does so in isolation. (A peasant can neither 
expe~~or demand labor from anyone other than the members of his immediate 
famil~This economic self-reliance leads to restrictions on extending any kind 

44 Marx, Eigllteentll Brumaire, pp. 123-124. 
45 Wolf, Peasant Wars, p. 289. 
46 George M. Foster, "Interpersonal Relations," p. 178. 
47 Charles Erasmus. "The Occurrence and Disappearance of Reciprocal Farm 

Labor in Latin America," in Dwight B. Heath and Richard N. Adams (eds.), 
Contemporary Cu/tllres and Sodeties 0/ Latin America (New York: Random 
House, 1965), pp. 173-199. 
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of aid or support outside the family:):he sick, the injured, or the elderly peasant 
/fithout lands or family is in desperate trouble in many peasant communities. 
\The peasant community is divided by the economic self-reliance of its individual 
members who can get along perfectly well without the help of others and would 
be. suspicious of such help even if it were offered) 

( Self-reliance and rugged individualism are also c~aracteristics typically 
associated with the ideology of the commercial farmer.Jrhe self-reliance is 
more pronounced in some crops than in others, but most small farmers operate 
in isolation. The only outside help they require is a few hired men or some 
assistance from neighbors during a harvest. As is the case in peasant com
munities, the greater the market partici})ation, the less f~t:.q~ent any form of 
community mutual ass'lsfimceCBari(raisillgs and bringing in the 'sheave's~ay 
be-'a- parCoffne"folkloreofrural America, but in most commercial farms labor 
is supplied by machines or hired help. The ..s.reater the self-reliance of the com
mercial farmer, the less his willingness to join in political aSSOclatlonswTIhother 
farmers. In North America, popiilist and other radlcat f'.trnrers'-movements-·have 
beeInnlfSrsuccesstul fntniWIieafOeTronlie greaCpraTriS and relafiVely unsuccesS-: 
ful·m:-ffie·coiii··oelCMic1i.-ael Rogin48notes iiiiiTn generaCpopuHsiri"was'mote 
'successfiir'lii-wheat than in corn areas while, conversely, McCarthyism was 
more popular in the conservative corn belt. He reports that most studies of the 
economic organization of wheat and corn production have found that corn 
farmers are more dependent on their own individual efforts than are wheat 
farmers.49 Wheat farmers are both more vulnerable to fluctuations in the inter
national commodity markets and more susceptible to manipulation by middle
men than are corn farmers. Wheat farmers are also more vulnerable to the 
weather. The relatively concentrated demand for labor in wheat production 
usually requires wheat farmers to find additional part-time labor by hiring 
laborers or forming associations with other wheat farmers. Corn farmers on 
the other hand usually distribute their work evenly over the year, can always 
feed their corn to their hogs if the price is low, and are not subject to the same 
threat from the weather. Self-reliance tends to be an economic reality as well as 
an ideology for the corn farmer. Lipset makes similar observations about the 
political behavior of wheat and corn farmers.5o In both Canada and the United 
States wheat farmers were more receptive to radical movements. Lipset argues 
that the fluctuations of the world grain market exerted a much greater effect in 
Canada than in the United States, and consequently the Canadian wheat farmers 
remained committed to radical political organization long after American wheat 
farmers had been pacified by the stabilization of the large American domestic 
wheat market.S! 

48 Michael Rogin, The Intellectuals and McCarthy (Cambridge, Mass.: M.I.T. 
Press, 1967), p. 98. 

49 Ibid. 
50 Lipset, Agrarian Socialism, pp. 25-26. 
51 Ibid., p. xiv (introduction to the Anchor ed.). 
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Cultivators drawin,their income from the land are not only frequently iso
lated from one anotheqbut also dependent on structural ties to noncultivators 
who provide the social services, agricultural credit. and collecti~ economic re
sources that the cultivators need but cannot supply themselves.) Peasant sub
sistence communities are typically dominated ,9y conservative politicoreligious 
hierarchies or by nearby landed estates, and (peasants are linked to both the 
community and estate leadership through ties of ficti,ve kinship, mutual aid, and 
coerci01. A village notable or an estate administrator who controls the distribu
tion of Irrigation water or the allocation of work obligations on the estate can 
manipulate these structural ties to enforce loyalty to the noncultivating, not the 
cultivating classes. Similarly, commercial farmers are often dependent on banks. 
railroads. and export firms to provide economic services beyond the means of 
individual farmers and therefore are linked more closely to noncultivators than 
if such services were provided by cultivator cooperatives. These linkages to 
noncultivators therefore tend to reinforce the structural isolatiOn of cultivators 

'ana maRe theiiibOilifsolated and dependent. 
--Iii" generar,-structural ties between cultivators paid in wages are stronger, 
aI}d ties to noncultivators weake"r,--thanamo·ngciillivlUofS"{;alcnn-rana.The 
conditions of an agriculturarwage-"jao6Tforcelil-facCclosely resemble the 
isolated mass of industrial workers described by Clark Kerr and Abraham 
Siegel as the most prone to militant union activity and frequent strikes.52 Like 
the miner or logger described by Kerr and Siegel, the plantation or estate wage 
laborer is isolated in an economic organization which is also a residential com
munity. ~ is therefore dep'endent on his fellow ~ork_ers for aid and assistance 
not only in economic matters but in social welfare as well. The agriculturatwage-

"Taoorer IS typlcatry--curoff-from-othecoccupafi6f1ar"groups and completely 
di£.:.nfen"t;mlllsleTIOw·W-orirers-;-lJnHKe-ilie-peaSantOrc(iiiimerciilTfarineTthe 
agricu tura wage laborer is typicallY-part of a work gang, and his behavior may 
affect the work requirements and wages of others. In a homogeneous work 
group adherence to protective group norms established to limit the demands of 
the foreman or gang boss can easily be enforced by other workers. The inter
dependence of the work gang means that workers showing too much or too 
little enthusiasm for their work may find themselves increasingly isolated and 
under pressure from other workers. who can prevent them from fulfilling pro
duction quotas, create difficulties with management, or ostracize them from 
the estate or plantation worker community. 

As Erving Goffman has pointed out, the plantation or landed estate is 
similar to a prison or other total institution.53 The prisoner subculture can 
exert substantial pressure on individual prisoners and in fact runs a second 

52 Clark Kerr and Abraham Siegel, "The Interindustry Propensity to Strike," 
in Arthur Kornhauser et al. (eds.), Industrial Conflict (New York: McGraw· 
Hill, 1954), pp. 189-212. 

53 Erving Goffman, Asylums: Essays 011 tire Social Situation 01 Mental Patietlts 
and Other Inmates (Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday Anchor, 1962), pp. 
1-124. 
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administration parallel to the formal structure of warden and guards. In agri
cultural organizations dependent on wage labor Ibis second administration is 
often str~:mg.enollgh. to. offset-the....p.o~q!.the ~form.!.L!!..c!min~~!~y.~ hieJ~y::. 
and in contrast to cultivators paid in land, cultivatQ.~LPA!~ in wages are often 
niore strongfy·-tredtooneanOfh1:rtlfrin-theW,e to t.h.e .. es.tate_aamfiii.~J.i'ation;-The 
isolated'productIon- techniques of cultivators drawing their incomes "from land 
make it possible for village or estate officials to control access to collective goods 
and sanctions and strengthen vertical ties between cultivators and noncultivators. 
In systems dependent on wage labor, however, the principal service of the 
noncultivators is to pay wages, the ~~Jaborers tYl!~£@.Y __ !:gl~c?' __ !l9_,~££!l~Uo 
the collective economic resources of the estate, which are controlled by its' 
owner, an~~ctural IlnKagesro-oifi~!.~·wor~e.!.~_Jh,<:reforlL~.rLan imE.~t_, 
infiuence...oxuheTr-oehavlQI". In any system of wage labor, then, coercive pres~ . 
sure from other workers can be used to enforce loyalty to the cultivator class, 
while in land payment systems these coercive resources are largely in the hands 
of the formal estate administrative structure or the conservative officials of a 
peasant village. 

These economic and political consequences of payment in land or wages 
are illustrated by the causal path labeled hypothesis 6 in Figure 1.3. This path 
s1:lQY.I~at payment in land leads to structural isolation and dep~nE~:ii_~,e. .. !l.l!~ 
c9!1sequeiiiIy,"'tQ'wea1("culhvator ·sonaa!.!Iy;:=wliiann'fiimTitill"it~. effective 
PQgt!carorganTziitiOn:-similafty-payment in wages leads to greater independe'nce 
of the-estate administration, and consequently, agricultural wage laborers are 
capable of enforcing loyalty to the cultivating class. As a result cultivator pol
itical organizations are strengthened. Thus all three hypotheses illustrated in 
Figure 1.3 lead to the same general consequences for the behavior of cultivators. 
~~¥ment in land _ tends~_ weak~and ~ment in wages tends to strengthen 
cultiviitor-pontIcal organization. Nevertheless it is important to disiTilgliEfi1he 
threecausarparlfWllYS"bC(::"!luse, as will become apparent in the case studies 
of Peru, Angola, and Vietnam, cultivators vary in the relative strength of the 
intervening economic variables in the model of Figure 1.3 and these differences 
exert a significant effect on their political behavior. In some cases, for example, 
economic incentives may favor cultivator political organization. but political 
action may be inhibited by structural ties to noncultivating classes, or the 
political weakness inherent in a competitive economy may be temporarily over
come by a rapid loss of ties to the land and a consequent increase in willingness 
to accept economic and political risks. Hypotheses 1 to 6 concerning the 
behavior of both cultivators and noncultivators, then, express the consequences 
bf payment in land in wages in general. Each pathway in Figure 1.2 and 1.3, 
however, represents a possible independent cause of political behavior, and 
each pathway may be influenced not only by the degree of dependence on land 
)as a source of income but also by exogenous variables other than land. The 
'9omplete causal model is therefore contained in the paths of Figures 1.2 and 
1.3, not in the summary relationships of Figure 1.1, which simply restates 
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the beginning and end of the causal chains in Figures 1.2 and 1.3 and shows 
both the income sources and the ultimate political consequences without 
speCifying the intervening causal linkages. 

Each of the cells in Figure 1.1 represents a combination of a particular 
pair of values on two different pairs of dichotomous variables. The upper half 
of each cell shows a representative type of agricultural organization defined by 
a combination of income sources for the upper and lower classes. The com
mercial hacienda, for example, may be conceived of as an agricultural organiza
tion which pays its labor force in land rights and supports an economically 
backward upper class dependent on land as its only source of income. The 
designation "commercial hacienda" is therefore placed in the cell formed by 
the intersection of land as the upper-class income source and land as the lower
class income source. Slmllarly combmations of upper': and iower-class income 

sources are represented by the other types of agricultural organization listed in 
the upper halves of the other three cells of the figure. The lower half of each cell 
describes the form of social movement which might be expected given a com
bination of the upper- and lower-class political behavior described in the head
ings for that cell. The social movement is conceived of as the outcome of the 
combination of the class conflict behavior of both cultivators and noncultivators 
created by the causal chains of Figures 1.2 and 1.3. For example, according to 
Figure 1.2, payment in land leads to noncultivator behavior which tends to 
focus conflict on the political control of property, and payment of noncultivators 
in land, according to Figure 1.3, leads to political passivity on the part of culti
vators. The interaction of these two forms of political behavior should under 
normal circumstances lead to upper-class dominance and lower-class submis
sion, although if conflict were to break out, it would be politicized and challenge 
the fundamental institutions of property itself. 

The types of social movement expected for each cell can be inferred from 
logical combinations of the political characteristics associated with the cor
responding income source for the row and column of that cell. Particular com
binations of political behavior of cultivators and noncultivators are considered 
to lead to each of the major forms of social movements shown in the lower 
halves of each cell-revolt, reform, or revolution. Figures 1.1 to 1.3 do not, of 
course, explain how the political characteristics of the upper and lower classes 
interact to produce these movements, nor do they even define the various types 
of movements. Both of these problems require a separate examination of each 
of the cells of the fourfold table of Figure 1.1. There are four combinations of 
noncultivator and culfvator incomes sources which represent the exogenous 
variables in the theory land and land, capital and !.~ capital and wages, and 
land and wages. Since eac income'vana51e (and therefore necessarily the 

"Comspondffigpolitical variable) is a dichotomy based on a variable with some 
continuous properties, it is also necessary to consider variations in the economic 
and political consequences of various types of agricultural organization within 
each of the four major combinations of income sources. Clearly, "for example, 
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within the broad category of noncultivators dependent on industrial capital 
some have vastly greater amounts of capital than others and therefore should 
display the economic and political consequences of capital income described 
in hypotheses 1 to 3 to a much greater extent than poorer capitalists who may 
draw some income from the land. Figure 1.1 is therefore to be considered a 
guide to the major patterns of interaction and thus tl:!sLmai9-rpatter!!~, of rural 
class coafiieh-l'-fre-'speclfic pred!~!,i9_I},~!ibQY!. both..ruraLclass".confiicLao.!;I social 
movements"l:i'ifiOiig 'ci.ilHvitors'require consideratiorLQLparticular_combination~ 
of economiC"'iiiiifpoiitical behavior within these.QfQ§~L~.aJs;go.rieS-.and_thelefore 
dependo'n:"'thespeciflc-causal Cilaifl;'ixpressed in h)p-otheses 1 to 6. The set 
of predictionsfoC"e-a'Cln5rffie majOfCoifil5iilafrons-Qf' income sources will, how
ever, be considered separately. 

LAND AND LAND: THE AGRARIAN REVOLT 

The combination of the upper and the lower agricultural classes drawing 
their income exclusively from land is characteristic of the commercial haciend!t, 
as described by Stinchcombe aii'd Wolf and Min'tz;"as"well as a number of 
closely relatedOrgUnizat1onarfo;~~:'The"(YigerihO'plantation of the Brazilian 
northeast as described by Wagley and Harris54 clearly follows this pattern. 
Although sugar workers were paid wages, they remained largely dependent on 
subsistence plots on the estate or in the backlands. The closer the Brazilian sugar 
plantations resembled the dominant usina type, of course, the less the depen
dence of both classes on the land, and the more income sources were based on 
wages and industrial capita\. (rhe coffee lineas of Central America are seldom 
worked by the bound laborbss characteristic of the commercial hacienda.55 

Instead they rely on smal! ,p~as<lJlt subsistence farmers .,\Vith inadequate land 
who work as daily wage laborers oh"the"coffee'-estafes';"The income earned is 
a supplement to primary sUb)istence production, so the lower class is dependent 
on land rather than wages)The estate organization is primitive and seldom 
involves expensive processing machinery or corpo~ate capital, sq that the 
upper class is also dependent on income from land; A combination of small 
independent cultivators and {arge estates in close proximity may produce the 
same kind of class relations~, The social and economic life of the community 
is usually dominated by the large estates. Even though the independent small 
holders do not formally work for wages or pay labor dues to the estates, they 
generally pay taxes or other forms of indirect tribute and are usually involved 
in land disputes with the estate owners. As long as one or the other of the two 
groups is involved in export production, the minimum theoretical criteria are 
satisfied. In this case the large estate and the small holdings would probably 

54 Wagley and Harris, "Subcultures.." 
55 Robert C. West and John AugeUi, Middle America: lIS Lands and Peoples, 

(Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1966), pp. 378-460. 
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be described as two different types of agricultural enterprise. This makes no 
difference as far as the theory is concerned unless the two groups have no 
economic or political relations with one another. Thus there are a number of 
systems other than the typical commercial hacienda which are dependent on 
land as the income source for both classes. F9r convenience, however. the 
term "commercial hacienda" will be used to describe any form of agricultilfal 
orgaQization in which both classes craw their support from tnelaiill:----
-=-rthe nature of rural social movements In such commerCiarhadenda systems 
can be inferred from the combined effects of the political behavior of both 
upper and lower classes dependent on land. A landed upper class leads to 
. tractable _ ro-sum1 politicaLc.Q!1_flicJ_.9xe..L.ill,.nded _.p-ropgW_.g!L4_!h!i,-_~~tf(.?! 
of the state._ he upper class maintains jtself through a system of special priv
ileges based on the repression and disenfranchisement of most of the popula
tion)A cultivating class dependent on land is likely to be conservative, unable 
to organize co1Jectly~f;::aiil[_HiCJipib.l~~~L!mfuf~Igg~:p§Iiticars~.li~iir!Ii-lii· 
short, it is poTIU-caUy incompetent. The social movements of any-cultivating class 
depend on a collision between any immovable object in the form of the landed 
upper class and an all too easily resistible force in the form of a disorganized 
peasantry. The outcome of such a one-sided conflict seems apparent. There will 
be little or no peasant political activity. This is precisely the conclusion reached 
by Wolf and Mintz and Stinchcombe in their analyses of the commercial 
hacienda. It is clear that in any normal situation the overmatched peasants will 
face impossible odds! Commercial hacienda systems in Latin America have in 
fact survived for clmturies with little apparent opposition. This apparent 
stability, however. has been purchased at considerable cost. Gerrit Huizer's 
study_.of._Eeasant organization in EI Sal\!ador provides an illuS'(t'Jfforr"o-t1h-e
factors promoting stability in commercial hacienda systems.o6 In 1932 the world 
depression reached EI Salvador and severely weakened the landed aristocracy_ 
Sixty thousand peasants rose in rebellion and attacked the established system 
of landed property. The result was the slaughter of between 15,000 and 30,000 
peasants and the immediate restoration of political stability. To insure that no 
similar situation would confront it in the future, the EI Salvadorian landed elite 
passed a law making it a crime for more than five people to gather in any rural 
place for any purpose. Today El Salvadorian peasants are extremely reluctant 
to speak of the rebellion, although Huizer points out it is well remembered by 
those who would talk about it. While the personal ties between lord and peasant 
on the commercial hacienda sometimes encourage the notion that the system is 
based on reciprocal ties of organic solidarity, the slaughter in EI Salvador should 
be a reminder 'P1gt the commercial hacienda regs fundamentally on u~ 
class terroris]E. ) 

AlthougJYthe combined political characteristics of upper and lower classes 
dependent on land seem to suggest that few rebellions of any kind should take 

~6 Gerrit Huizer, The Revolutionary Pote/lliai oj Peasants in Latin America 
',.- (Lexington, Mass_: Heath, 1972), p. 27. ~ 
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place, E!:!~~~i~_~I?risi<~.gs .~~~e b~~n a constant_p.~~~.~_JE~~g~@L~~Q~~mi~s. from' 
the German peasant wars to the Bolivian revolution of 1952. In addition, small
scale land invasions are a perennial problem in any system combining landed 
est8:fes-ariifii"lanctstarved peasantry. When the revolts do occur, they are focused 
on just those issues specified by the theory-the control and distrib~g!tQtgrop
erty. in land. Large-scale revolts seem to contradict the principle that peasants 
shouldTack:" the coherent political organization necessary to oppose the land
lords. The conditions under which these revolts occur, however, indicate that 
no real contradiction exists. P~t rebellions in commerci~L~.£i~~?~~y.~~~_!l1S 
depend on the weakening of the re'p!~~~'y~ .. p.Q..wer __ QLtb.~.J~D.Qe~"".ar.i"s!<>'~9{;Y., 
the introduction of organizational strength from outside the peasant com
munity, or both. As long as the aristocracy IS wITfingaiia-a:bkto "~se"fOrc'e~'lt 
wilrt;ea.,,1e1()fepress all but the strongest peasant movements. SJJ.~itical 
Qrga.n.ization. however, cannot form in a competitive .E~it~.L.J'ybs!~~m:e 
economy"_ Political organization must depend on other forms of economiB 
organization or on interest groups outside the peasant economy. The upper 
class is divided by its own predatory land acquisitions, and many of the small 
estate owners may find that more powerful neighbors are willing to take ad
vantage of peasant unrest. Second, aristocracies are not known for their dedica
tion to the work ethic. Their propensity for conspicuous consumption rather 
than asceticism and investment may lead them to economic ruin. Such weak
nesses, of course, affect only individual members of the landed class, not the 
class as a whole. They may create localized peasant unrest but hardly major 
revolts. The landed aristocracy, however, may be threatened as a class by the 
withdrawal of its military power. S.~udden "_~y.rer deflations t~l2..qy~!).Jly 
oc.cur after losses in major wars. Wolf argues that Russian defeats in World 
War I critically weakened the landed elitc and made thc peasant phase of the 
Russian Revolution possible.57 Gerrit Huizer points out that the defeat of 
Bolivia in the Chaco war with Paraguay undermined the strength of the Bolivian 
landed elite and was therefore a contributing factor in the peasant revolt of 
1952-53.50 Similarly, landed upper classes supported by colonial powers may 
suddenly find themselves deprived of military backing after independence. 
Rene Lemarchand suggests that the end of Belgian rule in Rwanda was a 
critical factor in the overthrow of the Tutsi overlords by their Hutu serfs.59 Such 
a sudden loss of military support not only limits upper-class terrorism but also 
dramatically changes the economic constraints on the peasantry. Since the 
competitive, conservative world of the peasant was in large yart created 12Y a 
predatory upper class, its removal makes rapid peasant m;bilizatlo-npossibl'e·. 
'Such organiiatiOrC may De reIativetY-Slforclived:--Many--peasafiCrevolfs"wliTch 
occur when a landed upper class has been critically weakened are little more 
thaii-simultaneous-land-i'usnes-6ytfio'ij"s"ilndsofp~sa'iits-beni-;;~"~bt~i~i!iiJ~nd 

... ".-."~~.-.. -~-.----------.-'"---------.. -~.-.---.. --...... ,,-,. ...... ---
57 Wolf, Peasant Wars, pp. 290-291-
58 Huizer, Revolutionary Potential, pp. 88-89. 
59 Lemarchand, Rwanda, pp. 170-171. 
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~maV1egiUlY. regardasthe§:';pnce this objective has been attained, 
the conditions of small commercial producers begin to exert a centrifugal in
fluence on the movement, and it may once again relapse into political apathy. 
Once the agricultural workers in the cOlI\mercial hacienda system have obtained 
land, they rapidly lose interest in politic~. Even after the landed class has been 
weakened to the point that it can be liquidated by widespread peasant land 
seizures, the peasllnts themselves still lack the intern&1l9JiticaLor:gani4l!..tlo_n_1.Q. 
seize state power./Thus the form of SoCial movement most common in the com
~-isystem might be best described as an agrarian revo t a short, 
intense movement aimed at seizing land but lacking Ion -run poIttiCalobjectives.' 
--"-!iebalallce of tenor-orrwhich-the-comrne-rcianracreno'a-system rests can;, 
also be u~by political organization introduced into the peasant community 
from the outsitk-lames PetrasancfMatirice Zeitlin,"fciTexa-mpte,-h-a:ve-demon.
slrateif1hat peasant radicalism in Chile was most pronounced in areas closest 
to mining centers, where strong left-wing unions could provide the organizational 
base the peasants lacked.so Even religious organizations may sometimes provide 
the organizational framework for conservative peasant movements. During the 
peasant movement in Pernambuco between 1960 and 1964, the Catholic church 
organised its own peasant syndicates.61 Usually, however, the outside organiza
tion is provided by a socialist or reform political party. This party not only 
may pro~e organizational fram..e.J.rofk the peasants lack but in addition 
may un~dermine tfie landlord's control oyer tb~-psl1iti.c.al~. Thus it can 
eliminate both restraints on peasant political participation simultaneously. John 
Powell describes an example of such a peasant movement introduced from 
above in Venezuela.62 In 1945 R6mulo Betancourt seized power in a coup 
d'etat and established a regime based on the reformist Acci6n Democnitica 
(AD) political party. The party drew its basic support from urban labor unions 
and intellectuals. Nevertheless the party established a peasant affiliate and set 
out to organize the countryside. Although the initial organizational attempt was 
cut short in 1948 by another coup, Betancourt returned to power in 1958, an
nounced a dramatic land reform program, and again began organizing peasant 
syndicates. The organizational framework of the Venezuelan peasant movement 
was therefore provided not by the peasants themselves, but by an urban-based 
political party. Peasant political interests, however, remained focused on land, 
and small farmers with insufficient land remained the most politically active 
followers of the movement.63 

Gerrit Huizer points out that a similar seizure of government power by a 
radical party was a necessary precondition for peasant land seizures during the 

60 James Petras and Maurice Zeillin, '"Miners and Agrarian Radicalism," 
American Sociological Review, 32 (August 1967), 578-586. 

61 Cynthia N. Hewitt, '"Brazil: The Peasant Movement in Pernambuco, 1961-
1964," in Landsberger, Peasant Mo\'emellts, pp. 392-394. 

62 John Powell, '"Venezuela: The Peasant Union Movement," in Landsberger, 
Peasalll MO\'emellls, pp. 62-100. 
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Bolivian revolution. Although peasant syndicates had been formed as early as-
1936, they were generally repressed by landlord-dominated regimes. In the 
19405 the Movimiento Nacional Revolucionaria (MNR), a leftist party which 
drew its support from tin miners and disaffected intellectuals, began organizing 
peasant syndicates. These peasant organizations were crushed almost as fast as 
they could be organized and the leaders sent to jungle prison camps. In 1952 
the MNR, aided by armed miners and the defection of the national police, 
managed to seize'power in La Paz. After a brief pause to determine the inten
tions of the new regime, the peasants acted. Guided by MNR activists, the 
Bolivian peasantry destroyed the entire system of landed estates in less than a 
y~ar and a half of concentrated land invasions .. Landlords fled t~he citi~~d 
most of the countryside passed into the hands of the peasants. he control of 
ihecent~gQienlm.c:.nLh.y._sQc.i~J.i~JQt.reformist pariies se~wi _jnJ~~(TqJ?I-:a: 
nec;;'-W-y condition for a easant revoltlli~a's'antmo;;em~nts have been asso-~ 
ciated with oc~r eformist "OIwciif-parties not only in Vepezuela and 
Bolivia, but in Guatemala, razil, Chile, Mexico, and PeruY_f~~mu-"i~t 
parties on_ the __ .oJJ~(!r hand have been relatively unsuccessful ~~ ._c;u:ganLzing 
.'jj~a·s'~hts_\!I __ .~om,~_~r~i~C~~Si~1idlCsys_tellls:The_J:ij~s-~rii~::~edi-;;;ti~I1 __ t() __ P~!Y~ 
property inl!iridmakest~em suspicio~s of parties threatenirig-llieabolitio.I.Lo.C 
-_~I1.prii;ate p~operty. The .tr!:g~enc~J~~k;iil.[tij.ri_!~~~lts'ii'n:01Ti§~Ci~C~~denda 
systems does not alter. th~d~.~g~y'rinciples governiiiif"theoehavior of _ upper 
all.!iJQ~~~_ cla~~ul~m:-Dg~.n.um .. lncQ..m~.JNii!"J~nd-:-Wiieii·-success£ur-peasant 
movements have taken place, they have been aided by socialist or reform 
parties that played an important role in both organizing the peasantry and 
~utra1izli11f"fl're-power of the landed anstbcf.5t)t. The peasants themselves be
fore or after the revolution remaiiidTvidccil;ythe conditions of small cultivators, 
although the bitterness of economic competition may be lessened by the depar
ture of the landlords. N~~ the absence of the agrarian _!!QQ~~~_s_s 
allows the peasant to become a commercial farmer. Since he controls his own' 
!~~_d.~@~~itments in P~~_~!!~i!!!p'!QY.~men~~~ii'[b~;clithim, -~D®TID1~

J.<{'-:..d..:.._~ince heno-ion~!:. p.~~Jabo~,E.':I~~Lhe .<:~!1~~.Y.Q!i.m~r.~3fmi!QJlis .own -
plot. The size of his plot has usually increased to a practical size through the 
division of the lord's land. Thus th!<...~ant is .Q.n his way to becoming a._£~m-....-- - -------_._ .. __ ._---_._- --. 
mercial farmer. The p~itical consequences of this economic change, however, 

-are likely to be slight. -Commercial small holders, like subsistence peasants, are 
unlikely to form stron ~ political organizations. Thus the peasant is unlikely to 

: form a coherent political force either before or after an agrarian revo'itl 
, The tactics and goals of a peasant revolt are paradoxically dt!£ermined 
:not by the economic circumstances of the peasant, l;!utJ:1Y.Jill;....p-olitic.:..aL.heha.vigr 
-q~~~~~_ed upp~ c1ass..:...iTi1ls class depends directly or indirectly on land
starved laborers or small farmers for its labor, expands its income through 
extralegal land seizures, and discourages improvements in agricultural tech-

64 For descriptions of these movements see Huizer, Revolutionary Potelllial, 
p. 88-95. and Landsberger, Peasallt Movements, passim. 
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nology which would increase total agricultural_ incom~us when peasants do 
act, the only way in which the~ improve their economic position is through 
the seizure of the lord's landsJ::..Tnemtranslgerice offuili1naecrupper class ana 
itSma61hty to make economic concessions limits conflict to disputes over prop
erty':J:hus the actions of landed estate cultivators are invariably focused on 
the redistribution of property. By the circumstan -oLupp.er-c1ass control the 
only means at the disposal of the cultivators ar illegal land seizures.'""T.:;e land 
seizures, in turn, may destroy the rural class struc u political 
p!m:er ol..!h~!!.ded UI!Eer_~s. The acquisition of additional land, not fIre 
change of the political syst;m...is the ultimate objective of cultivators who draw 
their income from the landt In fact the~asants are seldom the beneficiaries of 
the political changes they setin motion. t was reform or socialist parties that 
provided the political organization a~fllWosition to the landed elite that the 
peasants themselves could not sustain.:Jltis, therefore, usually those p~rties that 
fill the political vacuum left by the departure of the landlordS:)The characteristic 
forms of political behavior in systems in which both the upper classes and the 
lower classes are dependent on income from land are, alternatively, political 
apathy or agrarian revolt. The apathy of the peasant as described by Wolf ana 
Mintz and -Stinchcombe may persist for relatively long periods of time and 
consequently lea~ to the mistaken conclusion that the landed estate is free of 
political tension/The political consequences of the landed estate described in 
the theoretical propositions above suggest that an agrarian Jevolt .!§ ... JW:ly 
whenever the u lass is weak or the lower class can obtain organizational 
suppor,t. it is agrarian because the p~~sence ofalinded uppercnrS"s"'-focuses
conflict on the distribution of landed property, and a revolt because moderate 
"tion will be repre",,? revol"tio .. ", action" ,,,,,,Iood by the politi "I 
weakness of the peasants. 

\.f CAPITAL ANI;> LAND:, THE REFOR~ COMMqDITY 
~MOVEMENT {t,,\(!.. !~:-:"'.i /-" i~>(jeH{(:'_',~; '}'~~~;L 

This combination differs from th~revious one only in the change of 
l!!.come source for_the ~c!a:ss:Jhe cuitivating~class·remiiiris depeiidenf"oo
land as its principal source of income, put the upper class is now dependent on 
commercial capital rather than land.! This combination of income sources is 
characteristic of a variety of small h\'lding systems from peasant SUbsisten~ 
plots producing a supplementary cash crop to commercial capitalist farms. 
Since the income source of the cultivators is the same as in the previous cas , 
cultivator political behavior should also be similar. ClJltivating classes dependent 
o!l.kn.d...a(e __ P-QIjJlcal.!.y~~~tive and u~able to fo~m ~~.!!uoliticarorganr: 
zations based on class solidarITY. This principle is as true in smalr1iolding
systems as it~was in commercial hacienda systems. Therefore small holders' 
political organizations should be weak and dependent on outside political parties 
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and interest groups. In fact the instability and transience of small holders' 
political organizations have long been recognized. Mancur Olson remarks that 
"the most striking fact about the political organization of fanners in the 
United States is that there has been so little .... Many farm organizations have 
come and gone, but only a few have come and stayed." 65 John D. Hicks has 
pointed out that the populist movement was characterized by numerous splinter 
parties, and weak political leadership. The Greenback, Free Silver, Farmers 
Alliance and other populist parties came and went in rapid succession in the 
American farm belt.66 Similarly, the electoral politics of commercial farmers 
have characteristically been more unstable than those of any other American 
occupational group. Campbell, Converse, Miller, and Stokes, for example, found 
that the electoral behavior of farmers was more unstable than that of even the 
least socially integrated and least educated urban occupational groupS.S7 

Farmers are too divided by economic competition, internal wealth strati
fication, and structural isolation to be capable of generating strong political 
organization from within. Therefore, political organization usually forms around 
some organizational structure-introduced from outside the agrarianoommunity 
Ot9t\~QP.ed-t6Fsome other economic .:Ry'~p~~. OTsOnarguestIlaT1lie"devefop:-· 
ment of the American Farm Bureau, the strongest and most persistent of all 
American fanners' movements, was largely the result of the direct efforts of the 
United States government.68 According to Olson the Farm Bureau developed 
out of the agricultural extension program of the United States Department of 
Agriculture. County agents were hired by the Department to provide farmers 
with the technical information and educational resources developed in the land 
grant colleges. Many state governments required that farmers form organi
zations as an indication of interest before permitting the program to operate in 
their states. The Farm Bureau thus formed as an effort by individual farmers· 
to take advantage of the valuable assistance of government technical experts. 
The power of the Bureau waxed and waned with the degree of federal involve
ment in agriculture and received a new impetus from New Deal farm programs. 
The county agricultural agent then became not only a source of technical infor
mation but the administrator of acreage allotments and subsidy payments. 
Olson argues that farmers would have been incapable of organizing a powerful 
lobby like the Farm Bureau in the absence of both the government backing and 
the strong economic incentives offered to individual farmers. 69 

The activities of the Illinois Farm Bureau as described by ~...Qn indicate 
another fundamental principle of stable farmers' organizations. ~ey may be 

65 Maneur Olson, Tire Logic of Co/lectil-e Acti"", (Cambridge: Harvard Uni
versity Press, 1965), p. 148. 

66 John D. Hicks, Tire Populist Revolt (Minneapolis: University of Min
nesota Press, 1931). 

67 Angus Campbell, Philip E. Converse. Warren E. Miller, and Donald E. 
Stokes, The AmericQn Voter (New York: Wiley, 1964), p. 211-

68 Olson. Collective Action. pp, 148-152. 
691bid. 
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formed around commercial business organizations of one kind or another. 
Olson claims that the Illinois Farm Bureau became the nation's strongest be
cause it was essentially a business organization which provided valuable services 
to farmers who became members. The most important of these benefits was low
cost automobile insurance, which could be provided because of the generally 
lower accident rates in rural areas. (file Farm Bureau, therefore, was as much 
an insurance company as .. a political organization, and individual economb 
incentives rather than political solidarity drew farme.r&.into:ilie-.Q.(&InIzali2nV 
Ofson contends that stable farmers' movements cannot exist unless they are 
based on some essentially external organization such as the government or an 
ins~e company. 

Uh.e alternative or anization can also b!'LP-mrided-b;t-a-politiCalParty, as 
was the case in commercillLha.cjm<iJl s stems Populist parties in the United 

"'Stites have been-particularly prone to domin tion by other political interest 
groups, and of course were evelltual1y incorporated by the Democratic party 
in the fusion campaign of William Jennings Bryan. Radical Communist or 
socialist parties have seldom had much success in overcoming the commerCial 
~er's devotlollTiq)roperty.-Even -when they have apparently succeeded, it 
has usually required the surrender of some of their more radical principles. 
Conservative parties, however, can provide the framework for a farmers' move
ment. Unlike the peasant of the commercial hacienda system, the commercial 
farmer is not typically confronted with a repressive landlord-dominated political 
regime. Farmers do not need the support of a political party to break the power 
of the landlords, but simply to provide the political coherence their organizations 
typically lack. Therefore even reactionary, landlord-dominated parties' are 
capable of organizing small commercial farmers_ 

Whatever the nature of the external organization providing the framework 

l 
for the movements of commercial farmers, their target is likely to be the middle
men who constitute the effective agricultural upper class. This conflIct may take 
on political forms, but, given th~cal behavior oCiicommerciaI upper class, 
it is more likely to involve economic warfare over control of the commodity 
marke~ Lipset reports the initial organization of the Saskatchewan wheat 
farmers began with .a wheat pool designed to break the power of the elevator 
operators and grain brokers_71 The middlemen responded by trying to outbid 
the pool for the farmers' wheat, but the pool succeeded until the bottom fell 
out of the world grain market during the depression. The demands of American 
populist movements for free coinage of silver or paper currency can be under
stood as a form of economic warfare designed to lower interest rates by re
ducing the value of outstanding loans. 

The focus of commercial farmers on such economic controversies is a 
direct result of (their relations with an upper class consisting of middlemen and 
moneylenders7he relations between the two classes are based on jockeying 

70 Ibid., pp. 153-159. 
71 Lipset. Agrarian Socialism, pp. 84-90. 
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for a greater share of the profits from the commodity market, not on an hi..; 
soluble conflict over a limited amount of property in land. The small fanner 

'already has access to the land, and he can usually count on expanding profits 
from agriculture technology to insure a gradually increasing income even given 
the extractions of middlemen. In times of depression, when the proceeds from 
agriculture shrink drastically, 'the smal!..f.ar:mecmay" ~~, Jm;[fued~.to~~iU-ppo'rt 
po1itfClihtrovelfients allneaarresii:rcti~g the middlemen. I~ general, however, 
'dle-"C1:iara""Cte-riStiCS'-6Imeagricultura~-- upper-class'tend -to focus conflict on 
control over the commodity market. 'he upper class does not depend on the 
theft of,property or the political dise franchisement of the small farmer for its 
income~ The share of profits from agriculture is large enough to permit the 
middlerlJen to tolerate some f~mer organizations, and the conflict over the 
proceeds is usually not zero-sum/The typical movement produced by this com
bination of income sources for the upper and lower classes might be called a 

(fdormiSi-'comffiOCmy movemem. ,~ is _ focused on control oJ.jl1ce.JD.~I~et in 
'agncultuflll'-c1'iffiifioaifies;' does" not involve radical demands for the redistribu
tioll-ef-property-urtlre ~civerthrow 'Of the state, does' not 'kad to-th~~d~mIse~_Qf 

-the'-a-gricultUfal'tit>per class and is usrially",~~,~li, Qrg3!:iJie:a.~Jn...any __ case. It 
is''ry9CIerafe1n'ifs-taCiics'an<nlmiied iii'lis 'goals. 
, 4';{Th'e' tYPlcaI"socfar-movemerifc)(ciiItivators dependent !~!LJ~!Id is an 
a~.ILIey'01t-when..the..upp.eLc.la~&j~U!.~p-~!l.Mnt.9.n.1and,. but a~m com
medilymoVeme~\vhen the upper class draws its income from commercial 
capital. Since the income source of the lower classes is the same in both cases, 
,this contrast must be a result .of the differential effects of upper-class income. 
TThe intractable zero-sum conflicts over property which are inherent in the 
llanded estate syste~erate agrarian revolts which frequently have radical 
social consequences£he greater flexibility, wealth, and negotiating ability of 
the upper class dependent on cemmercial income focus conflict on the marKeLi 
Since the lower-class political behavior is roughly similar 'jn beth cases}JiTs
the income of the upper class which determines whether it will be overthrown 
in a vlelent revQlt or forced te yield a greater share .of profits through an in--: flated curren~ 

CAPITAL AND WAGES: THE REFORM LABOR 
MOVEMENT 

This combinatien of income seurces i~ typical o~ agricul!Y.taLQ~ll.i~litio,!1~ 
eI?'ploying resident wage laborers __ ~~_~.!!~~~ithe!.J?L~~!.I?.Q!~_tjQ!!~ __ 9.r ,by 
i~dividuals wealthy enough to afford e~p_,<-I]~Jve_,pIo~ssing_.machiv.m. The 
form-of'SciClirmovements -'of'agrlcultu"i'al workers can be inferred from the 
combined effects of upper- and lower-class political behavior associated with 

..£,apital and wag.9~spectively. This combination of income sources produces a 
combination of political conflict focused oriIilceme from propertV'"iather than 
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ownership of property, ~:~;;;;;;-~-;k'i'~g-c1ass pOliti'cal-~A rad
ical, (well-organized, class-conscious work force--confrOfits mecoilOmically 
powerful upper class willing and able to bargain and make concessions) The 
most likely outcome of such~a conflict is._a reformist social movement focused on 
limited economic ~stion Considering the combined effectsOfOoTIl~ 
and lower-class politicaCbe ilvior leads to the apparent paradox of a radical 
class-conscious proletariat engaging in moderate labor union activities. In con
ventional Marxist theory such a politicized proletariat should, of course, lead to 
revolution rather than reform. Although Marx correctly anticipated the effect 
of homogeneous, concentrated mass labor on radical class consciousness, he 
underestimated the political acumen and economic power of the upper class. 
Rather than wait fo~ the inexorable workings of the dialectic to produce their 
own gravediggersL]le industrial upper classes have been willing to deploy their 
considerable economic power to subvert radical leadership and to divert rev
olutionary movements into reformist chann~f the declining rate of profit 
that Marx foresaw in the industrial future haa-te'ad to increasTilirlgl<iiiY:-onthe 
part of the industrial upper class, then a revolutionary outcome might have 
been possible.[!llstead the increasing wealth of the industrial classes has made 
it possible for them to grant economic and political co"i)cessions to workers, 
when faced with the unpalatable alternative of revoluti~f the agro-industria( 
upper class of a plantation is willing to grant moderate ~ge gains in response 
to union pressure and permit the organization and political enfranchisement 
of the w~kers, revolution may seem a desperate and unprofitable action for the 
workers. The potentially lethal costs of revolution and its potentially large but 
unpredic ble benefits must be weighed against th,\lower costs, greater cer
tainty, and small gains of moderate reformist action:'frhus the typical planta
tion proletariat has almost without exception choserlthe moderate reformist 

I
course of bargaining with management over limited bread-and-butter questions. 
Since in this case, unlike the commercial farm, the labor rather than the com::
modity market forms the tie between upper and lower class,jt is the price of 
ilabor which is the cel!1.x:.al focus of this bargaining. Thus a combination ora; 
~ndustrial upper class dependent on industrial capital and an agricultural work
~ng class dependent on wage labor creates a characteristic form of social move
ment which might be called the r@m laEiOrrrroVeii1ei1t:"- he movement's goals 
"are limited to questions of wages and- working con nions, and it dema~9s 
'heither the radical redistribution of property nor the seizure of state powel')\t 
will not lead to dictatorship of the proletariat nor even in most cases to the 
nationalization of plantations.''fven though the radical class consciousness of 
the workers frequently leads to a public commitment to left-wing ideologies"the 
.t.ea!ities Q\,yP,~e,r-c~~.1ec~nomiC: P9w.!:r a~m~st ~5.~' ab y lea~_~~J.Qffi1j~!. 
act!l n "r.-/,'.· '-i-' ~ . ~ .' ~ -!-< I ' ; Ii", . b,] , '-- I I .. I'.' " f./ '-" J.::J ' 

The reformist fabor mo~eiri&nt ba;eq' os!..a strong working-class solidarity 
an political organizatwn was apparent' in Steward's description of Puerto 
Rican sugar plantations~)These characteristics, however, were not to be found 
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in plantation systems according to Stinchcombe, who argued that plantation 
workers were either politically apathetic or extremist. Unfortunately for Stinch~ 
'Combe most studies of corporate plantations or individually owned estates 
Isupport the predictiol)s of the theory of rural class relations and the observa
tions of Steward.~ng class-based unions and worker political movements 
with reformist goa s are found in the banana plantations of Central Americ~ 
in the sugar plantations of the Caribbean and lowland South America,73 in tile' 
tea plantations of India, Ceylon, and Pakistan,H and in the sisal estates of Haiti 
and Tanzania~There is, however, one striking exception to the predictions of 
the theory-the behavior of rubber plantation workers in Malaya. Immediately 
after Japanese occupation forces withdrew from Malaya at the end of World 
War II, a strong Communist union movement developed on the rubber estates 
and other plantations of Malaya. The rubber workers were the largest single 
occupational group in Malaya, and they formed the heart of the Pan-Malayan 
Federation of Trade Unions. The union in turn was dominated by the Malayan 
Communist Party. Initially the union's behavior seemed to follow precisely the 
predictions of the theoretical model. Even though the union was based on 
intense class solidarity, strong political organization, and a radical Communist 
ideology, it limited its initial actions to strikes aimed at union recognition and 
wage increase. Between 1945 and 1948 the union appeared to behave in con
ventional trade union fashion and concentrated on organizing other groups of 
workers and protecting the wage increases it had won. In mid-1948, however, 
the Malayan Communist party and most of the leadership of the Pan-Malayan 
Federation of Trade Unions called for a general strike, disappeared into the 
jungle, established liberated zones, and began a general insurrection aimed at 
expelling the British colonialists and seizing the export economy. While there 
is a debate about the origins of this decision, there is no doubt about the in
volvement of the plantation laborers, the labor union, or the Communist party 
or the reality of insurrection itself. 

The revolutionary movement of the Malayan plantation workers seems to 
be a major exception to the predictions of the model of rural class conflict. 

J 

72 Stacy May and Galo Plaza, The United Fruil Company in Latin America 
(Washington: National Planning Association, 1958). 

73 For Cuba see Lowry Nelson, Rural Cuba (Minneapolis: University of Min-
nesota Press, 1950); for Jamaica and the Caribbean generally, George L. 

.J Beckford, Persistent Poverty (New York: Oxford University Press, 1972); 
for British Guiana (Guyana), Raymend T. Smith, British Guialla (London: 
Oxford University Press, 1962); for Brazil, Wagely and Harris, "Sub
cultures," and Hutchinson. Village and Plan/ation Life; and for Peru, 
Solomon Miller, "The Hacienda and the Plantation in Northern Peru" 
(Ph.D. dissertation, Columbia University, 1964). 

74 International Federation of Plantation, Agricultural and Allied Workers. 
Ecollomic Surveys, no. 1. Tea, (Brussels, 1960). Includes information on 
tea plantations in India, Ceylon. Pakistan. and East Africa. 

75 Tanzania: C. W. Guillebaud, An Economic Survey of tlte Sisal Indllstry of 
Tallganyika (Welwyn, England: Tanganyika Sisal Growers Association. 
1958). Haiti: West and Augelli, Middle America, pp. 152-164. 
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Actually the special circumstances of the Malayan rubber economy created 
economic conditions which were quite unlike those in most industrial planta
tions. Rubber is in fact a marginal plantation crop and is frequently grown by 
smaJl holders as well as by corporate plantations. The social organization of a 
rubber estate is far removed from the factory form of the typical plantation. 
Perhaps the atypical quality of rubber plantations can be best illustrated by a 
comparison of the rubber plantations of Malaya with the tea plantations of 
Ceylon. Superficially these two agricultural export economies shared many 
characteristics. Both were economically dependent on a single major crop, both 
were dominated by. plantations owned by corporations based in the United 
Kingdom, and both were enclave economies in the midst of large populations of 
subsistence peasants engaged in rice cultivation. Both Malaya and Ceylon were 
British colonies, and in both cases the government was largely an extension of 
the planters' association of the dominant crop. Plantations in both systems were 
dependent on imported Tamil labor from southeast India, although in Malaya 
the Tamils were supplemented by imported Chinese laborers. In both cases the 
estate labor force was of a different religious and national background than the 
subsistence popUlation and the plantation owners were, of course, also from a 
different religious and national group. The administration of the plantations was 
remarkably similar in the two colonies. In fact the rubber estate owners had 
originally migrated from the tea economy of Ceylon and brought their Tamil 
and Sinhalese administrators with them. In both cases the estates were isolated 
residential, communities cut off from one another and from the indigenous 
s.ubsistence population. In both cases Crown lands, or colonial land privileges, 
played a role in the establishment of the estate systems. In ~·ever, 
Jhel:e--waS-ll!>-.Communist insl.l!&1i.Qn after Wodd War II. ~re was insteat:i a 

rformist labor movement typical of plantation e~ ---' 
_~JIu:egar4j.Q..Jhe-economlc characteristIcs cnhcal for upper-class political 
behavior the two systems are also at opposite ends of the plantation continuum. 
The propositions outlined above suggested that three economic characteristics of 
industrial upper classes were critical in determining their political behavior: 
(1) their economic and market strength including their control over exports and 
their possession of industrial capital, (2) their dependence on wage rather than 
servile labor, and (3) the constantly expanding incomes from agriculture, which 
are a result of advances in agro-industrial technology. It is these three charac
teristics which determine the flexible behavior of the industrial upper classes in 
plantation systems{The weaker each of these tendencies, the more the be~avior 
of the plantation owner resembles that of the owner of the landed estate. )rhat 
is, the more he must depend on legal or extralegal force to defend his estate 
and recruit labor, the less he can tolerate organization on the part of his laborers 
and the smaller the wage concessions he can make to his workers. The weaker 
these three tendencies, the greater the probability of the insoluble political con
flicts characteristic of the landed estates. In each of the three characteristics the 
Ceylon tea plantations and the Malaya rubber plantations were at opposite 
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extremes. Thus the theory predicts that their political behavior should be 
similarly opposed. Consider each of the propositions in turn: 

1. Control of Industrial Processing Machinery and the Export Market 
The production parameters of tea and rubber require distinctly different forms of 
agricultural organization. Tea is one of the crops perhaps best suited to central
ized industrial production techniques. This is a result of two factors. First, tea 
must be processed immediately after it is picked, and processing requires a series 
of steps which depend on elaborate machinery. The tea must be withered, rolled, 
graded, and packed before shipment, and in almost all tea estates these pro~ 
cesses are highly mechanized and have been so almost from the beginning of tea 
production. The typical tea estate usually contains a processing plant which 
looks like a small suburban factory in light industry. Small holders without pro
cessing equipment must sell their tea immediately to the processors and are in 
an extremely unfavorable bargaining position. Second, tea not only makes con..; 
tinuous harvesting possible but makes it absolutely essential. Tea is actually a 
tree rather than a bush and therefore must be constantly pruned to keep it 
growing outward, maximizing its leaf area, rather than upward, maximizing the 
worthless trunk. Constant attention is necessary for the plant to continue pro
ducing. The harvest must be continuous because the new tea leaves, or "flush," 
are the most desirable for tea and must be picked in three days before they 
lose their flavor. If the trees are abandoned for any length of time, they stop 
producing anything of value. The trees usually require meticulous care and the 
liberal use of insecticides and fertilizers as well as constant pruning. A stable 
continuously employed labor force is absolutely essential for a tea estate. The 
factory can then be kept in continuous operation in coordination with the con
tinual harvest. As a result of these economies of scale, tea production in Ceylon 
tends to be dominated by large estates. In 1959 only 13 percent of Ceylon's 
tea was produced by small holders, and most of the rest was produced by 
British corporations that have traditionally supplied the capital necessary for. 
the manufacturing installations and trees.76 

Rubber, on the other hand, is also a tree crop in which continuous har" 
vesting is possible but unlike tea does not require any continuous input of labor. 
In fact the greater the harvest one year, the lower the harvest the next because 
of damage to the bark during tapping. It is therefore possible for small holders 
to easily combine rubber production with their other subsistence activities, 
tapping when the price is right and ignoring the trees the rest of the time. Also, 
in contrast with tea, no expensive processing machinery is necessary to process 
the latex at the estate. A little acid must be added to coagulate the latex, but. 
the sheets can be pounded out with sticks or bare feet and dried in the sun. In 
Malayan estates these processes are usually carried out with the aid of rolling 
machines and smoke houses, but these facilities need not be located on the 
estate or even used at all. During the war in Cambodia, for example, the rubber 

76 Donald R. Snodgrass, Ceylon: An Erporl Economy ill Transition (Home
wood, III.: Irwin, 1966), table A·38. 
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trade has continued undiminished .even though the rubber plantations are under 
rebel control and the technical and administrative staff fled to Pnompenh. A 
tacit understanding between the government and the rebels permits the latex to 
be collected and shipped across government lines; it is then purchased by repre
sentatives of the French rubber companies that had previously run the estates. 
Except for bomb damage to the plantations the system seemed to work as 
efficiently during the war as ifhad before.77 

Since processing machinery is superfluous and continuous harvesting un
necessary, small holders are strong competitors in rubber production. In 1959, 
for example, more than half of Ceylon's rubber estates were in holdings of less. 
than 100 acres, and a quarter were in holdings of less than 10 acres.78 In 
Malaya in 1959 small holders produced 40 percent of total production, and 
this proportion has remained relatively constant in the postwar pcriod.79 Thus 
the owncr of a rubber plantation is in a competitive position very different from 
that of a tea estate owner. Since the economies of scale are much less in rubber, 
he must find other ways to compete with the family labor and entrepreneurial 
dedication of the small holder. The small holder is also better able to wait out 
fluctuations in the rubber market than is the estate owner and, since reduced 
tapping increases future yields, may actually gain a further competitive edge in 
production. The rubber plantation owners therefore find themselves in a posi
tion similar to that of the owners of landed estates. (rhey must find some system 
of special privileges to protect their large estate against the more efficient small 
holder. The competitive position of the tea estate owner, on the other hand, is 
secur~ 

The Ceylon te~ estates also hold a strong market position in the tea trade. 
Ceylon typically exports a third of the world's tea and thus has considerable 
influence on world prices. The major estates are linked in a few large companies 
and producers' associations, so their economic situation is actually one of 
oligopolistic controL The demand for tea is highly inelastic since it depends on 
the widespread caffeine addiction of European peoples. The tea estate owner is 
in the enviable position of the drug pusher with oligopoJistic control of his mar
kets. True enough no one has been seen carrying out a burglary to buy tea, but 
certainly the drug is at least habit forming. The rubber owner on the other hand 
is in a considerably weaker market position. First, of course, he must compete 
with the more efficient small holders. For the Malayan estate owners this 
means competing not only with their own small holders but with small holders 
elsewhere in Asia. Second, rubber is an industrial raw material dependent 
largely on the automobile market and hence subject to the price fluctuations of 
industrial economies. Most importantly, however, after World War II natural 
rubber faced competition from synthetic rubber developed in the United States 

77 New York Times, Oct. 17, 1972. 
78 Snodgrass, Ceylon, table A-38. 
79 lin-Bee Ooi, Land, Peoples and Economy in Malaya (London: Longmans, 

1963). p. 214. 
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during the war. By the time labor unions began to form on a large scale, syn
thetic rubber was already agping to the considerable competitive problems of 
the centralized rubber estate(\!n fact the economic weakness of the large planta
tions meant that they could not long survive without a colonial or client govern
ment which provided the economic environment they desired) As one Malayan 
union leader pointed out during heated negotiations in 1947, the workers were 
being used as "fodder to maintain an industry whose economy . . . had been 
rendered obsolete by world conditions.~o The intransigence of the rubber plant-l ers' association was one element in the ijreakdown of these negotiations and the 
eventual end of the reformist labor movement)"his intransigence came from the 
planters' need for political support to compensate for their ineffectual economic 
position. In 1948 this support came in the form of the continuation of colonial 
rule and the subjugation of the plantation workers' unions. In Ceylon, by con
trast, plantations remaTiiedun"dtii-Srltisfi-coOfroT even alter independence in 
1947, and in fact their immense importance to the economy has forestalled any 
attempt to nationalize them since. In 1958 a reformist party was elected on a 
platform promising nationalization. Sixteen years later this election promise 
has yet to be fulfilled. Given the efficiency, economic importance, anQ. sub
§_tantial capital requirementsOrtneestate, it is unli§iy..Jhat it ever will be. ----.. --...... ~-.... -,.--- ....... -.. , ... ,..-,-.-.-.... --- .. ------- ---

2. Free and Servile Labor The political privilege of the greatest im-
portance for the continued economic survival of the Malayan rubber estates 
was their control over indentured immigrant laborers. Although both Ceylon 
!earnlire5 ana-lVfiilayanrubher"estates·depend"e'd on imported Tamil labor, the 
laborers went to Ceylon more or less voluntarily, while they were sh~d to 
Malaya as indentured labor. The difference in part ~cts tnedlfferences·-fn 

. oilgins c;nlietwo-·estat~ems as well as the different production parameters 
of tea and rubber. The Tamil labor force in Ceylon was attracted by the coffee 
boom of the 1830s. By the year 1880 the coffee boom had collapsed, but 
200,000 Tamil estate laborers were already resident in Ceylon, and many had 
brought their families with them.81 Thus from the late nineteenth century the tea 
estate relied on a stable labor force and operated in a moderately free labor 
market. In Malaya, by contrast, rubber estates did not begin on a large scale 
until the 19205, and laborers were imported under servile conditions. Tamils 
were recruited by returned immigrants called kanganys who were paid a fixed 
wage for each day of labor they supplied to the estates. Chinese immigrants 
were supplied by independent contractors.82 In both cases the labQ.I.er was 
forced to wor~.91!_J~_«'Q.stQ.t,t.,rAr:l_S~_~!.~y~n, recruitment, anQ J<:>cJgiQg . .b.~f9re 
aiSi"iiiii1t~~f!9_:~h~~~tLl,!~: Many laborers in fact"neve-iworke',(off their indebted
ness and were essentially slave laborers. There was a high rate of return to the 

00 Quoted in M. R. Stenson. Industrial Conflict in Malaya (London: Oxford 
University Press. 1970). p. 185. 

81 Snodgrass. Ceylon, p. 25. 
82 Stenson. Malaya, pp. \-\0. 
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country of origin in both cases. The rubber estates had no intention of giving 
up their privileged access to forced labor after World War II. Unfortunately for 
them the war had interrupted the source of supply, and the laborers had been 
freed from the estate discipline during the confused period surrounding the 
transition from Japanese to British rule. The laborers had no interest what
soever in returning to the conditions of indentured servitude. The inefficient 
plantation could hardly survive without it. Consequently conflict between the 
twO groups increasingly focused on control of the government, which, of course, 
backed the rubber planters in their attempts to reduce the workers to servitude. 
While the Ceylon tea estate owners had long dealt with wage laborers in an in
dustrial environment, the rubber planters of Malaya created a servile society 
much like a landed estate. 

;}. Fixed versus Expanding Incomes This characteristic of agricultural 
organization ultimately determines whether political conflict is zero-sum or non
zero sum. If agricultural income expands, then worker movements can be 
directed into reformist channels by the offering of small wage gains at little cost 
to the employer. Where income is fixed or declining, such concessions are im
possible. In Ceylon not only were the manufacturing installations of the tea 
estates capable of technological improvements, but the capital resources of the 
owners made it possible for them to increase productivity through agricultural 
innovations. Donald Snodgrass points out that productivity in the Ceylon tea 
industry has risen almost continuously during the postwar period because of 
new fertilizers and new tea strains developed by the government agricultural 
experimental station.8s These increases in productivity made it possible to in
crease wages. According to Snodgrass, between 1948 and 1951 wages rose 
45· percent, although they leveled off after that point.84 In 1956 the· real wage 
index for Ceylon tea estate laborers was 75 percent above what it was in 1939.85 

Thus the Ceylon estate owners were able to keep the labor movement in re
formist channels by providing a gradually increasing standard of living. Actually 
the greatest problem for the Tamil estate laborers came not from the plantation 
owners, but from the Sinhalese majority who became increasingly envious of 
their jobs in the untferempioye'a·-agrarlao·economy·on:::eYlon. 
~~ln·MalliYii:·"6·Y ·contrast, not only was there no way in which productivity 

could be increased by mechanization, but there was little that could be done to 
affect the yields of the trees. Wages could not be raised without making the 
inefficient estates even less competitive. After a brief rise in 1946, world rubber 
prices began to drop, and by 1949 the bottom had fallen out of the market. The 
introduction of synthetics and the end of military demand, as well as the post
war depression in the United States, all contributed to the precipitate decline. 
Thus instead of creating incentives for reformist action by increasing wages, 

83 Snodgrass, Ceylon, pp. 133-143, 
84 Ibid., pp. 136-137. 
85 International Federation. Tea, pp. 46-47. 
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I the plantation owners declared a 20 percent across~the-board wage cut a.nd 
/ stepped up their drive against the labor unions.86 Even reformist labor organiza

!'. tion was seen as a threat to their survival. The estate owners called for drastic 
i action against the unions. A representative of the incorporated society of plant
i ers called for the strict enforcement of restrictions on labor unions with "ruth"
\ less application of the sentences of death, banishment, and particularly 
\'llogging." 87 By 1948 the falling rubber prices and the union's militant reaction 
to the unilateral wage cut had increased the intensity of the planters' campaign 
for suppression of the union. The killing of three European planters on June 15, 
1948, was used as a pretext for increased government intervention. As M. R. 
Stenson concludes in his analysis of labor conflict in Malaya, with the new 
government regulations '~the essential outlines of the restrictive, paternalist, pre
war regime were reestablished." 88 The restrictive prewar system of, servile 
labor was, however, reimposed only after the political confusion of the British 
reoccupation had permitted strong workers' organizations to form. On rubber 
plantations located in countries which did not change hands during the war, 
semiserviLe labor continued with no interruption. Rubber plantations in Africa 
maintained servile labor both before and after the war. The laborers on these 
estates occupy much the same status as serfs on a commercial manor and are 
consequently unlikely to form strong political organizations. Rubber plantations 
are therefore not generally likely to lead to revolution or even strong labor 
movements. It was the political vacuum created by the Japanese withdrawal that 
permitted the rubber workers to organize. When the planters attempted to re
establish the prewar system, however, the workers were strongly organized and 
capable of resistance. 

Figure 1.4 shows the effects of rubber and tea production o'n the economic 
and political behavior of noncultivators in Malaya and Ceylon in terms of 
hypotheses 1 to 3. This..diagr:am makes £lear...th.aLth~_heha¥ior"of-a .. noncu1tivat
ing class dependent on income from rubber estates shares many similarities, with 
the-Oel1avlof~~:las..s 'Oepenaenf];in1~itd:-TlfnUl:5Der-estaies owner's 
1iriir~economic power and competition from small holders ~ake him de
pendent on political, particularly colonial, protection and therefore resistant to 
political chan~e indentured labor supply of the rubber estates in Malaya 
leads to the repression of workers' organizations just as did the semiservile 
labor force of the typical landed estate':)Finally the declining profits of rubber 
production immediately after World War II limited the share of agricultural 
pro4.~jio1l-Which4:ould-he..giy.en..,to_w..Qt~!<rs"just as the stagnant technoiOgy of 
t1!~'" landed estat~_,.li.mit~Q __ worker economic- iai~s~'-A~a"resu1t -TheMiifiyan 
rubber estate owners are a distinctfy""ffiargiiialcategory\s'haring many of the 
characteristics of the landed estate, and their overall political behavior, like the 
behavior of land estate owners, leads to politicized conflict over the properiY)-

86 Stenson. Malaya. pp. 184-185. 
87 Ibid., p. 162. 
ss Ibid., p_ 233. 
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Hypothesis 1 ~ 
~FOCUSOF 

CROp·..::=------LABORSUPPLY-----CULTIVATOR RIG/iTS , CONFLICT 
rubbor/lea indentured/free repression/recogni1ion. ~ property/weOl 

Hypothtsis3 ~ 
PRODUCTIVITY -----. CONFLICT STRUCTURE 

decreasin8lincr4!l8sing wase cuts/wage gains 

FIGURE 1.4 The Effects 0/ Rubber and Tea Production on the Economic and 
political Behavior 0/ Noncultivators in Malaya and Ceylon 

The Ceylon tea estate owners, on the other hand, have the economic power, the 
free wage labor, and the increasing productivity that the Malayan rubber estates 
lack, and as Figure 1.4 indicates, these economic characteristics lead f.b im
munity to political change, including nationalization, recognition of limitednghts 
for works, and gradually increasing wage8:'\Collectively these characteristics 
shift conflict from politics to economi~s anlNfom the control of property to the 
distribution of income from property. The comparison of Ceylon and Malaya 
therefore indicates that(the greater the capitalization of the plantation; the inore 
flexible its administration, and that the lesser the capitalization, the more non
~ultiVator-behavieHes~Jllbles the rigidity of the landed estate';lt also indicates" 
that hypotheses 1 to 3 are essential in understanding political behavior within 
~inter-aetien.ea:fegories of Figure 1.1. . " 

In Malaya, although not in most other world rubber export sectors, the 
politically inflexible estate owners were confronted with a well-organized c1ass
conscious plantation workers' union which had coalesced during the power 
vacuum created by the Japanese withdrawal. With aU reformist avenues cut off 
by the unyielding position of the rubber estate owners, the workers turned to 
revolt. In Malaya, then, the classic Marxian conditions seem to be realized. A 
radical class-conscious proletariat faced Ii. rigid unyielding bourgeoisie burdened 
with a declining rate of profit. The fact that the proletariat and the bourgeoisie 
faced one another in a rural setting does not change the nature of Marx's pre.
diction of class-based revolution. Thus the apparent exception of Malaya 
actually supports the underlying principles governing the political behavior of 
upper and lower agricultural classes. Revolutionary movements are most likely 
to occur when cultivators can form strong, radical, and cohesive political or
ganizations, but noncultivators are unable to grant political and economic con
cessions because they must rely on legal or extralegal force to maintain their 
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/ position. With the exception of Malaya this combination of upper- and lower
class political characteristics is seldom found in plantation environments. It is, 
however, considerabily more common in the fourth and remaining combination 
of income sources in Figure 1.1. 

C~Vi~ND AND WAGES, AGRARIAN REVOLUTIO~ 
The form of social movement expected from this income combination can 

be inferred from the combined effects of upper- and lower-class political be
,havior dependent on the income sources fo,tthe corresponding row and column 
!,for this cell in the diagram in Figure 1.1. V~e social movements.~ators 
:f.~!!..~.~~_~JQ.f,!~J)_eA!eter:min.~~_"pY_~h~_~~I!~!~~ __ ~~t~,~~_~._~_!:~~~.~ell-or.8_a_~zed, 
h class-conscious work force and an upper class unable and unwilling to grant 
i"l any political ~-econorn~cessionanoaepen-dent·on-le"gatorextraleg-al-force 
:~f~t.'i-eC6n6mTc--:-!I!6r.~,!-a» ThiscomblnatiOii-oCupper: and low.\i[-ciass charac
~,teristics is precisely the same as in the Malayan rubber estatesl) The political 
f) consequences too are likely to be similar: a p'owerful revolutionary movement 
n focused on wrenching control of both landed ~oeerty ancrpoIitical power from 
fa1!oJeiirandunyieIOf~rclass; fhe economic weakness of the uRPer class 

leads it to close off all avenues of social action except violent resistancG! In con
I trast to the situation in a commercial hacienda system, however, the upper class 
{i is not opposed by a divided and politically incompetentmassol'bouii'd 
J Ila~?~f.~.lnst~~!!:!rP[cali}daces--a-powerfurwor~~organ~.Q!!Y~as 
f ! t~ __ !!!~entive to~~!!.~~!..:.rn~_~Y!@'i!i~~!=~E~~al ptiv~~~~_,t~~~~~PR?!_t~ __ t1!~J.~I1~o. 
i,; lor4s--aruLth~p0litical.,.coherence-·t{)- seize,,_tmc~i~!~_p.9-Wer-thaLrn.lljn.t~iJJ$_JhQ~~ 
)LEtivileges. The typical form of soc~~n in s,x,stems dependent_~ 
;;landed property and wag~ lab9.r· revolutionary. ~ch, movements involve not 
, 'OrifY violent conflTctover landed property and direct attack on the rural strat-

ification system, but also a coherent political effort to seize control of the state 
by force)Since neither party is 1ik~...!.<?-~.Q..m.p[Q!!l~ and bo~ualy command 
considerable military power long guerilla wars are tiieliKe1y resu . None of the 
other combinations of upper an ower mcome sourcesnas Is\potenuat-for 
reii(5lutio~tw~d-in-laiio~o-e]"tares--Where1aborers---are-d'epenaeift-on-land 
there-fs'violent cobfiict- over property, but the conflict is likely to be sporadic, 
short J.Uced, and focused on theJediillibution of land, not the seizure ofJpe 
state!:Jn most' industrial plantation syste;sa strong, cohesive, i~dic;j";orkers' 
political organization is capable of making demands on the upper class., The 
upper class, however, is dependent on its economic, not its political power and 
is therefore able to compromise and begrudgingly grant small gains to the 
workerS)The presence of an economically powerful upper class diverts the 
powerful plantation workers' Organizati~s into conventional trade union activi-

, ties such as strikes over wage demands:, he combination of a commercial upper 
i\ class and a workinll: class dependent n land characteristic of small holding 
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systems possesses neither intense conflicts overyroperty nor cohesive w~rkjiig: 
class organizatio~ They therefore tend to be the most stable of all systems. They 
do not lea4 to revolt, to revolution, or even to particularly powerful reform 
movement~~t is only when strong working-class political drganizations is~m
bined witli a weak upper class dependent on force that revolution is likely . .p his 
combination occur~d in Malayan rubber plantations but is atypical of world 
plantation systems.(1t is, howeverr, typic~l of many though not all landed estates 
de~endent on wage labOr) ~ ¥-{U,f,lv{ \ul\. A~ V'/'-"b ~ 

)"There are two distinct forms of agricultural organization which com~ne 
a Tai\ded upper classana a worKing class dependent on wa~ labor,..J!J1si each 
has tlltterent consEl.uence!.t~!.~Y~Lu_t.!9,~y_~...QY~ID£.IJ.fiQf=-Mrt£ultl!mLw.Q~~.: 

fBoth sharecropping systems and landed estates dependent on migratory wage 
labor combine a landed upper class and wage laborers. Although both types, 
of systems may under some conditions create powerful cultivator political 
Organization~s the basis of lower-class solidarity is dramatically different in the 
two systems In sharecropping systems the basis of group solidarity is economic 
class status, nd the corresponding revolutionary movements tend to be based 
on socialist or Communist ideologie~In landed estate systems. dependent on 
migratory wage laborI!he work force is'oniy partiy dep'endent'onvlagen-or ~its 
suppori)Since it must:(cturn, to subsistence agriculture for the off season, it 

~:;v=~~~ari~ei~~~~~?t;l~~~¥:·~*~tr.lt~~t~t~~i~t: l~~~n'~~:~~~~:; 
both wage laborers and traditioE~1 communal organiz1ons._The ideology 
unIting these diSparate elements cannor-Oeoas-etl-tlriClaSsi ut can be based on 
national or racial hatred of a settler class) Settler-owned estates affect not only 
the wage laborers but. the traditional sub'slstence ciilfivaWrS-tneY-'fi'eqUeiitly 

!~P'~~~~~:~~:~:~i'~~~I~~~~:~~~'~~Sc~:~~~:~6~~~~G~~I~::;r;~~:~;~:::~~ 
the two forms of movement are fundamentally a result of the way in which the 
market affects the traditional community.) In sharecropping systems the tra
ditional upper class often become the new landed elite in the export economy. 
In the migratory estate it is usually foreign settlers who form the landed elite, 
and consequently both workers and the traditional landed elite are likely to 
suffer. The differential effects of the market on the traditional structure in the 
two systems thus leads to fundamentally different forms of revolution. 

I 
SHARECROPPING AND REVOLUTIONARY SOCIALISM ~GI.o.pping systems 

frequently d~~gh the gradual growth of markets in slIlUified peasant 
societies. The traditional agrarian upper class responds to new urban and export 
markets by intensifying pressures on the peasantry for higher rates of production 
or forcing the peasants to adopt new crops valuable in the export markets. The 
landlord then claims the export crop and pays his tenant with a share of what he 
himself has produced. In a precommercial society with few market outlets, the 
extractions of the landlord are usually limited to what he and his retinue can 
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)'cdnsume. When an export market becomes available, however, the demands oj 
the landlord become almost limitless. The market therefore progressively under
mines the paternalistic relationship between landiord and tenant and convert! 
ifi,!to acommerdii* contract based on a calculated . division of the peasant'! 
surplus. ""TIle contract is one sided, however, since only the landlord has the 
p6wer to enforce its terms, and conse~entlylhis share tends to be substantial 
and the position of the tenant precarious. Such systems are particularly commoll 
in labor-intensive annual crops. In suc crops there is usually nothing to be 
gained from processing at the point of production, and brief intense inputs oj 
labor are required during planting and harvesting. These crops are perfectl)! 
,~uited to production by small holders a9d cannot be produced competitively 011 

jlarge estates in free market situations.\ The agricultural upperJclass therefore 
Imust manipulate the political system to gain economic advantage. Sharecropper£ 
ihave virtually no legal rights in disputes with landlor~ and can be dismissed al 
! any time.(They are usually politically disenfranchised) since the landlord could 
rnot long survive a government dominated by the more numerous sharecroppers, 
(The upper-class control over the land rests on special access to the courts and 
the extralegal maneuvers customary in landed estate systems:)The sum of the 
proceeds of the enterprise is fixed, since neither landlord nor tenant has an~ 
incentive for investing in new technology. The economic characteristics of the 
landlord in the sharecropping system lead to the now familiar P!lttern of intrac
table zero-sum conflict over landed property. ._. 
\Jt-'-:1:~,_sh,a~pper resemI5Ies'--me--pIantation wag~laborer in the three 
economic c. haracteriS"t1cscritical for hi~tical behavior~eak ties to the land, 
~orking"class occupational homogeneit~d work group interdependence. The 
~arecropper has no legal right to the land and may not even have a stable claim 
to occupy it in practice. In fact, instability of tenure is chronic in many share
cropping systems. In preindependence Burma farmers frequently went from one 
plot to another, each time becoming indebted to Indian banking houses and ead 
time losing their lands through bankruptcy.59 In Vietnam tenant refugees unable 
to meet the extractions of the landlord or payoff the loans he had advanced 
made up a large part of the popUlation of the frontier regions along the Cam
bodian border.9o In India the sharecropper is formally a "tenant at will" and 
can be dismissed any time the landlord wishes.9l TB.us sharecro'p..Q.ers are ge~~r
:'ally reduced to absolutely T!linimaJ.Jj~$_kU.!K.m.mLw.hi.ch they work. 
! .. -The'extractions of landlords, middle~en. and moneyle!!~ers_.!:!§ua1ly.L~g~cc 
! most sharecroppersto tliesame-iowT~el of wages. It is impossible to _af.9Lm.ula:t~ 
i property in··sucH ·'systems~-'and'any·pio~e_cii~bI~bj~=ac~ijm~liJ.i~~,suaILy.-musl 
be mortgaged iopa)i"olfdebts: Whai~er the sharecropper produces in addition 

89 Erich H. Jacoby, Agrarian Unrest in Southeast Asia, (New York: Columbia 
University Press. 1959)' pp. 78-88. 

110 Pierre Gourou. Soil Utilizati()// in French Indochina (New York: Institutf 
of Pacific Relations, 1945). pp. 346-347. 

91 Donald S. Zagoria. "The Ecology of Peasant Communism in India," Amer· 
ican Political Science Review, 65 (March 1971). 144-160. 
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to his normal crop will be taken by. the Japdl~~~L' *hatever improvement he 
makes in his land will only raise its marketyalu'e, 'increase his rents, and make 
his eviction more likely. The improvements will benefit the landlord and the next 
tenant.C!iidividual mobility in such a system is an absurdity and economic initia
tive a waste of timIJThe only way in which economic gains can be made is by 
limiting the landlord's extractions. ThiS 'fact creates a strong incentive for 
CoIlective-porrficar action." -
-- Finally, sharecroppers are usually more interdependent than other kinds of 
small cultivators. Their production affects the landlord's expectations about the 
production of others, and therefore group pressure may be exerted to hold back 
part of the harvest. Also, sharecroppers are usually found in areas of extremely 
high land values where cultivation is intense and population density high. 
Donald Zagoria reports that in India areas of high population density were also 
areas of high rates of tenancy and suggests that'the high population density might 
create the kind of concentration found in some industrial organizations.92 

Zagoria also notes that sharecropping jystems are also found in systems of 
irrigated CUltivation, particularly of rice.U!t fact, irrigated wet rice sharec~pping 
is the dominant form of agricultural production in much of Southeast Asia-jfhere 
are in fact direct economic connections between irrigation, population density, 
and sharecropping. High population densities can only be supported if land is 
intensively cultivated. In most areas of poor tropical soils intensive cultivation 
can only be accomplished through irrigated agriculture. Irrigation works, in turn, 
increase the value of the land, making its possession more desirable for the 
landlords. These economic characteristics are particularly pronounced in rice 
cultivation. Clifford Geertz has provided a detailed description of the ecology 
of rice production in Indonesia which suggests its profound consequences for 
economic and social organiaztion.93 Rice is grown not in the soil, but in a biotic 
medium suspended in irrigation water. The techniques of paddy cultivation 
(called sawah in Indonesia) resemble those of modern experimental hydro
ponics rather than traditional agriculture. The rice paddy is actually a tank for 
holding the nutrient medium in which rice grows, and the irrigation systems are 
the pipeline by which the nutrients are transported. In Indonesia these charac
teristics have permitted the almost indefinite expansion of rice production on a 
relatively constant area by ~LmQte .. ~Jabo!ate terracing and paddy construction 
in a process Geertz calls(""agricultural involutioiP" 

Water rather than s<illisme-re'f6re-tiJe cIitfcal element in wet rice produc
tion, and water is considerably more subject to human control than is physical 
terrain. As Karl Wittfogel has pointed out, however, the control and distribution 
of irrigation water require coordinated action which is in general beyond the 
resources of individual farmers or even entire villages.94 In most areas of wet 

92 Ibid. 
93 Geertz, Involution, pp. 28-37. 
94 Karl WittfogeJ, Oriental Despotism (New Haven, Conn.: Yale University 

Press, 1957), pp. 22-29. 
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rice cultivation cooperative artificial irrigation works are poorly developed, and 
in much of monsoon Asia the level of water in paddies is determined almost 
entirely by rainfall. This is true even in Indonesia, where less than half the Java 
rice fields have anything more than the most primitive artificial irrigation works. 
The barriers to artificial irrigation are not only the absence of organizational 
resources but frequently the resistance of large landowners who fear that canals 
will be dug across their lands and that their own short-run economic welfare will 
be sacrificed for the good of others. If such resistance can be overcome, how
ever, the rewards of artificial irrigation in terms of increased and more regular 
yields are considerable, so that the possibility of irrigation greatly increases 
incentives for collective action. In systems such as Vietnam where landlords are 
a substantial barrier to collective irrigation, political organizations capable of 
eliminating the landlords immediately obtain a major collective good in the 
form of artificial irrigation water to distribute to the politically worthy. Artificial 
irrigation can, however, produce such collective goods only in decentralized 
systems in which small village farmers, not large estates, benefit from improve
ments in irrigation. Obviously, if a centralized estate or a plantation employs 
irrigation extensively, this simply increases the economic power of the estate 
owner and does not lead to additional incentives for cultivator collective action. 
Irrigation, then, affects the prospects for cultivator organization differentially, 
depending on the organization of the agricultural enterprise. 

Decentralized sharecropping systems in general and irrigated rice produc-

t
' tion in particular, however, are likely to create a homogeneous landless peasantry 

'\ with strong incentives for collective action and intense pressure for group sol
t.: .. idarity. These economic characteristics should in turn lead to political radicalism, 

..'I powerful organizations, and intense class solidarity. Thus an o'rganized class
( conscious proletariat is the likely consequence of sharecropping systems. In fact, 

o areas of tenancy have shown a pronounced attraction to left-wing, particularly 
Communist, ideologies and a surprising potential for powerful political organiza-
tion. Zagoria reports that those areas of India which have the highest population 
densities, highest rates of tenancy, and greatest dependence on irrigation also 
show the highest level of Communist voting.95 Kerala and West Bengal have long 
been areas of both wet rice production and rural Communist strength. Similarly 
the Italian "red belt" in the provinces of Emilia, Tuscany, and Umbria, north of 
Rome is the area of the highest rates of share tenancy in the country.96 The area 
has produced consistent Communist majorities in rural areas since World War 
II. Unlike the politics of peasants dependent on individual subsistence plots, 

~~ese political affiliations are internally generate~ not introduced by outside 
urban-based parties. In fact, Mattei Dogan has pointed out that in Italy the rural 
Communist organization is increasingly responsible for Communist strength in 

95 Zagoria, "Peasant Communism." 
96 Mattei Dogan, "Political Cleavage and Social Stratification in France and' 

Italy," in Seymour Martin Lipset and Stein Rokkan (eds.), Parly Systems 
and Voter Alignments (New York: The Free Press, 1967), p. 146. 
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''- / 
urban areas, a relationship which reverses th~ usual pattern of urban-to-r~ral 
political influence.97 The organizational potential of shar~roppcrs was clearly 
recognized by Mao Tse-tung in Hunan as early as 1927 \.Irrigated rice share
croppers were almost entirely responSib~for the phenomenal growth of radical 
peasant associations in Hunan in 1927. ao reports that more than a million 
member~were recruited by the associati ns in October and November of 1927 
alone.98 n situations where landlord repression is weakened, sharecroppers are 
capable f amazing organizational efforts. \ 

TlJ,e.....sI;Iarcropper ther~io.te._~res __ ~i\..Ll!:J_LP,@D!~!!Q.lI_,,"Y~g~_}abo~er a 
tenden9' to ~rticipate actively in workers' ~'§~f.i~li.Qn~.~!l.ggt\?lIg CommunIsf 
p;rties. The demands"ofiiiesharecroppers,-however, are unlikelY' to f);; lImited 
~derate reformist concerns of the plantation wage laborer. The share
cropper confronts not an economically powerful industrial upper class,.huLa
weak landed arigQ£@~Y_J.igidl~LC.9Jllmitted...to.-mamtaining-its-pr,i:v.ile.ges!..~onomjc 
P.9iiiiQn by force. T~fore the strong CQIDmunist p_lUti.es-aFe-lik.dY-to::m:ak~ 
radical political and1conomic demands. At minimum these demands include the 
expropriation of the landlords an;:r-tIleCfismOutlon of their landS! aximum 
-the reV51tiHonary overt row of the state which supports landed pro~-,.JThe 
two deman-asare often 1I1tertwliied;smcCthelandlOrdsllre not likely to give up 
their lands without a fight. ~ev2lutionary Communist movements in rural areas 
have bee~!Q!Q.s_L~x.£J~sively associated with .. sb.ar~9!Opping~eraTlinauti~ 
iatccfj~~~harecr.o.p.pingiD~Piti~ulai~·Edward Mitcheil has demonstrated that' 
Hukbalahap activity in central Luzon is concentrated in areas of rice share
cropping,99 Zagoria demonstrated a correlation between wet rice sharecropping 
and the rural Communist vote in India, and as will be demonstrated in Chapter 
5, the Communist revolution in Vietnam had its origin in commercial, irrigated, 
rice sharecropping areas of the Mekong deIta.(The intense interdependence 
created by community control of irrigation technology and the high rates of 
tenancy associated with rice cultivation are particularly likely to lead to revolu
tioqary socialist movements~ 

\. There is, however, one dotable exception to this general association between 
sharcl:ropping and Communist revolution. The cotton plantations of the Ameri
can South are based almost exclusively on sharecropping, yet they have been 
remarkably resistant to any form of political organization. During the depression 
the Southern Tenant Farm Workers Union made a determined and initially 
successful effort at unionization based on the moderate socialism of H. L. 
Mitchell. The attempt was crushed, and the tenants, both black and white, 
relapsed into their former apathy.IOO This phenomenon seems hardly to be the 

97 Ibid., p. 187. 
98 Mao Tse-tung. Report on an Investigation of the Peasant Movement in 

Hunan (Peking: Foreign Language Press. 1967). p. 17. 
99 Edward 1. Mitchell. "Some Econometrics of the Huk Rebellion," American 

Political Science Review, 63 (December 1969), 1159-1171. 
100 Vera Rony, "Sorrow Song in Black and White," New South (Summer 1967). 
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result of the special problems created by racial divisions in the South. In Egypt, 
Syria, and Turkey cotton cultivation is also organized in sharecropping systems 
and workers show similar patterns of political apathy. It seems that it must be 
some feature of cotton sharecropping generally rather than the peculiar cultural 
circumstances of the southern United States which accounts for the passivity of 
Southern plantation workers. 

One contrast is immediately apparent when the cotton sharecropping 
systems are contrasted with the revolutionary irrigated rice sharecropping 
systems. Cotton sharecropping is almost always organized in c.~ntfalized estates 
)is it is in the American South. Rice sharecropping, on the other hand, is almOSt 
.invariably decentralized. Individual sharecroppers work their own plots, and the 
lands of a given owner may be scattered across several villages or even provinces. 
The landowner provides no centralized direction or control. In cotton production 
the lands of sharecroppers are consolidated and the plots may be worked as a 
unit even though the cropper's pay ultimately depends on his own designated 
area. In the so-called through and through method common on many Southern 
cotton estates the croppers may be organized in work gangs and function much· 
like workers under an industrial plantation system. At first glance such a system 
would seem more, not less, likely to lead to working-class solidarity. The workers 
are concentrated and work in interdependent work groups on cotton plantations, 
but are dispersed in individual plots in rice sharecropping. The other economic 
characteristics of cotton estate sharecropping, however, clearly indicate its 
inhibiting effect on worker organization. First, while most sharecroppers are ex
posed to a considerable turnover and insecurity of tenure, cotton sharecroppers 
are remarkable stable. The plots may in fact be inherited, much in the way 
usufruct plots are passed down from father to son. The sharecroppers of a typical 
cotton estate are most similar to laborers bound to the land by debt servitude. In 
fact they are seldom out of debt to the plantation store, which in the American 
South is often a lucrative sideline for the plantation owner. As cotton plantations 
become more fully rationalized in response to market forces, they usually evict 
the sharecroppers and adopt wage labor. When increased market penetration 
occurs in rice sharecropping systems, it leads to increased, not decreased rates of 
tenancy. Most cotton estates can be considered simVar to backward commercial 
haciendas where the work force is bound to the land~ The control of the holdings 
of cotton sharecroppers creates the same kind of conservatism found in the 
bound laborers of commercial haciendas and inhibits radical political organiza
tion.) 

The interdependent work organization of the cotton estate paradoxically 
tends to decrease, not increase worker solidarity because the work organization 
is dominated by the plantation owner. In commercial wet rice sharecropping the 
local village community is responsible for the maintenance of any irrigation 
works, imd the landlord plays a peripheral if not obstructionist role in manage
ment. He may in fact not even be resident near the lands he controls. On the 
other hand, on irrigated cotton estates such as those of Egypt, the water is firmly 
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under the control of the centralized estate management and can be distributed 
according to the economic productivity and political reliability of the workers. 
Thus the collective organization required for irrigation works creates incentives 
for class-based associations in decentralized rice sharecropping systems but tends 
to reinforce the power of the central administration on cotton estates. In addi
tion, the. cotton estate owner usually controls the ginning of cotton, which 
provides him with an overwhelming economic advantage in dealing with his 
workers. In most decentralized rice sharecropping systems hulling is controlled 
by middlemen and the landlord is again seldom involved. The decentralized rice 
sharecropper therefore is not dependent on the landlord for the marketing of his 
crop, while the cotton sharecropper usually is. Finally, the concentration of 
workers provides the estate management with greater powers of surveillance. The 
decentralized sharecropping system common in rice cultivation, on the other 
hand, distributes the workers of a given owner over a wide area, complicating 
problems of social control for the landlord. 

Thus cotton and rice sharecroppers differ on two of the three factors that 
hypotheses 4 to 6 indicated were critical for strong cultivator political organiza
tion. The economic and political consequences of the two crops are illustrated 
in Figure 1.5, which indicates that in some respects the behavior oVcotton share
croppers more closely resembles the behavior of cultivators paid in land rather 
than wages~while the behavior of rice sharecroppers is much closer to that of 
landless labdrers.'i:otton sharecroppers have firmer ties to the land becau~e of 
the weaker mark~t influences and greater paternalism of centralized cotton 
estates, while market fluctuations and indebtedness lead to frequent insolvency 
and high turnover in rice tenancies. This difference in turn leads to greater con-. 
servatism on the part of cotton sharecroppers, who fear the loss of their ]ong
term tie to the estate, while rice sharecroppers, whose ties to the land are minimal 

FIGURE 1.5 The Effects of Cotton and Rice Sharecropping on the Economic and 
Political Behavior of Cultivators 
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iri;my case, are more inclined to accept political risks. Thus according to 
hypothesis 4 rice sharecropping should produce stronger political organizations 
than cotton sharecropping. The variables specified in hypothesis 5 do not differ 
significantly in the two systems, since both minimize opportunities for individual 
mobility and require collective action to realize gains against landlord resistance. 
The most important differences between the two systems are those specified in 
hypothesis 6. Cotton sharecroppers are considerably more dependent on land
lords than are rice sharecroppers, and this fact tends to undermine- cultivator 
solidarity and encourage commitment to the conservative estate administration. 
Ifhe strength of vertical ties in the cotton sharecropping system, then _ is the 
;tritical determinant of the political passivity of cotton sharecroppers] Decen
ftralized sharecropping systems and particularly those in wet rice cUltivatidn com
/bine weak ties to the land, strong incentives for collective organization, and 
i structural independence from landlords, making these systems the most likely 
po lead t~ re~~tionary Communist movements.) 

I L/ <j0\\' t ~/ 

~ 
\_JTHE MIGRATORY LABOR ESTATE AND REVOLUTIONARY NATIONALISM 

Like the sharecropping system the migratory la. bor estate is characterized_?y an 
upper class dependent on land and a lower class dependent on wages.) The 
agricultural lower class, however, differs significantly in both the form of wage 
payment and its relation to the commodity market. Sharecroppers producing 
ifor export are fully integrated into market mechanisms and' have usually 
host all ties wi,!h sub~tence cultivation. In the migratory estate system, how

;~ ever, the laborer, a h~ugh ~a--in-wages,(remains in part dependent on sub
,L.~1~~Il~l<...PJQgl:!£!!2n.. e laborer'typicaH)Mipeads . .muGh-of-his-time.in-tI'aditi6fiaf 
{ subsiste!1ce agriculture and usually migrates to work on the estate during the 
1 harvesdThe ~~~~!:r~srelative.d,~pe.~~~,~_~~,on subsistence p.~~~~~,t~o,ry,}ather than 
i wages J in part determined by the harves(]efigl)f'c)f'the- crop and in part by the 
f laborer's mobility, Some migratory laborers follow the harvest as it proceeds 

geographically across a crop-producing region and may even work more than 
one crop. In this case they are almost exclusively dependent on wage labor and 

, return to subsistence production only briefly. In other cases the migrant will 
appear only for a month-long harvest and return immediately to subsistence 
production, In this case, of course( his economic characteristics are similar to 
~hose of a subsistence peasant rather than those of a wage labore~ 

;! The migratory labor estate, like the sharecropping system, tends to be 
! concentrated in crops which are more efficiently produced by small holders and 
I ~o not permit any appre~iable ec~nomies of scale. Tf1~...E!~~~~ry labor ~~~ 
1 IS used most frequ.!!.ntly In perenmal tree crops, partlcularly_.co~ee-al1a-grapes, 
i:Whf~K£~iiri§I,f.ii~~~_lb~ .. a~.9p.t.i~_to· sharecropping: Sharecropping i~'fmpraCtfCaJ 
[ for the estate owner because onne-valiie-oi'stimding crops which might be 

damaged by overzealous exploitation in a cropper's tenure. Nevertheless estate 
cultivation is not an economically competitive form of production even in peren
nials like coffee and grapes. In both cases most of the labor is demanded in a 
relatively short harvest period, usually of two to four months duration. Although 
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grapes require more year-round attention than coffee, neither crop approaches 

I 
the continuous harvest characteristic or ideal plantation crops. Similarly, neither 
crop requires expensivc P'!'Q£~~~.i9.g.tI).f!!;.hin.~.r.Y .. J:9ff~~,~.~,an.u;:.l!o,~9O:c;;d.rn:the 

-sUlr~fOr.e:.s.IUpWJ1(,-=-!lna.$i!l~.~~ll.he pressed barefoot where more elaborate 
"iiiiiC'hinery is not available. Both crops can..sasil¥-he-oom.biI!~Q_Y£illL§lI~~Jlce 
pr09.1,l~·tion,-and .. in,m.ll,!!Y..$.~P-!?x.t£gg.!!9.mj~~ .. ~Q.ff.~~j§.n:gularly..gl:~tW.n...,~~,.~)lLd.~J.!l,!,e 

I
by subsistence farmers. Since the migratory labor estate does not depend on 
'ec6rioiiiles "t'scale~lne upper class cannot depend on economic power to secure 
its POSitiO~ Like landowners in sharecropping and commercial hacienda systems 

\ 
the estate owners must use a variety of political devices to secure land and labor 

. at below market cost\The economic and political characteristics of the owners 
of the landed estate ar~ identical to those of the owners of commercial haciendas 
or of landlords in sharecropping systems'(rhey are economically weak, depen.., 
dent on servile labor, and supported by a backward agricultural technology. 
tconsequently, like other landed estate proprietors they tend to rely on legal and) 
extralegal force to secure land and labor, adopt an intransigent attitude ,toward 
labor organization, and are unable to make wage concessions to workers.l 

Migratory labor estates were found in grape cultivation in colonial Algeria, 
in coffee cultivation in colonial Kenya, and continue to exist in grape and lettuce 
cultivation in California. In each of these systems the agrarian upper class has 
relied on a series or(ingenious manipulations of the legal system o~n outright 
force to secure the necessary land and labor for its inefficient estates In Algeria 
the French simply declared that all lands belonging to the Algeri ruler, the 
Bey, were French by right of conquest and parceled them out to Fre.nch 
nationals. The Bey's lands consisted of most of the valuable and well-irrigated 
land in Algeria. 1ol In Kenya similar large-scale land concessions were granted 
to British settlers, and members of the indigenous population unfortunate enough 
to live on the settlers' new lands were declared to be squatters and moved to 
"native reserves" on inferior land.102 In California land concessions were based 
on the often fraudulent manipulation of claims to former Mexican 'land grants.I03 

The techniques for recruiting labor were no less ingenious. In Algeria the 
deprivation of all irrigated land in the colony forced much of the popUlation to 
become wage laborers simply to survive.104 In Kenya the hut tax, the poll tax, 
and direct conscription were all used to satisfy the settlers' demand for labor.l05 
In California illegal or quasi-legal immigration from Mexico was the preferred 
method.106~n each case the tactics created a disenfranchiSed,,{oliticaIlY power
less agricultural labor force which was paid almost nothing.;n each case the 

101 Wolf. Peasant Wars, pp. 211-212. 
102 Carl G. Rosberg, Jr., and John Nottingham, The Myth of Mau Mau: Nation

alism in Kenya (New York: Praeger, 1966), pp. 18-19. 
103 Carey McWilliams, Factories in the Fields (Boston: Little, Brown, 1939), 
~1~~ . 

104 Wolf, Peasallt Wars, pp. 217-218. 
105 Rosberg and Nottingham, Mau Mau, pp. 45-46. 
106 Ernesto Galarza. Merchants of Labor (Santa Barbara, Calif.: McNally & 

Loftin. 1964). 
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f~~mal political devices of labor recruitment were reinforced by ethnic stratifica
tion systems which reserved all high-paying jobs for]the dominant ethnic group 
and drove down the wages for the subordinate group. his was particularly clear 
in California, where competition between foreign agr' uItural laborers and the 
white population has been a constant source of racial conflict and hatred. 107 

The upper classes of the migratory estate behave in precisely the manner to 
be expected of upper classes dependent on landed property. The migratory wage 
labor force, however, would seem to lack the usual economic characteristics of 
an a, gr,',icultural worki?l class depen~ent on wa~e labor. l!nlike t~~ share~ro pe~, 
the mIgratory laborer\se'ems an unhke'!y~g!llt..iw:..raQi.c I ohttcal actIOn' HIS 
ties'to the'lariO' "s:re"6ffenoo

SU5Sfii1tl.aI and he can alway's return,.to",subS1S' ehce. 
prociuctIon ',if 'esiiite-labor-Is--'unreifabie~"Sriicehe return~-t~'-~ '~ubsistence . ~om-' 
muriit}·;'&e is subJect to 'ihes'amffindividualistic competitive pressures and hopes 
for individual mobility that characterize the subsistence peasant. The longer he 
remains in the subsistence milieu, the more his political behavior resembles that 
of a member of an agricultural working class dependent on land-conservative, 
apathetic, and badly organized. 

The migratory labor pattern also tends to undermine any possible pressure 
for group solidarity based on work group interdependence. The constant turn
over inherent in the migratory system weakens the worker community. The 
migrant is seldom dependent on other workers for welfare assistance, since he 
can always return to his subsistence community for aid. In California, for 
example, the presence of large numbers of foreign migrants has always hindered 
labor organization, and the Farm Workers Union was only organized after the 
Mexican border had been effectively closed to migrant farm labor by the end of 
the bracero program. Similarly, workers on Kenyan estates were limited to terms 
of 30 days and then were compelled to return ~.P their reserves, thus preventing 
the formation of a stable worker community.l~ Even though a migratory wage 
labor force is not divided by internal stratific~tion and wages are uniform and 
low, the weak pressures for group solidarity an'a-1ies to the sub'~stence economy 
mak] class-based organization impossible in migratory systems. i 

~It is clear, on the other hand, that migratory estates in eolonial areas have 
been subject to violent revolutionary movements similar in strength, if not in 
ideology, to those of sharecropping systems).~n Algeria, Kenya, and Angola, 
major rural revolts against the colonial regIme were based in large part on 
migratory wage laborers), The explanation of these revolts, like the explanation 
of revolts in commercial hacienda systems, must depend on the introduction of 
political organization from outside the workers' community~ The workers them
selves are too divided to provide the coherent political organization necessary 
for an armed insurrection. 

/(Revolutionary movements in migratory estate systems depend on the tradi
tional agrarian elite.;Y-he interests of this normally conservative group of land~ 

107 McWilliams, Factories, passim. 
108 William A. Hance, The Geography 0/ Modern A/rica (New York: Columbia 

University Press, 1964), pp. 396-397. 
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owners would seem to be closer to ~ose of the owners of the migratory labor 
estates than to those of the workers Under som~ circumstances, however, their 

!interests come to parallel those of he workers.JThis occurs when the landed 
I estates are developed by settlers who threaten the continued political survival of 
I the traditional agrarian leadership by the expansion of thei.r estates ... ,The.OI;.-, 
l~?~~!!onal fram.ew~rk of .. the t~adi!!g.!!..~L§.I,,-Q§J~t~.n.c.e.-co~mu.nity .. ....then ....... ma..Y 
\~e_the .. organI~~!.lQn..t.!t~.~.!.~ w~:!~~!!~~..: It IS an organizatIOn based on the 
ieconomics of subsistence production rather .tJ.tan Specifically directed at "political 
iends, but It can provide1ne~same~orga;i~~tio'~'~rc~h~rence'''aswa-po1YHcal"ifany 
;or-aneconomic organization. 
l This pattern is particularly apparent in Kenya. The traditional tribal struc
ture of the Kikuyu was dependent on the control of land by lineage groups, and 
the authority of tribal leaders ultimately derived from their allocation of com
munity lands. The expansion of settler spf.{ce.estatesjn the midst of the areas of 
highest KikuYU1"6piilafioiiaelt~rifalsplaced the tribal leadership as well as most 
of its followers. Land disputes became a chronic problem in Kenya, especially as 
a growing population further diminished the available land in the reserves. Many 
of the wage laborers working on the estate were also Kikuyu and sometimes 
worked the very lands that had been stolen from their lineage or clan. The 
massive land expropriations which established the white highlands and the 
Kenyan coffee export economy simultaneously undermined the authority of the 
traditional authorities and created a large, unorganized semiproletariat from 

\ the same tribe. While the economic i.!lt~e.sts of these t.wo-.gtoups~r.~...!10t 
\ Q.arallel .. tbeY_FSXe . .clear.ly--united_in-their-..opposition._tQ. .the..~.~Jll!<:.s. As both 
\ Rosberg and Nottingham and Barnett and Njamal09 have pointed out, the so· 
'called Mau Mau movement was a more or less direct consequence of the chronic 
land disputes between the Kikuyu and the English settlers. The Kikuyu tribal 
structure. provided the organizational framework the migratory wage laborers 
lacked and made a revolutionary movement possible. The inflexibility of the 
Kenyan settlers made any other kind of political action impossible. As was the 
case in sharecropping systems, a well-organized political party of agricultural 
workers faced an inflexible elite dependent on force rather than economic power. 
The results were a revolutionary uprising, but the ideology was provided, not by 
a class-conscious workers' organization, but by the Kikuyu tribal social structure. 

I Thus the movement took on a nationalist rather than a Communist ideology, 
I although its goals were equally revolutionary. Only a nationalist ideology could 
. ~,: unit~~.djy.erse---eGonomic . ..inter.estLoiJh~ .. ~ritjlffiOnal ~l!.lJsl~nce cu~tor~, 
. tribaUeaders, and mjgr..~t'E:t. wage labor~rs which formed the basis of Mau u 
l strength. -.. ---.. -

~
'r-- A revolutionary nationalist movement, such as the Mau Mau, can only 

occur if the migratory estates develop in a settler economy and create a threat to 
\ the landholdings of the traditional elite. Even then the periods in which such a \ . 

\ 109 Rosberg and Nottingham, Mau Mau, p. 248; Donald Barnett and Karari 
Njama, Mau Mau from Within (New York: Modern Reader, 1966), pp. 
31-35. 
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revolt can occur are short. If the estates expand sufficiently, they will break the 
power of the traditional elite and reduce the migratory laborers to impotence. 
Only in colonial areas where the estate system has not completely eliminated the 
power of the indigenous landed classes can a revolutionary nationalist movement 

'occur. The migratory wage laborer, like the laborer on a commercial hacienda, 
:is incapable of providing the organizational strength to oppose the power of the 
landlords . ., 

( Under some circumstances both the sharecropping and migratory labor 
estate systems can create a combination of strong political organization on the 
part of the agricUltur~)}'orking class and political conflict over property and 
the control of the stat tIn the case of decentralized sharecropping systems the 
organizatio~ based a Communist party organized from within the worker 
community. ~n the case of the colonial migratory labor estate the organization 
is dependent on the traditional structure of the agrarian SOCietY~While both 
systems combine upper- and lower-class political behavior leading t revolution, 
the nature of the political organization of the working class creates ommunist 
movement in one case and a nationalist movement in the other. nly those 
agricultural organizations, however, which combine an upper cia s dependent 
on land rather than capital and a lower class dependent on wages rather than 
lanq"create the political conditions necessary for revolutioQ) 
',./1 The theory of rural class conflict demonstrates that the social movements 
{associated with various types of agricultural organization are fundamentally a 
i result of the interactiQ!L~~n tI:!,C:J)_~liti~~Lbehay!Q.ussoci'ated with theJ)rin-
cipal source of income of the upper and lower agricultural classes. Combinations 
OfTriCome-SO-urces are associated-wiHlpartiCuiar-iYpesofagricultural organiza
tion and lead to particular forms of social movement. The predictions of the 
model of rural class conflict can be summarized in the following set of hypo-

these~ fA. A combination of both noncultivators and cultivators dependent on 
\ --------.-----~-.,,--.--,,---.---~--,---- ---

land 2. the'!!"'£!i~al source of income leads ~~ agrarian-revolt. This 
combination of income sources is typical of commercial haC1erutararrd"closely 
related systems. (An agrarian revolt is directed at the redistribution of landed 
property and typically lacks broader political objectives. )The typical tactic of 
such movements is the land invasion. An agrarian revolt is most likely when a 
socialist or reform party has weakened landed-upper-c1ass control of the state 
and l'rovided the organizational framework lacking among cultivators depen
den(on.land. 

\~.\A combination of noncultivators dependent on income from commer
cial ciipitaCand cultivators--aependenroilTnComtf'frotn'·llfnd'-leads to a reform 
commodity- movement. Such a combihatioriof"mcome sources is typical of small 

-h-61c1ing systems. The reform commodity movement is concerned with the~trol 
-of the marketin agricultural commodities. It demands neither the redistribution 
of property nor the seizure of state power. The typical tactic of such movements 
is a limited economic protest. T~e greater~e sensitiYitYJo...mark.e.ts_Jn ~maI1 
holding systems, the greater the probability of a reform commodity movement. 
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;tJ A combination of noncultivat,ors dependent on income from capital and 

cultiVators dependent on income from wages leads to a reform labor move
ment. Such a combination of income sources is typical ~f plantation systems 
!fhereform labor movement is concerned with limited economic demands for 
higher wages and better working conditions\1t demands neither the redistribu
tion of property nor the seizure of state power. The typical tactic of such move
ments is the strike. Reform labor movements are most likely in industrial 
plan~a'ilpn systems. 

iD. ~A Combination of noncultivators dependent on income from land and 
c1;!m~~tC;rL.a~..p.~IKiS:!lLon.1Qw.m~C!r.9J!!_.~~g~~~J~~~~_,.~.? _E .. evol~. -SUdt-a 
combination of ;f!fome sources is typical of sharecropping and miS!:.afory labor 
estate s~ems.l:!.he revolutionary mov~.ment demands the redistribution of 
landed property through the seizure of the stat:vr~~ typical tactic of such move
ments is uerrilla war. I~ecropp$systems the dominant Ideology IS Ii\(ely 
to b~mmunis while in@g:ato~abor systems the dominant ideology is 
likely to b natioi1iilrsr(~evo]utlonary socialist movements are most likely in 
decentralizedSnarecroppmg systems, and revo~tionary nationalist movements 
are most likely in colonial settler estate systemsJ 



CHAPTER 2 

World Patterns 

ANALYSIS OF THE distribution of political resources between noncultivators and 
cultivators suggested that the nature of rural social movements depends 
fundamentally on the type of agricultural organization. This chapter considers 
the empirical relationship between agricultural organization and rural social 
I?ovements in a population of 135 exp~~s of 70 developing nations in the 
period from 1948 to 1970. The analySis correlates the dominant type of agricul
tural organization for each export sector with the number of acts of rural protest 
observed in that sector. This same general method was also used in the case 
studies of Peru, Angola, and Vietnam reported in Chapters 3, 4, and 5. The case 
studies, however, consider variation within export sectors and involve measures 
of rural protest based on primary newspaper sources for each of the three 
countries. In the comparative analysis only the dominant type of organization is 
coded for each export sector, internal variation is ignored, and measures of rural 
protest are based on secondary press sources with broad international coverage. 
The more reliable measures and finer units of analysis in the case studies reduce 
problems of measurement error, but considering one case at a time limits the 
generality of the findings. The comparative analysis depends on somewhat 
cruder and less reliable measures but permits generalization about a world 
population rather than a single case. . 

The method of the comparative analysis closely resembles the approach 
of cross-national studies of collective violence such as those of Ivo and Rosalind 
Feierabend, Ted Gurr, and Bruce Russet.1 In these studies a variety of quantita-

1 Ivo K. Feierabend and Rosalind Feierabend, "Social Change and Political 
Violence: Cross-national Patterns," in H. D. Graham and T. R. Gurr (eds.), 
Violence in America: Historical and Comparativ~ Perspectives (New York: 
Praeger, 1969), pp. 632-687; Ted Gurr, "A Causal. Model of Civil Strife: 
A Comparative Analysis Using New Indices," American Political Science 
Review,62 (December 1968), 1104-1124; Bruce M. Russet, "Inequality and 
Instability: The Relation of Land Tenure to Politics," World Politics, 16 
(April 1964),442-454. 
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tive and qualitative characteristics of nation-states were correlated, with event 
counts derived from secondary newspaper sources. Russet, for example, 
examined the relationship between an index of civil disorder, deaths by domestic 
violence, and national indices of tenancy and inequality in land distribution and 
found significant positive correlations with both agricultural measures when 
percent of the national labor force in agriculture was controlled. Both the 
Feierabends and Gurr fourid significant correlations between indices of political 
instability based on newspaper sources and various measures of economic 
deprivation computed from national accounts data. 

These statistical comparative studies have in general used the nation-state 
as the unit of analysis even when their theories have been phrased in regional or 
even individual terms. This approach has simplified data collection, since most 
sources with broad international coverage aggregate data at the levei of the 
nation-state. It has, however, complicated problems of inference when the 
nation-state is not the unit of analysis specified by the theory. The Feierabends, 
Gurr, and Russet, for example, all rely on the psychological concept of "relative 
deprivation" to explain patterns of collective violence but, instead of measuring 
individual psychological states, rely on national indices of economic conditions. 
The intervening variables linking national characteristics and individual psycho
logical states are neither fully explained nor directly measured. Unless national 
units can be considered relatively homogeneous with respect to the hypothetical 
psychological state, it is always possible to conceive of potential sources of 
spupousness involving third variables correlated with the explanatory variables. 
This is, of course, a problem inherent in aggregate data analysis and in a some
what less general form is frequently referred to as the problem of spurious 
ecological correlation. In Russet's study of land tenure and collective violence, 
for example, it might be argued that high rates of tenancy are always associated 
with highly developed urban' sectors, and that the observed collective violence 
occurs in the cities, while the countryside is tranquil. While alternate' explana':' 
tions of this kind can never be completely eliminated in aggregate data analysis, 
they can be reduced by selecting a sufficiently homogeneous unit of analysis. H 
Russet had, for example, included only rural areas in his measures of civil dis
order, explanations' which relied on spurious correlation between tenure fontis 
and urban characteristics would have been ruled out. ,.' 

The unit of analysis in this study was selected to minimize these problems 
of spurious correlation. The unit, which will be called the agricultural export 
sector, is defined by the major producing regions for a given export crop within 
a given country. This unit is more homogeneous than the nation-state and 
permits measurements of agricultural organization to be made directly rather 
than inferred from aggregate national data. Each agricultural export sector is 
identified by a particular country, crop, and geographic region. The tea
producing central hill districts of Sri Lanka would, for example, constitute a sin
gle agricultural export sector as would the coffee-producing highlands of Kenya. 
Such a unit of analysis obviously requires data on crop production within coun-
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tries, but in other respects the method of analysis is similar to that of the usual 
cross-national study. 

The world population of agricultural export sectors on which the com.:. 
parative analysis is based was selected in three steps. First a list of predominantly 
agricultural countries was constructed. Second, the principal export crops for 
each of these countries were determined. Third, the major producing regions for 
each export crop were identified. The list of countries included all independent 
states and colonies which satisfied the following criteria: (1) a population of 1 
million or more in 1968, (2) non-Communist for at least 10 years between 
1948 and 1970, (3) at least 25 percent of the labor force in agriculture in 1965, 
(4) total value of agricultural exports greater than US$2 per member of the' 
agricultural work force in 1965. These criteria were designed to select a popula
tion of countries which would include most of the politically significant export 
sectors of the underdeveloped world. Communist countries were excluded 
because the social and political effects of agricultural export sectors depend on 
the workings of a free rather than a controlled market. The requirement that 25 
percent or more of the work force be employed in agriculture effectively excludes 
all industrial nations and limits the population to the underdeveloped aleas of 
Latin America, Africa, the Middle East, and South and Southeast Asia. Only 
the peripheral, least industrialized areas of Europe are included. The require
ment that total agricultural exports exceed $2 per member of the agricultural 
work force excludes most states of the Sahara and Saudi Arabian deserts and 
land-locked agrarian states such as Bolivia and Afghanistan. A total of 70 states 
and colonies satisfied all four criteria and were included in the list from which 
the export sectors were selected.2 

Export crops for each of the 70 countries were included in the 'study popula
tion if they satisfied one or more of the following criteria: (1) contributed a 
median of 15 percent or more of a country's total agricultural exports in the 
period from 1948 to 1968,3 (2) contributed a median of 2 percent or more of 
the total agricultural exports of the macrostates of Brazil, Italy, Indonesia, India, 
and Pakistan, (3) contributed 15 percent of total agricultural exports for a 
continuous period of five years or more between 1948 and 1968. These rules 
were intended to include as many export crops with potential political signifi
cance as possible but to exclude minor crops which would generate data insuffi" 
cient to make classification of agricultural organization possible. The total of 
135 export crops from the 70 countries which satisfied one or more of these 
criteria constitute the study population and are listed by world region in 
Appendix 1. Thirty countries contributed only one export crop to this popula
tion, another 30 contributed two each, and 10 (including the five macrostates) 

2 Laos was also excluded from the population on the grounds that no stable 
state existed through most of the 1948 to 1970 period. This procedure 
follows that of Gurr in "Causal Model of Civil Strife." 

3 The data for 1969 and 1970 were not available in published United Nations 
statistics in 1971 when the population of export sectors was selected. 
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contributed three or more export crops. The small number of export crops for 
each country is, of course, a result of the high degree of concentration of agricul
tural exports. The crop with the largest median proportion of agricultural exports 
contributed between 76 and 100 percent of the total in 13 countries, between 51 
and 75 percent in 25 countries, between 26 and 50 percent in 28 countries, and 
between 0 and 25 percent in only four countries. 

The utility of the agricllltural export sector as a unit of analysis depends on 
the stability of these agricultural exports over the period selected for the study. 
If old crops disappeared or new crops appeared in the export s~atistics for any 
country during the period from 1948 to 1968, then it is possible that the 
corresponding export sector could be lost from the population for the period in 
question. There are two situations which can bring about such changes in export 
statistics, and each has somewhat different consequences for the analysis. First, 
a new export crop may be introduced or an old export crop may disappear 
because of economic or ecological changes. Second, a crop may still be produced 
on a large scale but no longer be exported because all production is consumed 
internally. In the first instance the agricultural export sector is lost from the 
population for the period before or after it appears in the export statistics. 
Obviously no observations can be made about the form of agricultural organiza
tion if the export system simply does not exist. These cases will appear as missing 
data in the coding of agricultural organization. In the second instance the crop 
is no longer exported, but the agricultural system producing it continues to exist 
and can be coded. In this case disappearance from the export statistics does not 
mean that the case must be dropped from the population. If substantial numbers 
of crops either appeared or disappeared in the period from 1948 to 1968, how
ever, the population would be too unstable to carry out a meaningful analysis. 
Fortunately such major changes in agricultural exports are extremely rare within 
the time span considered in the study. A major change in export statistics was 
considered to have occurred jf any crop in the study population contributed less 
than 5 percent of total agricultural exports for any continuous period of five 
years or more.4 In only 5 of the 135 cases did such changes in export statistics 
occur. In two instances (cotton in Guatemala and coffee in Peru) the change in 
export statistics was a result of the introduction of a new export crop on a large 
scale. These two cases are treated as missing data for the period before the crop 
was introduced. In no case was the change in export statistics the result of the 
abandonment of a previously exported crop. In two cases (vegetables in Portugal 
and rice in Korea) the changes were the result of the export of a widely produced 
staple which had formerly been consumed internally. In one case (rice in Viet
nam after 1965) a previously exported crop falls below 5 percent of total 
agricultural export for a period of five years or more even though it continued 
to be produced for internal consumption. In these three cases the form of 

4 Since the criterion for selection in the case of the five macrostates was a 
median of 2 percent of agricultural exports, in these cases the rule was re
laxed to less than 1 percent for a continuous period of five years or more. 
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agricultural organization can be determined even for the periods when the crop 
was not exported, and the cases can therefore be included in the population. The 
relatively small number of major changes in agricultural exports, however, 
indicates that the agricultural export sector is a stable unit of analysis which can 
be used in studies involving relatively long time periods. 

The geographic boundaries of the agricultural export sector were defined 
by the areas of maximum production for each of the 135 export crops. The 
boundaries were approximated by combining first-order political subdivisions 
(provinces, departments, states) which produced a substantial proportion of the 
total crop. First-order political subdivisions were ranked by their contribution 
to total production and selected successively until the accumulated total produc
tion exceeded 75 percent of the national total. In the small number of cases in 
which a single first-order subdivision is involved in the production of two or 
more export crops, the subdivision is excluded from the analysis altogether 
unless there is clear evidence of a two to one ratio in the value of one crop as 
opposed to the other.s Internal production data were seldom available for the 
entire 1948 to 1968 period, and it was usually necessary to rank provinces by 
production data for whatever year happened to be available. When data for 
more than one year were available, the year closest to the midpoint of the period 
was selected. Limitations of climate and geography usually produce well-defined 
and relatively stable zones of maximum production for each export crop. When 
fluctuations in area do occur, they usually involve marginal lands on the peri
phery of the principal producing areas. It was not possible to empirically assess 
the stability of the boundaries over time because of the temporal limitations of 
the data. It is unlikely, however, that the fluctuations in the total area could 
have been much greater than the fluctuations in the total exports of a particular 
crop, and the major exports remained relatively stable from 1948 to 1968. 

MEASURES OF AGRICULTURAL ORGANIZATION 

In the comparative analysis of agricultural export sectors it is assumed that 
a given crop is grown according to a single form of agricultural enterprise 
throughout the sector area. This assumption is usually justified, since within 
any single country the political, economic, and ecological determinants of 
agricultural organization are likely to be relatively constant in all areas produc
ing a given export crop. Each agricultural export sector was categorized accord
ing to the dominant type of agricultural enterprise in the sector. In practice the 
dominant form was considered to be the enterprise type controlling a plurality 

5 In two cases, the Ivory Coast and Togo, the growing areas for the major ex
port crops, coffee and cocoa, were indistinguishable. In these two cases the 
more important crop (coffee in both cases) was included in the analysis and 
the- other crop was ignored. 
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of the area in which the crop was cultivated. Classification of the dominant 
enterprise type required both a rigorous definition of the agricultural enterprise 
and a set of rules for assigning an enterprise to the appropriate type. 

The choice of definition of the agricultural enterprise affects the size of the 
unit and the class position of the agricultural work force. In the United States 
Agricultural Census, for example, it has been customary to define a farm as all 
the land under the control orone person or partnership, and this control may be 
exercised through ownership, lease, rental, or sharecropping arrangements. This 
definition reduces a Mississippi valley cotton estate to an aggregate of indepen
dent farms each run by an operator who becomes the classificatory equivalent 
of the independent entrepreneur who rents a Midwestern wheat farm. Schulman 
reports that a similar practice is followed in many South American agricultural 
censuses with similar results.6 Control over both the use of land and the disposal 
of crops is the critical issue in a definition of an agricultural enterprise and its 
operator. Smith argues that the sharecropper in the southern United States does 
not legally hold residual rights to the crop, does not determine the productive 
uses of his parcel, and is therefore better classed as an agricultural laborer than 
as an independent entrepreneur.' This usage shifts the controlling unit from the 
sharecropper's plot to the estate as a whole. Thus a renter who controls the 
disposal of his crop and decides on the productive use of his land would belong 
in the class of independent small holders, and a sharecropper would belong to 
the category of agricultural laborers. The enterprise in which the sharecropper 
works consists of all parcels under the control of a single landlord. An agricul
tural enterprise can therefore be considered to be a personal or corporate entity 
with the right to control the use of a given parcel of land and to dispose of"the 
crop made on that land, subject only to specific contractual obligations with any 
other parties who may have an interest in the land. This definition would, for 
example, lead to the classification of each of the following systems as a single 
agricultural enterprise: 

1. The land controlled by a single cotton irrigation scheme in the Sudan. 
In this system cotton lands are owned and irrigated by the government. 
Tenants who are the former owners of the lands supervise the operation 
of their plots, but crop rotation, irrigation timing, and the use of fer
tilizer and insecticides are all controlled by the government. The tenants 
are responsible for cultivation but frequently hire migratory laborers 
from outside the cotton zone to perform most of the manual labor. The 
effective unit in the control of the crop is the entire irrigation scheme 
rather than the individual tenant plot even though the latter is the 
effective unit for labor administration. 

6 Sam Schulman, A Sociological Analysis of Land Tenure Patterns in Latin 
Amedca (Gainesville: University of Florida Press, 1954). 

'T. Lynn Smith, The Sociology of RuralLile (Ne.w York: Harper, 1953), 
pp. 279-288. 
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2. The land owned by a single landlord in the Mekong delta of Vietnam. 
The landlord controlled land use and crop disposal and frequently pro
vided seed and capital equipment. The tenant had no written contract 
and received a share which was usually less than half the crop. Even 
though the tenant worked without supervision, he still had no real 
economic independence, and hence all tenant units under the control 
of a single landlord constituted the agricultural enterprise. 

Once the agricultural enterprise had been identified, the dominant enter~ 
prise type was determined for each agricultural export sector. The classification 
was based on information on agricultural organization in English, French, and 
Spanish sources in the University of California, Berkeley, libraries. The complete 
list of sources consulted for each country is presented in Appendix 4. Bilingual 
graduate research assistants assembled the materials for each country and coded 
the structure of the dominant form of agricultural enterprise.8 The nature of 
ownership, administration, and labor organization of the dominant agricultural 
enterprise was classified according to the categories listed on the code sheets in 
Appendix 2. The owner of a particular enterprise was considered to be the 
group or individual that had effective control of the land and of crops grown on 
it for at least 20 years. Long-term lease holders are therefore considered owners 
for purposes of this classification. The administrator or operator is the individual 
or group that exercises effective rights to the land or the crop or the designated 
agent of such individual or group. Laborers are those individuals performing the 
actual physical work of cultivation. When more than one source of labor was 
employed in a particular enterprise, the source contributing the greatest total 
number of man-days per year was the source coded. Once the "type of owner~ 
ship, operation, and labor organization had been determined, it was possible to 
define the dominant enterprise type. The actual coding was based on the detailed 
categories of ownership, operation, and labor organization described in 
Appendix 2, and the system type was defined by simple combinations of these 
characteristics. 

The social consequences of the form of agricultural organization depend 
on the distribution of resources between owners and workers, and the typology 
of agricultural organization is therefore defined by combinations of type of 
ownership and type of labor organization. The five types of agricultural organiza
tion described in general terms in Chapter 1 are defined below in terms of the 
coding categories for ownership and labor organization. 

8 Jacques Brissy coded the form of agricultural organization for the Middle 
East and North Africa, French Sub-Saharan Africa, South and Southeast 
Asia (except India and Indonesia) and Northern Europe. Ronald Royce 
coded Central America. Fernando Uricoechea coded British Africa, South
ern Eu'rope, India, and Indonesia. Lea Ybarra coded South America and 
Portuguese Africa. The research bibliographies in App, 4 were assembled by 
these coders for the countries in their assigned regions. Sources in languages 
other than English, French and Spanish were used for statistical purposes 
only. 
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1. The commercial manor or hacienda. An individually owned enterprise 
which lacks power-driven processing machinery and is worked by 
usufructuaries, resident wage laborers, or wage laborers who commute 
daily from nearby subsistence plots. 

2. The sharecropped estate. An individually owned enterprise which lacks 
power-driven processing machinery and is worked by sharecroppers or 
share tenants. 

3. The migratory labor estate. An individually owned enterprise which 
lacks power-driven processing machinery and is worked by seasonal, 
migratory wage laborers. 

4. The plantation. An enterprise owned either by a commercial corporation 
or government body, or by an individual if the enterprise includes 
power-driven processing machinery, and worked by wage laborers resi
dent for continuous terms of more than one year. 

5. The family small holding. An individually owned enterprise worked by 
the owner and his family. 

These definitions make it clear that the various type of agricultural or
ganization differ principally in the method by which the labor force is organized. 
The commercial hacienda and the sharecropped and migratory labor estate all 
have the same form of ownership and differ only in the form of labor organiza
tion. In each case the owner is an individual whose relatively limited financial 
resources are indicated by the absence of expensive processing machinery on the 
estate. The plantation differs in both ownership and labor organization from the 
other systems. In the family small holding, of course, the roles of owner ,and 
laborer are combined. These combinations of ownership and labor organization 
do not, of course, exhaust all logical possibilities. It is possible, for example, to 
combine corporate ownership with sharecropping or migratory wage labor. 
Economic considerations, however, make such combinations extremely unlikely. 
In 1948 there were only three systems which did not fall into one of the five 
types of agricultural organization. Cotton in the Sudan was produced on 
government-controlled irrigation projects which employed migratory laborers 
supervised by tenants. Indonesian sugar was produced in a complex share
cropping arrangement involving both corporate control and partial ownership of 
the sugar lands by adjacent villages. Cotton in Mozambique was produced in a 
system of compulsory sharecropping controlled by large Portuguese companies. 
In 1970 two additional cases (Tunisia, grapes; Guinea, bananas) did not fit the 
typology. In both cases postcolonial regimes established government-controlled 
cooperatives to supplant estates owned by Europeans. In the entire population 
of export sectors, however, such cooperative control is extremely rare. Even in 
Mexico the major exporting areas are controlled by commercial haciendas rather 
than the cooperative ejidos which are widespread in subsistence agriculture. The 
five categories of agricultural organization defined above are therefore not only 
mutually exclusive but, in effect,exhaustive of the world population of agricul
tural export sectors. 
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The major types of agricultural organization in the population of 135 
export sectors are remarkably stable over the period from 1948 to 1970. Between 
the beginning of the 23-year interval in 1948 and the midpoint in 1959 only one 
change in enterprise type occurred. Between 1959 and 1970 there were an 
additional eight changes, and since no export sector changed more than once, 
there were a total of nine changes for the entire 1948 to 1970 period. In addition, 
six plantation systems were nationalized during the period, but in these cases 
only the ownership changed. The structure of the enterprise and the organization 
of the work force remained the same. 

There seem to be three principal reasons for the stability of agriculture 
enterprise types. First, technological and economic changes are much less likely 
in agricultural than in industrial organizations. In part this fact reflects the 
greater importance of the unchanging factors of terrain and climate in agricul
ture. Agriculture is also relatively little influenced by technical innovations, 
particularly mechanization, until very late in the course of a nation's industrial 
development. Technological change is, in fact, more likely to affect demand for 
raw materials (e.g., the substitution of synthetic for natural rubber) than the 
nature of agricultural products themselves. Genetic innovations may produce 
increased yields or more disease-resistant strains but seldom produce a large 
enough effect to alter the type of agricultural enterprise. The recent development 
of the so-called miracle grains is a notable exception, since their greater yields 
and requirements for fertilizers and pesticides tend to favor wealthier farmers 
and drive poorer small holders into sharecropping. The discovery of miracle 
crops is, of course, by definition a rare event. In the world population of agricul
tural export sectors only one change in enterprise type can be attributed to 
technological change. In Syrian cotton at the beginning of the t'960s the tradi
tional sharecropping system which had been used for both export and subsistence 
crops was replaced by a migratory estate system employing wage laborers. The 
change was a result of an influx of urban capital, an increased use of tractors, 
and the opening of new irrigated cotton lands. The more highly capitalized 
tractor farmers found that it was more efficient to consolidate their estates; 
eliminate resident sharecroppers, and put all their irrigated lands into cotton 
production. In the other export sectors technological change of this kind either 
did not take place or took place on too small a scale to influence the form of 
agricultural enterprise. 

The second reason for the stability of agricultural enterprise types lies in 
the immense economic and social importance of these systems in most agrarian 
nations. Export crops are frequently the single most important source of foreign 
exchange, the most important source of government revenues, and the major 
source of cash income and employment for much of the rural population. A 
minor fluctuation in prices, let alone a major change in the form of agricultural 
organization, would disrupt the entire economy. In Kenya, for example, the 
Mau Mau movement and much nationalist agitation concerned the coffee estates 
of English settlers in the "white" highlands. The nationalist Kenyatta govern
ment however, did not break up either the coffee estates or the British tea 
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plantations after independence. To do So without insuring some equally efficient 
management would have caused the collapse of the Kenyan economy, which is 
almost completely dependent on export agriculture and lacks major mineral or 
manufacturing sectors. Instead of attacking the export sectors directly, Kenyatta 
broke up English-owned estates in arcas of mixed farming and redistributed the 
land to peasant subsistence cultivators. This strategy relieved much of the intense 
internal land shortage while" at the same time leaving the export economy 
functioning at preindependence levels. The tea and coffee estates were attacked 
indirectly by government encouragement of competitive production in peasant 
small holdings. By 1967 African small holders had taken a decisive lead in coffee 
production, and it is likely that the share of European estates will continue to 
decline as African producers become more efficient. The relatively long un
productive period in tea, however, has permitted the British to remain in almost 
complete control of production while the plantings on African holdings mature. 
By the mid-seventies the importance of European estates should be diminished 
even in tea. During the 1948 to 1970 period, however, the Kenyan tea sector 
was classified as a corporate plantation system, although the coffee sector 
changed from a migratory labor to a small holding system after 1966. Similar 
policies of encouraging small holder competition with European estates caused 
changes in enterprise type in the export sectors of two other countries. In the 
Cameroons, postindependence government policies made it possible for small 
holders to assume the major proportion of export production and displace 
European estates. In Guinea the government intervened more directly by estab
lishing banana cooperatives which gradually forced a decline in the number of 
European estates. In each of these cases a major political change-the transi
tion from colonialism to independence-was required before even a· gradual 
change in the dominant form of agricultural enterprise could occur. 

In addition to these technological and economic factors there are usually 
substantial political and social barriers to changes in enterprise type. Land 
reform or nationalization in predominantly agrarian countries is frequently. a 
revolutionary action. Effective land reform requires a radical redistribution of 
an agrarian country's major form of wealth and the liquidation of one of its 
most important political interest groups-the large landowners. Frequently an 
alliance of landowners and the military can stifle effective land reform indefi
nitely. Despite the existence of numerous land reform laws in many agrarian 
nations, remarkably little real land redistribution has taken place in the world's 
major agricultural export sectors. Redistributive land reform involving the 
dissolution of large estates and the creation of a class of small holders had taken 
place in only 3 of the 135 export sectors since 1948. In 1949 the Chinese 
Nationalists occupied Taiwan and initiated a largely successful reform which 
converted most of the island's commercial rice area from sharecropping to small 
holdings. After World War II the Indian moneylenders who had held most of 
Burma's commercial rice land in a sharecropping system were unable to return. 
Although tenants continued to pay at least nominal rents until as late as 1965, 
the rice export sector eventually became a small holding system. In Rwanda 
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Hutu serfs had occupied the position of usufructuaries on lands dominated by 
Tutsi overlords. In 1959-60 the Hutu revolted, massacred the Tutsi and trans
formed the manorial land-owning system into one of independent small hold" 
ings. A number of export sectors were nationalized during the postwar period, 
but in only two cases did the nationalization create a new type of agricultural 
enterprise. In both Tunisia and Algeria postcolonial regimes nationalized the. 
vineyards of European colons. In Algeria a migratory labor estate system was 
replaced with government-run cooperative plantations in which the work was 
performed by resident wage laborers. In Tunisia the vineyards were also 
nationalized, but a system of migratory labor on relatively small estates persisted 
even under government control. The remaining instances of nationalization 
involved simple changes· in ownership and management without any essential 
change in structure. In Indonesia the Sukarno government nationalized Dutch 
sugar, tea, palm, and rubber plantations. In Cuba the Castro government 
nationalized the sugar plantations, and in Peru a nationalist military government 
also seized control of the sugar plantations. While these land reforms and 
nationalizations do not include all attempts at land reform in the postwar period; 
they do include all successful land reforms in the world's major export sectors. 
The small number of changes of all kinds, amounting to only 9 of 135 export 
sectors, indicates that these sectors are immune to almost anything but profound 
political change. In all but one of the 9 cases of changes in enterprise type and 
in all cases of plantation nationalization, a revolutionary change in government, 
in most cases a transition from colonialism to independence, was necessary 
before a change in agricultural organization could occur. 

It is also interesting to note the direction of these changes in agricultural 
organization. Almost all cases involve a change from a politically unstable form 
of enterprise to a politically stable form. The greatest number of changes in 
organization are observed in the sharecropping and migratory labor estate 
systems, which are the most likely to generate conflicts which can only be 
resolved by revolutionary violence. Similarly the small holding system, which 
creates a conservative interest in private property and discourages revolutionary 
movements, has the smallest number of changes. Of the 18 migratory estates 
coded in 1948, 5 had been transformed into a different enterprise type by 1970. 
Similarly 3 of the 23 sharecropping systems had changed type. Of the 47 small 
holding systems recorded in 1948, however, none had changed enterprise type 
by 1970. Similarly, even though 6 of the 25 plantation systems had been 
nationalized, none had been broken up into small holdings or changed in other 
essential respects. Only 1 of' the 17 commercial hacienda systems recorded in 
1948 had changed type by 1970. Of the nine new enterprise types resulting 
from these changes, however, five were small holdings, two were mixed coopera
tive types, one was a plantation, one a migratory estate, and none were share
cropped estates. The general pattern is a transformation from the more unstable 
sharecropping and migratory labor estate systems into the stable small holding 
and cooperative forms. 
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EXPORT CROP AND AGRICULTURAL ORGANIZATION The relative compe
titiveness of various types of agricultural organization is an important deter
minant of their ability to survive political transformations and, therefore, an 
indirect determinant of the degree to which the land-owning classes depend on 
political hegemony to control the agricultural working class. As was indicated 
in Chapter 1, the greater the independent economic power of agrarian upper 
classes, the greater their reliance on negotiation and indirect economic influence. 
The weaker their economic position, the greater their reliance on force. The 
economic position of the estate and plantation owners depends on the com
petitiveness of centralized production. Much of the stability of estate and plan
tation systems over the 1948 to 1970 period depends on their political influence. 
This political power is reinforced, however, if the dissolution of the plantations 
or estates would lead to a disruption of the export economy. The greater the 
economic justification for a centralized form of production such as an estate or 
plantation, the greater its resistance to political change. Since in most export 
sectors centralized organizations are not the most efficient producers, political 
factors must explain the dominance of the estates in these systems. 

The data in Table 2.1 and 2.2 show the relationship between crop produc
tion parameters and the relative competitiveness of the five major types of agri
cultural organization in the year 1948.9 These data make clear that the highly 

TABLE 2.1 Export Crop and Agricultural Organization 

EXPORT CRoP 
AGRICULTURAL ORGANIZATION 

CH SC MLE PL SH Other Total 

Sisal 0 0 0 2 0 0 2 
Tea 0 0 1 5 0 0 6 
Sugar 1 0 0 5 2 1 9 
Palm 0 0 0 2 0 0 2 
Rubber 0 0 0 7 1 0 8 
Copra 0 0 0 0 2 0 2 
Bananas 1 0 2 3 1 0 7 
Grapes 0 0 3 0 2 0 5 
Coffee 9 0 7 1 9 0 26 
Cocoa 2 0 0 0 5 0 7 
Cotton 5 7 0 0 4 2 18 
Tobacco 0 1 2 0 4 0 7 
Fruits and nuts 0 2 0 0 4 0 6 
Groundnuts 0 1 0 0 2 0 3 
Vegetables 0 3 0 0 '3 0 6 
Grains 0 8 1 0 4 0 13 
Livestock 1 0 2 0 2 0 5 
Other 0 0 0 0 3 0 3 
Total 19 22 18 25 48 3 135 

9 For the two systems which did not exist in 1948 (Guatemala cotton and 
Peru coffee) the enterprise type listed is the first observed after 1948. Rice in 
Taiwan is listed as the small holding system it became after 1949 rather than 
,as the sharecropping system which existed for the year 1948 only. 
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TABLE 2.2 Intercorrelations of Agricultural Organization and Crop 
Production Parameters 

VARIABLE (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 

1. Bulk reduction -.18 .26 -.10 -.17 -.10 .60 -.21 
2. Annual -.29 -.05 .42 -.13 -.33 .08 
3. Harvest period -.10 -.16 -.17 .53 -.12 
4. CH -.18 -.17 -.20 -.31 
5. SC -.18 -.21 -.33 
6. MLE -.20 -.31 
7. PL -.37 
8. SH 

centralized factory-like form of the plantation is economically competitive over 
a very narrow range of crops even though it is almost completely dominant 
within this range. As the correlations in Table 2.2 make clear, the principal 
determinants of plantation organization are bulk reduction in processing, a long 
harvest period, and a perennial as opposed to an annual crop. The dummy 
plantation variable in Table 2.2 is correlated .60 with a variable indicating crops 
which undergo substantial bulk reduction in processing. The plantation variable 
is also correlated .53 with the length of the harvest and -.33 with annual crops. 
Crops such as sisal, sugar, tea, and oil palm, which undergo a bulk reduction of 
90 percent or more during primary processing, obviously produce immense 
economies in transportation costs if processing is carried out at the point of 
production. As the data in Table 2.1 make clear, these crops are almost entirely 
produced by plantations. In addition, all these crops have a continuous, 
12-month harvest which makes the maintenance of a perman·ent wage labor 
force practical. There are a number of other crops, including rubber and 
bananas, which do not undergo substantial bulk reduction but can be harvested 
continuously and therefore also favor plantation production. Plantations are 
almost never found in crops with harvest periods of six months or less and are 
never found in annual crops which require two brief, intense inputs of labor for 
planting and harvest. Actually the principal determinants of plantation organiza
tion are bulk reduction and continuous harvesting. The addition of the annual 
versus perennial crop variable to the other two adds little predictive power. The 
multiple correlation for the regression of the dummy plantation variable on 
bulk reduction and harvest period is .71, while the mUltiple R for all three 
variables is .72, an increase·in explained variance of a little more than 1 percent. 
The equation for the regression of the dummy plantation variable on the bulk 
reduction and harvest period variables, ignoring the error term, is as follows: 

Z7 = -.12 + .49 ZI + .40 Z3 

where Z7 equals the standardized score for the dummy plantation variable and 
ZI and Za equal the standardized scores for the bulk reduction and the harvest 
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length variables respectively. This equation makes it apparent that both variables 
exert approximately equal influence on the competitiveness of plantation 
systems. Crops with long harvest which require bulk reduction before shipment, 
therefore, provide the conditions which make centralized production more 
efficient than small holdings. 

Both the commercial hacienda and the migratory labor estate are also 
centrally organized, but they- lack the competitive advantages of the plantation 
system. In both cases workers are supervised by the estate owner or manager 
and estate lands are cultivated as a single unit. Neither system is, however, 
competitive in the range of crops with continuous harvests and substantial bulk 
reduction. As the data in Table 2.1 indicate, these systems are in fact limited to 
a narrow range of crops which share some but not alI of the characteristics 
which lead to the centralized plantation organization. These crops include 
perennial short-harvest crops like coffee or grapes and short-harvest crops like 
cotton which require some preliminary processing before shipment. Perennial 
crops like coffee make the migratory estate system possible, since they require. 
that large amounts of labor be recruited only once a year for a relatively brief 
harvest period. There is no annual planting to demand additional amounts of 
labor. The system obviously requires a large subsistence peasantry, since workers 
will be forced to support themselves during the period when they are not 
employed on the estates. Cotton tends to be produced in the commercial 
hacienda system rather than the migratory labor estates because it is an annual 
and the inputs of labor required for both planting and harvest can be more 
easily supplied by usufructuaries or by wage laborers who live on adjacent sub
sistence plots. Even in the narrow range of crops such as coffee and cotton in 
which these two systems are numerous, they are far from dominant and in most 
cases could easily be displaced by small holdings. As the data in Table 2.1 
indicate, grapes, coffee, cotton, and tobacco, the principal centralized estate"' 
crops, are produced in only slightly lower proportion by small holders than by 
estate owners. In fact the proportion of small holders in these crops is approxi
mately the same as for the total population of export sectors (about one-third). 
Clearly, then, these systems do not have the decisive economic advantages which 
would create the kind of market control enjoyed by plantation systems. The 
owners of these systems are consequently much more vulnerable to agrarian 
movements demanding the dissolution of their estates. Small holders can easily 
replace the estate even in a monocultural export economy without necessarily 
disrupting the economy. 

Sharecropping, like small holding, is usually a decentraJized form of pro
duction, but unlike small holding it is restricted to a relatively narrow range of 
crops. Sharecropping is limited to annual crops which have no permanent stands. 
to be damaged during the cropper's tenure. The insecurity of the cropper's tenure 
provides no incentive to improve standing crops, and in fact his best interest is 
served by exploiting the crop as fully as possible even at the cost of future 
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declines in yields. This relationship is clear both from the crops listed in Table 2.1 
and from the .42 correlation between annual crops and the dummy sharecropping 
variable in Table 2.2. Even within this range of crops, however, sharecropping 
is seldom the exclusive or even dominant form. While some sharecropping sys~ 
terns are administered in a centralized operation similar to a commercial 
hacienda, frequently sharecroppers work in a decentralized system and are 
largely independent of one another. In this case the landlord is simply a rent 
collector, and the sharecropper carries out many of the managerial functions of 
the small holder without, of course, holding any legal right to the crop or the 
land on which he works. In such a situation it is clear that there are no economic 
advantages in sharecropping, and as the data in Table 2.1 indicate, small holdings 
are an equally likely alternative in most annual crops where sharecropping 
systems arc numerous. From an economic standpoint the small holding is con~ 
siderably more efficient, since the small holder will be more concerned with 
capital improvements to increase his yields in future years. As was the case for 
the landowners in the commercial hacienda and migratory labor estate systems, 
the sharecropped estate owner is in a precarious economic position and survives 
only through the impov~rishment and disenfranchisement of the peasantry. The 
exorbitant rents of sharecropping systems would not long persist under a repre
sentative government, which would be influenced by the majority interest of 
tenants. In a completely free market with no barriers to entry, small holders 
would prevail in most export sectors where sharecropping systems are now 
dominant. The small holding is in fact competitive through a wider range of 
crops than any other system and is adaptable to both annuals and perennials. 
Only in crops which require substantial pretransport bulk reduction does the 
small holding suffer a competitive disadvantage. The persistence of centralized 
forms of production in other crops is not a consequence of their economic 
efficiency, but rather of the political hegemony of the land-owning classes. It is 
this fact that tends to transform economic conflicts over the division of the pro
ceeds from agriculture into political conflicts over the ultimate instruments of 
control in the society. 

MEASURES OF RURAL SOCIAL MOVEMENTS 

The sociological description and measurement of social movements are 
limited by the .ambiguous boundaries of the phenomenon itself. Social move
ments seldom create the kind of repeated observable structures which make 
measurement convenient. Their institutional structure, tactics, and ideology 
change continually, their limits in time and space are illdefined, and their range 
of support is often difficult to determine. Some definitions of social movements 
such as those of Ralph Turner and Lewis Killian, and Hans Toch are suffi~ 
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ciently broad to encompass any series of collective acts aimed at changing the 
social order.lO More restrictive definitions such as those of Neil Smelser and 
Stanley Milgram limit the phenomenon to noninstitutional actions and usually 
require some shared intention or belief among the members of the movement.1! 
This study will follow the more restrictive definitions and consider collective acts 
which take place outside the established institutional framework and involve 
participants who are united by some shared sense of identity. 

Many social movements produce little in the way of documentary evidence, 
and what they do produce is frequently fragmentary and variable in quality. 
Unless social scientists are able to collect data during or immediately following 
major outbreaks of collective behavior, it may be difficult to obtain quantitative 
data on many forms of social movements. Survey research techniques. have in
creasingly been used to study collective behavior during outbreaks of racial 
rioting in the 1960s, but this method offers little help in historical studies. 
Historical information is, however, available in pamphlets and circulars, in the 
memoirs of movement leaders, in the accounts of contemporary observers· in
cluding newspaper reporters, and in the records of internal security forces, and 
such data may form the basis for quantitative measurement. George Rude, for 
example, has used arrest records to study the composition of Parisian crowds 
during the French Revolution,12 and Eric Hobsbawm and Rude have used 
similar constabulary records to study the spread of the rural swing movement 
in nineteenth-century England.13 The most common source of data for quantita
tive studies of sociaI movements, however, has been contemporary newspaper 
reports. Charles Tilly and his associates, for example, have constructed system
atic event counts of incidents of collective violence reported in French news
papers for the nineteenth and twentieth centuries and are extending such studies 
to nineteenth-century Jtaly.14 Stanley Lieberson and Arnold Silverman used 
incidents of racial rioting reported in the New York Times to study the precon-

10 Ralph Turner and L. M. Killian, Collective Behavior (Englewood Cliffs, 
N.J.: Prentice·Hall, 1957). p. 38; Hans Toch, The Social Psychology of 
Social Movements (Indianapolis: Babbs-Merrill, 1965), p. 5. 

11 Neil Smelser, Theory of Collective Behavior (New York: The Free Press, 
1962), p .. 71; Stanley Milgram and Hans Toch, "Collective Behavior: Crowds 
and Social Movements," in L. Gardner and E. Aronson (eds.), The Hand
book of Social Psychology, vol. IV (Reading, Mass.: Addison-Wesley, 1969), 
p.584. 

12 George Rude, The Crowd in the French Revolution (London: Oxford Uni· 
versity Press, 1959). 

13 E. 1. Hobsbawm and George Rude, Captain Swing: A Social History of the 
Great Agrarian Uprising of 183.0 (New York: Pantheon, 1968). 

14 See James Rule and Charles Tilly, "Measuring Political Upheaval," Center 
for International Studies. Princeton University, 1965 (Mimeo.); Charles 
Tilly, "Collective Violence in European Perspective," in H. D. Graham and 
T. R. Gurr (eds.), Volence ill America: Historical and Comparative Per
spectives (New York: Praeger, 1969), pp. 4-44; and David Snyder and 
Charles Tilly. "Hardship and Collective Violence in France," American 
Sociological Review, 37 (October 1972),507-519. 
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ditions of urban race riotS.1S Seymour Spilerman and Terry Clark have also used 
newspaper sources to study the distribution and determinants of racial disorders 
in the United States.16 

Quantitative cross-national studies of collective behavior have also relied 
on newspaper sources. The handbooks of cross-national data assembled by 
Charles Taylor and Michael Hudson, and Arthur Banks include counts of events 
of political instability coded from the New York Times and other newspaper 
sources,17 Harry Eckstein, Rudolph Rummel, and Raymond Tanter have all 
conducted cross-national studies of collective violence using events reported in 
the New York Times. 18 Ivo and Rosalind Feierabend based their index of polit
ical instability on data coded from Deadline Data on World AfJairs,t9 and Ted 
Gurr estimated.rates of political violence fmm these sources and a number of 
regional press summaries such as the Asian Recorder, the Africa Diary, and the 
Hispanic American Report.20 These studies have indicated that the coding pro
cedures for such data are reliable and that the resulting indices are relatively 
unaffected by systematic bias introduced by press censorship or international 
attention focused on a particular country.· 

Newspaper reports are the basic source of information about rural social 
movements in the comparative analysis of the world population of agricultural 
export sectors and in the case studies of Peru, Angola and Vietnam. The princi
pal sources used in the comparative analysis are the New Y <irk Times, the Times 
of London, the Hispanic American Report, th~ Africa Diary, and the Asian 
Recorder. Each of these sources provides international coverage and each is 
indexed, greatly reducing time spent in searching for instances of rural protest 
Their principal disadvantages are a relative absence of detail and a tendency to 
report only those events with relatively high levels of activity. Many agrarian 
events are summarized briefly, and many are not reported at all unless there are 

15 Stanley Lieberson and Arnold R. Silverman, "The Precipitants and Under
lying Conditions of Race Riots," American Sociological Review. 30 (Decem
ber 1965). 887-889. 

16 Seymour Spilerman, "The Causes of Racial Disturbances: Tests of an 
Explanation," American Sociological Review, 36 (June 1971),427-432. and 
William R. Morgan and Terry Nichols Clark, "The Causes of Racial Dis
orders: A Grievance-Level Explanation," American Sodologica/ Review, 38 
(October 1973),611-624. 

17 Charles Lewis Taylor and Michael C. Hudson (eds.), World Handbook 0/ 
Political and Social Indicators, 2d ed. (New Haven, Conn.: Yale University 
Press, 1971); Arthur S. Banks (ed.), Cross-Polity Time Series Data (Cam
bridge, Mass.: M.LT. Press, 1971). 

1B Harry Eckstein, "Internal War: The Problem of Anticipation," in The 
Smithsonian Institution, Social Science Research and National Security: A 
Report Submitted to the Research Group on Psychology and the Social 
Sciences (Washington, 1962), pp. 102-147; Rudolph J. Rummel, "Dimen
sions of Conflict Behavior within and between Nations," General System 
Yearbook, 8 (1963), pp. 1-50; Raymond Tanter. "Dimensions of Conflict 
Behavior within and between Nations, 1958-1960," Journal of Conflict Reso
lution, 10 (March 1966),41-64. 

19 Feierabend and Feierabend, "Social Change and Political Violence." 
20 Gurr, "Causal Model of Civil Strife." 
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substantial numbers of deaths, substantial property damage, or large numbers 
of participants. These biases, however, tend to be relatively constant from one 
country to another and therefore are unlikely to introduce systematic bias. While 
the national newspapers used in the case studies provide greater detail and a 
lower threshold of reported activity, it would be prohibitively expensive to 
assemble a file of such sources for all 70 countries in the world comparative 
study. Since few of these papers have indexes, time spent in examining even a 
few years of issues would be enormous. The enumeration of acts of rural protest 
in every issue of a single Angolan newspaper for a six-month period of the year 
1961, for example, required as much time as the coding of rural protest for the 
entire 23-year period between 1948 and 1970 from all the secondary sources for 
approximately one-fifth of the world population. The comparative analysis there
fore relies entirely on secondary sources. The New York Times index was con-"' 
suited for instances of rural protest for all 70 countries for the entire 23-year 
period between 1948 and 1970. The regional press summaries could only be 
used for the more limited periods in which they were published. The Hispanic 
American Report was consulted for the period from 1948 to 1964, the Africa 
Diary for the period from 1961 to 1970, and the Asian Recorder for the period 
from 1955 to 1970. The London Times was consulted for all African, Asian, and 
Middle Eastern countries for the periods not covered by regional press sum
maries and for all European countries for the entire 1948 to 1970 period. With 
the exception of the six-year period from 1965 to 1970 for Central and. South 
America, social movement information for all countries is based on two inde
pendent sources. One of these two sources was always the New York Times, and 
the other was either a regional press summary or the London Times, depending 
on the country and time period in question. 

These newspaper materials represent the raw materials for measures of 
social movements for all agricultural export sectors in the world population. In 
general, newspaper articles report a particular action or summarize a series of 
actions involving the participants in a social movement. These reports of overt 
acts constitute the behaviorial evidence of a social movement. For purposes of 
measurement a social movement was considered to be composed of a series of 
such observable actions, and movements which did not produce such evidence 
are obviously excluded from the analysis. For purposes of tabulation the action 
sequences reported in newspaper articles were broken up into relatively homo
geneous clusters of behavior called events. An event is any act or series of 
actions occurring on the same day or successive days in the same export sector 
and the same or a contiguous first-order political subdivision. This definition 
specifies a continuous series of actions in a particular geographic region. A new 
event occurs whenever a continuous action is interrupted by a period of one day 
or more or when the locus of the action changes to a noncontiguous administrative 
division or to a different export sector. It is possible, therefore, for some events to 
extend for days or even weeks and include major parts of a given country. This 
tends to be the case, for example, when the event is a major battle in a revolu-
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tionary movement and the fighting involves many engagements spread over a 
broad front. Most events, however, are more limited in time and space. Fre
quently events last no longer than a single day and involve only one political 
subdivision of a particular country. Most land invasions, small-scale guerrilla 
attacks, and riots follow this pattern. The overt actions which constitute an 
event could obviously be divided into even finer units by specifying smaller time 
intervals or smaller geographic areas. The event definition used in the world 
comparative analysis, however, is well suited to the summary articles found in 
secondary newspaper sources. The general quality of these accounts seldom 
permits finer temporal or spatial resolution of the sequence of action. In the case 
studies of Peru, Angola, and Vietnam, however, more detailed reporting per
mitted more restricted event definitions and correspondingly greater powers of 
resolution. 

If an event is considered to be the basic behavioral unit of a social move
ment, then the actions included in an event obviously must share the general 
·defining characteristics of a social movement. In this study a social movement 
is understood to be composed of collective acts which are outside the normal 
institutional framework of a society and involve participants who share some 
common sense of identity. Therefore events were included in the study popula
tion if they (1) were collective, (2) were noninstitutional, and (3) involved 
solidary groups. An event was considered to be collective if a source mentioned 
more than 10 participants or if there was indirect evidence of group participa
tion through the use of words connoting collective action such as "rally," 
"march," "demonstration," "riot," "strike," "revolution," "uprising" or words 
referring to collectivities such as guerrilla bands, unions, leagues, parties, or 
factions. An event was considered to be noninstitutional if it was either illegal or 
not sanctioned by established societal institutions. Evidence of violence initiated 
by either event participants or social control forces and involvement of illegal 
parties or other illegal organizations were considered indicators of noninstitu
tional actions. Similarly, regularly scheduled conventional collective actions such 
as church services, sports events, or patriotic assemblies on national holidays 
were not included in the population of noninstitutional events. Strikes are a 
marginal case, since they may be legally sanctioned but are irregular and sur
rounded with controversy. All strikes whether legal or illegal were considered 
instances of noninstitutional behavior. 

Only those noninstitutional collective events which involved some common 
sense of identity on the part of participants were considered constituent elements 
of a social movement. Panics, crazes, fads, mass migrations, and similar non
institutional actions by large numbers of people acting in pursuit of individual 
interests were excluded. The determinants of such actions are likely to be the 
opposite of those involved in the development of solidary social movements. The 
divisive effect of individual land ownership, for example, tends to inhibit or
ganized political and social movements among small farmers but increases the 
likelihood of market panics and other individualistic forms of mass behavior. 
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The focus of the theoretical analysis is on the conditions under which cultivators 
overcome their individual economic interests and form collectivities for united 
political action. The population of noninstitutional collective events therefore 
excludes all action which do not involve group solidarity. 

Since the focus of this analysis is on rural social movements, the population 
of events was restricted to those actions which involved individuals who perform 
the physical work of cultivation. References to peasants, agricultural laborers, 
sharecroppers, plantation workers, harvest migrants, and similar rural occupa
tional groups were considered evidence of participation by cJlitivators. Similarly, 
explicit references to nonagrarian occupational groups such students, miners, or 
government workers were considered indications of the absence of rural sup
port. When mixtures of agricultural and nonagricultural occupations were re
ported for a particular event, the event was included in the analysis only if a 
clear majority of the participants were rural workers. Foreign invasions and 
actions by owners and administrators (unless they were also cultivators) were 
also excluded. Blanquist, or guerrilla foco, movements are a marginal case. In 
movements of this kind a small group of urban intellectuals, students, or workers 
retreats to the countryside and wages guerrilla war against the government. The 
leaders of such movements frequently claim peasant support and sometimes have 
it. Since the determinants of guerrilla foco movements would seem to lie in urban 
areas rather than in the countryside, all such movements have been excluded 
from the analysis unless there is overwhelming evidence that most of the fighting 
force was made up of peasants or agricultural workers. Where evidence is ambig
uous or debatable, the guerrilla foco movement is excluded. Guevara's ill-fated 
Bolivian expedition of 1967, for example, would not be included in the analysis 
because he recruited few peasants from the Bolivian countryside.21 Movements 
of regional secession have also been excluded from the analysis if there is clear 
evidence that the movement is based on urban commercial or industrial interest 
groups or if it involves a coalition between urban groups and the rural upper 
classes. The American Civil War would not be considered a rural social move
ment by this criteria, nor would the Nigerian civil war or the Katanga secession. 
Explanations of these movements might be derived from theories of elite be
havior rather than theories of mass political mobilization. If the occupation or 
class status of the participants in a particular event could not be determined, 
however, then any event occurring in a rural area was included in the analysis. 

The event is the unit of observation in the coding of newspaper materIals, 
but the agricultural export sector is the basic unit of analysis in the statistical 
manipulation of the data. Thus some set of rules is necessary for associating 
events with agricultural export sectors. In conventional ecological analysis such 
assodation would depend on the location of an event. If an event was reported 
to have occurred in the geographic area of a particular agricultural export sector, 

21 See Richard Gott, Guerrilla Movements in Latill America (Garden City, 
N.Y.: Doubleday, 1972) for an account of. Guevara's expedition as well as 
descriptions of other guerrilla locos in Latin America during the 1960s. 
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then ecological analysis would correlate characteristics of the sector with char~ 
acteristics of the event. The data reported in newspaper articles, however, make 
it possible to link events and export sectors more directly. The articles some
times provide information on both the crop and the occupation group involved 
in an agrarian protest. The mapping of events onto export sectors used this 
information as well as the event location. If, for example, the article noted that 
Ceylon tea plantation workers in the district of Kandy went on strike, it would 
be clear from an examination of the coded data on Ceylonese export sectors that 
the tea sector controlled by British corporate plantations was the appropriate 
match. If the article simply noted that a rural strike occurred in Kandy province 
in Ceylon, then the event would be matched with the same export sector, but in 
this case the matching process would be reduced to simple ecological correlation, 
Any single characteristic or combination of characteristics could be used to 
associate a given event with a given agricultural export sector. When two of the 
three types of information were available but in conflict, crop information 
was given priority over occupational information, which in turn was given 
priority over location infonnation. If two types of information were in con
flict with a third, then the discrepant type was discarded. If an event spread 
over two or more export sectors, then the system which contributed the largest 
portion of the event area was the system linked to that event. This problem, 
however, arose in less than 1 percent of all matched events. A total of 1,601 
events were associated with the 135 agricultural export sectors according to these 
rules. Thirty-three percent of these events were matched by using all three types 
of information in combination. Another 13 percent were matched on the basis of 
a combination of two of the three types of information. The remaining 64 percent 
were matched on the basis of one type only, and 48 percent oUhe total were 
matched on the basis of location information alone. Thus approximately half the 
events were matched with export sectors on the basis of the conventional ecolog
ical criterion, while the remaining matches involved combinations of occupa
tional, crop, and location information.22 

EVENT TYPES The characteristics of each rural collective event identified 
in the newspaper source were coded according to the sets of categories listed in 
Appendix 3. When possible coders noted the date, location, duration, number 
of participants, number of casualties, and amount of property damage for each 
event. The coders also recorded a number of qualitative event characteristics in 
order to provide information to test the hypotheses outlined in Chapter 1. The 
qualitative characteristics included the organization, tactics, and ideology of the 
participants in each event. The organization codes concerned the manner in 
which the active participants in an event were deployed and the administrative 
apparatus controlling that deployment. The participants in a particular event 
might form a loosely organized crowd, a disciplined mass formation, or a military 
or paramilitary band. These acting formations might in turn be controlled by 

22 Less than 2 percent of all events had insufficient information on aU three 
matching characteristics. 
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other organizations including unions, peasant leagues, political parties, and tribal 
groups. The tactics of the event participants were coded according to both the 
action pattern and the target of the event. The actions themselves included 
strikes, land seizures, riots, and acts of warfare, and the targets of these actions in
cluded settlers, landowners, and units of internal control forces. The ideology of 
the event participants was inferred from their actions or public pronouncements 
and was based on the specific demands made in any given event. These demands 
could include economic, political, and communal concerns, so that any single 
event could be categorized by more than a single demand. Finally the coders 
indicated the political party affiliations, if any, of the participants in the event. 
More detailed descriptions of these categories and coding instructions are pre
sented in Appendix 3. 

The most important codes for purposes of determining the effect of agricul
tural organization on rural social movements are those concerned with the 
ideology of the movement. The theoretical analysis suggested that, in general, a 
single type of movement should be associated with each type of agricultural 
organization-revolutionary socialist movements with sharecropping systems, 
revolutionary nationalist movements with migratory labor systems, agrarian 
movements with commercial hacienda systems, labor movements with plantation 
systems, and commodity movements with small holding systems. These five types 
of movements were distinguished primarily on the basis of their goals. Revolu
tionary socialist and nationalist movements are directed at fundamental political 
and social change. The objectives of both types of movements include the over
throw of the existing political system and the destruction of rural class structure. 
In revolutionary socialist movements the old political system is to be replaced 
by a socialist state and the old agrarian class structure abolished through collec
tivization or nationalization of agriculture. The revolutionary nationalist move
ment shares the socialist movement's concern with fundamental political change, 
but in this case the existing political leadership is to be replaced by a new 
national, regional, ethnic, or racial group. The revolutionary nationalist move
ment always involves fundamental political change, but it mayor may not in
volve parallel economic change. When such economic changes do occur, the 
agrarian upper classes may simply be replaced by members of the new ethnic 
group, or the upper class may be destroyed and replaced by small holders from 
the new ethnic group. The revolutionary socialist movement aims at fundamental 
economic change through the seizure of the state apparatus. The revolutionary 
nationalist movement aims at the replacement of one ruling ethnic group with 
another. Even though the participants in a revolutionary nationalist movement 
are frequently motivated by economic discontent, the primary goals of their 
movement are usually communal rather than economic. 

The agrarian movement shares the nationalist and socialist movements' 
demands for the radical transformation of the rural class structure. It differs, 
however, in its more limited political objectives. Both revolutionary nationalist 
and socialist movements demand a transformation of the political system, but 
the objectives of the agrarian movement are limited to the immediate problem 
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of the control and redistribution of land. The agrarian movement lacks any . 
long-range political goals and frequently dissolves when its immediate demands 
for land have been satisfied. The agrarian movement may destroy the political 
power of the rural upper classes, but it seldom possesses the political coherence, 
to organize the seizure of state power. The agrarian movement, therefore, typ
ically leads to revolt rather than revolution. 

Labor and commodity movements are reformist and challenge neither the 
power of the state nor the existing rural class structure. In both cases the move
ment's objectives are limited to altering the distribution of income between the 
rural upper and lower classes. Labor movements demand a greater share of the 
profits, while commodity movements demand limitations on the power of the 
financial and commercial classes which control the disposition of the smaller 
farmer's production. Although both movements may adopt radical political 
ideologies, their actual demands are usually limited to the redistribution of 
income from rural property and do not include the redistribution of the property 
itself. 

Since rural social movements have been defined as a series of collective 
events, the tendency of a given export sector to generate a given type of move
ment is a function of the number of events of a given type observed in that 
sector. If the participants in a large number of events in a given export sector 
were, for example, to share a commitment to revolutionary socialist goals, then 
the sector would be inferred to have a high propensity for revolutionary socialist 
movements. The problem of categorizing types of social movements can there
fore be reduced to the problem of categorizing types of events. The receptivity 
of any given export sector to any of the five major types of movements can be 
expressed as a function of the number of events of each major type observed in 
that sector. The categorization of the objectives of participants in particular 
events depends on two sets of coding categories: (1) the specific demands of the 
event participants and (2) the ideology of any political party with which they 
are affiliated. The five types of events corresponding to the five types of move
ments can each be defined by a combination of demands and party affiliations. 
Specific definitions of each type and illustrative descriptions from newspaper 
sources are presented below. 

1. The Revolutionary Socialist Event Any event in which the participants 
are associated with a revolutionary socialist party and demand either unconstitu
tional political change, radical transformation of the rural class structure, or 
both. A revolutionary socialist party is any Communist or Trotskyist party, in
cluding both the Moscow and Chinese variants of Communism. InferenceS about 
the Communist affiliations of event participants were restricted to direct evidence 
from statements of movement leaders or from the title of the party itself. Ref
erences to Communists by opponents of the movement were not considered 
evidence of Communist participation. Unconstitutional political demands in
cluded both demands for the suspension of civil liberties or the extralegal re
placement of a regime and demands for fundamental changes in the ideology 
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legitimating the political community. Usually such dell)ands were associated with 
demands for the violent overthrow of the existing political system. Demands for 
the radical transformation of the rural class structure included both demands for 
land redistribution and demands for nationalization or collectivization of agricul
ture. More moderate economic demands such as for lower rents, more secure 
tenure, better wages, or lower interest rates ,were not considered indications of 
an attempt to transform the--rural class structure. Only those events which com
bined both Communist or Trotskyist party affiliation and radical economic or 
political demands were included in this category. Strikes called by Communist
dominated banana plantation workers' unions in Costa Rica in the 1950s, for 
example, were not considered revolutionary socialist events even though a Com
munist party was clearly involved, These strikes were focused on wages and 
other bread-and-butter issues and demanded neither the nationalization of the 
plantations nor the establishment of a socialist state. A land invasion led by 
Naxalite Communists in West Bengal, however, would be considered a revolu
tionary socialist event, since both a Communist party and demands for land 
redistribution were involved. A typical revolutionary socialist event is reported 
in the article excerpted below from the New York Times of March 31, 1950. 
The event is one of a series involving the White Flag Communist party in lower 
Burma during the confused period immediately after World War II. A four-sided 
civil war had broken out involving the central government, and rebel armies 
under the command of the Karens, a chronically dissident ethnic group, and two 
Communist factions, the Red Flags and the White Flags. The two Communist 
parties had split over ideology and tactics, with the White Flags adhering to a 
more moderate Stalinist line and the Red Flags adopting a radical Trotskyist 
position. Both parties, however, fielded armies against the central government, 
and both clearly attempted to seize power by violent means. The event reported 
in the Times describes one of a large number of military engagements involving 
the White Flag armies. 

BURMA FORCES WIN TOWN, 
CLEAR WAY TO MANDALAY 

RANGOON, Burma, March 30-The Burma Army has captured Pyinama 
from the Communists, clearing the railroad to Mandalay. Government 
troops, driving down from the north, entered the city last night, army 
dispatches said. 

The retaking of Pyinama, 244 miles north of Rangoon, clears 500 
miles of rail on the Rangoon-Mandalay line and opens the way for 
resuming internal surface communications, bottled up by the insurgents 
since February 1949. 

Details of the victory of the Government forces were meager but 
earlier reports had suggested that probably the White Flag Communists 
who had held the city were withdrawing and were not expected to offer 
strong resistance. 
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RANGOON, March 30 (Reuters)-Thakin Than TUn, Premier of 'the 
newly formed Communist rebel government at Prome 160 miles north 
of here, today proclaimed martial law and imposed a dusk to dawn cur
few in the territory he holds. 

This event clearly involves military units of a Communist party attempting 
to overthrow the state and establish its own government. The military unit is 
directed by the White Flag rebel government of Thakin Than. The tactics involve 
guerrilla war, and the immediate target is clearly the government armies. Even 
when government forces initiate an event, the activities of insurgent forces are 
always coded. This particular description gives little definite information on the 
duration, number of participants, or number of casualties in the event. Neverthe~ 
less the qualitative information clearly indicates that it is a revolutionary socialist 
event. 

2. The Revolutionary Nationalist Event Any event in which the partic
ipants are associated with a nationalist or communalist party and demand either 
unconstitutional political change, radical transformation of the rural class struc
ture, or both. A nationalist or communalist party is any party organized for 
political action on the basis of ethnic group ties. This category includes anti
colonial and anti-imperial nationalist parties, secessionist or separatist parties, 
and parties advocating regional, tribal, or racial autonomy within a federated 
political system. Religious parties, including the religious arms of radical sects 
and cults, were not considered nationalist or communalist parties for purposes 
of this classification even if they advocated secession or federated autonomy for 
their religious group. Nationalist parties with strong economic ideologies includ
ing Communist and moderate socialist parties were classified according to their 
economic rather than their nationalistic goals. The category of nationalist and 
communalist parties, then, includes only pure nationalist parties whose formal 
ideology is based almost entirely on ethnic group solidarity. Not all such 
nationalist parties, however, are associated with revolutionary nationalist events. 
Only those events which combined nationalist party affiliation and radical polit
ical or economic demands faU in this category. The radical political and eco
nomic demands are the same as those defining revolutionary socialist events, but 
in the case of revolutionary nationalism the demands are, of course, more likely 
to be political than economic. It is possible, however, for an event whose par
ticipants are affiliated with a pure nationalist party to make radical economic 
demands. While such demands may not be the principal goal of the party, they 
may be a secondary concern in a number of events in the nationalist movement. 
In fact the argument linking migratory labor systems with revolutionary national
ist movements suggested that such movements were based on the economic dis
ruption of an expanding estate economy. The principal political expression of 
this discontent, however, is a movement for national autonomy rather than a 
movement for specific economic change. Only ethnic solidarity can span the 
diverse economic interests which make up the revolutionary nationalist coalition. 
The Mau Mau movement in Kenya is typical of revolutionary nationalist move-
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roents. Although the expropriation of Kikuyu lands by settlers in the "white" 
highlands was a major contributing factor in the revolt, Mau Mau ideology em
phasized tribal solidarity and militant opposition to white rule. The following 
article from the New York Times of September 29, 1952, presents a description 
of a typical event in the Mau Mau movement. 

NEW RAIDS IN KENYA 
Dread Mau Mau Native Group Kills 2 African Chiefs 

NAIROBI, Kenya, Sept. 28 (AP)-The police announced today the 
murderotis native Mau Mau society had struck again, killing two Afri
can chieftains and slaughtering 350 cattle and sheep owned by white 
settlers in the foothills of Mount Kenya. 

The latest blow of the anti-white society-sworn to drive the 
British out of Africa-took place while the colonial legislature was con· 
sidering emergency laws to crack down on the terrorists. 

The raided district is about 100 miles from Nairobi. The Mau Mau 
struck after a night meeting, slaughtering the livestock with spears, 
swords, and knives. They cut telegraph lines to hamper police action, 
but authorities said about 100 suspected members had already been 
rounded up. 

The organization of this event involves a guerrilla band directed by the 
quasi-political Mau Mau organization. The party affiliations of the participants 
were classified as revolutionary nationalist because of the nationalist political 
aspirations of the Mau Mau and their close ties with other Kenyan nationalist 
groups including Jomo Kenyatta's Kenya African Union. Since the Mau Mau 
clearly sought to change the political community through violence, the event 
includes a radical political demand. The tactics are terrorism, and the primary 
targets of the action are the traditional African chiefs. The event takes place in 
Central District Kenya's principal coffee-growing area and in a region in which 
much Kikuyu land had been expropriated by white settlers. 

3. The Agrarian Event Any event in which the participants demand the 
expropriation and redistribution of land, but do not make any other radical 
political or economic demand and are not affiliated with a revolutionary socialist 
or nationalist party. Agrarian events therefore include only those events focused 
exclusively on the redistribution of land. Although the expropriation and re
distribution of land may lead to a radical change in the rural political system, the 
participants in agrarian events are not concerned with the indirect political con
sequences of their actions. Events in which the participants demand land but 
also make unconstitutional political demands or demands for the nationalization 
of private property do not qualify as agrarian events. Similarly demands for land 
by adherents of a revolutionary party attempting to overthrow the state do not 
qualify as agrarian events. The participants in an agrarian event may be affiliated 
with a political party, but it must not adhere to revolutionary goals. Thus land 
invasions sponsored by the Venezuelan Peasant Federation, which had close 
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ties to the reformist Acci6n Democratica (AD) political party, would constitute 
agrarian events, since AD was a constitutional party which did not· advocate 
fundamental constitutional change. Land invasion sponsored by the Indian COm
munist party, on the other hand, would not constitute agrarian events, but rather 
revolutionary socialist events, even though a demand for land redistribution was 
clearly involved. Most agrarian events, however, involve no formal political 
parties and frequently represent little more than a group of squatters moving onto 
temporarily unused lands of a nearby estate. This is a familiar form of peasant 
protest throughout Latin America and in other areas where large commercial 
manors are found. One typical agrarian event occuring in Nicaragua is described 
in the following item from the Hispanic American Report of May 1963: 

About 1,000 agricultural workers invaded and settled on 2,000 
man zan as (I manzana = 1.74 acres) of uncultivated cotton land in 
Chinandega Department. The farmers claimed that the government had 
promised to distribute the lands and that they acted to take advantage of 
the dry season to avoid being cheated of their land by local politicians. 

The participants in this event apparently constitute simply a loosely or
ganized crowd, and no administrative organjzation is involved. The tactic is 
obviously a land invasion, and the immediate target is the owner of the un
cultivated cotton lands. The absence of any demands other than the distribution 
of land and the evident acceptance of the legitimacy, if not the efficacy, of the 
government land reform program indicate that the participants clearly do not 
have any revolutionary goals in mind. There are no demands for the overthrow 
of the state or for the collectivization of agriculture, and no political parties 
revolutionary or otherwise are involved. In fact the peasants seem to accept the 
political structure, being concerned only with the graft of the local incumbents; 
The action therefore satisfies all the criteria of an agrarian event .. 

4. The Labor Event Any event in which the participants demand higber 
wages, better working conditions, or the right to organize but do not demand 
unconstitutional changes in government, nationalization, or land redistribution. 
The participants in labor events may be affiliated with any political party includ
ing revolutionary socialist and nationalist parties. In fact the participants in labor 
events are frequently associated with radical socialist or Communist parties even 
though their demands must, by definition, be reformist. An event involving par
ticipants affiliated with a Communist party would, of course, be classified as 
revolutionary socialist if the participants made radical rather than reformist 
demands. The seizure of six British-owned plantations by Communist-led plane 
tation workers in Indonesia would, for example, be classified as a revolutionary 
socialist rather than a labor event because an implicit demand for nationalization 
was involved. Strikes by Cuban sugar plantation workers, on the other hand, 
were coded as labor events even though they were directed by Communist
affiliated unions. In all cases the unions demanded better wages or working con
ditions and did not strike to bring down the government even during Castro's 
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final military offensive against the Batista regime. The defining characteristics 
of the labor event are its reformist concern with income redistribution and its 
reluctance to challenge either property or polity. A typical labor event is de
scribed in the following article from the London Times of December 16, 1958: 

WA VE OF STRIKES 
ON SISAL ESTATES 

GOVERNOR ASKED TO INVESTIGATE 
From our Correspondent 
DAR-Es-SALAAM, Dec. 15 

The Governor of Tanganyika, Sir Richard TurnbulI is being asked to
day for an investigation of the situation in the sisal industry territory, 
folIowing a series of strikes. 

They began after the biggest wage award, totaling £250,000, had 
been negotiated by the joint central council of the industry on which 
both management and workers are represented. The sisal plantation 
workers union refused to recognize it saying that the workers' delegates 
on the council had been chosen by the employers. 

Since the agreement, a series of strikes had taken place, including a 
20-day stoppage on the important Mazinde estate at Tanga. When the 
management threatened to dismiss 100 workers a day until the strike 
ended, the 1.mion began a lorry shuttle service to take 2,000 workers 
from the estate to various parts of the province. The union was to feed 
them, but now shops have stopped credit some workers are existing on 
two or three mangoes a day. The union allege a lock out, but the 
management say the men were taken from the estate before even col
lecting the money due them. 

The work stoppage at the Mazinde estate involved a disciplined mass action 
directed by a labor union. The tactic of the event is, of course, a strike, and the 
target is the sisal industry management. The demands of the strikers are limited 
to questions of wages and representation. There is no evidence in this article or 
in others concerning the Tanganyikan sisal workers' union that any Communist 
or other radical socialist party was involved. Even if such a party had been 
involved, however, the strike would have been classified as a labor event, since 
no radical political or economic demands were made. 

5. The Commodity Event Any event in which the participants demand 
changes in the workings of the market in agricultural commodities. This category 
includes demands for controls on credit through lower interest rates, govern
ment-financed loans, or cheap money, demands for controls on middlemen 
througo government ownership of processing machinery or storage facilities, and 
demands for control of marketing and prices through producers' associations, 
government marketing boards, price support programs, or compulsory restric
tions on production. Demands for control over the commodity market also 
include attempts to prevent undesirable government intervention through prices, 
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controls, taxes, or compulsory cultivation programs. The demands of a com
modity event must be limited to such market concerns and not include demands 
for unconstitutional political change or radical transformations of the rural class 
structure through nationalization or land redistribution. The participants in a 
commodity event may be affiliated with any political party including revolu
tionary socialist or nationalist parties. Such political affiliations are, however, 
extremely unlikely. Even when socialist parties are ostensibly involved, they are 
usually committed to property rights and must, of course, by definition eschew 
radical political or economic demands. The socialism of Saskatchewan wheat 
farmers, for example, extends only to controls over the marketing of wheat and 
does not include any desire to nationalize private property or alter the ownership 
of individual farms. Similarly protests of the African Farmer's Union in Uganda 
were closely associated with the African nationalist movement but were con
cerned with Asian and British ownership of cotton gins rather than the expulsion 
of the colonial regime. The commodity event, like the labor event, is part of a 
reformist movement, and even when such events are associated with radical 
parties, their demands are limited to the redistribution of income. The two types 
of events differ in their participants' concern with the labor market in one case 
and the commodity market in the other. A typical commodity event is described 
in the following article from the London Times of October 20, 1966: 

IRISH FARMERS PROTEST 

DUBLIN, Ireland, Oct. 19 (AP)-Thousands of protesting farmers tied 
up town traffic today in a march on government buildings to demand an 
economic "new deal." Their noon parade was orderly but noisy. The 
farmers are demanding a program of minimum prices for cattle and 
sheep and a farmer-controlled meat-marketing board. 

The farmers in this event are organized into a disciplined mass formation, but 
there is no apparent coordination of their activities by any formal administrative 
organization. Their tactic is obviously a protest march, and the target of their 
actions is the national government. The farmers' demands are limited to con
trolling the meat market, and no revolutionary demands or revolutionary parties 
are involved. The limited demands and the farmers' concerns with the meat 
market identify this action as a commodity event. 

EVENT DISTRIBUTIONS The five types of events are mutually exclusive 
and together include most events observed in the world population of agricultural 
export sectors. There were 1,572 events on which enough information was 
available to classify event type, and 84 percent of these events were included in 
one of the five event types.23 An independent coding of press sources from 10 of 

23 Of the remaining 16 percent, 91 events. or approximately one-third. were 
accounted for by the Colombian civil war of 1948 to 1955. This war involved 
rural upper- and lower-class groups on both sides and. even though some 
agrarian issues may have been involved. represents a marginal instance of a 
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the 70 countries in the study population indicated intercoder reliabiJities of be
tween .82 and .99 for the five major event types.24 Most of the events in the study 
population were revolutionary, socialist, or nationalist, which together accounted 
for 70 percent of the total. The absolute number of events of different types is 
not as important as the theoretical relevance of the categories themselves. The 
distribution of each type of event is, however, significant for the analysis. In 
theory particular event types should cluster in particular types of agricultural 
export sectors. The null hypothesis would therefore predict that events are ran
domly distributed and do not tend to cluster in anyone type of export sector. 
Such a distribution of events would be produced if the probability of the occur
rence of one event did not affect the probability of the occurrence of another. 
These are the defining conditions of a poisson process. The distribution generated 
by a poisson process is characterized by a single parameter A equal to the mean of 
the distribution. In a poisson distribution with no event clustering, the mean is 
equal to the variance and both are equal to the parameter 1. The greater the de
gree of clustering of events within particular sectors, the greater the ratio of the 
variance to the mean. The variance/mean ratio I is therefore often used as an in
dex of clustering or as a meaSllfe of deviation from the poisson assumption of in
dependent events.25 In a poisson distribution with mean equal to variance, equal 
to ..1., this ratio will be one, and the larger the degree of clustering, the larger the 
value of the ratio. The data in Table 2.3 presen't the variance/mean ratio for the 
distribution of each major type of event and for the distribution of all rural collec
tive events. It is clear that in each case the cluster index is significantly greater 

rural social movement. Similarly a number of events which did not fall' into 
one of the five movement types were instances of banditry, again a marginal 
instance of collective behavior. II is debatable whether the bandit is a'rebel 
or a conventional criminal. There were also a number of tribal fights which 
involved communal ties but no political parties. Again, these events may be 
considered feuds rather than instances of noninstitutional behavior. 

24 The 10 countries-Ireland, Costa Rica. Brazil, Lebanon, Yemen. the Philip
pines, Senegal, the Ivory Coast, Angola, and Malawi-represent a simple 
random sample of the study population stratified by world region and 
median event activity in the original coding. The reliability coefficients are 
the product moment correlations between the total number of events of a 
given type in a given cOllntry recorded by two independent coders. The cor·, 
relations over the ten countries for each type of event are as follows: 
revolutionary socialist, r = ,99; revolutionary nationalist, r == .99; agrarian, 
r = .97; labor. r = .91; commodity, r = .82. 
The validity of secondary newspaper sources is discussed in the case studies, 
which compare statistically the secondary sources with the primary news 
sources for each of the three countries Peru. Angola, ,and Vietnam. In 
general correlations between the geographic distribution of particular event 
types in the two sets of sources range between .71 and .97, although in the 
case of Vietnam, the correlation for revolutionary socialist events is only 
.34. See the discussions of secondary source validity below: Chap. 3, pp. 
137-139; Chap, 4, pp. 263-266; and Chap,S, pp. 329-330. 

2S 1. K, Ord, "The Negative Binomial Model and Quadrant Sampling," in G. P. 
Patil (ed.), Random Counts in Scientific Work. vol. 2, Random Counts in 
Biomedical a"d Social Sciences (University Park: Pennsylvania State Uni
versity Press, 1970), p. 158. 
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TABLE 2.3 Cluster Indices for Principal Event Types 

I 
Evelll Type Mean Variance Ratio 

All events 12.04 1,066.41 88.6 
Rev. socialist 4.54 609.25 134.20 
Rev. nationalist 3.87 389.94 100.76 
Agrarian .75 4.69 6.25 
Labor .62 2.58 4.16 
Commodity .26 1.24 4.77 

than one. In the cases of revolutionary socialist and nationalist events in partic
ular the index exceeds 100, indicating a high degree of clustering. It is clear that 
events of all types are not randomly distributed according to poisson assump
tions, but are significantly clustered within particular export sectors. . 

There are two equaIly plausihle interpretations of this clustering. The 
clustering may indicate heterogeneous conditions in various agricultural export 
sectors. Some sectors may be particularly event prone just as some individuals 
may be considered to be particularly accident prone. Or the export sectors may 
be .homogeneous with respect to event proneness, but the occurrence of one 
event may increase the probability of additional events by some contagion pro
cess. It has often been demonstrated that both of these assumptions lead to 
formally equivalent distributions,26 and there is in fact no way to distinguish one 
process from the other on the basis of the data in Table 2.3 alone. It is, however, 
important to distinguish the contributions of the two processes in the empirical 
analysis. The theory clearly made predictions about heterogeneity rather than 
contagion. In theory certain forms of agricultural organization should be prone 
to generate particular types of events. 

Although it is not possible to determine the relative importance of hetero
geneity versus contagion on the basis of overall event distributions, it is possible 
to make such' distinctions by inspecting the temporal sequence of events within, 
particular export sectors. Inspection of those systems with large numbers (over 
100) of events revealed a substantial contagion effect. The best predictor of the 
number of events in a given month was the number that occurred in the previous 
month. This contagion effect is not the principal interest of this study. although 
.it can, of course, be examined as an empirically distinct phenomenon. In this 
study contagion effects represent a source of error. The effects of rural class 
structure on the receptivity of the agricultural population to a particular form of 
social movement is measured by between-system heterogeneity, not within
system contagion. In a statistical analysis, contagion will tend to cause systems 
with large numbers of events to be weighted more heavily than their actual re
ceptivity to a particular type of movement would warrant. A simplifying 
assumption was introduced in order to correct for this statistical artifact. Each 

26 For a discussion of the history of such distributions see James Coleman, 
Introduction to Mathematical Sociology (New York: The Free Press, 1964), 
pp. 299-301. 
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movement was assumed to be governed by an exponential growth function such 
that the rate of increase in the number of events per unit time was proportional 
to the number of events which· had already occurred. There are a number of 
plausible sociological conditions which could create event contagion of this form. 
The occurrence of one event in a social movement simultaneously serves as an 
example of successful protest to other potential actors and complicates problems 
of social control. The greater the number of events, the greater the strength 
of the example and the greater the problems for the social control forces. Thus 
as the number of events grows, the social control forces are progressively 
overwhelmed, making it increasingly difficult to stop additional outbreaks of 
collective behavior. Such a process seems to be at work in some of the large 
revolutionary socialist and nationalist movements with the highest levels of 
event clustering. Rebel forces begin with a few small-scale attacks on isolated 
outposts which are not successfully contained by the police. More widespread 
attacks follow, and the social control forces are spread thin attempting to control 
the new outbreaks. In the final stages the rebels overwhelm local government 
units, secure territory, establish an army, obtain foreign aid or even recognition, 
and move to large-scale warfare. If some such exponential growth process is 
assumed to account for the apparent contagion in the event data, then an index 
which takes this effect into account would provide an index of heterogeneity. The 
equation describing the exponential growth process is 

X t = Xoert 

where X t equals the total number of events observed during some time period t, 
Xo equals the number of events which had already occurred at the beginriing of 
the period, and r is a parameter equal to the rate of growth or spread of the 
disturbance in a particular sector. If we assume that one event has already 
occurred in each sector at the outset of the period of observation and that t is 
some unitary constant, the equation reduces to 

x + 1 = er 

or 
In(X + 1) = r 

The natural logarithm of the number of events observed in some unit of time 
(+ 1) is equal to the rate of spread of events of that type in that system. The 
parameter r then can be considered an index of receptivity of a given sector to a 
given type of event. A logarithmic function of the number of observed events 
then provides a measure of system heterogeneity, while the simple total number 
of events is a function of both system event proneness and the increase in num
ber of events due to the exponential contagion process. The logarithmic function 
therefore will be the fundamental unit of measurement used in the analysis of 
the effects of agricultural organization on a population's receptivity to a par
ticular ty.pe of rural social movement. All variables involving numbers of events 
of any. kind will actually be based on the loge of the. number of events plus one. 
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RESULTS OF THE WORLD ANALYSIS 

The relationships between the five major types of agricultural enterprise 
and the five types of movements are presented in Table 2.4.27 Each type of 
agricultural organization is represented by a dummy variable and each move~ 
ment type by. the natural logarithm of the number of events of that type (+ I). 
The correlations in Table 2.4 indicate the effects of agricultural organization on 
the major forms of social movements in the world population of agricultural 
export sectors. The table shows correlations between the type of enterprise coded 
for the year 1948 and the loge of the total number of events observed in the 
secondary newspaper sources between 1948 and 1970. The type of enterpri~e 
observed in 1948 was the best predictor of the total number of events observed 
over the entire 1948 to 1970 period. The major enterprise types changed little 
between 1948 and 1970, however, so that it makes little difference which year 
is chosen to represent the value of the agricultural variable. 

TABLE 2.4 Intercorrelations of Types 0/ Events and Types of Agricul
tural Organization for World Population of Export Sectors 

EVENTS AGRICULTURAL ORGANIZATION 

VARIABLE (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) 

J. Rev. socialist -.07 .12 .00 .07 .39 -.11 -.07 -.12 -.07; 
2: . Rev. nationalist -.17 -.14 -.06 -.09 .49 -.09 -.16 -.10 
3. Agrarian -.01 .08 .12 -.04 .51 -.17 -.29 
4. Labor -.01 -.02 -.16 -.12 .59 -.26 
5. Commodity -.04 -.14 .00 -.12 .23 
6. SC -.18 -.18 -.2.1 -.33 
7. ML -.17 -.20 -.31 
8. CH -.21 -.33 
9. PL -.36 

10. SH 

The data in Table 2.4 indicate that the major types of social movements are 
relatively independent of one another. This is also true of the major types of 
agricultural organization. In the latter case,however, the independence is an 
artifact of the mutually exclusive quality of the categories themselves. No export 
sector can be classified according to more than one type of enterprise at any 
point in time. The independence of the major types of social movements is not 

27 The Malaysia rubber plantation system has been excluded from this analysis. 
As was indicated in Chap. I, the Malaysian rubber plantations are a special 
case, atypical of plantation systems generally. Since this sector experienced 
the greatest number of events of any sector in the population (almost all 
revolutionary socialist), including it would tend to give disproportionate 
weight to this exceptional case and distort general trends in the other 134 
cases in the population. 
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an artifact of mutually exclusive categories. It is possible for sectors with large 
numbers of events of one type to simultaneously have large numbers of events of 
another type even though no one event can be classified according to more than 
one type. It might, for example, be the case that large numbers of agrarian events 
invariably occurred in sectors which also experienced large numbers of revolu
tionary socialist events. It is also possible that sectors with large number of events 
of one type would be significantly less likely to have events of another type. In 
this case, the occurrence of one type of movement would inhibit the occurrence 
of others. Neither of these situations occurs in the data. All the correlations be
tween the loge number of events of each type are insignificant or weak. It would 
seein, therefore, that the major types of movements are not only mutually ex
clusive and exhaustive but also orthogonal. Systems which show systematically 
high or low scores on one type of event do not show systematically higher or 
lower scores on others. 

The theoretical analysis suggested that in general the following pattern of 
enterprise type and event type should exist in the data: 

Enterprise Type 
Sharecropping 
Migratory labor estate 
Commercial hacienda 
Plantation 
Small holding 

Event Type 
Revolutionary socialist 
Revolutionary nationalist 
Agrarian 
Labor 
Commodity 

The correlations assessing these relationships form the diagonal of the rectangular 
matrix formed by the intersection of the set of event variables and the set of 
agricultural organization variables, and are underlined in Table 2.4. If the 
hypotheses are correct, these five correlations should be strong and positive, 
while all other correlations in the rectangular enterprise-event type matrix should 
be weak or negative. The results follow precisely this pattern. Revolutionary 
socialist events are moderately correlated (r = .39) with sharecropping systems, 
revolutionary nationalist events are strongly correlated with migratory labor 
systems (r = .49), agrarian events are strongly correlated with commercial 
hacienda systems (r = .51), and labor events are strongly correlated with plan
tation systems (r = .59). The remaining correlation along the diagonal
between small holding systems and commodity events-is considerably weaker 
than the others (r = .23), although it too is statistically significant (p < .01) 
and in the expected direction. None of the off-diagonal correlations in Table 2.4 
are positive, indicating that no enterprise~event type relationship exists other 
than the predicted ones. Not only is there a distinct tendency for the predicted 
event types to cluster in the predicted systems, but there is no tendency for any 
other system to generate that type of event. In a few cases enterprise types appear 
to weakly inhibit the occurrence of event types other than the appropriate ones. 
Small holding systems are significantly less likely than other systems to generate 
either agrarian events (r = - .29) or labor events (r = - .26), and plantation 
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TABLE 2.5a Intercorrelations of Revolutionary Socialist Events with 
Sharecropping and Decentralized Sharecropping 

VARIABLE 

1. SC 
2. Decentralized SC 
3. Rev. socialist 

(2) 

.76 

(3) 

.39 

.SI 

systems are slightly less likely to generate agrarian events (r = - .17). With 
these exceptions, events seem randomly distributed across all systems other than 
the one in which they were predicted to cluster. 

The analysis of agricultural organization in Chapter 1 suggested not only 
that particular types of agricultural organization would be prone to particular 
types of movements but that within each type certain sectors should be more 
prone to these events than others. These hypotheses are examined in Tables 
2.5a to 2.Se and Figures 2.la to 2.1d. Table 2.Sa shows the relationship between 
revolutionary socialist events and dummy variables representing both all share
cropping systems and decentralized sharecropping systems only. Centralized 
sharecropping systems are operated as a single unit with sharecroppers working 
under the supervision of the estate management. In decentralized systems crop
pers work on separate, physically dispersed plots and manage their own work 
schedules. In neither case, however, is the cropper anything more than a laborer 
paid in kind. In Chapter 1 it was suggested that the centralized sharecropping 
system closely resembles the commercial hacienda in the degree of landlord 
control over workers and that decentralized sharecropping system would be 
more likely to generate revolutionary socialist movements. The data in Table 
2.5a make clear that the decentralized system typical of rice production is con
siderably more likely to create revolutionary socialist events than is the share
cropping category as a whole. The correlation between the dummy variable for 
all sharecropping systems and revolutionary socialist events is .39, while the 
correlation with the decentralized systems only is .51. In fact the partial cor
relation between revolutionary socialist events and sharecropping controlling 
for decentralized sharecropping (rI3.2) is equal to zero, indicating that the entire 
effect of sharecropping systems on revolutionary socialist events is accounted for 
by the decentralized systems. The economically weak absentee landlords of the 
decentralized sharecropping systems are apparently an essential factor in the 
growth of revolutionary socialist movements. 

A similar economic distinction affects the probability of revolutionary 
nationalist movements. The coalition of small holders and migratory wage labor 
which is critical for the success of the revolutionary nationalist movement can 
form only if the small holders have not been completely liquidated as a class. 
When migratory labor estates expand, they frequently displace small holders, 
who then become either wage laborers on the lands they had formerly owned, 
discontented former landowners now reduced to poverty, or small landowners 
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TABLE 2.5b Intercorrelations of Revolutionary Nationalist Events with 
Migratory Labor Estates and Colonial Regimes 

VARIABLE (2) (3) (4) 

J. MLE .23 .81 .49 
2. Colonial regime .40 .38 
3. (1) X (2) .63 
4. Rev. nationalist 

facing increased pressure on their remaining lands. These circumstances do not 
persist long after the estate consolidation process has ended. Once the small 
holders have been liquidated or brought under the control of the estate owners, 
the wage laborers are too divided by their migratory work patterns to orgapize 
a coherent nationalist movement.. In the world population of agricultural export 
sectors the migratory labor estates with persisting conflict between estates and 
small holders are largely found in colonial areas with large settler populations. 
In most migratory estate systems in Central America, for example, small holders 
have either been liquidated or incorporated into the commercial hacienda sys
tem, and neither the small holders nor an independent agrarian upper class 
exists to lead a revolutionary nationalist movement. Even though long-range 
migratory labor patterns exist in Central America, the other necessary conditions 
for a revolutionary nationalist movement are absent. In colonial states with 
relatively recent settler immigration, however, conflicts between small holders 
and estates persist and create' the conditions necessary for a revolutionary 
nationalist movement. Colonial migratory estate systems should therefore be 
most likely to generate revolutiona'ry nationalist events. Table 2.5 b shows the 
effect of the combination of migratory labor estates and colonial regimes on the 
number of revolutionary nationalist events. A colonial regime is any regime 
which has been under colonial control for a year or more since 1948. The inter
action variable in Table 2.5b therefore indicates agricultural export sectors or
ganized in migratory labor estate systems and subject to colonial rule for some 
period since 1948. These are the settler estate systems, which should have the 
highest rates of nationalist events. Table 2.Sb also shows the zero-order correla
tions of nationalist events with colonialism and migratory labor estates sep
arately. It is clear that the interaction variable has the highest correlation with 
revolutionary nationalist events (r = .63). It is also clear, however, that there is 
a significant correlation between revolutionary nationalist events and colonialism 
(r = .38) as well as a correlation between nationalist events and migratory labor 
estates (r = .49). This pattern of results raises two possible alternative explana
tions of the data. First, the effect of migratory labor estates may be a spurious 
consequence of its correlation with colonialism. Colonial regimes alone may lead 
to revolutionary nationalist events, and the form of agricultural organization 
may be irrelevant. This alternative hypothesis is simple and persuasive, since the 
revolutionary nationalist movement is usually directed at a colonial regime and 
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therefore may be explained by political factors alone. Even if this hypothesis is 
false, it is still possible that colonialism exerts some independent effect in addi. 
tion to the effect of agricultural organization. Both colonialism and migratory 
labor estates may exert independent, additive effects and no interaction term 
may be required to explain revolutionary nationalist events. In this case the 
additive model would be preferred to the interaction model on grounds of par
simony. Ignoring the constant and error terms, the additive model is described 
by the equation 

and the interactive model by 

where ZI is the dummy migratory labor estate variable, Z2 is the dummy coloni
zation variable, Za is the interaction term, Z4 is the loge of the number of revolu
tionary nationalist events, and all four variables are expressed in standardized 
form. The additive model accounts for 31 percent of the observed variance in 
revolutionary nationalist events, while the interactive model accounts for 42 
percent, a gain of 11 percent in variance explained. This increase in explained 
variance due to the interaction variable is substantial and statistically significant 
(F::::: 20.37, p < .001). Thus in terms of explanatory power the interactive 
model is to be preferred to the simple additive model. The interactive model is 
shown in the path diagram of Figure 2.1a. This diagram makes clear that the 
interaction between migratory labor estates and colonial regimes accounts for 
the correlations of both variables with nationalist events. There is no significant 
direct effect of colonial regime on revolutionary nationalist events (P42 = .15)~ 
Since the colonialism variable itself has no significant direct effect. the correla
tion between migratory labor estates and nationalist events cannot be accounted 
for by its spurious correlation with colonial regimes. The sum of all indirect 
paths from migratory labor estates to nationalist events via colonialism 
(r1ZP42 + rlzP3zP4a) is equal to only .07. The direct path from migratory estates 
to nationalist events, however, is also close to zero (P11 = .02). The indirect 
path from migratory estates to nationalist events via the interaction term clearly 
accounts for most of the observed correlation between the two variables 
(P31p43 = .44). It is clear. therefore, that a combination of migratory labor 
estates and colonial political systems is required for a revolutionary nationalist 
movement. 

The same general logic can be applied to the analysis of the relationship 
between commercial haciendas and agrarian events. In theory commercial 
haciendas are unlikely to generate any strong political organization because of 
the divisive effects of individual land ownership. Since strong political leadership 
cannot be produced internally. it must be introduced from outside if an agrarian 
movement is to succeed .. Usually this leadership is provided by a powerful 
socialist or reformist party with a strong interest in agrarian problems. The 
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Z3 (ZI) x (Z2) 

Z4 Rev. Nationalist 

FIGURE 2.1a Path Diagram oj Effects of Migratory Labor Estates, Colonial Regime, 
and Interaction Term on Revolutionary Nationalist Events 

reform parties of Betancourt in Venezuela, Belaunde in Peru, and Arbenz in 
Guatemala, for example, all encouraged the organization of peasant syndicates 
and advocated far-reaching land reform programs. In each case the reform 
party's ascension to power was associated with a widespread agrarian move
ment among the peasantry. If such parties are essential in the organization of an 
agrarian movement, then agrarian movements should occur only in those com
mercial hacienda systems located in countries where socialist or reform parties 
playa significant role in government. As was the case in the analysis of migratory 
labor estates, an interaction effect would be expected. The combination of com
mercial haciendas and socialist or reform parties should affect the probability of 
an agrarian movement, but neither factor alone should have an independent 
effect. The relationship between commercial haciendas and agrarian events as a. 
function of the national political environment is presented in Table 2.5c and 
Figure 2.1 b. The political variable is based on Charles Anderson, Fred von der 
Mehden, and Crawford Young's classification of the importance of socialist or 
related reform parties in the political systems of developing countries.28 The 
classification indicates whether socialist or related reform parties had been the 
ruling party or the principal opposition party and logical successor to the ruling 
party at any time during the postwar period. The classification also considers 
the commitment to socialism of parties of each type. The Bandaranaike regime 

28 Charles W. Anderson, Fred R. von der Mehden, and Crawford Young, 
Issues of Political Development (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 
1967). 
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TABLE 2.5c Intercorrelations of Agrarian Events with Commercial 
Haciendas and Socialist or Reform Parties 

VARIABLB (2) (3) (4) 

1. eH .00 .74 .51 
2. Soc. or reform .25 .18 
3. (1) X 2 .58 
4. Agrarian 

in Ceylon, for example, was considered an example of an avowedly socialist 
party which had held power for some period since World War II. The Be1aunde 
Terry regime in Peru was considered a social refonn rather than a socialist 
movement. The political variable in Table 2.5" simply indicates whether or not 
any socialist or reform party has held power or been the logical successor to the 
ruling party at any time since World War II. The data in Table 2.5c indicate that 
the combined effect of commercial haciendas and socialist or reform party par
ticipation in government is stronger (r = .58) than the effect of either commer
cial haciendas (r = .51) or reformist or socialist party participation (r = .18) 
separately. A comparison of the additive and interactive models again indicates 
that the interactive model is superior. The simple two-variable additive model 
accounts for 29 percent of the variance in agrarian events, but the interactive 
model accounts for 36 percent, a gain of 7 percent. The addition of the inter
action term creates a statistically significant additional effect (F = 13.73, 

FIGURE 2.lh Path Diagram of Effects of Commercial Haciendas, Socialist or 
Reform Party, and Interaction Term on Agrarian Events 

Z4 Agrarian 
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:h diagram in Figure 2.lb indicates that the interaction term 
of the correlation between the dummy commercial hacienda 
!umber of agrarian events. The coefficient of the direct path 
ial hacienda variable to the agrarian events variable (P4d is 
~, while the coefficient for the indirect path through the inter-
3) is equal to .30. Since there is no correlation between com
and the party system (r12 = .00), there can be no spurious 
~h the effects of the party system. In any case the party system 
ial and insignificant effect on agrarian events (direct path 
lath analysis indicates that a combination of a commercial 
ld the participation of a socialist or reformist party in govern
for an agrarian mo:vement. 
of the structure of plantation systems suggested that the 

lant of labor movements on plantations was a large, reg
nt labor force in an industrial environment. Not all crops 
ms are equally amenable to industrial technology and a large 
e. Crops like rubber, palm, and copra, for example, are closer 
than to agricultural products and do not require the large, 

labor necessary in agriculture. Rubber, palm, and coconut 
d without insecticides or fertilizer and with little attention to 
g. The trees' longevity also makes frequent plantings unneces
lrticular actually gains from neglect, since harvesting tends to 
Is. All three of these crops can be produced by small indepen
i who are actually gatherers rather than agriculturalists. In the 
n the small producer simply collects palm kernels from semi
ths. Palm products form an important part of the exports of 
and Nigeria, but neither system was included in the world 

;ultural export sectors because in both cases production tech
on gathering rather than agriculture. Coconuts are usually 
I holders and .are seldom produced on plantations. Rubber is 
~d on plantations, but in most rubbe.r export sectors, partic
• Indonesia, and Ceylon, small holders make an almost equal 
:al exports. Rubber trees can be harvested continuously, but 
on characteristic favors centralized production. Latex need 
:d and smoked before shipment, and although power-driven 
for this process on large estates, small holders can accomplish 
simpler equipment. Since no expensive processing machinery 
are no financial barriers to entry by small holders. Rubber, 
harvesting operations resemble forestry operations with small 

i or even individuals working separately and frequently paid 
The tight labor discipline and carefully controlled harvest 
I on a sugar or banana plantation are unnecessary for tree 
:tion of tree crops is not labor intensive, does not require a 
?lined wage labor force, and, in the case of rubber and copra, 
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TABLE 2.5d Intercorrelations of Labor Events with Plantations arid 
Industrial Crops 

VARIABLE (2) (3) (4) 

1. PL .56 .76 .59 
2. Ind. crops .78 .50 
3. (t) X (2) .68 
4. Labor 

does not require estate-owned processing machinery. Most plantation crops in
cluding bananas, sugar, sisal, and tea, however, do require large continuous 
inputs of disciplined labor working under industrial conditions. Since these are 
the plantation characteristics critical in the development of a labor movement, 
the plantation crops produced under industrial conditions should account for 
most of the labor events observed in plantation systems. The tree crop plantation 
should, correspondingly, not lead to large numbers of labor events. 

The data in Table 2.5d show the relationship between plantation organiza
tion, crops produced in an industrial environment (bananas, sugar, sisal, tea) 
and labor events. It is clear that industrial plantations producing nonforest crops 
are significantly more likely to be associated with labor events (r = .68) than 
are the plantation systems considered collectively (r = .59). There is, however, 
also a strong zero-order correlation between industrial crops and labor events 
(r = .50), so that it is at least possible to argue that an additive rather than 
interactive model is appropriate. It could be argued, for example, that properties 
of the industrial crops lead to labor events when they are not grown on planta
tions. If this were true, it could mean that the effects of industrial crops and 
plantation organization are additive or even that the effects of plantation 
organization are a spurious consequence of the plantation industrial crop 
correlation (r = .56). These alternative hypotheses do not seem likely, but 
they can be examined in exactly the same manner as for the interaction effects 
involving other dependent variables. Comparison of the additive and interactive 
models indicates that the former accounts for 38 percent of the variance of labor 
events while the latter accounts for 48 percent, a gain of 10 percent. The increase 
in variance contributed by the interaction term is significant at the .001 level 
(F = 24.04). It is clear that an interaction effect rather than some additive: 
effect of crop and agricultural organization is involved. The path diagram in 
Figure 2.1c indicates that the interaction term accounts for most of the correla
tion between plantation systems and labor events. The coefficient of the direct 
path from plantation to labor events (P41) is a statistically insignificant .18, 
while the coefficient of the indirect path via the interaction term (P3IP43) is equal 
to .28. The industrial crop variable alone exerts almost no direct effect on labor 
events (P42 = - .07). Thus it is clear. that the effect of plantation systems on 
industrial events is almost entirely accounted for by the industrial plantation 
crops. The plantation tree crops, therefore, make almost no contribution to the 
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Z4 Labor 

FIGURE 2.1c Path Diagram 0/ Effects 0/ Plantation, Industrial Crops, and Inter
action Term on Labor Events 

plantation-labor event correlation. Within the category of plantation systems, the 
mean score on the labor event variable for industrial crops is more than three 
times that for tree crops (1.30 versus .35, t for difference = 3.21, p < .00l). 

Economic differences also affect the relationship between small holdings 
and market events. Since the commodity event is, of course, concerned with the 
market in agricultural commodities, one would exp~ct to find that greater market 
participation leads to greater participation in commodity movements.29 Many 
small holders are primarily subsistence farmers who produce a small amount of 
an export crop for sale. Others, however, are almost completely dependent on 
market sales for subsistence. Table 2.5e shows the relationship between com
modity events and mllrket participation for small holding systems. The market 
participation variable indicates whether the farmer is almost completely depen
dent on the market, dependent in part on the market and in part on subsistence 
farming, or almost completely dependent on subsistence farming. The interaction 
variable in Table 2.5e represents the arithmetic product of this market variable 
with the dummy variable for small holding systems. It is clear that small holding 
systems with high rates of market participation are most likely to experience 
commodity events. The low (r = .09) correlation between market participation 

29 Since labor events are directed at changes in the labor market, the same 
general argument could be made concerning labor events and plantation 
organization. In this case, however, almost all workers are completely de
pendent on the market, so that there is insufficient variance in market 
participation to make comparison on this variable meaningful. 
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TABLE 2.5e Intercorrelations 0/ Commodity Events with Small Hold. 
ing and Markel Participation 

VARIABLE (2) (3) (4) 

1. SH -.21 .82 .23 
2. Market part. .17 .Q9 

3. (1) X (2) .31 
4. Commodity 

and commodity events indicates that this variable is not a likely source of 
spuriousness. A comparison of the additive and interactive models involving 
market participation and small holdings indicates that the interaction model is 
once again superior. The increase in variance explained due to the interaction 
term is relatively small, 2.3 percent (F = 5.74, p < .05). The interactive model 
still explains only a little more than 9 percent of the variance in the dependent 
variable-a considerably weaker relationship than those involving other com~ 
binations of agricultural organization and event types. The path analysis in 
Figure 2.1d, however, indicates that almost all the rather modest correlation 
between smaIl holdings and commodity events is accounted for by the path via 
the interaction term (direct path P41 = - .03; indirect path P31P43 = .28). Thus 
the effect of small holding systems on commodity events is confined to those 
systems with high rates of market participation. 

FIGURE 2.1d Path Diagram 0/ Effects of Small Holdings, Market Participation, and 
Interaction Term on Commodity Events 

SH 

Z2= Market 

Z3 (ZI)x(Z2) 

Z4 Commodity 
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In each of the five relationships between agricultural organization and event 
tjpe the relationship is mediated by some characteristic of .internal economic or 
xternal political organization. In each case the interactIon terms are better 

eredictors than the original variables. The resulting relationships between agri
~llltural o.rganization and types of social movements can be summarized as 

follows: 

Decentralized sharecropping 
Settler estates 
Hacienda/socialist reform 
Industrial plantation 
Commercial small holding 

Revolutionary socialist 
Revolutionary nationalist 
Agrarian 
Labor 
Commodity 

r = .51 
r= .63 
r =.58 
r= .68 
r ::= .31 

The typology of social movements was based primarily on the goals of the 
participants in a movement's constituent events. The actions of the participants 
in each event could also be coded from newspaper sources. Table 2.6 shows the 
results of a factor analysis of the coded actions of event participants. Each 
variable in Table 2.6 represents a logarithmic transformation of the number of 
events observed in a given export sector with a given action characteristic. The 
first set of variables in Table 2.6 is concerned with quantitative measures of 
event intensity, including the number of participants, the amount of property 
damage, and the number of casualties and arrests. The remaining sets of vari
ables are nominal classifications of other action characteristics. The basis of 
group solidarity in each event represents the minimum group 'which provides a 
sense of social psychological unity for event participants. Group solidarity could 
be based on membership in the same ethnic group or on membership in various 
occupational groups such as peasants, workers, or farmers. The individuals' 
participation in a particular event were also classified according to the nature of 
the organization they formed while carrying out their actions. The acting forma
tions included crowds, bands, disciplined mass formations, and military units. 
These groups in turn could be administered by complex organizations including 
peasant leagues, market associations, labor unions, and legal and illegal parties. 
The direction of the action taken by the organized or unorganized mass of par
ticipants was also coded. The tactics of an action included demonstrations and 
other peaceful displays of group strength, land seizures, attacks on the persons of 
landowners, fights with police, strikes, and warfare. The target of the action was 
considered to be the individual or group on which demands were made, against 
which actions were directed, or that was regarded by demonstrators as directly 
responsible for the conditions which made their actions necessary. These indi
viduals and groups included settlers, social classes, including landowners and 
managers, government agencies, the police, and thc regular army or national 
guard. When the targets of the action were members of the same ethnic or class 
groups as the event participants, the target was classified under the general 
category of "collaborators." From the perspective of the event participants 



TABLE 2.6 Factor Analysis 01 Tactical Event Codes: Varimax Facto 
Pattern 

FACTOR 

VARIABLE 2 3 4 5 

Intellsily 
Number events .75 .36 .33 .35 .15 
Property damage .68 .41 .07 .24 -.12 
Killed .75 .35 .04 .21 -.11 
Injured .83 .32 -.05 .13 -.13 
Arrests .65 .43 .10 .33 .11 
Man-days .46 .30 M .36 .\0 
Number participants .44 .33 .61 .38 .11 

Solidarity 
None -.09 .33 -.02 .45 .07 
Ethnic .57 .65 -.08 -.27 -.02 
Peasant .30 -.14 -.02 .80 -.01 
Farmer .02 -.06 .08 .01 .90 
Worker -.14 -.08 .94 -.06 .07 

Actillg formalioll 
Crowd -.04 .82 .02 .25 -.06 
Irregular band .38 .46 -.04 .07 .01 
Disciplined mass .05 .08 .69 .49 .39 
M ililary unit .92 .01 -.08 -.01 .06 

A·dmillistration 
None -.03 .76 -.03 .\3 -.08 
Local group .35 .60 -.02 -.16 .04 
Peasant league -.03 .01 .02 .78 .19 
Market Association .00 -.02 .07 .03 .90 
Labor union -.14 -.08 .93 -.04 .07 
Legal party .19 .13 .03 .40 -.09 
lIIegal party .90 -.11 -,08 .05 .02 

Tactic 
Displays .11 .28 .25 .36 .66 
Land seizures -.09 .13 .08 .84 .07 
Antilandowner .23 .20 .03 .16 -.13 
Riols .12 .82 .02 .16 .04 
Repel police .35 .55 .04 -.08 .11 
Strikes -.08 -.04 :2.! -.08 .04 
Warfare .95 .08 -.07 .07 .04 

Target 
Collaborators .86 .10 -.04 .01 .14 
Settlers .70 .31 -.04 -.21 .03 
Social classes -.06 -.03 .66 .62 . -.04 
Gov. agencies .46 .10 .16 .48 .33 
Police .36 .56 .05 .12 .17 
Regular army .92 .06 -.06 -.04 .03 

116 
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these are groups that have failed to side with the rebels and are implicitly sup
porting the established order, The category of collaborator included strike
breakers, serfs on invaded lands, and peasants who failed to support a rebel 

annYThe varimax factor analysis solution presented in Table 2.6 identified five 
principal factors ;-vhich toget~.er accounted for 70 pe.rc~nt of the co~munality of 
the"original matrix. The first two factors are very sImIlar to the "mternal war" 
and "turmoil" dimensions identified by Rummel and Gurr in their cross-national 
studies of collective violence.3o Their studies, however, were concerned with 
elite as well as mass political violence and included incidents in both rural and 
urban areas. The remaining three factors in Table 2.6 seem to be specific to 
agrarian movements, and consequently it is not surprising that no similar factors 
appear in the Rummel and Gurr studies. 

The first factor in Table 2.6 clearly makes the greatest contribution to the 
intensity of the movement in a given export sector. The total number of events 
observed in an export sector, the total amount of property damage, the total 
number killed and injured, and the total number of arrests all have high loadings 
on factor 1. The remaining event characteristics with high factor loadings indi
cate that this factor clearly resembles the internal war dimension of the Rummel 
and Gurr studies. The acting formation with the highest factor loading is the 
military unit (.92), and the form of administration with the highest loading is 
the illegal party or alternative government (.90). The tactical variable with the 
highest loading is, of course, warfare (.95), and the targets with the highest 
loadings include settlers (.70), regular army troops (.92) and collaborators 
(.86). The last category is a function of guerrilla terrorism directed at" the 
civilian population. The most important factor and the one contributing the 
greatest number of rural collective events to the total for any export sector is 
warfare. 

The second factor in Table 2.6 also corresponds closely to the second factor 
in Ihe Rummel and Gurr studies. This factor, which Rummel calls "turmoil," 
might simply be called "rioting" in terms of the event characteristics of Table 2.6. 
The characteristics with the highest factor loadings include crowds as the acting 
formation in the event (.82), the absence of any formal administrative apparatus 
directing the event (.76), and rioting as the principal tactic (.82). No specific 
targets have high loadings on this factor. The overall pattern suggests diffuse 
crowd violence with a variety of objectives. 

The third factor clearly includes the identifying features of a strike. The 
event characteristics with the highest factor loadings include worker solidarity 
(.94), administration by a labor union (.93), and, of course, strikes as the 
principal tactic (.91). This factor also has significant loadings on the total 
number of participants (.61) and the total number of man-days (.61) as well 

30 Rummel, "Dimensions of Contliel Behavior," and Gurr, "Causal Model of 
Civil Slrife." 
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as the participation by disciplined mass formations (.69). This factor, then 
seems to describe strike events involving relatively peaceful mass actions b; 
large numbers of workers directed by a labor union. 

The fourth factor clearly includes the characteristics of a land invasion. The 
event characteristics with the highest factor loadings include peasant SOlidarity 
(.80), peasant leagues as the administrative organization (.78), seizures of land 
as the principal tactic (.84), and, to a somewhat lesser extent, social classes, in 
this case landowners, as the target (.62). It is interesting to note that attacks on 
landowners as opposed to simple seizures of land have a very low loading on this 
factor. In this population of export sectors, land invasions seem to be generally 
peaceful and do not involve the violence of the peasant jacquerie. The typical 
factor 3 event would be a peaceful peasant land invasion. 

The remaining factor clearly describes events involving protests over con~ 
ditions in the commodity markets. The event characteristics with the higheSt 
factor loadings include the occupational identity of farmers as the basis of group 
solidarity (.90), commodity market associations as the administrative apparatus 
directing the event (.90), and demonstrations as the principal tactic (.66). The 
event characteristics with the highest loadings suggest peaceful organized protest 
by farmers who are members of a commodity-based association. 

The total number of event characteristics can be reduced to a small number 
of discrete actions-wars, riots, strikes, land invasions, and market protests. The 
data in Table 2.7 show the relationship between these five types of action and 
both types of social movements and types of agricultural organization. The 
hypotheses outlined in Chapter 1 suggested that a particular pattern of action 
should be associated with each type of social movement and, correspondingly, 
particular actions would be more common in particular types of crop systems. 
In particular, revolutionary socialist and nationalist movements were to be 
associated with warfare, agrarian movements with land invasions, labor move" 
ments with strikes, and commodity movements with market protests. Corres~ 
pondingly both decentralized sharecropping systems and settler estates should be 
associated with warfare, commercial haciendas in reform political systems should 
be associated with land invasions, industrial plantations should be associated 
with strikes, and small holdings should be associated with market protests. The. 
data for testing the first of these two sets of hypotheses are presented in the 
rectangular submatrix formed by the intersection of movement type variables, 
1 to 5 and action type variables 6 to 10 in Table 2.7. The action variables are 
the highest loading items on the corresponding factor in Table 2.7. It is clear 
that all the predicted relationships exist in the data. Warfare is associated with 
both revolutionary socialist (r = .56) and revolutionary nationalist (r = .63) 
movements. Agrarian movements are strongly associated with land invasions 
(r = .75) and labor events with strikes (r = .75). Commodity movements are; 
of course, associated with market protests (r = .70). Rioting seems to occur as 
part of a number of different types of movements and is not strongly associated 
with anyone. 



TABLE 2.7 Intercorrelarions of Event Tactics, Event Objectives, and Type of Agricultural Organization 

VARIABLE (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (LO) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) 

J. Rev. socialist -.07 .12 .00 .07 .56 -.05 -.05 .24 .03 .51 -.11 -+-.03 .10 .01 
2. Rev. nationalist -.17 -.14 -.06 .63 .27 -.15 -.11 .01 -.06 .63 -.11 -.11 -.13 
3. Agrarian -.01 .08 -.05 .27 .04 .75 .10 .05 -.10 2-.8 -.10 -.18 
4. Labor -.01 -.14 -.10 .88 .10 .12 .05 -.IS -.09 .68 -.22 
5. Commodity .02 .22 -.01 ,06 .70 .02 .01 -.07 -.11 .31 
6. War ,01 -.19 .01 .01 .23 ~ -.08 -.16 -.05 
7. Riots -.05 .28 .04 .02 .17 -.04 -.16 -.05 
8. Strikes .05 .08 -.02 -.16 -.04 .63 -.21 
9, Land seizures .08 .23 -.13 .39 -.14 -.18 

10. Market protests .06 -.09 .06 .02 .11 
1 I. Decentralized SC -.11 -.10 -.12 -.11 
12. Settler estate -.10 -.12 -.21 
13. Hacienda/reform -.11 -.19 
14. Ind. plantation -.22 
15. Com. small holding 

--.0 
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The data for the second set of hypotheses concerning the relationship be
tween agricultural organization and action characteristics is presented in the 
rectangular submatrix formed by the intersection of action variables 6 to 10 and 
agricultural varia bIts 11 to 15 in Table 2.7; It is clear from this matrix that 
warfare is associated with both settler estates (r = .40) and decentralized share
cropping systems (r = .23). The multiple R for the regression of warfare On 
both settler estates and decentralized sharecropping is equal to .48. These two 
systems, both of which combine an economically weak upper class with a wage 
labor force with unstable ties to the land, are the major sources of revolutionary 
warfare. Land invasions are associated with the commercial hacienda/reform Or 

socialist party variable (r = .39). It is clear, however, that land· invasions also 
occur in decentralized sharecropping systems (r = .23). Strikes are almost ex
clusively associated with industrial plantation systems (r = '.63). There is no 
significant association between market protests and commercial small holding 
systems even though these systems are associated with commodity movements. 
Apparently the tactics used in commodity movements are too variable to permit 
a simple correlation with agricultural organization. With this exception the pat
tern of correlations in Table 2.7 conforms to expectations. 

CONCLUSIONS 

/ The overall pattern of results supports the general theory of rural social 
imovements outlined in Chapter 1. Revolutionary movements tend to occur in 
\systems in which the principal source of income of the upper classes is land 
f ownership and the principal source of income of the lower classes is wages paid 
either in cash or in kind. In such a system the upper classes cannot depend on 
the power of financial or industrial capital to maintain their competitive position 
or to recruit and control their labor force. As a result the upper classes are 
unable or unwilling to grant economic or political concessions to workers. The 
agrarian upper class. is too poor to concede a substantial share of the income 
from agriculture to its workers and cannot concede the land itself without under
mining the base of its power. It cannot yield political power without diminishing 
its ability to recruit labor through coercion and to protect its lands against invad
ing peasants. The attitude of the upper class, therefore, must be unyielding, 
Agricultural wage laborers, however, are increasingly able to organize collective 
opposition to demand change. In sharecropping systems the market splits the 
traditional agrarian social structure along class lines and the agricultural workers 
are progressively converted into a rural proletariat paid in kind. The weaker 
their ties to the land, the less individual economic action can provide a means of 
upward mobility and the greater the likelihood that economic gains will be 
sought through collective political action. An organized working class therefore 
confronts an economically weak and politically rigid upper class. The result is 
a revolutionary war. It is warfare organized along class lines with a distinct 
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socialist ideology. Revolutionary socialist war is particularly likely in decen
tralized sharecropping systems, in which the landlords' coercive power is dimin
ished by the physical dispersion of individual cultivators and their economic 
power is weakened by middleman control of processing. Decentralized share
cropping· systems therefore create the conditions for a social movement based on 
revolutionary socialism as t~e dominant ideology and warfare as the dominant 
tactic. 

The migratory labor estate system shares with the sharecropping system 
the economic weakness and political rigidity of the estate owners and their 
dependence on land as their only source of income. It also includes an agricul
tural labor force whose ties to the land have been considerably weakened by 
migratory wage labor. The migratory labor estate differs, however, from the 
sharecropping system because the development of the market does not split the 
traditional agrarian social structure, but may actually reinforce traditional com
munal ties. The migratory wage laborer finds that he must depend on the tradi
tional peasant society for support during the long periods when he is not 
employed on the estate. The traditional leadership and individual small holders 
find themselves under increasing economic pressure from the land expropriations 
of the estate owners. As long as the traditional leaders and small holders exist 
as a significant political force, they can combine with wage laborers to form a 
powerful revolutionary coalition with a common interest in destroying the estate 
owners. This coalition can only form where an estate system is in the early stages 
of development and the small landowners and traditional leadership have not 
been completely liquidated. These conditions are most likely in colonial settler 
economies. The settlers are no more able to concede political or economic 
power than were the landlords in the sharecropping system. Like the landlords 
in the sharecropping system they face a powerful political coalition that would 
benefit from their demise. The result is a revolutionary nationalist movement 
aimed at seizing state power and eliminating the estate system that it supports. 
The diversity of economic goals in the revolutionary coalition and the ethnic 
divisions between settlers and the indigenous population create a movement 
based on communal rather than class ties. 

The agrarian upper class in the commercial hacienda system, like those in 
the sharecropping and migratory labor estate systems is dependent on land as its 
principal source of income. The workers in this system, however, share this 
dependence on land. The usufructuary or small peasant working as a waK~. 
laborer retains an interest in his individual plot which stimulates economic 
competition and discourages collective political organization. The control of 
even small amounts of property also inhibits the appeal of revolutionary move
ments threatening the abolition of private land ownership. The hacienda worker 
is interested only in obtaining land and lacks broader political or social objec
tives. Since internal political organization is largely absent and parties with 
revolutionary economic programs can make little progress, peasant movements 
in commercial hacienda systems depend on socialist or reformist parties with an 
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important role in national government. Even in this case, however, the peasant's 
enthusiasm for a social movement is likely to dissipate as soon as his immediate 
hunger for land has been satisfied. The peasants of a commercial hacienda sys
tem are therefore the least likely of any agricultural working class to become the 
beneficiaries of the political changes their movements set in motion. The wide~ 
spread land seizures of an agrarian movement may destroy the political power 
of the landed aristocracy, but the resulting political vacuum will be filled by 
urban interest groups who possess the long-term political objectives and coherent 
political organization that the peasants lack. The commercial hacienda therefore 
~stablishes the conditions for a short-lived agrarian revolt. 

/ The principal source of income for the upper classes in both the plantation 
.and small holding systems is industrial or financial capital rath~r than land, and 
:,the basic source of their power is therefore money rather than force. Conflict in 
/both systems tends to be focused on the distribution of income, not on the owner
ship of income-producing property itself. As a result rural social movements in 
'both systems tend to be reformist rather than revolutionary. Even the workers 
"of an industrial plantation whose ties to the land are completely severed and who 
form the homogeneous class-conscious proletariat of classical Marxian theory 
are unlikely to create a revolutionary movement. The prospects for successful 
negotiations and the resulting incremental gains in income must be weighed 
against the dangers and uncertainty of revolution. Since the owners of planta
tions have both the resources to make concessions and the incentive to create a 
disciplined labor force, they are likely to respond more flexibly to working-class 
demands than would an upper class whose wealth depended entirely on land. 
The industrial plantation therefore creates the conditions for revolutionary class 
consciousness but reformist action. The small holding system shares with the 
plantation system an economically powerful upper class whose income is based 
on commercial and industrial capital. The small holder, however, like the peasant 
in a commercial hacienda system, is tied to his individual farm and as a result 
is committed to the pursuit of individual rather than collective economic goals. 
Political action of any kind is unlikely, but when such action does take place; 
it is likely to be concerned with minor changes in the market for agricultural 
commodities rather than major changes in the institutions of property. 

I When landed property is the only source of income for the agrarian lower 
classes, conflicts over the ownership of property and the control of the state are 
the result. When industrial and financial capital are the major source of upper
class wealth, concessions can always be made and rural social movements diver

,ted before they reach revolutionary proportions. Revolution begins not among 
Ithe class-conscious proletariat of the industrial plantation, but among the pro
letarianized sharecroppers and migratory laborers of the landed estate. 

" The general relationships revealed in the analysis of the world population 
of agricultural export sectors are considered in individual export systems in the 
case studies of Peru, Angola, and Vietnam in Chapters 3, 4, and 5. Four of the 
five major relationships between agricultural organization and social movements 
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are considered: the relationship between the industrial plantation and the labor 
movement, between the commercial hacienda in a reformist political environ
ment and the agrarian movement, between the settler estate and the revolutionary 
nationalist movement, and between the decentralized sharecropping system and 
the revolutionary socialist movement. Only the relationship between small hold
ings and commodity events has not been considered, in part because of the very 
absence of any large social" movements in small holding systems. Chapter 3 
considers both labor and agrarian movements in Peru. The labor movement 
occurs in the industrial sugar plantations of the coast, and the agrarian move
ments occur in the commercial hacienda systems of both the coast and the sierra . 

. The Peruvian agrarian movements all took place during a period when the 
central government was controlled by a reformist party committed to land 
reform. Chapter 4 considers a revolutionary nationalist movement, the Angolan 
revolution, in a settler-based coffee export economy_ Finally Chapter 5 considers 
the war in Vietnam as an instance of a revolutionary socialist movement. The 
analysis attempts to show the relationship between the revolutionary movement 
and the decentralized sharecropping system of the rice export economy. Each 
of these cases was selected from the world population of agricultural export 
sectors because it had experienced a particularly well-known and well-described 
movement and because each promised to provide detailed knowledge of the 
general principles linking types of agricultural organization and types of rural 
social movements. 



CHAPTER 3 

Peru: Hacienda and Plantation 

IN A PHRASE which has become a favorite among writers on Peru, Antonio 
Raimondi described the country as a beggar sitting on a bench of gold. The 
popularity of his description derives as much from its reference to the deep 
divisions of Peruvian economic and social life as it does from its patriotic affirma
tion of the country's development potential. Peru is in fact split into two distinct 
economic sectors, and this division is accompanied by similar divisions in culture, 
politics, and social organization. The division is particularly apparent in the 
agricultural economy, which includes both a small, highly developed export 
sector and a vast, backward subsistence sector. As is the case in other dual 
economies, economic development and cultural change have been concentrated 
almost exclusively in the export enclaves, and much of rural Peru changed little. 
from the time of the Spanish conquest until the second half of the twentieth 
century. These extremes of agricultural organization and economic development 
closely parallel and are in pan dependent on the dramatic extremes of Peruvian 
geography. In few other places on earth are such diverse environments found in 
such close proximity, and an understanding of Peruvian geography is essential 
for explaining both the development of the agricultural export economy and the 
pattern of rural social movements. 

Peru is usually divided into three natural regions; the coast, the sierra, and 
the selva, or jungle. The regional divisions form three roughly parallel strips 
running in a northwest to southeast direction from the Ecuadorian to the Chilean 
frontiers. The coast is a strip of -desert ranging from 50 to 100 miles in width 
and ending abruptly in the steep upthrust of the Andes, which in some places 
extend almost to the Pacific. The sierran highlands include snow-capped moun
tains, some of which reach 20,000 feet, broad highland plateaus at 10,000 to 
12,000 feet, and numerous canyons and valleys which are cut far below the level 
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of the surrounding plateau. The selva is a tropical and semitropical forest in the 
. upper reaches of the Amazon and remains largely a frontier area. The regions 
are usually distinguished on the basis of altitude, although frequently vegetation, 
climate, topography, and even social organization seem to play some part. 

The coastal region is considered to extend to about 6,500 feet, and usually 
a distinction is made between the cosla baja, or coast proper, at altitudes less 
than 850 feet and the costa alta at altitudes from 850 to 6,500 feet, where the 
coast merges with the sierran highlands.! The Peruvian coast is one of the driest 
areas on earth, and in many places years may pass with no rain at all. Agricul
ture would be impossible except for the presence of 52 rivers which extend back 
into areas of higher rainfall in the Andes and provide water for irrigation. Even 
so, only a dozen of these rivers have a year-round flow, and many of the others 
have too little water for practical use. The soils of the coast are surprisingly 
fertile once irrigated, and the most productive agriculture in Peru is located in 
the coastal oases. The extreme aridity of the coast is a result of the offshore 
upwelling of the Humboldt, or Peruvian, current, which cools the prevailing 
westerly winds off the Pacifie and deprives them of their moisture content before 
they reach the coast. The current is critical to the delicate ecology of the Peruvian 
coastal economy, and when a film of wind-blown warm water moves in over the 
cold current, a linked series of ecological disasters occur which threaten both the 
agricultural and fishing industries of the coast. The upwelling of the Peruvian 
current pulls nutrients toward the surface, where they support vast numbers of 
anchovies, which are the basis of Peru's fish meal industry, a major source of 
export earnings. The fish are in turn fed upon by sea birds which deposi t guano 
on offshore islands, where it is mined and used for fertilizer in the coastal oases. 
When warm water covers the current, the fish are deprived of nutrients and dis
appear, the birds die off, reducing the supply of fertilizer, and the warm moisture
laden winds continue on over the coast, where their moisture precipitates, caus
ing disastrous flooding and blocking out the intense sunlight necessary for coastal 
agriculture. Without the presence of the cold Peruvian current the coastal region 
would probably become a tropical rain forest similar to adjacent areas in 
Ecuador, and coastal agriculture would be impossible. 

The coast forins three separate subregions for agricultural purposes. The 
northern third of the coast is a flat plain more than a hundred miles wide and is 
exposed to almost continual sunlight. Thc middle third is narrower as the Andes 
gradually constrict the coastal plain, but it is cut by numerous rivers whose 
alluvial fans provide a favorable environment for agriculture. The central coast 
is frequently cloudy, although here as in the north little rain actually falls and 
hardier plants which can take advantage of limited sunlight are grown. The 
southern third of the coast is almost completely without moisture, and little 
agriculture is possible in this region. 

! David A. Robinson, Peru in Four Dimensions (Lima: American Studies 
Press, 1964), p. 157. 
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The sierran region is formed by the highlands of the Andes, which lie 
between the coast and the jungle. The topography of the Andes is extremely 
complex but can be roughly described as three parallel mountain chains running 
along the same axis as the coastal strip. The chains are separated by rivers which 
join to flow into the Amazon and are broken by many smaller streams which 
have cut deep, transverse canyons, forming largely inaccessible pockets. Rain~ 
fall is more abundant than it is on the coast, but it is distinctly seasonal, and in 
most places irrigation would be necessary for efficient agricultural production. 
Most of the land which does not actually lie on precipitous slopes, forms the 
puna, a desolate highland plateau covered by short grass and scrub. Much of this 
plateau lies at altitudes of between 12,000 and 15,000 feet, and since little 
agriculture is possible above the 12,000-foot level, most of this area is used for 
extensive grazing. In 1961 only 1.7 million hectares were under cultivation in 
the sierra, while more than 9 million hectares were used for grazing.2 Agriculture 
is possible in the broad river valleys, some of which lie as much as 5,000 feet 
below the high plateau, and on small patches of land in the steep-walled trans
verse canyons. The rugged terrain and the scattered agricultural land make 
transportation difficult, and except in a few regions close to major rail or road 
routes, sierran agriculture remains at a subsistence level. 

The third major region, the selva or montaiia, begins on the lower slopes of 
the eastern Andes, but its boundary is marked as much by its typical forest 
vegetation as by altitude alone. In general, two zones are distinguished: the 
selva baja, or low jungle-a dense, tropical rain forest found at altitudes less 
than 1,500 feet-and the selva alta, or high jungle, sometimes called the ceja de 
montana, or "eyebrow of the forest," because of its characteristic bushy forest 
growth, which in places extends as high as 5,000 feet up the Andes. The low 
jungle is an extension of the Amazon basin and is in closer contact with the 
Atlantic through river transport than it is with much of Peru. It is sparsely 
populated by nomadic hunter gatherers and has been of little economic impor
tance since the collapse of the turn-oC-century rubber boom. The high selva is a 
region of broken sloping terrain crossed by numerous ravines and river beds 
which impede overland transport and tend to isolate the area from the rest of 
the country. The heavy rainfall and semitropical climate of this region make it 
possible to grow a number of industrial crops. Coca has been grown in the 
region since the time of the Incas, and this area still supplies most of the coca· 
leaves chewed as a stimulant by many sierran Indians. Tea is also produced, but 
the major cash crop is coffee, which began to be produced in volume in the late 
19505. It is grown exclusively on the eastern slopes of the Andes at altitudes 
between 2,500 and 6,500 feet, and the rapid increase in production has stimu
lated considerable migration into the high selva region. 

z Comite Interamericano de Desarrollo AgrfcoJa (CIDA). Tel/el/cia de la 
Tierra y Desarrollo Socio-Ecoll6mico del Sector Agricolll: Peni (Washing
ton: Pan American Union, 1966), pp. 3-4. 
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Since the low selva is largely uninhabited, the principal social and economic 
contrast in Peru is between the coast and the sierra. The high selva can be con
sidered part of the sierra for purposes of this crude social division, although 
there are some significant differences in agricultural organization between the 
tWO regions. The coastal region is responsible for most of Peru's modern 
economic activity, while the sierra remains a subsistence economy. With the 
exception of the mining in the central sierra all industry is concentrated on the 
coast, and the few major towns in the sierra are more administrative than 
commercial centers. The indigenous Indian societies of the coast were destroyed 
by the invading Spaniards, and coastal ~ociety developed in response to an 
expanding export economy in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. 
As in most export economies most of the capital, entrepreneurial skill, and even 
the labor supply were originally imported from abroad, and few traces of 
indigenous culture remain on the coast. In the sierra an imported manorial 
economy was imposed on the indigenous communal land-holding patterns, and 
many elements of indigenous culture survive to the present. While Spanish is 
almost universally used on the coast, there are many areas in the sierra in which 
only the indigenous Indian languages, Quechua and Aymara, are understood. 
Traditional dietary practices, modes of dress, ceremonial observance, and com
munity organization persist in the Indian sierra while they have almost vanished 
on the Hispanicized coast. Literacy, urbanization, communication, political 
participation, and modernization in general are considerably more advanced on 
the coast. The sierran population, cut off from outside influences by the cordillera 
of the Andes, remained until the 1960s a separate society with little or no 
participation in national life. . 

Both the agricultural econQmy and the pattern of rural social movements 
follow this fundamental division between sierra and coast. The agricultural 
export sector is almost entirely concentrated on the coast, while the subsistence 
sector is confined to the sierra. Coastal agriculture is capital and land intensive, 
oriented toward outside markets, and based on irrigation and mechanization, 
while sierran agriculture is land extensive, poorly capitalized, and based on an 
agricultural technology little changed from the time of the Incas. The manorial 
economy of the sierra is based on forced labor by dependent serfs and expands 
through the acquisition of additional landholdings rather than through technical 
improvements. Investment by either internal or external capital is limited to a 
few modern ranches. Coastal agriculture is based on wage labor and expands 
through investments in machines, fertilizers, and irrigation works. In 1960 the 
Peruvian agricultural development bank reported that more than 75 percent of 
its outstanding loans were to coastal agricultural enterprises, even though the 
coast contains only 23 percent of the country's agricultural land.3 Most sierran 
agriculture lacks any form of mechanization and in many places is carried out 

3 Peru, Superintendencia de Bancos, Memoria y ESladislica (Lima: Imprenta 
Cas a Nacional de Moneda, 1960), p. 57. 
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with human muscle power aided only by the traditional Incan foot plow. In 
1961, 84 percent of the 6,950 tractors in Peru were concentrated on the coast; 
and in most places in the Sierra 30 to 40 percent of all agricultural units lacked 
even animal traction.4 These differences in capitalization and labor organizatioll 
are reflected in immense differences in productivity. In 1960 the largely coastal 
agricultural export sector employed less than 4 percent of the economically 
active population in agriculture but contributed almost 40 percent of national 
agricultural production. The production per person employed in the agricultural 
export sector was more than eight times greater than in the subsistence sector.5 

The world population of agricultural export systems includes three Peruvian 
cases, and, as might be expected, two of the three are located on the coast. Botl!. 
cotton and sugar are grown in coastal oases and represent both the major form 
of agricultural production and the major source of employment for the rural 
coast. The single sierran system involves coffee grown in the high selva regiOIl 
and forms a tiny commercial sector in the midst of a much larger population of 
subsistence cultivators. The dominant form of agricultural enterprise in both 
sugar and cotton production closely resembles the world pattern for these crops, 
but the organization of coffee production differs significantly from the world 
pattern. Sugar is typically produced in corporate plantations employing resident 
wage labor and utilizing expensive processing machinery. All these features are 
present in the dominant agricultural enterprises in Peruvian sugar production. 
Cotton is produced in centralized commercial estates in Peru as it is elsewhere 
in the world, but the Peruvian cotton is cultivated by wage labor rather than 
sharecroppers. Since the estates typically lack processing machinery, the system 
was classified as a commercial hacienda in the world analysis. Although the 
organization of Peruvian coffee production was also classified 'as a commercial 
hacienda system for the purposes of the world analysis, it actually differs signi
ficantly from both the coastal cotton estates and from coffee estates elsewhere; 
In the centralized, market-oriented cotton estates of the coast the cash crop is 
cultivated on domain lands, while in the sierra coffee is produced on usufruct 
plots and domaIn lands continl)e to be used for grazing. Actually the sierran 
coffee system includes both commercial manors with dependent usufructuaries 
bound to the estate by custom or law and independent small holders in regions 
of large estates. While many of the latter hold nominal title to their land, they are 
under the political and economic control of large landowners and many in fact 
work part time on the haciendas to supplement the inadequate earnings of their' 
own plots. The differential use of domain and usufruct lands in the cotton and 
coffee systems leads to significant differences in social organization despite their 
classificatory similarities. 

Both cotton and sugar have been major Peruvian exports since the begin.:. 
ning of this century, and they continued to contribute a substantial fraction of 
total agricultural exports during the 1948 to 1970 period. Coffee production 

4 CIDA, Peru, p. 328. 
5 Peru, Boletfn del Banco Central de Reserva del Peru (Lima, 1962), p. 64. 
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TABLE 3.1 Principal Agricultural Exports as a Percentage of Total 
Agricultural Exports 1948-1970· 

EXPORT 
YEAR Sugar Cotton Coffee Wool 

1948 43 53 1 2 
1949 
1950 28 64 0 7 
1951 25 63 0 10 
1952 28 67 2 2 
1953 32 60 5 2 
1954 29 57 6 7 
1955 30 52 7 5 
1956 24 63 7 6 
1957 35 48 9 7 
1958 26 57 12 5 
1959 28 53 12 7 
1960 32 SO 13 5 
1961 36 46 13 4 
1962 29 52 13 5 
1963 33 48 13 6 
1964 31 45 18 6 
1965 26 40 21 8 
1966 28 50 17 5 
1967 36 35 19 6 
1968 42 24 21 9 
1969 29 35 23 8 
1970 39 23 30 3 

• United Nations Statistical Office, Yearbook of International Trade Sta/istics and 
World Trade Annual and Supplements. 

began only in the late 1950s but has made an increasing contribution to total 
agricultural exports since 1960. As the data in Table 3.1· indicate, the con
tributions of cotton and sugar remained relatively constant over the postwar 
period, while coffee exports, which were virtually nil at the beginning of the 
period, almost equaled the contribution of the traditional crops by the late 
1960s. The median share of agricultural exports over the 1948 to 1970 period 
was 50 percent for cotton and 29 percent for sugar. The median figure for coffee 
was only 12 percent, but the coffee system was included in the world population 
because exports exceeded the 15 percent mark for a continuous period of more 
than five years (1964 to 1970). Wool contributed a median of 6 percent of total 
agricultural exports in the 1948 to 1970 period, and since the largest contribu
tion in anyone year was 10 percent, the wool export sector was not included in 
the world population of country crop systems. Peruvian exports are considerably 
more varied than those of most countries in the study population, and agriculture 
as a whole has made up a decreasing fraction of total exports in recent years. 
In 1948 cotton and sugar were the only agricultural exports of any importance, 
but agriculture still contributed 50 percent of total exports, while in 1970, even 
with increased coffee exports, agriculture contributed only 15 percent of exports. 
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The relative decline of agriculture is accounted for by the expansion of the fish 
meal industry and the opening of new copper and iron deposits. The absolute 
value of agricultural exports actually increascd from 80 million dollars in 1948 
to 150 million dollars in 1970. For most of the period before 1960 agriculture 
hovered around half of total exports, and for the entire 1948 to 1970 period 
agricultural exports wcre concentrated in either two or three major crops. The 
agricultural export sectors continued to be the focus of intense social and 
political conllict throughout the postwar period. Despite their declining economic 
importance and small proportion of thc agricultural work force they have been 
the major source of social change in rural areas. Social movements in both the' 
coast and the sierra have been closely tied to the export systems in sugar; 
cotton, and coffee. 

The social movement data for Peru from the New York Times and the 
Hispanic American Report provide a general overview of the major pattern of 
events in the Peruvian agricultural export sector. The sources report a total of 
36 events forming two distinct movements-a rural labor movement on the 
coast and an agrarian movement in the sierra. The coastal labor movement is 
represented by six events-five in the sugar system and one in the colton system. 
The agrarian movement includes a total of 30 events, with 22 of these associated 
with the coffee system, three with the cotton system, and two with subsistence 
areas. An additional three agrarian events, all of which occurred in the central 
sierra, could not be associated with any of the systems in either the export or the 
subsistence population. The labor events associated with the coastal sugar 
plantations follow the typical pattern of a rural labor movement. The events are 
all strikes organized by labor unions, and are directed at limited economic objec
tives. There are no strikes calling for nationalization, although 'in the early part 
of the period riots occurred in at least two cases when strikes were declared 
illegal and police were called in. The labor unions are affiliated with the Peruvian 
APRA party (Alianza Popular Revolucionaria Americana), which, despite the 
reference to revolution in the party's name and its early Marxist affiliations, has 
become a reformist democratic party which contests elections and in many 
respects resembles the traditional parties of the Peruvian upper class. All the 
strikes involve wage issues, and none of them make any political demands of the 
government or even attack the property rights of the plantation owners. The 
rural labor events are conccntrated in the relatively brief period between the end 
of legal suppression of labor unions in 1956 and the relatively unfavorable 
organizational environment of the military regime which took power in 1968. 
The first event took place in 1957 and the last in 1963, and they are relatively 
evenly distributed over the intervening years. . 

The agrarian movement of the sierra shares neither the reformist tactics 
nor the respect for property of the coastal sugar workers. The sierran movement 
represented the first major challenge. to traditional patterns of land ownership 
since the beginning of the repUblican era. In less than three years of concentrated 
assault the peasants of the sierra left the manorial economy in ruins and broke 
the political power of the hacienda owners. While the demolition was neither as 
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rapid nor as complete as it was in neighboring Bolivia, the peasant movement 
'left a fatally weakened rural elite which has proved unable to resist new initia
tives for land reform. Despite the massive effect of the movement much of it 
was carried out with relatively little bloodshed. The primary ~actic of the peasant 
was land invasion, and when invasions were not repelled by the police, hacienda 
owners were seldom subjected to abuse, Most of the' 30 recorded agrarian events 
involve land invasions ratHer than land invasions accompanied by attacks on 
persons, and only 9 of the 30 involve any kind of violence, including violence 
initiated by the police. The invasions were organized by peasant leagues, but 
with a few notable exceptions they were not motivated by revolutionary ideology. 
The peasants' interest was solely in gaining and defending land, and once this 
objective had been attained, they showed no interest in continued political 
action. In contrast with the relatively continuous economic action of the coastal 
workers, the highland peasants carried out their invasions in one immense out
burst which reached peak intensity in the period surrounding the 1962-63 elec
tions. The invasions themselves were carried out by relatively small groups of 
neighbors or members of the same community, and despite the fact that many 
peasant leagues were 'affiliated with national peasant organizations, there was 
almost no administrative coordination of their actions. 

All but three of the reported agrarian events took place in the sierra, and 
most of these were associated with the coffee system. The three remaining events 
were all associated with the coastal cottort system and closely resembled the land 
invasions of the sierra. The cotton system also included a single labor event, a 
riot over wage demands. Agrarian events were therefore associated with com
mercial manors in both the sierra and the coast, while labor events were aimost 
all associated with the coastal sugar plantations. This pattern is of course repre
sentative of the results of the world analysis of agricultural export sectors. These 
results are based on a crude event count in secondary sources and a rough divi
sion of Peru into crop-producing areas. This chapter will attempt to develop a 
more complete description of Peruvian social movements based on primary 
source materials and a more detailed statistical picture of the country's agricul
tural organization. While this analysis is directed at determining the exact 
empirical relationships between agricultural organization and the organization 
of social movements, it also permits a comparison of the results of the worldwide 
analysis based on secondary sources with those obtained from primary Peruvian 
materials. 

STATISTICAL DATA ON PERUVIAN AGRICULTURE 
AND RURAL EVENTS 

In the world analysis the agricultural export sector was the fundamental 
unit of analysis, and each system was defined in terms of first-order political 
subdivisions. Although this unit is adequate for cross-national generalization, it is 
not useful for an internal analysis of Peruvian agrarian structure. Peru is divided 
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into three export sectors and one subsistence sector in the world population, and 
these units are made up of varying numbers of departments, the first-order 
political subdivision. There are a total of 24 departments if the constitutional 
province of Callao is counted as a separate department (Map 3.1). Unfortu
nately the boundaries of the departments bear little relationship to the geo~ 
graphic divisions of Peru and a number of departments contain areas in more 
than one natural region. In addition, three of the departments fall in the low 
selva region and are of little interest in any analysis of agrarian structure. The 
second-order political subdivisions, termed provinces in Peru, are considerably: 
more convenient for statistical purposes, and many agricultural data are reported 
at this level in government sources. There were 144 second-order political sub
divisions in Peru in 1960 if the constitutional province of Callao is again counted 
as both a province and a department. With the exception of the province of 
Chancay, which includes extensive areas in both the coast and the sierra, each 
of the remaining 143 provinces can be unambiguously assigned to one of the 
three natural regions. Since the wide economic and cultural differences among 
the natural regions and particularly the differences between the coast and the 
sierra effect both the pattern of agricultural organization and the pattern of social 
movements, it is essential that the regional effects as well as the effects of 
agricultural organization be considered in any statistical analysis. For this reason 
each of the 144 provinces was assigned to one of the natural regions on the 
basis of altitudes indicated in topographical maps presented by Robinson.6 This 
procedure assigned 28 provinces to the coastal region, 97 to the sierra and high 
selva regions, and 18 to the low selva. The province of Chancay was singled out 
and analyzed separately. This division of the primary unit of analysis by natural 
region makes it possible to consider both differences between regions and the 
correlations between agricultural organization and event distributions within 
regions. 

The analysis of course requires independent measures of agriculture and 
social structure on the one hand and the distribution of events on the other. 
Fortunately, adequate data on both variables are available. Peru conducted its 
first popUlation census of modern times in 1940 and a second census in 1961; 
The results of the 1961 census appeared originally by department only, but more 
recently the National Office of Statistics has issued a five-volume summary of the 
results presenting data by province.7 These volumes present information on . 
demography, migration, work force participation, occupation, education, 
literacy, housing, health, and even dietary practices and patterns of dress. The 
first 11 volumes of an additional series showing breakdowns by third-order 
subdivisions (districts) has also been published, but these data are not likely' 
to be available for the entire country 'in the immediate future, and the provincial 
data are adequate for statistical purposes. Peru also conducted its first agricul
tural census in 1961, and the Statistical Office has published results showing 

6 Robinson, Peru, pp. 31-66. 
7 Peru, Direcci6n Nacional de Estadistica y Censos, SerIO Censo Nacional de 

PoblaCi'6n, vol. 1, book~ 1-5 (Lima, 1965). 
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KEY TO MAP 3.1 

(C = Coast, S = Sierra, J = Selva) 

01 AMAZONAS 07 Victor Fajardo S 04 Pisco C 

01 Chachapoyas S 
06 CAJAMARCA 12 JUNiN 

02 Bagua J 
01 Cajamarca S 01 Huancayo 

03 Bongara J 
02 Cajabamba S 02 Concepcion 

04 Luya S 
03 Celendin S 03 Jauja 

05 Rodriquez de J 
04 Contumaza S 04 Junin 

Mendoza 
05 Culervo S 05 Tarma 

02 ANCASH 06 Chota S 06 Yauli 

01 Huaraz S 07 Hualgayoc S 

08 Jaen S 13 LA LIBERTAD 
02 Aija S 

01 Trujillo 09 Sanla Cruz S 
03 Bolognesi S 02 Bolivar 
04 Carhuaz S 

07 CALLAO 03 Huamachuco 
05 Casma C 

01 Callao C 040tuzco 
06 Corongo S 

05 Pacasmayo 
07 Huari S 08 Cuzco 06 Pataz 
08 Huaylas S 01 Cuzco S 07 Santiago de 
09 Mariscal Luz. S 02 Acomayo S Chuco 
10 PalIasca S 03 Anta S 
11 Pomabamba S 04 Calea S 14 LAMBAVEQUE 
12 Recuay S 05 Canas S 01 Chiclayo 
13 Santa C 06 Canchis S 02 Ferreiiafe 
14 Sihuas S 07 Chumbivilcas S 03 Lambayeque 
15 Yungay S 08 Espinar S 

09 La Convencion S 15 LIMA 
03 ApuRIMAc 

10 Paruro S 01 Lima 
01 Abancay S 

11 Paucartambo S 02 Cajatambo 
02 Andahuaylas S 

12 Qllispicanchis S 03 Canta 
03 Antabamba S 

13 Urllbamba S 04 Cane Ie 
04 Aymaraes S 05 Chancay C 
05 Cotabambas S 09 H UANCAYELICA 06 Huarochiri 
06 Grau S 01 Hllancavelica S 07 Yauyos 

02 Acobamba S 
04 AREQUIPA 03 Angaraes S 16 LoRETO 

01 Arequipa S 04 Caslrovirreyna S 01 Mayoas 
02 Camana C 05 Tayacaja S 02 Alto Amazonas 
03 Caravel! C 03 Coronel Portillo 
04 Castilla S 10 HUANUCO 04 Loreto 
05 Caylloma S 01 Huanuco S 05 Rcquena 
06 Coodesuyos S 02 Ambo S 06 Ucayali 
07 Islay C 03 Dos de Mayo S 
08 La Uni6n S 04 Huamalies S 17 MADRE DE 0105 

05 Maranon S 01 Tambopata 

05 AVACUCHO 06 Pachitea S 02 Manu 

01 Huamanga S 07 Leoncjo Prado S 03 Tahuamanu 

02 Cangallo S 
03 HUanla S II Ie", 18 MOQUEGUA 

04 La Mar S 01 lea C 01 Mariscal Nieto 

05 Lucanas s 02 Chincha C 02 General Sanchez 

06 Parinacochas S 03 Nazca C Cerro 
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19. PASCO 01 Puno S 04 Mariscal Caceres J 

01 Pasco S 02 Azangaro S 05 Riojo J 
02 Daniel Carrion S 03 Carabaya S 06 San Martin J 
03 OJlapampa S 04 Chucuito S 

05 Huancane S 23 TACNA 
20 piUllA . 

C 06 Lampa S 01 Tacna C 
01 piura 07 Melgar S 02 Tarata C 
02 Ayabaca C 

08 Sandia S 
03 Huancabamba C 

09 San Roman S 24 TU.MBES 
04 Morrop6n C 01 Tumbes C 
OS Paita C 22 SAN M.\IlTiN 02 Contralmirante C 
06 Sullana C 01 Moyobamba J Villar 
07 Talara C 02 Huallaga J 03 Zarumilla C 

'21 PUNO 03 Lamas J 

provincial data on land tenure, land use, size of holding, and access to irrigation 
water.8 In 1962 the Inter-American Committee for Agricultural Development 
(CIDA)9 also conducted an exhaustive study of land tenure arrangements in 
Peru, and while its report presents illustrative case studies rather than systematic 
data, it provides valuable background information for the approximate period of 
the agricultural census. 

No compilation of events as they are defined in this monograph is avail
a.ble, so that it was necessary to compute event counts directly from newspaper 
sources. This task was considerably simplified by the excellent archives .main
tained by the two principal Lima dailies El Comercio and La Prensa. El 
Camercio maintains a staff of six archivists, who systematically cull the columns 
of most Lima dailies and classify materials by topic. La Prensa also maintains 
a.n archive, but it concentrates on articles from its own pages and is milch less 
complete. The archives at El Comercio extend back to 1955, so that it was 
possible to search the entire period from 1955 to 1970 for all major Lima papers 
by simply consulting a few major categories in the index. The time period 
covered by the archive includes both the agrarian movement in the sierra and the 
labor movement on the coast. Agrarian events were generally listed under the 
general heading "Indigenous Communities" in the EI Comercio archives, 
although reports were not limited to actions by members of such communities. 
This category included most of the land invasions and closely associated events. 
the listings under "Agriculture" and the headings for various crops were also 
searched but with relatively little success. Some agrarian events were also listed 
under the general heading "Guerrillas," which included a number of instances of 
organized violence by peasant bands. Labor events appeared under the general 
heading "Strikes." Almost all agrarian and labor events were found in the 
archives of El Comercio, and the La Prensa archive was used as a supplement. 

8 Peru, Direcci6n Nacional de Estadfstica y Censos, Primer Censo Naciollol 
Agropecuario (Lima, 1963). 

9 CIDA, Peru. 
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The Peruvian press provided detailed coverage of strikes and land invasions 
despite the controversial nature of both topics. The press has in general been 
remarkably free of government censorship, and a wide range of political views 
from the extreme right to splinter parties of the left are represented. The major 
Lima dailies are, however, controlled by members of the Peruvian oligarchy and 
reflect the conservative views of their owners. News and comment are usually 
clearly distinguished, but both editorial writers and reporters adhere closely to 
the dominant political line of the owners. Both El Comercio and La Prensa have. 
close ties t~ the landowners of the coastal export economy, and while both 
papers gave extensive coverage to the invasions, both clearly supported the land
owners against the peasants. El Comercio is the oldest continuously publishing 
Peruvian daily, having been founded in 1839, and is controlled by the Miro 
Quesada family. The paper runs about 30 pages in length and has a circulation 
of 75,000. Its large news staff provides extensive coverage of internal political 
and economic matters. While El Comercio usually advocates a conservative 
position on economics, its current editor, Luis Miro Quesada, is intensely 
nationalistic, and the paper occasionally takes more radical positions toward 
foreign economic interests. At times the paper's major political philosophy seems 
to be opposition to APRA. This attitude is in part a consequence of the assassina
tion of two members of the Miro Quesada family by Apristas during the 1930s. 
El Comercio frequently portrayed the land invasions as an APRA plot and called 
for their suppression. When not accusing APRA, El Comercio persistently 
described the invasions as the work of anonymous "reds" (ro;os). The paper 
took a more moderate line toward strikes, although they were usually lamented 
because of their adverse effect on production. Despite its opposition to the 
invasions El Comercio supported the moderate land reform measures of 
Fernando Belaunde Terry and provided detailed coverage of the invasions. 

La Prensa like El Comercio is a major Lima daily, with a circulation of 
65,000. Its ties to the coastal landowners are even closer than those of El 
Comercio. Its owner, Pedro Beltnin Espantoso, is a member of the National 
Agrarian Society, the principle interest group of the large land owners of the 
coast. Beltran also served as premier in the conservative presidency of Manuel 
Prado (1956 to 1962), and the paper reflects his orthodox views on politics and 
economics. La Prensa does not share El Comercio's aversion to APRA and in 
fact supported the presidential candidate of an APRA-based coalition in the 
1962 presidential elections. It is, however, ardently anti-Communist and even 
editorially accused EI Comercio of becoming the "voice of Fidelismo" in Peru 
for its reporting of the land invasions. While La Prensa's reporting is more 
objective in tone, its opposition to the land invasions was as intense as that of 
El Comercio. Like El Comercio, however, it continued complete coverage of 
the invasions even after it was attacked in the Peruvian Senate for, of all things, 
encouraging invasions by reporting them. 

While the coverage of EI Comercio and La Prensa was by far the'most 
detailed, a number of other Lima papers provided some accounts of invasions 
and strikes. Some of the most sympathetic reporting was carried by Expreso, a 
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new daily founded in 1961. Although its owner Manuel Mujica Gallo is a 
millionaire, the paper adopted a liberal editorial policy and consistently con
demned police violence against peasant invaders. Expreso assigned Hugo Neira, 
a sociologically sophisticated reporter who had studied with the French Peru
vianist Fran<;:ois Bourricaud, to cover the invasions from Cuzco in thc southern 
sierra. Neira's collected reports, published as a book, Cuzco: Tierra y Muerte, 
provide the best single accoti"nt of the southern phase of the sierra agrarian move
ment. La Tribuna, the party organ of APRA, also carried accounts of invasions, 
but its limited staff and political format made it much less useful than the major 
dailies. APRA initially gave qualified support to the invaders but quickly 
reversed itself and condemned most of the later invasions. The other papers 
catalogued in the El Comercio archives include Oltima Hora, an evening tabloid 
owned by Pedro Beltran, EI Grafico, the Miro Quesada family's entry in the 
evening field, and La Cr6nica, another tabloid with heavy sports and crime 
coverage. 

The criteria for selecting an event from these newspaper sources were 
similar to those used in the analysis of secondary sources. In order to take 
advantage of the greater detail available in the Peruvian press, the temporal and 
spatial boundaries of an event were tightened. An event was defined as a con
tinuous action by a single formation which took place in a givcn province on 
one day or successive days. Unlike the event definition in the world analysis. 
this definition distinguished the action of different formations in the same general 
area and also separated events occurring in adjacent areas in different second
order political subdivisions. This definition permitted considerably greater 
powers of resolution than would have been possible with the more encompassing 
definitions suitable for summary articles in secondary prcss sources. Since most 
newspaper stories carried only a few items of information about each event, a 
simplified coding scheme was adopted to take advantage of the information 
which was presented. The newspapers consistently distinguished the occupa
tional group of participants, and this information was recorded in three main 
categories: obreros, or wage laborers, campesinos, or peasants, and comuneros, 
or members of indigenous Indian communities. The distinction between campe
sinos and comuneros was essential for the analysis of Peruvian social move
ments, although this distinction is not included in the categories for the world 
analysis. Events were also classified by type of event according to the typology 
of movements outlined in Chapter 2, although only two types, agrarian and 
labor events, were observed. A preliminary coding was also made of tactics, 
although almost all labor events were strikes and almost all agrarian events were 
land invasions. There were a total of 463 agrarian events and 122 labor events 
recorded for the entire 1955 to 1970 period in the newspaper sources catalogued 
in the EI Comercio archives. While the numbers of both labor and agrarian 
events are an order of magnitude greater than those recorded from the New York 
Times and the Hispanic American Report, the differences in the event definitions 
tend to exaggerate the numbers of events reported in the Peruvian sources. Most 
of the events coded in the secondary sources are summaries of activity extending 
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over a long period of time in several Peruvian departments, while those coded 
from primary sources include only actions taken by a single formation in a single 
province on the same day or successive days. Nevertheless it seems clear that 
even if this difference were e'liminated, there would still be a considerably greater 
number of events reported in the Peruvian press sources. The effect of this 
difference on the overall results of the worldwide analysis, however, depends 
not only on the absolute number of events but on how representative the limited 
number of events coded in secondary sources are of the greater number of events, 
coded from primary sources. Obviollsly there would be little damage to the 
analysis if the secondary source events were a representative sample of the larger 
population of events in primary sources. If, however, the events in the 
secondary sources were selected in slIch a way as to systematically distort either 
the number or ~patial distribution of certain types of events, then the validity of 
the world results could be affected. The relationship between events in the two 
sources can be examined in the data presented in Table 3.2. These data indicate 
the correlations between primary and secondary source event counts by depart~ 
ment for the 1955 to 1970 period covered by both sources. Even though the 
number of agrarian and labor events recorded in the primary sources is con
siderably greater, it is clear tha,t the spatial distribution of both types of events 
is roughly similar. The correlation between the number of events in primary and 
secondary sources for each department is .75 for labor events and .95 for 
agrarian events. The data in Table 3.2 also indicate that the degree of association 
between the two types of events and the three major crop systems included in the 
world population is also roughly similar for the two sources. The correlations iIi ' 
the table show the relationships between sugar, cotton, and coffee production by 
department and the number of events in both primary and secondary sources 
observed in that department. The only major discrepancy in the pattern of 
correlations for primary and secondary sources is for considerably greater 
association between cotton and labor events for primary sources. The correlation 
between labor events and sugar production is correspondingly higher for·· 
secondary sources than it is for primary sources. The correlation between the 
number of agrarian events and coffee production is almost identical in the two 

TABLE 3.2 Intercorrelations oj Primary and Secondary Source Mea· 
sures 0/ Labor and Agrarian Events with Sugar, Cotton, and Coffee" 
Production by Department 

VARIABLE (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 

1. Labor events, primary .75 .12 -.03 .68 .43 -.23 
2. Labor events, secondary -.08 -.15 .97 .03 -.23 
3. Agrarian events, primary .95 -.10 .02 .46 
4. Agrarian events, secondary -.16 -.03 .45 
5, Sugar -.03 -.23 
6. Colton ':".19 
7. Colfee 
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sets of sources: .45 for secondary and .46 for primary. At least in the case of the 
sugar and coffee systems the secondary sources provide a reasonable approxima
tion to the results which would have been obtained in the primary sources and 
the overall event distributions for both sources are roughly comparable. In terms 
of the description of events by type and location the two sources are in enough 
agreement to indicate a fair amount of validity for the secondary source material. 
The correlations in Table 3.2 are, of course, based on first-order political sub
divisions and do not provide as accurate a picture of the true pattern of relation
ships as an analysis based on the 144 second-order subdivisions. In the remainder 
of this chapter the lower-level divisions will be the basis for the analysis, and 
an attempt will be made to examine in more detail both the agricultural 
organization of Peru and the ecology of rural social movements. Since both 
agricultural organization and rural events differ in the coast and the sierra, each 
region will be considered separately. 

THE COAST: PLANT A nON AND HACIENDA 

The pattern of social movements in agricultural areas of the coast reflects 
the fundamental division between the corporate plantation system in sugar and 
the commercial manor system in cotton. The economic and political interests of 
both owners and laborers reflect this division, and an understanding of the 
pattern of coastal events requires a more detailed consideration of the agricul
tural organization and labor relations of the two systems. 

THE CORPORATE PLANTATION The northern coast of Peru is ideally 
suited to the production of sugar cane because of its constant sunlight, slight 
temperature variations, broad alluvial plains, and easily controlled irrigation 
water. As the data in Map 3.2 indicate, the provinces of Trujillo in the depart
ment of La Libertad and ChicIayo in Lambayeque accounted for 86 percent 
of national production in 1970.10 Smaller amounts are produced further south 
in the province of Sa_nta in Ancash and Chancay in Lima, but decreasing sun
light and decreasing areas of flat land make production less efficient in the south. 
Cane cultivation is concentrated in irrigated oases in the major river valleys of 
Chicama and Santa Catalina in Trujillo, Lambayeque and Zafia in Chic1ayo, 
Nepefia in Santa, and Pativi1ca and Huacho in Chancay. Peruvian yields are 
among the highest in the world. In the Chicama oasis in Trujillo, which produces 
40 percent of the national total, yields as high as 12 tons an acre have been 
attained. This compares favorably with yields in Hawaiian fields, which are the 
most productive in the world. 

10 Sugar production by province in Map 3.2 was calculated from data presented 
in Estadistica Awcarera del Peru (Lima: Central de Cooperativas Agrarias 
de Producci6n Azucareras del Peru Ltda., August 1971), table 1. 
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The attractiveness of the north coast has justified substantial capital invest
ment in sugar production, and crop production parameters are ideally suited to 
industrialized production techniques. Peruvian sugar can be harvested year
round rather than in two or three campaigns, as is the case ~n many other sugar 
areas, and a single planting produces for 10 or 11 years, rather than two or three 
as is the case elsewhere. Since cutting is continuous and planting need take place 
only once a decade, it is possible to provide stable employment for a year-round 
labor force, make maximum use of milling facilities, and provide a regular supply 
of raw materials for subsidiary manufacturing industries. Peruvian sugar mills 
run on a 24-hour-a-day year-round schedule and are shut d0wn for two months 
a year for routine maintenance rather than because of inadequate supplies of 
cane. All aspects of sugar production except planting and harvesting are 
mechanized. While the fiat landscape of the north coast would seem ideally 
suited to mechanical cane cutters, the grooves of irrigation channels in the fields 
interfere with their operation and cane cutting is not fully mechanized. Oversized 
tractors are used for plowing and planting, and most of the larger plantations 
bave their own internal railways and cranes to perlorm the heavy work of cane 
transport Most plantations are run as single integrated enterprises, each with 
its own mill and administrative staff, although some of the smaller estates send 
their cane to the refineries of larger estates nearby. The most highly developed 
plantations bear little relationship to an agricultural organization and are more 
like industrial installations. 

The favorable environment for the industrialization of cane production has 
led to substantial economies of scale, and the history of Peruvian sugar produc
tion in this century has been one of increasing concentration of more and more 
land in fewer and fewer units. The CIDA made a detailed study of this process 
in the Chicama oasis in Tru jillo.11 In 1962 four plantations controlled 85 percent 
of the agricultural land in the valley, and the largest, Casa Grande, controlled 
51 percent of the total. The expansion of the sugar estates has come largely 
through the consolidation of traditional subsistence haciendas, although indi
genous communal landholders and minifundists have also been all but wiped 
out. The 65 original haciendas in the Chicama valley in the nineteenth century 
had been concentra:ted into only seven holdings by 1918, and these in turn were 
consolidated into the four plantations remaining in 1962. Only a scattering of 
small holders and a single indigenous community survived, and the Chicama 
oasis is for the most part one continuous cane field. The efficiency of the large 
estates gave them an overwhelming economic advantage over smaller producers, 
but the consolidation of their holdings was also carried out by harassing smaller 
landholders, particularly by withholding supplies of essential irrigation water. 

The consolidation of the sugar estates and the industrialization of produc
tion required substantial amounts of capital and received their initial impetus 
from the profits of the nineteenth-century guano boom.12 The collapse of the 

11 CIDA, Peru, pp. 19-23. 
12 Jonathan V. Levine, The Erporl Economies (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard 

University Press, 1960), pp. 118-122. 
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Peruvian economy after the disastrous War of the Pacific (1879 to 1884) led 
to a temporary halt in sugar exports and the drying up of internal supplies of 
capital. After World War I the expansion of the sugar industry resumed, but this 
time financed almost entirely by foreign capital. While some large plantations 
continued to be controlled by Peruvian nationals, the largest landholdings and 
the most efficient producers were foreign owned. Casa Grande, the largest single 
producer contributing 30 percent of the national total, was owned by Gilde_ 
meister and Co. before it was nationalized by the revolutionary military regime 
in 1969. While Gildemeister had its headquarters in Lima it was actually con~ 
trolled by Dutch capital. The Peruvian land reform information office reported 
that at the time it was nationalized 55 percent of its invested capital was Dutch, 
9 percent Swiss, 6 percent German, 4 percent American, and only 26 percent 
Peruvian.I3 The Casa Grande estate in fact bought out its largest competitor in 
the Chicama valley, the Negociacion Roma owned by Victor Larco Herrera, a 
Peruvian nationaI.14 Larco went bankrupt attempting to equip his estate with 
modern machinery in order to withstand economic pressure from Casa Grande;' 
He contracted a large debt with the Bank of Lima and had invested a substantial 
amount in new machinery when he was caught by falling sugar prices in 1925 
and forced to default. Gildemeister's reserves of foreign capital enabled it to pick 
up his note and take control of Roma at a very favorable price. 

Before the nationalizations of 1969 the second largest producer in Peru 
was the W. R. Grace Corporation, which contributed about 18 percent of the 
national total. The corporation is wholly owned by Americans and has its headc 
quarters in Connecticut. Together Gildemeister and Grace controlled almost 
half of the sugar produced in Peru. The Grace Corporation, or Cas a Grace as 
it was known in Peru, was the dominant force in sugar even though it was not 
the largest producer. It controlled 75 percent of the refined sugar destined for 
the export trade and provided processing facilities for some of the smaller estates. 
It operated the Cartavio estate in the Chicama valley and also the Paramonga 
installation in the Pativilca valley in Chancay province. Casa Grace is typical 
of the large corporate interest involved in the most fully rationalized forms of 
export production. It is in fact a holding company, with assets of 182 million 
dollars in 1953, of which 60 million were invested in Latin America.1s Although 
the corporation was originally founded by William R. Grace as a marine supplies 
business in Callao, it now has substantial operations throughout Spanish 
America and its major interests are in shipping (Grace Lines). The total' capital 
involved in its sugar installations at Cartavio and Paramonga amounted to some 
9 million dollars at the time they were nationalized by the military government.IS 

While this sum represents an immense amount of capital by Peruvian standards, 

13 Peru, Direccion de Difusi6n de la Reforma Agraria, Del Lati/undio a fa 
Cooperativa (Lima: Induslrialgrafica, S.A., 1970), p. 15. 

14 CIDA, Peru, pp. 21-22. 
15 Eugene Burgess and Frederick Harbison, Casa Grace in Peru (Washington: 

National Planning Association, 1954), p. 3. 
16 Peru, Lalifundio, p. 15. 
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·t was only one-half of 1 percent of Casa Grace's total assets. Grace also controls 
~iversified enterprises throughout Peru, including textiles, paper, industrial 
chemicals, paints, foods, ore concentrates, distribution, and internal transporta
tion. Grace continues to dominate cargo and passenger shipping from Peruvian 
ports and has substantial control over wharves and lighterage facilities in many 
of the c'castal sugar areas. While the growing of sugar cane was certainly a 
significant part of Grace's Peruvian activities, it actually made most of its profits 
from refining and related manufacturing activities. Significantly the military 
regime specifically exempted Grace's manufacturing installations at Paramonga 
from its 1969 nationalization decree after protests from Grace executives. 
Grace's interests in transport and manufacturing continue to make it a major 
factor in the Peruvian economy. 

The Grace installation at Paramonga was the most highly industrialized of 
all plantations in Peru, and sugar production is only part of its diversified activi~ 
ties. Molasses from the centrifugal sugar process was used to manufacture rum 
for export, and bagasse, the cane fiber by-product of cane milling, was used in 
manufacturing paper. The processes led to both a rum and alcohol, and a paper
manufacturing plant at Paramonga. Since the paper did not have a wide market 
in Peru, Grace developed its own box-manufacturing plant at Paramonga and in 
1953 controlled 100 percent of Peruvian box production.17 Similarly Grace dis
covered that the converting of bagasse to paper required substantial quantities of 
caustic soda, which were unavailable in Peru. Consequently an additional.plant 
was established to manufacture caustic soda from salt mined 40 miles from 
Paramonga on the coast. This additional manufacturing process led to chlorine 
gas as a by-product, and Paramonga entered the chemical business. The Para
monga plantation became as much a manufacturing installation asa sugar 
plantation. All these manufacturing activities associated with the plantation re
mained under Grace's control even after the sugar plantation itself was placed 
under government management. 

The nature of labor organization, like the technology of production, reflects 
industrial influences. In the 1960s sugar plantations were worked exclusively by 
resident wage laborers, and the work force was relatively stable and employed 
year-round. Origina1ly the plantations were worked by Negro slave labor and 
after the abolition of slavery in 1849 by imported Chinese coolies. Since the 
expansion of the sugar industry after World War I, however, the industry had 
come to depend exclusively on migrants from the Indian sierra. Originally these 
laborers were recruited by labor contractors who entrapped sierran peasants by 
advances of cash, alcohol, or cocaine and then turned them over to the plantation 
owners in a condition of virtual debt servitude. This system, called enganche, is 
now formally illegal, but it had been abandoned on most large plantations largely 
for economic reasons. The increasing scarcity of land in the sierra has prompted 
a substantial voluntary migration, and while peasants frequently returned to the 
sierra during festivals or to harvest their fields, the declining opportunities in the 

17 Burgess and Harbison, Casa Grace, p. 4. 
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sierra and the availability of wage labor on the coast have created a large 
permanent labor supply in the coastal oases. While many of the coastal planta_ 
tions maintained recruiting offices in the sierra or even purchased sierran 
haciendas in order to provide a stable labor supply, Solomon MilIer18 reports 
that by 1958 most of these offices had been closed and the plantations relied 
entirely on resident rather than even partially migratory labor. Actually the 
advances of mechanization and the natural increase of the resident popUlation 
meant that by the 1960s most of the plantations had a distinct labor surplus, 
which began creating significant social problems in the oases. 

Since the plantations are located in isolated deserts far from any towns 
virtually all economic and social services are provided by the plantatio~ 
administration. The plantations are in fact residential communities of several 
thousand persons including workers and their dependents. In 1970 Cas a Grande 
and its annexes had a resident population of 32,000 and an economically active 
population of 4,500. Paramonga had a resident population of 20,000 and an 
economically active population of 2,000.19 Richard Patch, who visited Para
monga in 1959,20 divided the resident popUlation into four main groups: (1) 
the management living in a separate district in free-standing houses called 
chalets, (2) white-collar employees with professional and technical skills who 
lived in hacienda-built brick houses, (3) foremen and skilled workers who lived 
in traditional plan tation adobe houses, and (4) unskilled laborers living in the 
rear blocks of adobe housing or in mat and stick shacks. Since unskilled laborers 
made up 80 percent of the work force, the living conditions for most of the 
workers were squalid. Patch pointed out that within the unskilled workers' living 
quarters assignments were made by an authoritarian major domo who insisted 
on being called "Capitan" and assigned housing on the basis of the assimilation 
of the worker. Recently arrived migrants from the sierra received the shacks on 
the hillside, while long-term acculturated workers were assigned the better adobe 
houses. The neat prosperous appearance of the workers' quarters from the roads 
running through the hacienda is deceptive because of the blocks of inferior 
housing behind them. 

The plantations also provided clothing, food, electricity, medical care, and 
welfare funds. They also ran a variety of community services with greater or 
lesser enthusiasm. At Paramonga, Grace maintained parks, recreational facili
ties, including the local movie theater, Cine Paramonga, athletic fields, kinder~ 
gartens, a day nursery, and even paid for the local Catholic church. The 'planta
tion also supported a resident detachment of the guardia civil to maintain order 
in the community. Since virtually all land was used for cane, workers were not 
provided with subsistence plots and were completely dependent on plantation 

16 Solomon Miller, "The Hacienda and the Plantation in Northern Peru" 
(Ph.D. dissertation. Columbia University. 1964), p. llS. 

19 Peru, Lati/undio, pp. 37 and 42. 
20 Richard Patch, "The Role of a Coastal Hacienda in the Hi5paniz~tion of 

Andean Indians," American University Field Staff Reports, West Coast of 
South America Series, 6 (March 1959),5-7. 
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ages and fringe benefits. Although the benefits were of some value to the 
:orkers, they were sometimes capriciously administered. Indebtedness, to the 
company store wa~ common, and work~rs were frequently discharged before 
they had attained rIghts to benefits, or their work records were doctored to show 
that they' had worked "extra" hours which did not count toward benefits. 
Although wages averaged only 40 cents a day for field workers at Paramonga 
when Patch visited it, the sugar workers represented something of a labor aristo
cracy in Peru and earned more than twice as much as workers on coastal cotton 
estates. 

The maintenance of community services became increasingly burdensome 
to the plantations as the resident popUlations increased and worker organizations 
demanded the services as rights rather than gifts. Shortly before the 1969 
nationalizations community services had been reduced on some coastal planta
tions. 

The economic interests of both labor and management on the plantation 
l~ad directly to an organized labor movement as the dominant form of action by 
rural workers. In the early 1950s the sugar plantations practiced a kind of 
industrial paternalism and were intensely suspicious of union organizers. Thomas 
Ford,21 who visited the Grace installations at Cartavio and Paramonga and the 
Casa Grande plantation, reported that administrators were hostile to unions and 
claimed that generous plantation benefits made them unnecessary. Ford himself 
was probed about his political views, apparently under the suspicion that he was 
a. union organizer. Publicly the plantation management seemed to adopt the 
position that labor unions were an unpleasant but unavoidable by-product of 
industrialization.22 While the plan'tation owners were scarcely any happier than 
any other industrialists at the prospects of unionization, there are a number of 
characteristics of the sugar installations that suggest that they have little to fear 
and some possible gains from rural labor organization. 

Consider the management position: 
1. Grace and Gildemeister are diversified enterprises, and agriculture does 

not represent their total livelihood. In fact, given the small importance of cane 
growing to their total profits, the loss of cane lands or even government 
nationalization or workers' control is not the total tragedy that it is for a small 
estate owner. 

2. Their capital assets, particularly Grace's control of transport facilities, 
make them relatively invulnerable to political action by either governments or 
organized groups of agrarian workers. Whoever grows the cane in Peru will 
likely require technical assistance in processing it or, at minimum, must ship it 
on Grace Lines. It is possible that a radical regime,could begin by nationalizing 
industrial enterprise, and this course has been followed in Chile. It does not seem 

21 Thomas Ford. Man and Land in Peru (Gainesville: University of Florida 
Press, 1955), pp. 58-59. 

22 See the discussion of manpower problems in Burgess and Harbison, Casa 
Grace. chap. 4, for one expression of the management position. 
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as likely a course as the distribution of land to peasants which is favored even 
by moderate regimes. Initially the Peruvian revolutionary regime nationaliied 
only land, not industrial installations in Peru, although eventually foreign indus_ 
tries were affected. 

3. No radical labor organization is likely to demand that the plantations 
be split up into subsistence plots. This would be impractical given the economies 
of scale in sugar production, and the coastal oases would not support their 
current resident populations if they were entirely given over to subsistence farm~ 
ing. In any case land distribution is not a significant demand of resident wage 
laborers. In fact the Peruvian land reform program operates the plantations as 
units, and while they were eventually turned over to workers' cooperatives, the 
immediate effect of the reforms was simply to substitute government employees 
for company managers. 

4. Substantial capital substitution is possible. The large plantations Con" 
tinually work to increase efficiency through new plantings, insecticides, fertilizers, 
and machines. Since 1960 much cane harvesting is being done by machine and 
the labor force has been declining. Patch23 found 4,600 laborers at Paramonga in 
1959, while there were only 2,000 employed in 1970. This reduction in labor 
force has of course been an indirect consequence of demands for higher wages 
on the part of unions. But it represents an important strategy for the plantations 
to deal with increasing union demands. Capital substitution is also possible by 
shifting the primary emphasis of the plantation from its sugar growing to sub-. 
sidiary manufacturing activities, as was the case at Paramonga. 

5. The greater the degree of mechanization of agriculture, the more the 
plantation management requires a disciplined, reliable, stable labor force. While 
the enganchador with his advances of alcohol and cocaine may have provided 
men, his recruits could hardly be expected to be reliable or even sober. In fact 
the plantations would probably benefit from business unionism which controlled 
and disciplined errant workers and, most important, prevented them from returnc 

ing to the sierra for fiestas and harvests. The substantial demands of the mills for 
regular supplies of cane require the regular and predictable performance of 
trained workers. While cane cutting is not skilled labor, it does require some 
training. Untrained workers continuaIly cut too high on the stalk, significantly 
reducing the sugar content of the cane. 

6. The more the plantation owner can reduce the labor force by mechaniza
tion, the fewer benefits he pays. A small efficient group of workers is much more 
valuable than a large unskilled group of part-time migrants, especially if expenses 
of the workers' dependents must be provided for. 

7. The plantation managers are unlikely to feel that their livelihoods are 
threatened by wage increases or even by nationalization. In fact managers of the 
nationalized plantations simply walked out of their offices without a fight and 
permitted the owners to pursue the matter with the government. 

23 Patch. "Coastal Hacienda," p. S. 
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8. The increasing mechanization of production provides the management 
with a valuable tool to control workers. In fact Grace avoided unionization for 
several years by giving across-the-board wage increases. Needless to say this 
strategy did not work in the long run, but it indicates that last-ditch resistance 
to union demands may not always be necessary. 

9. The expansion of the sugar plantation has also eliminated the last 
possible source of conflict with the agricultural working class by eliminating 
most of the small holders and indigenous communities that might attempt to 
reclaim lands taken from them by the plantations. They might weIl have some 
legal rights to these lands, but they do not exist as an effective social or even 
demographic factor in areas of large sugar estates. The industrialization of sugar 
production both created a rural proletariat and liquidated the peasant class of 
the coastal oases. 

While none of these economic and political factors mean that plantation 
riJanagement is likely to favor unionization or even tolerate it without active 
resistance, they do indicate that plantation managers have alternatives open to 
them which are closed to the owners of subsistence or commercial haciendas. 
When the economic position of landowners is weak, they must rely almost 
exclusively on physical coercion and the disfranchisement of workers to protect 
their interests. When the economic position of management is as strong as it is 
in Peruvian sugar plantations, indirect economic control can be substituted for 
direct coercion. 

If management can tolerate political and economic organization on the 
part of workers, then the workers in turn have less need to attempt revolutionary 
political change to defend their interests. In fact the workers in Peruvian sugar 
have seldom shown any interest in nationalization, land reform, or other mea
sures which would threaten landed property and have concentrated on demands 
for improvements in wages and working conditions. There are a number of 
characteristics of the social organization of sugar plantations which encourage 
this orientation to limited economic goals and union organization. 

1. Upward mobility through means other than collective action is not a 
practical possibility. Since most agricultural workers are unskilled cane cutters 
and only a small percentage work in factories or refineries, there is little possi
bility for upward mobility within the hierarchy of the plantation. In addition the 
physical isolation and controlled economy of the sugar oasis preclude any 
occupational groupings outside the plantation hierarchy and therefore eliminate 
traditional routes to upward mobility through the status of small businessman or 
shopkeeper. The immediate effect of the expansion of the plantations in the 
twentieth century was to eliminate the embryonic middle class in most sugar 
areas. With both internal and external opportunities for individual mobility 
structurally eliminated, the worker has little choice but to undertake collective 
action if he wants to improve his economic position. 

2. Ties to the land, particularly the association with land ownership in the 
sierra, ~re increasingly tenuous on most plantations. When migratory labor was 
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common, the worker viewed himself as a sojourner and hoped to earn enough 
money in a relatively short period of time to obtain or expand landholdings in 
the sierra. Migratory workers with close ties to sierran peasant communities have 
traditionally been used as strikebreakers. Their pronounced interest in individual 
land ownership exerts potent divisive influence on worker solidarity on the sugar 
plantations. With the increasing dependence of the plantations on resident wage 
labor, however, this source of division has largely been eliminated and workers 
are completely oriented toward the wage market and have little interest in 
subsistence plots. 

3. The residential community of the hacienda is dominated by the sugar 
workers, and consequently off-the-job social relationships become an important 
source of influence over workers unwilling to join a union. The worker who 
resists a union strike call loses not only the friendship of his immediate circle of 
work associates but also the support of the welfare and personal assistance net-, 
work of the plantation residential community. These personal relationships may 
be an important source of social insurance for workers, and the community is 
able to exert considerable coercive control over the behavior of its members. 
It is in fact not uncommon for unions to establish disciplinary units to fight 
strikebreakers and enforce solidarity. Union control over worker solidarity is 
also enhanced by the ethnic stratification of the hacienda, since the management 
is for the most part upper-class mestizo while the field workers maintain at least 
a partly Indian cultural identity. Betrayal of the union is thus betrayal of the 
Indian working class to the mestizo overlords. 

4. The continuous harvest provides the workers with a means to apply 
gradual economic pressure to the plantation owners without threatening them 
with economic disaster. While a strike during a relatively short harvest may 
appear to be a potent economic weapon, its very destructiveness and its relatively 
short duration encourage landowners to take drastic and often violent measures 
to stop such strikes at all costs. Sincc a work stoppage does not mean the total 
loss of the sugar crop, strikes can be carried out during negotiations with losses 
to management gradually mounting as the strike continues. 

5. The relative affluence of the sugar economy means that workers can 
afford a dues check-off system to support fuJl- and part-time union workers; 
This in turn provides an important source of occupational mobility for the most 
articulate and intelligent workers and provides individual incentive for them 
to begin organizing efforts. 

6. The sensitivity of foreign capital to political influence gives the workers 
an important additional weapon. Strikes or demonstrations in Peruvian sugar ate 
usually the subject of close government scrutiny because of the immense 
economic importance of the industry, and the potential for nationalization tends 
to moderate the actions of foreign corporations toward worker organization. 

THE COMMERCIAL HACIENDA The economic interests of both workers 
and managers suggest a strong labor movement in the coastal sugar areas. The 
interests of both classes in the coastal cotton areas, on the other hand, are almost 
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th~ reverse of those in the sugar areas. The agricultural organization of cotton 
roduction is much less fully rationalized, and many cotton estates retain 

rharacteristics of traditional subsistence haciendas. These differences in class 
interests and agricultural organization reflect differences in both the production 
parameters of cotton and sugar and the coastal environments in which the two 
crops are produced. In general cotton is produced in areas in which sugar cannot 
compete effectively because ·of a lack of sunlight, irrigation water, or both. Sugar 
cane requires several times as much water as cotton, and the sugar content is 
significantly reduced by limited sunlight. Most cotton production is concentrated 
in thrce areas, the province of Piura in thc Piura departmcnt, the provinces of 
Chan cay, Lima, and Canete in Lima, and the provinces of lea, Chincha, Nazca, 
and Pisco in lea (sec distribution in Map 3.2).24 As was the case in sugar 
production, cultivation is limited to irrigated river valleys and the highest yields 
are attained in the Piura valley in Piura province, the Rimae valley in Lima, and 
the Canete valley in Canete. These arc the areas in which the most fully rational
ized and most efficient producers are to be found. Further south in lea where 
water is scarcer, yields arc generally lower and production is less efficient. Two 
principal cotton varieties are grown: Peruvian Tanguis, or extralong-staple 
cotton, a perennial, and Peruvian Pima or Karnak, or ordinary long-staple 
cotton, an annual. The extralong-staple varieties are grown in Piura, while the 
ordinary long-staple is grown in Lima and lea. The perennial long-staple is 
generally planted every two or three years, and after harvesting the cotton stalks 
are cut 2 or 3 inches from the ground in a process called ratooning. While 
the perennial nature of Tanguis cotton suggests that centralized production might 
have distinct economic advantages, in fact ratooning causes significant losses due 
to· insect infestation and has generally fallen into disuse on estates. Tanguis, like 
Pima and Karnak, can be considered an annual crop for purposes of under
standing agricultural organization. The harvest period for both varieties is 
typical of cotton generally and runs about four months in the north and five 
months in the central region. Most of the crop in both areas is harvested in a 
concentrated period of about two months, creating a substantial seasonal demand 
for labor. While the bulk of labor on the estates is provided by resident wage 
laborers, an almost equal amount is provided for by seasonal day laborers from 
the sierra. The day laborers in fact substantially outnumber the permanent 
workers, but since they work only during the harvest, more than half of the 
total number of man-hours required annually are contributed by the resident 
laborers. Thus the Peruvian cotton system has been classified as a commercial 
hacienda. While some phases of cultivation have been mechanized, harvesting 
and planting are still carried out by hand. In most estates power-driven pumps 
for irrigation and the scientific use of fertilizers and insecticides are essential for 
efficient production. Most estates have tractors and in the most modern areas, 
such as the San Lorenzo oasis in the north, aircraft are used for crop dusting. 

24 Cotton production by province in Map 3.2 was calculated from data pre
sented in Peru, Camara Algodonera del Peru. Memoria Anual (Lima: Repub
lica del Peru), app. 10. 
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Nevertheless the concentrated nature of the harvest means that it is not possible 
to make efficient use of processing machinery on a year-round basis, and only 
the very largest estates own their own cotton gins. Eugene Hammel, who worked 
in the lea valley in 1957,25 reported that there were a total of seven gins, only 
two of which were located in rural areas, and only one of these was on an estate. 
Most processing was carrie~ out in two large urban mills. The seasonal demand 
for labor and the absence of processing machinery on the estates means that 
there are few economic advantages in centralization, and consequently the aver
age estate size is considerably smaller in cotton than in sugar. In the Chancay 
valley Jose Matos Mar found that estate sizes ranged from 300 to a maximum 
of 1,900 hectares,26 and similar magnitudes are reported by Claude Delavaud in 
the Piura valley in the north.2? Casa Grande by contrast controlled over 100,000 
hectares, and Paramonga controlled 18,000.28 There is in fact little economic 
justification for even the current degree of centralization, and small hold~rs 
would be effective competitors in cotton if they were able to obtain sufficient 
land and credit. Economic considerations do, however, lead to considerable 
centralization in the processing and marketing of the cotton crop. There were a 
total of 54 cotton gins ill Peru in 1969, and 14 of these were controlled by just 
two companies, both foreign owned. Together these companies produced 35 
percent of Peruvian ginned cotton.29 There is a similar degree of concentration 
in the export of the cotton crop, and in 1960 two export houses controlled almost 
half of all exports.30 One of these was the American-controlled Anderson Clayton 
company, which also has substantial cotton interests elsewhere in Latin America, 
notably in Brazil. While processing and exports are controlled by corporate 
interests, neither the capital investment nor the degree of foreign control is as 
great as it is in sugar. The cotton estates themselves are frequently owned by 
families or family-run corporations, and almost all of them are controlled by 
Peruvian nationals. The absence of substantial economies of scale and the more 
limited capital requirements have made it possible for members of the Peruvian 
landed aristocracy to convert their estates to commercial cotton production 
without becoming dependent on foreign capita\. 

The smaller size, lower capital requirements, and lesser degree of indus, 
trialization in cotton have led to a land use pattern in the cotton oases different 
from that in the sugar areas. The sugar estates expanded to encompass most of 
the arable land in their oases, consolidating smaller haciendas into gigantic 
holdings and destroying most of the original small holders and indigenous com-

25 E. A. Hammel, Power in lea (Boston: Little, Brown, 1969), p. 39. 
26 Jose Matos Mar, "Las Haciendas en el Valle de Chancay," in Les Prob, 

lemes Agraires des Ameriques Latines (Paris: Centre National de la 
Recherche Scientifique, 1967), p. 343. . 

27 Claude Collin Delavaud, Les Regions Cotieres du Perou Septentrional (Lima: 
Institut Francais d'Etudes Andines, 1968), p. 426. 

28 Peru, Lati/undio, pp. 37· and 42. 
29 Julio Cotler and Felipe Portocarrero, "Peru: Peasant Organizations," in 

Henry A. Landsberger (ed.), Latin American Peasalll Movements (Ithaca, 
N.Y.: Cornell University Press, 1969), pp. 297-322. 

30 Peru, Memoria Ani/ai, app. 9. 
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unities. The owners of traditional coastal haciendas expanded their cotton 
~reage by putting unused waste land and swamps into cultivation and left many 
~f the original small holdings intact. While the cotton estates dominate the arable 
land of the valleys almost to the same extent as the sugar plantations, much of 
this concentration of ownership reflects the traditional latifundia-minifundia 
complex of the coastal subsistence economy. In Chancay valley 54 percent of 
the cultivated area is devoted to cotton, 29 percent to citrus fruits, and 17 per
cent to foodstuffs. Some 77 percent of the cultivated land in the valley is the 
property of 18 cotton estates. In the upper part of the valley, however, live some 
32,000 people belonging to 27 indigenous communities.31 In addition, Faron32 

reports that in the lower Chancay valley there were a number of different types 
of small peasant landholders including comuneros, sharecroppers, independent 
freeholders, and settlers in a government-supported farm colony. In Piura large 
cotton estates control most of the land area, but the population of the indigenous 
community of San Juan de Catacaos makes this one of the most densely 
populated areas on the north coast. 33 In lea there are substantial pockets of 
small holding peasants as well as a few communal landholders in cotton areas.34 
While irrigation water is a constant source of contention between the cotton 
estates and the small holders and comuneros, the cotton estate owners have not 
used their political and economic power to cut off the flow of water to small 
holders as was frequently done in sugar areas. This of course hardly reflects 
their greater benevolence, but rather the economic limitations of estate size in 
cotton areas. The owner of a cotton hacienda can usually obtain enough land to 
run a profitable estate without dispossessing the surrounding small holders, who 

. in any case controlled marginal land which would be expensive to irrigate: The 
class structure of the typical cotton valley is considerably more complex than a 
typical sugar oasis and includes small holders and comuneros as well as resident 
and migratory wage laborers. 

While commercial cotton cultivation did not lead to the expropriation of 
small landholders, the dependent serfs of the haciendas did not fare as weIr. 
Originally most coastal estates were worked in a traditional form of share
cropping called yanaconaje. With the advent of cotton production in the nine
teenth century this form of tenancy was adapted to cash crop production and a 
system of centralized. sharecropping developed. Tenants had customary rights of 
tenure but lacked written contracts and were forced to provide free labor to the 
estate owner as well as pay half of their crop as rent. The liberal Bustamante 
regime in 1947 passed a law attempting to regulate the rights of tenants, provide 
written contracts, and limit the share rent. The effect of this measure is a good 
illustration of what might be called Ford's law of Peruvian land tenure. Thomas 
Ford pointed out that the law's effects were exactly the opposite of its nominal 

31 Matos Mar, "Chancay," pp. 319-320. 
32 Louis C. Faron, ''The Formation of Two Indigenous Communities in 

Coastal Peru," Americall Allthropologist, 62 (June 1960), 437-453. 
33 Delavaud, Regions Cotieres, p. 433. 
34 Hammel, lea, pp. 12-13. 
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intent and suggested that the surest way to perpetuate a practice by landowners 
in Peru was to pass a law forbidding it.35 The precarious tenure and exorbitant 
rents under traditional sharecropping arrangements made the system economic_ 
ally attractive to the landowners. When they found their normal exploitative 
methods restricted by the new regulations, they set about ridding themselves of 
the restrictions by ridding themselves of the sharecroppers. In most cotton areas 
at present sharecropping has been almost entirely replaced by wage labor, and 
only a few favored tenants remain on the land. While the new system of wage 
labor required greater cash expenditures, the owners had little difficulty ill 
financing it out of rising cotton revenues. In fact the 1947 law was the final 
blow to sharecroppers, who had been gradually replaced by wage laborers since 
the 1930s. The expiration of the sharecroppers led to an increased number of 
landless peasants living in rural slums or concentrated in the cotton valley towns. 
Delavaud reports that in the lower Piura valley, for example, 78 percent of all 
families had no land at all and only 17 percent had more than 2 hectares. The 
pressure on available land of course increased with the natural increase of 
population and in most of the cotton valleys generated conflicts between the 
cotton estates and the rural lower class. 

The typical cotton estate at present includes a professional administrator, a 
supervisory staff, a semiskilled group of mechanics and irrigators, a larger group 
of permanent workers, and a much larger group of migratory workers. In Piura 
Delavaud found that on eight medium to small cotton estates there were a total 
of 100 mechanics and irrigators and 178 other permanent workers employed 
year-round, 386 weeders employed for five months, and 1,010 harvest pickers 
employed for two months.36 Matos Mar reported that on the 17 large estates he 
studied in Chancay there were a total of 2,086 permanent workers, presumably 
including both semiskilled and unskilled workers, and 3,500 seasonal workers.37 

Most estates employ professional administrators, although many owners continue 
to live at least part of the time on their estates and some play an active role in 
management. Relations between estate owner and worker are paternalistic, and 
the patron may attend the festivals and weddings of his employees, advance 
them small sums of money, and share medical and burial expenses. Fictive 
coparenthood (compadrazgo) is still practiced in the cotton areas, although it 
has almost vanished in the sugar areas, and the estate owner may become the 
godparent or sponsor (padrino) of the children of especially favored workers. 
The permanent workers are the principal beneficiaries of the patron's favor, 
and the migratory sierran Indians are usually assigned the worst jobs and 
treated with little consideration. While labor contractors and the enganche 
system have declined in importance, migrants continue to constitute an essential 
source of labor for the cotton estates even though they are no longer an impor
tant factor on sugar plantations. 

35 Ford, Man and Land, p. 84. 
38 Delavaud, Regions Co/jeres, p. 278. 
37 Matos Mar, "Chancay," p. 320. 
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The ownership of a cotton estate is closely tied to upper-class life styles .and 
the traditional position of the landed aristocracy in the rural social structure. In 
lca Hammel provides two contrasting profiles of cotton estate owners which 
serve to define the range of upper-class behavior.38 The first and more established 
landowner was a descendant of the Hispanicized coastal aristocracy and 
managed an estate that had been held in his family since the early 1800s. He 
maintained a luxurious manor house and a staff of servants and spent part of 
the year in Lima, where he belonged to the exclusive Club NacionaI. Educated 
in the United States, he tended to model himself after the image of a British 
country squire. His attitude toward his workers was kindly, almost apologetic, 
and he invariably phrased his orders as requests for favors. The second owner 
also maintained an affluent life style but was less clearly a part of the coastal 
gentry. His attitude toward his workers was harsh, even brutal, and the workers 
were privately contemptuous of his behavior. His father had once whipped a 
worker into town for misdirecting irrigation water. The cotton estates of both 
these men support a standard of living which would require an annual income of 
$30,000 to $50,000 in the United States, and clearly cotton cultivation was as 
much a social status as a business enterprise for both of them. Nevertheless both 
estate owners are rational businessmen who are constantly attempting to lower 
costs and increase production on their estates. Both men would probably like to 
mechanize their operations and reduce their work force, but the difficulties of 
mechanizing cotton picking and their limited capital resources mean that such 
mechanization would probably require substantial financial support from outside 
sources. The less successful of the two owners had in fact already contracted a 
substantial debt with one of the cotton mills and, although he had paid it off, 
was unable to obtain additional credit for necessary improvements. 

The limited mechanization and capital resources of most cotton estates and 
the greater importance of land ownership as a source of income make the 
attitudes toward labor organization of the cotton estate owners considerably 
different from those of the owners and administrators of sugar estates. The 
cotton estates are not diversified enterprises, and agriculture represents their 
only profit-making activity. Estate owners must therefore use their political and 
economic influence to maintain control over their land and to insure adequate 
supplies of irrigation water. They cannot respond to protests by either agricul
tural workers or subsistence peasants by expanding the industrial aspects of 
cotton production, for these activities are entirely under the control of the great 
cotton-exporting companies. Even if cotton picking could be mechanized and 
large estates became economical, it is unlikely that the current Peruvian owners 
would be the beneficiaries of such changes. Instead, given the limited capital 
resources of the Peruvian economy, it would be likely that foreign capital would 
gain an increasing amount of direct control over cotton estates. In fact extensive 
mechanization could lead to developments similar to those on the coastal sugar 

38 Hammel, lea, pp. 65-77. 
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plantations, where Peruvian nationals were forced to sell to competing foreign 
firms with more adequate financing. The absence of any notable economies of 
scale in their present operations means that cotton estates could be split up by a 
revolutionary regime without necessarily disrupting cotton production. The large 
corporations which control processing and export could as easily deal with small 
holders and in fact might be able to negotiate more favorable terms than they 
can with the politically influential estate owners. While any land reform which 
distributes land to the peasant would lead to an immediate drop in cotton pro-. 
duction because of the conversion of cotton lands to subsistence plots, it would 
be technically possible to split up estates into efficient producing units if adequate 
capital and marketing facilities were provided by the government. The com
manding economic position of Grace or Gildemeister, based on its control of 
processing and export, rests with the cotton-exporting firms, not with the cotton 
estate owners. Furthermore, in the cotton valleys there are substantial numbers 
of peasants and agricultural laborers who retain an interest in obtaining land 
and could in fact put the cotton estate lands to their own uses. The interests of 
the sugar plantation proletariat, on the other hand, are likely to be focused 
almost entirely on wages. The cotton estate owners are therefore vulnerable to 
agrarian movements because they have no technological substitutes for economic 
power which passes to workers or peasants. The Iin,ited prospects for further 
mechanization of cotton production also mean that movements of agricultural 
workers cannot be controlled by raising wages to defuse discontent. Wage gains 
cannot be offset by gains in worker productivity, and therefore wage increases 
are likely to be seen as a sacrifice of the owners' standard of living to the 
workers. 

The estate owners also gain little from a trained and disciplined labor force, 
and therefore would profit little from unionized labor. In fact their extensive use 
of migratory labor makes them dependent on an unskilled, compliant labor 
force and provides them with a weapon to use against their resident workers. 
The relatively short cotton harvest will continue to require large amounts of 
labor for a few months each year, and any gains that might accrue from a more 
disciplined labor force would be more than offset by the costs of paying a wage 
that would support workers in the off season. At present the sierran peasants 
subsidize the estate by supporting themselves in subsistence agriculture for most 
of the year. The migrants also provide the estate owners with a ready tool either 
for breaking labor movements or for heading off their demands. Sierran migrants 
are frequently given the jobs that the permanent workers refuse, and such 
agreements are sometimes the subject of explicit negotiation between owner and 
worker. This split in the labor force allows the estate owners to play the two 
groups off against one another and avoid unionization. 

The cotton workers. both permanent and temporary actually have few 
resources to bring to bear on estate owners during negotiations. The migratory 
workers always have the option of returning to the sierra if conditions are too 
bad on the coast. The permanent workers can demand that the more unattractive 
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'obs be transferred to the migrants. Furthermore there is usually a division of 
~nterests between the permanent wage laborers and the remaining sharecroppers, 
~e former concerned with wages, the latter with land ownership. The unity of 
interest in wages and working conditions found in the sugar plantation proletariat 
is completely absent on the cotton estates. In addition, collective action is not 
the only route to upward mobility for individuals. There is usually a considerable 
group of craftsmen, petty traders, and shopkeepers in most of the cotton valleys, 
and these occupations represent an alternative to wage labor. HammeP9 notes 
that in lea many sierra migrants set up fruit stands in the towns and hope to 
move out of agricultural labor, and Delavaud40 reports that' the town of Piura 
was an important center of cottage hat manufacture. While the cotton estates 
themselves are a tightly knit society, it is a society ruled by an estate owner, who 
can use the differential distribution of his favor to control and discipline his 
laborers. The laborers themselves therefore cannot depend on the community of 
workers for social and economic support as they can in sugar areas. They may 
in fact have important ties to social groups outside the estate community, and 
these groups can provide assistance in emergencies. 

The workers have few tactical and organizational resources useful in 
collective bargaining. In fact the resident workers who would seem the most 
likely to unionize actually have the least power to inflict economic damage. A 
strike by the harvest workers is not a realistic possibility, since additional 
workers can easily be recruited in almost indefinite numbers from the sierra. A 
strike at any other point of the production cycle can be easily waited out with 
relatively little cost. The continuous harvest of the sugar estate provides the 
workers with a mechanism for gradually increasing costs to the owners, but iii the 
cotton estate most year-round work can be deferred without substantial produc
tion losses. In addition, the smaller size of the cotton estate work force makes 
coordination of strike activity considerably more difficult than on the gigantic 
s~gar plantations. The weakness of the workers and the relatively limited 
resources of the estate owners keep wages low, and the low level of wages makes 
it difficult to provide dues check-off systems for workers and hence to support 
union organizers or provide careers in unions for ambitious workers. The more 
highly paid mechanics and irrigators do provide the nucleus for union organiza
tion, and despite the obstacles to collective action on cotton estates much 
unionization has taken place. The unions are, however, weaker and less prone 
to strike than those in sugar areas. 

While ·the cotton estate owners may face a weaker resident work force than 
do the sugar plantation owners, there is another potential source of movements 
of social protest among the rural lower class in the·cotton valleys. Peasant small 
holders, the members of indigenous communities, and the few remaining share
croppers all function under the political and social domination of the estate 
owners, and all are faced with the general scarcity of land and water in the 

3D Ibid., p. 104. 
40 Delavaud, Regions Cotieres, p. 435. 
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cotton valleys. Many of the displaced sharecroppers have at least a moralclairn 
to the lands of the estate owners, and many of the indigenous communities are 
involved in land disputes with the haciendas which predate the cotton economy; 
Small holders or comuneros who have insufficient land to support themselves 
may be compelled to work as day laborers on the cotton and in many respects 
resemble the usufructuaries of sierran estates. In fact Faron reports that in 
Chancay landlords assisted two indigenous communities in obtaining legal 
recognition in order to insure themselves an adequate supply of labor.41 The 
cotton valleys are of course areas of high market penetration, and both· the 
international cotton market and national and local produce markets exert an 
important influence on the nonestate peasantry. Even the indigenous Indian 
communities on the coast are more like commercial cooperatives or modem 
towns than they are like traditional Indian villages, and most of them have 
discarded Indian behavior patterns and have been fully assimilated into the 
Hispanic coastal culture. The owners of the cotton estates therefore face a 
group of nearly landless peasants who are closely tied to market agriculture and 
who resemble dependent serfs rather than commercial small holders. These 
conditions are of course precisely those which should be most likely to lead to an 
agrarian movement. While on the sugar estates a labor movement is the most 
likely response of workers and an agrarian movement is highly unlikely, the 
reverse should be the case on the cotton estates. These predictions are of course 
consistent with the general pattern of results for the world analysis of agricultural 
export sectors. The predictions can easily be tested in the event data from 
Peruvian press sources. 

COAST AL EVENTS A total of 166 events were coded from Lima press 
sources in the El Comercio archives for the 29 coastal provinces in the period 
from 1955 to 1970. Thc spatial distribution of both labor and agrarian events 
for all Peruvian provinces, including the coastal sugar and cotton areas, is shown 
in Map 3.3. Labor events outnumber agrarian events by two to one in the 
coastal provinces (115 labor and 51 agrarian). Of the agrarian events, 33 were 
the actions of comuneros, seven of campesinos, and the rest either could not be 
classified as to occupation or involved participants from several occupation 
groups. The correlation between the number of events of each type and the total 
production of sugar and cotton for coastal provinces is presented in Table 3.3 
and can be roughly estimated by comparing the event distributions in Map 3.3. 
with crop distributions in Map 3.2. It is clear that the pattern of correlation 
conforms to the results which would have been expected given the nature of 
agricultural organization in cotton and sugar. Labor events are strongly corre
lated with sugar production (r = .81) and weekly correlated with cotton pro
duction (r = .17). The pattern of correlations for agrarian events is just the 
reverse. The total number of agrarian events is correlated .64 with cotton pro-

41 Faron, "Two Indigenous Communities," p. 440. 
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TABLE 3.3 Intercorrelations olLabor and Agrarian Events with Cotton 
and Sugar Production lor Coastal Provinces 

VARIABLE (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

bcollilmero agrari~n events .48 .94 .22 .04 .61 
2. Campiw'f1o agranan events .63 .13 -.11 .:50 
1, Total agrarian events .24 .01 .64 
4. Labor events .81 .17 

5. Sugar -.11 
6. Cotton 

duction but is not correlated at all with sugar production (r = .01). It is clear 
that the two effects are independent of one another, since there is no significant 
correlation between cotton and sugar production (r = -.11). The strength of 
the correlation indicates not only that strikes tend to occur in sugar valleys and 
land invasions in cotton areas but also that the number of strikes and invasions 
is roughly proportional to the amount of cotton or sugar produced in each 
province. These correlations, particularly the association between sugar and 
strikes, correspond to results reported by Cotler and Portocarrero, who analyzed 
strikes reported by the Peruvian Ministry of Labor. They found that the ratio of 
unions reporting strikes to those not reporting strikes was 1.17 for sugar, 
.29 for cotton, and .18 for other crops.42 In the cotton areas both comunero 
and campesino agrarian events tend to occur, and the correlation between the 
number of events involving each of the two groups and total cotton production 
is approximately the same (r = .61 for comunero events and r = .50 for cam
pesino events). The two types of events frequently occur in the same area as the 
.48 correlation between comunero and campesino events indicates. I.n fact a 
number of agrarian events which were not classified in either of these two 
categories actually involved joint actions by comuneros and campesinos. 

The labor events in the sugar areas are large strikes with several thousand 
participants and affect almost all the largest plantations. Several major strikes 
were reported at both Casa Grande and Paramonga and at a number of large 
plantations in the principal sugar areas including Carta via and Laredo in the 
Chicama valley, San Jacinto in the Nepefia valley, and Cayaltf, Pomalca, 
Patapo, and Pucala in the Lambayeque and Zan a valleys. Most of the strikes 
were peaceful, although in several cases strikers were fired on by police and in 
one case, at Casa Grande,43 a battalion of infantry was dispatched from Lima to 
aid local police and a cavalry detachment already on the scene. Many of the 
strikes involved the residential community of the plantation as well as the agri
cultural workers. At Cayaltf44 wives destroyed the company store during a strike, 
and at Casa Grande45 800 wives and children of strikers demonstrated against 

42 Cotler and Portocarrero, "Peru," p. 301. 
43 La Prensa, Sept. 9, 1959; EI Comercio, Sept. 9 and 10, 1959; La Cronicu, 

Sept. 9, 1959. 
44 El Comercio, Apr. 25, 1958. 
45 La Prensa, Aug. 20, 1958. 
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strikebreakers. Cane fields were burned in at least two of the strikes, but other 
than attacks on company stores there was little damage to permanent facilities. 
No attacks on industrial machinery or sabotage of field equipment were reported, 
although the troops sent to Casa Grande were supposedly sent to prevent the 
workers from occupying the sugar refinery. There was considerable coordination 
Of the strikes by the Sugar ~orkers' Federation of Peru (FT AP), and in several 
instances the entire work force in the sugar industry went out on strike. Sympathy 
strikes by workers at plantations in the same valley or in annexes of a struck 
plantation were also common. The sugar workers were also involved in two 
national general strikes called by the Federation of Peruvian Workers (CTP), 
One of which protested military intervention in the 1962 presidential elections.48 

The sugar workers' federation and the national workers' federation are both 
closely tied to the APRA party, and the workers have long been the basic 
source of APR A strength in the north. The military intervened to prevent APR A 
from taking power, and the strike represented political retaliation by the 
workers. The vast majority of strikes, however, are either concerned with salary 
increases or other job-related matters such as the installation of time clocks or 
the displacement of workers by mechanization. 

Strikes by cotton workers are smaller and less frequent than those involv
ing sugar workers and usually involve a few hundred wor~ers on a single 
hacienda. In Chancay and Canete in the department of Lima, however, cotton 
workers seem to be considerably more militant and provincial federations of 
cotton workers are able to coordinate mass strikes by several thousand workers 
in each valley. The cotton workers' organizations are affiliated with the Rural 
Workers' Federation of Peru (FEN CAP) rather than with an industry-wide 
labor union as is the case in sugar, and newspaper accounts invariably refer to 
cotton workers as campesinos (peasants), while sugar workers are called 
obreros (workers). The militance of the Chancay and Canete cotton workers is 
a result of both the relatively high degree of rationalization of production in 
Canete and the influence of strong urban unions in nearby Lima. Strikes are 
considerably less frequent in both Piura and lea, but one Iquenian strike involved 
the entire department. While strikes are concentrated in the department of Lima, 
land invasions are c·oncentrated in Piura and lea. The Piura invasions involve 
for the most part the actions of the large indigenous community of San Juan de 
Catacaos, which made repeated attempts to invade nearby cotton haciendas. 
The best known of the coastal invasions was carried out by San Juan de 
Catacaos, small subsistence farmers, and other residents of Catacaos district on 
January 14, 1964.47 There were approximately 12,000 people involved in the 
invasion, which was one of the largest carried out anywhere in the country. The 
invaders occupied the cotton lands of at least 20 different haciendas claiming 

48 La Tribuna, July 20, 1962. 
47 For newspaper accounts of this invasion see La Prensa, Jan. 14, IS, 17, 

1964; EI Comercio, Jan. 14, 1964; La Tribuna, Jan. 14, 1964; La Cr6nica, 
Jan. 14, 1964; Expreso, Jan. 17, 1964. 
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legal title dating to colonial times. The invasion itself was carried out with 
almost military precision, and the invaders sealed off the area by cutting bridges 
and telegraph wires. They were reportedly led by local government officials and 
a national deputy as well as the leaders of the community itself. Showing Con. 
siderable political sophistication, the comuneros carefully avoided the lands of 
Juan Languasco de Habich, minister of the interior and police. After the land 
had been seized, the comuneros methodically conducted a cadastral survey and 
divided the land into plots to be assigned to families by community authorities. 
A detachment of 180 assault police was flown in from Lima on three planes, 
but when they attempted to retake the lands, they were met with fierce resistan~e 
by peasants armed with shotguns and slingshots. A detachment of police was 
ambushed by 100 comuneros on the outskirts of the town of Catacaos, and 
attempts to drive off the invaders with tear gas failed. Finally police opeiled 
fire, and at least nine comuneros were wounded. The peasants were finally forced 
off the lands but sent a delegation to Lima to demand action from the new land 
reform administration and made several later and less ambitious attempts to 
retake the land once the police had left. While conflicts between indigenous 
communities and haciendas are endemic in Peru, the situation in Piura was 
exacerbated by the opening of a large new area of irrigated cotton land and the 
subsequent diversion of water from traditional landholders to the new cotton 
estates. 

There were also a number of invasions by indigenous communities in the 
Chancay valley, and in most cases the comuneros were accompanied by residents 
of nearby towns. In general, communities moved down the Chancay vaHey into 
the cotton area to seize lands. In lea invasions were carried out for the most part 
by campesinos and in one instance by sharecroppers, but comuneros were also 
involved. The largest of these invasions involved a mass rally of 2,000 came 
pesinos in lea and an attempt to seize control of six haciendas; but the rally Was 
broken up and the invasion attempt petered out.40 In lea peasants destroyed 
irrigation canals diverting water to cotton estates. 

The strong correlations between sugar and strikes and between cotton and 
land invasions strongly confirm the overwhelming influence of the technological 
organization of, agriculture on the social movements of agricultural workers. The 
industrialization of sugar production clearly provided economic and social con
ditions conducive to labor organization at the same time that it eliminated any 
peasant class in the sugar oases which might have threatened an agrarian move
ment. The expansion of the cotton haciendas produced a weak union movement 
capable of organizing large-scale strikes only when aided by urban workers and 
at the same time increased the popUlation of land-starved peasants who might 
attempt to claim estate lands for their own use. While the rise of the export 
market was the fundamental cause of both movements, the differing production 
parameters of cotton and sugar caused the traditional hacienda complex of the 

48 El Comercio, Aug. 13, 1963. 
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()~st to evolve in two different directions-in the case of sugar toward indus
~rialization, in the case of cotton toward an elaboration of the traditional manor. 
The pattern of both social movements and technological organization reflected 
the ecological division of the coast between cotton and sugar. 

THE SIERRA, HACIENDA AND COMUNIDAD 

The export agriculture of the coast developed in the late nineteenth and 
early twentieth centuries, and consequently both cotton and sugar production 
liie based on modern agricultural technology. The subsistence economy of the 
sierra, on the other hand, is based on land tenure patterns established at the time 
of the conquest and has changed little since the consolidation of the hacienda 
system at the beginning of the republican era. On the coast agricultural produc
tion is divided between the corporate plantation and the commercial hacienda, 
While in the sierra it is divided between the traditional hacienda and the so-called 
comunidad indigena, or indigenous community of highland Indians. Both forms 
of sierran land tenure have been significantly effected by export crop production, 
and the peasant movements of the 1960s are as closely tied to the export 
economy in the sierra as they were on the coast. Both haciendas and indigenous 
communities, however, exist in commercial and precommercial forms, and the 
export economy of the sierra, unlike that of the coast, still employs a .small 
fraction of the total rural population. 

The history of sierran land tenure is based on a one-sided struggle between 
haciendas and communities for control of a limited amount of arable land: For 
almost half a millenium the haciendas have continuously expanded at the expense 
of the indigenous communities. When Francisco Pizarro seized control of the 
Inca empire in a military coup against the last Inca Emperor, Atahualpa, in 
1532, most sierran land was held by communal groups called ayllus. While the 
exact kinship structure of the ayllu is a subject of debate and in fact by the time 
of Pizarro it may have evolved into an endogamous residential community rather 
than a lineage organization, it is clear that the ayllu held and worked land 
collectively. While individual plots were periodically redistributed to family 
heads and families retained rights to their own production, the land itself was 
the inalienable property of the ayllu. The Inca nobility did not control the 
agricultural production of the ayllu directly, but rather siphoned off labor 
through a corvee system called the mila. The initial system of Spanish exploita
tion here as elsewhere in the New World was the encomienda, a grant of 
administrative responsibility over a specified group of indigenous inhabitants 
called the repartimiento. The encomienda represented a marginal solution to the 
problem of colonial administration in an agrarian bureaucracy with limited 
resources. The encomendero was charged with collecting royal tribute and 
Christianizing the Indians under his control and. in lieu of salary, was given the 
right to recruit labor and exact tribute on his own behalf. The fundamental 
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land-holding unit remained the ayllu, and agricultural production was carried ~Ut 
much as it had been under the Incas. The mila was vastly expanded in the 
colonial period to obtain labor for the silver and mercury mines, and the 
escalating demands of the encomenderos and the diseases introduced by Euro
peans combined to decimate the indigenous population. Within a century after 
the conquest the population of the Inca empire, which has been estimated to 
have been as high as 6 million, declined to slightly more than a million.49 While 
the Spanish Crown attempted to limit the power of the encomenderos and 
defend the Indian subjects of the king, the power of the encomenderos continued 
to expand. As in all agrarian bureaucracies the system became increasingly 
corrupt as the titular administrative officials of the Crown became warlords 
controlling vast numbers of Indians and administering immense amounts of 
territory. The encomenderos diverted more and more of the tribute of. the 
repartimiento to their own ends and in the face of a precipitously declining 
Indian population redoubled their demands for mita labor. While the encomienda 
did not include control of Indian lands, the indirect effect of corvee labor and 
tribute brought many communities to the brink of economic disaster, and many 
were forced to sell off lands to meet the ever-expanding demands of the encomen
deros. The abuses of the encomienda system led Viceroy Toledo to initiate a 
series of reforms in the 1570s to reduce the power of the encomenderos and to 
exert greater direct control over the Indian popUlation. Toledo ordered the 
consolidation of the Indian population in settlements called reducciones which 
included both administrative centers and agricultural land to support the new 
community. The concentration of one or more ayllus in a single reduccion did 
in fact lead to tighter administrative control but at the same time produced a 
general expropriation of the original ayllu land. As was to be the case in every 
attempt at reform of highland land tenure, Viceroy Toledo's measures had the 
effect of increasing the power of the Spanish overlords at the same time that they 
seemed to be limiting it. The colonists quickly claimed title to abandoned ayllu 
lands and, despite the feckless efforts of the distant sovereign to protect the rights 
of the Indians, expanded their holdings at the expense of the newly created 
reducdones. As the Spanish Crown became increasingly impoverished in the 
later colonial period, it began to rely more and more on direct grants of lands 
to settlers in the hopes of luring more revenue-producing agriculturalists to the 
New World. While the encomienda system of indirect control of Indian com" 
munities exacted tribute while leaving agricultural organization unchanged, the 
land grants were exploited directly by binding Indian communities to the land 
in a system of villein tenure transplanted from the manorial economy of 
Spain. Indian communities whose lands had literally been stolen from under 
them by the colonial grantees were permitted usufruct rights to a portion 
of their former lands in exchange for labor services on domain lands 

49 George Kubler, "The Quechua in the Colonial World," in Julian H. Steward 
(ed.), Handbook 0/ South American Indians (Washington: Government 
Printing Office, 1946), pp. 331-410. 
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claimed by the new Spanish owners. The colonists invariably worked the better 
bottom lands themselves and forced the Indian communities to accept the 
usufruct of rocky hillsides or barren puna. The Indian comlJlunities, however, 
maintained the social structure of original ayllu under the hacienda system as 
Well as· in the reducciones. Although the haciendas controlled Indian labor 
directly, the nominally independent communities of the reducciones continued 
to work collectively. The Indian communities of the haciendas, the reducciones, 
and the few remaining ayllus continued to exist side by side in the sierra. In fact 
all were under the direct control of landowners who dominated local politics 
and usually controlled the appointment of the leaders of Indian communities. 
The uneasy coexistence of haciendas and communities continues down to the 
present. The distinction between Indian communities on and off the haciendas, 
however, depends only on the degree of independence, not on any absolute 
difference in agricultural organization. 

The end of the colonial epoch in 1832 signaled if anything the acceleration 
of land seizures by the owners of haciendas. The laissez faire economic ideas of 
Bolivar and San Martin led to reforms aimed at turning the highland population 
into a nation of Jeffersonian small farmers. Land was to be freely bought and 
sold, and Indians were free to dispose of formerly inalienable community land. 
Given the dominant political position of the landowners, however, absurdly one
sided bargains ensued and the upper classes rapidly cheated the Indians out of 
much of their remaining land. While the disastrous reforms were quickly 
rescinded, the pace of land seizures hardly slowed. The artificial land scarcity 
created by the expropriations of the republican era was exacerbated by the 
growth of the Indian population, which, reversing its long decline in the colonial 
period, increased dramatically in the nineteenth century. The increasing pres
sures of population on available land forced the communities to higher altitudes 
and increasingly marginal lands. In many places communities were compelled 
to leave agriculture entirely and adopt P!!storalism suitable to the barren p!-Ina. 
The scarcity of community land created divisive economic interest within the 
community, and as the pressure on land increased, communal work practices 
fell into disuse and more and more residents of communities became individual 
landowners. The communities were also forced to turn to crafts and commercial 
activity to supplement their declining income from agriculture, and in some cases 
communities came to exist with no lands whatsoever. The increasing pastoralism 
and commercialization of the communities initiated in the early republican era 
·and increasing in the nineteenth century was to have a profound effect on their 
adjustments to the export economy of the twentieth century and on their final 
act of retribution against the hacendados in the peasant revolt of the 1960s. 

IIi the nineteenth and twentieth centuries communities lost most of their 
communal characteristics and continued to exist only to defend their members' 
land against the haciendas. The community leadership continued to exercise 
some of its traditional functions, including the annual adjudication of boundary 
disputes between members, but its authority was hopelessly compromised by the 
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domination of the hacendados. While the community leaders claimed Icgitiniacy 
on the basis of their ties to the administrator of the traditional ayl/u and carried 
the staff of office which was the symbol of authority under the Incas, in fact they 
were appointed by political representatives of the landowners and exerted little 
real influence except in religious matters. Despite political domination first by 
Spanish colonists and later by mestizo landowners, the communities managed to 
maintain remnants of their traditional culture and have not been fully assimilated 
even at present in most of the sierra. Quechua, the lingua franca of the Inca 
empire, is still in general use in the sierra, and in many places it is the only 
language understood. In the area around Lake Titicaca in southern Peru, Aymara 
-a language which predates the Incas-continues to be spoken. While syste
matic colonial campaigns against idolatry have had considerable success and 
the Indian population is fully Catholicized, many elements of traditional religion 
persist, particularly in festival observances. Traditional Indian patterns of dress 
such as the wearing of ponchos by mcn and the lliklla, or shawl, by women are 
common in the sierra. Agricultural technology has also made few concessions 
to the innovations in land tenure introduced by the Spaniards. While the Incan 
foot plow now usually has a steel rather than a stone blade, the foot plow and 
the Incan adze hoe are still the principal implements of cultivation in most 
Indian communities. Haciendas generally have greater access to animal traction 
than communities and, since they are located on the better bottom lands, make 
greater use of irrigation technology, but there is remarkably little difference in 
cultivation techniques on and off the haciendas. Both communities and haciendas 
continue to produce subsistence crops, particularly barley, wheat, and potatoes, 
and very little of the production is sold even in local markets. 

Legislation in the twentieth century has attempted to protect the rights of 
the remnants of the original Indian communities, but this legislation has been as 
ineffectual as that of the early republican era. The largely illiterate Indian 
population has not the legal, political, or financial resources to defend itself 
against the continued land seizures of the hacendados. The 1912 constitutioil 
created a legal identity for the Indian communities and provided mechanisms 
for formal recognition of the community and registration of title to its lands. 
The term comunidad indigena (indigenous community) was officially reserved 
for those communities 'which had obtained formal legal recognition, but this 
term has come into general use to describe almost any Indian community which 
is not actually located on the lands of a hacienda. Indigenous communities, 
then, include remnants of ayllus and reducciones, communities without lands, 
groups of Indians who have banded together to protect themselves against 
encroaching haciendas, and even- commercial centers and towns of predomi
nantly Indian composition. Most of these types of communities arc involved in 
struggles with large landowners over ancient land claims, and even official 
recognition as a comunidad indigena does not insure any degree of protection 
against the expansion of the hacendados. Since the only means of expending 
agricultural income in the sierra is through the acquisition of additional land; 
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mmunities are continually threatened with the expropriation of what little 
~Ondthey have remaining. The hacendados rely on shady lawyers, political deals, 
aroutright force to expand their lands, and the peasants of the sierra have come 
~ . refer to the hacienda owners and their allies as gamonales, which literally 
;eans "boss," or cacique, but in its usage in the sierra has a meaning closer to 
"gangster." The tactics of gamo~alismo depend ultimatel~ on the political po~er 
of the national government, 'whlch has long backed the sIerran hacendados wIth 
force when their power was seriously threatened by communities attempting to 
~eclaim their lands. 

By the 1950s and 1960s the alliance between the central government 
dominated by members of the coastal oligarchy and the hacienda owners of 
the sierra was beginning to weaken, and the power of the hacendados over the 
communities correspondingly decreased. In 1956 the military regime of General 
Odria was replaced by the civilian government of Manuel Prado. Under Odria 
and his predecessors peasant and union organizations had been repressed and 
p~asants who attempted to reclaim land illegally controlled by haciendas were 
ordered to vacate the lands and shot down by police if they refused. While 
Prado was a conservative representative of the coastal export oligarchy, he 
p~rmilted peasant and union organization and allowed APRA to operate openly 
for the first time since 1946. Peasants' organizations began in many areas of 
Peru, and by the time of the 1962 presidential elections land reform was a 
dominant political issue. In the world analysis of the population of agricultural 
export sectors peasants in hacienda systems Were unable to initiate actions 
against hacienda owners unless central governments were controlled by liberal 
or reformist elements. This general principle applies to Peru as well. The parties 
in the 1962 election actively competed for the peasant vote and stimulated wide 
interest in land reform. During the period from 1960 to 1962 peasant land 
invasions began on a small scale in some areas of Peru. While the 1962 election 
\~as invaiidated by a military intervention on July 18, new elections were held a 
year later in which Fernando Belaunde Terry, a moderate architect with little 
previous political experience, won with a platform emphasizing land Teform. 
For the first time in Peruvian politics direct appeals were made to the Peruvian 
peasantry, and in fact Belaunde's Acci6n Popular and APRA were actively 
competing for peasant support. Belaunde's inauguration on July 28, 1963, 
touched off a massive wave of peasant land invasions which may represent one 
of the largest spontaneous peasant movements in recent Latin American history. 
the Peruvian press data indicate that a total of four invasions took place in 
1960, eight in 1961, and. 39 in the election year of 1962. In the first seven 
months of 1963, before BeIaunde look office, only 16 invasions occurred. After 
July 28 a total of 91 invasions took place, spreading over most of the highlands, 
and in 1964 there were a total of 95 additional invasions. After 1964 the 
invasions tapered off in response to Belaunde's promises for land reform in the 
central sierra and his active repression of the invaders in southern Peru. Alto
gether in the period between 1955 and 1970 a total of 463 land invasions and 
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closely related agrarian events were reported in Peru, with 75 percent of these 
concentrated in the years 1962 to 1964. The dependent serfs of haciendas and 
the residents of indigenous communities were both involved in the invasions, and 
of the total of 418 events in which the occupation group of the participants could 
be determined, 139 were carried out by the serfs of haciendas and 279 by 
residents of communities. Ninety percent, or 376 of these 418 events, were 
carried out in the sierra, 130 by campesinos and 246 by comuneros. The dis_ 
tribution of the two types of events by province is shown in Map 3.3. Following 
the usage in the Peruvian press the agrarian events engaged in by the dependent 
serfs of haciendas are called campesino events, while those engaged in by resi
dents of indigenous communities are called comunero events. The press does 
not reserve the term comunero for residents of legally recognized comunidades 
indigenas, so that these events include actions by both registered and unregis
tered Indian communities. It is clear from Map 3.3 that the distributions of the 
two types of events do not overlap, and in fact, while comunero agrarian events 
are widely distributed over much of the sierra, campesino agrarian events are 
concentrated in the department of Cuzco. Of the 130 campesino agrarian events 
shown in sierra provinces in Map 3.3, 94, or 72 percent, are concentrated in the 
department of Cuzco and 56 of these occur in the valley of La Convenci6n and 
adjacent areas of the provinces of Anta, Urubamba, Calca, and Paucartambo. 
With the exception of the campesinos of Cuzco, the dependent Indians of the 
highland haciendas were surprisingly passive even though they were mostly 
directly exposed to the coercive labor practices of the haciendas. In most areas it 
was the independent communities that carried out the attacks on the hacienda 
system. In fact in many areas the targets of the comunero invasions were actually 
resident campesinos on invaded haciendas. Pitched battles between campesinos 
and comuneros were common in some areas and increasingly frequent as the 
comuneros became more successful in obtaining hacienda land. In 1964, for 
example, campesinos fought pitched battles with invading comuneros in Calca 
and Anta provinces of the department of Cuzco. In most areas of the sierra the 
campesinos felt their interests were parallel to those of the hacendados. In fact 
campesinos were frequently evicted along with the owner when the comuneros 
finally seized control of the land. Only in Cuzco did the serfs themselves rise up 
against their masters, and the problem of understanding the mobilization of 
campesinos becomes one of understanding why they threw in their lot with the 
landowners in all areas of Peru except Cuzco yet in this department were the 
most active and even revolutionary of any peasants on or off the haciendas. 

THE HACIENDA: CALLEJ6N DE HUAYLAS AND LA CONVENCI6N The 

original land tenure system of La Convenci6n is not indigenous, but it was 
imported into the region from nearby areas in the sierra and shares most of the 
features of the highland hacienda. The typical hacienda in the sierra at the time 
of the CIDA study, which was carried out just before the peasant uprisings, had 
changed little from the nineteenth century. Dependent serfs usually called 
colonos (although the term arrendire was used in La Convenci6n) were per-
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'tted the usufruct of subsistence plots in exchange for assuming a variety of 
:~Iigations to the patron called condiciones. The most important of these obliga
tions was to donate a fixed number of days per month (d/as de condiciones) to 
the lord's domain lands. In most places in the sierra these days varied from 10 
to 15. a qlonth-about 100 working days a year-and labor was from sunrise to 
sunset. While the timing of the work varied from place to place, the method 
preferred by the patron was- to maintain a peremptory right to the labor at the 
time of his own choosing. Since the agricultural cycles of the domain and 
uSufruct lands were identical, the patron's demands came at precisely those 
times when the colona most needed to work on his own plot. Frequently this 
meant that the colonos were forced to abandon their fields until dangerously 
late in the harvest period and often lost their own crops While harvesting those 
of the patron. In exchange the serfs were paid a nominal wage of less than 3 
cents a day, apparently so that the patron could claim that no one worked for 
nothing. In addition, the patron could use the obligatory days of labor to rent 
out his colonos to other estates or to mestizo businessmen in nearby towns and 
pocket the. difference between the price of free and servile labor. The colona 
and his family were also required to provide domestic services (pongaje) in the 
patron's household, and the colona might be required to supply the labor of his 
wife and children at particularly critical times, for example during the harvest 
of the coca crop. In most areas crops harvested on domain lands had to be 
transported to the patron's residence even if he lived in town and the trip 
required days. If the colono had no pack animals, he was compelled to transport 
the harvest on his back. The penalties for not fulfilling these obligations were 
generally the loss of animals from the colono's herd, the confiscation of agricul
tural implements or seed, and not infrequently flogging or incarceration in the 
hacienda jail. In pastoral areas the serf was given permission to graze his own 
animals on the patr6n's pasture in exchange for acting as shepherd for the 
patron's flocks. If the patr6n's flocks did not multiply at the expected rate, the 
peasant was required to make up the difference from his own animals, and 
peasants usually found that a large increase in their own herds was immediately 
susceptible to confiscation by the patron on the ostensible grounds that the 
colono had not been paying enough attention to the patron's flock. The colonos 
of a particular estate were referred to as the Indians of the hacienda; they were 
bought and sold along with the land, and their labor services were figured in the 
cost of purchase or rental. Serfdom was frequently hereditary, although in 
practice any colona could be evicted at the whim of the patron. The patron held 
life-or-death judicial authority over his dependent serfs, and the murder of 
peasants or the violation of their wives and daughters was not uncommon. The 
mestizo overlords regarded the peasants as little better than animals and actively 
discouraged education or the use of Spanish on the sound assumption that it 
might create aspirations beyond servile labor. 

In almost all the sierra the hacienda was a purely subsistence enterprise 
and the colona's production usually left him at the verge of starvation. The 
precarious nature of usufruct agriculture and the overwhelming power of the 
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patron combined to create an intense, almost pathological conservatism on the 
part of most Indians resident on haciendas. In all areas outside the valley of La 
Convenci6n this colono passivity persisted even in the face of a general peasant 
uprising. The hacienda Vicos in the valley of Callej6n de Huaylas in the pro~ 
vince of Carhuaz is typical of the highland subsistence hacienda and illustrates 
the reasons for the deeply ingrained conservatism of the colono. Vicos is the 
best-known and most intensely studied hacienda in Peru because it was the site 
of the Cornell Peru Project, an ambitious effort to combine social research with 
carefully measured efforts to initiate social change. Vicos has been described 
in numerous publications, some of the more detailed of which are those of the 
project's originator, the late Allan Holmberg, and its Peruvian director, Mario 
C. Vazquez, who went on to become director of the Bureau of Peasant Affairs 
under the revolutionary military regime. 50 One of the more candid views of .the 
project in its early stages is provided by the ubiquitous Richard Patch,51 who 
also wrote a detailed account of a coastal sugar estate described above. In 1952 
Cornell University became the patron of the hacienda Vicos by leasing it from 
its owners, a charitable organization called the Benefit Society of Huaraz. For 
an annual rent of about $500 Cornell obtained a medium-sized estate of 10,000 
to 20,000 hectares, about 1,000 hectares of which were cultivated, and acquired 
title to the approximately 1,800 serfs resident on the hacienda. At the time 
Cornell assumed control, about 90 percent of the land was held in usufruct plots 
and the remaining 10 percent, which included almost all the valuable bott01l1 
land, was worked directly by the hacienda. Custom required that the colonos 
pay a labor tax of three days a week working the hacienda lands and also serve 
as cooks, shepherds, and servants from time to time as the patron required. 
They were paid approximately 5 cents a day and could also be rented out to 
local businessmen. In fact any Vicosino who risked traveling to the nearby town 
could be ordered to work by any mestizo, and the intervention of the patron 
might be required to save him from more extended bondage. The colonos were 
members of a captive Indian community of about 400 families, and all spoke 
Quechua and dressed in a local variant of traditional Indian dress. Only 23 
persons could speak Spanish, and illiteracy was total. The hacienda patron 
controlled the work organization of the hacienda through an appointed 

50 For summaries of this project see Henry F. Dobyns, Paul L. Doughty, and 
Harold D. Lasswell (eds.), Peasants, Power and Applied Social Change: 
Vicos as a Model (Beverly Hills, Calif.: Sage, 1971), particularly articles by 
Holmberg and Vazquez; Allan R. Holmberg, "Changing Community Atti
tudes and Values in Peru: A Study in Guided Change," in Richard N. Adams 
et at., Social Change· in Latin America Today (New York: Council on 
Foreign Relations, 1960), pp. 63-107; and Henry F. Dobyns, Carlos 
Monge M., and Mario C. Vazquez, "Summary of Technical Organizational 
Progress and Reaction to It," Human Organil.ation, 21 (Spring 1962), 109.;; 
124. 

51 Richard Patch, "A Hacienda Becomes a Community," American University 
Field Staff Reports, West Coast of South America Series, 4 (October 1957), 
1-14. 
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dministrator, a mestizo outsider, and also employed three mestizos as foremen. 
~e foremen in turn controlled eight straw bosses, who were selected from the 
Indian community after long years of demonstrable subservience. The straw 
bosses administered the work of approximately 380 men employed on the 
hacienda· lands and handled technical matters such as fertilization, irrigation, 
and field drainage. The work organization of the hacienda was paralleled by the 
hierarchical organization orthe Indian community. The community was con
trolled by a group of elders called the varayoc who worked their way up the 
organizational hierarchy by scrupulous adherence to traditional religious prac
tices and the generous provision of festivals and small loans to the less fortunate 
()f the community. While the varayoc's principal functions were religious, it did 
play an important role in settling disputes between members of the community 
over land and cattle and administered sanctions for the hacienda managers. 
While the officials were supposedly appointed from within the community, they 
were actually controlled by the patron, and in fact reliable performance as a 
lIara was the usual route to the position of straw boss in the hacienda work 
organization. The varayoc had the power to confiscate land or cattle, to deter
mine when work obligations to the hacienda had been fulfilled, to recruit labor 
for public works projects, and to decide which women would be compelled to 
serve in the patron's house. Combined with their role in settling internal com
munity disputes, these powers created a petty despotism constrained only by 
fear of retaliation from envious members of the community. Nevertheless the 
varayoc were able to enforce both moral piety and responsible work habits on 
the members of the community. Returning veterans or others who had left the 
community for any length of time were quickly forced back into the hacienda 
control structure. Despite the payment of wages, the hacienda relied on forced 
labor backed up by the coercive power of the patron and his political allies in 
local administrative centers. While in theory flogging had been abolished at 
Vicos in 1928 after the intervention of the central government, it was still 
practiced on other estates in the vicinity and Vicos itself maintained its own jail 
for recalcitrant workers. A series of graduated sanctions ranging from the loss 
of seed or agricultural implements or the confiscation of animals to eviction, 
flogging, or death were available to the patron through his foremen, the village 
administration, or his government allies. Even the most extreme sanctions could 
be imposed for seemingly trivial offenses. Serfs on a hacienda adjoining Vicos 
\Yho had been impressed by the reforms introduced by the Cornell administra
tion began constructing a new school building and petitioned the ecclesiastical 
authorities who held title to the land to allow them to work hacienda waste land 
communally. The patron of the estate, a hereditary renter, responded to these 
modest initiatives by summoning a I5-man detachment of the national police 
and personally leading them to the area of the estate worked by the colonos. 
The police attempted to arrest the peasants, then opened fire, killing three and 
seriously wounding five others. In this case the local official who ordered the 
patrol ~as forced to resign, but it is unlikely that any such action would have 
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been taken without the considerable local political influence of Cornell. l'he:' 
labor supply of the hacienda in Vicos and elsewhere in Peru depended ultimately, 
on the threat of force. ," 

While the coercive methods of the patron did insure that colonos would 
from time to time appear in his fields, the work supplied was reluctant to the 
point of outright obstruction. The colonos demanded and received as many as 
six I5-minute coca breaks a day on the grounds that work in those altitudes 
required the stimulus of regular coca chewing. There was no similar enthusiasm 
for the narcotic, however, when the colonos worked their own lands, and USUally 
they limited the time to two five-minute breaks a day. The colonos' families 
were permitted the gleanings from the fields after the formal harvest had been 
completed, and the colonos themselves became skilled at carefully marking 
areas that might have been "overlooked" by the harvesters so that their wives' 
and children could later carry out a more meticulous harvest. With the primitive 
cultivation techniques available to the patron and his limited access to investment 
capital or transportation to market, this low-quality labor was adequate and the 
patron preferred an unreliable but subservient labor force to a more skilled and 
demanding one. 

The structure of Vicos at the time that Cornell took control established a 
balance of material and coercive resources that made peasant mobilization only 
a remote possibility. This was hardly a result of the fact that colonos were 
socially isolated and cut off from adequate communication since Vicos was a 
more tightly knit community than the typical coastal cotton estate or certainly 
the semiurban sugar plantation. The long-term stability of Vicos depended on a 
balance of the interests of the patron with the interests of the colonos themselves; 

1. The patron's labor supply depended on a politicaily disenfranchised 
group of dependent serfs who supplied the bare minimum of labor necessary to 
carry out subsistence production. While much has been made of the irrationality 
of the estate owners, their dedication to traditional agrarian life styles, and their 
resistance to modern technology, in fact the isolated valleys of the sierra have 
no markets for crops, no sources of outside funds, and little mechanization. 
Highland subsistence crops are annuals, cultivation enjoys no appreciable 
economies of scale, and most crops would be considerably more efficiently 
produced by small holders. While in areas close to rail lines in central Peru some 
commercialization has taken place, capital investment in a highland hacienda 
would in most cases represent a waste of money. Trips to Europe, expensive 
vacations, or the purchase of American goods are actually considerably more 
rational ways of spending money than investment in agricultural production, for 
which there are no ready markets and no available technology. With no pros
pects for rationalization of production the patron gains little or nothing from a 
responsible unionized labor force, and the increased cost of unionization cannot 
be offset by gains in produ~tivity through investment in machinery. In fact in a 
free market situation the 'inefficient patron would rapidly lose out to small 
holders, and consequently the patron would maintain his coercive apparatus 
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b th to discourage small landholders and to propel his reluctant colonos into 
: fields. The presence of colonos on the lands of the hacienda is itself an 
~ ~ication of inefficient agricultural production. If sierran lands could be 
10onomicaily exploited by modern agricultural technology, the usufruct plots 
eCould likely be cultivated directly by the patron, and a considerably smaller but 
VI Ofe efficient labor force would be maintained on a wage basis. In fact the first 
~ep taken by landowners attempting to modernize their estates for livestock 
S roduction in the central sierra is a local variant of the enclosure movements in 
:hich the colonos are coerced into abandoning their plots. The coexistence of 
colono and patron therefore depends on their mutual inefficiency. Any expansion 
of market production on either side would threaten the balance of coercion and 
subsistence which maintains the traditional hacienda. The relationship between 
patron and peasant is however one of zero-sum conflict, and the expansion of 
the lands or agricultural production of one are invariably at the expense of the 
other. The enfranchisement or unionization of the serf class would mean the 
demise of the patron, and the modernization of the hacienda would mean the 
liquidation of the colono. In such a situation any change in the status quo is 
dangerous to both sides. 

2. Colonos who might conceivably gain from the patron's demise are not 
inclined to pursue collective action since it might disrupt their own marginal 
subsistence activities. The typical Vicosino lives on bread for a few months of 
the year immediately after the harvest but is quickly reduced to stretching his 
remaining food supply in a thin soup for the rest of the year. The intense con
servatism of the Vicosino which has been noted by almost all observers of the 
estate depends fundamentally on the slim margin between maximum production 
and starvation on the usufruct plots. The insecure tenure of the colona means 
that he has nothing to gain by capital improvements, and by custom such im
provements, called mejoras, are the property of the patron. Colonos are ex
tremely reluctant to invest any time in improvements, and Patch points out that 
in the area of Vicos it is commonly said that a man who paints a board which 
is not his own loses both the paint and the board. Since technical improvements 
in colona cultivation will not occur given the insecure tenure arrangements, the 
Vicosino's marginal level of production has remained unchanged for generations. 
Even the introduction of new crops carries with it substantial risks. The Cornell 
group seemed puzzled by the Vicosinos' reluctance to adopt a new breed of 
p.otato introduced by the Americans, who guaranteed that it would produce high 
yields. While resistance to increased agricultural yields may seem irritational to 
representatives of an American farm extension service, it makes a good deal of 
sense in the economy of the sierra. Even if the odds that the new variety of 
potato will succeed in the first year are as good as nine to one, the peasants' 
pay-off matrix may still dictate retaining traditional crops if the one chance of 
failure means death by starvation and the nine chances of success mean at most a 
small increase in production which wiIllikely be siphoned off by mestizo middle
men in nearby towns. The risks of organizational innovations such as unioniza-
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tion are even greater, and the colono who shows signs of potential radicalism' 
such as learning Spanish or wearing shoes will not long remain on the hacienda: 

3. While the majority of Vicosinos were poor to the point of near starva~ 
tion, there nevertheless existed considerable stratification within the commUnity 
and the prospects for individual rather than group mobility were therefor~ 
considerable. Patch estimates that the wealthiest serfs of Vicos controlled 10 
times as much wealth as the poorest.52 Vazquez points out that there was a 
distinct peasant upper class of approximately 8 percent of the families who held 
herds as large as 10 to 20 animals and controlled enough liquid resources to 
advance loans to other members of the community.53 The prospects for increasing 
one's wealth at the expense of other members of the community lead to dog-eat_ 
dog economic relations and endemic thievery, particularly of livestock. In fact 
when the Cornell researchers attempted to control cattle rustling by branding 
livestock, they were met with solid resistance from the wealthier members of the 
community, whose own herds obviously could not stand careful scrutiny. The 
wealthier members of the community were actually better off than many mestizo 
townsmen and in fact maintained close ties to the mestizo ruling class through 
compadrazgo relationships. The peasant upper class of Vicos was always vulner
able to theft, witchcraft, or malicious gossip, but it provided a model of upward 
mobility through conservative community leadership and faithful obedience to 
the patron. The divisive influence of the distribution of wealth in Vicos stands in 
marked contrast to the leveling influence of wage labor among agriculttmil 
workers of either the sugar or the cotton estates. 

4. The limited financial resources of the community and their unequal 
distribution made political organization outside the hacienda administrative 
structure a practical impossibility. In the plantation communities of the coast 
class-based interests could be reinforced by community control over an informal 
network of mutual assistance and social support. In the sierran hacienda the 
traditional Indian leaders used the delegated coercive powers of the patron to 
play the economically divided colonos off against one another. The dual structure 
of hacienda and community organization meant that colonos more frequently 
sought assistance from their superiors rather than from equals in a situation that 
William F. Whyte has aptly described as a triangle without a base.54 Organiza
tional ties ran from the colono upward to the peak of the administrative 
hierarchy of the hacienda, but the base of the triangle, the colonos themselves, 
were not connected by ties of social or economic interest. The formation of an 
associational interest group among the serfs would therefore depend on displac, 
ing the compromised authority of the varayoc and the development of new 
organizational ties among thecolonos themselves. The CorneU administration 

52 Ibid. 
53 Mario C. Vazquez, "The Interplay between Power and Wealth," in Dobyns, 

Doughty, and Laswell, Peasants, pp. 65-84. 
54 William F. Whyte, "Rural Peru: Peasants as Activists," Tratlsactiotl,7 

(November 1969), 37-47. 
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ctively encouraged such alternative organizations, and one of the key events in 
:he reorganization of Vicos occurred when a land dispute was taken to elected 
ommunity officials rather than to the community elders of the varayoc. With
~ut the active intervention of the Cornell project, however, it seems unlikely 
tllat the colonos would risk retaliation from the dual power structure of the 
hacienda and attempt to establish their own organization. Given the domination 
of ·the foreman and the varayoc, a talented leader had little choice but to work 
his way upward through the existing structure and could find only a temporary 
dangerously exposed position as a peasant organizer witl"\in the Vicos com
munity. The isolation of the hacienda increased the control of the traditional 
cdmmunity leaders and made it even more difficult for a peasant organization to 
develop an independent resource base. While the isolation of a sugar plantation 
had been an advantage for union organizers since it tended to reinforce the 
common economic interests of the workers, the isolation of the hacienda simply 
increased the power of the hacienda administration and reinforced economic 
divisiveness within the colono community. 

5. Even if the c!ivisive economic interests and organizational weakness of 
the hacienda could be overcome, there was relatively little to be gained from 
collective action. While it might seem possible to organize a harvest strike in 
exchange for higher payor reduced labor dues, actually such a strike would 
c()me at a time when the colonos themselves were most vulnerable to retaliation. 
Since the harvest periods of the hacienda and the usufruct plots overlap, eviction, 
arrest, or even confiscation of agricultural implements would result in the loss 
of the colonos' harvest. While some strikes were organized by colonos, they 
Were usually immediately countered by the arrest of the leaders and the sub
sequent impoverishment of their families. The marginal economic position of 
the colano made him unwilling either to risk mass economic action or to aid 
those who had attempted it and suffered the consequences. Even if a strike were 
successful, however, the gain to the colono would be slight. He might be freed 
from some of the more onerous condiciones, particularly the requirement that 
his wife and children work in the patron's residence, or he might secure more 
time for his own plot. While these issues are of great social and psychological 
importance to both colono and patron, the economic gains from such limitations 
on the patron's power would be marginal. Although the colo no and his family 
might be able to devote more time to their own plot, the marginal return from 
this additional labor would hardly justify the risks of participating in a strike. 
Most colono plots are already so intensively cultivated that the soil fertility is in 
danger of total depletion, and more work would simply accelerate this process. 
Without a valuable cash crop to justify the added attention to the usufruct plot, 
the gains from collective labor action would be minimal. The only immediate 
means for the colono to increase his income in the subsistence hacienda is to 
follow the example of the patron and sieze any land not in cultivation. Needless 
to say, the most likely target, the uncultivated hacienda lands, is also the most 
jealously defended. Peasant seizures of hacienda lands would, of course, lead to 
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the loss of the patron's income and the demise of the hacienda system. In most 
areas of Peru land seizures provoke violent retaliation. If the divided economic 
interests and organizational weakness of the colonos make even a labor union too 
risky, it seems unlikely that peasant solidarity could be maintained in the face 
of the Draconian measures likely to be used by a patron threatened with the 
loss of his lands. While the potential gains of a land seizure are certainly greater 
than the potential gains of a strike, the penalties too are correspondingly greater. 
While att~mpts by dependent serfs to take control of the hacienda through either 
litigation or direct action are not unknown in the highlands, they have seldom 
enjoyed more than short-run success. The attempt of the Vicos colonos to 
purchase the hacienda and thus obtain the use of domain lands illustrates the 
general futility of such action in the political climate of Peru before therevolu_ 
tion of 1968. In 1957 the Cornell researchers began encouraging the Vicosinos 
to save money toward a future purchase when the Cornell lease expired. The 
proceeds of the hacienda lands were turned over to the community in order to 
provide financial backing for the project. With an apparent financial opening to 
actual ownership and the political sponsorship of Cornell, the Vicosinos' 
economic divisions vanished and they managed to save the phenomenal sum of 
$30,000 in a little over five years. The political resistance mobilized against this 
seemingly moderate plan for refonn ranged from the local Rotary Club, which 
accused the Cornell researchers of communism. to the prime minister of Peru, 
who felt it might set a precedent for land reform measures throughout the 
country. Since the prime .minister at the time was one Pedro Beltnin, editor of 
La Prensa and himself one of the largest landowners in Peru, the resistance was 
not unexpected. The Benefit Society of Huaraz immediately increased the price 
of the hacienda by a factor of 10 on the grounds that community buildings and 
other improvements built by the communal labor of the colonos in projects 
sponsored by Cornell made it much more valuable than the annual rent would 
have indicated. At this point the peasants, who had been told for almost a 
decade that they were to receive the hacienda, held an angry meeting and 
threatened to buy arms and resist the reimposition of the hacienda system by 
force. Despite peasant threats, the political influence of the university, and the 
intervention of the United States ambassador it is still unlikely that the Vicosinos 
would have gained contrpl except for the extraordinary personal intervention of 
the brother of the President of the United States. In 1961 Edward Kennedy, then 
a private citizen, visited the CaIlej6n de Huaylas, toured much of the valley, and 
talked with the serfs of Vicos. Kennedy was evidently much impressed by rural 
conditions in the valley and on his return to Lima requested an interview with 
President Manuel Prado and demanded the sale of the hacienda to the Vicosinos. 
In July 1962 the sale was finally consummated with the aid of a loan from the 
national government. It might be added that Kennedy's intervention and the 
period of the sale corresponded to the beginning of the peasant land invasions in 
the sierra, and by the time of the actual sale the land invasions were beginning 
to present a widespread threat to the sierra ruling classes. 
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While the Vicos experiment is usually portrayed as a model of moderate 
grarian reform in Latin America, it actually illustrates the limits of effective 

:and reform in the absence of radical political change or peasant mass action. 
There seems little doubt that the Vicosinos would ever have obtained control 
of the hacienda without the personal intervention of the brother of the President 
of the United States, and in fact on at least three earlier occasions similar efforts 
had been swiftly repressed by the patron and his government allies. While some 
peasants may still believe that the United States President like the Pope is a 
semidivine figure who can be relied upon to intervene on behalf of the poor and 
meek, the Cornell researchers might be expected to know better. Neither the 
introduction of a new variety of potato, the organizational innovations of the 
anthropologists, the community building projects, nor any of the other reforms 
introduced by Cornell were able to create a self-sufficient community in the 
absence of intense political pressure. What the Cornell project did conclusively 
illustrate, however, is that peasant culture does not inhibit change when restrain
ing political forces have been eliminated. The Vicosinos were constrained not 
by the culture of poverty, but by repression. A change in the balance of political 
forces, the support of powerful patrons outside the community, and the diver
sion of the proceeds of domain land to the community were sufficient to convert 
a distrustful, divided group of peasants into a cohesive political force in the 
space of less than five years. The experiment of Vicos indicates both the delicate 
local balance of coercion and material interests which maintain the stability of 
the highland hacienda and the massive national social forces which hold that 
balance in place. 

In the absence of the extraordinary political alliance which made the tr:ms
formation of Vicos possible the seds of the CaUejon de Huaylas and most other 
highland valleys of Peru remained tied to the subordination and minimal security 
of the hacienda system even during the peasant uprisings of the 1960s. In the 
valley of La Convencion in the department of Cuzco, however, the hacienda 
system collapsed under the impact of a mass movement organized by the seds 
themselves with no help whatsoever from local or national political authorities. 
The movement attracted international attention, particularly after the leadership 
was assumed by Hugo Blanco, a radical Trotskyist organizer who was portrayed 
in both the Peruvian and American press as a new "Fidel of the Andes." 
Actually, as Blanco himself has pointed out,55 neither the peasant methods nor 
g~als were revolutionary and both were focused on changes in the agricultural 
organization of the valley. The widespread interest in the movement has 
prompted a number of firsthand accounts of the politics and land tenure system 
of La Convencion. The CIDA included La Convencion as its principal illustra
tive case study in its section on land tenure in the seiva region.56 The dis-

55 Interview with Blanco reported in Wesley Craig, "Peru: The Peasant Move
ment of La Convenci6n," in Henry A. Landsberger, Peasant Movements, 
p.292. 

56 CIDA, Peru, pp. 206-216. 
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tinguished Marxist historian Eric Hobsbawm visited the valley at the height of 
the movement and provided both an overview of the principal events and an 
analysis of the agrarian structure as a form of "neo-feudaIism."57 A detailed 
chronology of peasant actions was constructed by Hugo Neira in his reporting 
for Expreso,59 and a detailed sociological study of the valley was carried out 
by Wesley Craig, who systematically surveyed the peasant communities which 
eventually displaced the hacienda system.59 

All these accounts make clear that the organization of the traditIonal 
hacienda system of La Convencion was in many respects identical to that of the 
Callejon de Huaylas and other areas of the sierra even though its history and 
ecological circumstances were distinctly different. The valley of La Convenci6n 
begins a few miles from the Incan ruins at Machu Picchu and lies along the 
Urubamba River, which flows north, eventually joining the Amazon. The valley 
slopes from about 5,000 to less than 700 feet, and most of it lies in the zone of 
high jungle rather than in the sierra proper. In its northern reaches it was 
inhabited by forest Indians rather than Indian ayllu communities and was 
sparsely populated at the time of the conquest. Land concentration in La Con~ 
venci6n dates to the colonial era, but labor has always been scarce in the valley 
and both the labor supply and the hacienda system were imported from the 
sierra. The large landowners of the valley at first tried to solve their litbor 
problem by entrapping forest Indians and when this failed relied on enganclul
dores for temporary wage laborers. Eventually they evolved the system called 
arrendire, which in most respects resembles the colona system of the sierra.'In 
exchange for accepting work obligations, a serf, or arrendire, received the 
usufruct rights to a small, generally inferior plot of hacienda land. The Con
diciones were similar to those in the Callej6n de Huaylas and fncIuded obligatory 
labor for 15 to 18 days a month on hacienda lands, provision of additional 
family labor during the harvest, gratuitous service in public works projects, 
transport of hacienda produce, and preferential sale of usufruct crops to the 
patron. All the private agricultural land in the valley was controlled by 136 
estates which ranged in size from 2,000 to 152,000 hectares, with a sizeable 
number in the 30,000 to 40,000 hectares c1ass.60 The hacienda land monopoly 
was broken only by the site of the provincial capital, Quillabamba, and immi~ 
grants to the valley could only obtain land by becoming arrendires on one of the 
estates. Despite the vast size of the properties very little land was actually 
cultivated because of the rugged terrain of the high selva region. In the 19305 a 

57 E. 1. E. Hobsbawm, "A Case of Neo-Feudalism: La Convencion, Peru," 
Journal of Latin American Studies, 1 (May 1969), 31-50. See also Hobs, 
bawm's "Problemes Agraires it La Convencion, Perou," in Les Probli!mes 
Agraires des Ameriques Latines (Paris: Centre National de la Recherche 
Scientifique, 1967), pp. 385-393. 

58 Hugo Neira, Cuzco: Tierra y Muerte (Lima: Problemas de Hoy. 1964). 
59 Wesley W. Craig, From Hacienda to Community: An Analysis of Solidarity 

and Social Change in Peru, Cornell University, Latin American Studies Pro
gram, Dissertation Series, no. 6 (Ithaca, N.Y., September 1967). 

80 CIDA, Peru, p. 208. 
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trial epidemic decimated the valley population and created a temporary land 
lIl

a
)us. By 1960, however, Craig reports that all available land was under 

~U[PI1se cultivation and much of it was beginning to show signs of soil depletion.61 

~h~haciendas monopolized the first-class agricultural land a~ong t~e valley floor, 
£lithe ar.rendires were left to carve out usufruct plots on mgemously terraced 

hilsides. Despite the poor quality of this land there was considerable migration ;\0. the valley even after the popUlation losses of the malarial epidemic had 
~eli offset, and latecomers found land increasingly scarce. Most of the immi
gr~l1ts came as individuals, and consequently the typical communal village of 
the sierran hacienda was absent in La Convencion. Like most of the high selva 
ihevalley is an isolated frontier area, and until the completion of a railroad to 
Machu Picchu in 1928 and the extension of a road to Quillabamba in 1930 
ti~l1sportation out of the valley was limited to a narrow mule track. Some cash 
~tops including sugar, tea, and coca were grown on hacienda lands, but the 
imlJlense transportation problems discouraged investment, and agricultural tech
rtlques and work organization were among the most backward in Peru. 

The hacienda owners maintained tight control over the arrendires, who 
Were themselves widely scatt!!red over the hacienda lands and had little contact 
With one another or with arrendires from other estates. In contrast to the 
b~cienda Vicos there was no parallel village administrative structure, and both 
~&ular and religious affairs were controlled by the hacienda owners. As was the 
case in the sierra, judicial authority was exercised by the patron, and the isolated 
frontier quality of the area seems to have encouraged particularly abusive be
ha.vior on the part of the hacendados. Flogging was common, and Hobsbawm 
reports instances of shooting of trespassers and squatters and rapes of Indian 
women.62 Hacendados scrupulously avoided speaking to their serfs in Spanish 
1I11d ridiculed any Indian who tried to affect mestizo dress. While the hacienda 
system is not based on active Indian communities as it is in the sierra, most of 
the arrendires continue to speak Quechua and follow traditional Indian patterns 
Or dress. Census figures indicate that the proportions of Quechua speakers and 
wearers of traditional Indian dress are approximately the same in La Convencion 
as they are in adjacent areas of the sierra.63 

The traditional ·structure of the La Convencion hacienda was no more 
likely to generate a successful peasant movement than was the structure of 
hacienda Vicos. In some respects the situation of the La Convencion arrendire 
was even less favorable than that of the Callejon colono. The haciendas exerted 
toial control over the valley of La Convencion, while in most areas of the sierra 
indigenous communities and mestizo towns at least offered some alternatives to 
hacienda power. The arrendire tenure was precarious, usually for a fixed period 
lind, in the migratory labor situation in La Convencion, was unlikely to be 

61 Craig, Hacienda to Community, p. 17. 
62 Hobsbawm, "Problemes Agraires," pp. 386-387. 
63 Peru, Sexto Censo Nacional de Poblacion, vol. I, Book 3. pp. 2-3, Book 5, 

pp.5-8. 
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hereditary. H the hacendado could find someone willing to sell himself IliO;~ 
cheaply, he could easily replace his current arrendire. There was considerab~~! 
stratification within the arrendire class, particularly between early arrivals, wh e;~ 
had obtained relatively generous grants of land, and more recent arrivals, wh~;' 
found themselves left with small plots of marginal land. The absence of stron'; 
traditional Indian communities on the hacienda had a mixed effect en' th: 
possibilities for peasant organization. Although it eliminated the conservativ~~ 
influence of the varayoc, it correspondingly increased the direct control of the 
hacendados. The limited agricultural possibilities of the selva suggested that 
little could be gained from increased subsistence production on the uSufruct 
plots, and even the hacendados were indifferent to technical improvements on 
their estates. The balance of material and coercive resources seemed to suggest 
a future of stagnation for the vaUey social structure. 

The development of export crop production in the postwar period, however 
dramatically altered the economic relations of the hacienda system and tipped 
the balance of resources in the arrendire's favor. After 1945 the world price of 
coffee rose dramatically, and in Cuzco it increased by a factor of 12 between 
1945 and 1954. Coffee is ideally suited to the middle altitudes and bountiful 
rainfall of the high selva, and production expanded along the entire eastern slope 
of the Peruvian Andes. In La Convenci6n production increased sixfold between 
1945 and 1960. Most of this production, particularly in its early stages, came 
from the usufruct plots of the arrendires. The arrendire of La Convenci6n was 
no more inclined to take risks than the colono of Vicos and operated at the same 
marginal subsistence level, but coffee offered distinct advantages for the usufruc~ 
tuary. It could easily be interspersed with food crops, and a relatively small 
amount of additional attention would insure both a minimal Jood supply and a 
possible cash crop. While the arrendire risked losing his coffee bushes to the 
patron just as he might lose any capital improvement, at least he had an oppor
tunity to make a quick profit when the initial crop was harvested. In addition the 
arrendires held a distinct ecological advantage over the hacendados, since their 
plots were located on the hillsides, where cooler temperatures and higher rainfall 
were better suited to coffee. The relatively short harvest period of coffee also 
favors small holder production particularly in areas where it can be combined 
with food crops. In contrast to the development of export crop productionon 
the coast, in the selva crop production parameters favored the small holder, and 
the hacendados found themselves with neither suitable land nor sufficient sea· 
sonallabor to start competitive production. 

The economic possibilities of increased coffee production made it profitable 
for the arrendire to find ways.to spend more time on his own plot and less time 
working for the hacendado. Instead of a marginal gain in production and :i 
possible decline in the fertility of his plot, he could gain a substantial return on 
his labor. Initially the conflict between the condiciones of the hacienda and the 
time required for coffee cultivation was solved by hiring subtenants called 
allegados to fulfill the work obligations of the arrendire while he devoted himself 
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making money in the coffee business. In general the allegado assumed a third 
to less of the arrendire's land and assumed some proportion of the arrendire's 
or k.obligation. Some of the arrendires found the coffee trade profitable enough 
WO~cquire as many as a dozen subtenants, and their wealth began to rival that of 
t~ .•. smaller hacendados. Subtenancy was not customarily permitted by the 
~ :endados, but they initially tolerated the practice because it seemed to provide 
. ~arger pool of labor. When even this system failed to produce sufficient labor, 
:he arrendires and even some allegados began hiring wage laborers to fulfill their 
work obligations or to work directly on the coffee harvest. The rise of the cash 
economy and the transformation of arrendires into small businessmen made the 
conflict between the free and compulsory economies increasingly apparent. 
flobsbawm estimates that by 1960 the profits of inefficient hacienda agriculture 
depended on the difference between the prices of free and forced labor.64 While 
thearrendire was paid a wage of 5 cents a day to work in the lord's fields, he 
was forced to contract for free labor at a rate of up to 50 cents a day to work his 
own field. Even allowing for a reasonable cash rent for the use of the usufruct 
plot, such extractions appeared increasingly unreasonable to the arrendires. One 
ingenious hacendado used his right to preferential sale of usufruct crops to buy 
coffee from his arrendires at a price of 28 cents a kilo while the free market price 
across the river from his estate was 44 cents a kilo. His 16-ccnt margin of profit 
was assured by assigning armed guards to patrol his side of the river and inter
cept "smuggled" free market coffee.65 

Much to the surprise of the hacendados their serfs had come into the pos
session of an important income-producing property over which they had tem
p~rarily lost control. The relationship between lord and serf in the traditional 
manor had been based on the precarious assumption that given the general in
efficiency of production, neither could demand much more from the other. The 
coffee economy suddenly made the marginal hillsides valuable, and the hacen
dados moved to reclaim the land and go into the coffee business themselves. 
Contracts with arrendires were found to have expired prematurely, condiciones 
were not adequately fulfilled, and one patron insisted that his expanding family 
required the use of all his land including the usufruct plots. The scramble for 
land was accompanied by a scramble for labor, since the coffee harvest required 
simultaneous inputs of labor on both usufruct and domain lands. 

The hacendados' efforts to reclaim lands threatened individual coffee pro
d\lcers, and increasingly the arrendires began to tllrn to collective legal action. 
Uidike the serfs of the subsistence manor they had both the prospect of sub
stantial economic gains and the economic resources to hire legal help. Craig 
points out that the coffee farmers of La Convenci6n created a minor boom for 
the Cuzco legal profession as large numbers of lawyers were hired to protest the 
forced labor conditions of the haciendas.Bs The arrendires had at least one legal 

64 Hobsbawm. "Neo-Feudalism," pp. 45-48. 
65 CIDA, Peru, pp. 214-215. 
66 Craig, Hacienda to Community, p. 39. 
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point in their favor, since the forced labor obligations of the arrendire agreement 
were formally illegal. This law had of course been of little use to the arrendlre,s 
as long as the hacendados controlled the local legal system. It was USUally uSed 
to evict arrendires on the grounds that they paid no rent and hence had no 
legally recognized right to the lands. Now, however, it could be used to argue 
that it was the obligatory work which was in fact illegal. The first peaSant 
syndicates in La Convenci6n were formed as early as 1952 to hire lawyers and 
place demands with the authorities in Cuzco. The demands included redUctions 
in the number of days of forced labor, a reduction in the number of hours 
worked per day, and an end to preferential sales and assignment of improve_ 
ments to the hacienda owners. The relative wealth of the coffee farmers and the 
economic benefits to be gained from an end to forced labor led to collective 
organization. By 1958 virtually the entire valley was organized in the Federaci6n 
Provincial de Campesinos de La Convenci6n y Lares. 

The development of the coffee export economy had completely reversed the 
economic interests of the dependent serfs and upset the stability of the traditional 
highland hacienda. Coffee could be produced on usufruct plots without risking 
the loss of traditional food crops, and consequently the intense conservatism of 
the serf based on his marginal subsistence activities vanished. The cultivation 
of coffee made the arrendire's labor on his own plot increasingly valuable and 
time spent on forced labor increasingly costly. The coffee crop was coveted by 
both the arrendire and the hacendado, and its increased value disrupted the 
balance of economic interests between them. The increasing economic resources 
of the arrendires made organizational leadership an increasingly attractive role 
for the more ambitious peasants and even for lawyers and radical students from 
Cuzco and made possible an organizational framework independent of the 
traditional hacienda. The economic gains from collective resistance to the work 
demands of the hacendado were substantial, and individuals who could avoid 
the dias de condiciones and spend more time on their crop made substantial 
gains. The isolation of the haciendas made it possible for the wealthier and more 
powerful arrendires to enforce collective conformity on weaker arrendires and 
allegados. It was in fact the wealthier members of the peasant community who 
had the most to gain from collective action. The peasant movement of La Con
venci6n was in fact a bourgeois revolution in which the economic power of a 
growing class of small-scale capitalists confronted the declining authority of the 
feudal hacendados. 

The hacendados had, of course, one remaining card to play-their tradi
tional control of the police and military. The organization of the approximately 
30,000 arrendires and allegados into a cohesive political force made local coer
cive resources inadequate, and the hacendados appealed for help from the dec 
partmental guardia civil and the national army. It is possible that even at thiS 
point the peasant organizations could have been crushed by a sanguinary military 
campaign, but the 136 hacendados of this obscure valley in the jungle appeared 
increasingly expendable to the members of a coastal oligarchy faced with the 
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threat of a peasant revolution spreading throughout the sierra. In the election 
f 1962 the voting power of the peasant federation nullified the traditional 

a outical influence of the hacendados, and the central government became in
~r~asingly reluctant to side decisively with the landowners. In December 1961 
~h~peasant federation declared a general strike in the entire valley and simply 
refused to fulfill the compulsory work obligations of the condiciones. This tactic 
left the peasants in de facto control of their usufruct plots and forced the land
owners to appeal for a mass eviction of the arrendires. Instead the Prado regime 
issued a curiously redundant decree declaring the forced labor obligations illegal 
in the valley (they were in any case illegal under existing law as the peasants 
had long pointed out) . 

The evident weakness of the landowners led the peasants to increasingly 
radical tactics. In May of 1962 Hugo Blanco, the son of a Cuzco lawyer who 
had become an allegado on a La Convenci6n valley estate, was elected president 
btthe peasant federation and the intensity of the peasant movement dramatically 
increased. In late 1962 and early 1963 the peasants shifted from defensive 
measures aimed at eliminating the condiciones to offensive actions aimed at 
increasing their share of the valley land. Craig points out that the change in 
tactics and the election of Blanco reflected the demands of the allegados rather 
than those of the arrendires and created a split in the movement.6? The allegados 
felt land scarcity more acutely and were prepared to rally behind Blanco's slogan 
"Tierra 0 Muerte" to claim hacienda land. More than 80 haciendas in the valley 
were successfully invaded, and several of them, particularly the Chaupimayo 
estate, formerly part of the largest single holding in the valley, became centers of 
revolutionary activity and staging areas for assaults on haciendas both in· the 
vaHey and in nearby areas in the sierra. The increasing intensity of the move
ment and Blanco's revolutionary image finally led the oligarchy to intervene in a 
bloody military campaign which led to Blanco's capture in May of 1963. Despite 
the military presence and the massacre of at least one group of peasant invaders, 
the peasant federation remained in possession of much of the land it had seized. 
While the military effectively ended the expansion of the La Convencion move
ment, it did not succeed in reestablishing the status quo in the valley. Craig points 
out that by 1965 the few hacendados who had not been chased out by their own 
serfs were passively awaiting the expropriation of their estates by the government 
land reform program.68 Their power over their labor force had vanished along 
with their political influence. Despite the abusive practices of the La Convenci6n 
hacienda owners surprisingly few were actually harmed by the peasants, and 
most were allowed to leave their lands peaceably taking their possessions with 
them. In fact before the intervention of the military there was remarkably little 
violence associated with the movement. In the hacienda system of La Conven
cion violence was the economic tool of the hacendados, while the market econo
my was the revolutionary instrument of the peasants. The relative absence of 

67 Craig. "Peru." p. 291. 
68 Craig, Hacienda to Community. pp. 47-48. 
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violence in the early stages of the La Convenci6n movement was a result of the 
political weakness of the landowners and underscores the fact that in most 
peasant movements violence is initiated from above, not from below. ., •. 

It is clear from the case studies of La Convenci6n, particularly Craig'~ 
careful survey of crop distributions within the valley, that the coffee eXpOrt 
economy was a necessary precondition for the rise of the peasant movemenf.69 
While it is true that La Convenci6n was both a major center of coffee production 
and a major center of agrarian protests by campesinos, it is also clear that there 
are many other areas of intensive coffee production which lack any Similarly 
intense peasant movement. While the increase in coffee production in La Can. 
venci6n may have appeared a unique change to those concentrating theirre: 
search in the valley, actually coffee cultivation was widespread in the high selva 
region. As the crop production data in Map 3.2 indicate, several other provinces 
equaled or surpassed the production of La Convenci6n.~0 The province of Jaen 
in Cajamarca was actually the leader in national production, accounting for 20 
percent of the total, Tarma in Junfn was second with 16 percent, and La Con. 
venci6n was actually third with 12 percent. Substantial amounts of coffee were 
also produced in Jauja in Junfn, Oxapampa in Pasco, Sandia in Puno, and 
Leoncio Prado in Huanuco. As the distribution of campesino agrarian events in 
Map 3.3 makes clear, none of these major coffee-producing areas (except La 
Convenci6n) had any substantial numbers of agrarian events. In the provinces 
of Tarma and Jauja in Junfn, comunero events did occur in substantial numbers 
but were located in the high puna area rather than in the selvatic coffee-produc~ 
ing areas (compare the event and crop distributions for the department of J unfn 
in Maps 3.2 and 3.3). In fact when land invasions did occur in the coffee areas 
of Juntn, they involved comuneros attempting to confiscate the coffee harvests of 
large haciendas rather than campesinos attempting to defend their coffee agaillst 
hacienda owners. The absence of any overall relationship between coffee and 
campesino agrarian events can be summarized by the small .26 correlation 
between total coffee production and total number of campesino events in a 
province. While the center of campesino agrarian events, La Convenci6n, isa 
center of coffee production, not all centers of coffee production are centers of 
agrarian events. The correlation between coffee production and comunero 
agrarian events is even lower, an insignificant .05. 

The response of the campesinos of La Convenci6n and the nearby prov" 
inces of Calca and Paucartambo to the coffee economy depended on the peculiar 
organizational characteristics of coffee production in this region. Coffee produc-

69 Craig demonstrates that the solidarity of peasant communities established 
on the former haciendas was closely related to the amount of coffee grown. 
Communities which continued to cultivate coca, a traditional selvatic crop, 
were considerably less likely to receive high scores on Craig's index of 
solidarity than were communities which had shifted to coffee cultivation; 
Craig, Hacienda 10 Community, pp. 85-87. 

70 Coffee production by province in Map 3.2 was calculated from data pre" 
sented in Carlos Martinez Claure, La Produccion de Cafe en el Peru (Lima: 
privately published, 1967), p. 31. 
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'n increased dramatically throughout Peru during the 1950s, and almost a11 
UOoduction took place in frontier areas of the high selva. In La Convenci6n, 
~~wever, a combination of processing methods and estate si~e .both increased 
the material resources at the command of the peasants and lImIted the oppor
tunities for expanded production. The arabica coffee grown in Peru is processed 
through two distinctly different methods which vary considerably in their profit-
bility to the small produc-er.71 Processing is required to separate the inner 

~()ffee grain from a dual outer shell before it can be sacked for export. In the 
scrcalled lavado, or wet, process the outer shell of the bean is removed by fric
tion rolling in a small mechanical mill, and the inner shell is removed through 
fermentation in specially constructed tanks. The coffee is raked several times 
during fermentation to remove the sticky fermented inner coating. The coffee is 
then dried, usually in open sunlight but sometimes in specially constructed 
~~ens. This process obviously requires expensive processing machinery, and only 
about 1,000 of the largest producers can afford the complete wet processing 
installation. Smaller producers can, however, fonn cooperatives to purchase 
machinery and share the cost of processing. The wet processing of coffee raises 
its value by almost $10 a quintal, or about 30 percent. The other method, the 
so-called natural, or dry, process, follows the procedure used in Brazil and other 
areas producing low-grade coffee. Coffee beans in varying stages of ripeness are 
spread out to dry in an open courtyard, and the outer shell is removed by hand 
threshing. The dry-processed coffee brings a low price, and the final step in the 
decortication process is carried out by exporting companies in Lima, which sell 
the final product at a substantial profit. Small producers are the principal users 
of the dry method, but since the wet method requires abundant supplie·s of 
water, dry processing is used by larger producers in arid areas, particularly in 
Cajamarca in the north. 

Most wet-processed coffee is grown on large estates of from 10 to 100 
hectares, while most dry coffee is grown on small holdings, some of which are 
smaller than 3 hectares. Below about 3 hectares coffee production is not an 
economically rational proposition, and in fact producers of this size closely 
resemble subsistence farmers. When the size of a coffee holding is below about 3 
hectares, family labor is used exclusively, but above this level migratory wage 
labor is employed, so that 3 hectares represent the boundary between the family 

... farmer and the estate owner. The valley of La Convenci6n is unique in combin
ing extremely small plots with an average size of 2.28 hectares with wet process
ing of coffee.72 Thus the peasant of La Convenci6n is in the paradoxical position 
of being a wealthy, land-starved small holder. In the major coffee-producing 
areas of the departments of Junin and Pasco large estates of 100 hectares are not 
uncommon, wet processing is used, most estates own their own machinery, and 
owners are part of the upper class.73 In Cajamarca in the north no wet processing 

71 This description is based on Claure, La Produccion de CaN, chap. 2. 
72/ bid., p. 70. 
73 / bid., pp. 66-68, 70. 
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is used, but estate size is again large,74 since this is one of the few areas in Peru 
in which a sizeable middle peasantry exists despite the hacienda system. In 
Sandia in the department of Puno there are many smaIl holders75 in a region 
dominated by large estates, but coffee is processed by the dry method only, and 
the subsistence qualities of the hacienda system remain intact. 

The more valuable wet-processed coffee produces an economic interestin 
collective action when it is combined with a size of holding too small to support 
processing machinery. The peasants of La Convencion would have sound eco
nomic reasons for forming cooperatives to control coffee processing even if they 
were not threatened with eviction by the haciendas. The greater profits of wet
processed coffee increase the prospects of supporting a leadership cadre, paying 
legal costs, and providing other material resources necessary for successful Or
ganization. Thus it seems likely that the peasant mobilization of La Convencion 
depended not so much on the expansion of the coffee market but on the peculiar 
form of agricultural organization which developed in the valley. Growing condi~ 
tions in the southern end of the valley are ideal, and rainfall is more than suffi
cient for wet processing. Only the economic limitations of small plot size 
prevented realization of the more substantial profits of wet-processed coffee. 
Collective peasant organization could both overcome this economic constraint 
and reduce the demands of the haciendas for compulsory labor. If this argument 
is correct, it suggests that less favorable growing conditions or an inadequate 
supply of water might have encouraged the arrendires to eke out a minimal sub
sistence income, even with the addition of coffee, and the economic justification 
for the movement of La Convencion would have been diminished. 

The overall relationship between the various types of coffee production and 
the distribution of agrarian events is presented in Table 3.4. While it should be 
kept in mind that this table essentially contrasts La Convencion with all other 
provinces, it is clear that only wet-processed coffee produced on small estates has 
any significant correlation with either campesino or comunero agrarian events. 
The correlations between wet-processed coffee grown on small estates and cam
pesina agrarian events is actually a substantial .77, although correlations with 

TABLE 3.4 Intercorrelations of Agrarian EVellts with Coffee Produc
tion by Type of Processing and Size of Holding for Sierran Provinces 

VARIABLE (2) 

1. Comunero agrarian events .06 
2. Campesino agrarian events 
3. Coffee total 
4. Coffee, wet, 3 ha. or less 
S. Coffee, wet, more than 3 ha. 
6. Coffee, dry, 3 ha. or less 
7. Coffee, dry, more than 3 ha. 

74 Ibid., pp. 59-60. 
75 Ibid., pp. 81-83. 

(3) (4) 

.05 

.26 .77 
.42 

(5) (6) (7J 

.13 -.07 -.05 
-.05 -.06 -.04 

.70 .18 .62 
-.03 .22 -.02 

-.05 .13 
-.05 
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II other combinations of estate size and processing technique are negligible. 
~he comparative analysis of provincial data for the entire sierra region suggests 
that the social organization of coffee production, not the expansion of production 
itself, was the source of the peasant movement of La Convenci6n. This qualifica
ti(Jn nevertheless supports the general principal that peasant organization occurs 
as a rational response to economic and political opportunities provided by the 
new forms of agricultural organization created by a developing export economy. 

THE INDIGENOUS COMMUNITY: HUALCAN AND SAN PEDRO DE CAJAS 

With the exception of the province of La Convencion, dependent hacienda serfs 
seldom carried out land invasions, and in fact more than two-thirds of all in
vasions in the sierra were carried out by members of the indigenous communities 
(comuneros). As the event distributions in Map 3.3 make clear, the comunero 
invasions were widely distributed throughout the highlands rather than concen
trated in a single region as were campesino events. While the peasant movement 
in La Convenci6n reached its peak intensity in 1962 and early 1963, the 
comunero invasions did not begin on a large scale until after the inauguration of 
Belaunde Terry on July 28, 1963. Smaller-scale comunero invasions had, how
ever, begun much earlier. The first invasion reported in the Peruvian press 
occurred on January 20,1960, when the comuneros of San Antonio de Rancas 
began a series of invasions of the Paria estates of the Cerro de Pasco corporation 
in the department of Pasco.76 Invasions continued on a small scale in Pasco and 
in neighboring Junin between 1960 and 1963 while the movement in La Con
vencion was reaching its peak. After July 1963, however, the comunero move
ment exploded into a massive series of invasions beginning in the original"areas 
of unrest in the departments of Junin and Pasco but rapidly spreading through
out the central sierra. At its peak the movement involved invasions by over a 
hundred distinct communities and may have involved as many as 300,000 in
dividuals. The largest numbers of invasions were recorded in the central sierra 
provinces of Pasco and Daniel Carrion in the department of Pasco and the 
provinces of Huancayo, Jauja, Tarma, and Yauli in Jun1n. Substantial numbers 
also occurred in adjacent areas of the department of Lima, particularly in the 
provinces of Cajatambo and Yauyos. The provinces of Bolognesi, Recuay, and 
Yungay in Ancash and the province of Huancavelica in the department of the 
same name were also major centers of activity. In general the pattern of events 
in Map 3.3 suggests a widening circle of activity spreading outward from the 
initial centers of unrest in the central provinces of Junfn and Pasco. While the 
central region remained the area of most intense activity, scattered invasions 
were reported throughout the sierra (see Map 3.3). The department of Cuzco 
also experienced a large number of land disputes involving comuneros, but most 
of these were distinctly different in form from the central region invasions. As 
the event distributions in Map 3.3 make clear, most of the Cuzco comunero 
events took place in areas of high campesino activity, while in the rest of the 

76 La Prensa. Jan. 4. 1962. 
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sierra the two kinds of events seldom occurred together. In most Cuzco prov~ 
inces and particularly in the province of Anta adjacent to La Convenci6n the· 
invasions involved campesino organizations attempting to seize community lands 
or battles between liberated colonos and nearby communities. The southern 
Cuzco phase of the comunero movement seems to have been a more Or less 
direct response to the mounting pressures for land from the campesino move, 
ment centered in La Convenci6n. 

Virtually all the comunero agrarian events were land invasions in the
central sierra, and many adopted the slogan of the Cuzco campesinos, "Tierra 0 

Muerte," and were clearly interested in regaining lands in dispute with adjoining 
hadendas. The peasants took pains to demonstrate their piety and patriotism, 
frequently holding religious services on invaded haciendas and prominently dis
playing the Peruvian national flag. Eighteenth- and nineteenth-century peasant 
uprisings, particularly the famous revolt of Tupac Amaru in 1780, had a pro. 
nounced Indian nationalist ideology and were clearly as much ethnic as eco
nomic struggles. The comunero invasions of the 19605, however, were almost 
devoid of references to Indian cultural identity and instead focused exclusively 
on land rights. The relative absence of either communal demands or a distinct 
nationalist ideology among the comuneros may seem an exception to the general 
proposition that indigenous land-holding groups are likely to emphasize com
munal rather than class interests. In fact, the Peruvian "indigenous community" 
of the 1960s was neither indigenous nor communal and, despite vestigial rem
nants of Incan language and culture, had been submerged in the sierra peasant 
class and left with little or no autonomous political or social identity. While 
some Peruvian intellectuals have long insisted that the indigenous community 
is either the embodiment of the native virtues of the Incas or,-·on the contrary, 
the precursor of some Peruvian collective farm, most serious anthropologists 
who have actually visited Indian communities have come away with very dif
ferent impressions. There is very little land in Peru that is actually held com
munally, and most indigenous communities are in fact aggregates of marginal 
small holders who own and work their land individually. Traditional communal 
work practices such as festival labor or reciprocal labor exchange have fallen 
into disuse in most areas of the sierra to be replaced by daily wage labor. The 
internal structure of most communities is neither homogeneous nor egalitarian, 
and most have internal class divisions similar to those of the hacienda com
munities. The administrative structure of the indigenous community is ap
pointed and controlled by the mestizo upper class of the area even when the 
community is not directly the property of a particular hacienda. Since sierran 
land is increasingly scarce, many community residents have been forced to 
assume obligations as colonos on nearby haciendas to supplement the limited 
production of their plots on community land. In most respects in fact the tradi,; 
tional subsistence community of the sierra closely resembles the economic and 
social organization of the hacienda community. In fact the operational definition 
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of an indigenou~ community. in the sierra seems to be a group of serfs who do 
. ot happen to ltve on a haCIenda. A number of observers have suggested that 
~he preservation of the indigenous community is simply a means of maintaining 
a politically disenfranchised, economically depressed pool anabar for the sierra 
haciendas.77 As Kubler pointed out, a long series of exploiters from the Inca 
nobility and the encomenderos to the hacienda and commercial estate owners 
of'the present have found it advantageous to maintain the community, and it is 
likely that indigenous communities will continue to exist only so long as there 
are economic interests which profit from exploiting them.7s As the export econo
roy of the coast attracted more and more sierran labor in the twentieth century, 
the sierran hacendados have found that the guarantee of a small amount of land 
for communities enabled them to draw upon servile laborers as closely bound 
to the land as their own colonos. 

The protective legislation enacted in the twentieth century has bound the 
communities even more tightly to the soil but has hardly halted the predation 
of the sierran upper classes. The legal protection extended to Indian communi
tieS in the constitutions of 1912 and 1933 illustrate the effects of Ford's law of 
Peruvian land tenure with a vengeance. The constitutional provisions implement
ing presidential decrees in 1936 and 1938 created a legal identity for communi
ties and made community lands inalienable.?9 While the intent of these laws was 
to provide communities with legal protection against hacienda expropriations, 
their effect was to bind the comuneros more closely to the land by eliminating 
the possibility of economic escape from the sierra through the proceeds of a sale. 
The protective legislation did not effectively stop the expansion of haciendas, 
and by guaranteeing a supply of semi servile labor in the communities, it actually 
perpetuated the power of the hacienda system that it was designed to check. The 
process of recognition provided for in the new legislation was difficult if not 
impossible for most communities because it required the services of a lawyer, 
knowledge of Spanish, local political influence, and a long and expensive process 
of survey and registration. While the legislation created a Bureau of Indian 
Affairs in 1927 to supervise the legal recognition of communities, as late as 1955 
the Bureau had only one employee who could speak Quechua80 and seldom 
initiated efforts to register communities. If a community wanted to obtain legal 
recognition as a comunidad indfgena, it would have to collect enough money 
from limited community resources to send a delegation to Lima with the neces-

77 See Richard Patch, "How Communal Are the Communities," American 
University Field SlaD Reports, West Coast of South America Series, 6 
(June 1959), pp. 1-18, and Henry P. Dobyns, The Social Matrix of Peruvian 
bldigenous Communities (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University, Department of 
Anthropology, Cornell Peru Project, 1964), pp. 13-22. 

18 Kubler, "Quechua," p. 409. 
79 Dobyns, Indigenous Communities, pp. 1-2. 
80 Julio Cotler, "The Mechanics of Internal Domination and Social Change in 

Peru," in Irving Louis Horowitz (ed.), Masses in Latin America (New 
York: Oxford University Press, 1970), pp. 407-444. 
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sary supporting documents. These economic and cultural barriers to recognition 
meant that only the most economically advanced Indian communities COuid 
apply for recognition, and by 1959 only 1,500 of the more than 5,000 Indian 
communities in Peru had obtained the legal designation comunidad indlgena.o1 
Actually, since recognized communities are the most economically advanCed 
the more likely a community is to have obtained legal recognition, the less Iikel; 
itis to have retained any traditional Indian cultural or economic practices. Many 
of the so-called indigenous communities are in fact towns of mixed cultural 
orientation or simply groups of farmers who have banded together to attain legal 
recognition for its advantages in lawsuits. Insofar as the law extends any legal 
protection at all to the Indian population, it extends it to the most thoroughly 
assimilated and wealthiest sectors. The reforms of the eady twentieth century 
created the legal fiction the comunidad ind/gena, which held olit the hope of 
legal protection to the mass of the Indian population of the sierra but in fact 
extended it only to communities which had lost most of their Indian char
acteristics. 

Even legal recognition as a comunidad indigena is no guarantee against 
further expropriations by haciendas or commercial estates. The reforms made it 
possible for a recognized community to register its lands by conducting a cadas
tral survey, but Peru maintains no uniform system of surveys or title registration 
and in practice land boundaries are often wherever local mestizo authorities 
choose to place them. The constitutional provisions gave communities the right 
to sue to protect their lands, but given the corrupt legal system of the sierra this 
provision has simply tied up astounding amounts of community funds in endless 
litigation. The CIDA reports that in the department of Puno as much as 9 per
cent of the income of a typical community went for legal expenses in contrast to 
less than 5 percent spent on education.82 Litigation is as continual as it is fruit
less. Dobyns reports a survey of registered indigenous communities which 
indicated that 73 percent were involved in land disputes of one kind or another 
and that some of these disputes had been in the courts for as long as 40 years.83 
Even successful suits, however, do not necessarily lead to control of land. Patch 
reports that one community after years of litigation with an adjacent hacienda 
finally obtained a favorable judgment in the courts of the departmental capital. 
The hacienda, however, simply ignored the decision and continued in possession 
of the lands.54 The legal protection of the new reforms has done nothing to pre
vent the haciendas from gradually slicing off additional portions of community 
lands. Patch also describes a com·munity which adjoined two immense haciendas 
originally created entirely from community lands. Th~ community members sud" 
denly found that one of the haciendas had made them an offer to sell them 
several thousand hectares of what they had thought was their own communal 

81 R. Maclean y Estenos, Soci%gia del Peru (Mexico City: Instituto de In-
vestigaciones Sociales, 1959), p. 262. 

82 CIDA, Peru, p. 190. 
83 Dobyns, Indigenous Communities, pp. 33-34. 
84 Patch, "How Communal," pp. 12-13. 
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pasture. When the comuneros resisted this patent attempt at extortion, the 
hacienda owners simply looked for mestizo buyers and ignored the land titles of 
the comuneros.85 

' 

While the predatory ingenuity of the hacienda land grabbers is impressive, 
their activities are dwarfed by the expropriations of the large commercial in
terests of the central sierra. This region, the center of the comunero agrarian 
movement, was also the area of the most extensive commercialization and the 
most widespread land expropriations during the twentieth century. In 1915 
associates of J. P. Morgan founded the Cerro de Pasco corporation to exploit 
the copper and other mineral deposits of the departments of Pasco and Junin. 
The company eventually expanded to become Peru's largest mineral exporter, 
and its mining activities had a profound effect on the economy and land-holding 
patterns of the central sierra. The company's original mines were located at 
Cerro de Pasco, and it built an immense smelting center at La Oroya in Tarma, 
junin. According to the CIDA account of land tenure in the central sierra, the 
opening of the La Oroya installation in 1922 had immediate and disastrous 
effects on the surrounding area.86 The fumes from the smelter contained lethal 
amounts of arsenic, lead, zinc, and hydrogen sulfide, and a number of human 
deaths could be traced directly to the smelting operation. The effects on plants 
and animals, however, were even more profound, and the fumes eventually 
created a desert of approximately 700,000 hectares in the center of what had 
been one of the most productive stock-raising and agricultural areas of Peru. A 
number of indigenous communities adjacent to the smelter were totally ruined, 
and the fumes severely curtailed both hacienda and community agriculture 
throughout the province of Junin. The company was eventually faced with'pro
tests, lawsuits, and executive decrees demanding compensation for landowners 
and immediate installation of pollution control equipment. The company re
sponded by buying out all landholders within a radius of 30 kilometers from the 
smelter. The lands were, of course, practically worthless at the time of the pur
chase, and with the exception of the lands of one large and politically powerful 
Peruvian stock-raising company, all were bought at drastically reduced prices. 
The company finally installed pollution control equipment in 1942, 20 years 
after the smelter had gone into operation. Since the equipment made the sur
rounding area once again suitable for ranching, the company opened a huge 
commercial stock-raising enterprise on the formerly barren lands. The stock
raising activities seem to have developed as an incidental consequence of the 
company's attempt to eliminate protests by buying out surrounding landholders, 
but the results were so favorable to the company that many Peruvians continue 
to believe that the pollution was intentional and the company had conspired to 
steal the land all along. The destruction of the haciendas and communities in the 
department of Junin created a large landless proletariat which could then be 
employed in Cerro de Pasco's mines and refining operations. The stock-raising 

us Ibid. 
86 CIDA. Peru, pp. 23-26. 
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enterprise on the adjacent land provided a cheap source of food for the workerS 
in the mines and smelters. The export of wool turned a substantial profit which. 
more than offset the cost of the pol\ution control equipment. Since the stock. 
raising activities required very little labor, they neither interfered with the de. 
mand for labor in the mines nor required the maintenance of a large inefficient 
population of colonos on company land. The company also developed commer_ 
cial stock-raising activities on its large landholdings around its mine at Cerro de 
Pasco and became a major wool exporter and the largest single landowner in the 
central sierra. The success of the Cerro de Pasco corporation's commercial live
stock operations attracted other companies and Peruvian individuals who opened 
their own ranches in the area. The new ranches further displaced the remaining 
traditional haciendas and communities. These immense properties, particularly 
the Cerro de Pasco corporation's holdings in Pasco and Junfn and the Algohin 
corporation's large modern ranches in adjacent Cajatambo province in Lima, 
became the primary target of the comunero agrarian invasions of the 1960s. 

The expansion of the modern ranches was not the only consequence of 
mining operations in the central sierra. Mining operations required an extensive 
transportation infrastructure including major rail and road links between the 
mining centers and the coast. The Cerro de Pasco corporation constructed its 
own railway from Cerro de Pasco to La Oroya, where it joined the central rail 
line to Lima constructed in the nineteenth century. The line extended south as 
far as Huancavelica and brought the entire central sierra region in close contact 
with the money economy for the first time. The transportation network lowered 
the costs of agricultural products throughout the central sierra and made com" 
mercial agriculture a real possibility for the first time. While the principal bene
ficiaries of these opportunities were the large ranches, many of which were 
owned by the Cerro de Pasco corporation itself, small haciendas and some 
indigenous communities were able to increase their production of cash crops. 
Since most of the land in the departments of J unfn and Pasco is high puna at 
altitudes above 13,000 feet, opportunities for agriculture are limited and in most 
places commercial activities were confined to stock raising. Although the 
southern sierra, particularly the province of Puno, continues to be the major 
source of wool for export, the herding economy of Puno continues to be based 
on an inefficient hacienda system while the livestock operations of the sierra 
were based on scientific breeding and pasturage. Thus a second element in the 
transformation of the central sierra and the rise of the comunero movement was 
the presence of a major export commodity, in this case wool, which provided a 
source of outside income for many indigenous communities. Like the coffee 
boom in La Convenci6n, the wool economy of the central sierra w~s to radically 
alter the organizational interests of peasant communities. 

The involvement of Indian communities in the money economy depended 
not only on their proximity to transportation but also on their access to agricul
turalland. Paradoxically those communities with the least access to usable land 
had the best opportunity to participate in the money economy. As Mishkin has 
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inted out, in the late 19405 the increasing population of indigenous com
~unities forced comuneros to turn pastoralism as an alternative to declining 
agricultural income.87 The expropriations of the haciendas had already deprived 
many communities of land in the river valleys where agriculture was possible, 
and many communities were rapidly converted from agriculture to pastoralism. 
Pastoralism represented a temporary solution to the problems of population 
pressure in most areas of the sie~ra, since th~ increa.sing flocks and her~s even
tually exhausted the pasturage Just as the mcreasmg human populatIOn had 
threatened the exhaustion of agricultural land. As Mishkin points out, however, 
pastoralism brought the communities into contact with the money economy, and 
the sale of wool became the major source of outside income for many com
munities.ee On the high puna of the central sierra pastoralism had always been 
anecessary adaptation to the altitude, but the availability of inexpensive trans
port to Lima and world markets transformed many marginal pastoral com
'munities into profitable enterprises. In areas of the sierra which lacked adequate 
transportation and access to outside markets the rise of pastoralism marked 
simply another stage in the exhaustion of community resources and the decline 
of the community as a viable economic unit. In the central sierra, however, the 
same economic change created a new tie to the export economy. 

The central sierra therefore combined large-scale expropriations by modern 
ranches with the growth of commercial communities based on the export of 
wool. Both the pressures of the expanding ranches and the organizational re
sources created by the wool economy were to have a pronounced effect on the 
intensity of the comunero agrarian movement in the central sierra. In most of the 
southern and northern sierra, however, Indian communities remained outside 
the export economy in wool and remained cut off from modern political or social 
influences of any kind. Although these communities were faced with continual 
expropriations by haciendas and commercial estates, they were as internally 
divided as the serfs of the hacienda Vicos and were never able to organize to 
reverse the direction of expropriations. While many of the communities of the 
central sierra were transfonned into modern economic units, most sierran Indian 
communities remained as they had always been-loose groupings of individual 
subsistence cultivators. These differences in economic organization and their 
consequences for political action can be seen clearly in the contrast between the 
communities of Hualcan and San Pedro de Cajas. HuaIcan is the subject of a 
detailed ethnography by William Stein and is perhaps the best described of any 
traditional Indian community of the sierra.59 It is located in the province of 
Carhuaz, department of Ancash, in the CaUejon de Huaylas not far from the 
hacienda Vicos. Stein worked with the Cornell group and chose the community 

07 Bernard Mishkin, "The Contemporary Quechua," in Julian H. Steward (ed.), 
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because he hoped to contrast community and hacienda organization. Unlike 
most conununities studied in the sierra, Hualcan is not officially registered as a 
comunidad indigeM and retains many of the characteristics of a traditional 
Indian community. The province of Carhuaz was not a center of activity during 
the comunero movements of 1960 to 1963, and in fact only one community in 
the province (Ecas) was reported to have carried out invasions. San Pedro de 
Cajas, on the other hand, is located in Tarma, lunln, at the center of the most 
intense comunero activity and in fact holds the distinction of having initiatedthe 
large-scale phase of'the movement by invading the hacienda Chinchausiri at 
4 A.M. on July 29, 1963, the day after Belaunde Terry was inaugurated. Since 
this was the first invasion under the new government, all the major Lima dailies 
covered the event, and it is the most fully described of any of the invasions of 
the postinaugural period. San Pedro de Cajas was one of the first communities 
to take advantage of the legal reforms of the 1912 constitution and registered as 
a comunidad indigeM on January 29, 1926. Its legal existence, in fact, predates 
the establishment of the Bureau of Indian Affairs. In contrast to Huaican, San 
Pedro de Cajas is a modem community which is fully integrated into the wool 
export economy, and while it maintains some Indian features, it has been greatly 
influenced by Hispanic culture radiating outward from Lima and the coast. The 
two communities, one of which carried out an invasion and one of which did not, 
are in fact typical of invading and noninvading communities in general. A more 
detailed description of each will indicate clearly the importance of the wool 
economy and community economic development in the genesis of the central 
sierra invasions. 

The community of Hualcan is located on the north bank of the Chucchln 
River about 10 miles from the mestizo town of Carhuaz. Sincethe community is 
located in a river valley, it is predominantly agricultural rather than pastoral and 
most of the community lands are located at the 10,000-foot level or below. 
While Hualcan's lands extend well up into the region of puna vegetation, which 
begins at about 13,000 feet in this area, most land under cultivation, and all the 
most valuable land, is located well below the upper limits of agriculture. The 
town plaza itself is located at 9,000 feet, 4,000 feet below the beginning of the 
PUM zone. While most families own herds of sheep and some wool is produced, 
almost none of it is sold outside the community. The production of local herds 
is usually used for homespun clothing or occasionally bartered with local 
mestizo townsmen. Land is individually owned, and in the typical minifundia 
pattern of the sierra the plots of a single individual are frequently scattered 
widely over the land held by the community. Agricultural technology is primitive, 
and while fertilizer and a rudimentary crop rotation system are used, these 
techniques simply make the difference between bare subsistence and crop 
failure. Irrigation is used on some of the bottom land along the river, but much 
of the land is too rocky or inaccessible. The land shows signs of soil depletion, 
plant blights and crop failures are common, and the comuneros rely more on 
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rayer than on planning for successful harvests. There is no interest in improving 
Pjelds through technical innovations. Wealth accumulated by community mem
~ers is rapidly dissipated through the fiesta system rather than invested in agri
culture. The agricultural technology is approximately the same as that of 
hacienda Vicos and creates the same pressures toward conservative interest in 
individual subsistence plots. 

. The community's only access to the outside world is via a narrow trail to 
Carhuaz, which is an hour to an hour and a half away by foot. The only other 
means of transportation is a few burros owned by some community members. 
Even if the lands of Hualcan would support more intensive agriculture, the in
adequate transportation facilities would inhibit the sale of products in outside 
markets. As long as the physical isolation of the community persists, it is unlikely 
that the stagnant subsistence economy will change. Stein in fact quotes Ralph 
Beal's observation that in matters of economic development one road is worth 
three schools or 50 government administrators.9o Without a road commercial 
activity is limited to barter at local markets, and the community economy is for 
the most part completely self-contained. While the comuneros show a distinct 
interest in buying machine-made goods whenever they acquire any cash, their 
lack of salable resources limits their outside purchases. Most community mem
bers therefore dress in traditional Indian garments, including the poncho for 
men and the lliklla, or shawl, for women and wear homemade rather than 
machine-made clothing. Sandals made from old rubber tires are purchased out
side the community, but they are considerably cheaper than machine-made shoes 
worn in wealthier mestizo areas. The only signs of advanced technology in the 
village are a few sewing machines. The absence of technical or commercial 
activity in the community has led to a total disinterest in education and in
different attendance at the local school. Almost no one in the community has 
learned Spanish, and the few literates read Quechua. 

The community lands are inadequate to support its current population, and 
only about 50 percent of the comuneros could exist without some form of outside 
employment. Almost all community members work at some time during the year 
as day laborers in Carhuaz and on nearby haciendas. Like the community of 
Vicos, Hua1can is deeply divided by an unequal distribution of property. The 
owners of irrigated lands along the river form a subcommunity of relatively 
affluent, independent landowners who could, if necessary, support themselves 
entirely from their own agricultural activities. The landowners on the rocky hill
sides, however, have had insufficient land for many years, and most have been 
forced to contract with nearby haciendas for additional lands. These comuneros 
assume the condiciones associated with hacienda labor throughout the sierra and 
become part-time colonos. Thus one half of the community is a group of rel
atively independent landowners while the other half is actually a group of semi-

90 Ibid., p. 15. 
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serfs. The wealthier bottom land owners dominate community politics and are 
dedicated to maintaining the status quo. The comuneros of the hillsides who 
might profit from land invasions are unlikely to gain political control of the 
community. 

In Hualcan as well as in Vic os, internal stratification, individual plots, and 
a strongly developed sense of personal property lead to intense economic COin" 

petition, jealousy, suspicion, and endemic thievery. Most comuneros find it 
necessary to build huts in their fields to guard crops at harvest time. Even so, 
Stein estimates that half of all crops are lost to thieves.91 Some farmers have gone 
so far as to diversify their crops to spread out the harvest and avoid the total loss 
of their food supply in a single theft. Most of the wealthier citizens in particular 
take pains to disguise their true wealth, and articles of any value are immediately 
hidden. Most litigation in Hualcan is actually between members of the COin{ 

munity, and as in the community of Vicos there seems little possibility that the 
individualistic economy would permit collective political action. In fact even 
cooperative labor for community projects is difficult if not impossible to mobilize. 
While festival labor and reciprocal labor exchange are still practiced, they are 
disliked by laborers and employers, who both prefer explicit daily wage 
contracts. 

Collective action is also inhibited by the organizational structure of 
Hualcan, which again parallels that of hacienda Vicos. The community varayoc 
are selected from the wealthier members of the community, which usually means 
the conservative landowners along the river bottom. The chief of the varayoc; 
called the comisario in Hualcan, is appointed by the mestizo authorities in the 
town of Carhuaz and is forced to report to them on a weekly basis under penalty 
of fines. He in turn appoints the remaining varayoc, who are therefore all depen
dent on the Carhuaz officials. The varayoc perform most of the functions of the 
leaders of the Vicos community and in addition are responsible for recruiting 
corvee labor for public works on the behalf of mestizos. The indirect rule struc~ 
ture of the varayoc is reinforced by the direct appointment of an official of the 
local government (teniente gobernador) , who is the legal representative of the 
authorities in Carhuaz. This individual is backed by local police power and wields 
considerable influence, since he is responsible for rounding up recruits for the 
army. Finally the comuneros who have entered into colona arrangements with 
the nearby haciendas are controlled by mayorales much as are the serfs of Vicos. 
This triple alliance of conservative community authority makes it almost im;; 
possible to develop an organizational structure which might oppose the mestizo 
elite. As was the case in Vicos, talented comuneros are diverted into a conservac 

tive leadership role or are driven from the community altogether. The com~ 
munity's resources permit no independent peasant organizations. Beyond the 
town of Carhuaz the community has no connections at all with the political 
system, and most community members are largely ignorant of national politics. 

91Ibjd., p. 19. 
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Finally the community is not directly threatened by any hacienda encroach
ments. The community lands are separated by a wide gorge from the hacienda 
area, and the worst lands are closest to the haciendas. The haciendas themselves 
are as agriculturally backward as the community and unlike the commercial 
stock-raising enterprises of the central sierra have little to gain from displacing 
indigenous communities. Comuneros, in fact, provide a substantial portion of 
the labor force on hacienda"land. The same balance of mutual inefficiency which 
discourages enclosure movements by hacendados or technical improvements by 
c%n~s preserves the integrity of community lands in Hualcan. The ,;omuneros 
have as little to gain from moving against the haciendas as the haciendas have 
from moving against the community. The conservative owners of ~he bottom 
lands who have the most to lose from any conflict with the haciendas are the best 
protected by distance from hacienda encroachments and the least radical of any 
peasants in the community. Their vested interest in protecting their marginal 
advantages over the rest of the community undermines collective solidarity. The 
wealthy peasants of La Convenci6n found enough financial reward in protest 
actions to drag weaker members of the community into collective action on their 
behalf. The same principle works in reverse in Hualcan. The wealthier members 
support the mestizo structure of direct and indirect rule and prevent radical 
action by the hard-pressed comuneros of the hillsides. 

Hualcan shares all the political and economic characteristics which made 
collective political action by the serfs of hacienda Vicos unlikely and even 
irrational. Its backward economy provides a slim margin of survival which could 
easily be threatened by either technical innovations in agriculture or changes in 
the political structure of the community. Precarious agriculture and tiny dis
persed plots create the same kind of economic conservatism that was found at 
Vicos. The internal stratification of the community, particularly the division 
between the bottom lands and the hillside, creates an atmosphere of individual
istic economic competition which inhibits cooperative economic or political 
action. The administrative structure of the varayoc, the teniente gobernador, 
and the hacienda mayorales insure that conservative organizations will co-opt 
or suppress independent peasant leadership. The limited financial resources of 
the community make it unlikely that union organizers could be supported from 
dues or other contributions of community members. Hualcan, like most of the 
traditional subsistence communities of the sierra, had little rational reason to 
participate in the comunero movements of the 1960s and, like almost all of 
them, remained uninvolved. 

The community of San Pedro de Cajas is the precise opposite of HuaJcan 
in respect to all these characteristics and is in fact more similar to an agricultural 
coop.erative or a local branch of a farmers' union than it is to a traditional Indian 
community. The lands of San Pedro de Cajas are located on the high puna of 
Junin at altitudes above 13,000 feet, while almost aJlland worked in HuaJcan 
was below 10,000 feet. Since the barren puna is suitable fOT extensive grazing 
and little else, San Pedro de Cajas is almost exclusively a pastoral community. 
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Hualcan, on the other hand, concentrated almost entirely on subsistence agricul. 
ture. San Pedro de Cajas numbered approximately 3,000 people in 1960 yet 
controlled less than 1,000 hectares of cultivated land or less than a third of It 
hectare per inhabitant.92 The community controlIed 9,000 hectares of pasture 
land, however, and its flocks of 13,000 sheep made it the second largest sheep_ 
raising community in the province of Tarma.93 The puna pasture lands were not 
valuable enough to encourage individuals to attempt to claim sections for their 
exclusive· use but were valuable enough to require defense against expropriations 
by nearby commercial stock-raising haciendas. Consequently the .pasture land 
continued to be held communally even though the tiny subsistence plots were 
owned by individuals. The herding economy like the pasture lands themselves is 
a community enterprise, and in 1947 a communal grange was established with 
374 shareholders to undertake commercial wool production for sale outside the 
community.94 In contrast to the individualIy owned subsistence plots of Hualcan 
the communal grange of San Pedro de Cajas is a successful cooperative com~ 
mercial enterprise and nets the community over $40,000 in cash in a typical 
year.95 

The commercial success of the pastoral economy of San Pedro de Cajas is 
based not only on its extensive grazing lands but on its proximity to major 
transportation centers. The community is connected by dirt access roads to the 
paved central highway which leads to both La Oroya and Cerro de Pasco, where 
it connects with terminals of the central rail lines to the coast. The access roads 
are well maintained by community labor, and in contrast to the physical isolation 
and nonexistent transportation facilities of Hualcan, San Pedro de Cajas not only 
maintains the roads but operates a transportation cooperative with buses which 
run between the community and the cities of Tarma and La Oroya.96 It also owns 
its own trucks, which can be used for the transport of wool for sale in urban 
markets. San Pedro de Cajas has used its location and its access to the transpor': 
tation facilities generated by the mining activities of the central sierra to become 
a successful commercial enterprise. While the wool export economy is the com~ 
munity's major source of outside income, it is not sufficient to support the 
community, and many community members must work elsewhere. In contrast 
to the comuneros of Hualcan, however, the residents of San Pedro de Cajas are 
not employed as colonos on nearby haciendas, but rather travel to Cerro de 
Pasco or La Oroya to work in the mines or smelters of the Cerro de Pasco 
corporation. The haciendas adjoining San Pedro de Cajas are in fact modern 
sheep ranches which provide limited employment activities in general and do 
not permit colonos to use their land. Exposure to employment in the mining 

92 Peru, Ministerio de Trabajo y Asuntos Indigenas. Atlas Comunal: Comuni· 
dades Indigenas Reconocidas O/icialmente (Lima, August 1964). 

93 Ibid. 
94 Dobyns, Indigenous Communities, p. 75. 
95 Ibid. 
9Blbid., p. 46. 
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economy has had a s~bstllntial effect on the cultural orientation of the com
munity, and many community members came in contact with both mestizo 
culture and Aprista political organizers while working in the !Dines. 

In contrast to the pronounced economic individualism and distrust in Hual
call, San. Pedro de Cajas has carried out a numb~r of cooperative projects in 
addition to its communal grange and transportation facilities. In 1957 it formed 
a Corporation wholly owned-by community members and installed a hydroelec
tric plant at a cost of over $10,000. The plant is now in full operation and pro
vides the community with electricity for 16 hours each day.97 The community 
organized to build a primary school using building materials donated by the 
Cerro de Pasco corporation and also erected a community meeting hall through 
the use of cooperative labor. In contrast to the hostility to education in Hua1can 
the comuneros of San Pedro de Cajas even built a school for girls, which was 
opened in 1962.98 In most areas of the sierra in general and Hualcan in partic
ular, women were expected to avoid the Spanish language or any other sign of 
f()rmal education. Most of the comuneros of San Pedro de Cajas, of both sexes, 
were bilingual in Spanish and Quechua as are many members of indigenous 
communities in the central region. 

The internal organization of the community and the cooperative work 
projects are based on modern economic organizations such as the corporation or 
the agricultural cooperative and bear no resemblance to the traditional com
munal work practices in subsistence communities. The political organization of 
the community is also modern in form and provides a distinct contrast to the 
dependent political leadership of the varayoc in Hualcan. The community is 
tightly linked to APRA through its ties with Francisco Espinoza, who was the 
legal representative, or personero, of the community during its phase of coopera
tive expansion in the late forties and early fifties. Espinoza'S success in organiz
ing San Pedro de Cajas brought him to the attention of national officials of 
APRA, and in the mid-l 960s he became secretary general of the Federation of 
Communities of the Center, a component of the APR A Rural Workers' Federa
tion of Peru (FENCAP).99 Espinoza has close ties with the powerful Aprista 
Senator Ramiro Priale from Huancayo in the Junin department and exerts a sub
stantial influence on national FENCAP policy. He was sent to the United States 
to study agricultural practices by the National Farmers Union and worked for 
a short time as an official of the United States Agency for International Develop
ment in Peru. AID has been helpful to San Pedro de Cajas and loaned the com
munity funds to purchase new vehicles when its community transportation 

97 Ibid., p. 70. 
98 1 bid., p. 54. 
99 Espinoza's leadership pOSition in San Pedro de Cajas and his rote in 

FEN CAP are described. in Susan Carolyn Bourque, "Cholification and the 
Campesino: A Study of Three Peruvian Peasant Organizations in the Pro
cess of Societal Change" (Ph.D. dissertation, Cornell University, 1971), pp. 
149-151. 
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facilities ran into financial difficulties. While Francisco Espinoza's direct in~ 
fluence on the community was probably not great at the time of the invasions, 
a member of the Espinoza family still held the position of personero in 1963; 
and presumably the community had considerable influence within FENCAP and 
APRA. When the community carried out its invasion APRA's party organ 
La Tribuna gave it favorable coverage and made its offices available for a press 
conference called by a delegation of community officials. 

By the time San Pedro de Cajas carried out its land invasion, it had already 
developed an extensive organizational apparatus based fundamentally on its 
financially successful herding operations. The communal pasturage and grange 
provided an economic basis for cooperative action in other areas. The com
munity's cooperative public service activities and effective political organization 
were both fundamentally dependent on economic structures which had been 
developed originally to exploit opportunities in the wool trade. The cooperative 
nature of this form of agricultural activity and its substantial profits made it 
possible for San Pedro de Cajas to support a political apparatus independent 
of the mestizo authorities of the towns. The success of the herding economy 
gave community members a substantial vested interest in cooperative action 
against further encroachments by haciendas and a substantial incentive to ex
pend their activities if more land could be acquired, The outside employment of 
the com un eros of San Pedro de Cajas led not to another level of control by local 
mestizo hacendados, but rather to closer ties to Aprista labor unions in the 
mines. 

By the early 1960s, therefore, San Pedro de Cajas had both the organiza
tional framework and the economic incentive to initiate protest actions against 
neighboring haciendas. It also had a long-standing dispute with,the neighboring 
hacienda of Chinchausiri, which had acquired a title to a large section of com,; 
munity lands in 1927.100 Both Chinchausiri and San Pedro de Cajas are in the 
radius of the area affected by the fumes of the La Oroya smelter,IOI and the 
hacienda acquired the land during the period of devaluation which followed 
the opening of the smelter. In 1963 the hacienda was owned by the Sociedad 
Ganadera del Pacffico, a commercial sheep-raising enterprise which was a sub
sidiary of a large Lima textile-manufacturing concern.102 The administrator of 
the hacienda, Jose Carpena, was vague about how title to the land had been 
acquired but admitted in newspaper interviews that he and his brothers bad 
acquired ownership "fourth hand." 103 In any event it is clear that hacienda 
Chinchausiri operations were part of the general movement toward commercial 
stock-raising operations initiated by the Cerro de Pasco corporation in Junln; 
The community carried out a long series of expensive legal actions against Chin~ 
chausiri for more than 30 years to no avail. In the three years immediately pre~ 
ceding the invasion the San Pedro de Cajas legal representative had petitioned 

IOOEI Comercio, July 31, 1963. 
101 CIDA, Peru, map facing p. 24. 
102 Expreso, July 31,1963. 
103 La Prensa, July 31, 1963. 
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the local director of indigenous affairs for a hearing on the community's land 
titles. The personero claimed that the community's land titles dated to grants 
made by members of religious orders to the community in 1627 and that the 
community had never recognized Chinchausiri's claims. The director of in
digenouS affairs scheduled three separate hearings at which representatives of 
the community and the hacienda were to have appeared, but the hacienda 
owners simply ignored the director's requests and only the personero of San 
Pedro de Cajas appeared.l04 In the years since the Sociedad Ganadera del 
Pacifico had acquired the lands, it had developed a highly successful stock-raising 
business, grazed more than 20,000 head of sheep on its estate, and clearly had 
no intention whatsoever of returning the land to the community. 

While it is unclear exactly how the invasion of Chinchausiri was planned, 
it seems unlikely that timing the invasion to occur in the early morning hours on 
the day after Belaunde Terry's inauguration was coincidental. The presidential 
election campaign itself had generated intense interest in land reform, and 
Belaunde Terry carried much of the southern sierra. Although San Pedro de 
Cajas was solidly APRA, it voted unanimously for Belaunde Terry on the basis 
of his promises for land reform. It seems likely that the timing of the invasion 
was as much designed to keep pressure on Belaunde as it was a result of the 
exhaustion of legal remedies. In any event, the invasion itself was carried out 
with precision and dispatch, and by sunrise on the first day of his term of office 
Belaunde Terry was confronted with a fait accompli. During the night at least 
1,500 members of the community occupied 8,000 hectares of the Chinchausiri 
estate, all of which were apparently part of the Corina section which the 
comuneros had claimed. The land occupied by the comuneros ran roughly paral
lel to the main rail line from La Oroya to Cerro de Pasco and included about 
half the Chinchausiri estate. The site of the invasion was about two miles from 
the hacienda house and no hacienda personnel were affected. lOS The comuneros 
arrived in trucks and buses as well as on foot, and it seems apparent that the 
cooperative transport service of San Pedro de Cajas had been put to a somewhat 
different use than its AID sponsors had originally intended. The invasion was 
orderly and without violence or property destruction except for the tearing down 
of fences in order to gain entry to the estate. The photographs in Plates 1 and 2 
were taken during the first day or two after the invasion and indicate clearly both 
the tactics and organization of the invasion. lOS The first photograph (Plate la) 
shows the trucks used to drive from San Pedro de Cajas to Chinchausiri, a dis
tance of about 10 miles. The mobility of motor transport obviously gave the 
comuneros the tactical advantage of surprise. The prefect of police for the central 
region did not even arrive on the scene until hours after the invasion was com
pleted. The trucks and buses were used to ferry the remaining members of the 
community to the hacienda, eventually leaving the original community site 

104 EI Comercio, July 31, 1963; Expreso, July 31, 1963. 
105 Accounts of the invasion were carried in all the Lima dailies; see particularly 

Expreso and La Prensa, July 31, 1963. 
108 Photographs courtesy of Expreso. 



PLATB la Section 0/ Fence 0/ Chinchausiri Estate at Poinr at which 
Comuneros Entered 

PLATE Ib Comuneros 0/ San Petro de Cajas Constructing Sod Hu.ts on 
Chinchausiri Lands 



PLATE 2a Comuneros of San Pedro de Cajas on Chinchausiri Lands 

PLATE 2b Worship Service Held on Invaded Lands at the Tent Shrine of Saint Peter, 
Patron Saint of the Community 
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deserted. The comuneros erected about 100 tents and began building what would .. 
eventually tota1500 sod huts on the reclaimed land, (Plate Ib shows one of the 
huts under construction). The invaders organized themselves into four sections· 
for defense in case of attempted eviction and set up their own police force to 
keep order. One of the sections assumed responsibility for the hacienda herds 
grazing on the occupied land. The comuneros established a small tent shrine for 
the patron saint of the community (Plate 2b) and held religious services which; 
one report suggests, increased their sense of community solidarity. The Peruvian 
national flag was prominently displayed for photographers (see the somewhat 
staged photograph, Plate 2a), and the comuneros insisted that they were only· 
interested in taking what had belonged to them under Peruvian law. Strict dis
cipline was enforced, and one of the comuneros' slogans was "with morals and 
without alcohol." 

, The photographs also indicate that abstinence from alcohol was not the only 
way in which the comuneros of S~n Pedro de Cajas deviated from the usual 
cultural behavior of highland Indian communities. The hut-building picture 
makes clear that substantial numbers of men owned machine-made modern 
clothing, and one man in the foreground seems to be wearing loafers and jeans 
(Plate 1 b). This modern dress is in stark contrast to most pictures of traditional 
Indian dress, in which homespun materials and traditional styles predominate. 
Most notably, all the men and even women and children in the photographs are 
wearing shoes rather than sandals. While it may seem peculiar to suggest that 
wearing shoes is unusual in the Andes at an altitude of 13,000 feet, in fact most 
highland Indians are forced to go barefoot or at best wear rubber tire sandals 
similar to those worn in Hualcan. Wearing shoes and manufactured clothing is 
another indication of the relative affluence of San Pedro de Cajas. Nevertheless, 
the pictures also indicate that the community maintains some traditional Indian 
characteristics. In the staged formal photograph (Plate 2a) most of the men are 
wearing the traditional Indian poncho. One man in the picture is clearly a former 
miner, as is indicated by his mine worker's hard hat. The dress of the comuneros 
of San Pedro de Cajas indicates a combination of traditional and modern ele~ 
ments which characterizes many communities of the central region. The modern 
economy has allowed them to purchase machine-made clothing, shoes, and even 
trucks and buses, but they remain devoted to the patron saint of the community 
and still consider the poncho appropriate dress for religious and formal occasions~ 

The reaction of government authorities to the invasion was distinctly mod
erate, which reflects both the comuneros' excellent timing and their considerable 
influence in local politics. The prefect of Junfn sent out two of his deputies to 
investigate the situation and later reported that the invasion had been orderly. 
The prefect publicly defended the com un eros against accusations that there had 
been violence and property destruction. Only five police appeared on the estate, 
and no effort was made to evict the invaders. Both the local chief of police and 
the departmental prefect prudently decided to await instructions from Lima. The 
government, represented by Prime Minister Oscar Trelles, declared the invasion 
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"an orderly occupation of lands in litigation" and suggested that the dispute be 
transferred to the institute for land reform. The comuneros remained in posses
sion of the land, and the Belaunde government eventually declared most of 
central Junin and Pasco a land reform area. The prime minister did suggest that 
tile land reform program depended on the orderly process of law, and later in the 
year, after a tour of the area by TrelJes himself, most of the cOl11uneros were con
vinced that they should withdraw and await the land reform program. 

The contrasting economic and social characteristics of Hualcan and San 
Pedro de Cajas suggest that the invasion of Chinchausiri and other invasions in 
the central sierra can be traced fundamentally to the rise of the export economy 
in wool,1°7 Just as was the case with the development of the coffee economy in 
the high selva areas, the development of the wool economy destroyed the equi
librium between hacendados and peasants and gave each group an incentive to 
increase land expropriations at the expense of the other. The contrast between 
Hualcan and San Pedro de Cajas also indicates that the dynamics of the 
comunero invasions are similar to those of campesino invasions. In most respects 
the contrast between the two communities parallels the contrasts between the 
subsistence haciendas of the Callej6n de Huaylas and the commercial haciendas 
of La Convencion. The comuneros of San Pedro de Cajas and the arrendires of 
La Convenci6n were both able to overcome the conservatism and divisiveness of 
a marginal subsistence economy by transforming their lands into commercial 
farms. Both therefore could realize considerable economic gains from collective 
action, and both eventually developed political organizations which offset the 
power of the estate owners and made these gains not only valuable but politically 
practical. The comuneros and arrendires differed at least superficially in 'the 
nature of the political structure that eventually led to land invasions. In La Con
venci6n the peasants found it necessary to establish peasant leagues completely 
independent of the traditional subsistence hacienda organization. In San Pedro 
de Cajas the traditional structure of the indigenous community was adapted to 
serve the new changing economic and political interests of the community mem
bers. It should be kept in mind, however, that the community organization of San 
Pedro de Cajas was no closer to the traditional structure of the Indian ayl/u than 
the Federacion Provincial de Campesinos de La Convencion y Lares was to the 
structure of the traditional hacienda. Both were modern associational interest 
groups formed on the basis of economic rationality rather than communal tradi
tions. San Pedro de Cajas had in fact at least one important advantage in collec
tive organization that was absent in the valley of La Convenci6n. Its economic 
organization itself was cooperatively organized, and therefore political action 
could be based on a stable community of economic interests. In La Convencion 
the interests of individual coffee farmers are fundamentally competitive, and 

107 For an alternate explanation of the COInlUlerO invasions emphasizing cul
tural modernization see Howard Handelman, "Struggle in the Andes: 
Peasant Political MobilizatiOn in Peru" (Ph.D. dissertation, University of 
Wisconsin, 1971). 
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when the power of the landowners was broken, the peasants rapidly became in. 
dividualistic small farmers. In San Pedro de Cajas it might be expected that the 
communal grange economy would continue to create pressure for cooperative 
action even after the encroaching haciendas had been destroyed. San Pedro de. 
Cajas may in fact represent a Peruvian version of a collective farm, but collec. 
tivization came about not through the preservation of the traditional Indian ayl/u, 
but by the destruction of the Indian community and the building of an agricul. 
tural cooperative. . 

If the contrasting economic organizations of Hualcan and San Pedro de 
Cajas are representative of invading and noninvadingcommunities generally, it 
should be possible to demonstrate this fact statistically in the same manner as 
was done in the case of the sugar, cotton, and coffee economies. The argument 
above suggests that the social and political differences between Hualcan and San 
Pedro de Cajas rest fundamentally on their different economic organization and 
that this in turn is a result of the rise of the wool export economy in the central 
sierra. Thus it should be possible to correlate some measure of community wool 
export production in each province with the number of cornu nero agrarian 
events observed in that province. Unfortunately it is not possible to measure 
community involvement in the export economy directly in all sierran provinces. 
While statistics are available on the number of head of sheep and the amount of 
wool produced in each sierran province, these data do not distinguish between 
community and other forms of production, nor between production for local or 
for international markets. Wool is produced not only in commercial estates like 
Chinchausiri, but also on subsistence haciendas in the southern sierran depart· 
ment of Puno. Even if a distinction could be made between community and 
hacienda production, there would stilI be no adequate measure of commercial 
production, since many communities produce exclusively for their own use. 
These considerations make it necessary to construct an indirect measure of com· 
munity involvement in the wool export economy. The 1961 census of agriculture 
reports the total landholdings of registered indigenous communities in all of 
Peru's provinces and also distinguishes between land held by individual com
un eros and land held by communities.108 The census data also indicate that 
almost all land held collectively by communities is pasture land, while almost all 
cultivated land is held by individual cornuneros.109 Thus the proportion of land 
in a given province held collectively by communities is a rough measure of the 
importance of pastoral communities in that province. The proportion of land 
held by individual comuneros, on the other hand, is an indication of community 
agriculture, not pastoralism. While almost all community-held land is pasture; 
not all pasture land is used for the commercial production of wool. Many back~ 
ward subsistence communities continue to graze large flocks on community-held 
lands without selling any of their production to outside markets. Thus it is neces· 
sary to distinguish between pastoral communities which do or do not participate 

108 Peru, Primer Censo Nacional Agropecllario, pp. 14-43. 
loo/bid., p. 68. 
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in the market economy. Again an indirect measure is the only one available in 
published statistics. Manufactured consumer goods can only be purchased by 
communities which earn cash income by the sale of agricultural products outside 
the community. The only source of cash income for almost all sierran com
munities is the sale of wool. Consequently the greater the value of consumer 
goods purchased outside the community, the greater the community's cash earn
ings from the sale of wool. Thus a measure of the distribution of consumer goods 
provides an indirect measure of commercial wool production. One convenient 
index of consumer purchases is the acquisition of shoes in the rural sierra. In 
most areas of the sierra members of the rural population either go barefoot or 
wear sandals and the purchase of machine-made shoes is one of the first signs 
of affluence in indigenous communities. The importance of shoe purchases as'an 
indirect measure of involvement in the cash economy is also apparent in the 
comparison between Hualcan and San Pedro de Cajas. Most members of the 
Hualcan community either went barefoot or bought simple rubber-soled sandals; 
as the photographs in Plates 1 and 2 make clear, almost everyone in San Pedro 
de Cajas wore machine-manufactured shoes. Any number of consumer goods 
would serve equally well as a measure of involvement in the money economy, 
but shoes are likely to be one of the first purchases of comuneros confronted 
with the bitter cold and rocky trails of the Andean highlands, and consequently 
should provide a minimum measure of consumer activity. The number of rural 
residents wearing shoes in each province in Peru can easily be obtained from the 
1961 population census, so that this measure is both simple and practical.110 

Provinces which have many communities involved in the production of wool for 
market should be provinces which have both large proportions of their land held 
by pastoral communities and large numbers of rural residents who wear shoes. 
The combination of pastoral communities and shoe wearing suggests that a statis
tical interaction effect should be expected. Provinces with a large proportion of 
their land held by pastoral communities mayor may not participate in the 
money economy. Provinces in which large numbers of rural residents wear shoes 
may be expected to have many small commersial farmers, but they mayor may 
not be involved in the pastoral economy. Only those provinces which have both a 
high proportion of community pastoralism, as indicated by a large amount of 
land held collectively by communities, and high rates of participation in the 
money economy, indicated by large numbers of rural residents wearing shoes, 
might be expected to have large numbers of communities participating in the 
wool export economy. Although this indirect measure is not as satisfactory as a 
direct measure based on the amount of wool sold by communities in Lima or 
other urban centers, it is a reasonable approximation given the assumption that 
the major source of outside income for any community is the sale of wool. 

The expansion of the wool export economy not only reorganized the in
ternal structure of Indian communities but also had an equally significant effect 
on surrounding haciendas. As was apparent in the disputes between Chinchausiri 

, 110 Peru, Serlo Censo Nacional de Poblacion, vol. 1, book 5, pp. 1-8. 
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and San Pedro de Cajas, the central sierra was a region in which conflicts be
tween commercial estates and commercial communities were common. The Vast 
estates of the Cerro de Pasco and Algolan corporations, which were the prima.ry 
targets of land invasions, were modern stock-raising ranches which threatened 
the communities with continued expansion. Obviously land invasions will not 
occur in the absence of land to be invaded, and consequently only those regions 
of the sierra in which large estates predominate might be expected to have in
vasions. In many areas of the central sierra and particularly in the lower Mantaro 
valley communities exist in areas in which there are no large commercial estates 
or subsistence haciendas to compete for available pasturage. Even though com
munities in these areas are economically developed and well organized, the 
absence of friction with surrounding estates eliminates one of the basic causes 
of land invasion. The wool economy of the central sierra upset the balance be-. 
tween subsistence hacienda and subsistence community by giving each a 
substantial incentive for expansion at the expense of the other and by 
eliminating the symbiotic colono relationship which had made the preservation 
of communities advantageous for the large haciendas. Community pastoralism 
and involvement in the money economy are not in themselves sufficient. to 
account for comunero invasions. A third element, the presence of large estates, 
is also necessary. Comunero invasions, then, should be expected in areas which 
have the following three characteristics: (1) a large proportion of land held 
collectively by pastoral communities, (2) a large proportion of rural residents 
who have used their involvement in the money economy to purchase shoes, and 
(3) a large proportion of land controlled by large estates. Only if all three condi
tions are present would the balance between hacienda and community be upset 
and the communities be capable of invasions. In the central sierra, the develop
ment of a transportation network and the rise of the wool export economy 
created all three conditions simultaneously. A province which has a high rate 
of comunero land invasions should therefore be a province in which a high pro
portion of the land is held by large estates and pastoral communities and in 
which most rural residents wear shoes. This hypothesis requires that a triple in
teraction effect be demonstrated statistically, since all three conditions must be 
included for invasions to occur and anyone condition or pair of conditions. is 
insufficient. 

The data for assessing the adequacy of this hypothesis are presented in 
Table 3.5 and in the path diagram in Figure 3.1. Table 3.5 indicates the correla
tion between comunero and campesino agrarian events and indices of community 
and estate land ownership and consumer purchases for the sierra provinces. The 
correlations have been computed for all sierran provinces with the exception of 
the province of Anta adjacent to the valley of La Convenci6n, since in this prov
ince it is clear that most comunero agrarian events involve disputes between 
comuneros and La Convenci6n campesinos and are clearly more closely related 
to the La Convencion movement than to the comunero movement elsewhere in 
the sierra. Table 3.5 includes measures of each of the three preconditions of 
comunero agrarian events and an interaction variable which is simply the arith-
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TABLE 3.5 Intercorrelations of Agrarian Events with Community 
Land, Estate Land, Shoe Wearing, and Interaction Variable lor Sierran 
Provinces 

VARIAIILE (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 

TComunero agrarian events .06 .01 .37 -.05 .40 .60 
2:campesino agrari~n ~v~nts .13 -.17 .19 -.12 -.15 
3. Community land, indIVIdual -.28 .13 -.04 -.22 
4. Community land, collective -.57 .35 .79 
5. Estate land -.23 -.17 
6. Shoe wearing .52 
7. (4) X (5) X (6) 

rIletic product of the three variables. It is apparent that the highest correlation 
with comunero agrarian events is produced by the triple interaction variable 
(r::: .60). The correlation between comunero agrarian events and the propor
tion of land in a province held collectively by cornmunities, and hence the pro
portion of comrnunity pastoral land, is considerably lower (r = .37). It is also 
interesting to note that there is no relationship between the proportion of land 
held by individual comuneros and the nurnber of comunero agrarian events. 
Thus the number of comunero events in a province is not simply an artifact of 
the number of registered communities in the province. Only when comrnunities 
hold land collectively, which in rnost cases means when they work cornmunal 
pastures, is there any effect on the propensity to engage in land invasions. There 
is no direct effect of the proportion of land held in large estates when this variable 
is considered alone (r = - .05). The peasant class in a region in which land was 
held exclusively by large estates would consist of colonos, and there would be 
few comuneros available to engage in land invasions. The proportion of land 
held by large estates was roughly deterrnined by subtracting the total area of 
community landholdings of 5 hectares or more from the total area of all land
holdings of 5 hectares or rnore and dividing this area by the total area of agricul
turalland in the province. While 5 hectares rnay seern a rnodest definition of a 
large estate, this is an adequate cutting point given the latifundia-rninifundia 
pattern of sierran landholdings. Most peasants hold plots srnaller than 5 hectares, 
and these small holders make up the bulk of rural landowners other than estates. 
Since there is no appreciable class of middle-size farrners in the sierra, alrnost all 
land held by agricultural units over 5 hectares in size is held by large estates of 
500 hectares or more. Thus 5 hectares is a reasonable cutting point for determin
ing the arnount of land held by large estates. It would have been sirnpler to use 
some larger size of holding, but agricultural census statistics do not provide pro
vincial breakdowns on estate size beyond the distinction between land held in 
units of 5 hectares or rnore and land held in units of less than 5 hectares. The 
index of participation in the rnoney econorny, the proportion of rural residents 
wearing shoes, does show a positive correlation with the nurnber of comunero 
agrarian events in a province (r = 040), but again this correlation is considerably 
less than that of the triple interaction variable. 
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The zero-order correlations presented in Table 3.5 are not in themselves 
sufficient to test the interactive relationship between the commercial eXpOrt 
economy in wo1?1 and the rise of the comunero agrarian movement, since it is 
possible that a simple additive model might have equivalent explanatory power 
and would therefore be preferred on grounds of parsimony. This alternative 
hypothesis can be simply tested by comparing the variance explained by the 
triple interaction model and by various additive models. In comparison to a 
three-predictor-variable additive regression equation the interaction term in
creases the variance explained by 14.2 percent, a difference that is significant at 
beyond the .001 level (F :::: 21.81). No other regression model involving the 
three constituent variables and any pairwise interaction term, on the other hand 
adds any appreciable predictive power to the original additive model, and ali 
are significantly weaker than the equation containing the triple interaction term. 
In fact the interaction term is almost as powerful a predictor alone as it is in 
combination with its three constituents in a four-variable regression model, a.nd 
the additional variance explained by these three· constituent variables collec
tively is statistically insignificant (F = 1.78). 

The greater predictive power of the triple interaction term in comparison 
with its constituent variables is also apparent in the path diagram in Figure 3.1. 
This diagram makes clear that each of the three exogenous variables-percent 
wearing shoes, percent community land, and percent large estate land-affects 
the value of the triple interaction term but only the interaction term exerts any 

FIGURE 3.1 Path Diagram of Effects of Community Landholding, Estate Land~ 
holding, and Shoe Wearillg 011 Comunero Agrarian Events and. Triple Interaction 
Term 

Shoe Wearing 

Xs Comunero Agrarian Events 
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direct positive effect on the number of comunero events. The direct path coeffi
cient from the triple interaction term to the comunero event variable is .90, while 
the direct paths from both percent wearing shoes and percent large estate land 
are both negligible and the direct path from percent community land is actually 
negative (- .44). This strong negative relationship between community land 
a.nd invasions in the absence of indicators of modernization or estate encroach
ments reemphasizes the fact that traditional pastoral communities of the sierra 
are involved in intense internal economic conflict because of their declining pros
pects in agriculture and therefore lack the collective incentives and organizational 
resources to carry out invasions. The path diagram makes clear that the zero
order correlations between comunero events and both percent wearing shoes and 
percent community land are actually entirely accounted for by their contribution 
to the triple interaction term. The third variable, percent of land in large estates, 
is not correlated with comunero events directly, but the path analysis makes clear 
that it does exert a significant indirect effect through the interaction variable. The 
regression analysis indicates conclusively that it is the combination of three 
variables and not anyone of them singly that creates the conditions for land 
invasions by comuneros. 

The results of the statistical analysis also confirm the general impression 
derived from the comparative analysis of Hualean and San Pedro de Cajasand 
reaffirms the importance of the export economy in the central sierra as the 
critical determinant of the comunero movement. It was the export economy that 
made pastoralism an economically practical form of community enterprise, and 
it was the export economy that provided the funds necessary to both purchase 
consumer goods and transform the communities into modern agricultural co
operatives. At the same time the export economy created the major competitor 
for pasture land, the large commercial estate. The three clements taken together, 
then, made peasant land invasions both organizationally possible and econom
ically profitable. The changing national political climate finally provided an 
opening for direct collective action, but it was only those communities which 
had been transformed by the export economy which were in a position to take 
advantage of the political change. 

On both the sierra and the coast, the agricultural export economy trans
formed traditional agriculture and created new forms of agricultural organization 
which both created the preconditions for rural social movements and shaped the 
directions these movements would take. The exact form of agricultural organiza
tion depended in turn on both the production parameters of the export crop and 
the preexisting structure of subsistence agriculture. The expansion of the sugar 
economy created immense corporate plantations which both eliminated sur
rounding subsistence small holders and communities and created a wage labor 
proletariat that formed the basis for an organized labor movement. The cotton 
economy developed within the organizational framework of the traditional 
coastal hacienda. It left many communities and small landowners in possession 
of some lands in the cotton valleys, but it created new population pressures 
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through the displacement of sharecroppers and led to new conflicts over Water: 
and land. In the sierra it was the small farmer rather than the estate owner who 
profited from the export economy. In La Convencion the hacienda system was 
undermined by the development of cash crops on usufruct rather than domain 
lands and by dependent serfs rather than modernizing hacendados. Finally the 
wool economy created opportunities for both large estates and some Indian 
communities. Those communities which were physically situated on the high 
puna in close proximity to transportation facilities were able to take advaritage 
of the new opportunity and build cooperative economic enterprises which then 
provided the political framework for land invasions and other political action; . 

In each of these four cases-sugar, cotton, coffee, and wool-the tradi
tional structure of Peruvian subsistence agriculture based on the tenuous co
existence between hacendados and colonos or comuneros was upset by the 
introduction of cash crops which gave both lord and serf new economic possibili
ties and new organizational resources. The response of the peasant class to these 
new opportunities varied depending on the structure of the agricultural organiZa" 
tion created by the export crop. In each case, however, the response was based 
on a rational assessment of the political and economic resources available to 
itself and to its opponents. In the case of the corporate plantation this process 
led to labor organization and strikes aimed at limited wage demands; in the case 
of cotton, coffee, and wool it meant land invasions aimed at ending the domina-. 
tion of the haciendas and destroying the land-owning classes. Neither these 
actions nor the generations of conservative inaction that preceded them provide 
any reasons to believe that the coionos, comuneros, and workers did not act in 
their own best interest or that they did not both understand and adapt to the 
economic and political realities established by subsistence agriculture on the one 
hand or an export economy on the other. The case study of Peru indicated,as 
did the world analysis of agricultural export systems, that the social movements 
of cultivators are based on the nature of the economic conflict between cultiva
tors and noncultivators and the primary determinant of this conflict is the dis
tribution of political and economic resources established by new forms of export 
agricultural organization. 



CHAPTER 4 

Angola: 
The Migratory Labor Estate 

PIZARRO ARRIVED in Peru with Jess than 200 men in 1532 and by 1533 had taken 
the Incan capital of Cuzco. Within a decade he had defeated the last major 
rebellion of primary resistance. By 1580 the Jast vestiges of Incan resistance had 
been eliminated and the reforms of Viceroy Toledo had consolidated colonial 
control throughout Peru. Angola was first discovcred by the Portuguese ex
plorer navigator Diogo Clio in 1483, but no permanent settlement was estab
lished until the founding of Luanda in 1576, and for most of Angola's 450-year 
history Portuguese occupation was limited to less than 150 miles into the 
interior. The military occupation of what is now Angola did not begin in earnest 
until the twentieth century, and the major battles against the indigenous African 
kingdoms were fought during the first decade of the century. The last rebellion 
of the primary resistance movement was not ended until 1919, military control 
of many areas of eastern Angola was not established until the 1930s, and the 
administrative organization of the colony dates only to 1922. Thus while the 
traditional political and agrarian structure of Peru was incorporated in a system 
of feudal social classe.s almost from the date of the conquest, most of Angola 
remained beyond even effective military, Jet alone economic, control until the 
twentieth century. While the last movement which betrayed any characteristics 
of Incan nationalism was the revolt of Tupac Amaru in 1780, the indigenous 
kingdoms of Angola have remained the focus of political conflict down to the 
present and, despite their much diminished importance under Portuguese rule, 
have remained centers of political organization and resistance. In 1961, less 
than a half century after the suppression of the last primary resistance, thc 
Portuguese were again faced with a major uprising. This most recent and most 
serious threat to their rule combined currents of modern nationalism with the 
traditional concerns of the African kingdoms. The revolt of 1961, however. 
unlike the uprisings of a half century earlier, was a response to modern economic 
forces and, like the peasant revolt in Cuzco a few months later, was tied to 
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radical changes in agricultural organization brought about by the rise of a new 
form of export production. The parallel between the Peruvian sierra and the 
Angolan forests is, however, even closer. The rise in world coffee prices which 
led to the rapid expansion of coffee production in Cuzco had a similarly dramatic 
effect in Angola, and in the decade between 1950 and 1960 both Peru and 
Angola became major coffee exporters. Angola became the largest producer in 
Africa and one of the three or four largest producers in the world. The expansion 
of the coffee economy created the largest and in some respects the only economic 
boom that the colony had seen in its long history. The coffee economy of Angola, 
however, did not develop in an independent nation with a long-established 
manorial system and a diversified export economy, but rather in one of the most 
backward colonies in Africa. The modern political history of Angola began with 
the consolidation of Portuguese rule in the 1920s, but the modern economic 
history of the country did not begin until the rise of the coffee economy in the 
1950s. It is difficult to underestimate the economic stagnation of the Angolan 
colony before the sudden rise in coffee exports, but during the 1950s Angola 
became the Cinderella colony of the Portuguese empire and many politicians in 
Lisbon dreamed of a new Brazil. The northern tropical forests and savanna 
once considered a frontier region even within Angola became the focus of rural 
economic activity and the scene of a major land rush. The economic changes 
brought about by the sudden expansion of coffee exports created new sources of 
political organization and conflict just as they had done in Cuzco. Differences in 
both the social organization of coffee production and the nature of the political 
system between the two countries, however, created the preconditions for a 
class-based agrarian movement in Cuzco but for a communal, revolutionary 
nationalist movement in Angola. The 1961 uprising was put down by Portuguese 
troops at a cost of 30,000 to 40,000 African lives, but the revolutionary 
nationalist movement continued. In 1974 after 13 years of guerrilla war the 
centers of the 1961 uprising were still contested, and fighting had spread to. a 
new front opened by rebels infiltrating from newly independent Zambia to the 
east. By 1974 a Portuguese expeditionary force of 50,000 men was spread out 
over vast areas offorest and savanna, and the long chain of inconclusive battles 
which have marked the history of Portuguese military efforts in Angola seemed 
to have resumed. 

A variety of explanations have been advanced for the contrast between the 
rapid Iberian conquest of Latin America and the protracted Portuguese struggle 
for Angola, but the reasons most frequently cited arc the inhospitable physical 
environment of Africa and the military effectiveness of the indigenous Africa'll 
kingdoms.! Angola presented· formidable environmental problems for early 

! David Birmingham. Trade and COIlf/iet ill AII/?o/a (London: Oxford Uni
versity Press. 1966). p. 10, suggests four reasons: (l) tropical disease. (2) 
African hostility, (3) an arid coastal climate unsuitable for agriculture; 
(4) the slave trade. Douglas Wheeler. in Douglas Wheeler and Rene 
Pelissier. AII/?o[a (New York: Praeger. 1971). p. 35, adds a fifth reason to 
Birmingham's four: the inferior quality of Portuguese colonists. James 
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portuguese soldiers and settlers. Geographically the country forms a region of 
transition between the tropical rain forests of the Congo basin to the north and 
the deserts and savanna of the great South African plateau to the south. A narrow 
coastal plain extends from the mouth of the Congo River in the north to the 
south-West African border in the south. The plain is broadest in the north, 
reaching its greatest width of.} 00 miles in the Cuanza River valley just south of 
the Angolan capital of Luanda. In the south the plain narrows and disappears 
entirely in some places. Malaria is endemic on the coast, and before the wide
spread use of quinine in the late nineteenth century the coastal lowlands were 
a formidable barrier to Portuguese military operations. In the first 20 years of 
the Portuguese campaigns in Angola more than 2,000 troops died of fever in 
the coastal lowlands, and throughout the period of the early conquests more 
troops were lost to fever than to enemy action.2 Even in the 19605 more than 
150,000 cases of malaria a year were reported in Angola, and only in the area 
immediately surrounding Luanda has the disease been eradicated by spraying 
mosquito-breeding areas.3 Sleeping sickness is also common in the coastal low
lands, particularly in the north, and although cavalry were found to be as effective 
against African mass armies as they had been against the mass armies of the 
Incas, it was difficult to keep the horses alive long enough to use them. While 
the African population suffered from outbreaks of unfamiliar diseases, it seems 
to have had much greater resistance to common European diseases than did the 
New World Indians, and the biological warfare that had worked to the Euro
peans' advantage in the New World worked to their distinct disadvantage in 
Africa. As long as the Portuguese were confined to the coastal lowlands, much 
of the effect of their superior military organization was neutralized by heavy 
losses of men and animals to tropical disease. 

The interior plateau of Angola is considerably more favorable for European 
settlement, particularly in the south central region, where the climate is almost 
temperate, but the plateau is separated from the coastal strip by a stcep escarp
ment. In the north the transition from coast to plateau is gradual, with level areas 
and rolling hills separating the scarp faces, and the interior plateau reaches an 
altitude of only 3,000 to 4,000 feet. In the center and south the escarpment rises 
abruptly from the coast in two steps characterized by sheer rock faces rising to 
heights of 1,000 feet or more. Much of the central plateau lies at altitudes of 

Duffy. Portuguese AI,·ica (Cambddge. Mass~ Harvard University Press. 
1961), p. 79, mentions tropical disease. the inaccessible African plateau. and 
the formidable opposition of African tribes. Marvin Harris. "Portugal's 
Contribution to the Underdevelopment of Africa and Brazil," in Ronald 
Chilcote (ed.). Protest and Resistance ill AI/gola and Brazil (Berkeley~'Uni
versity of California Press. 1972), pp. 209-223, argues that while disease and 
African resistance were important. the major reason for the absence of con
quest was the political instability created by the slave trade. 

2 Wheeler and P~:tissier. Angola. p. 35. 
3 Allison Butler Herrick et aI., Area Halldbook 101. Angola (Washington: 

Government Printing Office, 1967), p.'166. 
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5,000 to 6,000 feet, and the altitude leads to a more moderate climate anIta 
lower incidence of tropical disease. Despite the favorable climate, the South 
central escarpment has long been a barrier to Portuguese penetration of the 
interior, and the central plateau was the last area to be explored and occupied. 
Until the nineteenth century the Portuguese held only a single fort on the edge 
of the plateau, and even this degree of military penetration required the coopera_ 
tion of the local African monarch. Most of the early Portuguese military efforts 
on the plateau were limited to slave raids or brief punitive expeditions, and 
Portuguese traders were forced to operate under the jurisdiction of variolls 
African kingdoms. With twentieth-century improvements in transportation the 
central plateau became a major center of European settlement and the site of 
ambitious agricultural colonization programs, but in the period of initial contact 
the escarpment presented too great a barrier. 

In the north the plateau is lower, the ascent from the coast is less abrupt, 
and the land slopes gradually toward the lowlands of the Congo basin so that 
the escarpment is not an important barrier to military operations. The north; 
however, is a region of semitropical forests and savanna and is subject to the 
same tropical diseases as are the coastal lowlands. While dense tropical rain 
forests are found only in the extreme north, semitropical vegetation is found in 
scattered patches in river valleys and sheltered areas where it is watered by dense 
fogs. The tsetse fly is found throughout the northern forests, and the incidenCe 
of all tropical diseases is considerably higher in the northern interior than it is on 
the central plateau. While the north was the first region to be explored by the 
Portuguese, the region was not occupied until the late nineteenth century, and 
there was little European settlement until the coffee boom in the 1950s. Further 
south the forest patches become more widely spaced until the northern region 
merges with the savanna vegetation of the south central plateau. Angola's most 
important river, the Cuanza, forms a rough dividing line between the northern 
forest and the south central savanna. While most rivers in Angola are navigable 
for only 10 to 15 miles, the Cuanza is navigable for 120 miles from its mouth. 
The availability of water transport on the Cuanza, the presence of fevers in the 
northern forest, and the steep escarpment in the south focused early Portuguese 
military effort in the lower Cuanza valley. The limits of navigable water on the 
Cuanza marked the limits of effective Portuguese control until the pacification of 
Angola in the twentieth century. 

In addition to the problems of climate and terrain the Portuguese were 
handicapped by the persistent and well-organized resistance of the indigenous 
African kingdoms. The Portuguese faced three major groups of African peoples 
-the Bakongo in the northern forests, the Mbundu in the center along the 
Cuanza valley, and the Ovimbundu in the south on the high plateau. All these 
peoples were organized in politically centralized kingdoms with Iron Age tech. 
nology and formidable armies raised by corvees administered by district gover
nors or other agents of the king. Firearms were acquired by some African 
peoples as early as the late sixteenth century, and the Ovimbundu in particular 
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seem to have made extensive use of muskets in establishing their control over 
the central plateau in the cighteenth century.4 The sale of firearms in Angola 
and other areas in West Africa was actually esscntial to the economy of the slave 
trade, and although the Portuguese initially prohibited the sale of arms, they 
found that their cmbargo was easily circumvented by other European nations. 
By the late eighteenth century the Portuguese found they still faced African 
armies armed with muskets bli"t had gained none of the benefits of the arms trade 
and consequently authorized the limited sale of firearms by Portuguese 
nationals.5 The Portuguese were forced to sell arms to the very people they would 
later attempt to conquer, and the trade in firearms both stimulated the political 
centralization of the African kingdoms and reduced the military advantage of 

>ihe Portuguese. The wholesale provision of firearms to African peoples ended 
with the demise of the slave trade, but as late as 1914 the peoples of southern 
Angola were able to obtain repeating rifles from the German colony of South
West Africa and put them to use in opposing the final pacification of the region.6 

In some of the early battles European musketeers fought on both sides and 
African kingdoms formed military alliances with European powers attempting 
to break the Portuguese trade monopoly in Angola. In the middle of the seven
teenth century the Dutch allied themselves with both the Bakongo in the north 

. and the Mbundu peoples in the center and succeeded in seizing Luanda and 
reducing the Portuguese presence to a few interior strong points. A large military 
expedition from Brazil was required to rescue the remaining Portuguese garri
sons and restore the colony to Portuguese control. The military strength of the 
African peoples was such that as late as 1802 the colonial government p.ro-
·hibited the import of mares on the grounds that it might make it possible for the 
African armies to acquire cavalry,7 While no effective cavalry units were 
developed by the African kingdoms, mass armies of thousands of men could be 
raised. The Bakongo kingdom, the largest and most powerful of the African 

. states, was reported to be able to raise an-army of 80,000 men in the seventeenth 
century.6 African warfare lacked the logistical support and tactical direction of 
European military operations and at times displayed elements of ritual war. 

• The combination of manpower and firearms, however, made the battles for 
Angola resemble interstate warS rather than colonial police operations. Only in 
the late nineteenth century with the neutralization of malaria and the introduc

... tion of modern weaponry did the military advantage shift decisively in favor of 
the Portuguese. 

4 Gladwyn Murray Childs, Umbulldll Kinship and Character (London: Ox· 
ford University Press, 1949), p. 195, 

5 David Birmingham, The Portuguese Conquest 0/ Angola (London: Oxford 
University Press, 1965), pp. 45~6. 

6 Wheeler and Pelissier, Angola, p, 75. 
7 Jan Vansina, Ki1lgdoms of the Savan1la (Madison: University of Wisconsin 

Press, 1966), p. 184. 
8 Basil Davidson, The A/rica/! Sla"e Trade: Precolonial History 1450-/850 

(Boston: Little, Brown, 1961), p, 138. 
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Both the physical location and the political organization of the African 
peoples exerted a profound effect on the direction of Portuguese military effort 
and, consequently, on both the political relationships established under colonial 
rule and the direction of the nationalist movement of the 1960s. The Bakcingo 
were the first of the African peoples reached by the Portuguese explorers, but 
their political strength and their location in the northern forests and the Congo 
basin made initial conquest unattractive. The Bakongo kingdom was a POlitically 
centralized territorial bureaucracy divided into six great provinces, each 'ruled 
by a governor appointed by the king. In the seventeenth century the Bakongo 
kingdom itself had a population of 2,500,0009 and maintained tributary relation_ 
ships with other states to the north and south. The kingdom was ruled by a 
despotic monarch, the Manikongo, who maintained an elaborate court in a 
fortified capital at Sao Salvador. Provincial governors were summoned to the 
court annually to present tribute to the king, and a courier service maintained 
contact with the territorial administration. At the time of initial Portuguese con
tact in the 14905 the kingdom was at the height of its power and was capable of 
coordinating the military actions of all its constituent provinces and enlisting 
allies from tributary states. In many respects the political organization and 
military strength of the kingdom were comparable to those of Portugal, although 
its economy was based on swidden cultivation rather than true agriculture and 
its extensive trade relations did not include maritime commerce. 

The Portuguese at first treated the kingdom as a sovereign state and 
attempted to establish diplomatic and trade relations. The Manikongo was 
receptive to Portuguese influence and was converted to Catholicism, assuming 
the Portuguese Christian name loao and the title Dom. While initial Portuguese 
contact had been limited to trade in ivory and cloth. the rapid expansion of the 
overseas slave trade. first for the sugar island of Sao Tome in the Gulf of Guineau 
and later for Brazil, led to increased Portuguese involvement in the Kongo king
dom. The Portuguese intervened directly in the succession struggle following the 
death of loao I and succeeded in installing the pro-European Dom Afonso I as 
King. The Kongo monarchy came under increased European influence, and a 
Portuguese adviser or confessor became an integral part of the court at Sao 
Salvador and an important figure in the royal administration. 

The slave trade was both the major reason for Portuguese interest in the 
Kongo kingdom and the eventual cause of its downfall. The Kongo monarchy, 
aided by the Portuguese. was at first able to establish a lucrative monopoly of 
slaves shipped through the mouth of the Congo River from the port of Mpinda. 
The rapid increase in the slave trade, however, led to increased warfare with 
Mbundu peoples to the south and generated intense political conflict within the 
Kongo kingdom. In the late sixteenth century the weakened kingdom was 
invaded by a fierce tribe of warriors from the interior, and Portuguese assistance 

9 George P. Murdock, Africa: Its Peoples and Their Culture History '(New, 
York: McGraw-Hill, 1959), p. 292. 
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was required to drive out the invaders and recapture Sao Salvador. The Portu-
uese themselves invaded the Kongo kingdom in 1665 and defeated the Kongo 

grmies of Ambuila and beheaded the ruling monarch. While this battle marked 
~he end of effective centralized control by the Kongo monarchy, it did not lead 
to the assumption of direct rule by the Portuguese. The remnants of the Kongo 
killgd~m were still a militarY"threat, and the northern forests were regions of 
fevers and unattractive to European settlers. The Portuguese withdrew from 
the region and for much of the next two centuries maintained only intermittent 
contact with the kingdom. The capital of Sao Salvador was occupied by the 
portuguese from 1859 to 1870, but they then abandoned the region once again 
until the annexation of the Kongo kingdom by the colony of Angola in 1888. 
After the defeat of the Kongo armies at Ambuila and the death of the ruling 
monarch the kingdom disintegrated into independent subunits controlled by 
African warlords who maintained bands of military retainers and controlled the 
local flow of slaves. By the end of the eighteenth century the largest effective unit 
of administration was the chiefdom, which usually consisted of a capital town 
of some 200 huts and several villages of 50 huts. The largest chiefdoms were no 
more than 12 miles across.10 In the late nineteenth century the churches and 
fortifications of Sao Salvador were in ruins and the king himself was little more 
than a local chief living in a small village surrounded by a wooden palisade. In 
the twentieth century a visiting British traveler found that King Dom Pedro VII 
was reduced to supplementing a Portuguese retainer by cultivating rice and 
coffee in his own garden.!! Despite the impecunious state of the monarchy it 
remained an important symbol of political unity for the Bakongo people, and 
bitter succession struggles continued even in the twentieth century. In 1913 
Tulante Alvaro Buta, a minor chief in the region of Sao Salvador, led a revolt 
against the ruling monarch, who he felt had cooperated too readily with Portu
guese attempts to recruit forced labor for the plantations of Sao Tome. The 
revolt was put down with the aid of Portuguese troops but not before it had 
spread to most of northern Angola. Buta's rebellion marked the last effective 
military resistance by remnants of the old Kongo kingdom, but its defeat did 
not end conflict over the kingship. In 1955 the death of Dom Pedro VII led to a 
renewed struggle, first to appoint a king independent of the Portuguese, and 
then to control the king's council of ministers. While this effort did not lead 
directly to open rebellion, the principal figures in the negotiations over the 
kingship were to become a significant faction in the growing nationalist move
ment in the Bakongo areas of Angola. The relatively late assumption of direct 
rule in the areas of the old Kongo kingdom left remnants of the traditional 
political apparatus which could provide the framework for the nationalist revolt 
of the 1960s. 

10 Vansina, Kingdoms, p. 190. 
11 F. Clement and C. Egerton, Angola ill Perspeclive (London: Routledge & 

Kegan Paul, 1957), p. 176-177. 
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To the south of the Kongo in the Mbundu kingdom of Ndongo the Portu_ 
guese destroyed the indigenous political apparatus with a thoroughness which 
Jeft no traditional framework to form the basis for a later nationalist move~ 
ment. 12 The kingdom of Ndongo was located in the coastal lowlands along the 
Cuanza, and since the river provided the Portuguese with their principal rout~ 
into the interior, the Ndongo became the first African kingdom to be conquered 
by Europeans. Nevertheless, it still required a long series of military camp;1igns 
beginning in 1575 and lasting for a century before the old area of the Ndongti 
kingdom was subdued, and remnants of the Ndongo ruling classes carried on 
periodic warfare against the Portuguese from strongholds further inland fora 
considerably longer period. The Portuguese had first been attracted to Ndongo 
by tales of silver mines at Cambambe on the Cuanza, but later, when the mines 
proved imaginary, their interest shifted to the capture of slaves. As long as 
Kongo maintained its slave monopoly, the Portuguese were forced to relyon 
trade through African agents, and as the slave trade undermined the power of 
the Kongo, the supply of slaves became increasingly unreliable. At the same time 
the trade undermined the power of the Kongo kingdom, it increased the power 
of Ndongo, which was founded around 1500 and derived its power from its 
ability to control the trade between the Portuguese on the coast and the slaving 
states of the interior. Faced with increased competition from other European 
nations and declining supplies of slaves, the Portuguese attempted to eliminate 
the African middlemen and capture the slaves themselves by direct military 
action. The demand for slaves led to increasing conflict with the Ndongo king; 
the Ngola, and eventually to the conquest of the entire kingdom. The Portuguese 
established a new state in the area of the Ndongo kingdom,. which came to be 
called the kingdom of Angola after the name of the Ndongo ruler. The kingdom 
of Angola was for 300 years simply one of a number of states competing for 
control of the slave trade. The Portuguese kingdom attempted to establish 
vassalage relationships with neighboring African states, but these relationships 
were actually uneasy alliances which were frequently upset by the interminable 
warfare of the slave trade. While Ndongo was destroyed, other Mbundu king
doms which were less accessible to Portuguese armies retained a considerable 
degree of autonomy. In the interior, the kingdom of Matamba was conquered 
by remnants of the Ndongo kingdom fleeing the Portuguese and remained be
yond Portuguese control until the nineteenth century. The kingdom of Demhos; 
which had once been a tributary state of the Kongo even though it was populated 
by Mbundu peoples, was located only 70 miles from Luanda, but its rugged, 
mountainous terrain and dense forest vegetation provided a natural barrier 
against Portuguese armies. Dembos was capable of inflicting disastrous defeats 
on Portuguese expeditions as late as the beginning of the twentieth century, and 
15 successive campaigns were required before it was finally defeated in 1919. 
Dembos, like the kingdom of the Kongo, retained a traditional political apparatus 

12 For a detailed account of Portuguese campaigns against the Mbundu see 
Birmingham, Portugllese COl/qllest. 
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which could provide the framework fot a nationalist movement, while the 
fonner area of Ndongo became the most thoroughly assimilated area of Angola. 

On the central plateau inland from the port of Benguela the steep escarp
ment limited Portuguese contact to trading missions until the end of the nine
teenth century. The Ovimbundu kingdoms of the plateau seem to have formed 
a(Jeast in part as a result of ~!le stimulus of trade with the Portuguese, and they 
maintained their autonomy for a longer period than either the Bakongo or the 
Mbundu kingdoms. The Ovimbllndu states organized great caravans to trans
port slaves and other trade goods from the interior to the Portuguese settlements 
on the coast and after the collapse of the slave trade actually strengthened their 
c()mmercial position through trade in ivory, wax, and rubber. By the nineteenth 
century the Ovimbundu kingdoms dominated trade on the plateau, and Portu
guese merchants operating without the support of European armies found them
selves increasingly unable to compete with African traders. While some traders 
had managed to establish themselves on the plateau by the nineteenth century, 
many were forced to live much as did their African counterparts and gradually 
merged with the indigenous population. The Ovimbundu gained the reputation 
of being the shrewdest and most aggressive traders in Angola, and conflicts over 
the Ovimbundu treatment of Portuguese traders eventually led to Portuguese 
military occupation of the plateau in 1890. A decline in rubber prices and a 
large influx of Europeans after the occupation led to a major rebellion in 1902 
by the Bailundu kingdom, the most powerful of the Ovimbundu states. The 
~uppression of this rebellion in 1904 marked the end of effective primary resis
tance on the plateau, and the Portuguese rapidly expanded their occupation. to 
control the entire area. 

The Bakongo, Mbundu, and Ovimbundu were the African peoples first ex
posed to Portuguese influence and have been the most deeply affected by 
modernizing influences. The agricultural export economy, particularly the coffee 
economy of the postwar period, has also had its greatest effect OIl these peoples. 
The remaining African peoples are located far from coastal markets or Portu
guese settlements in the Zambesi basin or in the deserts of the South-West 
African border areas. The Lunda-Chokwe peoples are a product of the same 
state formation processes which led to the centralization of the Mbundu and 
Ovimbundu kingdoms and were deeply involved in the slave trade. Unlike the 
peoples of the coast and interior plateau, however, the Luanda-Chokwe have not 
been greatly affected by either the nineteenth-century trade in rubber or ivory 
or the twentieth-century agricultural export economy and remain traditional 
agriculturalists. The NgangueJa and Nyaneka-Humbe peoples who live to the 
west and south of the Ovimbundu are also isolated from modernizing influences 
and are among the most conservative of the African peoples. Of the remaining 
African peoples the most important are the Ambo, particularly the Cuanhama 
tribe, whose members live on both sides of the South-West African border. The 
strategic position of the Cuanhama and their warrior culture have made them 
an important factor in Angolan military history. Before they were conquered in 
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1915 they carried out frequent raids against neighboring peoples including the 
Ovimbundu and fought with the Germans against the Portuguese in World 
War I. 

By 1930 the Portuguese had secured effective military control over the 
interior of Angola and had defeated the last rebellions of the African peoples. 
The modern administrative organization of the colony dates from this period 
and was formally established in the Colonial Act of 1930 and the Portuguese 
constit!Jtion of 1933. In the revised constitution of 1951, Angola's status Was 
formally changed from colony to "overseas province," but it remained a political 
dependency of Portugal. As James Duffy has pointed out13 such changes have 
occurred frequently in Angolan history without changing the realities of Portu
guese rule. In 1971 the title of the colony was once again changed, this timeto 
"overseas state" in an attempt to relieve international pressures for political 
independence, but the change was as cosmetic as those that had preceded it. 
Angola is, in fact, governed by the Portuguese minister of overseas affairs 
(formerly the minister of colonial affairs) who appoints the governor general of 
Angola and whose administrative decisions have the binding effect of law in 
Angola. Local administration within Angola is organized. in a system of cen
tralized direct rule under the control of the governor general and the Overseas 
Ministry and staffed by a cadre of professional colonial administrators. The 
administrative structure is composed of first-order political subdivisions called 
districts and second-order political subdivisions called townships (concelhos) 
or circumscriptions (circunscririJes). Second-order political subdivisions are 
composed of administrative posts, the fundamental organizational unit in the 
control of the African population. In 1961, after an administrative reorganiza
tion following the northern uprising, there were a total o( 15 districts. The 
governor of each district reported· to the Angolan governor general but was 
appointed by the overseas minister. The second-order political subdivisions are 
usually distinguished by the number of European inhabitants, with townships 
generally including more Europeans than circumscriptions. Recent increases in 
European immigration to Angola and the insecurity of Portuguese rule since 
1961 have led to frequent reorganization of the second-order administrative 
structure. In 1950 there were a total of 75 townships and circumscriptions,.in 
1961 there were 84, and by 1966 the number had increased to 117. Map 4J 
shows the 85 townships and circumscriptions and the 15 districts of Angola as 
they arc listed in 1960 census publications and represents the actual administra
tive divisions as they existed after the 1961 reorganization. Since the administra
tive divisions used in the repprts of the 1960 census are approximately those 
that existed at the time of the 1961 uprising, it will be convenient to use the 
boundaries presented in Map 4.1, in discussing both agricultural organization 
and rural events. 

13 James Duffy. Portugal in A/rica (Cambridge: Harvard University Press. 
1962). p. 68. 
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While the formal administrative structure of Angola suggests an integrated 
political system, the formal structure bears'little resemblance to the actual pattern 
of portuguese colonial rule in Angola. Except in areas around towns with large 
European populations such as Luanda or Nova Lisboa the Portuguese adminis
tration is more like a network of military outposts of an occupying army than it 
is like a working political system. The fundamental unit of the Portuguese 
administration structure, the" administrative post, consists of little more than a 
post chief (chefe de posto) aided by two or three native police (sipaios, or 
sepoys), an interpreter, and a native clerk. The post chief may be the nominal 
administrator of several African villages or a few European plantations or trad
ing posts, and the administrative post itself is seldom more than a small village 
or trading community. Post chiefs are transferred frequently, seldom learn the 
local African dialects, and normally visit the African villages under their control 
only once a year. The chefe's main contact with the African population is through 
collecting taxes, administeting punishment and fines, and recruiting forced labor 
for road repair and other public works. Since Angola has no system of native 
courts, the chefe is also responsible for adjudicating disputes which cannot be 
settled by customary practices in the villages under his control. The combination 
of administrative, judicial, security, and penal functions of the chefe makes him 
the effective embodiment of Portuguese colonial rule, and his remoteness and 
arbitrary authority have made him a figure viewed with fear and mistrust by 
most of the African population. In general the chefe, on arrival at his post, 
attempts to establish good relations with settlers and traders in the area and is 
frequently more responsive to the interests of the local European population 
than to the abstract principles of colonial administration enunciated in Lisbon 
or Luanda. While the authority of the chele can be supported by military force 
in extreme cases, in general he depends on native police and whatever para
military assistance he can recruit from the local settler population. Before 1961 
the authority of the chele was seldom seriously challenged, but his reliance on 
the arms as well as the good will of the local European population reinforces his 
essentially local interests. 

The chefe maintains liaison with the African population through African 
chiefs called regedor"es, who are sometimes traditional leaders but arc almost 
invariably selected by the chefe and paid a salary by the colonial administration. 
The regedor serves at the pleasure of the chefe and has little real authority, 
serving largely as a conduit for Portuguese instructions. In Ovimbundu country, 
for example, Adrian Edwards 14 reports that the regedor had to report on a 
weekly basis to the che/e and was severely punished if he failed to satisfy adminis
trative demands for taxes or labor. Frequently the punishment took the form of 
beatings with the palmat6ria, a fiat wooden paddle with beveled holes drilled in 
the surface, which was brought down on the outstretched palm of the offending 

14 Adrian C. Edwards, TI,e Ovimbundu lI11der Two SOl'tmtiglls (London: 
O"ford University Press, 1962), p. 41. 
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KEY TO MAP 4.1 

01 CABINOA 05 Quiculungo II BII~. 

01 Cabinda 06 Dembos 01 Bie 
02 Cacongo 06 CUANZA SUL 

02 Chinguar 

03 Maiombe 01 Novo Redondo 
03 Andulo 

02 Amboim 
04 Camaeupa 

02 ZAIRE 05 Alto Cuanza 
01 Sao Salvador 03 Porto Amboim 

02 Santo Antonio do 04 Libolo 12 MOXlco 
Zaire 05 Quibala 01 Moxico 

03 Ambrizete 06 Seles 02 Dilolo 
04 Noqui 01 Cela 03 Luchazes 
05 CUlmba 07 MALANJE 04 Alto Zambeze 

03 UiGE 01 Malanje 05 Bundas 

01 Ufge 02 Caellso 

02 Songo 03 Duque de Bragan~a 13 CUANDO CUBANGO 

03 Bembe 04 Songo 01 Menongue 

04 Negage 05 Bondo e Bangala 02 Cuito Canavale 

05 Zombo 06 Cambo 03 Baixo Cubango 
04 Cuando 

06 Damba 08 LUNDA 
07 Pombo 01 Saurimo 14 MO~AMEDES 
08 Alto Cauale 02 Chitato 01 Mo~amedes 
09 Cuango 03 Camaxilo 02 Porto Alexandre 
10 Maeocola 04 Cassai Sui 03 Bibala 

04 LUANDA 05 Minungo 

01 Luanda 09 BENGUELA 
15 HulLA 

02 Viana 01 Benguela 
01 Lubango 

03 Ambriz 02 Lobito 
02 Chibia 

04 Dande 03 Ganda 
03 Caeonda 

05 leolo e Bengo 04 Balombo 
04 QlIilengues 

06 Qui~ma 05 Ganguelas 
10 HUAMIIO 06 Alto Cunene 

05 CUANZA NORTE 01 HlIambo 07 Capelongo 
01 Cazengo 02 Vila Nova 08 Baixo Cunene 
02 Golungo Alto 03 Bela Vista 09 Cuamato 
03 Cambambe 04 Bailundo 10 Gambos 
04 Ambaca 05 Caala II Curoea 

chief with considerable force. The regedores administered the villages under 
their control with the aid of locally appointed village headmen and traditional 
tribal councils. Helio Felgas reports that in northern Angola these secondary 
administrative officials were frequently selected from the nobility of the old 
Kongo kingdom and retained some of their traditional authority,15 While the 
regedores were hopelessly compromised by their services to the local administra
tive post and shared the ehe/e's unpopularity, the local village officials enjoyed 
slightly greater autonomy and correspondingly greater prestige among the 
African population. In fact, the Portuguese seldom attempted to reorganize the 

15 Helio Felgas, As Populat;6es Nativ{lS do Congo Portuglles (Luanda, 1960), 
p.33. 
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social and economic structure of the villages, and customary legal practices and 
patterns of land ownership persisted under colonial rule. The administrative 
control of the Portuguese was never as tight as the mestizo administration of the 
sierran Indians in Peru, and there was seldom a large class of Portuguese settlers 
to maintain much direct economic control over the African population. As long 
as the periodic demands for labor and taxes were met and no signs of political 
deviance were reported by the chefe's vi\1age spies, the African population was 
permitted to govern itself with little outside interference. Unlike the indigenous 
community of highland Indians in Peru, the communal land-holding and political 
practices of the African population remained essentially unchanged under Portu
guese rule. The tribal social structure, while considerably weakened, remained 
a viable source of economic opportunities and political authority for Africans 
cut off from white society. 

The regulations enforced by the chefe depend fundamentally on the legal 
distinction between the European and indigenous population. This principle 
was embodied in the so-called Native Statute of 1954, and while this law was 
formally repealed in 1961, it continues to express the reality of Portuguese 
colonial administration in Angola. Despite the explicit Portuguese ideology of 
an assimilationist, multiracial society the Native Statute formally recognized a 
special status for citizens who were Negroes or descendants of the Negro race; 
All such citizens who did not as yet "possess the level of education or the 
personal and social habits which are a condition for the unrestricted application 
of the public and private law pertaining to Portuguese citizens" 16 were confined 
to the status of indigena, or member of the indigenous population, and were to be 
governed by customary tribal law. Only Europeans and those Africans who had 
acquired the proper social habits and become assimilated to European ways 
(assimilados) were granted the rights of the niio-indigena status, which included 
the full protection of Portuguese law. Later statutes specified that niio-indigena 
status could be granted to any African who was over the age of 18, could speak 
Portuguese, had attained a suitable level of education, earned a cash income 
sufficient to support his family, and did not have a criminal record. Niio-indigena 
status was also extended to anyone who could demonstrate that he had served 
in the colonial administration, was a licensed merchant, or was a partner in a 
business firm. In practice an African attempting to become an assimilado might 
also be expected to show a suitably deferential attitude toward Portuguese 
authority or pay a bribe to local officials. Despite the Portuguese emphasis on 
assimilation, the 1950 census listed only 30,089 assimilados out of a total African 
population of more than 4 million.17 While the indigena status was ostensibly 
designed to preserve customary law for those Africans living in a traditional 
village milieu, its actual effect was to deny legal protection to 95 percent of the 

16 United Nations, General Assembly, 16th Session. Report oj tile Sub·Com
mittee on tile Situation in Angola. supplement no. 16, A/4978 (New York. 
1962), p. 58. 

17 Duffy. Portuguese Africa. p. 295. 
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population and establish an invidious system of special privileges for the Euro
pean minority. The benefits of property ownership, trade franchises, labor re
cruitment contracts, and land concessions were reserved for Europeans or 
QSsimilados, while the burdens of forced labor, restricted mobility, and payment 
of the native tax were confined to the indigenous population. In the agricultural 
export economy the legal distinctions have affected the pattern of land owner
ship, the methods of labor recruitment, and the relative competitiveness of Euro
pean and African production. The legal distinction between European and 
African and the system of direct colonial rule were both essential to the develop
ment of the settler-based agricultural export economy of Angola in the 19505. 
Without the legal advantages of nao-indIgena status and the protection of the 
chele de posto export agriculture would have been unlikely to attract settlers 
from Portugal, and the export economy might well have developed as a system 
of family small holdings as it did in other major African producers such as 
Uganda and the Ivory Coast. As it was, these distinctions provided a crucial 
economic prop for the settlers, and their preservation whether in law or in fact 
became one of the major issues of the Angolan war. 

THE COFFEE EXPORT ECONOMY 

The military pacification of Angola and the establishment of a colonial 
administration in the twentieth century did little to rescue the colony from the 
long period of economic stagnation which followed the collapse of the . slave 
trade. Portugal's mercantilist economic policies discouraged foreign investment, 
and the backward metropolitan economy generated little venture capital for 
overseas investment. Angola's only contribution to the Portuguese economy was 
as a limited market for textile manufactures, but the small European population 
and the poverty of most Africans limited consumption. What little economic 
development which had taken place in Angola before 1950 was largely the 
result of foreign investment undertaken despite Portuguese capital restrictions. 
In 1903 British associates of Cecil Rhodes began work on the Benguela railway, 
which was eventually extended to the Katanga minefields in the Belgian Congo 
in 1931. In 1920 Belgian and British interests associated with Union Miniere 
established Diamang (Companhia de Diamantes de Angola) to exploit the 
diamond fields of Lunda and obtained a concession which gave them virtual 
state power over much of the district. Neither of these developments had much 
effect on either the African or the Portuguese population, and by the 1920s the 
colony was virtually bankrupt. With no industry, with mining limited to Diamang 
activities, and commercial agriculture attracting little outside capital, Angola 
appeared an unpromising area for European settlement. Despite ambitious 
colonization schemes proposed by successive colonial administrations few Portu
guese settlers were attracted to Angola before World War II. In the 1920s Duffy 
reports. that fewer than a thousand Portuguese settlers a year emigrated to all of 
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Portuguese Africa, while 10 to 20 times that number emigrated to Brazil.l! 
Despite colonial policy aimed at establishing a population of small European 
farmers on the central plateau, few immigrants actually remained in agriculture 
an~ ~ost eventually drifted to the towns or became involved in petty tradin~ 
actlVltles. 

The development of the coffee economy radically changed the internal 
economy of Angola, altered its relationship with the metropolitan and World 
economies, and stimulated the first large wave of European settlement in Angolan 
history. While coffee had been exported as early as 1830 and the first com
mercial estate was established in 1837, most of these early ventures were 
economically marginal. Most coffee was gathered from semispontaneous growth 
by Africans and sold to Portuguese bush traders. During the nineteenth century 
exports expanded gradually, reaching a high of 11,000 tons in 1895, but 
increased competition in world markets reduced exports to 3,000 to 4,000 tons 
annually in the first two decades of the twentieth century.19 Production increased 
gradually in the twenties and thirties, but as late as 1938 Angola exported only 
19,000 tons and coffee made up less than 19 percent of Angola's agricultural 
exports.20 The principal agricultural export commodity before World War II 
was maize grown by Ovimbundu small holders on the central plateau. The rise 
of the coffee economy in the postwar period was initiated by rapidly rising prices 
touched off by the acute commodity shortages of the Korean war period. As the 
data in Table 4.1 indicate, the average price of coffee Lo.b. Angola almost 
tripled from 8.6 escudos in 1948 to 23.7 escudos in 1951 and reached an all-time 
high of 29.4 escudos in 1954.21 Production figures did not reflect the dramatic 
price increases until the end of the decade, since some time elapsed between the. 
news of the huge profits in Angola and renewed immigration from Portugal and 
several years are required to bring new coffee bushes into full production. The 
area devoted to coffee, however, expanded from 120,000 hectares in 1948 to 
500,000 in 1961, and exports increased from 53,000 to well over 100,000 tons 
in the same period. By 1961 at the outbreak of the nationalist revolt, settlers who 
had come hoping to take advantage of the high prices of 1955 found themselves 
with substantial investments in new plantings just coming into full production at 
a time when a world coffee surplus had begun to undermine prices. The rapid 
expansion of coffee production was not, of course, limited to Angola, and the 
additions of substantial African supplies to the traditional Latin American 
colIees brought about a chaotic price situation. In 1958 Angola signed the world 

18 Duffy, Portugal ill Africa, pp. 144-145. 
19 A. Baiao Esteves and F. Santos Oliveira, "Contribuic;ao para 0 Estudo das 

Caracteristicas dos Cates de Angola," in Portugal, Junta de lnvestigal;oes do 
Ultrarnar, Es/udos, ElIsaios e Documen/os, no. 126 (Lisbon: Junta· de· 
Investiga~oes do Ultra mar, 1970), p. 21. 

20 United Nations Statistical Office, Yearbook of IlIlemalionaITradeStali.flies 
(New York, 1953). p. 29. . 

2128.75 escudos = US$1. All coffee export prices represent the average price. 
of total coffee exports including coffee residues and shelled and unshelled 
beans. 
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TABLE 4.1 Coffee Exports from Angola 1948-1970-

COFFEE EXPORTS 

Value. Weight. Price. Percent Percent 
Million Thousand Escudos Asric. Total 

YEAR Escudos Tons per kilo Exports Exports 

1970 3880.0 180.6 21.48 61.0 31.9 

1969 3232.8 182.8 17.69 62.2 30.4 

1968 3530.5 188.6 18.72 75.7 45.3 

1967 3546.8 196.5 18.04 88.3 51.9 

1966 3058.4 156.4 19.55 67.0 48.1 

1965 2687.1 159.2 16.88 70.5 46.8 

1964 2859.1 138.7 20.61 71.8 48.7 

1963 1894.S 136.4 13.89 62.0 40.5 

1962 1864.1 156.9 11.88 63.1 43.7 

1961 1398.5 IIS.1 11.84 57.5 36.1 

1960 1264.0 87.2 14.49 53.5 35.4 

1959 1387.5 89.0 15.59 60.3 38.7 

1958 1539.4 79.6 19.33 67.5 41.7 
1957 1454.8 74.9 19.42 68.3 43.3 
1956 1603.5 89.8 17.86 67.3 48.8 
1955 1275.6 60.1 21.22 62.8 45.5 
1954 1340.2 45.6 29.39 '61.5 41.9 
1953 1882.0 71.5 26.32 68.6 53.2 
1952 1137.6 47.7 23.83 53.3 41.3 
1951 1527.7 64.5 23.69 57.9 47.9 
1950 746.6 37.5 19.91 42.2 34.4 
1949 551.5 46.4 J 1.98 37.3 30.8 
1948 459.8 53.4 8.61 39.6 30.9 

• United Nations Statistical Office. Yearbook 01 Internatiollal Trade Statistics. 

coffee agreement which included most major producers and consuming nations 
and allocated fixed quotas to participating nations and stabilized prices. The 
effects of the agreement were not immediate, however, and prices dropped after 
1958, reaching a level of slightly more than a third of their 1954 high by 1962. 
Thus the Angolan coffee boom was compressed into a single decade from the 
Korean war commodity boom to the collapse of world coffee prices in the late 
fifties. Despite its brief duration it brought about a profound change in Angola's 
economy. Since Angola had few significant exports of any kind before 1950, the 
rise in coffee production converted the colony into a monocultural export 
economy. Between 1948 and 1970 coffee contributed a median of 62 percent of 
Angola's agricultural exports and a median of 41 percent of total exports. Even 
after the period of the boom, coffee continued as the mainstay of the economy. 
Not until 1965, when restrictions on foreign capital were lifted, did expanded 
iron and petroleum production begin to reduce this dependence on coffee. Since 
none of the other agricultural exports contribute more than a small fraction of 
total agricultural exports, Angola contributes only one export sector to the 
world .population of agricultural export sectors. 
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The coffee boom also had a pronounced effect on Angola's trade relations 
with the metropole and with foreign nations. In the mid-fifties coffee was not 
only Angola's leading export but the most important single export of the entire 
escudo zone, including metropolitan Portugal. Coffee even displaced cork as 
Portugal's most important source of foreign exchange. Since more than half of 
the Angolan coffee crop was sold in the United States, the export economy re
directed trade patterns and the United States replaced Portugal as the colony's 
major export market in a number of postwar years. The export earnings of 
coffee enabled Angola to continue to run substantial trade deficits with Portugal 
while continuing to show a balance-of-payments surplus for most of the postwar 
period. The profits from the coffee trade generated new commercial expansion 
in Luanda, which became the principal coffee port. Profits also flowed back to 
Lisbon, where according to Irene van Dongen they created a substantial build
ing boom along the Avenida de Roma, the capital's principal artery.22 The new 
economic opportunities created by the coffee boom finally attracted settlers to 
Angola in substantial numbers, and in the 19505 the rate of Portuguese immigra~ 
tion reached 10,000 per year. The expanding European population and the 
increasing wealth of the colony created an enlarged market for Portuguese manu
facturers, and despite changes in the pattern of Angolan exports Portugal re
mained the principal source of Angolan imports. By the time of the 1961 revolt 
the coffee economy had become a major determinant of economic growth, not 
only in Angola but in metropolitan Portugal as well. 

Even though substantial numbers of African small holders and laborers 
were involved in the increased coffee production, the economic benefits of the 
boom were almost exclusively confined to the European popul;ltion. Settler pro~ 
duction increased much more rapidly than African production, and the pro~ 
portion of total production contributed by Africans declined from 39 percent in 
1941 to 26 percent in 1958.23 The dominance of European producers in the 
postwar period led to the classification of the Angolan coffee export sector as a 
migratory estate system despite the presence of substantial production by both 
African small holders and corporate plantations. The production parameters of 
Angolan coffee, however, do not provide any substantial economic justification 
for the dominance of settler-owned estates. Almost all Angolan coffees are low, 
grade rohusta. The relatively lower price of robusta seldom justifies the elaborate 
wet processing technique used for the higher-grade arabic as produced in Peru 
and elsewhere in Latin America. Even the largest Angolan estates use the less 

22 Irene S. van Dongen, "Coffee Trade, Coffee Regions, and Coffee Ports in 
Angola," Economic 'Geography, 37 (October 1961), 320-346. 

23 United Nations, General Assembly, 21st Session, Special Committee on the. 
Situation with Regard to the Implementation of the Declaration on tbe 
Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples, Supple
mentary Report of Sub-Committee I: The Activities of Foreign Economic 
and Other Interests Which are Impeding the Implementation o/the DeClara
t;on on tile Granting of Independence in the Territories under Portuguese 
Administration, app. II, "Agricultural and Processing Industries in Angola," 
AI AC. 109/L. 334/add. I (New York, 1966), p. 60. 
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expensive dry processing technique exclusively. Since the only machinery re
quired in the dry process is a small, inexpensive friction mill for removing the 
outer shell of the dried berry, processing expenses are a minor part of total 
production costs, usually contributing less than 3 percent of the total. Most 
European estates have their own processing machines, and small producers 
without machines can pay ~~ have their coffee processed by independent entre
preneurs who tour the coffee regions with small mills in the backs of pickup 
trucks. Drying the berries is usually accomplished by simply spreading them in 
the open, sometimes on especially constructed brick or adobe courtyards but 
more frequently on the ground or on an open surface composed of tightly packed 
ant heaps. Needless to say, little capital is required for such processing, and the 
dominance of settler estates is hardly a result of any efficiencies of scale. Most 
of the other production characteristics of Angolan coffee also favor smaIl holder 
rather than estate production. The coffee harvest is concentrated in a single 
four-month campaign between July and September, and more than half of total 
labor input is required during this period. Large European estates are usually 
confronted with an acute labor shortage during the harvest, while African small 
holders simply mobilize slack family labor resources. Coffee can easily be com
bined with subsistence production, so there is little risk in tending a few coffee 
trees in addition to the staple food crops of manioc or maize. The smaIl African 
producer is therefore usually more diversified than the settler estate and can 
withstand market fluctuations by reverting to subsistence production. At the 
outset of the coffee boom the principal coffee regions were essentially areas of 
open resources in which slash-and-burn agriculture and traditional communal 
tenure arrangements were the rule, so that the African cultivator could usually 
establish control over a few coffee bushes at little cost either to himself or his 
kinsmen. Coffee is a semispontaneous crop which forms part of the natural 
vegetation in much of northern Angola. In the initial stages of the coffee boom 
no investment was required in standing crops already in partial production. 
While newly planted coffee bushes require three to five years to come into full 
production, the African producer need not convert entirely to coffee and could 
easily wait until the trees began to yield. Coffee cultivation in Angola is extra
ordinarily labor intensive, since the areas most favorable for coffee are also 
most favorable for other tropical vegetation. Efficient production requires that 
large shade trees be removed or thinned out, and this process encourages the 
growth of secondary vegetation which competes with the coffee. Coffee bushes 
in most of Angola are continually in danger of being strangled by forest creepers 
or submerged in fast-growing tropical grasses or waste shrubs, and continual 
weeding is necessary for the plants to survive. Since the substantial cost of 
supervising this labor and the generally low quality of the underpaid Angolan 
labor force are not offset by any substantial advantages in centralized produc
tion, the small producer again gains an advantage. Finally, transportation and 
export are under the control of large private companies rather than estate 
owners, It is clear that the export companies could deal effectively with either 
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small holders or estate owners and therefore that the estate owners do not OWe 
their position to any form of control over export markets. In fact many African 
small holders easily adapted to commercial production both before and during 
the period of the coffee boom and during the 1950s. There were an estimated 
50,000 Africans growing coffee on plots of one to two hectares. Despite the 
favorable production parameters for small holders, they continue to produce 
only approximately a quarter of the crop. with the remainder accounted for by 
European estates. The dominance of the estates, however, clearly does not 
depend on economies of scale or on control of export or processing, but onlhe 
legal and political advantages of European settlers under colonial rule. 

European estates are organized in two distinct regional enterprise types 
which reflect the history and ecology of robusta coffee production north and 
south ofthe Cuanza River.24 In the north robusta production is concentrated in 
the districts of Uige and Cuanza Norte, and European production is organized in 
migratory labor estates. In 1958 there were over 800 European growers inthe 
northern region, and most of these were Portuguese settlers who owned medium. 
sized holdings of from 100 to 300 hectares. While a few estates were controlled 
by absentee owners living in Luanda or Salazar, most owners lived on their 
estates and supervised their workers directly. In the southern region robusta 
coffee is limited to the district of Caunza SuI, and although in 1958 over 500 
European growers were officially recorded in the district,25 three-quarters of. all 
production came from a few large corporate plantations. Half of all sOllthern 
robusta was in fact produced by a single corporation, the Companhia AgrIcola 
de Angola (CADA), which controlled 18 coffee plantations and operates the 
largest plantation in Angola, Boa Entrada, at Gabela in the township of Amboim. 
In 1963 Boa Entrada was reported to control about 60,000 hectaresal1d. 
employed 11,580 Africans and 280 Europeans.2s The large plantations of the 
southern region were established in the first two decades of the century, and the 
effects of the coffee boom were greatest in the northern region, where relatively 
few estates had been established before World War II. In 1948, 65 percent of 
total national robusta production was contributed by the northern region and 
35 percent by the southern region. By 1958 the effects of the boom had increased 
the share of the northern region to 78 percent, and the share of the southern 
region had declined to 22 perccnt. 27 The distribution of robusta production by 
region in the latter year is shown in Map 4.2. 

24 See van Dongen, "Coffee Trade," for a discussion of differences between the 
two regions. The northern and southern regions correspond to zones 3 and 
16 respectively of. the agricultural regions of Angola defined in the 1960 
census of agriculture. The characteristics of each zone arc d~scribed briefty 
in Eduardo Cruz de Carvalho, "Esbo!;o da Zonagem Agricola de Angola," 
Fomento, vol. 2, no. 3 (1963), pp. 67-72. 

25 Angola, Dire,fio dos Servi!;os de Economia e Estatistica Gerat, AmI/frio 
Estatisrico 1959 (Luanda: Imprensa Nacionat, 1960), pp. 94-95. 

26 United Nations, "Agricultural and Processing Industries in Angola," p. 58, 
27 Angola, All/It/rio Estatistico 1959, pp. 94-95. 
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Coffee is produced in both regions on the subplateau between the coastal 
lowlands and the interior plateau at altitudes between 1.300 and 3.300 feet. The 
more abrupt rise of the escarpment in the south. the narrowness of the sub_ 
plateau. and the greater altitude of the interior plateau have concentrated coffee 
cultivation in a relatively narrow band close to the coast. In the north the more 
gradual ascent. the greater width of the subplateau. and the more moderate 
height of the interior plateau have permitted coffee cultivation to extend OVer 
a wider area farther inland. As the data in Map 4.2 indicate. southern production 
is concentrated in a narrow arc including the western portions of the townships 
of Amboim, Seles. and Libolo. which all lie close to the coastal strip. In the 
north the principal producing townships are Ufge, Ambaca, and Dembos, which 
surround and include areas of the Malanje plateau, the northern extension of 
the interior plateau. Since the effective maximum altitude for robusta production 
in both the north and the south is approximately 4,500 feet, the lower plateau in 
the north has permitted cultivation in valleys around its fringes, while no robusta 
is cultivated on the plateau in the south. The differences in the geography of the 
two regions had important consequences for the development of European 
agricultural organization. In the south corporate plantations were originally 
established to produce sugar on the coastal lowlands long before the period of 
the coffee boom. Sugar is, of course. typically produced on highly capitalized 
corporate plantations. and the initial estates in this area were organized for 
sugar rather than coffee production. Sisal and oil palms are also grown in the 
lowlands. and in the extreme south some cattle are grazed in areas adjacent to 
what is now the coffee zone. All these agricultural products tend to produce· a 
more centralized enterprise than does coffee. and the corporate plantation 
organization in the south depends on these crops of the coastal lowlands. When 
increasing prices made coffee attractive. these estates simply diversified their 
activities, continuing the cultivation of plantation crops in the lowlands and 
adding coffee trees on the adjacent subplateau areas. Coffee plantations in the 
southern zone continue to be more diversified than those in the north and usually 
produce either sugar. sisal. or cattle. as well as coffee. In the north most estates 
concentrate exclusively on coffee. and little centralization is required for efficient 
production. 

The plantations in the south were first established at the turn of the century 
when concessions to Europeans were typically granted on a massive scale with 
only vaguely defined boundaries. CADA's initial concessions. for example. were 
said to include an area of some 17.000 square kilometers.28 In general. conces
sions were made with little regard for the rights of any African cultivators who 
happened to be living in the designated area. Before 1921 Portuguese colonial 
land policies permitted concessionaires to expropriate African lands if they either 
paid compensation or relocated Africans in native reserves established outside 
the concession. The corporate interests attempting to establish sugar plantations 

28 Kavalam Madhu Panikkar, Angola in Flames (New York: Asia Publishing 
House, 1962), p. 59. 
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n the coast generally displaced most of the indigenous population in those 
°eetions of the concessions which they actively exploited. When their activities 
s xtended to coffee cultivation, they managed to claim most of the available land 
~d remove many of the indigenous inhabitants early in the century. The ex
portations in the south were facilitated by the relatively low population densities 
on the coast and subplateau. The major population concentrations and the major 
kingdoms of the Ovimbundu were located on the high plateau far from the areas 
useful for plantation crops or robusta coffee. These early expropriations and the 
lower population densities in the southern coffee zone left relatively few African 
small holders in possession of valuable coffee land by the time of the coffee boom 
in the 1950s. Farther inland on the high plateau where few large agricultural 
concessions were granted at the beginning of the century, African commercial 
production is still significant. Robusta varieties po not grow at altitudes above 
4,500 feet, but arabicas can be produced on the high central plateau. Two-thirds 
of the small amount of arabica produced on the plateau is accounted for by 
ovimbundu small holders. 

In the southern plantation region coffee is not as significant a part of the 
natural vegetation as it is in the north, and most coffee bushes have been planted 
and cultivated by estates. In the north there has been a substantial amount of 
semispontaneous coffee since its introduction in the 1830s. Before the period of 
the boom much of the northern crop was gathered from wild bushes. During the 
boom many of the former African coffee gatherers became small holders when 
higher prices justified more attention to cultivation. At the beginning of the 
boom there was a substantial class of small holding African producers in. the 
north which was almost entirely absent in the south. European coffee cultivation 
in the north is centered in areas of maximum indigenous popUlation density and, 
consequently, areas of maximum land used by subsistence cultivators. The areas 
of maximum coffee production surrounding the Malanje plateau in the town
ships of Ufge, Ambaca, and Dembos include large number of villages of the two 
most important tribal groups of the north, the Bakongo and the Dembos. The 
expansion of European production during the period of the boom therefore was 
inevitably at the expense of both small African coffee producers and traditional 
African subsistence farmers. While coastal plantations developed in the north 
as they had in the south, they are located relatively farther from the current 
centers of coffee production than they are in the south. As a result land expro
priations for coastal plantation agriculture did not reduce the indigenous popula
tion density in the coffee areas as they had done in the south. As a result of these 
ecological and population differences between the northern and southern coffee 
zones, African small holders, particularly before the 1961 revolt, contributed a 
much larger fraction of robusta production in the north than in the south. As 
the data in Map 4.2 indicate, by 1958 African small holders produced less than 
5 per cent of the robusta coffee in the southern zone but 37 percent in the 
northern zone. The early development of sugar plantations in the south 
eliminat~d conflicts with African small holders by eliminating the relatively few 
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small holders in the plantation region. In the north the coffee boom exacerbated 
conflict between the substantial class of African sman holders and European
estate owners by providing each with an incentive to expand production. 

Coffee plantations in the south, particularly those which also produce Sugar 
or sisal, are likely to be much more highly capitalized and much less labor inteIi.~ 
sive than coffee estates in the north. CADA had a registered capital of 225 
million escudos (US $7.8 million) in 1963, and another large southern producer 
Mario Cunha, had assets of 10 million escudos (US $350,000) at the sam~ 
time.29 Most northern producers have little capital other than land and standing 
crops, and in many northern estates the small estate trading post is a more 
important capital asset than the coffee plantation itself. The southern estates 
make greater use of machinery in both cultivation and processing than do the 
northern estates. The most important labor-saving device is the mechanical 
weeder, which is routinely used on southern estates but almost never used in the 
north. Since weeding is the most labor-intensive aspect of production other than 
the harvest, the mechanization of weeding leads to a relatively smaller labor 
force in the south. The average number of laborers required to produce a ton of 
coffee in the north is almost twice that of the south (north 1.46 laborers per ton, 
south 0.74 laborers per ton in 1958).30 The large southern estates still rely on 
dry processing as do estates in the north. The southern estates, however, usually 
have additional equipment for sorting the dried berries on the basis of specific 
gravity. This additional process produces a more uniform product and conse
quently a higher export value. Other forms of agricultural machinery are also 
more common on the southern plantations. These differences are apparent not 
only on the large plantations such as those of CADA or Marjo Cunha but even 
on moderate-sized estates in the south. Afonso Mendes's research on agricultural 
organization in Angola provides detailed descriptions of mechanical equipment 
employed on typical coffee estates in both the northern and southern coffee 
zones.3! Mendes describes dne typical estate in the district of Cuanza SuI which 
produced 350 tons of coffee, grazed 200 head of cattle, and employed 326 
laborers. Its mechanical equipment included four tractors, five rotating plows 
and harrows, a mechanical weeder, machinery for leveling and ditch digging, 
and a half dozen small trucks. By comparison an estate in Quiculungo in the 
northern zone which employed 650 laborers exclusively in coffee production 
had only two tractors, three small trucks, and a hulling machine. Scientific 
cultivation techniques are also considerably more advanced in the south, and 
CADA in particular maintains a staff of agricultural technicians and an experi
mental farm. CADA obtains yields of over 500 kilograms per hectare, while 

29 United Nations, "Agricultural and Processing Industries in Angola," pp, 
58-59. 

30 Calculated from data presented in Angola, Anuario Estatistico, 1959,pp~ 
94-95. 

31 Afonso Mendes, 0 Trabalho Assalariado em Angola (Lisbon: Universidade 
Tecnica de Lisboa, Instituto Superior de Ciencias Sociais e PoHtica Ultra
marina, 1966), pp. 160-170. 
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orthern yields seldom exceed 300 to 400 kilograms per hectare. The greater 
:fficiency of the southern plantations and their lower labor requirements 
generaIly enable them to produce at a lower cost than the northern settler estates, 
and their diversified crops enable them to survive temporary drops in the price of 
coffee. The southern plantations were therefore able to maintain profitable 
c()ffee operations even befor~. the period of the boom, while many of the northern 
estates were profitable only during the period of inflated coffee prices in the 
19505 and suffered accordingly during the period of declining prices at the end 
of the decade. 

The dominant characteristics of the northern coffee estates are their chronic 
lack of capital and their economic marginality. Most of the early European 
farmers were in fact small bush traders who bought up coffee gathered by 
.Africans. The Portuguese have always been active in petty trade activities in 
Angola, and bush traders made up the most important class of Europeans out
side the towns before the coffee boom. As Gladwyn Childs has pointed out,32 
the marginal trading peoples such as the Hausa, Indians, Syrians, Armenians, 
and Greeks who dominate petty trade elsewhere in Africa are entirely absent in 
.Angola and their role is filled by the Portuguese themselves. In fact many menial 
urban jobs which in other European colonies would have been filled by Africans 
or members of other ethnic groups are dominated by the Portuguese in Angola. 
The Portuguese involvement in petty trade and other low-status jobs is a direct 
reflection of the poverty of the metropole and the low economic status of most 
portuguese immigrants to Angola. Most of the petty traders and early coffee 
farmers in northern Angola migrated from the poorest rural areas of Ponugal 
and exchanged a marginal existence as peasant farmers for a precarious existence 
in the African bush. The traders' profits came from advancing credit at the 
trading post at interest rates of 30 to 40 percent a year against coffee, manioc, 
or palm products collected by Africans. The traders, however, were in turn 
deeply in debt to trading houses in Luanda which extended them credit and 
supplied their trade goods in exchange for the small amount of primary agricul
tural products they were able to collect. Before the coffee boom most traders 
were forced to subsist on manioc or on game they shot themselves, and their 
standard of living was only marginally superior to that of the African population. 
The typical trading post consisted of a small two-story wooden frame building 
with the post store on the first floor and the trader's one- or two-room living 
quarters on the second. The only appreciable advantage held by the Portuguese 
trader was his nao-indlgena status, which enabled him to obtain a trading 
license and establish financial arrangements with other Europeans. Before the 
postwar rise in coffee prices few small traders had the financial resources to start 
direct production, and most new immigrants had little money when they arrived. 
As the price of coffee increased, however, the traders began to see the possibility 
of greater profits in direct cultivation of coffee which had formerly been collected 
by Africans. Traders in the northern region began to claim coffee trees near 

. 32 Childs, Umbundu Kinship, p. 191. 
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their trading posts as their own property and hired African contract laborers to 
clear the underbush and harvest the crop. Financing .of direct cultivation Was 
usually secured by using the trading post as collateral, although later the 
colonial agricultural development bank advanced loans against the potential 
crop. During the initial period of the boom many of the traders invested heavily 
in new plantings and expanded their claims to include any African holdings 
which happened to be nearby. At coffee prices of the mid-fifties direct cultiva_ 
tion became immensely lucrative, especially in comparison with profits from 
trade. In 1958 Alfredo de Sousa33 estimated that the average cost of production 
in direct cultivation was 15.37 escudos per kilogram. At the average price f.o.h. 
Angola of 19.33 escudos per kilogram (see Table 4.1), in 1958 this would have 
yielded an average profit of almost 4 escudos per kilogram. Assuming the same 
production costs for the peak-price year of 1954 yields a net profit of 14 escudos 
per kilogram. Since the typical northern producer in this period had a yield of 
approximately 350 kilograms per hectare and the typical estate was approx
imately 250 hectares in size, the net profit for a producer in 1958 would have 
been 350,000 escudos, or approximately US $12,000.34 The same estimation 
procedure in terms of 1954 prices yields an incredible profit of 1,225,000 
escudos, or approximately US $42,600. For the Portuguese bush trader or peas
ant immigrant even the lower 1958 figure was more money than he was likely 
to see in a decade, and the profits touched off a scramble for new acreage and 
a wave of new immigration to the coffee area. Most of the immigrants were 
relatives of the original bush traders, and many took jobs as foremen on estab
lished plantations and then branched out to establish their own estates. The 
European population of the principal coffee areas expanded dramatically. The 
European population of the township of Ufge, for example, increased from 342 
in 1950 to 2,462 in 1960, and the township of Dembos increased from 317 to 
1,247.35 The town of Urge in the center of the northern coffee area, which had 
only 11 commercial establishments and a few brush and mud buildings in 1946, 
expanded to a sizeable town with 179 commercial establishments, modern build
ings, and electricity by 1956.36 Many bush traders felt that after years of unre
warding trade the millenium had finally arrived and rushed to invest in consumer 
goods including foreign automobiles and even refrigerators, which, considering 
the absence of electrification in the area, were of limited utility. Most traders 

33 Alfredo de Sousa, Ensaio de Analise Econ6mica do Cafe, Junta de Investi
ga.;6es do Ultramar, Estudos de Ciencas PoHticas e Sociais, no. 17 (Lisbon, 
1958), pp. 25-36. 

34 The United Nations Sub-Committee on Foreign Economic Interests in 
Portuguese Territories used slightly different figures and estimated the net 
income of a coffee estate at US $7,000 in the year 1957. See United Nations, 
"Agricultural and Processing Industries in Angola," p. 71. 

35 Calculated from data presented in Angola, Dire<;ao dos Servi<;os de Estatfs
Uca, Recenseamento Geral da Popula,ao 1950, vol. 2 (Luanda: Imprensa 
Nacional), pp. 68-85; 1960, vol. 1, pp. 35-42. 

36 Richard J. Houk, "Recent Developments in the Portuguese Congo," GeD" 
graphical Review, 48 (April 1958), 201-221. 
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expanded their trading posts or built new ranch style villas on the site of their 
llew coffee groves and of course invested large sums in improving their estates. 
Jorge Vieira da Silva, a former secretary of agriculture, for Angola, visited a 
small bush trader near Uige in 1952 at the beginning of the boom. The trader, 
who had been subsisting largely on manioc before the boom, offered Silva an 
elaborate lunch on the porch of his trading post and declared that he now felt 
northern Angola was the new garden of Eden.3? The expansive prosperity of the 
boom years was of course short lived. By 1959 prices had fallen to the level of 
production costs, and they continued to fall, reaching the disastrous level of 
11.88 escudos per kilogram in 1962. Since most of the bush traders had gone 
into substantial debt to take advantage of the seemingly limitless profits of the 
boom years, these price levels meant bankruptcy. The outbreaks of the nation
alist revolt in 1961 threatened the entire coffee crop, and from that point on the 
maintenance of the small northern growers became as much political as an 
economic question. The Ministry of Agriculture continued to advance loans even 
to owners who were in default on previous harvests, and more than 80 percent 
of northern producers became dependent on government support for their sur
vival. The price of labor increased 40 percent between 1960 and 1962, largely 
as a result of labor reforms introduced after the rebellion, and the prices prevail
ing in the 1960s returned coffee production to its previous marginal position in 
the northern region. 

Even the substantial profits of the boom years, however, were based on two 
aspects of agricultural organization which were inextricably linked to colonial 
rule-the forced expropriation of native lands at little or no cost and the forced 
recruitment of African labor. Land at the beginning of the boom was virtUally 
free for the taking by any European, and the initial capital requirements would 
have been substantially increased if the lands had been purchased from Africans. 
Similarly, the cost of indigenous labor would have been greatly increased had 
there been anything resembling a free labor market for African~ in Angola. Even 
de Sousa admits that the profitability of Angolan estate production depended on 
an artificially depressed price of labor, and he includes in his calculations fringe 
benefits seldom paid by northern producers.38 Colonial policies toward indig
enous land and labor made the settler estate possible, and without them African 
small holders would have been the principal beneficiaries of the boom. 

LAND POLICY The fundamental objective of colonial land policies in 
Angola has always been to attract a large settler population by offering special 
privileges to Portuguese immigrants. Although the Portuguese government is 
publicly committed to an uncompromising defense of lands habitually occupied 
by the indigenous population, this principle has frequently been sacrificed for 
the convenience of Portuguese settlers. Colonial administrations have encouraged 
the development of African family farms, but settler agriculture has always been 

37 Interview, Berkeley, Calif., June 1973. 
38 Sousa, Econ6mica do CaN. p. 31. 
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seen ~s a primary detenninant of Angolan development, and land legislation has 
reflected this emphasis. The current land policy of Angola dates to 1901, when 
all land which was not considered private property under Portuguese law Was 
declared state domain. Uncultivated lands could be claimed by settlers under a 
system of state-supervised concessions designed to discourage speCUlation and 
encourage orderly development. The concession system, however, applied only 
to Portuguese citizens and Africans who had satisfied the requirements of 
assimifado status, and the fundamental colonial distinction between the indig
enous and nonindigenous populations became the basis for two distinctly dif
ferent systems of property rights. Under land legislation for the nonindigenous 
population most agricultural land was governed by a system of concessions 
called aforamento, which granted limited usufruct rights until development re
quirements had been satisfied. Any Portuguese settler or other European willing 
to abide by Portuguese law could apply for an aforamento concession simply by 
filing a claim with the land survey office. The claim included a rough outUne map 
of the boundaries of the claim and, if the request was for 100 hectares or more, 
a description of the plans for development and the financial resources of the 
applicant. After a cadastral survey by the claims office the land could be recog
nized as a provisional concession which gave the holder the right to occupy and 
exploit the land in exchange for a nominal quit rent of from 1 to 10 escudos per 
hectare per year. A provisional concession could be converted into a definitive 
concession after a period of five years if the holder of the concession demonstra~ 
ted that he had satisfied development requirements. Before 1961 these require
ments were satisfied if at least 10 percent of the land was under cultivation or if 
permanent structures for specialized economic purposes had been erected on the 
land. The definitive concession gave the holder in effect complete private 
property rights, and the land could be freely bought and sold, used as collateral 
for a loan, and bequeathed to heirs. 

In theory no concession was to infringe on the traditional land rights of the 
indigenous population, and before the provisional concession was granted, the 
land survey office was required to determine whether the concession included 
any African lands. While traditional African land rights were recognized in the 
1901 legislation, they were vaguely specified, and a 1919 Angolan decree further 
weakened African claims. The decree permitted expropriations of native lands 
if the native population were resettled in reserve areas or if it was simply moved 
to another area within the concession. Most of the large plantations established 
at the turn of the century were based on these vague specifications, and land 
expropriations reached a large scale by 1920. In 1923, however, Norton de 
Matos, the high commissioner for Angola, recognized the abuses of the system 
and issued a decree which specified that the land rights of the indigenous popula
tion extended to an area five times that which they traditionally occupied and 
such lands could not be included in a concession. Land in these reserves was to 
be governed by traditional custom and usage, could not be sold to outsiders, and 
remained under the control of lineage and tribal authorities. In the areas of 
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indigenouS occupation, land was held under traditional communal tenure, and 
usufruct rather than absolute property rights were recognized. The specifications 
of habitual occupation provided at best an ambiguous definition of traditional 
zones of African cultivation. Most traditional agriculture both in the manioc 
areas of the north and maize areas of the central plateau is based on shifting, 
slash-and-burn techniques .~hich made continuous cultivation the exception 
rather than the rule. Typically forest and grass are burned off and the ashes used 
for fertilizer. The land is then planted with subsistence crops which are rotated 
annually for three or four years before the area is left to fallow. The fallow 
period in the fragile tropical soils of Angola may need to be as long as 10 or 20 
years, and during this period the land reverts to its natural vegetation with little 
or no sign of human occupation. The slash-and-burn system requires that vil
lages be moved frequently so that neither cultivated fields nor permanent struc
tures may be present to delineate areas of traditional African lands. These 
substantial ambiguities in legislation concerning indigenous land rights were not 
a serious problem as long as Portuguese settlement was largely urban and most 
agricultural concessions were limited to a few coastal plantations. The hinterland 
could be considered an area of traditional African exploitation, and the few 
concessions requested could be decided on an ad hoc basis. During the land rush 
of the coffee boom, however, the legislation proved to be almost worthless in 
protecting the African population. 

While some effort was made to guarantee traditional communal land rights, 
individual landholding by Africans was extremely limited both in law and in 
practice. The Native Statue of 1954 which codified the distinction between in
digenous and nonindigenous status also specified the conditions under which 
Africans could come into possession of individually owned land. They could of 
course opt for Portuguese law but only if they had attained assimilado status. 
Africans living in the traditional milieu could only obtain property rights by 
completing a lengthy and complex process of title registration. The conditions for 
obtaining title were considerably more stringent for Africans than for Portuguese 
citizens. While a Portuguese citizen needed to demonstrate only five years 
occupation of a provisional concession, an African had to demonstrate that he 
had cultivated an area for a continuous period of 10 years. Even a single-year 
break in cultivation could cause forfeiture of all rights. In addition, the African 
was required to keep the entire area of his potential property under cultivation, 
while the Portuguese citizen was required to cultivate only 10 percent of his 
provisional holding. Cultivation in this instance meant not simply tending a few 
spontaneous coffee bushes or practicing slash-and-burn agriculture, but keeping 
land permanently cleared and planted in crops or converting spontaneous 
growths to cultivated crops with proper spacing and weeding. Even if an African 
cultivator could satisfy these conditions he was still required to produce an 
official document (written, of course, in Portuguese) describing the area in 
question, have this document validated by a colonial official, and finally have the 
claim certified by the land survey office. At this point the African was issued a 
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certificate of title, called the M6delo 1. Even the Modelo 1, however, did not 
represent full title, but usufruct rights only. In order, according to one PortU
guese source, to counteract the "peculiar improvidence of the primitive 
peoples," 39 land held under Modelo 1 title could not be used as collateral for 
a loan and could not be sold to a member of the nonindigenous population with
out the consent of the colonial administration. These . limitations effectively 
eliminated any incentive to develop the land, since few Africans had any col
lateral other than land. Needless to say, few Africans ever satisfied the for
midable requirements for individual ownership, and in fact it is doubtful if they 
were ever intended to do so. The policy of encouraging African small holders 
was in direct conflict with the need for labor on public works and on the coffee 
estates. An African farmer who had obtained the Modelo 1 was exempt from 
forced labor and therefore the greater the number of recognized indigenous 
cultivators, the smaller the amount of labor available for European farms. The 
local chefe de posto was responsible for enforcing both land and labor regula
tions, and he was likely to be receptive to settlers' interests, if not actually 
directly bribed by them. As a result conflict between property rights for Africans 
and forced labor for Europeans was usually resolved in favor of the latter. The 
conflict between small holder certification and labor requirements was partic
ularly acute in the northern coffee zone. Malcolm McVeigh, a Methodist mis
sionary who served in the area between 1958 and 1961, reports that local 
administrators were extremely reluctant to grant the Modelo 1 because of pres
sure from settlers for cheap labor.40 While administrative regulations required 
that an African with 5,000 coffee plants be classified as a individual landowner, 
McVeigh found many Africans with 10,000 to 12,000 coffee plants in the 
Dembos township who were unable to obtain the Modelo 1. They were therefore 
forced to work on European coffee estates for about 35 cents a day. McVeigh 
claimed that the only way that an African coffee farmer could actually obtain 
the MOdelo I was to obtain the consent of his employer, which, naturally enough, 
he was extremely reluctant to grant. Even Portuguese sources document the 
limited prospects of individual land ownership for African farmers. The Boletim 
Geral do Ultramar reported that by the year 1957 only 155 African cultivators 
in the township of Uige (which at that time included the townships of Uige, 
Songo, and Bembe as they are shown in Map 4.1) had obtained the Modelo I, 
even though the same source estimated that there were 9,688 indigenous coffee 
producers in the township at the time.41 

Whatever the legal merits of the colonial land regulations, they seem to 
have had very little practical effect in northern Angola during the period of the 

39 A. de Sousa Franklin, ''The Portuguese System of Protecting Native Landed 
Property," Journal of African Administration, January 1957, p. 20. 

40 Malcolm McVeigh, "Labor in Chains," A/rica Today, 8 (October 1961), 
p.9. 

41 Portugal, Agencia Geral do Ultramar, "A Demarcal;1io de Terrenos do 
Estado no Distrito do Congo," Boletim Geral do Ultramar, 35 (March 
1959), pp. 63-70. 
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offee boom. During the 19505 the process of certification of European con
cessions fell hopelessly behind the actual demand for land, and many coffee 
~armers worked their lands for years without any legal certification or inspection 
by the colonial government. The Boletim Geral do Ultramar's report on land 
concessions in the district of the Congo (which included the districts of U1ge 
and Zaire in Map 4.1) documented the collapse of the land registration process. 
Between 1954 and 1957,989 requests for concessions were filed with the land 
survey office, almost all of them for coffee cultivation, but only 53 provisional 
concessions were granted in the same period.42 In the principal coffee-producing 
areas land was frequently occupied by force and estate owners and traders 
generally annexed whatever coffee land they thought they could successfully 
defend. Most estate owners were armed with heavy elephant guns and main
tained small staffs of professional hunters for their estates. Shoot-outs between 
these small-scale armies were not uncommon. The northern land rush resembled 
the California gold rush of a century before, complete with claim jumping, shoot
outs, and frontier justice.43 The tiny Portuguese colonial administration in the 
northern region was hard pressed to keep track of the complicated litigation and 
conflict arising out of the land claims and could do little to control them. Despite 
the land conflicts coffee production expanded rapidly, and as the United Nations 
report on land tenure in the Portuguese territories observes, "an anomalous 
situation resulted in which Angola reached a high level of prosperity largely 
based on the illegal occupation of land." 44 

Since even Portuguese land claims depended on force, the unarmed African 
producers were at an overwhelming disadvantage. Even in the unlikely event that 
they appealed to the chefe de posto for help against settler expropriations, the 
settlers could always argue that the African claim was not registered or that the 
land had been abandoned. Without arms or legal protection the African popula
tion saw vast areas of its property pass into Portuguese hands in a remarkably 
brief period of time. In the township of Uige (1961 boundaries), the leading 
coffee-producing township, there were a total of 116 requests for provisional con
cessions in the year 1955. The total area of the concessions, 19,366 hectares in 
Ihis year alone, represented 10 percent of the total land area of the township.45 

42 Ibid. 
43 I am indebted to Jorge Vieira da Silva, former minister of Agriculture for 

Angola, and Eduardo Cruz de Carvalho, former director of the Angolan 
agricultural census for valuable background information on social conditions 
in the coffee regions during this period. 

44 United Nations, General Assembly, 20th Session, Special Committee on -the 
Situation with Regard to the Implementation of the Declaration on the 
Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples, Report of the 
Special Committee, chap. V, "Territories under Portuguese Administration," 
app. II "Concession, Occupation and Settlement of Land in Angola and 
Mozambique" A/6000/add. 3 (part II), agenda item 23 (New York, 1965), 
p.31. 

45 Calculated from data presented in Angola, Boletim Olicial·de Angola, Sup
lemento: Reparli!j:iio Central dos Servi!j:os Geograficos e Cadastrais, Series 3, 
no. 52 (Luanda, December 1957). 
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Since the rate of concession remained relatively constant between 1954 and 
1957, the total area claimed by settlers in that period would have represented 
40 percent of the total land area of the district. Obviously such large-scale land 
expropriations must have caused substantial displacements of the indigenous 
popUlation. Assuming that the 477,888 indigenous inhabitants of the district 
were evenly distributed and that the concessions were actually put into cultiva
tion, almost 5,000 Africans would have been displaced in the year 1955 alone~ 
The situation in the Dembos township of Cuanza Norte, the second most impot~ 
tant coffee-producing township, was even more disastrous for the African pop
ulation. In 1955 almost 16 percent of the total land area of the district was 
claimed in concession applications. Again assuming equal population distribu
tion and complete cultivation, these expropriations would have resulted in the 
displacement of 10,000 Africans in 1955. If the same rate persisted through the 
peak years 1954 to 1957 almost two-thirds of the township land area would 
have been claimed and almost 40,000 people displaced. Actually not all Euro
pean claims were worked, and some were held for speculative purposes. On the 
other hand, land concessions were not limited to the years 1954 to 1957, and 
population tended to be concentrated in areas close to trading posts and hence 
to the sites of future coffee estates, so that these estimates may be conservative. 

While the chefe de posto would seldom be of any help to Africans attempt
ing to defend their lands, he could be of considerable assistance to settlers 
attempting to clear African "squatters" from their concessions. Official colonial 
policy in northern Angola had favored the consolidation of African villages along 
the principal roads outside the coffee groves located in forested areas.46 Initially 
these relocations were justified as a means of asserting greater administrative 
control over the dispersed indigenous population and later as part of a campaign 
to eradicate sleeping sickness, which was endemic in the northern forests. Re
settlement was also encouraged by the colonial policy of discouraging slash
and-burn cultivation and encouraging stable communities of agriculturalists. 
Any combination of these reasons could therefore be used to justify administra
tive intervention in settlers' attempts to separat.e Africans from their lands. The 
chefe de posto could order villages moved from prime coffee areas on the 
grounds that he was combating sleeping sickness, encouraging stable agriculture, 
or facilitating taxation and be amply justified under colonial regulations. The 
settlers, of course, would be the beneficiaries of these administrative moves. In 
1957 a group of African dissidents from Sao Salvador in the district of Zaire in 
northern Angola compJained of just such practices in a protest directed to the 
Secretary General of the United Nations.47 They complained that entire villages 
were moved by administrative authorities and that villages whose inhabitants 
could not move themselves were burned to the ground. Standing crops belonging 

46 Jorge Vieira da Silva, interview, Berkeley, Calif., June 1973. 
47 "Statement to the Secretary General of the United Nations," in Ronald H. 

Chilcote (ed.), Emerging Nationalism in Portuguese Africa: Documents 
(Stanford, Calif.: Hoover Institution Press, 1972), p. 47. 
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to the inhabitants of the former villages were then seized by the Portuguese under 
the pretext that they were abandoned properties. The protest indicates that these 
practices had begun in the 1930s and had continued to the date of the protest 
(1957). The officially recorded actions of the colonial government itself reveal 
similar instances of administrative assistance in resettling Africans in the coffee 
regions. While the concept of native reserve had long existed in colonial theory, 
few such reserves were actualfy established until the 1950s. In the mid-fifties five 
African reserves were established on the fringes of the main coffee areas and 
substantial numbers of Africans were resettled in them. In the township of 
Quiculungo in Cuanza Norte, for example, 5,300 Africans were resettled in a 
native reserve consisting of only 4,100 hectares.48 These reserves served to re
lieve some of the pressure in the coffee regions, but large numbers of Africans 
found that they had suddenly become squatters on European estates and were 
faced with the alternative of moving to whatever free land they could find or 
becoming estate laborers. Given the immense demand for labor in the principal 
coffee regions and the coercive power of the settlers, many of the former land
owners were in fact forced into the role of laborers on lands that had recently 
belonged to them. Many Africans lost their coffee groves to Europeans, although 
the protection of the Angolan coffee board enabled a substantial minority of 
small holders to continue production. 

LABOR POLICY The land expropriated by Portuguese settlers would have 
been of little value in estate agriculture without an assured supply of low-cost 
labor. To a large extent this labor was supplied by a system of direct or indirect 
administrative compulsion applied to the indigenous population. While forced 
labor was not uncommon in colonial Africa, Portugal tended to continue such 
practices longer than other colonial powers, and the extent of compulsory labor 
in Angola has long been a subject of international controversy. In part this con
troversy reflects the close alliance between Portugal and England, since much of 
the criticism has come from English missionaries and reformers. While Portugal 
formally abolished slavery in its colonies in 1878, an English critic, Henry 
Nevinson, charged in 1906 that a form of slavery persisted in labor recruitment 
for the cocoa island of Siio Tome.49 The publication of his criticisms initiated a 
popular campaign to force English chocolate manufacturers to boycott Sao 
Tome cocoa. A similar controversy was stirred up by Edward Alsworth Ross's 
report to the League of Nations in 1925 which charged that forced labor amount
ing to slavery and involving women and children was widely used in both public 
and private enterprises in Angola.50 The British muckraking tradition was re
vived in 1955 by the journalist Basil Davidson, who charged that forced labor 
continued to be recruited by colonial authorities on behalf of commercial in-

48 United Nations, Special Committee, "Concession, Occupation, and Settle-· 
ment of Land in Angola and Mozambique," p. 29. 

49 Henry W. Nevinson, A Modern Slavery (London: Harper, 1906). 
50 Edward Alsworth Ross, Report on Employment of Native Labor in Portu

guese Africa (New York: Abbott Press, 1925). 
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terests.51 In 1959, in part in response to growing international pressure, Portugal 
ratified the forced labor convention of the International Labor Organization 
which was to take effect in Angola one year later, in November 1960. Three 
months later the government of Ghana filed a complaint with the ILO charging 
that forced labor practices continued in Portuguese Africa in contravention cif 
the convention and demanded an investigation. The ILO conducted an exhaus
tive inquiry which included a trip to the Portuguese colonies and a long list of 
witnesses on both sides of the issues.52 As had been the case in past controversies 
involving forced labor, Portuguese spokesmen denied all charges and maintained 
that whatever abuses had existed had been rectified by recent changes in colonial 
regulations. While the ILO report might have been expected to provide a rel
atively objective examination of compulsory labor in Angola, it actually pro
duced a very limited set of findings dealing only with the period since the forced 
labor convention had taken effect, i.e., from November 1960 to the date of the 
report, April 1962. While most complaints by Angolan Africans, British mis
sionaries, and representatives of African governments focused on forced labor 
conditions in the northern coffee. regions in the mid-fifties, the ILO report ex
cluded both the period and the region from its final recommendations. The ILO 
delegation did not visit Angola until December 1961, nine months after a sub
stantial rebellion had broken out in the coffee regions, a rebellion based in part 
on just those labor abuses which had been mentioned in the Ghana complaint. 
Because of the revolt Portuguese colonial officials insisted that they could not 
provide security in the northern coffee region. The only coffee estate actually 
visited by the commission was CADA's Boa Entrada, the largest and most 
modern estate in Angola. As Irene van Dongen has pointed out, CADA's labor 
policies are unusual p.ot only for Angola but for tropical Africa as a whole, and 
it has acquired a reputation for providing medical treatment, education, and 
housing for its workers in addition to paying reasonable wages and maintaining 
acceptable working conditions.53 Labor in the northern coffee regions of Angola 
has not in fact been studied by any non-Portuguese since the beginning of the 
1961 rebeIlion. 

After the 1961 revolt the relatively liberal Overseas Minister Adriano 
Moreira introduced a series of reforms designed to eliminate forced labor en
tirely and establish a free labor market for the African population. While 
Moreira's 1962 labor code included stiff penalties for administrators who used 
compulsion in the recruitment of labor for any purpose, it is debatable whether 
these latest reforms have had any substantial effect in practice. Moreira himself 
was fired as overseas minister in December 1962, and Portuguese colonial policy 
since that time has become more oriented toward military pressure than to inter-

51 Basil Davidson, The African Awakening (London: Alden Press, 1955). 
52International Labour ·Office, "Report of the· Commission Appointed under 

Article 26 of the . Constitution of the International Labour Organization to 
Examine the Complaint Filed by the Government of Ghana Concerning the 
Observance by the Government of ·Portugal of .the Abolition of Forced 
Labour Convention, ·1957 (No. 105)," Official Bulletin, 45 (April 1962-). 

53 Van Dongen, "Coffee Trade," pp. 338-339. 
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nal reform.54 In 1972 the Angola Committee of the Netherlands published what 
.tClaimed was a secret report to the Portuguese government from Afonso 
~endes, who from 1962 to 1970 was director of the Angolan Labor Institute 
established by the Moreira reforms.55 According to the committee the report had 
been written to suggest counterinsurgency strategies to the colonial administra
tion. In the report Mendes .'points out that forced labor abuses supposedly 
eliminated by the 1962 reforms continued on a large scale despite stiff penalties 
arid suggests, reasonably enough, that these continued abuses were a major 
source of rebel support in Angola. 

Whatever the status of indigenous labor within Angola since the ratification 
of the forced labor convention in 1960 or the adoption of Moreira's labor code 
in! 962, it seems reasonably clear that in the period of the coffee boom a system 
of at least indirect forced labor was an important factor in the economic survival 
of the northern coffee estates. The labor legislation of this period is based on the 
native labor codes of 1899 and 1928, which expressed the fundamental principle 
of portuguese colonial labor policy-the moral obligation to work. In the words 
of the 1899 labor code, "All the natives of the overseas Portuguese provinces 
are subject to the moral and legal obligation of acquiring through work the 
means they lack, to subsist and improve their own social condition. They have 
complete liberty to choose the mode by which they fulfill this obligation, but if 
they do not fulfill it in some way, public authority can impose its fulfillment." 56 

Like colonial land policy, the labor code was based on the distinction between 
the indigenous and nonindigenous population, and the "moral and legal obliga
tion" to work applied only to the latter. While in practice the labor code estab
lished a system of compulsory labor for the benefit of the nonindigenous 
population, in colonial theory it was justified as part of the civilizing mission of 
the Portuguese. J. M. da Silva Cunha, colonial labor expert for the Salazar 
regime, wrote in 1949 that state compulsion was justified, since "the state 
imposes with the threat of death many other obligations which are less legit
imized by the interests of civilization, so why should it not impose this obligation 
on these rude Negroes of Africa, on these ignorant pariahs of Asia and on these 
half-savages of Oceania." 57 Under the native labor codes the "rude Negroes" 
of Angola were reqUired to demonstrate that they were employed or face 
compulsory labor. The 1928 labor code required that every member of the 
indigenous population subject to recruitment carry a "native work book" (cad
erneta indfgena) which contained a complete record of his tax and work status. 
The caderneta could be requested by any colonial official, and, if the work on tax 
records was unsatisfactory, the bearer could be subjected to forced labor. Since 

54 John Marcum, The Angolan Revolurioll, vol. 1, 1950-1962 (Cambridge, 
Mass.: M.I.T. Press, 1969), pp. 314-315. 

55 Angola Comite, Petition by tire Angola Comite, Concernillg the Report of 
Mr. Pierre Juvigny Regarding the Implementation of the Abolition 0/ 
Forced l.abour Conve1ltiol1, J957 (No. 105) by Portugal, annex II, "The 
Reality in Angola" (Amsterdam, 1972). 

56 Quoted in International Labour Office, "Report of the Commission," p. 147 . 
. 57 Joaquim Moreira da Silva Cunha, 0 Trabalho lndigena (Lisbon: Agencia 

Geral das Col6nias, 1949), p. 157, translated by Robert Starn. 
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the employer, whether state or private, was responsible for making entries in th:: 
caderneta, the worker was ultimately dependent on his employer for protectio~ 
against forced labor. The 1928 code restricted forced labor to healthy maJ~ 
between the ages of 14 and 60, and later regulations provided exemptions for 
any indigenous inhabitant who could demonstrate that he had been emplOyed 
by a European for nine months or more in a given year or who had satisfied the 
Agricultural Ministry's requirements for certification as a stable cultivator. The 
1928 code also restricted the application of administrative compUlsion to public 
works. Any use of administrative authority for recruiting labor for private enter_ 
prises was to be strictly forbidden. The long list of applicable public activities 
however, provided a considerable number of loopholes for local officials with a~ 
interest in satisfying private demands for labor. Administrative compulsion could 
be used to recruit labor for repairs during natural calamities, for the cleaning of 
native living quarters, for water conservation in native areas, for the main
tenance of roads between native settlements, for the extermination of harmful 
insects, and for the cultivation of areas in the indigenous reserves.58 TheJast 
provision in particular was used by private companies to institute a system of 
compulsory cotton cultivation in the district of Malanje.s9 Forced labor could 
also be ordered for any violation of the criminal statutes and in lieu of voluntary 
payment of the native tax. In fact the head of the Angolan Native Affairs depart
ment admitted that as late as 1959 a worker might be forced to work from 65 
to 100 days a year if he lacked the cash to pay the native tax.60 All these pro. 
visions of the native labor code remained in effect until at least 1960. The labor 
code provided no mechanism for redress of African grievances and provided 
even less protection for Africans than did the system of land regulations. Accord
ing to Afonso Mendes, in his book 0 Trabalho Assalariado em Angola, laborers 
were typically rounded up by sepoys attached to the local administrative post, 
or the local regedor was pressured by the chele de posto to produce the requisite 
numbers. Even Mendes, writing as a head of the Angolan Labor Institute, admits 
that the system led to considerable violence. Other sources including British 
missionaries and journalists are considerably more explicit and describe beatings 
of regedores by cheles, nighttime raids of sepoys on villages, and brutal treat~ 
ment of laborers.61 In fact Mendes points out that administrative authorities 
frequently used the threat of recruitment for forced labor to control African 
behavior they considered questionable. Whatever relief the African popUlation 
enjoyed under the native labor codes came more from the slack demand. fo~ 
labor than from any explicit protection under the law. Before the coffee boonj 
there was little demand for labor outside of public works, and internal improve
ments were in general limited to those necessary for administrative control. 

56 I bid., p. 256. 
59 Ibid., pp. 257-260. 
80 International Labour Office, "Report of the Commission," p. 174. . 
61 McVeigh, "Labor in Chains," pp. 9-11; Davidson, A/rican Awakening, pp. 

197-214; and Sid Gilchrist, Angola Awake (Toronto: Ryerson Press, 1968), 
pp.25-33. 
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During the period of the boom, however, the demand for labor reached 
. taordinary proportions. At the same time that massive land expropriations 
eX ce taking place in the northern coffee regions, vast numbers of additional 
~~rers were needed to work the new estates. The numbers recorded in official 

';rtuauese statistics suggest that in the most important coffee-producing town-
s~ps~irtuaIlY the entire mal~.labor force must have been mobilized to satisfy 
the demands of the coffee estates. In 1958, for example, in the township of 
Ufgethere were reported to have been a total of 9,444 laborers on European 
estat~ out of a total male indigenous population which amounted to only 
25237 at the time of the 1960 census.62 since only about half of the Angolan 

pulation falls into the legally recruitable age range of 14 to 60, these figures 
Fndicate that more than three-quarters of all eligible males in the township were 
:nvolved in labor on coffee estates. At the same time, however, there was a total 
of2,928 tons of coffee produced in the township by indigenous cultivators.63 

Since the typical African cultivator holds at most 2 hectares and African yields 
are lower than European, the typical African would produce at most about half 
a ton of coffee. If this estimate is correct, there would have been approximately 
5,800 individual African coffee producers in the Uige township in 1958. Thus 
the total number of individual African coffee cultivators plus the total number 
of laborers on European estates considerably exceeded the African male popula
tion between the ages of 14 and 60. Settlers would therefore have found it 
necessary to either recruit women, children, and old men or force some of the 
indigenous coffee cultivators to work part time on their estates. It is likely that 
all these sOUrces of labor were used to some extent, and the number of laborers 
recorded in official statistics does not count transients needed for the four-month 
harvest period. Since the total labor force more than doubles during this period, 
the harvest must have required the mobilization of almost the entire adult 
population of the township, the recruitment of outside labor, or both. Similar 
computatiobs for the Dembos township in Cuanza Norte indicate that the 
demand for labor was, if anything, even greater than in Urge.64 In the northern 
coffee region virtually the entire population was affected by the demand for 
esiate Jabor, and there would have been very few families without someone in
volved in estate labor for at least part of the year. 

The extraordinary demand for labor required vastly expanded recruitment 
efforts by both estate owners and their allies in the colonial administration. Most 
of the abuses cited by witnesses in the ILO commission hearings involve labor 
recruitment in the northern coffee regions at the height of the boom.65 One wit
ness testified that he had seen chefes de posto round up Africans for European 

62 Angola, Anuario Eslatislico 1959, pp. 94-95; Angola, Recenseamento Geral 
da Popuiar;iio 1960, vol. 3, pp. 34-37. 

63 Angola, Anudrio Eslatislico 1959, pp. 94-95. 
64 The figures are 16,313 coffee laborers in 1958 out of a male indigenous 

population of 35.652 in 1960 and an estimated 7,090 African coffee produc
ers in 1958 . 

. 65 International Labour Office, "Report of the Commission," pp. 178-180. 
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employers every year from 1952 to 1958 in the area of the Bembe coffee planta_ 
tions. A number of witnesses stated that in the northern coffee regions che!es 
were regularly bribed to provide laborers for the settler estates. A substantial 
number of witnesses described beatings of regedores who failed to provide the 
necessary number of laborers. Other witnesses testified that the aged, women 
and children were regularly recruited for work on coffee plantations. The Por~ 
tuguese colonial authorities responded that such practices were, of course, for. 
bidden by law and, in any event, had not come to the attention of the relevant 
Angolan authorities. It seems likely that some such measures were in fact USed 

in the coffee regions, since the total mobilization of the population could hardly 
have been accomplished without them. . 

While direct administrative intervention by the colonial authorities and the 
use of native auxiliaries to round up laborers were formerly illegal under the 
1928 labor statutes, the law did not prevent local officials from using the forced 
labor regulations to place indirect pressure on reluctant workers. Since thed~ 
mands of the estates were rapidly exhausting the available population in the 
northern region, to say nothing of the available labor supply, a class of indepen. 
dent labor recruiters developed to import contract laborers from other areas in 
Angola. The labor contractors used methods remarkably similar to the enganch~ 
system in Peru. The contractor would advance small loans, provide potential 
workers with expensive gifts, particularly bicycles, or get them drunk on palm 
wine before inviting them to sign a labor contract. A bonus callcd the mata-bichO 
which amounted to from two to four months salary was paid for singing the 
contract. The term of the contract was usually for one year, and the labor code 
permitted penal sanctions to be applied to workers violating its terms. In general; 
the independent contractors attempted to establish good relations with both the 
local Portuguese and African authorities and often followed the traditional 
African practice of sponsoring a substantial feast for the inhabitants of a village 
before attempting to recruit laborers. While the recruitment was supposedly 
voluntary and, unlike the activities of the chefe, did not involve the direct appli~ 
cation of force, it depended on the implicit threat of forced public labor. Labor 
recruiters frequently bribed local authorities to increase their demands for public 
works labor in order to encourage workers to sign up as contract laborers on 
the coffee estates. Since the estate Jabor was generally less onerous and better 
paid than work on the roads or other public works, most Africans who could 
not otherwise avoid recruitment elected to sign "voluntary" contracts with Jabor 
recruiters. The numerous legal justifications for the use of forced Jabor for pub
lic purposes provided the local administration officials with a variety of tech" 
niques for aiding the contractors while appearing to enforce the colonial labor 
regulations. As one former Portuguese colonial official notes, "A very demanding 
civil servant in any area was a great asset for a contractor, and so the civil ser
vant was paid to be demanding .... If you know how the [legal] system works 
it is very easy to see how it could be put to use for a second purpose." 06 

66 Eduardo Cruz de CarvalhO. interview, San Francisco. Calif., June 1973. 
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The labor contractor was an essential link between the estate owner and 
the laborer, and his importance increased as labor began to be sought at greater 
and greater distances from the coffee regions. While no precise figures are avail
able on the number of migratory contract laborers at work in the coffee regions 
ill the 1950s, the number was presumably substantial, given the ratio of coffee 
laborers to total local population in the principal producing townships. It is pos
sible to roughly estimate the proportion of laborers from the Ovimbundu areas 
of Angola for 1960 from linguistic data in the 1960 census.61 While contract 
laborers at first had been recruited from among the Kikongo-speaking tribes of 
the northern districts of Ufge and Zaire, the greatest population densities and 
largest untapped supply of labor were to be found among the Umbundu-speaking 
ovimbundu on the central plateau. During the 1950s several disastrous maize 
harvests and a steadily increasing population combined to create greater incen
tives for contract labor in this region than elsewhere in Angola. By 1960 the 
census data indicate there were a total of 750 Umbundu-speaking males in the 
township of Ulge. Since there was no similar number of Umbundu-speaking 
women, it is reasonable to assume that almost all these men were migratory 
contract laborers rather than permanent settlers, who would have brought their 
families with them. Thus approximately 8 percent of the coffee labor in the Ufge 
township was supplied by Ovimbundu migrants. Similar calculations indicate 
that 55 percent of the total coffee labor force in the Dembos township was re
cruited from Umbundu-speaking areas. The proportion of Umbundu-speaking 
contract laborers increased dramatically after the 1961 uprising as Kikongo
speaking tribesmen native to the northern region fled across the border to the 
former Belgian Congo and were replaced by contract laborers from the central 
plateau. By 1964 Mendes reports that only 14 percent of the agricultural labor 
force in the Ulge district and 12 percent in the Cuanza Norte district were locally 
recruited.68 Most of the remainder were Umbundu-speaking Ovimbundu from 
the central plateau. Most contract laborers, whether recruited from the central 
plateau or from the periphery of the northern coffee region were single males 
who viewed themselves as reluctant captives sentenced to a one-year term of 
duty. As Afonso Mendes points out, "The workers regard their work much as a 
young recruit regards military service-an obligation rather disagreeable, during 
which he will expend the minimum effort necessary .... [T]his state of mind, 
plus the eagerness to go home, contributes to the low productivity, which in turn 
contributes to the hostility and suspicion of the employers." 69 Despite the efforts 
of the labor contractors and colonial officials many of the "voluntary" contract 
laborers succeeding in escaping from the estates and returning home before the 
expiration of their one-year term. Mendes estimates that in the mid-fifties more 
than 64 percent of the labor force on the coffee estates he studied was replaced 
during the year.70 The substantial turnover and the one-year term of the labor 

61 Angola, Recenseamento Geral da Popuiafiio 1960, vol. 3, pp. 84-93. 
68 Mendes, 0 Trabalho Assalariado, p. 60. 
69 Ibid., p. 167 . 

. 10 Ibid., pp. 136-137. 
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contract inhibited class-based labor organizations, and most workers remained 
closely tied to their traditional tribe or language group, even during their periOd. 
of work on the coffee estates. The tribal and linguistic division could be explOited 
by the estate owners, and during the 1961 uprising in particular the PortugueS~ 
claimed that Ovimbundu migrants, as well as settlers, were being attacked by 
the rebels. The Ovimbundu were the most vulnerable to such tactics since they 
were an isolated minority in the Bakongo and Mbundu coffee areas. . 

The involvement of both labor contractors and colonial authorities in re,
cruiting labor for the coffee estates was a consequence of the failure of the 
prevailing wage rates to attract sufficient numbers of workers. Estimates of the 
daily wage paid in the northern coffee regions during the late 1950s range frolll 
6 to 10 escudos, or from 20 to 35 cents, in cash and an approximately equal 
amount in food.71 This wage is approximately the same as that prevailing on the 
sugar plantations in Peru at the same period, but the Peruvian plantations were 
able to attract workers even without the services of the enganche, While the 
coffee estate owners required both contractors and administrative sanctions. This 
difference between the two systems is a result of differences in the supply of 
labor under situations of open and closed agricultural resources. While in Peru 
plantation laborers were forced to accept subsistence wages because of the 
scarcity of sierra land, in Angola most Africans were able to support themselves 
in subsistence agriculture without outside employment. As Afons~ Mendes has 
pointed out,72 the prevailing wages in agricultural labor were hardly sufficient 
to attract Africans who could support themselves in subsistence agriculture with 
considerably less effort. In addition, the labor contracts required long separations 
from lineage and family groups and involved the harsh and often brutal diSCipline 
of the estate foreman. In the coffee regions the European land rush deprived 
many Africans of lands for subsistence, but at the same time many African colfee 
producers were increasing their earnings sufficiently to make estate labor even 
less attractive. It is apparent that compulsion will remain an integral part or' 
the Angolan labor system as long as sufficient land is avaHable to support sub
sistence production or until industry expands sufficiently to make higher wage 
levels possible. By the late 1960s land in the central plateau region was becom
ing scarce enough so that at least some workers were forced into contract labor 
for purely economic reasons. In most other areas of Angola, however, subsis
tence agriculture was still a viable alternative to wage labor. 

71 Sousa. Economica do Cafe. p. 31. estimates the monthly wage for coffee 
workers at 200 escudos in cash and an equal amount in food. clothing. and 
medical assistance. Sousa assumes 25 days of work per month, which would 
lead to a daily wage of 8 escudos in cash and an equal amount in other bene· 
filS. Mendes, 0 Trabalho Assalariado. p. 57. indicates that the average 
monthly cash salary for rural workers was 145.78 escudos in 1958. Assum· 
ing 25 working days per month, this could represent a daily cash wage of 
approximately 6 escudos. McVeigh, "Labor in Chains," p. 9, indicates an 
hourly cash wage of 35 cents, or 10 escudos per day. . 

72 Mendes, 0 Trabalho Assalariado, pp. 43-46. 
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It is apparent that in a completely free labor market, either the labor con
tractor would be unnecessary or his role would be reduced to that of an employ
JJlent bureau. In Angola in the 1950s, however, coffee estates were unable. to pay 

wage sufficient to attract voluntary laborers and stilI produce coffee cheaply 
:nough to compete with small holders in Angola and elsewhere in Africa. Thus 
the importance of the contra~tor reflects the inefficiency of the northern coffee 
estates and the coercive quality of the Angolan labor market. The discrepancy 
between the free and forced labor markets is apparent in the relative size of the 
labor contractor's fee and the worker's wage. The labor contractor is paid 1,500 
escudos per worker, while the average monthly salary of a coffee laborer is 
approximately 200 escudos in cash. The recruiter's fee represents more than 
seven months salary for the African worker. It is apparent that the recruiter was 
paid for his ability to manipulate the colonial administration and entrap laborers 
rather than for simply locating and transporting them. Even if the labor contrac
tor had been eliminated and his fee paid directly to the worker, it is questionable 
whether many voluntary laborers would have appeared. If this had been the case, 
the estate owners would obviously have preferred to pay the higher wage and 
attract voluntary workers rather than the reluctant and unreliable conscripts 
provided by the labor recruiter. The absence of economic incentives required 
the direct or indirect application of force. The control of this force, like the 
control over land concessions, rested ultimately on the perpetuation of Portu
guese colonial rule. 

The contract laborers on the coffee estates were organized in a tightly dis
ciplined chain of command similar to that of a military unit. A typical estate in 
the northern region employed from 300 to 500 workers organized into work 
gangs of from 10 to 15 men under the direction of an African overseer. The 
overseers in turn reported to a half dozen foremen responsible for organizing 
the daily work schedule and enforcing discipline in the work gangs. Foremen 
were usually Portuguese or assimilados, although sometimes Africans from re
mote tribes would be recruited as foremen. Pastoral Ovambo peoples were par
ticularly favored as foremen, since they were contemptuous of sedentary peoples 
in general and northerners in particular. The foremen generally exercised polit
ical as well as economic control over the work force and were the effective repre
sentatives of the colonial administration on the estate. Disputes that were 
not handled by the workers themselves were settled by decree by the foremen. 
While foremen varied considerably in the severity of their discipline, corporal 
punishment, particularly beatings with the chicote, or leather whip, was not un
common. Most foremen were conscious of tribal and lineage relationships among 
the workers and generally permitted kinsmen to work together in the same gangs. 
This policy reinforced the local and communal interest of the workers and tended 
!oeffset broader worker organizations. The work itself was organized in a system 
of prescribed daily tasks (tareta diaria) which in theory permitted the workers 
to complete their work at their own speed in a reasonable length of time. The 
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system is well adapted to compulsory labor, since it tends to minimize the need 
for close supervision or highly motivate~ worl~,ers, Each worker was given a 
daily work quota which varied from one stage of the coffee production cycle t~ 
another and was permitted to stop work whenever the task was finished. In the 
urge district a typical daily task called for picking three 80-kilogram bags of 
coffee. There is considerable disagreement about how much time was actualIy 
required to complete the tare/a ditiria, with Portuguese sources claiming five to 
eight hours while African and missionary sources claim that 12 hours or m'ore: 
were required.7J During the harvest period in particular the work was rigidly 
supervised, since failure to provide an adequate distribution of berries Would' 
lead to disruption of the hulling process and substantial crop losses. _. 

Most estates maintained company stores or canteens, which were frequently 
simply the original trading post. As a result most workers saw little actual cash 
during their year term, and few returned with anything more than the initial 
bonus they had been paid to sign the contract. The estates maintained a revolv,;: 
ing-door policy in which workers were paid at one end of the trading post and 
encouraged to buy consumer goods at the other. Frequently cash wages wentnci 
farther than the company store, and advances and indebtedness further reduced 
the worker's ability to profit from his term on the coffee estate. In fact some 
Portuguese officials actually justify this system on the grounds that it prevented 
the African workers from misusing the money in gambling or similar irrespon~ 
sible pursuits.74 In theory the workers' renumeration included housing and 
medical benefits, but in fact workers were often required to build their own huts 
when they arrived at the estates. Workers generally lived in traditional fashion, 
preparing their own meals and constructing their own local versions of village 
life. 

SETTLERS, LABORERS, SMALL HOLDERS, CHIEFS 

The organization of production, the land tenure system, and the forced
labor practices in the northern coffee regions established economic and political 
interests on the part of estate owners, laborers, and African small holders which 
limited their interaction to a narrow range of alternatives. Consider first the 
interests of the coffee estate owner: -

I. The northern coffee estate does not exist because of any appreciable 
economies of scale. Its labor organization is inefficient, and it controls noex~ 
pensive processing machinery. From a purely economic standpoint the estates 
are inferior to small holdirigs, -and the overall production of Angolan coffee 
would be unaffected if the estates were divided up into plots controlled by 
individual family farmers. In fact, given the inefficiency of the forced laborsys
tem, the demise of the estates might actually lead to an increase in production. 

73 International Labour Office, "Report of the Commission," pp. 208-212. 
74 Cruz de Carvalho, Vieira da Silva, interview, Berkeley, Calif., June 1973. 
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The productive efficiency of the northern estates cannot be improved by mech-
jzation, since there is no practical way to apply machinery to coffee cultivation 

?n the northern region. Wet processing techniques are not economically viable 
~~rrobusta coffee, and the rough jungle terrain of the northern region makes the 
JT\echanization of weeding impractical. The relatively brief harvest period re
duces the advantages to be gained from investments in processing machinery 
which must stand idle for twci~thirds of the year. The northern region is not 
ecologically suited to combining coffee with traditional plantation crops such as 
sugar cane, so that evolution toward the plantation-like southern form of agricul
tural organization is unlikely. The northern estate owner, then, is confined to an 
ineffiCient productive organization with no practical alternatives for substituting 
capital for labor. An organized agrarian movement could demand the breakup 
of the estates without any loss in production, and the gains of an organized labor 
lIlovement could not be offset by the installation of more efficient machinery. 
Thus any form of even moderate collective protest will be viewed as a threat to 
the continued economic survival of the northern coffee estates. 

2. Even if the efficiency of the northern estates could be increased by im
provements in the coffee groves themselves, the typical northern coffee farmer 
lacks the capital resources to carry out the improvements. Since the coffee 
farmers are either former bush traders or recent Portuguese peasant immigrants, 
they are invariably too poor to make capital improvements without increasing 
their indebtedness to either the coffee-exporting houses or the agricultural de
velopment bank. The period of coffee boom profits was too brief to permit 
extensive substantial accumulation of capital. The chronic scarcity of capital in 
the northern coffee region is reflected by the persistence of part-time trading 
activities by most estate owners. The scarcity of capital reduces the economic 
advantages of the Portuguese settler over the African small holder and limits his 
ability to replace laborers with machines. The poverty of the traders and settlers 
serves to increase their conflicts with both small holders and laborers. 

3. The economic opportunities available to the Portuguese settler outside 
his estate are extremely limited. Even after the period of the boom the typical 
estate owner was able to afford a comfortable house and a staff of servants which 
would be beyond his means elsewhere. He held a position as a manager or pro
prietor and before the outbreak of the rebellion was assured of a reasonable 
degree of economic security. Without the coffee estate the owner would be faced 
with the prospects of returning to the role of bush trader, seeking employment 
ill urban areas of Angola, or returning to metropolitan Portugal. The first option 
would obviously lead to the same precarious standard of living from which many 
of the estate owners had so recently escaped, and the other two alternatives are 
scarcely an improvement. The low level of economic development in Angola 
produces few middle-class occupational positions, and in most urban areas petty 
trade and service occupations are already oversupplied with Portuguese workers. 
Economic opportunities in the metropo)e are only slightly better, and in fact 
much of the Portuguese industrial labor force consists of migrants in more 
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industrialized areas of Europe. With no skills outside agriculture and with fe~ 
contacts with commercial interests in Angola or Portugal, the estate owned 
prospects for maintaining his status without his estate are negligible. Settlers 
from other European colonial powers were able to return to expanding indus: 
trial economies, but for settlers in Angola returning to the metropole was nota 
real option. For them Angola represented their last chance for economic success· 
and they had endured primitive frontier conditions and, in many cases, years of 
poverty to develop their estates. The limited options of the estate owners explain 
their stubborn resistance to any reforms which might threaten their position. 

4. The economic marginality of the coffee estates, the general scarcity of 
capital, and the absence of economic opportunities outside agriculture forced the 
estate owners to rely on the system of ethnic stratification embodied in the 
Native Statute and expressed in the discriminatory system of land and labor 
regulations. Without the special privileges of land concessions and compulsory 
labor the northern coffee estates could not exist. Since these privileges rested iri 
turn on the distinction between the indigenous and nonindigenous status, the 
settler estates could not survive in a political system controlled by the African 
majority. Thus the estate owner found it necessary to resist any attempts to share 
political power with the African population even at the cost of an indefinite 
period of guerrilla war. While large-scale plantation agriculture and major 
European corporations could find investment opportunities in Africa even under 
independent governments, the Angolan coffee estate owner had little to offer art 
independent regime and would be unlikely to survive a transfer ·of political 
power. 

5. The substantial contribution of labor to total production costs and the 
need for compulsory labor led to a zero-sum conflict situatlon between owner 
and worker that could only be resolved by the direct application of force. The 
forced recruitment of labor and the tarefa didria system permit the owner to ex~ 
tract a minimum amount of low quality labor from a reluctant labor force. If 
increasing labor costs or falling prices threaten the owner's profit margin or 
adequate labor cannot be attracted, the only alternatives available to him are to 
increase the coercion of the system. There are a number of points at which pres
sure can be applied, including forced recruitment by administrative authorities, 
the tightening of labor discipline on the estate, or the expansion of the required 
daily task, but invariably such tactics will lead to increased rates of defection; 
poorer task performance, and sabotage and other acts of retaliation by workers; 
These problems in turn can only be controlled by a still greater application of 
force. The estate owner is therefore caught in a vicious circle of escalating 
violence whenever his profit margin is threatened. While in the short runthe 
settler may be able to extract the necessary labor, in the long run he simply 
reinforces the violence of the colonial system and limits worker protests to a 
response in kind. 

6. The use of force by settlers in either land seizures or labor recruitment 
is unlikely to be opposed by economic interests in either Angola or the metropole. 
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I .. Angola there are no substantial industrial interests which might favor more 
"lightened labor policies as the price of political stability, and the land-owning 

en II· h· I I . . terests in the co ee regIons represent t e most Important oca mterest group 
~~the colony. In Peru the abuses of the sierran hacendados were ultimately 
I hecked by the growing political power of the industrial and commercial interests 
~f the coastal export economy. In Angola settlers were faced with no similar 
internal opposition. Similarly; domestic political opposition in most European 
colonial nations made it difficult for settlers to demand substantial military sup
port. In Portugal, until the coup of 1974, there was no domestic opposition to 
raise objections to indefinite colonial wars. Before the coup, the military and 
political elite of Portugal remained committed to the settlers in Angola even 
after the 1961 uprising. Military and political leaders in both the colony and the 
metropole displayed remarkable unanimity in carrying out what grew to become 
an immensely costly war. For 13 years the Angolan war evoked neither the 
internal political conflict nor the divisions in the military elite that accompanied 
the French involvement in Algeria. The existence of the northern coffee region 
became an extension of military policy, and the colonial government encouraged 
the settlement of former soldiers on abandoned estates for reasons of both 
security and economics. Despite their economic inefficiency and isolation the 
northern settlers had sufficient military backing to remain in control of their 
estates as long as Portugal did not withdraw its troops. Their survival after a 
Portuguese withdrawal, however, is unlikely in the extreme. 

Ultimately, the use of military force by both the settlers and the Portuguese 
government is a reflection of economic weakness. Force was used by the settl~rs 
to establish estates which could not be maintained by economic means alone. 
Any economic or political threat had to be met with still greater applications of 
force. Falling prices required intensified labor coercion to reduce costs. The high 
price of legitimately acquired coffee land precipitated forced expropriations on 
a massive scale. The situation of open resources made a paid labor force im
practical and created the legal obligation to work. Failure of local African 
authorities to cooperate with the forced labor system required more severe 
coercive pressure. Portugal was willing to hold on to its colonies even at the cost 
of indefinite warfare because the metropolitan economy lacked the capital neces
sary to compete with other foreign investors in independent Africa. In neighbor
ing Zambia, British interests maintained a substantial control over copper mining 
even after independence and received lucrative management contracts even 
under a system of partial government control. Since even Diamang and the 
Benguela railroad are controlled by non-Portuguese capital, the Portuguese eco
nomic position in Angola is likely to be reduced to almost nothing if political 
control is surrendered to the African majority. As Basil Davidson has pointed 
out, increased foreign investment after 1965 has revealed clearly the dependent 
position of Portugal, itself, in the world economy.75 Restrictions on foreign in-

75 Basil Davidson, In the Eye of the Storm: Angola'S People (Garden City, 
N.Y.: Doubleday, 1972), pp. 305-321. 
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vestment were relaxed in 1965 in order to provide additional revenues to par
tially offset the cost of the war. By 1974, however, Portugal had found itself in 
the unenviable position of fighting an expensive war to protect non-PortUgllese 
economic interests. 

Inevitably the settlers' attempt to attain economic objectives through mil, 
itary force has severely limited the tactics of the African opposition. A labor 
movement in the northern coffee estates is a logical contradiction. Since. the 
principal weapon of the labor movement, the strike, involves withholding labor 
and Angolan labor is compulsory, it would be impossible for the laborers to 
strike without risking immediate penal sanctions. In any case, strikes are illegal 
in metropolitan Portugal, to say nothing of the colonies, and any attempt at it 
militant labor organization is likely to meet the fate of the brief strike of African 
dock workers in Portuguese Guinea in 1959. Portuguese troops fired into the 
strikers, killing more than 50. Land invasions would meet with a similarly 
sanguinary fate. Since the settlers used force to remove Africans from the Illnd 
in the first place, they would hardly hesitate to use it to remove any Africans 
foolish enough to return to their original lands. The local colonial administration 
would not be likely to oppose violent eviction of land invaders, even if it did not 
actively assist the settlers. Market actions by the small number of African small 
holders would only work to the advantage of the dominant settler estates and are 
equally impractical. The African population then finds itself limited to the un
appealing alternatives of acquiescence or violent resistance. 

A number of considerations suggest that not only is revolutionary violence 
a probable consequence of the economic situation in the northern coffee region, 
but that this violence should be organized along communal rather than class 
lines. That is, the movement would be classified as revolutionary nationalist, 
rather than revolutionary socialist. 

1. Since a relatively brief period of time elapsed between the consolidation 
of colonial rule and the expansion of the coffee economy, the traditional African 
political apparatus could still provide the organizational framework fOf a 
nationalist movement. Since the Portuguese administrative staff in the northern 
coffee regions was small and spread out over a large area, and few Europeans 
settled in the region before the boom, local political affairs were conducted 
largely by the Africans themselves with little outside interference. The traditional 
framework of family, lineage, and tribe remained an important element in land 
ownership, social structure, and to a lesser extent political organization until 
the beginning of the coffee boom. The African kingdoms of the northern coffee 
region had not been incorporated into any form of modern economic organiza
tion before the boom. The Portuguese demands for labor and land rapidly under
mined the traditional tribal structure, but it remained powerful at the beginning 
of the coffee boom, particularly in those areas farthest from the ancient Portu
guese kingdom of Angola. The Bakongo, the descendants of the ancient African 
kingdom of the Kongo, were the most important tribal group in the northern 
coffee region, and Bakongo leaders organized the most important nationalist 
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group in the north, the Uniiio das Popula~oes de Angola (UPA). According to 
John Marcum, the UPA was formed by two factions of Bakongo exiles living in 
the Belgian Congo.76 Both factions had been involved in the power struggles 
wbich surrounded the traditional Kongo monarchy. One faction had emerged 
from the struggle to appoint a king, independent of the Portuguese, at the death 
of Dom Pedro VII in 1955. The other faction was led by Manuel Barros Necaca, 
tbe son of Miguel Necaca, who had attempted to mediate the dispute between 
the Kongo monarchy and the rebel chief, Tulante Alvaro Buta, during the latter's 
1913 rebellion. Manuel Necaca's nephew, Holden Roberto, eventually emerged 
as the leader of the Bakongo exiles in the Congo. At first the exiled Bakongo 
hoped to restore the ancient kingdom of the Kongo, and the party's original 
title, Unilio das Populac;oes do Norte de Angola, reflects this local and tribal 
emphasis. Later, under pressure from other African nationalists, the party 
changed its name and broadened it.s goals to include independence for all the 
African peoples of Angola. Nevertheless, the UPA's close ties to the Kongo 
monarchy limited its appeal to areas of Bakongo dominance, and it was never 
able to command support in .either the heavily populated homeland of the 
ovimbundu on the central plateau or in the Mbundu hinterlands of Luanda. The 
VPA did establish some influence in the areas of the former Mbundu kingdom 
of the Dembos, which like the Bakongo retained remnants of its original political 
apparatus and was subject to the economic pressures of the coffee economy. The 
VPA was essentially a rural, communal party whose origins reflected the per
sistence of traditional African political and social institutions in sparsely settled 
northern Angola. Significantly the UP A's principal rival in the Angolan nation
alist movement, the Movimento Popular de Libertac;ao de Angola (MPLA), 
developed in urban Luanda and among the Mbundu of the old kingdom of 
Angola, where assimilation was most advanced, few remnants of tribal social 
structure remained, and large numbers of Africans were involved in the money 
economy. The MPLA leadership was recruited from the ranks of urban intel
lectuals and assimilados and, unlike the UPA, stressed class rather than race as 
the basis of anti-Portuguese solidarity. The divergent social base and ideology 
of the two parties led to frequent clashes including at least one inajor military 
skirmish during the period of the guerrilla war. At the time of the 1961 uprising 
the MPLA remained largely an urban party, and the peasants and agricultural 
laborers of the northern coffee region were closely tied by kinship and tribal 
affiliation to the UP A. The migratory labor system and forced labor conditions 
of the coffee estates discouraged the development of a class-based associational 
interest group among the estate workers, so that the only effective organization 
available to direct resistance to the Portuguese was the traditional tribal struc
ture or the communal party organization of the UP A. 

2. The dominance of the African traditional authorities was reinforced by 
the system of communal land rights which persisted under colonial rule. Outside 
areas of European settlement, land continued to be controlled by lineage or tribe . 

. 76 Marcum, Allgo/an Revo/'4tiofl, pp. 56-64. 
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No individual property rights were recognized, and an individual's access to land 
depended ultimately on his kinship ties. The Portuguese land regulations tended 
to reinforce these traditional practices by making individual land ownership a 
practical impossibility for most Africans and by establishing the legal concept 
of native reserves in which customary law was to prevail. Until these policies 
were hastily jettisoned for the convenience of the settlers in the coffee regions; 
they tended to support communal rather than individual land own¢!ship .. In 
contrast to the indigenous Indian communities of Peru, the traditional tribal 
communities of Angola were not merely aggregates of individual small holders 
held together by a legal fiction, but were real communities based on collective 
ownership of land. Even African coffee growers depended in part on kinship to 
support their claims to their groves, since they could find little protection under 
Portuguese land law. The collective nature of the African subsistence eCOnomy 
tended to support a collective political organization, and no individual subsis
tence plots existed to create divisive economic interests. The resulting interest 
groups, however, were tribal and lineage organizations, not class-based associa
tional interest groups. The development of the coffee export economy might 
have rapidly undermined this communal solidarity if it had led to the develop_ 
ment of a small holder rather than an estate economy. Colonial land policies, 
however, undermined any security of tenure which might have permitted indi
vidual economic mobility, and reinforced the collective nature of the economy. 

3. The development of the agricultural export economy did not split the 
social structure of African subsistence communities along lines of class or wealth. 
The traditional African kingdoms were stratified by class, and the royal lineage 
formed a distinct upper-class minority. The importance of these distinctions 
decreased under colonial rule, but divisions of wealth and access to land persisted 
and might have led to class cleavages within the African community. In the 
Ovimbundu regions of the central plateau, the coffee economy tended to rein
force the gap between ruling lineages and the rest of the population. Regedores 
and other tribal notables could earn substantial sums by assisting labor contrac
tors and administrators in recruiting contract labor for the northern estates; 
They could either accept bribes from the contractors for finding laborers or 
extort payments from villagers for protection from labor recruitment. In the 
northern coffee regions such relationships tended to be disrupted by wholesale 
land expropriations which accompanied the expansion of the coffee econQrny. 
Without control over village lands the traditional leadership found its power 
rapidly declining. The wealthier members of the community then found them
selves exposed to pressures from the same estate owners who were attempting to 
recruit poorer and less influential members of the community as forced laborers. 
The expansion of the settler-based coffee economy, therefore, tended to reinforce 
solidarity between rich and poor members of African communities and encour
age organization based on tribe or lineage rather than class. 

4. The system of migratory labor created by the contract system and the 
seasonal demand for harvest labor tended to direct the interests of individual 
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workers toward their home villages rather than toward their fellow workers. 
Workers tended to view whatever earnings they were able to sequester during 
their term on the estates as resources to be used to advance their position in the 
tribal social structure. The most frequent motive for what little actual voluntary 
labor existed under the contract system was to earn sufficient money for a bride 
price. The contract laborer earning money to pay -a bride price or to purchase 
cattle in his home village would not be receptive to organizations stressing 
mobility through collective labor organization. In any case, such collective class
based mobility was impossible because of the poverty of the estate owners and 
the military discipline of the estates. The orientation toward village and tribe 
was reinforced by the Portuguese policies of permitting related Africans to work 
together but fanning tribal resentment whenever it was useful to them. The 
residential community of the coffee estate was a dangerous and barren environ
ment for the worker, and assistance and security would be found not on the 
estate, but in his home village. Injured or sick workers or those in difficulty with 
the estate organization had to depend on kinsmen in their home villages for 
help. When the workers were recruited from relatively short distances, the pos
sibility of social support tended to create solidarity between village and worker. 
This was particularly true of Bakongo working on coffee estates in Bakongo 
regions of northern Angola. For Ovimbundu contract laborers from the central 
plateau this dependence on tribal ties meant acute social isolation and exposure 
to considerably greater risk. The Ovimbundu was isolated in what, for all prac
tical purposes, was a foreign country, and he was forced to rely on the limited 
good will of his Portuguese overseers or the assistance of his fellow worke~s. 
The migratory labor system in Angola tended, as it did elsewhere in the world, 
to undermine class solidarity and increase the strength of communal ties. 

5. A class-based movement in the Angolan coffee regions would have in
volved uniting economic interest groups with divergent interests-the estate 
laborers and the African small holders. The development of pronounced pro
letarian or farmer economic interests was inhibited by the forced labor system 
and the insecurity of tenure created by European land expropriations. It is clear, 
however, that in a more highly developed market economy the interests of wage 
laborers and small holders would tend to diverge. The greater the degree of 
market penetration, the greater the divergence of interest and the greater the 
likelihood of competing political organizations based on conflicting economic in
terests. Given the weak market forces affecting the African landholders and 
laborers, however, it was possible to span these interests by appealing to com
munality of tribe or race. Communal interests were reinforced by the Portuguese 
indigena status, which affected both landholders and wage laborers. The prin
ciples of colonial rule itself made possible a broad communal coalition including 
both workers and small holders. 

6. Finally the communal interests of the Africans in the northern coffee 
region were reinforced by potential alliances with other Africans outside of 
Angola. This consideration was particularly critical for the Bakongo, who by an 
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accident of colonial boundary demarcation lived in approximately equal numb;:; 
in both Angola and the Congo. There was always considerable migration acr~~ 
this border, especially by Bakongo attempting to escape Angolan forced lab~'~ 
practices. During the early 1950s the colonial regime of the Belgians wassom.-] 
what more liberal than that of the Portuguese, and it was possible for eXjj, 
groups to or~anize in the Belgian Con~o while they remained outlawed i: 
Angola. The Independence of the Congo m 1960 vastly expanded opportunities 
for exile p~litical organization. After the suppression of the 1961 upriSing, th~ 
guerrilla war was carried on largely by exile groups based in the Congo and 
Zambia. The existence of these groups was in turn dependent on the support Or 

at minimum, the tolerance of two African governments whose economic policie$ 
and ideological orientations were very different. Solidarity between these inde~ 
pendent African governments and the Angolan rebels could be based on pan~ 
African solidarity or anticolonialism but not on common economic ideology; 
The presence of important exile political groups in newly independent African 
countries and the aid of the African governments themselves reinforced the com.: 
munal rather than the class characteristics of the revolutionary movement 

Although the economic and political pressures created by the expanding 
coffee economy would seem to lead to an inevitable confrontation between the 
Portuguese settlers and the African majority, it is possible to imagine the coffee 
economy reaching a certain degree of stability after the initial expropriations 
had ended. If the land expropriations had been consolidated and the military 
superiority of the Portuguese remained unchallenged, the expropriated land~ 
holders would eventually have been forced to find a source of subsistence outside 
the northern coffee regions. Many might have migrated to the Congo or joined 
the large mass of unemployed Africans in Luanda, or other major Angolan 
towns. The estate owners could then have imported large numbers of Ovim~ 
bundu laborers from the central plateau and the possibility for a communal
based coalition between displaced landowners and coffee estate laborers would 
have been eliminated. In fact, just this kind of development seems to have taken 
place after the 1961 uprising. Several hundred thousand Bakongo are believed 
to have fled across the border into the Congo, and as the labor statistics reported 
by Mendes indicated,77 most have in fact been replaced by Ovimbundu. The 
Ovimbundu are cut off from political or social support from their home region 
but remain closely tied to the traditional tribal structure by the migratory nature 
of the labor system. It is unlikely, therefore, that they could form a class-baseo 
or a communal-based revolutionary movement. 

These changes, however, had not taken place before the 1961 uprising, 
and the displaced small holde:rs and tribal communal landholders of the northern 
coffee regions remained an important political force. Three critical events inter
vened to trigger the northern uprising before the liquidation of the African 
landholders could create the possibility of political stability in the coffee areas. 
First, the independence of the Congo in June 1960 liberated half of the Bakongo 

77 See p. 249 above. 
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while leaving the other half under colonial rule. The precipitous exit of the Bel-
·ans from the Congo encouraged Angolan nationalists to believe that the 

~ortuguese would rapidly yield to the pressures of guerrilla war. Second, in 
November 1960 the United Nations agreed to take up the ql\estion of indepen
dence for Portuguese colonies and a Security Council debate on the situation in 
Angola was held in early fI:1arch 1961. The UN accion may not have had the 
mass impact of the independence of the Congo, but it encouraged UP A leaders 
in the belief that they might expect Western support in their efforts to oust the 
portuguese. Both of these expectations, of course, proved disastrously exag
gerated, since the Portuguese tenaciously resisted the initial .uprising, and no 
aid was forthcoming from the West. In early 1961, however, these possibilities 
exerted a significant effect on the nationalist leadership. Finally, by 1960 
sharply faIling prices had brought the northern coffee economy to the point of 
economic collapse. At 1961 prices estate owners in the northern region stood to 
lose almost as much as they had made during the height of the boom. Further
more, many producers who had established their estates in the mid-fifties were 
just beginning to realize returns on their investments when they found themselves 
faced with massive losses. In the coercive economy of northern Angola the 
reverses of the estate owners were certain to be passed on to the African popula
tion in the form of even lower wages or increased demands for forced labor. 
Since labor represented the single largest cost to the estate owner and the only 
one over which he could exert any significant control, the pressures of falling 
prices led to an increase in the coercive nature of the estate system and conse
quently to a cycle of escalating violence. At the same time that the African 
population was becoming increasingly aware of the possibilities of independence, 
the estate owners were faced with the prospect of an economic disaster, which 
could only be prevented by tightening the system of colonial rule. By the be
ginning of 1961 these political and economic changes increased the probability 
of an uprising. The analysis of the structure of the coffee export economy and its 
effect on estate owners, agricultural laborers, and African small holders suggests 
that the movement should be nationalist in form and should be concentrated in 
areas of maximum coffee production. More specifically the analysis suggests: 

a. The northern rather than the southern coffee region should have been 
the site of the uprising, and the intensity of the conflict should have been roughly 
proportional to the amount of coffee produced. Only in the north were there 
direct conflicts between estate owners and small holders, and only in the north 
did land concessions take place on a large scale in the 19505. In addition, labor 
requirements increased at a much faster rate in the north than in the south, and 
labor required to produce a given amount of coffee was also substantially greater 
in the north. The greater the reported coffee production in the area, the greater 
the demand for forced labor and consequently the greater the intensity of the 
nationalist movement. 

b. The greater the area of land concessions in an area, the greater the in
tensity of the nationalist movement. Expropriations of both African coffe.e pro
ducers and communal landholders were an important element in establishing 
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the coalition between estate laborers and African villagers. The large population 
displacements caused by the land concessions created a large number of refugees 
with an interest in reclaiming tribal lands. The greater the degree to which 
traditional communal tenure arrangements were undermined by European Con
cessions, the greater the tendency of traditional African leaders to ally themselves 
with estate laborers and ordinary villagers against the Portuguese. 

c. The greater the demand for forced labor in an area, the greater the in
tensity of the rebellion. The estate laborers represented the second critical ele~ 
ment in the anti-Portuguese coalition. The greater the proportion of the local 
population affected by labor recruiting for the coffee estates, the broader the base 
of the anti-Portuguese coalition. 

d. Both land concessions and labor recruitment should be correlated with 
the amount of coffee produced in a region. The argument above suggested that 
all three elements-estate coffee production, land concessions, and forced labor 
recruitment-should be necessary for the development of a revolutionary nation
alist movement. The analysis of the Angolan agricultural economy of the 19505, 
however, also indicates that coffee production was almost totally responsible for 
both the rate of land concessions and the rate of labor recruitment. Thus While 
in theory an interaction effect might be expected, in fact the three variables are 
likely to be too highly correlated to demonstrate any significant interaction. 

COFFEE PRODUCTION AND REVOLUTIONARY 
NATIONALIST EVENTS 

These hypotheses can be tested empirically by computing ecological cor
relations between measures of the coffee export economy and. measures of 
revolutionary nationalist events for political subunits within Angola. The world 
analysis data on Angola involved only first-order political subdivisions, the 
districts, but the internal analysis is based on second-order political subdivisions, 
the townships and circumscriptions. The boundaries of the 85 townships and 
circumscriptions and 15 districts in Angola in 1961 are shown on Map 4.1, and 
all data are computed in terms of these boundaries. 

Data on revolutionary nationalist events were obtained from newspaper 
sources supplemented by the chronology of the 1961 uprising contained in 
Helio Felgas's Guerra em Angola.78 Primary newspaper sources were consider
ably less useful for Angola than they were for Peru because of the strict censor
ship imposed by the Portuguese government. All news in both Angola and 
metropolitan Portugal has 'been c~nsored since the 1930s, and information in 
Angola itself is tightly controlled by the Center of Information and Tourism of 
Angola (Centro de Informagao e Turismo de Angola, or CITA). All Angolan 
newspapers are subjected to prior government censorship, and all reflect the 

78 Helio Felgas, Guerra em Angola (Lisbon: A. M. Teixeira, 1962). 
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policY of the colonial government. The largest Angolan newspaper. Diario de 
Luanda, with a circulation of 15,000, is controlled by the Portuguese news 
gency ANI (Agencia de Notfcias de Informa~oes). ANI is a private news 

a rganization based in Lisbon but is closely controlled by the Portuguese govern
~erit. Ditirio de Luanda was the only Angolan source coded for agrarian events 
for the period of the 1961 !,!prising. Diario is a Luanda-based tabloid running 
approximately 15 pages and concentrating on European and Portuguese news 
of interest to Portuguese settlers. The front page is typically dominated by 
official policy statements and news of visits to Angola by government officials or 
other distinguished Portuguese citizens. Many of the remaining pages are de
voted to human interest stories and cultural and sports news. Photoreproduction 
is poor and usually limited to pictures of European movie starlets. Diario has 
no permanent network of correspondents outside of Luanda, although eventu
ally a reporter was dispatched to the northern region to cover the guerrilla war. 
Didrio scrupulously observed the two-day news blackout imposed by Portugal 
at the onset of the 1961 uprising and in fact carried little more than neWs 
releases of the Portuguese military and reports of heroic resistance by local 
adminstrative posts until the tide of battle had shifted decisivelY in favor of the 
Portuguese. Coverage was extremely guarded and limited to information about 
the fate of Portuguese settlers and officials in the northern region who might be 
known to Portuguese in Luanda. After an initial period of sketchy coverage, 
reports of combat and ambushes became more frequent and a reasonable 
chronology of events began to emerge. Editorially the paper voiced hysterical 
opposition to the rebels, alternately condemning them as Communists, tribal 
cultists, or Protestants, all of whom the paper viewed with approximately equal 
distrust. 

The military history of the northern rebellion by Helio Felgas, the former 
governor of the northern province of the Congo (now the districts of Vige and 
Zaire) is equally one sided in its interpretation of events but considerably more 
objective in tone and is the most detailed chronology available on the northern 
uprising. Felgas describes both the initial military success of the rebels and the 
later Portuguese campaign to recapture the northern region. Felgas's book is a 
valuable source of information for rural events especially for the period at the 
beginning of the revolt, when coverage in Diario was sketchy. 

The nature of the revolutionary nationalist movement in Angola required 
a slightly different coding strategy than that used in the world analysis. The 
rebellion broke out simultaneously in several different townships of Angola on 
the morning of March 15, 1961, and much of the action was concentrated in 
the first two or three days. After the initial uprising military factors played an 
increasingly important role in the distribution of events. This was particularly 
true after the beginning of the Portuguese counteroffensive in May of 1961. 
After the first two or three weeks the rebellion became a military struggle in 
which terrain, proximity to foreign sanctuaries, and the deployment of Portu
guese forces were the major determinants of event location. Thus to determine 
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the social base of the movement, it is necessary to concentrate on the early 
period of the rebellion. The event definitions used in the world analysis treat 
the entire period from March 15 to March 21, 1961, as a single event which 
extends geographically to include most of northern Angola. In order to provide 
a more detailed picture of this critical period of the rebellion, event boundarieS 
were limited to actions of the same formation, against the same target, in the 
same township, on the same day or successive days. This definition greatly 
increased the number of discrete events which could be recorded in the period 
at the outbreak of the rebellion and permitted a more accurate plotting of the 
social base of the movement. The event definition for the Angolan analysis was 
the same as that used in the case study of Peru except for the added qualification 
of action directed at the same target. Since many of the attacks on the first day 
of the revolt may have been actions of closely associated collectives, it seemed 
advisable to differentiate areas of maximum activity on the basis of the number 
of continuous attacks as well as the number of discrete formations. 

These event definitions were used to record the number of events reported 
in all issues of Diario de Luanda in the first six months of 1961 and in those por
tions of Felgas's Guerra em Angola describing the same period. Events described 
in both sources were coded only once. AU rural events reported in both these 
sources were revolutionary nationalist events. Most of the events consisted of 
terrorist attacks on farms or isolated European settlers, rebel assaults on towns 
and administrative posts, ambushes of Portuguese patrols, or small-scale battles 
between rebels and Portuguese troops. A total of 366 discrete events were 
recorded for the period from March 15 to June 15, 1961. The spatial distribu
tion of the 60 events recorded for the first month of the uprising (March 15to 
April 15) is shown in Map 4.3. No events were reported by Diario priorto 
March 20, 1961, and Felgas, of course, is concerned only with the period of 
the uprising itself. A total of 10 events were coded from the New York Times, 
the London Times, and Africa Diary for the same period, and eight of these 
occurred between March 15 and June 15. The coding of the secondary sources, 
of course, included the entire 1948 to 1970 period, but the difficulties of search
ing every page of Diario and the temporal limitations of Felgas's book made the 
more extended time period impractical for the primary sources. The secondary 
source data included a total of 39 events, all but one of which were classified 
revolutionary nationalist and almost all of which reflected the continuation of 
the Angolan war after the initial uprising. Since the social geography of the re~ 
beIlion is reflected by the distribution of events in the first weeks of the move
ment, a more extended time period would add little to the Angolan case study. 

A comparison of the spatial distribution of events for the period in which 
the two sets of sources overlap indicates a considerable degree of agreement 
despite the much larger number of events recorded in the primary sources. As 
was the case in the analysis of Peruvian event data, the larger number of-events 
coded in primary sources reflects the more restricted event definitions used for 
primary sources and a tendency toward summary articles in secondary sources. 
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In some respects, however, the coverage of the secondary sources, particularly 
the New York Times, is superior to that of Diario de Luanda. The Times re
ported detailed accounts of the uprising. from the beginning and included state
ments by Angolan nationalists as well as Portuguese officials. While the Times 
is considerably less detailed than Felgas, it provides a better overall picture of 
the movement than the principal Angolan paper. Nevertheless the o\ierail~ 
correlation between the number of events recorded by district in the two setS 
of sources is an almost perfect .97. This figure is comparable to the spatial. 
correlation of .95 for primary and secondary sources for agrarian events in Peru 
and is higher than the .75 intersource correlation for labor events in Peru. The' 
high correlation reflects the concentration of events in the districts of urge and 
Cuanza Norte in both sets of sources. Whatever the differences in policy and 
detail in the various sources, there was little disagreement about which areas of 
Angola were the centers of rebel activity. 

Information on agricultural organization on Angola is not based on a com. 
plete agricultural census but is adequate to describe the major variables affecting 
the export economy. Angola began an agricultural census in 1960, but the out~ 
break of the rebellion made it impossible to survey the northern coffee region~ 
The data on the southern coffee region have been published along with a number 
of volumes describing other areas of Angola,79 but data are presented by natural 
agricultural regions rather than by political divisions, so that it is difficult to 
compare the agricultural census information with other statistical data. The 
Angolan Statistical Annual (Anudrio Estatlstko) regularly publishes figures on 
coffee production by township and until 1959 listed European and indigenous 
production separately. The 1959 statistical annual also includes numbers of 
laborers employed in coffee production in each township.80 Information on land 
concessions is reported periodically in supplements to the Boletim Ofjcial de 
Angola,Sl and annual summaries list concessions individually and indicate their 
precise location, tenure status, and area. Angola conducted its first modern 
population cenSus of the indigenous population in 1960, and in contrast to the 
earlier 1940 and 1950 census population data were based on a complete 
enumeration rather than simply estimated from tax records on file at administra
tive posts. Volumes have been published showing population distributions by 
age, sex, nationality, race, language, and religion for each township and some
times administrative post for all of Angola.82 

The relationships between measures of agricultural organization derived 
from these sources and revolutionary nationalist events are shown in Table 4.2 
and can be inferred from a comparison of the distribution of coffee production 

79 Portugal, Ministerio do Ultramar, Missao de Inqueritos Agrfcolas, Recen
seamen to Agricola de Angola (Lisbon, 1964). 

00 Angola, Anuario Estatlstico 1959, pp. 94-95. 
81 Angola, Boletim O{iciai de Angola, Suplemento: Reparti!<ao Central dos 

Servi~os Geograficos e Cadastrais, Series 3, no. 52 (Luanda, December 
1957). 

82 Angola, Recenseamenlo Geral da Popularao 1960, vols. 1-3. 
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TABLE 4.2 Intercorrelations of Revolutionary Nationalist Events with Coffee Production, Language, Religion, and 
Population by Second-Order Political Subdivisions 

El Events mo. 1 
E2 Events mo. 2 
Ea Events mo. 3 
C1 Robusta Eur. 
Cz Robusta indo 
WI Coffee labor 
W 2 % laborers 
Al No. conc. 
~ Areaconc. 
Ll Kikongo 
4 Kimbundu 
L3 Umbundu 
L4 Other 
Rl Catholic 
~ Protestant 
Ra Pagan 
PI White 1950 
Pz White 1960 
p 3 Inc. white 
P4 Black 1960 

E2 Ea 

.49 .39 
.79 

CJ C2 WJ 

.59 .74 .71 

.29 .45 .40 

.23 .33 .32 
.81 .95 

.93 

W2 A J 

.72 .44 

.52 .32 
.35 .21 
.87 .48 
.95 .53 
.96 .56 

.53 

A2 LJ L2 La L4 

.75 .23 .25 -.18 -.27 

.49 .58 -.05 -.23 -.31 

.39 .57 -.03 -.24 -.32 
.75 -.01 .22 .08 -.26 
.83 .07 .30 -.11 -.24 
.88 .04 .26 -.02 -.26 
.84 .12 .25 -.Q7 -.28 
.71 -.05 .03 .23 -.18 

.09 .23 .03 -.27 
-.32 -.33 -.38 

-.26 -.37 
-.33 

RI R2 Ra PI P2 Pa P4 

.17 .41 -.35 -.10 -.06 .05 -.12 

.00 .77 -.39 -.11 -.07 .11 -.13 

.10 .62 -.40 -.12 -.08 .12 -.11 

.15 .20 -.22 -.06 -.03 .06 -.01 

.18 .31 -.30 -.08 -.04 .09 -.05 

.16 .30 -.28 -.07 -.03 .08 -.03 

.15 .38 -.32 -.08 -.04 .09 -.07 

.13 .34 -.28 .15 .08 -.01 .31 

.11 .44 -.32 -.02 .03 .10 .03 

.25 .57 -.50 -.14 -.11 .12 -.32 

.21 -.15 -.09 .08 .12 -.05 .00 

.27 .03 -.23 .11 .08 -.08 .55 
-.67 -.45 .77 -.04 -.08 .00 -.19 

.10 -.86 .18 .19 .00 .10 
-.60 -.06 -.03 .04 .09 

-.11 -.14 -.02 -.13 
.98 -.06 .33 

.01 .31 
-.15 
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in Map 4.2 and the distribution of events in Map 4.3. Indigenous and European 
robusta coffee production as it is shown in Map 4.2, and summarized statistically 
in Table 4.2 is based on data reported in Anuario Estatistico for the year 1958. 
The number of laborers employed in coffee production for each township and 
circumscription in 1958 was reported in the same sources, and the percent of 
males employed in colfee labor was computed by dividing the 1958 employment 
figures by the total male "black" (preta), or indigenous, population reported 
in that township or circumspection in the 1960 census. The number and area of 
land concessions were computed for the year 1955, which represented the peak 
of the land rush. The number and area of requested concessions reported in the 
Boletim O{icial were summed for each of the geographic areas included in the 
township and circumspection boundaries as they are shown in Map 4.1. Only 
requested concessions which had not been surveyed or granted provisional 
aforamento status were included in the tabulations. Since requested concessions 
were for the most part occupied without formal grants from the land survey 
office, this variable measures the extent of illegal land expropriations during the 
year 1955. Only concessions of 1,000 hectares or less were considered, since 
most larger concessions are intended for either mineral exploration or cattle 
ranching in the sparsely populated southern desert. Agricultural concessions in 
areas where substantial indigenous population displacement might take place 
are therefore generally concessions of 1,000 hectares or less. 

It is clear that the pattern of correlation in Table 4.1 supports the general 
line of argument and the specific hypotheses outlined above. First, the number 
of nationalist events coded from Diario de Luanda and Guerra em Angola for 
the period of March 15 to April 15, 1961, is correlated .59 with European 
robusta production and .74 with indigenous robusta production, Second, the 
number of events recorded from March 15 to April 15 is correlated .75 with 
the area of concessions requested in 1955. Third, the number of events in this 
period is correlated .72 with the percent of indigenous males employed on 
coffee estates. It is also clear from a comparison of event distribution in Map 4.3 
with the distribution of European and indigenous robusta production in Map 4.2 
that the correlation between robusta production and number of nationalist 
events is entirely accounted for by events in the northern region. No events were 
recorded in the southern coffee townships in the district of Cuanza SuI. This fact 
explains the relatively lower correlation between European robusta production 
and events than between indigenous production and events. European and in~ 
digenous production are, of course, highly correlated (r = .81), but this COf

relation is almost entirely explained by the northern region. In the north in
digenous production is roughly proportional to European production, while 
almost all production in the southern district is from European estates. For this 
reason the distribution of indigenous production in Angola can be taken as an 
index of the areas in which both European and indigenous production occur. If 
the correlation between European and indigenous production is partialed outof 
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the correlation between European production and events, this correlation is 
educed to zero. Only in those coffee areas in which there are substantial num
~ers of both indigenous and European producers are there any substantial num
bers of events. This relationship is also apparent in a comparison between the 
data on production in Map 4.2 and the data on events in Map 4.3. 

Table 4.2 also makes clear that the effects of coffee production, land con
cessions, and labor recruitment are not independent of one another. All are 
highly intercorrelated. The correlation between indigenous coffee production 
and percent indigenous males in coffee labor is .95, the correlation between 
indigenous coffee production and area of land concessions is .83, and the cor
relation between labor and land concessions is .88. It is clear that the greatest 
demand for coffee estate labor and the greatest area of land expropriations were 
in just those areas where indigenous producers were most numerous. Land con
cessions are concentrated in the northern region, and the southern zone town
ships have in general only one-tenth the area of requested concessions of the 
northern coffee townships. The overall pattern of results strongly supports the 
hypotheses derived from the analysis of the northern coffee zone and supports 
the predicted difference between the social effects of differences in the organiza
tion of robusta production north and south of the Cuanza River. Only in areas 
where settler estates were in direct competition with the local popUlation for 
land and labor were there any substantial numbers of events in the first month 
of the uprising. 

The data in Table 4.2 also indicate that the correlation between character
istics of the coffee economy and the number of events generally decreases after 
the first month of the uprising. This phenomenon is apparent in the first tliree 
rows Qf correlations for each variable associated with the coffee economy. The 
second row indicates correlations with the number of events in the second month 
of the uprising, and the third row indicates correlations with the number of 
events in the third month. In most cases the correlations decline from one row 
to the next. The correlation between indigenous production and the number of 
events, for example, declines from .74 in the first month to .45 in the second 
month to .33 in the third month. This decline in the strength of the relationship 
is a result of the spread of the movement outward from the initial centers of the 
uprising. This phenomenon is apparent in Felgas's account of the movement, 
particularly in his map of the military situation in June of 1961.83 The rebels 
initially secured much of the coffee area and overran many of the farms and 
administrative posts in the region in the first few days of the revolt. From that 
point they attempted to extend their control northward toward the Congo border 
and westward toward Luanda. By the beginning of May the distribution of 
events also begins to reflect the beginning of the Portuguese counterthrust, 
which, of course, starts at the fringes of the coffee regions. Thus the apparent 

83 Feigas, Guerra, map facing p. 96. 
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decline in the influence of the coffee economy on the later stages of the rebellio 
is actually a result of the initial success of the rebels in the areas of their greates~ 
strength in the northern coffee regions. 

The data in Table 4.2 also indicate that the correlations between measures 
of the coffee economy and numbers of events are not simple artifacts of the size 
of the indigenous or European population or of the rate of increase in the num
ber of set~lers. There is no significant correlation between the size of the· in
digenous.population and either coffee production or number of events. Similarly 
there are no significant correlations be.tween the number of events and the size 
of the European population in either 1950 or 1960, or between the number of 
events and the. percent increase in the European population in the decade. It is 
not the influx of European settlers itself that created the preconditions for 
revolt during that decade, but rather the form of economic organization estab
lished by settlers in the northern coffee regions. This fact is also reflected in the 
relatively lower correlations between the number of requested land concessions 
and the number of first month events as opposed to the area of requested con~ 
cessions and the number of first month events. The former correlation is .. 44 
while the latter is .75, even though the number of land concessions and the area 
of land concessions are correlated .71. The number of concessions in a township 
or circumscription is an approximate measure of the number of European agri
cultural settlers of all kinds in the area. It is in fact a better measure of the influx 
of Europeans into rural areas than is the increase of the total European popula
tion, since most European immigrants settled in Luanda or other urban areas, 
While large numbers of settlers claimed land in areas of Angola outside the 
northern coffee region, particularly on the central plateau, most of these requests 
w.ere for 1 or 2 hectares, indicating that the settlers probably intended to work 
as small holders and cultivate much of the land themselves. Most concessions in 
the northern coffee regions were for 250 hectares or more, could only be worked 
by contract labor, and would result in a much greater displacement of the 
indigenous population. Since the number of concessions is not as highly cor
related with the number of events as the area of concessions, it was clearly not 
the presence of settlers, but rather the land expropriations and labor demands 
of the coffee estates which were the critical factors in the uprising. 

ALTERNATIVE THEORIES 

The data in Map 4.3 and Table 4.2 also provide a means of assessing the 
value of alternative explanations of the northern uprising. The most frequently 
expressed alternative theories attribute the revolt to some mixture of three 
principal causes-outside agitators from the Congo, Bakongo tribalism, or 
Protestant sectarianism. Each of these theories has some evidence in its favor, 
and all have been actively proposed by the Portuguese government at one time 
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r another. Further scrutiny of both the statistical data and the events of the 
o bellion, however, tends to indicate that all three theories are largely false. 
re L The outside agitator theory is probably the most popular explanation 
fthe revolt among Portuguese commentators. This was the official position of 
~e portuguese government expressed in news releases during the first week of the 
rebellion. The government c,!targed that foreign terrorists had infiltrated across 
the Congo frontier and denied that the uprising reflected any widespread opposi
tion to Portuguese rule by Angolan Africans.64 This position is also supported by 
Felgas, who admits that substantial numbers of coffee estate laborers and 
African coffee farmers were involved in the uprising but paradoxically concludes 
that the rebellion was the work of rebels from the Congo.85 The Portuguese 
journalist Pieter Lessing reached similar conclusions and describes how "a ter
rible army ... swept across the frontier from the Congo." 86 Even Rene Pelis
sier's reasonable objective analysis concludes that "it was not a spontaneous 
revolt against poverty as claimed, but a series of operations organised by the 
UPA." 87 Pelissier suggests that the leading events of March 15 included "attacks 
on the Congolese frontier to give free passage to UP A commandos who included 
not only Angolans but a sizeable number of troublemakers from the Leopold
ville population." 88 

It is clear that the UPA exile organization in the Congo was involved in 
planning the timing of the uprising and that UP A organizers entered northern 
Angola to encourage the revolt. There are a number of factors, however, that 
suggest that local economic tensions in the coffee regions rather than troops from 
across the border were the major source of the rebellion's strength. First,. the 
distribution of events in the initial stages of the revolt does not suggest that 
rebel activity radiated outward from the Congo border. As the event data in 
Map 4.3 make clear, the greatest number of events in the first month of the 
uprising occurred in the township of Ufge in the Ufge district, the townships of 
Ambaca and Dembos in the Cuanza Norte district, and the township of Dande 
in the Luanda district. All these areas are closer to the Angolan capital of 
Luanda than they are to the Congo frontier. Attacks closer to the frontier in the 
Zaire district circumscription of Cuimba and townships of Ambrizete and Sao 
Salvador may have been initiated by rebels crossing from the Congo. A number 
of these attacks, however, notably assaults on the McBridge and Primavera 
coffee plantations in Cuimba, involved collusion with local plantation workers. 
Only in the Cabinda enclave does there seem to be any reason to conclude that 
foreign rebels played the most important role in the uprising. Descriptions of 

64 New York Times, Mar. 18, 1961. 
85 Felgas, Guerra, pp. 33-37. 
88 Quoted in Marcum, A.ngolan Revolution, p. 130. 
8? Wheeler and Pelissier, Angola, p. 177. In the first half of this jointly written 

book, however, Wheeler suggests that the coffee economy was at least a con
tributing factor in the revolt; see pp. 136-141. 

88 Ibid., p. 181. 
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these attacks indicate that infiltrators were relatively well armed,89 there is little 
coffee produced in the enclave, and it is, of course, surrounded on three sides 
by the Congo. The major centers of the Angolan rebellion, however, were not 
located near the frontier, but in the heart of the northern coffee region. Second 
the weapons and tactics used scarcely suggest a well-planned invasion. Most 
reports of attacks on fazendas or Portuguese outposts indicate that the principal 
rebel weapons were catanas (machetes), or canhangulos (primitive, homemade 
firearms) . Atrocity pictures of slaughtered European settlers, which are included 
in a number of Portuguese accounts of the uprising, also suggest that most 
wounds were inflicted at close quarters with primitive weapons. With the excep_ 
tion of the attacks in the Cabinda enclave there is little hard evidence, even in 
Portuguese sources, of modern weapons imported from outside Angola,A 
military attack on the scale of the northern uprising would certainly have 
deployed a more substantial number of arms than were reported by the 
Portuguese. 

Finally there is a surprising amount of agreement on the nature of. the 
events of March 15 which touched off the uprising. Felgas describes the attack 
on the fazenda Zalala on the morning of March 15 as follows: 

The personnel presented themselves in the usual way. Nothing seemed 
irregular. Only a few workers were missing. Each worker had a catana 
in his hand, the catana which he usually worked either trimming the 
coffee trees, or cutting grass or hay, or cutting down trees. The catana 
in fact serves every purpose for the native. It had not as yet served the 
purpose of cutting up white people, however. 

Suddenly a whistle was heard and then, the throng. with catanas 
raised. advanced on black and white foremen, who were unarmed and 
very surprised. Some ran to the houses to arm themselves and warn their 
families. Others fell there immediately. The killing of the whites and 
their native friends didn't take long, since the murderers were numerous 
and they knew the jungle weIl, and disappeared into it after the revolt
ing deed.9o 

Felgas goes on to report that the same method of attack was repeated in numer
ous other coffee fazendas in the townships of Dembos and Ufge. A very similar 
description is presented in Bernardo Teixeira's The Fabric of Terror,91 a polem
ical defense of Portuguese heroism and attack on alleged African savagery. 
Teixeira'S cousin owned a coffee estate in the township of Ambaca which was 
attacked on the morning of M;uch 16. Teixeira visited the fazenda shortly after 
the Portuguese reoccupation and obtained a transcript of an interview with the 
estate's assistant foreman, who was the only European to survive the attack; As 

09 See Felgas. Guerra, p. 68, and Diorio, April 14. 1961. 
90 Felgas. Guerra, pp. 28-29. Translated by Robert Starn. 
91 Bernardo Teixeira, The Fabric of Terror (New York: Devon-Adair, 1965), 

chap. 2. 
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s the case at fazenda Zalala, African laborers reported for work in the morn
,!,a in the usual way, bringing their catanas with them. The foreman noted that 
~~':ne of the Ovimbundu contract workers seemed to be missing and asked the 
Bakongo capataz, or overseer, ~here they were. The capataz told the forem.an 
that the missing workers were slck, but when the foreman sent a servant to m-
estigate, the assembled w~~kers attacked. Led by the Bakongo capataz they 
~assacred the estate's entire European population, including Teixeira's cousin 
and his family. 

The most widely reported account of the beginning of the revolt from the 
nationalist side is Holden Roberto's description of the uprising at the Primavera 
coffee plantation in the circumscription of Cufmba, 65 miles from the Congo 
frontier.92 According to Roberto, the contract laborers gathered before the 
plantation manager's house to demand six months back wages. The manager 
refused and opened fire on the crowd of workers. The workers attacked the 
manager with their catanas and slaughtered him and his family. The uprising 
rapidly spread as other Portuguese, hearing of the killings, began shooting 
Africans on sight and Africans responded by attacking fazendas, burning houses, 
and blocking roads. Except for the emphasis on specific economic grievances 
and the significant assertion that the Portuguese manager initiated the violence, 
Roberto's account is identical to those of Felgas and Teixeira. It would seem that 
whatever coordination or outside help was supplied by UP A exiles, the initial 
uprising was touched off by estate laborers and then rapidly expanded to other 
Africans in the northern coffee regions. This conclusion is also supported by 
descriptions of attacks on administrative posts, notably the famous massacre at 
Quitexe in Ambaca township, described by both Felgas and Teixeira and re
ported in Diario de Luanda.93 According to Teixeira's account Africans from 
surrounding farms and villages appeared at the town's trading posts early on the 
morning of March 15 and appeared to be simply coming to purchase trade 
goods. Neither Felgas, Teixeira, nor Diario mentions any outsiders. Teixeira 
specifically mentioned that the attackers lived in the region and freque!lted the 
local trading posts. Felgas indicates that the massacre was assisted by servants in 
European homes who slit the throats of their own masters. As was the case in 
the /azenda attacks, the principal weapon used was the catana, and no evidence 
of rebel firearms was reported in any of the sources. According to Didrio a total 
of 27 Portuguese civilians were killed during the attack, but Teixeira describes a 
trader and his daughter who were able to stand off the attackers armed only 
with hunting rifles. Thus the outbreak of the rebellion seems clearly to have been 
the work of the local population, and neither foreign arms nor infiltrators seem 
to have been involved on a large scale. 

Although the timing of the attack and the simultaneous outbreaks in widely 
dispersed areas on March 15 suggest that the UP A probably was involved to 
some degree in coordinating the actions, it is also possible that even this degree 

92 Recounted in Marcum, Angolan Revollltioll, p. 134. 
. 93 Felgas, Gllerra. p. 27; Ditirio. Mar. 28. 1961; Teixeira, Terror. chap. 3. 
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of organization is an exaggeration. Clifford Parsons, a Baptist missionary. in 
northern Angola, claimed that there was "no clear indication of an overall plan 
of campaign, and it appears likely that there was little coordination between the 
different bands of guerrillas that went into action on 15 March." 94 

The Angolan revolt, then, seems to more closely resemble a popular up
rising than it does an armed attack by guerrilla infiltrators. In this respect it 
seems to differ significantly from the guerrilla fighting in Portuguese Guinea and 
Mozambique which involved much better-armed rebels and more extensive use 
of border sanctuaries. 

2. A number of commentators including Pelgas, Pelissier, and Eduardo 
dos Santos argued that the rebellion was confined to Bakongo tribesmen and 
involved atavistic tribal religious practices.95 Diario de Luanda frequently 
praised the "loyal Bailundos" who were said to be supporting the Portuguese 
against the rebels. "Bailundo" refers to Bailundu tribesmen and is the term. 
commonly used to describe members of any Ovimbundu tribe. According to 
both Diario and Pelgas the "Bailundo" contract laborers in the north remained 
loyal to the Portuguese and were the target of terrorist attacks by Bakongo 
rebels. Pelissier argues that the UP A's tribal sects limited its appeal to the 
Bakongo peoples alone. Santos suggests that use of fetishes, particularly the 
belief that water with magical properties ("maza") would ward off bullets, 
indicated that the revolt was rooted in Bakongo tribalism. The data in Table 
4.2, however, do not support a simple ethnic interpretation of the uprising. In 
the first month of the revolt the number of events is much more highly cor
related with the distribution of coffee production than it is with the distribution 
of Kikongo-speaking peoples. In fact the number of events is approximately 
equally correlated with both the proportion of Kikongo speakers (r = .23)· and 
proportion of Kimbundu speakers (r = .25). The linguistic boundary between 
the Kikongo-speaking Bakongo tribes and the Kimbundu-speaking Mbundu 
roughly follows the southern boundaries of the districts of Zaire and urge in 
Map 4.1. Census data indicate that 99 percent of the population of the districts 
of Zaire and urge speak Kikongo. South of the boundary line only one township, 
Ambriz in Luanda, has more than 5 percent Kikongo speakers. South of the 
linguistic boundary, in the centers of rebellion in the townships of Dande in 
Luanda and Dembos and Ambaca in Cuanza Norte, more than 80 percent of the 
population speak Kimbundu and the remainder are largely Umbundu-speaking 
Ovimbundu contract laborers. Thus the area of the initial uprising includes both 
Bakongo and Mbundu territories which do not share a common language but 
were equally affected by the coffee economy. It is clear from the correlations in 

94 Clifford Parsons, "The Makings of a Revolt," in Institute of Race Relations, 
Angola: A Symposium: Views of a Revolt (London: Oxford University 
Press, 1962), p. 66. 

95 Felgas, Guerra; Wheeler and Pelissier, Angola; Eduardo dos Santos, Maz.a: 
Elementos de Etno-Hist6ria para a In/erpreta~iio de Terrorismo no Nordeste 
de Angola (Lisbon: EdiCao de Autor, 1965). 
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Table 4.2 that as the rebellion progresses, more and more of the action tends to 
beconcentrated in exclusively Kikongo-speaking areas, but as has already been 
.. dicated, this. fact reflects the importance of purely military considerations at 
::ter stages of the war. Although it is true that the rebellion never spread to the 
()vimbundu south of the Cuanza River, it is also clear that the effects of the 
coffee economy were not fel~.in this region either. The distribution of events at 
the beginning of the uprising is more closely associated with coffee production 
than with tribal boundaries. 

3. Catholicism had always been closely associated with the civilizing mis
sion of the Portuguese, and the colonial administration in Angola tended to view 
Catholic missions as an important element in the pacification of the African 
population. While Protestant missions were tolerated and even thrived in, some 
areas of Angola, they were always distrusted by colonial authorities. As John 
Marcum has pointed out, Protestant missionaries became scapegoats for the 
1913 rebellion of Tulante Alvaro Buta, and in 1961 the Portuguese once again 
attempted to blame the Protestants for their difficulties.96 According to Marcum, 
Protestant Africans became fair game for Portuguese troops and Protestant 
missionaries were expelled from Northern Angola. The official Portuguese 
position is summed up in an editorial from Diario which reads as if it were a 
tract of the Counter-Reformation period rather than a modern political docu
ment. 

Protestantism was born of feeling of pride and rebellion which always 
divide men. Protestantism cannot help build our world, cohesive ·and 
unified, integrating diverse races and dispersed territories. Protestantism 
in its own essential bases, makes people hostile, contrary to the unity 
of the na:tion. It is like a tumor among us that disturbs the equilibrium of 
the healthy body where it is introduced, but which is neither attached 
nor absorbed.97 

While the role of Protestantism in Angolan rebellions was frequently exag
geratedby Portuguese authorities, the close association between Catholicism 
and colonial rule made Protestantism a natural ideological alternative for Afri
cans opposed to Portuguese rule. Protestant missions in northern Angola and 
the Congo were frequently the source of charismatic religious leaders who 
founded cults combining elements of Protestantism and traditional African 
religion. As Wheeler has pointed out,98 since 1919 at least four major prophets 
have appeared in northern Angola and the adjacent areas of the Congo, all 
named Simon and all preaching forms of syncretic African Protestantism. In 
Angola the most important of these movements was that of Simon Gonl(alves 

86 Marcum, Angolan Revolution, pp. 147-154. 
97 Diario, May 2,1961. 
08 Wheeler and Pelissier, Angola, p. 153. 
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Toko,99 who was educated at a Baptist mission in Maquela do Zombo in north~ 
ern Angola. The doctrines of Tokoism represented an ingenious strategy for 
limiting the demands of Portuguese rule while at the same time building an 
alternate status system for Africans. Tokoists believed in a separation betweenc' 
the secular world of the Portuguese and the spiritual world of the African. Only: 
the latter was significant, so that Tokoists were instructed to adhere to the letter 
of colonial regulations. This particular doctrine, of course, created considerable 
difficulties for colonial administrators, who had never taken the colonial regula~. 
tions protecting the African population very seriously. Tokoists g~ined a reputa_ 
tion similar to that of jailhouse lawyers and became skilled at using the 
Portuguese' own rules against them. The movement had become a sufficient 
threat by 1949 that its major leaders were exiled, and Simon Toko himselfwa!t 
eventually sent to the Azores. The movement continued to have a strong appeal 
to Africans displaced from tribal society, and it continued to be viewed by the 
Portuguese as a potentially dangerous source of rebellion. 

Neither Tokoism nor, of course, more orthodox Protestant denominations 
preached rebellion against colonial authorities, and there seems to be little 
evidence that Protestant sects were involved in the 1961 uprising. The areas of 
greatest Tokoist strength and their major churches were all located in the town~ 
ship of Zombo, which had no major events in the first month of the uprising 
(Map 4.3). The Tokoists also tended to have their greatest success among 
educated Africans in urban areas, and the 1961 rebellion was almost entirely 
rural. The Zombo peoples were the major ethnic supporters of Tokoism and, 
though they were Kikongo speaking, remained largely uninvolved during the 
uprising of other Bakongo. 

While Protestant missionary efforts were most successful in Bakongo areas 
of northern Angola, the areas of greatest Protestant influence do not correspond 
to the areas of most intense rebeIlion. The data in Table 4.2 indicate that the 
correlation between events in the first month and the proportion of African 
Protestants in a township is .41; some of this correlation, however, is accounted 
for by the correlation between Protestantism and indigenous coffee production 
(r= .31). The independent effect of Protestantism partialing out the effect of 
coffee production is not strong (r = .28). The correlation tends to increase as 
the rebellion moves northward into the Bakongo Protestant· strongholds, but as 
has already been indicated, the distribution of events in the first month of the 
rebellion is the best measure of the social base of the movement. It is clear from 
the data in Table 4.2 that the coffee economy rather than Protestant ideology is 
the more important determinant of the number of nationalist events in the first 
month of the uprising. 

99 For accounts of the Tokoist movement see Alferdo Margarido, "The Tokoist 
Church and Portuguese Colonialism in Angola," in Ronald H. Chilcote. 
(ed.), Protest and Resistance in Angola alld Brazil (Berkeley: University of 
California Press, 1972), pp. 29-52; and Silva Cunha, Aspectos dos Movi· 
mentos Associativos na Africa Negra, Portugal, Junta de Investiga90esdo 
ultramar, Estudos de Ciencas Politicas e Socials, no. 23 (Lisbon. 1959). 
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Comparison of the ecology of Angolan coffee production with the distribu
tion of nationalist events indicates that the social and economic consequences of 
the coffee export economy were the primary causes of the uprising even though 
the resulting movement was based on a communal, nationalist ideology. The 
rapid expansion of the coffee export economy between 1950 and 1960 led to the 
expropriation of African lands and the growth of a ~ratory labor system, and 
these economic changes in turn created the possibility of a political coalition 
between coffee laborers, African coffee farmers, and traditional tribal author
ities. The poverty of the Portuguese estate owners and the marginal economic 
character of the estates themselves made coercion an integral part of the coffee 
economy. The racial distinctions enforced by colonial rule were necessary to 
insure land and labor for the estates, but land concessions and forced labor were 
major sources of African discontent. As was the case in other colonial migratory 
systems the expansion of the export economy initiated a revolutionary national
ist movement. In Angola the speed with which the economy developed and the 
economic weakness of Portugal combined to create one of the most persistent of 
all nationalist wars. 



CHAPTER 5 

Vietnam: Sharecropping 

\ 

THE AGRICULTURAL economy of Vietnam is the product of two periods of 
foreign domination. The traditional viIIage subsistence economy of northern and 

\ 

central Vietnam reflects the impact of over a thousand years of Chinese rule, 
but the agricultural economy of southern Vietnam developed in response tothe 

J world economy introduced during less than a century of French colonial rule. 
i The disparate influences of the Chinese and French occupations produced a 

dual agricultural economy similar to those of Peru and Angola. In the R.ed 
River delta in what is now North Vietnam and in the river deltas of the coastal 
lowlands that span the two independent Vietnamese states, an economic alld 

; social organization modeled on that of ancient China persisted even during the 
'. French colonial period. In the Mekong delta of what is now South Vietnam the 
1 influence of the traditional village economy introduced by the Chinese was 
: weaker, and the French occupation created an agricultural export economy 
. based on commercial rice production. These two economic sectors persisted 
. throughout the colonial period and remained a clear division in Vietnamese 
I rural society even after the end of French rule. The Chinese and French 

occupations created two distinct societies with different relationships to the 
world economy and different responses to the period of war and revolution 
which accompanied the end of French colonialism. Vietnam remains to the 
present a predominantly agrarian society and the problems of public adminis~ 
tration and agricultural production were similar for both foreign occupiers. 
Their solutions to these problems reflected the conditions of an agrarian 
bureaucracy on the one hand and capitalist colonial administration on the other. 

From the long experience of Chinese rule the Vietnamese absorbed the 
agrarian technology, bureaucratic organization, and state morality of ancient 
China. The Chinese introduced the techniques of irrigated wet rice cultivation 
which formed the material base of their own civilization and began the con
struction of an elaborate dike network to protect the delta against the violent 
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floods of the Red River. The Chinese also introduced the organizational tech
niques necessary for the construction and maintenance of complex hydraulic 
works. The centralized bureaucracy of the Chinese mandarinate became the 
model for the administrative structure of an independent Vietnam, and shortly 
after the Chinese withdrawal the Vietnamese emperors established a fixed 
hierarchy of officials, an academy to train civil servants, and a system of com
petitive examinations for public office. The highest officials in the Vietnamese 
roandarinate survived an arduous series of local and regional competitions to 
reach the final contest at the imperial court. The examinations themselves em
phasized Chinese classics to the almost total exclusion of Vietnamese history 
alld culture. The Vietnamese imperial administration became so thoroughly 
Sinicized that court landscape painting depicted scenes in southern China and 
ancient Chinese persisted as the official language of the mandarinate long after 
it had become a dead language in China itself. 

The Vietnamese imperial administration also inherited the problems asso
ciated with a centralized agrarian bureaucracy. A large bureaucracy is expen
sive and could seldom be financed out of state revenues directly. Since the 
fundamental form of wealth in any agrarian society is land, there was an 
inevitable temptation to substitute land grants for salaries. Members of the 
royal family, important court officials, highly placed mandarins, and successful 
military commanders were rewarded with large land grants, by the right to col
lect rent from a number of villages, or by the officially ignored diversion of 
taxes from a local area. Although the land grants were intended to buy the 
loyalty of important officials, they inevitably undermined the central authority 
they were intended to promote. A direct land grant or the right to collect rents 
provided an ambitious mandarin with the resources to recruit and support a 
sizeable army and hence to establish an independent base of political power. As 
a result the Vietnamese empire was continually faced with centrifugal pressures 
leading to the erosion of imperial authority and to interminable civil war. A 
vigorous dynasty could limit the power of landed property by increasing 
state revenues and replacing landowners with salaried officials. But crop failures, 
foreign invasions, or peasant revolts could easily drain the treasury and require 
a return to the land- grant system, further weakening the already threatened 
imperial power. 

This problem became particularly acute as the Vietnamese empire 
expanded from its traditional centers of power in the Red River delta south
ward along the narrow coastal strip between the Annamite mountain chain 
and the sea. In the course of 800 years the Vietnamese gradualIy pushed back 
the Indianized kingdoms of Champa and Cambodia, reaching the Mekong delta 
in what is now South Vietnam at the end of the eighteenth century, only a 
half century before the arrival of the French. The military occupation of an 
area was gradually followed by the settlement of villages of landless peasants 
fleeing the land scarcity and popUlation pressures of the older settled areas. In 
some cases, particularly in the period of expansion against the Champa 
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kingdom, the peasants themselves gradually infiltrated a new area and began 
cultivation. Each area added to the Vietnamese empire reproduced the 
agrarian base, village organization, and bureaucratic administration of the 
traditional areas of Vietnamese power. Each new conquest required that new 
commanders be rewarded and new mandarins created, and each new territory 
created a new basis for political fission. In the sixteenth century the influence of 
wealthy land-owning families split the empire into two kingdom~ which per. 
sisted until the reunification of Vietnam at the beginning of the nineteenth 
century. 

The Vietnamese empire as it existed just before the French conquest had 
attained the greatest level of centralized control in its long history. Aided by 
foreign military technology, the emperors had finally become powerful enough 
to eliminate 'the independent power basis created by land grants and bind 
officials to the imperial treasury by paying them directly in money or rice. The 
nineteenth-century emperors also moved to restrict the power of large land
owners by setting limits on the maximum size of holdings and initiating a land 
reform to strengthen small holders and landless peasants at the expense of the 
gentry. The local village organization was similarly strengthened by decrees 
requiring the return of illegally acquired village land and the redistribution 
of this land every three years to needy members of the community. The im
perial attempts to curtail the power of large landowners invariably strengthened 
the power of villages and placed more land in the hands of small holders. In 
the settled areas of northern and central Vietnam this pattern of land owner
ship and village organization was firmly established by the time of the French 
conquest. In the Mekong delta of southern Vietnam, however, the process of 
settlement and village formation had barely begun when it 'was cut short by 
French occupation. Land ownership and viIlage organization in the Mekong 
delta therefore developed in response to the political and economic influences 
of the world economy rather than through contact with the Sinicized areas of 
traditional Vietnamese social and economic organization. 

The French arrived in Vietnam in force in the nineteenth century seeking 
a river route to the markets of southern China and mercantile advantage in 
Vietnam itself. At first French interest centered on the Mekong as the hoped~ 
for route to China. The French navy seized Saigon in 1859 an.d three years later 
forced the weakened Vietnamese emperor to cede the three easternmost prov
inces of southern Vietnam. In 1867 the French seized the three remaining 
western provinces and established the colony of Cochinchina in southern 
Vietnam. After expending immense sums in conquest and pacification, the 
French found that they had conquered a largely unsettled frontier region whose 
dominant feature was its miles of uncultivated swamps. The Vietnamese man
darinate had departed at the order of the emperor when the French seized 
power, so that there was no indigenous political organization through which the 
French could rule. They were therefore forced to undertake the additional 
expense of recruiting and paying French nationals to administer the colony. 
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From its outset the French colonial administration in Cochinchina adopted the 
narrow fiscal objective of balancing the colonial budget, paying the ever
expanding French administrative cadre, and if possible creating a profitable 
economy which would justify the costs of conquest and administration. But 
in order to create the conditions for stable economic growth, the French had to 
establish firm control over the indigenous population and eliminate the remain
ing centers of violent resistance. Most of the Vietnamese population joined the 
mandarins in refusing to cooperate with the colonial administration, so that it 
was essential the French find some inducement to collaboration if they were 
ever to govern effectively and make the colony profitable. The cost-conscious 
French administration was therefore led to a policy which closely resembled 
the pattern of imperial rule in the older areas of Vietnam-the payment of 
collaborators in large land grants. A substantial amount of land was available in 
the Mekong delta, since it was sparsely settled. In addition the French had 
initiated an ambitious canal-building project at least as much for military 
as for economic reasons, but the canals had the important economic conse
quence of improving drainage and making cultivation possible over wide 
areas of the delta. The land either was given directly in the form of concessions 
to French nationals or to deserving Vietnamese who had loyally served the 
French or was auctioned off in large lots to defray the cost of canal building. 
The French short-run fiscal and political interests therefore combined to cause 
them to create a new landed elite indebted to French power. The large land
owners, who had often served in the French colonial bureaucracy, converted to 
Catholicism, adopted French manners and language, and formed a new aris
tocracy which displaced the old mandarinate. From the French point of view 
they combined the advantages of loyalty and low cost. The new Vietnamese 
elite simplified problems of French rule, and the payment of land lowered the 
cost of administration. 

The French emphasis on making the economy pay and the increasing 
influence of French merchants in the colony led to a second radical change in 
the structure of Vietnamese society-the large-scale export of rice. The export 
of rice had been forbidden by the emperor on the ostensible grounds that 
reserves were necessary to feed the poor and prevent famine. Although the 
emperors were in fact concerned about the support of the poor, they also feared 
the independent economic power and foreign alliances which a large export 
trade would have created. The Vietnamese mandarin ate also regarded com
mercial activities as a possible threat to their control and generally used their 
influence to restrict the activities of indigenous Vietnamese entrepreneurs. The 
French on the other hand were anxious to increase the revenues of the colony, 
and French nationals controlled the export trade. Thus one of the first acts 
of the French administration after the capture of Saigon in 1859 was to 
authorize the export of rice. The demand of foreign markets and the new 
lands opened by French canals combined to make possible a dramatic increase 
in rice cultivation and exports. In 1860 only 57,000 tons were exported from 
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Cochinchina. By 1870 exports had increased to 229,000 tons, and 522,000 
hectares of rice land were in cultivation. By 1929 exports had reached 1,223,000 
tons, and the area in cultivation had almost quadrupied to over 2 million 
hectares.l Vietnam became, along with Burma and Thailand, one of the three 
largest exporters of rice and maintained this position until war and revolution 
disrupted production. After World War II exports never reached more than 
346,000 tons, and by 1965 Vietnam had become a net importer.2 The 
economic organization created by the colonial export economy, however, con. 
tinued to influence political events in Vietnam even after exports themselves 
ceased. 

There is of course no economic reason why the rice export economy need 
have been combined with large landholdings. Rice production enjoys no 
appreciable economies of scale and is usually carried on in small units worked 
by either sharecroppers or small holders. In fact with the exception of a few 
modem French holdings the technology of rice production in Cochinchina waS. 
similar to that practiced in traditional areas of Vietnam, and most CUltivation 
continued to be carried out in small units worked by sharecroppers. French 
exporters could have dealt as easily with dispersed small holders as with large 
landowners, since most exported rice was channeled to the Saigon market by 
Chinese middlemen. Distribution of land to small holders would have tended 
to increase consumption and decrease the surplus available for export,· and 
eventually population growth in the Mekong delta of Cochinchina would have 
consumed the marketable surplus just as it had already done in the older. 
settled areas of Vietnam. But at the outset of the French occupation the delta 
was sparsely populated, and a substantial surplus would have been available 
for export even if the land had been controlled by small holders. The presence 
of large landholdings in the export economy of Cochinchina was a consequence· 
of politics, not economics. 

The French colonial administration in Cochinchina had been established.· 
for more than 20 years before the French proceeded to the conquest of the 
remainder of Vietnam. In 1884 they took control of central and northern 
Vietnam as the protectorates of Annam and Tonkin. In both regions the polit. 
ical and economic impact of French rule was weaker than it had been in 
Cochinchina. In Annam the French retained an emasculated imperial court at 
Hue and continued to rule through the traditional mandarinate. Each mandarin 
at the provincial level, however, was assigned a French adviser who actually 
exercised final authority. French economic penetration of Annam was not 
extensive, the land had long been occupied by a dense popUlation of small 
holders, and French colonial policies did not create a new land-owning class: 
In Tonkin French economic involvement was more extensive, especially in 

1 Pierre Gourou, Land UliUzalion in French Indochina (New York: Institute 
of Pacific Relations, 1945),p. 331. 

2 Robert L. Sansom, The Economics of Insurgency in the Mekong Deltll of 
Vietnam (Cambridge: M.I.T. Press, 1970), p. 262. 
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areas devastated by fighting during the conquest. In these areas large blocks of 
land were granted to deserving Vietnamese just as had been done in Cochin
china. The land concessions were, however, never as extensive as they were in 
Cochinchina, and Tonkin remained a region of miniscule peasant holdings. In 
both Annam and Tonkin the patterns of land ownership and village organiza
tion established by the last emperors of an independent Vietnam persisted 
under colonial rule. In Cochinchina in general and in the Mekong delta in 
particular land ownership and village organization developed under the impact 
of the world economy, and the relationships of tenancy and indebtedness 
replaced the traditional ties of the Village. Annam and Tonkin remained largely 
a traditional subsistence sector, while Cochinchina was transformed into an 
agricultural export sector. 

This fundamental economic and social division between the Mekong delta 
in Cochinchina and the Red River delta and central lowlands of Tonkin and 
Annam persisted throughout the period of colonial rule. After Vietnam was 
partitioned in 1954, the dividing line between the two sectors of the rural 
economy fell in the territory of the Republic of Vietnam south of the 17th 
parallel. The Democratic Republic of Vietnam north of the 17th parallel in
cluded the areas of traditional Vietnamese social and economic organization in 
Tonkin and northern Annam. South Vietnam included both the southern 
provinces of Annam and the entire area of the former colony of Cochinchina. 
In terms of the 1960 administrative divisions of South Vietnam shown in Map 
5.1 the coastal lowlands from the province of Quang Tri south to Binh Thuan 
were part of the protectorate of Annam, and they continue to form an area 
of traditional Vietnamese subsistence agriculture. The provinces of South Viet
nam's central highlands from Kontum in the north to Quang Due and Lam 
Dong in the south were also a part of Annam. The malarial jungles of this 
mountainous region were avoided by the Vietnamese on their march to the 
south, and the area is sparsely populated by tribal groups. The remaining pro
vinces of South Vietnam were formerly part of Cochinchina. The Mekong delta 
proper is usually considered to begin in Long An province south of Saigon and 
includes all provinces south to the South China Sea and west to the Cambodian 
border. The remainder of the former territory of Cochinchina north of Saigon 
forms a transition zone between the delta and the southern plateau of the central 
highlands. Much of this region is covered with lateritic soils poorly suited to 
intensive cultivation of food crops. This area, particularly the provinces of Binh 
Long and Long Khanh, is the site of vast French-owned rubber plantations 
which contribute the second of Vietnam's major export crops. In recent years 
with the decline in rice exports rubber has become Vietnam's leading export. 
Most .of the rural population, however, remains in either the subsistence or 
the export sector of the rice economy. In colonial Vietnam the two sectors were 
represented by the Red River delta and the coastal lowlands on the one hand 
and the Mekong delta on the other. In an independent South Vietnam the con
trasting zones are the truncated central lowlands and the Mekong delta. It was 
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. the Mekong delta that new forms of economic and social organization 
In dically changed the political interest and organization potential of the Viet
~lJ\ese peasantry and at the same time created a class of large landowners 
~hich was unknown in traditional Vietnam. This contrast between the Mekong 
delta and the other regions of Vietnam is critical in understanding both the 
historical sources of agrarian discontent in colonial Vietnam and the origins of 
the current war in the south;-

THE RED RIVER DELTA AND THE COASTAL LOWLANDS 

The fundamental unit in the administrative structure of rural areas under 
both imperial and French colonial rule was the Vietnamese xa, the peasant 
village or commune. In northern and central Vietnam this social unit was a 
closed corporate community whose separation from the outside world was em
phasized by a densely nucleated village structure and by the thick bamboo 
hedge which surrounded the village. Although the precise political and social 
organization of the xa varied in different historical periods and in different 
geographical locations, certain basic elements appear in most Vietnamese 
villages from the fifteenth century onward in most of northern and central 
Vietnam.3 Each village was an aggregation of peasant families with a legal 
identity and a collective responsibility to the central government. Each village 
had a ranked social hierarchy of notables, and although the system of ranking 
and the criterion of advancement varied, the senior notables were invariably 
the most influential individuals in the community. Advancement through· the 
order of precedence could come with age or through mandarinal connections, 
but wealth in landed property was usually a prerequisite for notable status. 
The village council was selected by co-optation from the upper ranks of the 
hierarchy of notables rather than outside appointment. The council of notables, 
either directly or indirectly, held final authority in the administration of the 
internal affairs of the Village. It controlled the allocation of land and head 
taxes, the administration of the military draft and the corvee, the adjudication 
of internal disputes, ·and the maintenance of internal security. The notables 
usually controlled the selection of the village chief (the xa truong or ly truong) , 
who occupied the strategic but unenviable position of liaison between the 
village council and the local mandarinate. The notables also had important 
religious functions, which were symbolized in semiannual ceremonies held at 
the village dinh, a building which served both as a temple and a communal 
meeting house. The dinh was the center of the cult of the village spirit and 

3 For a description of the historical evolution of the Vietnamese village see 
Nguyen Xuan Dao, "Village Government in Vietnam: A Survey of His
torical Development," annex to Lloyd W. Woodruff, Tire Study of a Viet
namese Rural Community: Administrative Activity, vol. II (Michigan State 
University Viet-Nam Advisory Group, May ),960). 
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represented the local embodiment of the national agrarian cult headed bYlbe 
emperor. At the founding of a new village the future inhabitants petitioned 
the emperor to invest a ~uardian spirit, and no village was complete until the 
cult of its guardian spirit had been established. In northern and centr~l Vietnam 
most villages controIled inalienable communal lands (cong dien), which were 
generally redistributed to registered members of the community every three 
years by the council of notables. The village maintained a list of individualS 
who appeared on the mandarinal tax roles, and these individuals constituted 
the registered inhabitants. Originally the mandarinal roles were to include all 
male inhabitants between the ages of 18 and 60, but the registration list Usually 
reflected local ingenuity in tax evasion rather than the actual demographic 
composition of the village. 

In many respects the typical Vietnamese communes closely resemble the 
indigenous communities of the Peruvian sierra described in Chapter 3. Like 
the Peruvian communities the Vietnamese xa is a legally recognized aggregation 
of peasant subsistence farmers controlled by a civil religious hierarchy ulti~ 

mately responsible to outside authorities. As was the case in Peru, however; 
there is disagreement about the reality of communal life within the XQ. JUStas 
some Peruvian intellectuals regarded the comunidad indigena as either the 
embodiment of primitive Incan communalism or the precursor of a Peruvian 
version of the collective farm, some students of the Vietnamese commune 
regard it as a collective enterprise which combines the sacred community of 
the dinh and the secular organization of agrarian socialism. This theme is par
ticularly evident in the writings of Paul Mus and his students John McAlister 
and Frances FitzGerald.4 Mus, McAlister, and FitzGerald, for example, allsee 
great significance in the fact that the Vietnamese phrase for socialism, xahOi, 
echoes the word xa, which connotes the spiritual unity of the village. Mus and 
McAlister suggest that "Xa Hoi sees the future of Viet Nam as being dependent 
on its past and on a tradition which predates the French occupation," 5 alld 
FitzGerald contends that Ho Chi Minh's use of the phrase xa hoi linked "the 
future distribution of wealth with the sacred communal traditions of the vil
lage." 6 In their writings the social and moral structure of the village was shaped 
by the cult of the guardian spirit and reaffirmed by ceremonial observances at 
the dinh. They argue that this traditional unity was destroyed under French 
colonialism and as a result revolutionary socialism can appeal to the Viet .. 
namese peasantry through its implied promise to restore the spiritual unity of 
the village. Most observers of the economics and political organization of the 
traditional Vietnamese village, however, have reached very different conclu~ 
sions about this putative unity. The French geographer Pierre Gourou and 

4 See John T. McAlister, Jr., and Paul Mus. The Vietflamese and Their Revo
lution (New York: Harper & Row. 1970). and Frances FitzGerald. Fire;n 
the Lake: TIle Vietflamese and the AmericolI.r ;fI Vietflom (New York: 
Random House, 1972). 

5 Mus and McAlister, The Vietnamese. p. 124. 
6 FitzGerald, Fire in the Lake. p. 295. 
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Americans with extensive field experience in Vietnam such as Samuel Popkin 
and Terry Rambo describe a world in which social and economic conflict are 
endemic and unity and communal solidarity are a result of either stalemated 
conflict or oligarchic controJ.7 This view does not deny the intense religious 
feeling and frequent communal ceremonies emphasized by Mus and his 
students. It does, however, suggest that land tenure and economic organization 
reveal a very different viflage than that solemnly portrayed in ceremonial 
observances at the dinh. 

Despite its appearance of collective solidarity, the traditional Vietnamese 
village was actually an aggregation of small holders engaged in isolated sub
sistence production and united only by desire to gain precedence in the 
hierarchy of the village. In this respect the villages of northern and central 
Vietnam resembled traditional villages of the Peruvian sierra such as Hualcan 
in which collective solidarity was largely a legal fiction and land ownership and 
agricultural production were individual matters. In Vietnamese communes there 
was no collective economic organization that provided the cohesion and 
political unity of modern Peruvian communities such as San Pedro de Cajas. 
Just as was the case in Peru the precarious subsistence agriculture, pronounced 
internal stratification and conservative village oligarchy of the traditional com
munity might be expected to inhibit collective action in both economics and 
politics. In Peru it was the modern cooperatively organized communities like San 
Pedro de Cajas which participated most actively in the Sierran agrarian move
ment, JWhile traditional indigenous communities like Hualcan remained largely 
inactive. In Vietnam it seems unlikely that similarly organized traditional .com
munities would actively support a revolutionary socialist movement. In contrast 
to/the views of Mus and his students, the success of revolutionary socialism in 
Vietnam could not have been a response to socialism's evocation of the unified 

. village of precolonial Vietnam, since no such unity seems to have existed. An 
examination of the economics and politics of northern and central Vietnamese 
villages indicates that only under unusual conditions would they likely be res
ponsive to either revolution or socialism. 

The presence of communal lands within the Vietnamese village might 
seem a possible eeo'nomic base of communal solidarity, but in fact these lands 
seldom promoted cooperation. In contrast to the Peruvian village, however, 
most Vietnam villages actually did control substantial amounts of communal 

7 The definitive work on the village in the colonial period is Pierre Gourou's 
The Peasants of the Tonkin Delta (New Haven, Conn.: Human Relations 
Area Files, 1955), originally published as Les Paysafls dll Delta Tonkinois: 
Etude de Geograpilie Humaille (Paris: Editions d'Art et d'Histoire, 1936). 
For accounts by American field workers see Samuel L. Popkin, "Corporatism 
and Colonialism: The Political Economy of Rural Change in Vietnam," 
paper presented at the South East Asia Development Advisory Group, Rural 
Development Panel Seminar, Savannah, Ga., June 1974, and A. Terry 
Rambo, "A Comparison of Peasant Social Systems of Northern and South
ern Viet-Nam: A Study of Ecological Adaptation, Social Succession, and 
Cultural Evolution" (Ph. D. dissertation, University of Hawaii, 1972). 
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land. The French colonial survey of landholdings conducted between 1929 
and 1931 under the direction of Yves Henry found that communal lands Con
stituted 21 percent of the cultivated rice area in Tonkin and 25 percent of the 
rice area in Annam.8 The distribution of this land was uneven, howeyer, with 
some villages holding almost all their land in common while others held little 
or no communal land. Pierre Gourou's data on communal lands in the Tonkin 
delta strongly suggest that the largest concentrations of communal land were 
usually found in areas where cultivation was least promising.9 Large areas of 
communal lands were found in coastal marshes and riverine mud flats, where 
unstable soil and hydraulic conditions made permanent cultivation and occupa_ 
tion of the land difficult. In areas where most lands could be put into permanent 
cultivation, most land was individually held. As was the case in the Peruvian 
sierra, where only pastoral lands were held in common and agricultural land 
was individually owned, in colonial Vietnam the common lands were also the 
least desirable. 

Even though the communal lands were administered collectively by the 
council of notables, they were worked in small units by the same techniques 
used in individual subsistence plots. The cooperative organization and col
lective agricultural techniques of the commercial pastoral communities of the 
Peruvian sierra were entirely absent. Communal lands were divided into tiny 
plots which added only a small additional parcel to each family's private 
holdings. In Tonkin delta the average communal plot amounted to only 360 
square meters. IO In many cases this was too small an amount of land to justify 
the capital costs of cultivation, and landless villagers often rented their shares to 
large landowners who then worked them either directly or with sharecroppers. 
The small plots received by small landholders were worked just as intensively 
as the families' own lands, but the communal plots added nothing to community 
economic cooperation or solidarity. 

Not only did communal lands not lead to economic cooperation, but they 
often led instead to intense political conflict within the village. Village notables 
generally viewed their control of communal lands as an opportunity to enrich 
themselves and used a variety of devices to manipulate the distribution to their 
advantage. Even though in theory the lands were to be passed out to the poor 
and landless, in fact they were usually distributed to registered members of the 
community in order of their precedence.ll Those with close political or family 
ties to the notables typically received the most desirable plots, while the poorest 
lands generally went to the poorest members of the community. This process 
tended to discourage capital i!.nprovements, since a poor member of the com-

8 Yves Henry, £conomie Agricole de I'lndochine (Hanoi: Gouvernement 
General de I'lndochine, 1932), p. 213. 

9 Gourou, Tonkin, p. 385. 
10 Ibid., p. 389. 
11 Popkin, "Corporatism and Colonialism," p. 14. 
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lIlunity knew that any improved lands would likely go to friends of the notables 
at the next distribution. Notables also used their control over registration lists 
to inflate the number of recipients of communal lands and then either retained 
the additional shares or sold them at a profit. I2 Much community land was 
rented ostensibly to support village feasts and to maintain the dinh and other 
public ·buildings, but the bidding for the plots was frequently rigged by the 
notables, who auctioned off "the lands in large lots to exclude most of the poor 
villagers and pocketed the difference between the low public bids and the much 
higher private payments.13 

Most land in the villages of central and northern Vietnam was individually 
rather than communally owned. Centuries of continuous habitation and partible 
inheritance had created a mosaic of tiny dwarf holdings fragmented into even 
smaller dispersed parcels. The rural landscape of northern and central Vietnam 
is crisscrossed by the field dikes, or bunds, which mark the boundaries of each 
parcel. In the most densely settled areas of the Tonkin delta the process of 
division had gone so far that 2 to 3 percent of the land area was covered by the 
bunds, and some villages in Tonkin had more parcels of land than entire prov
inces in Cochinchina.14 Imperial restrictions on large landholdings were effec
live in northern and central Vietnam, and most land was owned by marginal 
subsistence farmers. French colonial policies, particularly the increased 
demands for taxes in cash and rice, forced many small holders into debt to 
moneylenders or larger landowners and increased the rate of tenancy. By the 
time of Yves Henry's study of land tenure at the beginning of the 1930s, how
ever, tenancy and land concentration were not apparent in northern or ce!1traI 
Vietnam, and a 1960 sample census conducted by the South Vietnamese 
government found similar patterns of land ownership and tenancy in the central 
lowlands. ls The central lowlands which had formerly been part of colonial 
Annam were in both 1932 and 1960 a region of small landholdings worked 
by their owners. 

Henry's study found that in Tonkin 91.5 percent of all holdings were of 
less than 1.8 hectares-the maximum size of holding which could be worked 
without hired labor.ls At the other extreme there were only 252 landholdings 

. of over 36 hectares. I? Despite the absence of large landholdings there was still 
considerable stratification within the population of peasant small holders. 
Almost a million small holders with less than 1.8 hectares controlled only 36.6 
percent of the land, but 60,000 medium peasant proprietors with from 1.8 to 

12 Gourou, Tonkin, pp. 389-390. 
13 Popkin, "Corporatism and Colonialism," pp. 14-15. 
14 Gourou, French Indochina, p. 276. 
15 Republic of Vietnam, Department of Rural Affairs, Agricultural Economics 

and Statistics Service, Report on the Agricultural Census 0/ Viet-Nam 
(Saigon, 1962). 

16 Henry, Economie Agricofe, pp. 108-109. 
17 Ibid. 
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3.6 hectares controlled 26.6 percent, and 30,000 large proprietors controlled 
an additional 16.6 percent. I8 Thus less than 8 percent of the landholderscon~ 
trolled more than a third of all land. With the exception of the largest holdings 
the land was worked by the owner and his family with the aid of s~me hired 
labor in the case of the medium peasant owners. The largest holdings, those 
with over 3.6 hectares, were worked at least in part by tenants, but together they 
accounted for less than 17 percent of the land, and this area therefore repre
sents the maximum amount of land that could have been in tenancy. 

In Annam Henry found that small holders of less than 2.5 hectares Con
stituted 93.8 percent of all holdings and there were only 51 holdings of 
over 50 hectares.19 In most provinces of Annam 70 to 95 percent of the holdings 
were worked by their owners, although in the provinces of Quang Nam and 
Binh Dinh the proportions of owner-operated holdings were 65 and 70 percent 
respectively.20 These patterns of land ownership are also apparent in the dalaof 
the 1960 South Vietnamese agricultural census. In the provinces of the central 
lowlands which had formerly been part of Annam 95.4 percent of all holdings 
were of less than 2 hectares, and together these hoJdings constituted 88.2 
percent of the cultivated area.21 Almost 90 percent of the holdings were at least 
in part owner operated, and rented lands constituted only 32.3 percent of the 
total land area.22 The pattern of land ownership established under the last 
Vietnamese emperors persisted through both the French colonial period and; 
at least in South Vietnam, after independence. 

The dense population and dwarf holdings of northern and central Vietnam 
created an intense competition for arable land within the village. Each peasant 
proprietor defended his own holding at almost any cost and attempted to 
expand it at the expense of his neighbors if at all possible.· Gourou notes the 
strength of this "peasant mentality" in Tonkin in particular, where each peasant 
"is strongly attached to his land, dreams of increasing it, patch by patch as a 
result of whatever savings he can realize." 23 In the long-settled areas of northern 
and central Vietnam all available land had long been in cultivation, and 
attempts were even made to sow rice in the main channels of major delta 
streams on the chance that it might be harvested before the current swept 
it away.24 Since it was difficult if not impossible to purchase land outside of the 
village, the expansion could only occur through conflict with other members 
of the village. The peasants of Tonkin and Annam were notoriously litigious 
and were willing to risk financial ruin over seemingly trivial amounts of land. 
Litigation was at least as frequent as it was in the indigenous communities of 
the Peruvian sierra, but in Vietnam the adversaries were individual villagers 

18 Ibid. 
19 Ibid., pp. 144-145. 
20 Ibid., p. 47. 
21 Republic of Vietnam, Agricultural Census, p. 25. 
22 Ibid., p. 27. 
23 Gourou, Prenc/I Indochina, p. 331. 
24 Gourou, Tonkin, p. 405. 
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ather than the village and encroaching estate owners. Since the village cadastre 
:as usually out of date and often fraudulent, there were ample opportunities 
to contest land titles and plot boundaries outside the legal system. Rambo pro
vides one particularly vivid example of the intensity of this extralegal conflict. 
Village gardens were surrounded by small bamboo hedges which formed the 
effective boundaries of the .plot. By trimming the inside of the hedge while 
allowing new shoots to grow on the outside, a villager could gradually expand 
his garden and encroach on the adjacent plot.25 The internal political economy 
of the village was greatly dependent on concealment of its activities from out
side authorities, and the exposure of any of the numerous irregularities in village 
affairs could be an important weapon in a land dispute. Denunciations of one 
villager by another were in fact a major source of administrative control of vil
lage affairs. The French, for example, maintained an official state monopoly on 
the production and sale of alcohol, but the protection of the village provided a 
llicrative opportunity for an illegal local commerce in alcohol. When illegal 
stills were located by the French, it was usually the result of denunciations by 
those seeking tactical advantage in village contlicts. 

Although disputes over land boundaries and titles were a central part of 
village life, Gourou argues that the capital preoccupation of the villagers was 
their position in the order of precedence.26 Once a villager had increased his 
plot from the modal 1.8 hectares to what for Tonkin represented a comfortable 
plot of 3.6 hectares, he could begin to participate in the political intrigues and 
public ceremonies which were essential to advancement in the village hierarchy. 
Notable status gave the villager the opportunity to participate in the rigged 
bidding of communal lands, the traffic in illegal tax cards, and the manipula
tion of fraudulent registration lists that were the chief economic rewards. of 
village life. As a result most villagers would bear substantial expenditures and 
even go deeply into debt to move up in the hierarchy. Each advancement in 
rank involved a feast requiring the sacrifice of an OX.27 Since an ox represented 
a major piece of capital equipment, sponsoring such a feast precipitated a 
financial crisis for most peasants. Despite the frequency of these feasts there is 
no evidence that the ceremonial expenditures associated with notable status 
had any appreciable 'redistributive effect within the village. Popkin points out 
that villagers viewed the expense of the feast as an investment which they 
would have ample opportunity to recoup through their increasing access to 
community graft.20 The opportunities provided by the sponsorship of com
munity ceremonies were therefore jealously guarded, and no notable willingly 
gave up his role in such ceremonies. There was, nevertheless, a substantial 
turnover in the families controlling positions in the hierarchy, and there was 

25 Rambo, "Peasant Social Systems," p. 187. 
26 Gourou, TOllkill, p. 305. 
27 Rambo, "Peasant Social Systems," p. 34. 
28 Samuel Popkin,' "The Myth of the Village," University of Texas, Austin, 

1974, (MimeD.), p. 18. 
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no permanent hereditary aristocracy in the village. Although upward mobility 
was difficult, downward mobility was always a distinct possibility. Partible 
inheritance, unstable hydraulic conditions, and financial insecurity made it 
difficult for notables to maintain their holdings and their positions jntact for 
several generations. In the wo~ds of a popular Chinese proverb adopted by 
the Vietnamese, "No one stays rich for three generations and no one stays pOOr 
for three generations." No matter how small the peasant's plot, he could still 
dream of increasing it through subterfuge or luck until he acquired the finan
cial resources necessary to participate in the high intrigues of the council of 
notables. 

For mO$t peasants, however, such upward mobility would remain simply a 
dream. Their principal concern was to avoid the financial or agriculturaldi_ 
saster which would prompt the forced sale of their lands. Without land the posi
tion of the Vietnamese villager was precarious in the extreme. Opportunities 
in agricultural wage labor within the village were limited by the relatively 
small number of medium and large owners who could afford hired help. Even 
this employment was usually seasonal and often unpredictable from one year 
to the next. There were a small number of opportunities in village crafts, but a 
rigid guild structure maintained monopolistic control over their trade secrets. 
The loss of a peasant's lands could even force him to leave the village and 
place himself in a dangerously exposed political position. Those who were out
side a village and could not produce a tax card showing their village affiliation 
were assumed to be bandits under both imperial and French rule and were 
subject to immediate arrest. Even if the peasant was willing to accept the 
political risks, opportunities for wage labor were scarcely better outside the 
yillage than within. The coal mines of Tonkin provided some employment, as 
did ~ small textile industry, but the major employers of wage labor in colonial 
Vietnam were the rubber plantations of Cochinchina. Labor on the rubber 
plantations, however, was largely involuntary, and a landless villager risked 
impressment by a village notable acting as a labor contractor for a French 
plantation. The work in the malarial jungles of the rubber areas was so un
healthy that during the colonial period less than half of all workers survived 
the three-year term of service. The bleak opportunities for laborers without 
land in northern and central Vietnam created a conservative interest in the pro
tection of even a minimal subsistence plot and a consequent resistance to both 
political and technical innovation. The peasants of Tonkin and Annam adopted 
a strategy of minimizing the maximum loss they could suffer from any possible 
change in their fortunes. Mu"h of their resistance to change is a result of the 
variety of risks to which- they were exposed and the small margin between 
maximum production and an economic disaster which might lead to land
lessness. 

In northern and central Vietnam the cultivated area was barely adequate 
to support the popUlation at a subsistence level, and the margin between 
maximum production and economic disaster correspondingly narrow. Approxi-
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JIlately 240 kilograms of paddy are necessary to provide a minimal daily diet 
of 1,500 calories,29 and in central and northern Vietnam total production per 
capita seldom reached this level. In 1932 Henry reported that the production 
of paddy per capita was 217 kilograms in Tonkin and 233 kilograms in 
Annam.30 By 1960 the disruptions of war and revolution and a growing pop
ulation had lowered the per capita production to 139 kilograms in the central 
lowlands of what had beeri' Annam.31 Even these minimal per capita supplies 
did not indicate the actual level of consumption, since a considerable portion 
of a peasant crop was sold immediately to meet debts, taxes, gambling losses, 
and ceremonial expenses. Meeting these obligations often forced the peasant 
well below the subsistence minimum, so that he was usually forced to supple
ment his rice diet with less desirable crops such as manioc or sweet potatoes. 
Not infrequently the entire rice crop went to meet taxes and debts and the 
peasant was forced to live entirely on secondary crops. Needless to say, this 
level of rice production left no surplus for export and from the colonial period 
to the present these areas have never exported substantial amounts of rice. 

The development of a commercial rice economy was inhibited not only 
by the consumption needs of a growing population but by the absence of a 
transportation network in either the Tonkin delta or the dispersed river deltas 
of the central lowlands. As Rambo has pointed out, the Tonkin delta village and 
field system was poorly suited to modern transport.32 The only flat noncultivated 
land which was not regularly flooded was on the tops of the major dikes. The 
small field dikes which crisscrossed the delta were suitable only for pedestrian 
traffic. Major rivers were navigable only with difficulty and in any case were 
not accessible from most villages. The French rail network was built to connect 
major urban centers and was not suitable for local paddy transport. The absence 
of any means of transporting the principal agricultural product of the village 
almost completely eliminated participation in the cash economy. Gourou esti
mated that the total outside commerce of a typical village in Tonkin in the 
19305 amounted to less than 50 francs a year.33 The minimal demand for con
sumer goods was almost entirely satisfied by village craftsmen, and the wealthier 
landowners in the village were the major source of credit. Many transactions 
were based on payment in rice, and the peasants'. major need for cash was to. 
pay colonial taxes. The heavy French colonial taxes did force the peasant into 
the cash economy and exposed him to fluctuations in the price of rice, but the 
involvement was considerably weaker than it was in Cochinchina. More im
portantly it focused economic conflict on the question of taxation instead of on 
the internal class structure of the village. Colonial taxes tended to increase 

29 Sansom, Economics 0/ Insurgency, p. 37. 
30 Henry, P:conomie Agrico/e, p. 332. 
31 Calculated from data presented in United States Operations Mission to Viet

nam, Program Office Research and Statistics Section, Annual Statistical 
Bulletin) no. 4 (Saigon, May 1961), pp. 7 and 71. 

32 Rambo, "Peasant Social Systems," p. 66. 
33 Gourou, French Indochina, p. 257. 
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stratification within the village and provided the notables with stilI anothel 
opportunity to enrich themselves by controlling the internal distribution of th( 
tax. Nevertheless the colonial tax was generally viewed as an external demand 
on the village as a whole. 

Agriculture in Tonkin and Annam was almost entirely for subsistence, and 
the absence of any commercial rice trade prevented even wealthier peaSants 
from acquiring chemical fertilizers, modern pumps, or other expensive agri
cultural technology. Agriculture was a struggle to defend a narrow subSistence 
margin with traditional techniques of wet rice cultivation which had changed 
little from the time they were introduced by the Chinese. This struggle was 
made more difficult by the unstable hydraulic environment of the northern and 
central coastal deltas . .The climate of Vietnam is dominated by the monsoons 
which divide the agricultural calendar into distinct wet and dry periods.I~ 
northern Vietnam there are two monsoon periods; the summer monsoon brings 
heavy rains from the southwest, and the winter monsoon brings a light drizzle 
and fog from the northeast. The heavy rains of the summer monsoon would 
inundate the Tonkin delta if it were not protected by a network of dikes. The 
Red River in particular is characterized by violent and irregular changes in 
flow and breaches in the dikes and flooding are a perpetual problem throughout 
the rainy season. This season also brings typhoons, which devastate coastal 
areas and can also cause severe inland flooding. The danger from both typhoons 
and flooding is considerably greater in northern and central Vietnam than it 
is in the Mekong d~lta, and the risk to the peasant subsistence margin corre
spondingly greater. Similarly, although the winter monsoon in northern and 
central Vietnam permits the growing of a second rice crop, the rainfall in both 
monsoon periods is highly variable. In southern Vietnam there is in general only. 
one monsoon period, but the rainfall is regular and constant from one year io 
the next. The irregularity of rainfall in the north and center adds the problem 
of drought to the risks of flooding and typhoons. As Rambo has pointed Qut, 
much of the intensity of the agricultural techniques of northern and central 
Vietnam can be understood as an attempt to reduce the risk associated with 
this unstable hydraulic environment. 34 The tiny dispersed parcels of the region 
actually protect the peasant against a localized hydraulic disturbance which 
otherwise could reduce him to landlessness or starvation. Intensive cultivation 
of each small parcel is necessary not only to achieve maximum total prodl.lc~ 
tion but to insure a minimal crop if most of the parcels are destroyed. 

A dense population, tiny dispersed plots, and irregular climatic conditions 
led to intensive agricultural techniques which required an extravagant amount of 
labor. Additional labor was applied .as long as some increase in total production 
could be obtained wichout regard to its marginal cost. The large labor input 
led Gourou to characterize Tonkinese cultivation techniques as "horticulture: 
hand labor, a small plot cultivated by each peasant, minute and individual care 

34 Rambo, "Peasant Social Systems," p. 70. 
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{the plants." 35 Gourou estimated that a hectare of double-cropped rice land 
?quired 400 man-days per year in Tonkin.36 Much of this time was spent in 
rediOuS hand labor designed both to minimize risk and to bring every corner of 
every field into cultivation. The rice crop was actually harvested twice ip.. order 
~o insure that the valuable grains were not lost to flooding or storms. The 

easant first harvested the heads with a hand sickle and then harvested the stalks 
~eparatelY. In preparing the paddies for transplanting, any corners the plows 
had missed were carefully hoed by hand, and the entire paddy was frequently 
rearranged in small mounds to facilitate aeration of the soil. Since men and 
oxen competed for a limited food supply, most of this work was done without 
the aid of animal traction. Dumont reports that two or three Tonkinese farmers 
would drag a harrow through the muddy cold paddies themselves rather than 
hire an expensive bullock.a? 

The immense labor requirements of this system of cultivation and the 
prevalence of small-scale land ownership in northern and central Vietnam 
have produced a distinct set of personality characteristics which clearly dif
ferentiate the hard-working northern Vietnamese from the more easygoing 
~outherners. These characteristics are well-known cultural stereotypes in 
Vietnam and are mentioned by almost all outside observers. The peasants of 
nDrthern and central Vietnam are characterized by a commitment to the work 
ethic, by frugality verging on stinginess, and by a pronounced aversion to risk. 
At the same time the ncrtherners' dedication to their own plots even at the 
txpense 'of their neighbors' welfare has prcduced a reputation fcr individualism 
and reserve. Charles Robequain, for example, notes that because of this 
reputation large southern landowners were reluctant to accept northerners as 
tenants even though they regarded them as harder workers than nat.ive 
sDutherners.30 Disciplined hard work, the cautious protection of property, and 
rugged individualism were useful adjustments to the agricultural environment 
of the north, but. they proved a distinct handicap to cooperative political or 
economic organization within the village. 

All phases of rice cultivation were carried out by individuals or families, 
and there was relatively little cooperative labor even at harvest and trans
planting, when such cooperation would greatly reduce labor costs. The absence 
'of cooperaticn is particularly striking in irrigation, where the technological 
and economic incentives for collective action would appear to be greatest. Vil
lagers were responsible for the collective maintenance of the local dike net
work, which was constantly eroded by running water and undermined by 
vegetation, but these works were entirely protective in nature. There were no 
artificial irrigation systems of ditches and canals to move water from the 

35 Gourou. French Indochina. p. 295. 
36 Ibid .• p. 284. 
37 Rene Dumont. Types of Rural Economy: Studies of World AgriclIilllre (New 

York: Praeger, 1957). p. 140. 
38 Chnrles Robequain. rhe Economic Development of Frellch lndo-Chlna 

(London: Oxford Universitv Press. 1944)_ D. 72. 
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principal streams of the delta to the local fields. Most Vietnamese rice fields 
were dependent on impounded rain water and standing water in village ditches 
and ponds for the maintenance of adequate water levels. Standing water Was 
lifted short distances to the paddies in conical bamboo scoops or bas~ets at 
an immense expenditure of muscular effort with no mechanical aid and little 
mechanical advantage. This primitive irrigation system required almost no co
operation, and some of the scoops or baskets could be worked by a single man. 
Despite the chronic problems of drought and inadequate standing water, the 
immense amount of water readily available in nearby channels, and the substan
tial increase in production and economic security that irrigation would have 
made possible, no cooperative irrigation systems were developed in Vietnam 
at the local level. In Tonkin the successful use of river water would have re
quired large-scale cooperation because of the turbulence and rate of flow of 
the principal streams and the irregular terrain of the delta. The organizational 
resources necessary to overcome the divisive interests of a local village· of 
small landowners were not available. Gourou concludes his analysis of the 
problems of local water shortages with the observation that "all these diffi
culties will disappear when they have set up irrigation networks which make 
everywhere available to the peasant water in virtually unlimited quantities." 39 

The social structure of colonial Vietnam was, however, incapable of the col
lective organization successful irrigation required. 

Only after 1954, when the traditional village structure was destroyed by 
revolution and a new cooperative organization drew reluctant peasants into 
a communal economy, were the organizational resources of communities 
sufficient to carry out collective irrigation. The North Vietnamese government 
established agrarian cooperatives after 1959 and began work on both defen
sive irrigation works and smaller dikes, penstocks, and bridges to rationalize 
the delivery of irrigation water to the villages. Even the victorious revolutionary 
regime found it difficult to lure the individualistic villagers into the cooperatives. 
Two important arguments that the Communist cadre could offer, however, 
were the demonstrable advantages of a second rice crop made possible by the 
new irrigation works and the long-range stability in the face of flooding made 
possible by defensive dikes around each village.4O In the colonial period and 
before the establishment of a strong central power there was no means for 
overcoming the peasants' dedication to their individual plots and their un
willingness to surrender either the land or the labor necessary for these col
lective works. 

Since the provision of flowing irrigation water to village fields was beyond 
the organizational resources of the commune, irrigation water within the com
munity invariably became a scarce fixed resource much like communal lands. 
The total amount of water in the village was arbitrarily fixed by the accumula-

39 Gourou, Tonkin, p. 109. 
40 For a description of the appeal of collective irrigation see Gerard Chaliand, 

The Peasants 0/ North Vietnam (Baltimore: Penguin, 1969), pp. 98-101. 
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tion of rainfall in all paddies, ditches, and ponds, and this fixed sum, of course, 
declined in periods of drought. New catchment basins could have been con
structed, but in comparison to the additional water that could have been brought 
in from rivers the expansion in total water resources would have been minor. 
NeW ditches and pools also raised the insoluble question of whose lands would 
be sacrificed to the common good. The fixed amount of water invariably led to 
redistributive conflicts within the village, and these conflicts were exacerbated in 
times of drought when the need for irrigation water in paddies increased while 
the supply of standing water decreased. In an economy in which villagers would 
use the gradual growth of a bamboo hedge to steal 2 inches of adjacent land the 
theft of water from adjacent paddies or ponds was a continual problem. Al
though elaborate rules were devised to regulate these conflicts, they were rarely 
successful. All that was required to steal water was a single breach in a field 
dike, which could be accomplished and repaired in a few minutes. Like com
munal land, communal water was a more important source of conflict than of 
cooperation in Vietnamese villages. 

popkin argues that the relatively large public sector of the northern and 
central Vietnamese villages in the form of communal lands and standing water 
was both an important reward in community power struggles and an important 
source of power for the victorious faction.41 Much of the apparent solidarity of 
the villages of Tonkin was the result of the notables' monopolistic control over 
vital community resources and their willingness to sanction uncooperative vil
lagers by limiting their access to these resources. This power of the notables had 
existed before the French colonial period, but, according to Popkin, French 
authority both increased stratification within the village and reinforced the 
power of the village eli~e. In contrast to the views of Mus and his students who 
contend that colonialism caused the collapse of internal village government, 
Popkin argues that the council of notables became even more secure because 
French military power made it effectively immune from retaliation from poorer 
members of the village and French colonial taxes provided it with a powerful 
additional sanction. The notables represented the large land-owning interest in 
the village and formed a conservative oligarchy which could be effectively re
sisted by other wealthy landowners but not by most poor villages. Direct and 
indirect sanctions were used by the notables to maintain community solidarity, 
although as Gourou states, "a strict tyranny is the concomitant of this solid
arity." 4.2 Notables were not above shaking down villagers for contributions to 
support the semiannual festivals at the dinh and arresting villagers who were too 
poor to contribute to this expression of the spiritual unity of the village. Failure 
to purchase tax cards at the inflated rates offered by the notables in control of 
the village tax system could result in beatings or ostracism. The notables were 
also able to effectively direct the power of outside authorities against other 
villagers. Just as was the case in land battles, denunciations to outside authorities 

41 Popkin, "Corporatism and Colonialism," p. 7. 
42 Gourou, Tonkin, p. 314. 
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were an important tool of the notables in their efforts to enforce community 
solidarity. Gerard Chaliand provides one example of such tactics in an interview 
with a North Vietnamese party secretary who had been a landless peasant during 
the colonial period. His landlessness was a result of pressure from viilage nota~ 
bles. The notables first planted liquor in his family's home and then tipped off 
the local authorities to dispossess one uncle. 

In 1943 the village notables decided to put pressure on my family and I 
shall never forget the experience. At their bidding a man came to my 
uncle's house, feigned insanity and set fire to the place. Luckily the 
flames were soon extinguished, but the "lunatic" had smashed everything 
in reach. The two notables accompanying the "lunatic" were seized and 
bound, but my two uncles were arrested for laying hands on the notables. 
There was pandemonium at the district court. In the end, my uncles 
had to seIl al1 they owned to pay for the trial and were sentenced to 
three months imprisonment. We had already lost three saos as a result 
of the liquor incident and now the last four saos had to be sold. We had 
nothing left. 43 

The tyranny of the notables explains the otherwise puzzling fact that the 
greater community cohesion of northern and central villages made them mUch 
more subject to control than the much less cohesive villages of Cochinchina. 
The greater the community cohesion, the more secure the notables' grip and 
the more readily administrative demands could be communicated to the local 
population. Although, in the words of an oft-quoted Vietnamese proverb, "the 
law of the emperor yields to the customs of the village," in fact the village hada 
collective responsibility to both the imperial and French administrations· and 
was free only to allocate the distribution of outside demands within the village. 
The law of the emperor yielded only if the village met these collective responsi
bilities; if not, intervention by outside authorities was likely. In imperial times 
the discovery of a corpse on community lands could lead to the uprooting of 
the village and the banishment of its members, and failure of the community to 
meet its tax obligations could lead to the confiscation of the property of the 
wealthier notables.44 In a symbolic manifestation of these imperial controls the 
punishment for sheltering a dissident in times of rebellion was the destruction of 
the bamboo hedge around the village, ending its nominal autonomy. As was the 
case in the indigenous communities of highland Peru, Vietnamese peasants bad 
been consolidated into communes to facilitate administrative control and the 
extraction of peasant surpluses. In Vietnam the surplus was extracted by the 
state organization rather than by large landowners, but in both cases the auton
omous corporate village was a convenient administrative fiction. The Vietnamese 

43 Chaliand, North Vietnam. pp. 94-95. 
44 Dennis J. Duncanson, Government and Revolution in Vietnam (London: 

Oxford University Press, 1968), p. 57. 
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village continued to exist only so long as there were groups which profited from 
~ts exploitation. The communal solidarity of the traditional Vietnamese village 
~as imposed froin ;Ibove and was not a product of the fundamentally individual
istic subsistence economy. 

The small proprietors, marginal subsistence agriculture, the competition 
for communal land and water, and the tyranny of the notables Freated a constel
lation of coercive and economic forces which would lead to collective political 
action only under unusual circumstances. The danger of landlessness forced the 
peasant to tenaciously defend his small plot and made him suspicious of any 
political program which might benefit the landless at the expense of his own 
meager holding. The threatening ecology of the northern and central deltas and 
the narrow subsistence margin required an intensive agriculture which con
sumed most of the time and attention of cultivators but required little coopera
tion. The surest solution to problems of minimal subsistence was to be found 
not in redistributing the minimal amount of land in large holdings or in de
creasing the surplus extracted by the notables and moneylenders, but in ever 
more intensive cultivation of existing subsistence plots. The struggle of the 
peasants in northern and central Vietnam was primarily with the natural, not 
the social environment, and their solutions to their economic problems were 
therefore individual struggles against nature rather than a collective revolt 
against oppression. In fact other small holders were seen as potential compet.
itors for the limited community land and water rather than as allies in collective 
action against the notables. Upward mobility through the order of precedence 
in the village remained a hope for all but the poorest peasant, but such mobility 
could only be secured by a conservative emulation of the attitudes and behavior 
of the established community elite. Once an elite position had been assured, it 
was possible to join the spoils system of community politics, but poor peasants 
whose interests might have been served by a collective peasant organization did 
not have access to the political resources required for this competition and in 
. fact ran substantial risks by opposing the tyranny of the notables. The sanctions 
based on control of community land and water, the manipulation of registration 
lists and tax records, and the threat of beatings or ostracism quickly integrated 
even rebellious members who had long been absent from the village back into 
the conservative order of precedence. 

Even if the problems of divisive individual plots, individual mobility, and 
a conservative oligarchy could have been overcome, there was relatively little 
to be gained from collective action in the northern Vietnamese village. Land 
reform would not lead to the dramatic increase in property ownership that 
would be possible in less densely settled and more extensive agriculture areas. 
There was simply not enough land to be distributed. This fact placed a severe 
limit on the land reform program adopted by the North Vietnamese govern
ment after independence. According to Bernard Fall the North Vietnamese land 
reform classified a peasant with a holding of 0.21 hectares as a rich farmer and 
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a peasant with 0.12 hectares as a medium farmer.45 Obviously, small amounts of 
land could be taken from these "rich" and "medium" peasants without reducing 
them to landless laborers. Most of the large landowners and redistributable land 
were actually in the south outside the control of the revolutionary regime in the 
north. Although collective action in irrigation could lead to dramatic increases in 

1 production, the results of this action became apparent only in the long run and 
\ lacked the immediate political appeal of the redistribution of large estates to 
\ those who tilled them. In the short run the peasants of northern and central 
\ Vietnam had much to lose and relatively little to gain from collective political 
iaction. 

I The political stability of the traditional Vietnamese village was, however, 
f based on a delicate balance of economic and coercive forces which could easily 
~ be disturbed by political or ecological disaster. In such situations the formerly 
~ docile and conservative peasantry were remarkably transformed into a revolu~ 
f tionary mass dedicated to the overthrow of the notables and the end of the taxes, 

tribute, and political interference of the national administration. The stability of 
the village depended on maintaining sufficient production so that only individ
uals, not whole villages or regions, were forced below the subsistence minimum 
and into landlessness. Once the agricultural base of the traditional village was 
disturbed over a wide area, the interests of the peasantry dramatically changed. 
Drought, typhoons, floods, and civil war all had this potential for breaking up 
the economic structure of the traditional village. In these situations differences in 
wealth tended to diminish as the value of devastated land fell and more and more 
peasants were forced into bankruptcy by massive crop failures. Lands them
selves could be rendered worthless, and the patient labor of adding to a sub
sistence plot in gradual increments became pointless in the midst of flood or 
drought. Even wealthy peasants were forced into landlessness in such situations, 
so that the economic interest in the protection of property which normally 
divided them from the poor and landless peasants was markedly, if temporarily, 
reduced. The intensive cultivation of isolated subsistence plots was a rational 
strategy only so long as the subsistence margin could be maintained. If drought 
wiped out the possibility of even minimal subsistence production, intensive labor 
and a tenacious hold on a subsistence plot became less useful adjustments. In 
most periods money was found to pay taxes because it was still possible to pro
tect the subsistence minimum and meet tax bills. In disaster situations taxes 
might require the sale of the entire harvest, the seed rice, the capital equipment 
of the farm, and even the land itself. In this situation taxes forced the peasant 
into the market for agricultural commodities, capital equipment, and land
against his will. Having temporarily lost the endless battle with nature, the 
peasant had the immediate problem of reducing the external tax demand and 
preventing the liquidation of his remaining agricultural assets. The cash nexus 
between the peasant and the local and national administration became consider-

45 Bernard Fall, The Two Vietnams: A Political and Military Analysis (New 
York: Praeger. 1963), p. 159. 
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ably more apparent and much more difficult to tolerate in periods of natural 
disaster. At the same time that the disaster undermined the basis of peasant 
economic stability and conservatism, it lowered the coerciv~ resources of the 
village administration. Access to communal water is of no ~alue if the water has 
vanished in a drought, and the distribution of communal lands is not an import
ant source of community power if the lands are inundated by salt water in a 
typhoon. Similarly a disaster'may make it more difficult for the notables to call 
on outside support, since the resources of the central administration will be 
similarly strained. Typhoons in central Vietnam, for example, made it impos
sible to land emergency grain shipments along the coast to relieve the acute food 
crisis resulting from the inland flooding associated with the typhoon. Finally in
centives for collective action and the relative costs and benefits changed dramat
ically in periods of natural disaster. In a situation in which marauding bands of 
bandits or starving villages might mount attacks on a village and military units 
might be necessary to collect taxes, collective political action became essential 
to individual safety. The disruptions of the disaster also lowered the possibilit)l 
of retaliation by the notables and provided an opportunity to erase all past debt5 
and obligations by destroying the community records and governing structure. 

Thus in natural disasters the economic conservatism, individual mobility, 
and tyranny of the notables simultaneously disappeared, and a peasant revol1 
was the result. Mandarins were assassinated, village notables attacked, and 
registers and tax lists destroyed and commercial granaries looted. Such peasan1 
revolts were a continual problem in imperial Vietnam and persisted in the 
colonial period. Areas which combined frequent natural disasters and a narro", 
subsistence margin were the most likely to produce frequent revolts. Nghe' All 
province, mother of revolutionaries, birthplace of Ho Chi Minh and many oUtel 
revolutionary leaders, and the site of uprisings (l.gainst the imperial, the French 
and even the North Vietnamese regimes, was one of the most ecologically dan· 
gerous and least productive areas in Vietnam. Rainfall was the most irregular if 
Vietnam, typhoons hit the coast here much more frequently than elsewhere, ane 
the soil was thin, sandy, and unproductive. Rice production in Nghe An in th( 
1930s was only 190 kilograms per capita, the lowest in Annam with the excep· 
tion of arid and spal:sely populated Phan Thiet, which was not exposed to th( 
same typhoon risk or irregular rain as was Nghe An.46 In Nghe An provinc! 
natural conditions produced a frequent disruption of the stable economic an< 
ecological base of the traditional Vietnamese village. In most other areas 01 
northern and central Vietnam these disasters were much less frequent, and th! 
political stability of the traditional village was correspondingly greater. If Ngh! 
An illustrates that the stability of the traditional village can be disrupted b~ 
natural disaster, the Mekong delta of southern Vietnam illustrates that tbi! 
stability could be destroyed by economic forces. In the Mekong delta the pre 
carious balance of the traditional village was never firmly established, and th! 
rapid penetration of the world economy created a new form of village organiza· 

46 Henry, Economie Agrico/e, p. 32. 
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tion. The economic and social organization of the villages of the Mekong not 
only created political instability, but also led to new forms of class co~ftict and 
class-based political organization that were largely absent in the traditional 
villages of central and northern Vietnam. 

THE MEKONG DELTA 

Many of the fundamental characteristics of the villages of the traditional 
areas of Vietnamese culture in northern and central Vietnam are reproduced in 
the villages of the Mekong delta. The council of notables, the village chief; the 
list of registered inhabitants, the cult of the guardian spirit, and the communal 
ceremonies at the dinh appear in Mekong delta villages just as they do in the 
villages of the north and center from which the settlers of the delta migrated in 
the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. The economic base of the village social 
structure, however, is different in almost all respects from that of the traditional 
village, and in fact Gourou suggests that it is legitimate to examine rice culture 
in Cochinchina along with the modern rubber plantations, since both developed 
under French colonial rule in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries and reflect 

1 modern market forces. 47 Even though the economic base of the villages of the 
1\ Mekong is based on wet rice cultivation just as it was in the older settled areas 

and the techniques of production are similar, the class structure and productive 
\organization in the delta are very different. This is especially true in the so-called 
Mien Tay or new west-the former frontier areas southwest of the Hau Giang 
River, which diverges from the Mekong as the latter enters Vietnam from Cam
bQdia. The provinces of the upper delta northeast of the Mekong share some 
elements of the village organization and economic structure of the older areas of 
Vietnam, while the Micn Tay is the most deeply affected by modern economic 
forces. Most of the detailed information about village structure, however, comes 
from the upper delta region accessible by road from Saigon. Khan Hau, a village 
in Long An province, was intensively studied by a team of researchers from the 
Michigan State University Viet-Nam Advisory Group and in 1962 became a 
demonstration village for the iIl-fatcd strategic hamlet program.48 The adjacel1t 
province of Dinh Tuong was the site of a study of village economics conducted 
by Robert Sansom.49 There are no detailed studies of the village structure in the 
Mien Tay, but more general statistical information is available on the delta asa 
whole. 

47 Gourou, Frellch i(uloclzina, p. 332. 
48 See Lloyd W. Woodruff, The Study of a Vielllamese Rural Community: 

Administrative Activity (Michigan Stale University Viet-Nam Advisory 
Group, May 1960), lames B. Hendry, The Small World of Klwn Hau 
(Chicago: Aldine, 1964), and Gerald Cannon Hickey, Village in Vielllani 
(New Haven: Yale University Press, 1964), (or parallel and to some extent 
overlapping accounts of this project. 

49 Robert Sansom, The Economics of Insurgency in the Mekong Della af 
Vietnam (Cambridge, Mass.: M.I.T. Press, 1970). 
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In both the colonial and postindependence periods the southern regions of 
Vietnam and particularly the Mekong delta were regions of large estates worked 
in small units by share tenants and sharecroppers. In ,1932 Yves Henry found 
that 95 percent of all holdings of more than 50 hectares were concentrated in 
Cochinchina, where 6,316 large landowners controlled 45 percent of the culti
vated land. Another 28,141 medium to large landholders with between 10 and 
50 hectares controlled an additional 32.5 percent, so that together less than 15 
percent of the landholders controlled more than three-quarters of the cultivated 
area.50 Almost all this land was divided up into small plots, typically of approxi
mately 5 hectares in size. Gourou reports that 80 percent of the land in western 
and central Cochinchina was in tenancy and that three out of every four male 
beads of households were either tenants or landless laborers.51 Despite land 
reforms carried out by the Viet Minh between 1945 and 1954 and the much 
Jess ambitious land reform initiated by Ngo Dinh Diem in 1956, these patterns 
of land ownership changed only slightly after the end of colonialism. In ] 955 the 
South Vietnamese Directorate of Land Reform reported that 5,880 holders of 
over 50 hectares continued to control 46.57 percent of the land in the former 
area of Cochinchina and 28,840 holders of from 10 to 50 hectares controlled an 
additional 24.02 percent.52 Just as in the colonial period, less than 15 percent 
of landowners continued to control almost three-quarters of the land and 2.4 
percent controlled almost half. On October 22, 1956, the Diem government 
issued its most important land reform decree, Ordinance 57, which placed an 
upper limit of 100 hectares on holdings of rice and declared all lands above 
this limit subject to expropriation. In a pattern that was followed by successive 
South Vietnamese regimes, however, only a small part of this land found its· way 
into the hands of landless laborers and tenant farmers. As late as 1967 only 
681,260 hectares had actually been expropriated, and only 261,213 hectares 
had been redistributed to small holders. 53 Even this limited reform was of 
questionable value to many former tenants, since most of the land had been 
under their de facto control for years under the Viet Minh. Tenants were re
quired to repay the government for the land, so that many found themselves 
once again in the role of tenant, with the government rather than the landlord 
as the rent-collecting agent. Tenancy remained a problem in the land not sub
ject to reform, and in 196], 62.5 percent of land in the former area of Cochin
china was still held in tenancy and only 21.9 percent of all holdings were 
owner operated. Since approximately 20 percent of the population were landless 
laborers, more than 80 percent of the Mekong delta population was without 
land.54 The reform did succeed in almost doubling the amount of land in hold-

50 Henry. Eco1/omie Agricole. pp. 182-183. 190-191. 
51 Gourou, French Indochina. p. 339. 
52 Data presented in Stanford Research Institute. Land Reform in Viemam: 

Working Papers (Menlo Park. Calif.: Stanford Research Institute. 1968). 
vol. 4. part I. annex table A2. 

531bid., vol. I, part I, app. B-11, pp. B-72-B-73. 
54 Republic of Vietnam, Agricultural Census, p. 27. 
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ings of under 5 hectares, although by 1967 these holdings controlled less than 
a third of all cultivated land even though they represented 85 percent of all 
holdings. Some very large holdings were eliminated, but holdings over 10 hec_ 
tares still controlled 54.09 percent of the cultivated area in 1967.55 The'Diem 
reforms eliminated only the largest landowners, many of who were severely 
compromised by their association with the French colonial regime or were them_ 
selves French citizens. The middle-level landowners of Cochinchina who would 
have represented the agrarian upper class in Annam or Tonkin were left un
touched by the reforms because the Diem regime depended on this stratum as 
the effective base of its administration in the countryside. 

Although the French colonial regime established a system of free con_ 
cessions for French nationals and encouraged French settlement and CUltivation 
with preferential tax policies, most of the large landowners in Cochinchina were 
Vietnamese. Henry reported that only 253,400 hectares of concessions had been 
granted to French nationals by 1932, and an approximately similar amount was 
appropriated from French citizens in the Diem reform of 1957.56 Even though 
French concessions in Cochinchina constituted more than 90 percent of all 
French concessions in Vietnam, they represented only 11 percent of the approxi
mately 2 million hectares of rice land in cultivation during the colonial period. 
Most of the remaining land was granted in large tracts to Vietnamese who were 
strategically placed in the colonial political system. Collaborators in the French 
military conquest, members of the colonial council, lower-level civil servants in 
the colonial administration, and even French-educated professionals were the 
principal beneficiaries of French land policies. Peasant farmers had neither the 
political influence nor the knowledge of French administrative procedures 
necessary to compete effectively for land. Lands were auctioned off in blocks 
too large for most peasants to afford, information about land registration pro
cedures and auctions was severely restricted, and claims for land titles depended 
more on political influence than on actual cultivation. Just as was the case in 
traditional areas of Vietnam, local landowners generally controlled land regis
tration, and with the assistance of Vietnamese colonial bureaucrats could 
effectively prevent small holders from securing title to their lands. Many peasants 
migrated into the frontier areas of the delta and performed the preliminary 
labor of clearing the land and constructing paddies only to find that their plot 
had been appropriated as part of a large tract ceded to a colonial bureaucrat. 
Although small frontier areas remained in the Mekong delta until as late as 
1930, most of the cultivated and uncultivated land had been effectively claimed 
by this time, and since land sales were infrequent, little or no land was available 
to tenants or landless laborers after 1930. 

The new land-owning elite in Cochinchina was bureaucratic rather than 
entrepreneurial, and its position depended on the political backing of France 

55 Stanford Research Institute, Land Reform, vol. 4. part 2, annex table A2. 
58 Henry, £collomie Agricoie, p. 225; Stanford Research Institute, Land Re

form, vol. I, app. B-ll, p. 8-73. 
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ather than on the workings of free markets in land, labor, or capital. The 
~ietnamese elite took little interest in the actual running of their estates and 
usually lived in Saigon or in major delta towns such as My Tho, leaving the 
coIlection of rent to hired agents. Smaller landowners might live in a village 
with their tenants or in smaller provincial towns, but like the large landowners 
they performed an essentially extractive function and were little concerned with 
technological innovation or ·market forces. Sansom has pointed out that the 
landed upper class was in fact remarkably insensitive to fluctuations in the 
export price of rice because its revenues depended only on the costs of rent 
coIlection and even in a bad year these costs were usually far less than the 
revenues from the sale of rice.51 The landlords showed little interest in marketing 
and sold their rice to Chinese merchants in Cholon just as did peasant small 
holders. The landlords had little incentive to adopt direct cultivation of their 
estates, since a sizeable part of their income depended on loans to tenants and 
low land prices and taxes did not require an efficient use of the land to extract 
large profits. As the population of the delta increased, the landlord's position 
improved, since he could rely on competition for subsistence to keep the rent of 
rice lands at high levels. Rents were in fact determined largely by the pressure of 
population on land rather than by the price of rice. 

No matter how large the estate, it was usually divided up into plots of from 
5 to 10 hectares and worked by tenants. The status of tenant in Vietnam in 
particular and Southeast Asia in general is, however, similar to that of a f 
dependent agricultural laborer paid in kind rather than an independent entre
preneur paying a rent for particular factors of production. Few tenants had ! 
written contracts, and, even those who did had little recourse in the landlord- l. 
dominated colonial legal system. Rents in the colonial period usually repre
sented 50 percent or more of the primary rice crop, although in some cases 
loans extended by the landlord for seeds, equipment, or draft animals could 
raise the landlord's share to 70 or 80 percent. The lent was actually a standing 
rent in kind rather than a share rent, since the share was computed on the 
normal yield of the plot and was expressed in a fixed quantity of rice. In bad 
years delta landlords were extremely reluctant to extend "tolerance" to their 
tenants by absorbing -part of the losses, so that all risk was born by the tenant 
and a poor harvest could lead to the complete expropriation of the crop. Even 
during the depression, when falling rice prices made it impossible for tenants to 
meet their obligations to moneylenders and still retain enough rice to support 
their families, the landlords would not relax their demands. Landlords sought 
out relatively solvent tenants so they would not have to expose themselves to a 
plea for tolerance from a starving tenant whom they had pushed over the sub
sistence margin. The landlord had an effective lien against the entire rice crop, 
and the tenant had no freedom to dispose of the crop or to use it as the primary 
collateral for loans. 

57 Sansom, Mekong Delta, p. 33. 
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The landlord's claim on the crop is the fundamental explanation of t~) 
phenomenal interest rates charged in the Mekong delta. Although high interesf 
rates and chronic indebtedness were a problem everywhere in Vietnam, nowher .. 
did they reach a more disastrous level than in the Mekong delta. According t~ 
the French administrator Roger Sylvestre: . . 

There is no one who is neither borrower nor lender, the ta dien borro~i 
from his landlord, the latter if the need arises, from a larger capitalist; 
the coolie will establish credit with his foreman. the latter with· hi: 
employer. the fisherman with the fisheries contractor. the smalltr'ader 
with the large merchant, those with an independent calling-artisans 
officials,-contract debts with a Chinese merchant or with a usurer.58 ~ 

Interest rates on small unsecured loans in colonial Vietnam ran fromlto. 5 
percent a month, although landlords were sometimes able to charge 50 to\OQ 
percent interest for six-month loans until the next harvest. Rates on petty loans 
extended on a daily basis sometimes went much higher, and the rate onth~ 
so-called vay cat co, or throat-cutting loan, was 10 percent per day, or 3,650 
percent a year. 59 These extraordinary interest rates have often been attribllted to 
usurious lending practices on the part of Chinese and Vietnamese middreme~ 
who, along with the landlords themselves, were the principal sources of agricul
tural credit. Actually the rates are not excessive considering the financial insecur~ 
ity created by the landlord's demands on the peasant. Since in a bad year the 
landlord might claim the entire crop, the moneylender absorbed the risk that 
the landlord passed on to the tenant. Tenants were frequently forced into 
bankruptcy and would default all their obligations and flee to the frontier areas 
where they could not be traced by either the landlord or the moneylender; The 
high interest rates of the Mekong delta suggest that credit is artificially manipiJ~ 
lated, but actually the small lender is in no position to maintain a monopoliStic 
control over credit. Interest rates were high, but only in comparison to what 
they would have been jf the tenants were independent landowners and· conse~ 
quently better credit risks. The restricted market in agricultural credit is· ari 
indirect result of landlordism, which in turn is a result of the political dominance 
of the landed elite. 

The large land concentrations and legally inferior position of the tenant: als6 
created discontinuities in the marketing of rice. Since the landlord'sagerit 
collected the major share of the crop for transport to Saigon, most middlemen 
were concentrated in the Saigon suburb of Cholon, where they purchased rite 
in large quantities, milled it, and then sold it for export. The entry costs ofthis 
middleman role were substantially higher than if the rice had been purchased in 
the countryside from a dispersed population of small holders. Since most. rice 
was sucked out of the countryside by the large landowners, there were. few 

58 Quoted in Gourou. French Indochina. p. 334. 
591 bid .• p. 348. 
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portunities for small Vietnamese traders to establish themselves at the village 
~~eI. After 1945, however, when the Viet Minh and later the NLF (National 
t-beration Front) were able to force down rents in areas they influenced, the 
'~e trade passed increasingly into the hands of local village entrepreneurs. The 

f1reater share of rice remaining in the hands of small producers increased oppor
~ullities for local rice milling, and more mills moved out into the countryside. 
The development of local markets in rice greatly reduced or even eliminated 
the large differential in the Saigon and delta rice prices that had formerly 
worked to the advantage of the landlord and the Chinese middlemen. Landlord 
dominance of the Mekong delta restricted the workings of the market in rice 
just as it had restricted the market in agricultural credit. 

Landlord dominance a) so restricted the opportunities for technological 
in~ovation and capital investment in the tenants' plots. This effect is most 
striking in irrigation, which remained at the same primitive level as it had in 
northern and central Vietnam despite considerable incentives for artificial irriga
tion. Paradoxically, the ecology of the Mekong delta made irrigation both 
simpler and more critical than it had been in northern and central Vietnam yet 
delta farmers made less use of artificial irrigation than their northern counter
parts. The Mekong delta is not exposed to the light rains and drizzle of the 
northeast monsoon and has a pronounced dry period from November to May, 
during which no second crop can be grown and both peasants and lands remain 
idle. The Mekong, however, is a considerably more tranquil river than the Red, 
and its floods are regular and predictable. The TonIe Sap in Cambodia acts as a 
hydraulic regulator, containing the flood of the Mekong and gradually releasing 
the water, which spreads out over the gently sloping expanse of the delta. The 
gradual predictable flooding of the Mekong makes it possible to grow floating 
rice in areas near the Cambodian border where the flood reaches its maximum. 
The rice is planted when the river is near its minima, and as the flood rises, 
the rice grows at an extremely rapid rate, always keeping its head near the 
surface. Since too rapid or too slow a rise will disturb the growing cycle of the 
plant, this rice can only be grown in areas where flooding is regular and predict
able. The regularity of the Mekong flood makes it much less necessary to build 
huge defensive irrigation works before water can be put to use in local fields. In 
fact the only irrigation works necessary after the French built canals and 
drained the delta were small connecting channels between the canals and the 
Mekong's many tributaries and the fields. Even though most delta fields are 
within reach of this easily controlled water source, very few connecting canals 
were built before the 19605. Irrigation was based entirely on rain water im
pounded in field dikes, and little use was made of community standing water. 
Irrigation in the Mekong delta was largely an individual matter, and there were 
no community water resources to be collectively managed or mismanaged. Dis
putes over irrigation did occur in the Mekong delta, but they usually involved 
transit rather than the redistribution of community water resources. The absence 

. of artificial irrigation in the delta despite its apparent advantages is a result of 
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the indirect effects of landlord dominance. Poor peasants and landless laborer~ 
who had the most to benefit from an irrigated second crop which might protect" 
them against starvation in a year of drought were the least politically in~uential 
members of delta villages. The large landowners who controlled most of the' 
land were not inclined to permit diversion of any of their lands for canals and 
pools which would not benefit them directly and might cause their tenants to 
demand lower rents in compensation for the lost land. Even minor improvements' 
in local water management required the permission of the landlord, and tenants 
hesitated to take advantage of nearby water sources for fear that the landlord 
would evict them or raise the rent. Although collectively and in the long rUn 
landlords might have benefited from increased irrigation, individually and in the 
short run they feared lower rents and fragmented holdings. As long as the land': 
lords dominated the structure of the village, no collective irrigation works were 
possible. The presence of the landlords tended to restrict the workings of the 
land, commodity, and credit markets, and discouraged technical improvements 
which would have increased productivity. . 

Nevertheless, in contrast to the regions of traditional subsistence, prOduc
tion in the Mekong delta was oriented toward the rice export market. Inthe 
colonial period three-quarters of total delta production was exported through 
the Saigon market, and even the larger tenant farmers were acrively engaged in 
the export trade. About half of the exports were accounted for by landlord sales, 
but 20 to 25 percent of exports were contributed by the tenants themselves, 
who typically sold as much as half of their share of the crop. In Khan Hau in 
Long An province Hendry found that three-quarters of all farmers sold at least 
some part of their crop during the year and only the poorest farmers did not 
participate in the rice trade.5o Almost half of the farmers sold some or aU of 
their crop immediately after the harvest, and although most farmers retained 
part of their harvest for their own needs, others sold the entire crop and bOUght 
lower-quality rice ·for their own use. Only a minority of the wealthiest farmers 
were able to withhold rice and sell when the price was highest, and many farm, 
ers looked upon their rice crop as a form of savings that they could draw on for 
cash needs during the entire year by periodically selling a small portion of the 
crop. The money was necessary to meet interest payments, taxes, and gambling 
debts, to purchase consumer goods, and to meet the ceremonial expenses which 
were part of village life in the delta as well as in the older areas of Vietnam. In 
contrast to the northern and central villages, however, there was an active con
sumer market in Mekong river villages, and small· shopkeepers provided a wide 
range of consumer products from kitchen utensils and clothing to traditional 
Chinese medicines and betelleaves. Since most consumer goods were purchased 
from outside the community, there was none of the elaborate craft specialization 
which marked the economy of northern and central Vietnamese villages, .and 
even weaving was a poorly developed skill. In Khan Hau there were a variety 
of small shops in competition with a roughly similar line of products, and there 

60 Hendry, Khan Hau. p. 120. 
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were larger shops in the nearby town of Tan An which sold more expensive 
goods such as fertilizers, bicycles, and sewing machines.61 Even essential agricul_ 
tural equipment was purchased, and all transactions were strictly 01'1: a cash 
basis, with barter in rice extremely infrequent. 

The agricultural economy of the Mekong delta was almost exclusively, 
dependent on rice which in most areas covered 90 percent of the cultivated land 
and in some areas covered 100 percent. Although in northern and central Viet..' 

I 
nam there were various secondary crops, many of which were produced in the 
period of the drier winter monsoon, in the Mekong delta there were no second.: 

i ary crops of any importance and the absence of artificial irrigation and the 
I pronounced dry season made cultivation of a second crop impossible. The rice 
i monoculture and the extensive commercialization of agriculture in the Mekong 
I delta made delta farmers acutely sensitive to fluctuations in the market price of 

rice. Since most farmers sold their rice immediately after the harvest, prices 
routinely fell by 12 to 25 percent, but the close connection between the Saigon 
price and world commodity market fluctuations exposed the tenant to even 
greater price drops. Between 1929 and 1931 the wholesale price of rice in 
Saigon dropped by almost 40 percent, and by 1933 it had fallen to less thana 
third of its 1929 high.62 A large drop in the rice price made it difficult or im~' 
possible for the tenant to meet his usually substantial loan payments while still 
satisfying the landlord and the tax collector. The reserve supply of rice sold' 
during the year to meet periodic consumer needs declined drastically in value, 
and the tenant might find himself unable to purchase essential agricultural 
equipment, clothing, or supplementary foods. The cash economy of the Mekong 
delta introduced an important additional element of insecurity in the lives of 
Vietnamese peasants, but this insecurity, unlike that created by natural disasterS 
in northern and central Vietnam, was closely tied to the social arrangements 
governing the marketing of rice. 

Rice exports and the commercial rice economy of the delta were made 
possible by both a relatively low ratio of population to rice land and a well· 
developed transportation network. The average amount of land per capita in 
Cochinchina in 1932 was more than three times greater than that available in 
either Tonkin or Annam, and production per capita was approximately 650 
kilograms per capita in comparison with 217 kilograms in Tonkin and 233 kilo~ 
grams in Annam.63 D~spite this relatively large surplus the extractions of the 
landlords and rice sales by the tenants themselves left only a little more rice to 
be consumed by the primary producer than in the traditional areas of Vietnam: 
Sansom estimates that actual consumption in the Mekong delta seldom exceeded 
the caloric minimum of 240' kilograms per day and in the middle thirties was 
considerably less.64 In contrast to the traditional areas of Vietnam, however, the 

61 Ibid., pp. 140-141. 
62 Sansom, Mekong Delta, p.261. 
63 Henry, tconomie Agricole. pp, 332-333. 
64 Sansom, Mekong Delta, p. 36. 
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barriers to increased consumption were economic and social rather than demo
graphic and ecological. 

In contrast to the Tonkin delta the physical infrastructure of the Mekong 
delta presented no significant barriers to the development of a rationalized 
market economy. Villages were typically laid out along the tailings left by 
French canal dredges and therefore paralleled the principal water transport 
routes of the delta. The delta road network spread out along canal embank
ments, and later villages usually clustered along these roadways. The nucleated 
structure of the traditional villages of northern and central Vietnam is not found 
in the delta, where improved transportation made a more dispersed village 
structure possible. Khan Hau, for example, is stretched out along both sides of 
the principal highway Hnking Saigon and the delta, and the nearby town of 
Tan An is more easily reached from some hamlets along the roadway than are 
other hamlets in the same village.65 The rice markets of Cholon are within a 
day's journey from most points in the upper delta when security conditions per
mit travel. The traditional differential between the Saigon and delta rice price 
was not a consequence of expensive transportation, anc;l the major transit ex
penses are the tolls and bribes required at army checkpoints along the principal 
roads. The differential in the prices is a result of discontinuities in the market 
created by landlord monopoly of the largest share of the rice crop. In the absence 
of the landlords the delta peasants would have had more direct access to world 
markets for their marketable surplus. 

The division of the delta economy between large landowners and tenants 
created a distinct class line that was largely absent in the traditional villages of 
the north and center and created a pronounced barrier to upward mobility 
through individual effort. The ranked order of precedence was not as important 
a feature in the delta as it was in the north and center, and the fundamental 
determinant of status was a holding large enough to require relatively little work 
on the part of the owner. After 1930 land was extremely difficult to acquire at 
any price, and mobility into the land-owning gentry was almost impossible after 
that time. Lands could not be expanded at the expense of adjacent plots by hard 
work and chicanery; the landlords of the delta were much too powerful to 
allow gradual attrition of their lands by illegal means. A tenant who worked a 
relatively large plot of 10 hectares or more could accrue considerable political 
and social status, but his position was always precarious. There was no assur
ance that his lease would be renewed for any considerable length of time, and he 
was usually unable to pass on his tenancy rights to his children. As the delta 
population increased, competition for available tenancies became increasingly 
intense, and in a process Sansom refers to as "Malthusian evictions" many 
substantial farmers lost their plots to those with smaller families or more efficient 
agricultural techniques.as Even during the colonial period when land was rela
tively plentiful, tenure was unstable and indebtedness frequently forced tenants 

65 Hickey. Vii/age in Vietnam. p. 1. 
. OS"Sansom. Mekong Delta, p. 25. 
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to flee their own village and seek new holdings in the frontier regions to the 
west. Most but not all large landowners, on the other hand, were able to pass on 
their holdings to their children. In the Mekong delta the proverbial wisdC?m of 
the older areas of Vietnam that no one stays rich or poor for three generations 
had limited applicability. Most landowners remained rich, and tenants fluctu_ 
ated from minimal solvency to bankruptcy. 

Within the class of landless laborers and tenants there was considerllbly 
greater homogeneity and considerably less internal stratification and conflict 
than among small holders in the traditional areas of Vietnam. Although aU 
Mekong delta farmers attempted to secure a tenancy whenever possible, the 
differences between a tenant and a landless laborer were considerably less than 
the differences between a small landholder and a landless laborer in Tonkin. 
Even landless laborers were in fact somewhat better off than owners of dwarf 
holdings in Tonkin or Annam, and a laborer in Cochinchina earned almost as 
much as a small tenant. A landless laborer in Cochinchina earned almost twice 
as much as a typical small holder in Tonkin and 80 percent as much as a sman 
Cochinchina tenant w~rking 5 hectares or less.67 The demand for labor in the 
Mekong delta was considerably greater than it was in either northern or central 
Vietnam, and it was possible to find work almost year-round by migrating across 
the delta with the harvest and planting seasons. This migration was facilitated 
by the looser village structure of the delta. The Cochinchinese laborer did not 
face political sanctions if he left his home village, and could easily be integrated 
into a new village in a frontier area. In fact this large population of floating 
migratory laborers represented a social control problem for the colonial regime, 
since the village was the basic unit in the administrative structure and the village 
affiliations of many delta villagers were fluid. Only the largest tenants hired 
labor on a year-round basis, so that conflicts over wages did not divide the 
economic interests of small tenants and landless laborers. In the Mekong delta 
tenants and landless laborers. formed a huge homogeneous agricultural prole
tariat with no prospects of mobility into the land-owning class and a substantial 
range of common economic interests. Tenants could be and frequently were 
reduced to landless laborers, and some fortunate laborers managed to attain 
the status of tenants, but further upward mobility was extremely unlikely. 

The small prospects of upward mobility through individual effort and the 
relatively more favorable position of landless laborers led to a markedly differ~ 
ent orientation toward risk in Cochinchina. According to Gourou, "The Cochin~ 
chinese, living in a region of large estates, is not attached to the soil to the same 
degree; he is less stable, perhaps less of a worker, more inclined to gamble, more 
apt to indulge in speculations which are astonishing in their audactiy and 
variety." aa Gambling was in fact one of the major social problems of the Mekong 
delta, and the Diem regime even passed a law outlawing it as one of the "four 
vices" along with alcoholism, prostitution, and opium smoking, but this law, 

67 Gourou. French Indochina, pp. 531 and 552. 
68 Ibid., p. 332. 
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like so many other administrative decrees, had little effect on the behavior of the 
peasantry. Gambling was a reasonable proposition in a region where only by 
the most improbable circumstances could a tenant or landless laborer hope to 
rise to the secure status of the landed gentry. Hickey's analysis of the life histories 
of the residents of Khan Hau indicates that gambling may be one of the few ways 
other than through inheritance. and marriage to attain land-owning status. Most 
of Hickey's case studies describe families who moved down in the social structure 
because of partible inheritance, debt, or dissipation. His single success story is 
the case of Gng Dan, who won 1 million Vietnamese dollars in the national 
lottery, purchased 20 hectares of good rice land, contributed 200,000 dollars to 
the village primary school, and settled down to enjoy the life of a respected 
member of the village aristocracy.69 

The limited prospects for mobility through individual effort markedly re
duced the individualism that was a dominant characteristic of peasant small 
holders in the traditional areas of Vietnam. Paradoxically, individualism was 
also reduced by the absence of substantial amounts of communal land or water 
in villages in the Mekong delta. In the north and center communal land and 
water were sources of community conflict and were viewed as the spoils of 
community political life. In Cochinchina, however, community lands had never 
been significant, and Henry reports that less than 2.5 percent of lands in Cochin
china were held communally in 1930.70 The absence of communal lands 
eliminated one important source of division within the class of cultivators, and 
the absence of collective irrigation water eliminated a second. Since impounded 
rain water provided almost all irrigation water, there were no pools of com
munity water to be fought over in droughts or allotted to villagers in order of 
precedence. These important sources of internal village conflict in Tonkin and 
Annam were largely absent in Cochinchina. The peasants of the Mekong delta 
could not hope to increase their own holdings either by appropriating com
munity lands or water intended for other members of the village or by expand
ing their holdings at the expense of their neighbors. Although the absence of 
these sources of individual economic gain did not necessarily lead to increased 
economic or polirical cooperation, it did eliminate the important barriers to 
cooperation which existed in the villages of the north and center. 

Opportunities for individual initiative were also limited by the social and 
physical environment of the delta, which provided weaker incentives for the 
investment of extravagant amounts of labor in individual holdings and led to 
methods of cultivation which were distinctly less intensive than those practiced 
in the north or center. Since a large percentage of the rice crop was consumed in 
rent and interest, additional labor inputs would benefit the landlord and the 
moneylenders as much as it would the primary producer. Additional labor 
applied either to more intensive cultivation or to permanent improvements 
would simply increase the size of the normal crop on which the landlords' rents 

69 Hickey, Village in Vietnam, pp. 256-257. 
70 Henry, Economie Agrico/e, p. 213. 
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were computed and therefore increase rents. Although the tenant was compelled 
to apply enough labor to insure his subsistence minimum, incentives for addi~ 
tional labor beyond this point were weakened by the substantial share. of the 
crop taken by noncultivators. 

Protecting the subsistence minimum was also a considerably less diffiCult 
task in the Mekong delta than it was in the deltas of the north and center. Popu~ 
lation density was lower in the Mekong delta, the average size of a plot was 
larger, and less intensive cultivation was necessary to support the population. 
:The Mekong delta was also exposed to a considerably lower risk of natural 
disaster than were the deltas of the north and center. Typhoons struck the 
delta less than a third as frequently as they struck the coasts of northern and 
central Vietnam, rainfall was considerably more regular, and the Mekong 
flood was gradual and predictable. Since the intensity of cultivation in northern 
and central Vietnam was in part designed to insure the subsistence minimum 
against these natural risks, their absence in the Mekong delta considerably 
weakened incentives for intensive cultivation. The pronounced dry season of 
the Mekong delta also restricted opportunities for the application of additional 
labor. Since no second crop could be cultivated, the dry season forced tenants 
and landless laborers to spend the period from December to May in enforced 
idleness or unproductive maintenance work. As a result of both social and 
ecological factors the total amount of labor required for a hectare of rice land 
in Cochinchina was only one-fifth of what was required in the regions, of 
intensive cultivation in Tonkin. 

The less intensive cultivation in the Mekong delta is apparent not only in 
the total amount of time invested per hectare but in the nature of the cultivation 
techniques themselves. In Cochinchina much greater use was made of animal 
traction, although the use of animals declined as population increased in the 
older areas of the upper delta. While in Tonkin two distinct harvests had been 
carried out by hand to insure that the most valuable part of the plant, the rice 
kernels, was harvested without loss, in Cochinchina there was only a single 
harvest and buffalo were used both to transport the stalk with the head attached 
and to thresh the harvest after it had been brought in from the fields. In Tonkin 
both harvesting and threshing were done entirely by hand. Plowing and harrow
ing were also done almost exclusively with the aid of animal traction in Cochin~ 
china, while in Tonkin the harrowing in particular was often done by hand. 1n 
contrast to the intensive preparation of the soil practiced in Tonkin, in Cochin
china the land was often simply rolled without any preliminary tilling andill 
some places the rice fields underwent no preliminary preparation whatsoever. 
In the areas of floating rice near the Cambodian border even the'transplanting 
step could be eliminated, and the peasant simply planted his seed and waited 
for the flood to rise. Because of these less intensive cultivation techniques com
mitment to the work ethic was considerably weaker in Cochinchina than it had 
been in Tonkin or Annam. Rugged individualism, frugality, and disciplined 
hard work were not of great value in a world in which minimal subsistence could 
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be secured with a half year's labor and only a stroke of extraordinary luck could 
lead to any dramatic increase in economic status. 

In comparison with Tonkin and Annam, individualistic economic com
petition was less intense in Cochinchina, but community solidarity was actually 
weaker. The solidarity of traditional communities of Tonkin and Annam was 
not, of course, a result of a cqmmunal economy, but rather of the tyrannical rule 
of the council of notables, and it was the weakness of the notables of Cochin
china which led to less cohesive villages. The absence of substantial amounts of 
community land and water in Cochinchina eliminated two of the notables' most 
powerful weapons against community nonconformity, and although the internal 
distribution of taxes remained under their control, the notables were never able 
to coerce the commitment to the village solidarity customary in Tonkin and 
Annam. Hickey notes that the village of Khan Hau lacked any real focal point 
and that neither the dinh nor the council house was a center of community life. 
Although attendance at ceremonies at the dinh was obligatory for male members 
of the community, the observances were perfunctory and lacked the intensity of 

. religious commitment apparent in northern villages.71 In Khan Hau villagers 
seemed to know little and care less about the activities of those in other hamlets, 
and the shrines of local religious sects drew the interest only of their adherents, 
not the commitment of the village as a whole. The weakness of the internal 
village government in the Mekong delta made it more difficult for the central 
government to enforce its will on the dispersed population, but it made it 
possible for outside ideologies to penetrate the village with ease. The notables 
were unable to maintain village commitment to a conservative orthodoxy, and 
even radical political and religious doctrines were able to find adherents in the 
villages of the Mekong. 

The weakness of the notables did not, however, create a power vacuum in 
the village, since many of their functions were assumed by the large landowners 
or their agents. The landowner in the early period of settlement in the delta was 
a paternalistic figure who supervised the affairs of his tenants, provided minimal 
social welfare services, and arbitrated disputes and maintained security, often 
with the aid of a private army. As a growing population increased competition 
for tenancies, the delta landlords found it less necessary to provide expensive 
services and increasingly withdrew to the major towns, leaving the collection of 
their rents to hired agents who became the most hated figures in delta life. By 
the 1930s the connections between the landlord and the tenant had been reduced 
largely to the contractual obligation to pay rent, and the support of the land
lords' increasingly sumptuous life style required higher rents and fewer services. 
Smaller landlords remained in the village and continued to compete for positions 
in the order of precedence and the council of notables, but the large absentee 
landowner was the real power in the village. Both the sanctions and the induce
ments available to the Mekong delta landlord, however, were more limited than 

71 Hickey, Village in Vietnam, p. 279. 
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those of the notables of northern and central Vietnam. He controlled no corn_ 
munity economic resources to periodically distribute to villagers, and even the 
local administration of taxes was out of his direct control. Perhaps most im
portantly, he lacked the notables' most powerful inducement to conformity, the 
opportunity to rise in the order of precedence into the upper class of the Village. 
The peasants of northern and central Vietnam were willing to tolerate the 
machinations of the notables because of the persistent hope that they too Would 
some day profit from the same devices. No such hope existed for the tenants and 
landless ·laborcrs of the Mekong delta. As landlords withdrew from the delta 
they increasingly carne to depend on military force, and in the period of revolu~ 
tion beginning at the o~tset of World War II the landlords' withdrawal became 
a rout and their dependence on military power became almost total. By the 
beginning of the NLF offensives in the early 1960s the landlords no longer 
dared return to their villages and relied on government troops to collect their 
rents. The landlord class of the delta had originated in the military conquest of 
the French, and increasingly it would be external military power that made itS 
hold on the delta peasants possible. 

The large landlords and commercial agriculture of the Mekong delta 
created incentives for peasant political action which were usually absent in the 
small holder subsistence economy of the traditional Vietnamese village. The 
political economy of the delta created a peasantry receptive to radical political 
and social doctrines, encouraged collective rather than individual solutions to 
economic problems, and promised substantial material rewards for successful 
political action. In the villages of the north and center the owners of even 
marginal subsistence plots identified with the interests of the wealthier land
owners and feared any economic and political change which might threaten their 
ties to the land. Since there were no opportunities for wage labor either within 
or outside the village, the peasant without land was reduced to the status of a 
pauper. The conservativism created by the small holder's tie to the land was 
reinforced by the threatening ecology of the northern and central deltas,which 
required intense effort to minimize the risks from natural disasters. In the, 
Mekong delta the interests of wealthier landowners were clearly differentiated 
from those of tenants and laborers, there was no possibility for most of the 
population to own land, and the natural environment was distinctly less threaten" 
ing. Even if crop failures or financial insecurity forced a tenant's eviction, he 
could either find another tenancy in a new village or work as a laborer and was 
not immediately reduced to abject poverty. In the north and center the optimum 
peasant strategy was to minimize the chance of an overwhelming loss that could 
lead to landlessness and poverty. In the Mekong delta on the other hand the, 
optimum strategy was to maximize the chances of a maximum gain that might 
somehow lead to relief from debts, taxes, and rents even if the probability of 
that maximum gain was relatively small. If the gamble failed, the tenant was at 
worst reduced to the status of agricultural laborer, and if it succeeded, he might 
somehow gain secure title to land and relief from landlord exploitation. The 
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prevalence of games of chance in the delta was one expression of this attitude 
toward risk, but the same economic incentive structure favored the spread of 
radical religious and political doctrines. Millenial religions promising economic 
salvation in an indefinite spiritual future found numerous adherents in the 
delta but had little success in the traditional villages of the north and center. 
Similarly, radical political ideol<?zies promising a total restructuring of society 
appealed to the delta peasantry even if their objective probability of success 
appeared very low. The millenium might never arrive and the political utopia 
might be crushed by the landlords, but the delta peasant had everything to gain 
and very little to lose from his commitment to religious or political radicalism. 

The economy of the delta not only created a receptivity to radical ideas; it 
also promoted the class solidarity essential for converting ideas into action. The 
individualistic competition for land and water which was endemic in northern 
and central Vietnam was markcdly less intense in the Mekong delta, and stratifi
cation within the peasant population was also less pronounced. In the north and 
center a peasant could gradually move up in the order of precedence by expand
ing his holdings at the expense of his neighbor, but any improvement in the status 
of a delta tenant or laborer could only come at the expense of the landlord. 
Economic security in northern and central Vietnam depcnded on a lonely 
struggle with the natural environment, but security in the Mekong delta de
pended on a control of the social and economic environment which was beyond 
the resources of individual peasants. Only by changing the structure of land 
ownership, marketing, and credit could the delta peasants hope to improve their 
position, and such changes could be carried out over landlord resistance only. 
through collective political action. 

If such action did succeed, the potential rewards for the delta peasantry 
were considerably greater than they would have been in the north and center. 
Reducing or eliminating the political power of the landlords in the delta not only 
opened opportunities for land ownership but also led to lower rents, improved 
credit, and more equitable marketing arrangement. It was the landlords' pre
sence which restricted agricultural development in the delta, and any group 
strong enough to break their power would eventually gain credit for the im
proved economic conditions which resulted. In the 1960s, when the NLF first 
began to threaten landlord control over the delta, precisely such a series of 
economic changes began to occur. The NLF set an upper limit of 2 hectares on 
holdings of rice land, one-fiftieth of the Diem 100-hectare limit, and therefore 
subjected more than 85 percent of the delta land to redistribution in contrast 
to less than a third marked for eventual distribution under the Diem reform. In 
areas under NLF control peasants became de facto owners of the land they 
worked, but even in areas outside their control the threat of NLF sanctions 
markedly reduced rents, and the greater the NLF control, the lower the rents. 72 

72 Sansom demonstrates that rents in Long Binh Dien village in Dinh Tuong 
province declined in direct proportion to the distance from the government 
iluardpost. Sansom, Mekollg De/ra, p. 61, fig. 3.2. 
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The lower rents, greater security of tenure, and larger share of the crop remain._, 
ing in peasant hands created a more credit-worthy population, and interest rates 
declined. A new class of village entrepreneurs developed to market the. surplus. 
now in the hands of small peasant producers and the use of artificial irrigation 
increased, since landlords were no longer able to block peasant initiatives. 
Although in the long run these reforms would have transformed the agricultllral 
proletariat of the delta into a conservative, property-owning class of commercial 
farmers, in the short run the NLF received the credit for dramatically increasing 
the peasant standard of living. No such dramatic increase in living standards 
would have been possible in the north and center because of the dense popllla
tion, scarcity of land, and absence of any marketable surplus. Landlordism in 
the delta not only decreased prospects for individual economic mobility; it 
greatly increased the potential benefits of concerted political action. 

In the Mekong delta, where the oligarchic political controls of the tradi
tional village were weakest, the economic pressures for radical political action 
were greatest. The direction of this action, however, was severely limited by the 
structure of landlord control. The landlords depended on a politically· dis
enfranchised and legally impotent labor force, their control of land was based 
on French military power rather than on their financial acumen, and their miIli: 
mal concern with agricultural technology and management led to stagnating pro
duction in the face of an ever-increasing population. The landlords were unable 
to extend legal rights to their tenants without markedly reducing the share of the 
crop they could extract in rents and interest; they could not permit an extension 
of the franchise without jeopardizing the political hegemony which was essential 
to their control, and there was no expanding share of agricultural production 
which could be shared to diffuse a developing agrarian movement. Faced with 
the unyielding position of the landlord, the tenant had few options. Withholding 
labor was without meaning, since it would jeopardize the tenant's as well as the 
landlord's share of the crop, and a rent strike would be regarded either as the 
theft of the landlord's share of the crop or the illegal occupation of his lands. The 
struggle over the share of the crop and the right to the land was the basic 
issue in the delta, and from the landlord's point of view this struggle was an 
attack on the institutions of property themselves. The tenant could not withhold 
part of the harvest without risking immediate eviction or confiscation of the 
entire crop, and the landlord's political or military agents would see that his 
rights were enforced. To take effective political action in the Mekong delta 
inevitably meant, therefore, to be prepared to resist the landlord or his agents· 
with force if necessary. Any other form of action was doomed to failure by the 
inability of the landlords themselves to make any economic or political con~ 
cessions and by their willingness to use force to defend their rights. 

The political economy of the Mekong delta therefore combined a landless 
agricultural proletariat with a strong incentive for political organization and an 
economically weak and politically rigid landed elite. These are the conditions 
which ~hould be most conducive to agrarian revolution. Just as was the case in 
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Angola, the agrarian upper class in Vietnam depen,ded on the political privilegeS. 
of colonial rule to provide servile labor and inexpensive land concessions, and 
the technology of rice production, like that of coffee production, does not permit 
extensive industrialization. The Vietnamese landed elite was in no better posi
tion 10 transfer its limited skills to any other economic activity than were the 
/azenda owners of Angola, ~.nd without its lands and political protection it would 
rapidly lose any claims to upper-class status. Unlike the situation in Angola, 
however, the organization of the Vietnamese peasantry was based on class 
rather than tribal or national ties. In Vietnam the traditional organizational 
apparatus of the mandarinate and village notables benefited from colonial rule, 
and there were no large-scale appropriations of village land to drive the large 
village landowners into a nationalist coalition against the colonial power. In 
Angola the massive Portuguese land concessions undermined the power of the 
traditional chiefs through whom the Portuguese hoped to rule and threw them 
into a common political movement with landless laborers and displaced small 
holders. In Vietnam the French concessions were never extensive, and it was 
the Vietnamese elite in the delta and the village notables in other areas of Viet
nam that benefited from French military security and French land policies. The 
agricultural economy of the Mekong was divided between two classes of Viet
namese, not between foreign nationals and displaced indigenous inhabitants of 
all classes. The revolutionary movement in Vietnam correspondingly reflects this 
class division rather than the racial and tribal themes of the Angolan revolt. In 
Vietnam a revolt against the French colonial regime invariably involved the 
French-created Vietnamese upper class in the delta, and this class persisted in 
Vietnam even after the end of French rule. 

Revolutionary socialism succeeded in Vietnam not because it evoked the 
image of the tranquil communal village of the past, but because it provided an 
accurate portrait of the class-based economic exploitation of the present. The 
combination of large landholdings and a commercial rice economy in the 
Mekong delta introduced capitalism in its least productive and most exploitative 
form. The landlords of Vietnam were not industrial, but mercantile capitalists 
who used their monopoly of rice land to extract peasant surpluses through 
rents, interest rates,and marketing advantages. The profits of the Vietnamese 
export economy went primarily to middlemen and carriers, and only a small 
portion ever reached the primary producer. The penetration of the export 
economy into the Mekong delta was not accompanied by the rationalization of 
agricultural production, by any advances in agricultural technology, or even by 
the investment of private capital. The mercantile capitalism of Vietnam did not 
create a rural middle class or cause any overall increase in the standard of living, 
and it provided no opportunities for Vietnamese entrepreneurs to begin smaIl
scale manufactures or rice-milling businesses in the countryside. The colonial 
capitalism of the Mekong delta created a stark two-class system in which peasant 
labor created the only form of wealth and landlords simply confiscated this 
wealth in the form of rent. The world of nineteenth-century socialism, of preda-
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tory capitalists and exploited workers reduced to subsistence wages, was au 
everyday experience for the peasants of the delta. Class interests were apparent 
to anyone in the division of the rice crop into shares for rent, interest, taxes, and 
subsistence, and price fluctuations caused by speculative hoarding by landlords 
and mill owners were felt throughout the delta and regularly worked to the 
disadvantage of the tenants. The NLF in particular did not concern itself With 
the structure of the future socialist society but was careful to focus on. the 
redistribution of lands and on the immediate economic gains brought by the 
destruction of landlord influence and the departure of rent collectors from 
the areas they controlled. In Vietnam it was not capitalism that led to revolution 
but the constrained capitalism of a landed elite that used the political advantag~ 
of colonial rule to restrict the workings of the market and protect itself against 
both political and economic change. Colonialism had brought the landed elite 
to Vietnam, but it survived the passing of colonialism, although with reduced 
power, and found new sources of military and political support. The growth of 
a market economy and landlordism were problems to some extent throughout 
colonial Vietnam, but they reached their peak in the Mekong delta. It was here; 
in both the colonial period and in an independent South Vietnam, that there 
existed the greatest pressures for rural social movements in general and revolu~ 
tionary socialism in particular. 

RURAL SOCIAL MOVEMENTS UNDER FRENCH RULE 

In the period between the consolidation of French colonial power after the 
defeat of the last armed uprising of primary resistance in 1917 and the August 
1945 revolution that brought the Viet Minh to power in Hanoi there were tWo 
major peasant uprisings directed by the Vietnamese Communist party, both of 
which affected wide areas of the Mekong delta. By 1930 the Communists had 
built a party apparatus of an estimated 1,500 members, claimed approximately 
100,000 peasants affiliated through party-controlled peasant organizations, and 
felt strong ·enough to attempt a direct challenge to French colonial rule. 73 The 
Communist offensive began with May Day demonstrations in 1930, and when 
peaceful crowds were fired upon by French troops, unrest rapidly widened to 
include political assassinations, and violent resistance in the countryside. The 
strength of the revolt in the countryside was a result of a combination of natural 
disasters in northern Vietnam and the falling price of rice in the Mekong delta 
precipitated by the world depression. A period of extended drought had caused 
the loss of three successive harvests in Annam and brought on famine, increased 
landlessness, and indebtedness and an acute need for cash to meet tax bills. Nghe 
An was once again at the center of this natural disaster and as a result once 
more became the focal point of a peasant revolt-this time, however, led by 

7310hn T. McAlister, Jr., Viet Nom: The Origins of Revollllion (New York: 
Knopf, 1970), p. 98. 
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the Indochinese Communist party. The principal goal of this peasant revolt as 
of so many others in Nghe An in the past was relief from tax payments. On Sep
tember 12, 1930, a long series of peaceful tax demonstrations at district towns 

.culminated in a march on the provincial capital at Vinh by a crowd of 6,000 
peasants. They were promptly attacked by French aircraft as they were still 
stretched out along the road)nto town and were dispersed with heavy casu
alties.74 The peasant movement, however, moved into the countryside, where 
village notables and local landlords were attacked and driven from the rice 
fields and tax and village registration lists were burned. Armed soviets were 
established in a number of districts in Nghe An and the neighboring province of 
f-Ia Tinh, and they continued to exercise local authority until the French re
established their control in late 1931. During 1930 the movement spread to 
the Mekong delta, where protests were reported over a wide area extending 
from what were, in terms of the 1960 administrative divisions shown in Map 
5.1, the provinces of Vinh Binh, Vinh Long, and Kien Hoa at the mouth of the 
Mekong to the western provinces of An Giang and Kien Phong near the Cam
bodia border.75 As the shaded area in Map 5.3 indicates, the revolt was con
centrated in the area between the Mekong and the Hau Giang and did not 
spread to the provinces of the lower delta. As was the case in the north, the 
revolt became a peasant jacquerie in which landlords and local village notables 
were the principal targets and French colonial officials were affected only in

. directly. Although the Communists did not succeed in establishing village soviets 
even temporarily in the delta, assassinations of landlords and village notables 
continued sporadically until 1933 in the original centers of the revolt.76 . In 
addition to the delta and the Nghe An-Ha Tinh area, a third center of the up
rising developed in the sugar-growing regions of Quang Ngai province in central 
Annam.77 The villagers of northern Quang Ngai retained a commitment to the 
Communist cause that persisted in spite of French repression, and this commit
ment was still apparent when troops of the Americal division moved into the 
Batangan Peninsula of Quang Ngai in 1968. My Lai was one of many villages 
of the area which retained a loyalty to the Communists dating back to the revolt 
of 1931. The French response to. the revolt was a bloody repression in which 
colonial troops and the Foreign Legion were turned loose in the countryside of 
Aonam and Cochinchina and were allowed to murder and loot with little super
vision or control and without any effective resistance from the poorly armed 

• peasants. More than 10,000 Vietnamese were killed and more than 50,000 
deported during the ye~r of repression which followed the revolt.78 The organi
zational cadre of the Communist party was decimated, its peasant base in large 
part liquidated, and Ho Chi Minh himself was arrested in Hong Kong in 1931. 

74 Ibid., p. 95. 
75 Joseph Butlinger, Vielllam: A Drago," Embauled (London: Pall Mall Press, 

1967), p. 217. 
76 Ibid. 
77 Jean Chesnaux. Tile Vielllamese Na/ioll: Cofllriblllioll /0 a His/ory (Sydney, 

. Aus.: Current Books, 1966), p. 145. 
78 BUllinger, Dragoll Emballled, p. 219. 
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The distribution of this revolt shows both the persistence of the traditional 
pattern of revolutionary activity in Nghe An and a new pattern of revolution in 
the delta areas influenced by the export economy. Tonkin, where the pattern of 
marginal subsistence holdings and oligarchic village control was strongest, was 
not involved in the revolt despite its large populati~n and its scarcity of arable 
land. In Annam the principa!.regions of revolt were those where natural disasters 
were most likely to undermine the traditional structure of the village, but in 
cochinchina it was the provinces of the delta which were involved in the export 
economy and therefore exposed to the fluctuations in the rice price which were 
most actively involved. Quang Ngai province is an interesting exception to the 
usual pattern of agrarian revolt in Vietnam, since it shares neither the ecological 
risks of Nghe An nor the rice export economy of the Mekong delta. Quang Ngai, 
however, is unique in two respects. First, in the areas where the revolt was con
centrated, commercial sugar is grown interspersed with the rice crop, and 
second, this is the only region in colonial Vietnam where irrigation water was 
sold by the owners of norias, or water wheels, in return for a one-third share of 
the rice crop. The farmers of Quang Ngai faced both market forces and a need 
to purchase water in addition to the rents and interest payments common in 
other areas of Vietnam, and both of these problems were exacerbated by 
drought and the world depression. 

In 1940 the Japanese invasion of northern Vietnam and an invasion threat 
from the Kingdom of Siam (later Thailand) seemed to provide another oppor
tunity for a rebuilt Communist organization to stage a decisive revolt. The 
French, however, anticipated the Communist strategy and initiated mass arrests 
of leaders of the southern branch of the party, effectively eliminating central 
direction of the revolt. The revolt itself began with demonstrations in Saigon, 
My Tho, and Cantho to protest the arrest of Communist officials and, despite 
the lack of central direction, expanded to an armed insurrection centered on the 
Plain of Reeds in what were in 1960 the provinces of Kien Giang and Kien 
Phong in the delta southwest of Saigon.79 The armed revolt temporarily suc
ceeded in Cao Lanh in Kien Phong province, and it was here that the flag of 
the North Vietnamese government was first raised in Vietnam. The Plain of 
Reeds uprising in turn touched off a widespread peasants' revolt that extended 
both south of the Hau Giang into what were in 1960 the provinces of Phong 
Dinh, An Xu yen, and Ba Xuyen and to the east into most of the area involved 
in the 1930 delta revolt.80 As the shaded area in Map 5.3 indicates, most of the 
delta provinces were eventually involved, but in contrast to the earlier revolt 
none of the provinces of Tonkin or Annam were affected. The revolt was 
quickly crushed by the French, who arrested more than 6,000 suspected Com
munists, including almost all the southern leadership.O! The abortive delta 

79 Philippe Devillers, Histoire du Vietnam de 1940 Ii 1952 (Paris: Editions du 
Seuil, 1952), p. 80. 

80 Ibid. See also Le-Thanh-Khoi, Le Vietnam: Historie et Civilization (Paris: 
Les Editions de Minuit, 1955), pp. 452-453, and McAlister, Viet Nam, 
map, p. 133, for other descriptions of the area of ·the 1940 revolt. 
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revolt effectively destroyed the organizational structure of the Communist party 
in the southern region and marked the last attempt of the Communist party to 
stage a popular mass insurrection in the lowland areas of Vietnam. .. . 

"fI\ The political and military base from which the Viet Minh launched thek 
seizure of Hanoi in 1945 and to which they returned after they were driven 
from the cities by the French was not in the lowlands areas where most of the 
Vietnamese peasant population was concentrated, but rather in the forested 
highlands inhabited by a sparse population of tribal peoples.8! Paradoxically the 
Vietnamese revolution was dependent on these hill tribesmen, particularly the 
Tho people of northern Vietnam, for political and military support even though 
it was carried out on behalf of the lowland Vietnamese peasant population. The 
Communists benefited from the Tho's desire for autonomy and hostility to 
French rule, and the mountainous homeland regions close to the Chinese border 
provided a secure military base area in which the effects of French armor and 
aircraft were blunted. The base area was also strategically located with respect 
to supplies of armaments from China, which were first purchased from National
ist troops that occupied northern Vietnam after the French withdrawal and 
later supplied directly by the government of the People's Republic. When large
scale military action replaced mass insurrection as the fundamental Communist 
tactic, the arena shifted from the lowlands to the mountains, and this pattern 
would be repeated in the second phase of the Indochina war in South Vietnam. 
The major battles of Indochina from Dien Bien Phu to Khe San have been 
fought in the rugged mountains and jungle of the tribal areas of Vietnam because 
it is here that guerrilla troops have the greatest tactical advantage over conven
tional forces. The location of zones of combat in both the American and French 
phases of the Indochina war, however, is a poor indication of the distribution 
of the mass base of the Communist party. The mass insurrections of 1930 and 
1940 are a better indication of the distribution of Communist support, and it is 
clear that the Mekong delta was the only region to be involved in both uprisings; 
Despite the apparent support for the Communist party among delta peasants, 
the delta has not been able to sustain a successful armed uprising. The excellent 
transportation, flat alluvial surface, and absence of jungle cover except along 
the coast make the delta ideal terrain for modern armies, and both French and 
American expeditionary forces were able to control the central delta while 
losing the highlands to the Communists. The inability of either the Viet Minh or 
the NLF to dominate the delta in periods of large-unit combat does not indicate 
the absence of Communist appeal, but rather the scarcity of terrain favorable to 
guerrilla war. 

During the period of insecurity which followed the fall of France and the 
Japanese invasion, a millenial religious sect promising the end of colonial rule 
and relief from rural indebtedness also swept across the delta. The movement 
began to pick up momentum in precisely those areas that were later engulfed by 
the Plain of Reeds revolt, and after the defeat of the Communist uprising the 

82 Ibid., pp. 127-128. 
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movement came to dominate the western delta. The founder of the movement, 
Huyen Phu So, was the son of the president of the council of notables in the 
village of Hoa Hao in what is now An Giang province, and the village provided 
the name of the movement. Hoa Hao village is less than 25 miles from Cao 
tanh, where the North Vietnamese flag was first raised in November 1940, and 
the messianic preaching of SQ, who came to be called "the Mad Bonze," spread 
the Hoa Hao doctrine throughout the western delta in what were in 1960 the pro
vinces of An Giang, Kien Giang, and Kien Phong between the Plain of Reeds 
and the Cambodian border at the same time as the Communists were preparing 
to launch the Plain of Reeds uprising in the same area.83 The spiritual ambigu
ities of the teachings of the Mad Bonze permitted him considerable flexibility, 
and he alternatively formed political alliances with the Japanese, the Viet Minh, 
and the French. So offered a doctrine which promised relief from rural indebted
ness not through the violent elimination of the landlords and middlemen advo
cated by the Communists, but through personal abstinence reminiscent of 
fundamentalist Protestantism. Unlike the Communist teachings So's doctrine did 
not expose the peasant to violent retaliation from the French because he chal
lenged their power obliquely or not at all, and as his power grew, the Hoa Hao 
was able to extend military protection to its adherents. Hoa Hao doctrine elimin
ated both expensive ceremonial observances at the dinh and elaborate funerals 
and weddings, required no religious hierarchy, monuments, or pagodas, and 
forbade gambling, opium, and alcohol. The doctrine did offer obvious ad
vantages to the indebted delta peasantry, since ceremonial expense and 
gambling were major sources of debt, and opium and alcohol were French 
monopolies and heavily taxed, but the Mad Bonze was notably silent on the 
secular economics of the delta rice economy. Hoa Hao leaders in fact had estab
lished a monopoly over rice milling and transport in the lower delta and engaged 
in speculative hoarding just as had the landlords and Chinese middlemen.84 As 
the French became increasingly preoccupied with their battle against the Viet 
Minh, they delegated political and military power to the Hoa Hao, and by the 
end of the first Indochina war Hoa Hao fiefs were the effective government over 
much of the delta. Both the Hoa Hao and the Communists were competing for 
the allegiance of the same tenants and landless laborers in the same region, but 
the Mad Bonze had no desire to change the social structure and offered a safer 
if illusory solution to the economic crisis of the delta. 

The weakening of French power in Cochinchina also provided political 
opportunities for the Cao Dai, a second religious sect whose syncretic doctrines 
combined the western revelations of Moses and Christ with the Eastern vision of 
Buddha and Lao-tse. The Cao Dai hagiography included Chinese warrior 
heroes and Buddhist and Christian saints and even beatified Joan of Are, Victor 

83 By 1955 most of this area was administered as a Hoa Hao fief. See Bernard 
Fall, "The Political Religious Sects of Viet-Nam," Pacific AUairs, 28 (Sep. 
tember 1955), map, p. 236. 
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Hugo, and the French Admiral Duclos. The spirit of Cao Dai first revealed itself 
to Ngo Van Chieu, the colonial administrator of Phu Quoc Island, and the 
movement spread to include wealthy merchants, Vietnamese civil servan,ts, arid 
small landowners. If the Roa Hao represented Buddhist Protestantism, then the 
Cao Dai represented Buddhist Catholicism and its hierarchical organization 
included nuns, priests, bishops, and even a pope at the church's holy see atTay 
Ninh. In contrast to the Hoa Hao the Cao Dai maintained the elaborate cere. 
monies of both Catholicism and Buddhi~m and erected numerous temples; in. 
cluding a monumental but architecturally bizarre structure at Tay Ninh which 
combined elements of a Catholic cathedral and a Buddhist pagoda. Cao Daism 
was as much a· state as a religion, and its administrative hierarchy included it 
legislative and executive branch, a specialized department of social welfare and 
a large and well-trained army. Although Cao Dai congregations establiShed 
themselves in some parts of the delta, notably in the town of Camau in An 
Xuyen province and My Tho in Dinh Tuong province, most of their strength 
was in the transition zone between the delta and the highlands in the provinceS 
of Tay Ninh, Binh Duong, and Phuoc Thanh.B5 Even in the delta their appeal 
was largely to the wealthier peasants, and unlike the Hoa Hao and the Com~ 
munists they never achieved a mass base among the landless laborers' and 
tenants. The political economy of the delta was receptive to doctrines promising 
even milleniel solutions to economic problems, but the expensive ceremonies of 
the Cao Dai were no improvement over contributions at the dinh. The delta 
was, however, the area in which both revolutionary socialism and millenial 
asceticism had their greatest success in colonial Vietnam. 

THE ORIGINS OF THE WAR IN SOUTH VIETNAM 

The distribution of Communist support revealed by the revolts of 1930 
and 1940 and the persistence of large landholdings and tenancy in the Mekong 
delta after independence would seem to suggest that the delta should also have 
been the center of the Communist revolt which grew to become the war in Viet· 
nam. Even after independence the delta remained an area in which a landless 
agricultural proletariat had the most to gain from the expUlsion of the landlords 
and the most to lose from the limited Diem land reform. Although expol'ts 
declined during the first Indochina war, the political economy of the delta was 
still based on commercial agriculture, and rents and interest rates, although 
below their levels in the colonial period, were still major sources of economic 
conflict. Nevertheless there is' considerable disagreement about the geographic 
base of support of the National Liberation Front in South Vietnam and even 
disagreement about the importance of land and other economic issues in the 
early Communist successes. In 1967 Edward Mitchell of the RAND Corporation 
released a formerly classified statistical study of the distribution of control by 

85 Ibid., map, p. 236. 
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the Government of Vietnam (GVN) whic~ reached conclusions very different 
frorn those Sugge:sted by the economy and hIstory of the delta described above.86 

According to MItchell; 

From the point of view of government control, the ideal province in 
South Vietnam \yould be one in which few peasants farm their own land, 
the distribution of landholdings is unequal, no land redistribution has 
taken place, large French landholdings existed in the past, popUlation 
density is high and the terrain is such that accessibility is poor.87 

With the exception of terrain all the conditions of the government's ideal pro
vince are, of course, typical of the Mekong delta, and even the terrain variable 
fits the delta pattern when Mitchell's rather idiosyncratic definition of "access
ibility" is taken into account. Mitchell's accessibility variable groups rice paddies 
along with swamps, marshes, and forests as inaccessible terrain, and of course 
paddies constitute most of the terrain of the delta. If Mitchell's findings on the 
distribution of GVN control are correct, they suggest, conversely, that NLF 
support was weakest in the delta and therefore that the historical pattern of 
Cornmunist strength in the area" of what is now South Vietnam has been reversed. 
Since rebellious Nghe An is now part of North Vietnam, the historical centers 
cif Communist strength are now concentrated almost entirely in the delta, and of 
the provinces of the central lowlands only Quang Ngai was involved in either 
the 1930 or the 1940 revolt. Mitchell's data suggest, however, that the provinces 
of the central lowlands-in which peasants farm on their own land, the distribu
tion of land is relatively equal, little land redistribution took place under the 
Diem reforms, and few large French landholdings existed-should be the center 
of Communist support. 

Mitchell's study received wide public attention and was used by advocates 
of increased American military intervention to bolster their argument that Com
munist insurgencies are a result of foreign subversion, not of internal economic 
grievances. The study appeared at a time when official United States thinking on 
Vietnam was changing from an emphasis on eco'lomic development and nation 
building to an overwhelming reliance on military force. Although Mitchell's 
study no longer has policy implications, it continues to be important in under~ 
standing the origins of the Vietnamese revolution and of agrarian revolutions 
generally. Mitchell himself compared the Vietnamese revolution to the French 
and English revolutions and claimed that all three cases indicated that the 
greater power of landlords and docility of peasants in areas of large estates 
leads them to oppose revolution and support the forces of the old regime. 

86 Edward 1. Mitchell, "Land Tenure and Rebellion: A Statistical Analysis of 
Factors Affecting Government Control in South Vietnam," RAND Mem
orandum 5181-ARPA (Santa Monica, Calif., June 1967), published as 
"Inequality and Insurgency: A Statistical Study of South Vietnam," World 
Politics, 20 (April 1968), 421-438. 

87 Mitchell, "Inequality and Insurgency," pp. 437-438. 
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Frances FitzGerald also found support for her theories of the origins of tb" 
Vietnamese revolution in Mitchell's findings. Although she regarded MitchelI;e 
regression analysis ~s "mo.st tortuous," she insist:~ that hi.s findings were "qUit! 
evident to anyone with a history book and a map. 88 To FitzGerald, politics, nOI 
economics, was the key to the Vietnamese revolution, and the decay of the 
traditional village, not the hunger for land, was the basis of the NLF appeal in 
South Vietnam. Eric Wolf also used Mitchell's findings to support the central 
idea in his theory of peasant revolution-that middle peasants who own at least 
some land are more receptive to revolutionary movements than laborers or 
tenants with no access to land. According to Wolf, Mitchell's findings on Viet. 
nam are "quite consonant with conclusions which we have drawn elsewhere in 
this book. We have already found in other cases we have discussed-Mexico 
Russia, China-that revolutionary movements among the peasantry seem, t~ 
start first among the peasants who have some access to land, rather than amorig 
the poor peasants or those deprived of land altogether." 89 Since Vietnam is the 
critical case in Wolf's argument, the basic principle expressed by Mitchell's find~ 
ings, if not the particular findings themselves, are crucial to his theory. Needless 
to say, if Mitchell, FitzGerald, and Wolf are ri~ht about the sources of Com
munist support in Vietnam, the inferences of this chapter and the contention of 
this book that decentralized share-cropping systems are the most receptive to 
revolutionary socialism stand in serious need of revision. The determinants of 
the distribution of Communist support in Vietnam are therefore crucial to an 
understanding of the causes of agrarian revolution. 

This question can be addressed just as it was in the case of Peru and Angola 
by examining the relationship between the distribution of ,events reported in 
newspaper sources and the distribution of characteristics of the agricultural 
economy. Indeed Mitchell's own study is based on a map of government control 
published in the Los Angeles Times. Mitchell's measure is not, however, based 
on the distribution of events in the early stages of the war in the south, but on 
the situation at the end of 1965, when American troops had already been 
engaged in combat for more than six months and the war increasingly consisted 
of conventional engagements between American troops and large NLF units 
backed by North Vietnamese regulars. As was the case in past large-unit combat 
in Vietnam, the jungles and mountains of the central highlands favored the 
guerrillas, and proximity to North Vietnam and the Ho Chi Minh trail in Laos 
made the highlands even more favorable Cdr the NLF. This pattern is not appar
ent in Mitchell's data because he chose to exclude from his analysis all central 
highlands provinces and included only lowland agricultural areas. Nevertheless 

, it is still clear that the provinces of the coastal lowlands which are cIosestto 
both North Vietnam and the supply trails and base areas in Laos and the high
lands are the areas of greatest NLF control. Five of the six provinces in the low-

88 FitzGerald, Fire in the Lake, p. 203. 
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est quartile of GVN control in 1965, according to Mitchell's data, form an 
almost conti~uous strip along the northern co~stal.lowl~nds from Quang Tri at 
the demilitanzed zone south to Phu Yen, and In this stnp only Thua Thien falls 
utside the lowest quartile of control. The sixth province in the lowest quartile 
~ ... Binh Duong, a transition province between the central highlands and the 
~pper delta. It is clear that }1itchell's data reflect not the distribution of Com
munist support among the peasantry, but rather the tactical military advantages 
offavorable terrain and short supply lines. If it is the case, as FitzGerald con
tends, that Mitchell's data reflect the distribution of control on earlier military 
maps of Indochina, it is because the same terrain considerations influenced the 
Viet Minh. 

Although by 1965 the distribution of GVN military control was not a 
us~ful indication of peasant support for the NLF, the second Indochina war 
began with much the same pattern of assassinations of notables and village chiefs 
which had marked both the 1930-31 and 1940 revolts. There were no large-scale 
crowd actions as there had been in both of the earlier revolts, but by 1957 and 
1958 the rate of assassinations of government officials and pro-government 
political leaders had reached a level comparable to the earlier revolts. The 
distribution of events in this period would seem to provide a much better indica
tion of the initial political base of the NLF than would military positions in 1965. 
Accounts of the events of early 1957 and 1958 are sparse in the sources used in 
the world analysis, but Bernard Fall computed the number of assassinations 
reported by the Saigon press from April 1957 to April 1958,90 and this data 
source is therefore comparable to the primary press sources used in the case 
studies of Peru and Angola. Fall also estimated the area under the control of 
politicoreligious sects in 1955,Dl and this information provides a means both of 
comparing the distribution of revolutionary socialist and millenial activity in 
Vietnam and of assessing the validity of secondary source accounts for the 
Vietnamese case. Before the outbreak of the Communist insurgency the Diem 
regime had defeated the sects in a series of battles in 1955, and these are rural 
coJIective events according to the definitions of the world analysis. Table 5.1 
compares the distributions of revolutionary socialist and millenial events re
ported by the New York Times with the number of assassinations and the area 
of sect control reported by FaIJ for the 37 mainland provinces of Vietnam 
according to 1960 administrative boundaries. It is clear that secondary source 
reports are considerably less accurate in localizing rural social movements in 
Vietnam than they were either in Peru or Angola. Although there are strong 
correlations between the distributions of both Hoa Hao (r = .71) and Cao Dai 
(r = .71) activity in the two sources, there is considerably less agreement 
about the origin of the revolutionary socialist movement (r = .34). In part this 
difference reflects the different time periods in which the revolutionary socialist 

90 Bernard Fall, "South Vietnam's Internal Problems," Pacific Affairs. 31 
(September 1958). map, p. 256. 

91 Fall, "Political Religious Sects," p. 236. 
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TABLE 5.1 Intercorrelations of Revolutionary Socialist and POlitic', 
religious Sect Activity as Reported by Bernard Fall and the NewYo~k' 
Times 

VAlUABLE (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
1. NLF 1957-58, Fall -.01 .83 .34 -.04 ~ .711 . 
2. Cao Dai. Fall -.14 . 24 2! -:-.04 
3. Hoa Hao, Fall .57 -.10 . ':I! . 
4. NLF 1959 NYT . 15 .52 
5. Cao Dai, NYT .06 
6. Hoa Hao. NY7' 

events were recorded in the two sources. Although the New York Times began. 
reporting Communist violence in early 1958, the initial accounts .were sketchy 
and did not provide any information about the provincial location of the events: 
Only one of the ten events recorded for 1958 in the New York Times could b~ 
localized by province, so that it was necessary to compare events from the New 
York Times for 1959, when locations had begun to be reported, with Fall's 
1957-58 events. Given the generally low level of activity in this period, how~ 
ever, it seems unlikely that the location of events would switch dramatically in a: 
short time, so that the explanation of the difference probably lies in the inade
quacy of the Times coverage. Since both the millenial movements were reported 
with relative accuracy, it would seem that the Times systematically erred in its 
report of Communist events rather than simply inadequately covered Vietnam. 
Despite the relative lack of agreement on the provincial location of NLF 
activity, the two sources do, however, agree on one crucial point. In contrast to 
the findings of Mitchell both Fall's data and the New York Times reports indi
cate that from 1957 to 1959 the NLF was overwhelmingly concentrated in the 
Mekong delta with very little activity reported in other areas of Vietnam. Eighty
five percent of the assassinations recorded by Fall and 81 percent of the events 
reported in the New York Times occurred in delta provinces. 

The concentration of NLF activity in the delta means, of course, that itis 
correlated with the characteristics of the land tenure system and commercial 
agriculture of the rice export economy. These relationships are apparent in the 
correlations in Table 5.2 and in the distribution of rice exports and the distribu
tion of assassinations shown in Maps 5.2 and 5.3 respectively. Map 5.2 shows 
those areas of the delta which in both 1929 and 1963 exported rice to the 
Saigon market, and this area includes all but one of the delta provinces (Kien 
Tuong). Similarly Map 5.3, showing the distribution of assassinations plotted 
by Fall, indicates that they are concentrated in the western delta and that there 
is a considerable overlap between provinces with large numbers of assassinations 
and provinces which exported rice. 

Table 5.2 shows the pattern of interrelationships in the distribution of 
activity between both of the earlier communist revolts and the beginning of the 
current war and between the Communist events and politicoreligious sect con~ 
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TABLE 5.2 lnlercorrelations oj Revolutionary Socialist and Polilico
religious Sect Activity with Rice Exports, Rice Production, and Land 
Tenure by Province 

VARIABLE (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) 

I. NLF 1957-58 .63 .61 .83 - -.01 .71 .59 .57 .36 
2. Com. 1930-31 .54 .36 .48 - -.02 .66 .65 .52 .13 
3. Com. 1940 .58 .28 .57 - -.18 .88 .63 .80 .65 
4. Hoa Hao .83 .43 .52 - -.14 .64 .48 .38 .45 
5. GVN control 1965 .44 .15 .14 .42 
6. Cao Dai -.06 -.08 -.05 -.20 -.19 -.03 .01 -.02 -.16 
7. Rice exporting .69 .61 .85 .61 .10 -.11 .73 .79 .58 
8. Rice production .55 .42 .52 .42 .11 - .. 10 .67 .48 .43 
9. Rented land .57 .52 .81 .38 .21 -.02 .79 .48 .58 

10. Transfer land .36 .13 .65 .45 .15 -.16 .58 .43 .58 

trol.92 The upper matrix of Table 5.2 is based on all 37 mainland Vietnamese 
provinces extant in 1960, while the lower matrix is based on the 26 lowland 
provinces included in Mitchell's analysis. It is apparent from the correlations in 
the triangular submatriccs in the upper left corner of Table 5.2 that NLF 
activity in 1957-58 followed the pattern of earlier Communist movements in 
Vietnam. In the upper matrix showing the country as a whole assassinations in 
1957-58 are correlated .63 with agrarian unrest in 1930-31 and .61 with 
agrarian unrest in 1940, and these relationships are not significantly weaker in 
the lower matrix showing the lowlands only. It is also clear from Table 5.2 that 
Mitchell's measure of GVN control is positively, not negatively, correlated with 
Fall's index of assassinations and insignificantly correlated with agrarian unrest 
in either 1930-31 or 1940. These correlations indicate that the area of maximum 
NLF activity shifts markedly from 1957 to 1965 and in fact reflects the pattern 
of a peasant-based guerrilla insurgency moving from its natural base of support 
in the delta to the safer military terrain of the central highlands. It is also clear 
from Table 5.2 that Hoa Hao activity is concentrated in the same areas as the 
early Communist uprisings and is strikingly correlated (r = .83) with assassina
tions in 1957-58. The areas of strength of the middle-class Cao Dai movement, 
on the other hand, show no significant correlations with either the Communist 
movements or the Hoa Hao. In 1957-58 the Hoa Hao once again appears to 
be in direct competition with the Communists for the allegiance of the peasantry 
of the western delta, and there is a large cluster of NLF activity in eastern An 
Giang and Kien Phong provinces (Map 5.3) in the area where the Mad Bonze 
first began his mission. . 

Table 5.2 also indicates that the pattern of Communist and Hoa Hao 
activity ;s correlated with the principal economic indicators of the delta agri
cultural export economy. The lower right triangular submatrices in Table 5.2 
indicate that there is a close association between rice production, rice exporting, 

92 See notes 75, 77, 79. and 80 above for sources used in determining the 
provincial location of the ·1930-31 and 1940 revolts. 
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rented land, and the presence of large estates subject to expropriation under th~~ 
Diem land reform. Total rice production and rice exports were determined 
from the Agricultural Statistics Yearbook of the Republic of Vietnam for J96f~ 
although a comparison with Henry's data for 1929 indicate that the area~;
exporting were precisely the same in 1929.93 The area of rented land was deter} 
mined from the 1960 agricultural census of Vietnam and includes the rented" 
area of all holdings whether they are rented in whole or in part.94 The amount of; 
land subject to expropriation under the Diem reforms was computed from dat~
in Mitchell's article. As the pattern of correlations in the rectangularsub~' 
matrices at the upper right and lower left in Table 5.2 indicate, all these measures. 
of the commercial rice export economy of the delta are highly correlated with 
Communist activity in 1930-31, 1940, and 1957-58 and with Hoa Haocon~_ 
trol in 1955, although the single best predictor of Communist and Hoa Hao 
activity is simply whether or not a given province exports rice. The data in: 
Table 5.2 clearly demonstrate that in both the current war in South Vietnam 
and in the Communist uprisings of the colonial period the pattern of relation< 
ships between Communist control and land tenure and commercial agriculture 
are precisely the opposite of those suggested by Mitchell. The ideal province 
from the point of view of the Communists in 1930-31, 1940, or 1957-58 was 
one in which few peasants farmed their own lands, large Vietnamese and French 
estates existed in the past, and land distribution was therefore unequal and, of 
course, one which exported rice. 

These findings do not indicate that estate size and landlessness are in them~ 
selves determinants of revolutionary socialist movements in the countryside; 
since large estates and landlessness are also associated with both migratory; 
estate and plantation systems. In Vietnam these variables are indicators of the. 
peculiar distribution of political resources and options established by an export 
economy based on a decentralized tenancy system of wet rice cultivation. In 
Vietnam just as was the case in the world analysis, such export sectors tend to 
create receptivity to revolutionary socialism. In the Mekong delta of Vietnam 
the large estates created by French colonial policy and the corresponding land
less tenant status of most of the population eliminated the conservative dedica" 
tion to individual subsistence plots which had caused the peasants of traditional 
Vietnam to identify their interests with those of the larger landowners and avoid 
political or economic risks. The large estates and the absence of communal land 
and water in delta villages also eliminated the internal conflict that had inhibited 
collective organization in traditional Vietnam, and the landless status of most 
of the delta population reduced internal stratification in the peasant class and 
eliminated opportunities for upward mobility through individual effort. Theties 
of the market economy of the delta could only be affected by collective action, 

93 Republic of Vietnam, Agricultural Economics and Statistics Service, Agri· 
cU!lIIral Statistics Yearbook (Saigon, 1964), p. 44; Henry, Economie 
Agricole, pp. 332-333. 

94 Republic of Vietnam, Agricultural Census. p. 27. 
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d the collective goods which could be distributed by such action i 
an b ... db k . f more land, lower rents, etter IrrigatIOn, an etter mar etmg were a Vi:l" .... ~._ 

~ol in peasant organization. When the NLF began its campaign in the country
~de in 1957 and 1958, it therefore focused on the landless peasants of the 

Mekong delta, who were the most receptive to an ideology of class conflict, who 
were the most willing to take !isks in pursuit of a millenial dream, and who could 
bewon to the cause by the substantial economic benefits available in the delta 
and nowhere else. In the delta, therefore, the NLF found the economic condi
tions to create strong peasant political solidarity. 

In the delta, too, the power of the traditional village notables based on their 
control of community land and water and on persistent peasant dreams of 
mobility was considerably weaker, and the decentralized sharecropping economy 
prevented the landlords from effectively exercising the power that the notables 
lacked. The landlord did not directly control irrigation water, the management 
of. work, or the sale or processing of the crop and therefore, unlike the large 
landowners of a centralized sharecropping system, could not use economic sanc
tions directly against his tenant. The decentralized system of the delta placed all 
operations of the productive process under the operating control of the tenant 
even though the landlords were able to block effective production and claimed 
rights to the crop. The landlord, then, was economically superfluous and forced 
to rely exclusively on military power to collect his rents and protect his lands. 
Dependent on special colonial land concessions and a legally impotent class of 
laborers, without substantial prospects for applying industrial processes to 
agricultural production, the landlord of the delta found himself unable to yield 
to economic or political change without undermining his social position. In the 
Mekong delta the commercial rice export economy created both a peasantry 
strongly organized along class lines and an economically weak but politically 
powerful landed elite with little managerial control over its tenants. The result 
has been the dominance of revolutionary socialism in almost all agrarian political 
movements in Vietnam and the persistence of agrarian revolution in spite of 
more than a quarter of a century of foreign intervention and continual war. 



CHAPTER 6 

Conclusions 

THE ANALYSIS of the effects of the social organization of export agricultur~on 
rural social movements began with two sets of hypotheses linking variations in 
the principal source of income of both cultivating and noncultivating classes 
with their political behavior in conflict situations. In both sets of hypotheses the 
source of income was an exogenous independent variable not explained by other 
variables in the model, and the conflict behavior of the two agricultural classes 
was the principal dependent variable. The interaction of the conflict behavior of 
both classes led to a discrete form of social movementfor each combination of 
income sources, and the· four summary hypotheses of Chapter 1 (hypotheses 
A .to D) expressed these overall relationships between combinations of income 
sources and types of social movements as well as indicating special conditions 
under which the likelihood of such movements would be increased. Each of 
these general hypotheses, however, was based on a long causal chain beginning 
with the source of income moving first to its economic consequences, then to t~e 
political behavior associated with these economic consequences, and finally to 
the conflict behavior of a particular agricultural class. These intervening relation~ 
ships were described in hypotheses 1 to 6 of .Chapter 1, which concerned the 
behavior of cultivators and noncultivators. In the world analysis the principal 
categories of agricultural organization, the commercial hacienda, the small holq~ 
ing, the plantation, the migratory labor estate, and the sharecropped estate re
presented combinations of income sources, and the relationships between these 
variables and the social movements measures therefore tested the general pattern 
of relationships expressed by the summary hypotheses A to D rather than the 
specific intervening causal sequences expressed by hypotheses 1 to 6. Both the 
cross-national analysis and the case studies, however, suggested that it was 
possible to evaluate hypotheses 1 to.6 by moving within the four broad ca.t;, 
egories established by the logical combinations of two income sources and two 
classes and examining finer variations in economic organization. Although the 
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redictions expressed by the broad groupings of income sourc~s and types of 
p ovements are in general supported by the world analysis, the power of predic
~on in both the world analysis and the case studies was improved if variations 
~ithin the categories were considered. Plantation systems, for example, generally 
represent a combination. of wages as the ~rin~ip~l source of income for the 
cultivating class and capItal tor the noncultJvatmg class, but the world analysis 
indicated that some plantation owners, notably those in sugar, tea, sisal, and 
bananas, were generalIy more dependent on industrial capital that were the 
owners of the tree crop plantations and that it was these industrial plantations 
that were most likely to lead to reformist labor movements. Such movements 
were considerably less common, for example, on rubber plantations, where non
cultivator behavior was more typical of the commercial hacienda than the plan
tation category. Although a rubber plantation required a greater investment in 
processing machinery than did a typical commercial hacienda, the investment 
was considerably smaller than that represented by a sugar refinery. This pattern 
of relationships is also apparent in the sugar plantations of Peru, where a strong 
/libor movement is closely associated with manufacturing enterprises located on 
the plantations. Plantations in Peru are even more highly industrialized than 
many sugar plantations elsewhere in the world, and their labor movement was 
correspondingly one of the strongest recorded in the world statistical .analysis. 
These distinctions within the plantation category do not, of course, illustrate 
the effects of broad income categories, but rather the workings of the hypotheses 
governing the behavior of noncultivating classes outlined in Chapter 1. The 
advanced industrialization of the sugar plantation in general and of the Peruvian 
sugar plantations in particular leads to economic power, relatively free labor, 
and increasing productivity, and according to hypotheses 1 to 3 of Chapter 1, 
these economic characteristics should lessen the need for political control, 
weaken resistance to rights for cultivators, and eliminate zero-sum economic 
cOnflict. These political characteristics in turn lead to a shift from political con
flict over the means of production to economic conflict over distribution of in
come from production and therefore establish a pattern of noncultivator 
behavior conducive to a reformist labor movement. 

Each combination of income sources in fact includes both the dominant 
enterprise type of this combination, variations on this general type, and marginal 
cases which resemble the dominant enterprise type in other income combina
tions. This is not to say, however, that the variations in social organization re
flecting different sources of income are necessarily continuous. There are definite 
points of inflection in the organization of agriculture, and. at these points one 
system is transformed into a qualitatively different one, as, for example, when 
sugar plantations in Peru completely displaced the indigenous haciendas or when 
the peasants of La Convencion demolished the hacienda system and created a 
system of small holdings. These dramatic changes in agricultural organization 
mark the boundaries of the major categories of enterprise type, and it is not 
difficult to distinguish the transformation of one system into another. Frequently, 
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of course, as the data in the world analysis indicated, such transformations will 
be marked by a revolutionary movement or by a major political change such as 
the end of colonialism. The distinction between the broad categories of entet_ 
prise type in the income source model therefore is not simply an artificial diVision 
of a continuous variable. Instead it reflects natural groupings caused by major 
technical and economic variables. This fact explains both the long-run stability 
of each class of systems and the rapid transformation to another class which can 
occur when this stability is disturbed by revolution or dramatic economic 
changes. 

Although the boundaries of the major agricultural types are well defined 
the distribution of forms of agricultural organization within each type form~ 
a continuum of decreasing similarity, usually without sharp discontinuities. The 
differences between sugar and banana plantations, expressed in the greater 
capitalization and more factory-like operation of the sugar plantation, are 
significant but slight. Similarly the differences between the haciendas of the 
sierra and the coast in Peru are not qualitative differences of type, but rather 
differences in the degree of capitalization and productive rationality. Although 
such differences do not affect the placement of an economic organization in one 
of the four broad classes, they might be expected to have significant effects on 
the political behavior of both cultivating and noncultivating classes. Hypotheses 
1 to 6 of Chapter 1 linking income sources and political behavior were ex
pressed in continuous rather than discrete form, and it is therefore possible to 
understand variations within each cell of the four-cell model by applying the 
variables described in these hypotheses. Since the relative dependence on land 
and capital and land and wages varies within each broad category, it is possible 
to use the data from the world analysis and the case studies not only to see if 
one or the other form of payment has the predicted effects but to see if a greater 
or lesser degree of dependnce on one or the other of the two sources leads to a 
stronger or weaker predicted change. For example, according to the three hy
potheses governing noncultivator behavior differences in the degree of mechani
zation between the coastal and sierran haciendas of Peru should lead the 
hacienda owners of the coast to greater economic power, to a greater use of wage 
labor, and to at least a gradually increasing income from agriculture. These 
economic characteristics lead in turn to less reliance on political controls over 
land, greater willingness to grant political rights to workers, and an ability to 
make economic concessions in negotiations. In general, of course, this description 
does fit the relative behavior of the two systems, although the coastal cotton 
estates do not show as pronounced a pattern of upper-class flexibility as do the 
sugar estates, which represent a wholly different and considerably more indus
trialized form of production. Both the quantitative analysis of interaction effects 
in the world analysis and the qualitative analysis of agricultural organization in 
the case studies considered these variations within the broad categories, and these 
analyses therefore provide a means of checking the utility of the hypotheses 
describing intervening causal linkages. 
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The case studies also provided an opportunity to examine factors other 
than income sources which might affect economic behavior and, consequently, 
both political behavior and social movements. Although the hypotheses state, 
for example, that in general payment of cultivators in land tends to lead 
to the avoidance of risk, to economic competition, and to structural isolation, 
they do not state that paymel1:~ in land is the only factor influencing these three 
variables. It is entirely possible, for example, that one or more of these economic 
variables may be influenced by some exogenous variable other than land. If this 
does occur it provides an opportunity to test the hypothesized connections be
tween the next two links in the model, those between political behavior and 
social movements, respectively. In Vietnam, for example, the peasants of the 
north and center drew their income almost entirely from land and should, 
according to hypothesis 4 of Chapter 1, therefore show among other things a 
pronounced aversion to risk and an unwillingness to permit any change that 
might threaten landlessness. This in turn should lead them to be unreceptive to 
any political doctrine involving radical change, and in normal circumstances this 
is in fact the case in these areas. The dangerous ecology of the region and 
numerous dwarf holdings divided into many small parcels increase the risk of 
landlessness and therefore should intensify economic behavior designed to 
minimize risk. This it turn should lead to even more resistance to radical doc
trines than is typical of systems dependent on land as the principal source of 
cultivator income. The natural environment and the population density of Ton
kin are both exogenous variables which like payment in land enter the causal 
chain at the beginning, but it is possible to trace their effects on economic 
behavior, political behavior, and conflict behavior, at least in qualitative terms, 
by the use of hypothesis 4. The case studies, then, provided an opportunity not 
only to examine variations in income source within major categories of economic 
organization but also to examine the effects of variables other than income 
source on the entire theoretical model. In this chapter an attempt will be made 
to draw together the results of the word analysis and case studies which illus
trate the principles expressed in the hypotheses with which the study began. 

LAND AND LAND 

A combination of both cultivating and noncultivating classes drawing their 
principal income from land is typical of commercial hacienda systems, although 
this class of systems includes a considerable range of tenure types and produc
tive organizations. Although the focus of this study has been on the export 
economy, it is clear that this combination of income sources is typical of most 
peasant subsistence communities, and the analysis of the behavior or such com
munities in both Peru and Vietnam indicated that the same general principles 
that govern the behavior of cultivators in the export economy also tend to affect 
subsisten~e cultivators. In the world analysis and the case studies a number of 
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different kinds of economic organizations which fall within this general category 
have been considered, and even though they vary substantially among theDl~ 
selves, they share some common political and economic characteristics. In the 
world analysis this category included agricultural systems in which laborers 
resident on the landlord's land are paid in some combination of wages and usu
fruct rights, systems in which owners of dwarf subsistence holdings must hire 
out as laborers on nearby estates, and systems in which wage laborers working 
on estates without processing machinery are given access to individual plots to 
supplement their food supply. In the case studies this general category includes. 
the agricultural export economies of the Peruvian coastal cotton haciendas, the 
coffee valley of La Convenci6n, and the pastoral communities of the central 
sierra, but also subsistence communities outside the export economy such as the 
tillage agriculture sierran communities and the village economies of northern 
and central Vietnam. Whatever the differences among these various systems; 
they all involve a noncultivating class which is dependent on its control over 
land to extract peasant surpluses in the form of rent, labor, taxes, or profits, and 
by definition land revenues must be the most important component in its total 
income. These systems also share a cultivating class which has at least some 
long-term access to land which it either owns or holds in long-term usufruct, 
and by the definition of this category it must derive more than half of its income 
from this land. In all these systems the land-owning class dominates the cultivat_ 
ing class even if, as in the case of the indigenous communities of the Peruvian 
sierra, its members are nominally independent. According to hypotheses 1. to 
6 of Chapter 1, upper class reliance on land rather than financial or industrial 
capital and lower-class dependence on land rather than wllges should have a 
series of economic and political consequences for both classes. An upper class 
dependent on land should, first, be economically weak and therefore dependent 
on political concessions and privileges to protect it~ interest in the land. Second, 
the upper class should rely on a servile or semi-servile labor force, and the limited 
gains from a disciplined labor force should lead it to oppose either the granting 
of rights of organization or the extension of the franchise to members of the 
cultivating class. Third, the dependence on land should create a restricted op
portunity for increasing agricultural production through mechanization and; 
therefore, lead to a fixed share of agricultural income that becomes the source 
of zero-sum conflict between landowners and cultivators. Overall, these economic 
and political consequences of income from land tend to generate political con~ 
flict over the control of landed property. Hypotheses 4 to 6 suggested that pay
ment in land should have three principal consequences for the behavior of 
cultivators. First, it should lead to an avoidance of risk in order to minimize the 
possibility of a change that might lead to landlessness and a· consequent fear of 
radical political doctrines which might benefit the landless at the expense of even 
small property owners. Second, payment in land should lead to individualistic 
economic competition in which gains can come only at the expense of other 
members of the cultivating class. Third, payment in land should lead to isolated 
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production techniques which typically make it impossible for other cultivators 
to enforce group solidarity by threatening withdrawal of communal economic 
resources. Such structural ties, if they exist at all, are likely to link cultivators 
with the upper classes rather than with other cultivators. The hypotheses 
suggest that these economic and political consequences of payment in land 
should, under normal circl!mstances, lead to political passivity and an inability 
to mobilize around the interest of the cultivating class. Combining the behavior 
of both classes in this category indicates that the political control and rigidity 
of the upper class and the weakness of the lower class will usually combine to 
inhibit social movements. On the other hand it was clear that a number. of cir
cumstances, including the weakening of upper-class coercion because of national 
political changes or the introduction of organizational resources from outside the 
peasant community, could and frequently did upset this stability. In this case 
the behavior of the upper class tended to focus conflict on control of property 
and usually led the peasant to attempt to directly gain control of the land in an 
agrarian revolt. When such revolts succeed, however, the normal economic 
conditions affecting cultivators paid in land reassert themselves, and the formerly 
revolutionary peasantry becomes a conservative class of small commercial 
farmers. 

These hypothesized linkages among income sources, economic behavior, 
political behavior, and social movements are apparent in both the world analysis 
and the case studies. Consider first the behavior of the land-controlling class. 
In Peru the haciendas of the sierra were based on a primitive agricultural tech
Ilology which was identical to that used in peasant subsistence plots, and mech
anization of the coastal cotton estates was limited to tractors and power-driven 
pumps. In the sierra in fact it was the peasants, not the estate owners, who took 
up coffee production for export, and the small mills and evaporating tanks used 
in the wet processing of coffee were not beyond the resources of even medium 
peasant producers. Estate wool production was, with the exception of the Cerro 
de Pasco holdings, extensive rather than intensive, and even at the Cerro holdings 
there was little agricultural mechanization. Neither the subsistence crops of the 
traditional haciendas nor the pastoral economy of the central sierra nor the 
cotton economy of the coast permitted the substantial economies of scale or 
extensive mechanization possible in the coastal sugar plantations. In no case 
did the landed upper class of the haciendas have extensive market power, con
trol over exports, or independent financial resources, and even the relatively 
modem coastal cotton estates were frequently in debt to the major trading 
companies which controlled cotton ginning and export. The reliance of the 
Peruvian haciendas on land rather than financial and industrial capital made 
them dependent on political controls to protect rights in land, although this 
phenomenon was less important on the coast than in the less mechanized sierra. 
In the sierra the hacienda owners used their control of the police; the military, 
and the courts and the linguistic and political handicaps of the Indian popula
tion to expropriate 'Indian lands and defend their own properties against peasant 
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retaliation. Even on the coast most of the large properties originated in the early: 
expropriations of the Indian population, and the political impotence of the 
peasantry contributed to the haciendas' dominance of the cotton valleys. ~nthe 
sierra the large landowners required the support of conservative military~ Or 
landlord-dominated governments, and the election of Belaunde spelled both the 
decline of their political power and a rapid loss of control over their lands. The 
sierra hacendados came to be viewed as expendable by a new urban and later. 
military elite, and the passing of their political power found them withno 
economic resources to use in the defense of their lands. The cotton estates,on 
the other hand, more mechanized and with correspondingly greater economic 
power, were able to use their strong position in the export economy to gain 
political influence in Lima and protect their estates against growing peasant 
pressure in the constricted cotton valleys. Of course, even Grace and Company 
eventuaIly lost its lands to the growing nationalism of the military rulers; but 
to Grace Peruvian sugar was a detail in its worldwide operations, whileth~ 
life style and social status of the hacendados were completely dependent on 
land. Thus the behavior of the Peruvian hacienda owners illustrates both that 
political controls are necessary to compensate for economic weakness in landed 
estate systems and that in such systems economic conflicts lead to political 
struggles to control the land. The difference between the sierra and the coastal 
haciendas also supports this general hypothesis, since the coastal estates' greater 
mechanization and greater economic influence allowed them to more readily 
survive the passing of landlord-dominated governments. 

The haciendas of both the sierra and the coast, like landed estates gener
ally, were dependent on at least some degree of coercion in the recruitment of 
their labor supply. In the sierra the coercion was direct, and laborers were threat~ 
ened with eviction, confiscation of their animals, seed, and equipment, and even 
flogging, imprisonment, or death. The colonos of the central sierra and the 
arrendires of La Convencion were effectively bound to the land, and ownership 
of the Indians of a hacienda was transferred along with ownership of its land, 
Even the peasants of the indigenous communities were frequentiy subjected to 
forced labor by the mestizo upper class, and many of course worked on nearby 
haciendas where they were exposed to the same harsh discipline as the residellt 
laborers. The greater prosperity of the coastal haciendas provided them with the 
means to attract at least some free labor, although their dependence on the 
labor contractors indicates that workers were to some extent coerced. In some 
cases, however, cotton estate owners actually assisted in the registration of inc 
digenous communities to legally bind peasants to an inadequate amount of 
land and therefore force them into labor on nearby cotton estates. The degree 
of coercion was considerably less than in the central sierran estates, but it was 
considerably greater than on the sugar plantations, which had dispensed with the 
services of labor contractors by the early 19605. Labor relations in both the 
sierran and coastal haciendas were characterized by a combination of brutality 
and paternalism" with brutality more significant in the sierra and paternalism 
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re important on the coast. In a social system in which the illcgal planting of a 
Jll~ee bush or the unauthorized use of Spanish could lead to the threat of evic
~on labor organization or workers' rights were out of the question. Even in the 
tlo , . d 

asta1 haciendas, where owners at least tolerated labor UnIons, they depende 
co • personal services to undermine union power and (jraw laborers into the 
~~pendence that characterized the sie~ran l~bo~ers. These la~or tactics i~ both 
reas were necessary to supp'ort the mefficlencles of centralIzed productIOn of 

~rops better suited to .small holder productio~ and to provide labor at a ~ost 
that the limited financial resources of the haciendas could tolerate. The prIm
itive agricultural techniques of both commercial and subsistence haciendas of 
the sierra therefore created a demand for servile labor, which in turn led to rigid, 
often brutal opposition to workers' organizations. On the coast once again a 
more mechanized agricultural organization within the same general category of 
enterprise type created greater flexibility and tolerance of unionization. The 
labor relations of the sierra and the coast therefore illustrate both attitudes 
toward the work force characteristic of landed estates as a general category and 
the specific difference within this category caused by variations in the relative 
dependence on land versus industrial capital. 

Finally the limited prospects for mechanization on haciendas of either the 
sierra or the coast led to a fixed agricultural product and required that any 
economic concessions to workers be taken directly from the incomes of land
owners rather than from productivity gains. Once again this was a more critical 
problem in the sierra, where the division of the agricultural product depended 
almost entirely on the distribution of land and increases in peasant product jon 
could come only at the expense of hacienda lands. In the coastal cotton estates 
milling of cotton was outside of the control of the estate owners, and although 
investment in irrigation and farm equipment was possible, the limits of mechani
zation had been reached during the postwar modernization of the haciendas. 
Higher wages for laborers would therefore have meant lower incomes for land
owners and eventually threatened their upper-class life style. The hacienda 
owners of neither the sierra nor the coast could concede anything because they 
had nothing to concede, although once again flexibility was greater on the coast. 
Thus all three of the hypotheses of Chapter I concerning the influence of land 
as the source of upper-class income are supported by the Peruvian hacienda 
systems. Dependence on land led to economic weakness and political vulner
ability, to servile labor and resistance to worker organization. and to static 
production and zero-sum conflict. Both in the sierra and on the coast these po
litical characteristics of the upper class led to political conflict over the owner
ship of landed property and resulted in a series of peasant land invasions. The 
difference between the coastal and sierran haciendas also illustrates that within 
the category of commercial. haciendas the degree of dependence on land versus 
industrial capital exerts a crucial effect on both the political and the economic 
behavior of the agrarian upper class. The greater mechanization and, commer
cialization of the coastal cotton estates led to a more influential land-owning 
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class, less use of coercion in labor recruitment, and greater productivity. These 
economic characteristics in turn led to less political vulnerability, greater tOler_ 
ance of worker organizations, and a greater ability to concede a share of agti •. 
cultural income to workers. As a result conflict in coastal estates was focused 
not only on the question of land, which concerned the small holders and peas. 
ant communities in the valleys, but also on wages, which were the principal 
concern of the resident laborers of the estates. The marginal position ofthe 
cotton estate between the total dependence on land of the backward haciendas 
of the sierra and the fully rationalized production of the sugar plantations ledto 
a mixed agrarian social movement. Analysis of the distribution of rural collective 
events in Peru indicated that in the sierra only agrarian events were reported 
and in the sugar valleys only labor events; only in the cotton valleys were both 
types of events reported. 

The case studies also provide evidence to support the linkages among 
income sources, economic behavior, political behavior, and social movements 
expressed in the hypotheses concerning the behavior of a cultivating class draw. 
ing its principal income from the land. These tendencies are apparent both 
in peasant communities completely outside the market economy, like the 
villages of northern and central Vietnam or the traditional indigenous com. 
munities or subsistence haciendas of the Peruvian sierra, and among peasants 
drawn into the world market either as smali commercial producers, like the 
coffee farmers of La Convenci6n, or as part-time agricultural laborers, like many 
of the workers on Peruvian cotton estates. In all these peasant agriculturalsys
terns cultivators tend to avoid risk, compete with other cultivators, and produce 
in isolation from other members of the cultivating class. These economic 
characteristics lead in turn to political conservatism, weak organization, and 
weak class solidarity, and as a result political mobilization is usually low among 
cultivators drawing their income from the land. 

In both subsistence and commercial peasant agricultural systems small 
plots and marginal agriculture produce a pronounced aversion to risk and re
sistance to political radicalism. In Peru, hacienda expropriations forced peasants 
out of the fertile bottom lands and up along the precipitous rocky hillsides of 
the Andes, and an increasing population forced many indigenous communities 
out of agriculture altogether and into precarious subsistence pastoralism.)n 
Vietnam, population pressures and partible inheritance led to ever smaller plots 
divided into parcels of decreasing size, and a threatening environment made 
agriculture even more precarious. On the haciendas of Peru the colonos could 
not devote all their time to their own small plots of rocky hillside land because 
the patr6n demanded labor atthe same time as it was needed on the peasant 
subsistence plot. Although in all these systems agriculture produced little more 
than a bare existence, the alternatives confronting the landless were uniformly 
stark. The peasant who lost his lands in Peru would only add to the expanding 
slums of Lima or compete for the rapidly decreasing number of jobs in the 
mines or plantations; in Vietnam the major employers were the deadly rubber 
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lantations. In both countries a peasant outside of his village was at a distinct 
~olitiCal .and social ~isadvantage, in Vietnam bec?use of the a~ministrative role 
of the village and In Peru because of the handicaps of Indian language and 
appearance. A small plot of land, even one too small to support the peasant 
and his family, was the only protection against the dangers of landlessness. The 
precarious subsistence agriculture and stark alternatives facing the landless in 
both Peru and northern and ·central Vietnam created a resistance to technical 
0[' political change. In Vietnam there was almost no market participation, and 
agricultural technology remained static for a millenium. In Peru the serfs of 
hacienda Vicos resisted most suggestions for improvements by the Cornell Peru 
Project until they saw some chance of buying the hacienda, and most sierran 
agriculture remained dependent on the foot plow inherited from the Incas. Even 
the peasants of La Convenci6n, who speedily adopted to market production of 
coffee, did so only because it could be combined with their subsistence crops 
and grown on higher and less valuable land. Peasant conservatism in Vietnam 
ihhibited both Communist and millenial religious doctrines in the north and 
center. In Peru, as Hugo Blanco was to learn to his sorrow, even the ambitious 
coffee farmers of La Convenci6n were fundamentally economic conservatives 
and once they controlled the land were certainly not inclined to risk it in a 
Trotskyist revolution. 

In both the Peruvian sierra and northern and central Vietnam there was a 
considerable range of wealth within the cultivator population and intense com
petition to move upward to the status of medium landowner and enjoy the per
quisites of community political office. The marginal subsistence agriculture. of 
both areas restricted any advance in wealth to what could be gained at the ex
pense of other members of the community. The more affluent peasant leaders 
of the Peruvian hacienda community of Vicos controlled 10 times as much 
wealth in cattle and land as did the poorer members, and in Vietnam the not
ables not only controlled more land and were wealthy enough to loan money 
to poor villagers but also controlled taxes, community land, and community 
water. The indigenous community of Hualcan was divided into two distinct 
strata, and wealthier peasants held the bottom lands along the river while the 
poorer members of the community tried to cultivate the hillsides. In the valley 
of La Convenci6n the peasant class was split between the original usufructu
aries, the arrendires, and later arrivals who became their tenants, the allegados. 
In the cotton valleys of the coast the cultivating class included small holders, 
displaced tenants, and part-time laborers who also worked small plots, as well 
as a class of petty merchants composed of recent arrivals from the sierra, and 
the economic interests of these groups were not identical. These differences in 
wealth and economic interests led to envy, suspicion, mistrust, and chronic con
Ilict. Deceit, fraud, and outright theft were the principal' means of expanding 
holdings in subsistence villages, and litigation arising out of these disputes was 
a major drain on peasant resources. The intensity of this individualistic eco
nomic competition is perhaps most vividly illustrated by the guard huts in the 
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fields of Hualcan and the furtive expansion of garden plot bamboo hedges ill; 
the villages of Tonkin. Even in the indigenous communities of Peru there wer~ 
no community economic resources, and the communal land and water of the' 
villages of Tonkin and Annam led to more, not less internal village con'ftict. In 
both Peru and Vietnam traditional peasant villagers dreamed of moving up the 
order of precedence into the ranks of the notables in Vietnam and the varayOc 
in Peru. If the incentives for individual upward mobility in peasant communi
ties of both Peru and Vietnam were strong, the incentives for collective ecQ.. 
nomic or political organization were correspondingly weak. In northern and 
central Vietnam the dense population and finely divided plots left little surplus 
land to be distributed even by a revolutionary Communist regime, and collective 
irrigation works were difficult to build in the turbulent hydraulic environment 
of the Tonkin delta. In Peru the technology of peasant subsistence production 
did not permit any cooperative action, and even pastoral communities outside 
the market economy found few incentives for collective economic action. In 
contrast to the situation in Vietnam, however, there was a considerable amount 
of surplus land controlled by the haciendas; but any attempt to put even unused 
hacienda lands to collective use was dangerous in the extreme. Even if some 
form of collective action had been feasible, it is likely that much of the increase 
in production would have been siphoned off by the mestizo upper class of the 
sierra or by the notables and tax collectors of Vietnam. As the colonos of 
hacienda Vicos discovered, communal improvements led to higher rents and 
collective attempts to purchase land met with overwhelming political opposi~ 
tion. If the rewards of collective land invasions had been greater, it is possible 
that even subsistence peasant communities might have participated. As it was, ill 
both Peru and Vietnam primitive cultivation techniques limited the amount of 
additional production that could have been drawn from the additional land, and 
hence the value of this land and the rewards for collective seizures were lower 
than in a more productive economy. Commercial agriculture in both La Can· 
venci6n and the central sierra increased the value of land and the size of the 
economic surplus that could be used to support lawyers, organizers, and political 
leaders and made the collective rewards sufficiently great to offset the consider· 
able risks of collective land seizures. In the traditional subsistence communities 
of both Vietnam and Peru, however, the rewards for collective action were con· 
siderably weaker and the incentives for individual competition stronger. 

The isolated production techniques of the subsistence economies of both 
Peru and Vietnam did not lead to interdependence that might have made.it 
possible for the community to enforce loyalty to peasant interests. Peasant work 
gangs were used in Peru only on the haciendas, and the behavior of these gangs 
was controlled by the foremen and straw bosses, not by the work group itself. 
The weak structural links in the political economy of the subsistence villages 
were largely under the control of the traditional village leaders, the hacienda 
administration, or both. In the indigenous communities of Peru and the villages 
of northern and central Vietnam the civil religious hierarchy of the notables or 
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the varayoc controlled the important collective goods of the community, and 
they in turn were directly or indirectly responsible to outside authorities. In 
Vietnam the notables controlled land, water, and taxes and could force vil
lagers into a dependent relationship by threatening withdrawal of these com
munity resources or by calling on outside authority. In Peruvian hacienda 
villages the varayoc were un~~r the control of the foreman and were responsible 
fOf determining when work obligations had been satisfied, who was to work in 
the master's house, and who would be called for obligatory unpaid labor on 
public works. On the haciendas of both the sierra and the coast the patron con
trolled community welfare, and survival in times of economic crisis or illness 
ultimately rested on his sense of noblesse oblige rather than on a cohesive peas
ant community. The strongly interdependent work groups and worker com
munities of the sugar plantations of Peru were entirely absent on either the 
traditional or commercial haciendas. Ties ran not from one cultivator to another, 
but from each isolated cultivator to the village hierarchy or the hacienda ad
ministration. Community solidarity was therefore imposed from above rather 
than originating within the class of cultivators themselves and reflected the con
servative interests of the oligarchy and the outside authorities it represented. 

Thus the economy of the traditional subsistence villages of both Peru and 
Vietnam created avoidance of risk, individual economic competition, and struc
tural isolation of cultivators from one another. These ecoriomic characteristics 
and their related political consequences should, according to the hypotheses 
governing the behavior of cultivators, lead to political passivity under normal 
circumstances. The subsistence communities of the Peruvian sierra and the 
villages of northern and central Vietnam where these characteristics were most 
pronounced were not likely to be involved in political action in general and 
agrarian revolts in particular. In the commercial pastoral communities of the 
sierra and the commercial coffee valley of La Convenci6n, however, the market 
economy created greater incentives for collective organization and weaker 
dependence on conservative linkages to either the hacienda administration or 
the village hierarchy, and it was these communities which participated in the 
agrarian revolt of the Peruvian sierra. 

The evidence of both the case studies and the world analysis suggests three 
general conditions under which the organizational weakness of cultivators draw
ing their income from the land can be overcome and social movements created. 
First, both the world analysis and the Peruvian case studies indicate the critical 
importance of strong reformist or socialist parties in the organization of an 
agrarian revolt. The interaction effects within the commercial hacienda category 
indicated that agrarian events occurred only when such a party was in control 
of the national government, and in Peru the election of Belaunde Terry marked 
the beginning of large-scale sierran land invasions. The presence of socialist or 
reformist parties is critical for two reasons. First, they weaken the political 
power of the land-owning class and therefore markedly reduce the penalties for 
land seizl!res and other actions against the landowners. Second, they supply the 
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organizational resources the peasants lack. The coercion on which the cotlii 
mercial haciend~ system fundame~tally rests is un~ermin~d by the reform party,i 
efforts to recruit mass support m the countryside. It IS apparent that thefO: 
parties cannot shoot their own political followers even if they do not show ih~ 
proper respect for the institutions of private property. The Belaunde goveitif' 
~ent, for exa';lpl~,. de~lared the San Pedro de ~aja~ invasion an or~~rly occupaEl 
tlOn of lands In lItIgation rather than a land mvaSlOn, and the milItary reghn~ 
that displaced Belaunde actively encouraged the transfer of land from haceri~ 
dados to peasants. The rural organizers and party activists of the reform party 
also provide the organizational resources that poor peasant economies cannot 
support and thereby supply the critical ingredients lacking in the competitiv~ 
individualistic world of the peasant. This was perhaps most apparent in th~ 
community of San Pedro de Cajas whose close ties to the Alianza Popular: 
Revolucionaria Americana and to Francisco Espinoza gave it access botht6 
the Agency for International Development and to the APRA party organ Ld 
Tribuna. San Pedro de Cajas was a unit in a local and provincial politiCal 
machine and therefore had the organizational resources that peasants of a 
traditional indigenous community like Huakan so noticeably lacked. ' ,> 

The second general condition under which peasant mobilization canta\{e 
place is the presence of economic incentives for collective organization. Sin~ 
such incentives do not in general exist in a subsistence economy, they are most 
likely to be created by increasing market participation. This principle was ap:' 
parent in both La Convencion and the central sierra in Peru. The commercial 
pastoral communities of the sierra were organized in communal granges which 
provided a corporate economic structure and encouraged cooperative politiCal 
action. The commercially successful grange of San Pedro de Cajas, for example; 
created strong incentives for gaining additional lands, and the wealth of the 
communal economy made it possible to finance the logistics of a land invasion. 
including trips to Lima for press conferences and bus service to the invasiO!l 
site. In La Convension the profits from commercial coffee production made it 
possible for arrendires to hire Cuzco lawyers to represent them in disputes with 
hacienda owners who were nominally their owners. The peasant syndicates of: 
La Convencion could afford both a political organization and political cam, 
paigns, and their increasing political influence at the polls began to offset the 
political power of the hacendados. In La Convencion the incentives for collective 
action were not only greater than in areas of subsistence haciendas but also 
greater than in other coffee-producing areas. La Convencion was unique in com
bining small plots and wet-processed coffee, creating both an intense need for 
additional land and a profitable way of exploiting it. The machinery required in 
wet processing was too expensive to be purchased on an individual basis for each 
small parcel, so that cooperative mills could be used to process the crop from 
several such parcels. In both San Pedro de Cajas and La Convencion the com
mercial export economy created incentives for collective economic organization 
which were absent in the traditional subsistence villages. 
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The third general condition under which peasant social movements might 
be expected is the disr.uption of peasant ·subsistence production. Peasant mobi-

Ii lion under these circumstances takes place not because the incentives for 
za . . b h b I1ective orgamzatIon are greater, ut rat er ecause the commitment to 

~:dividual subsistence plots and the structural ties to the conservat~ve leadership 
have been weakened or de~troy~d. Such changes can occur el~her through 
atural disasters, as was the case In Nghe An, or through economic change, as 

~as the case in the agrarian movement of both the Peruvian coast and sierra. 
In Nghe An floods. droughts, and typhoons destroyed the peasants' subsistence 
margin, increased landlessness and indebtedness. and demanded immediate 
collntermeasures. Since the disaster of landlessness had already occurred, the 
peasant's prior conservatism was pointless and political radicalism became a 
possibility. The natural disasters of northern and central Vietnam in general and 
Nghe An in particular also undermined the authority of the council of notables 
and the central administration, which both found that the interdependent 
economic relations which gave them control over poor villagers were weakened 
by the disaster. In Peru economic changes disrupted the traditional relation 
between the peasants and village and hacienda authorities in two principal 
ways. Depending on the nature of commercial agriculture, either the peasants 
expanded production at the expense of the estate or the estate expanded produc
tion at the expense of the peasants. In the valley of La Convenci6n the expan
sion of coffee production on the arrendire.s' plots gave them a source of income 
independent of the hacienda administration or the conservative village leadership. 
They developed new allies in the small traders and merchants who carne into.the 
valley to profit from the coffee trade, and their ties to lawyers and other urban 
groups in Cuzco were also strengthened by commercial considerations. The 
backward hacendados became not only oppressive but superfluous. The benefits 
they once begrudgingly extended to loyal workers could now be purchased on 
the open market with the profits from the coffee trade. Control. began slipping 
fr()m hacendados precisely at the same time that the incentives for collective 
()rganization were increasing, and they were unable to prevent the resulting 
peasant movement. In the cotton valley of the coast and in the indigenous 
communities of the central sierra the expansion of large estates engaged in com
mercial production threatened to undermine the fragile economic base of the 
peasant economy. As popUlation increased, the competition for land and water 
in the cotton valleys became increasingly fierce and the modernization and ex
pansion of the cotton estate threatened the further loss of peasant lands. If this 
process had been carried out with the dispatch characteristic of the sugar 
valleys, no small landowners would have been left to protest. In the cotton 
valleys the threat of the loss of even the small subsistence plots decreased the 
resistance to radical action which is usually associated with small landed proper
ties. In the sierra the fumes of La Oroya and the subsequent growth of commer
cial cattle haciendas threatened the destruction of peasant·communities and once 
again we.akened the conservative tie to the land. Thus the commercial export 
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economy not only increased the incentives for collective organization against the 
landed upper class but also disrupted the ties to individual sUbsistence plots 
and to the conservative village leadership which restrained peasant political 
organization. . 

Both the world analysis and the case studies therefore support the general 
principle associating income sources and social movements expressed in by" 
pothesis A of Chapter 1 and the specific intervening causal linkages between 
income sources and social movements suggested by hypotheses 1 to 6. ,As hy
pothesis A suggested, the combination of both upper and lower agricultllral 
classes drawing their income from the land characteristic of the commercial 
hacienda and closely related systems led to agrarian revolts in which redistribu_ 
tion of landed property was the principal objective and long-range political 
objectives were lacking. In the world analysis the commercial hacienda category 
was associated with land invasions in which no revolutionary socialist or na
tionalist parties were, active and no demands were made for fundamental 
political transformations. In Peru the limited objectives of the agrarian revolts 
of both the sierra and the coast are clearly indicated by the inability of the 
Penlvian Communist party to influence the timing or organization of the land 
invasions and by the failure of Hugo Blanco's Trotskyist revolt in La Conven
ci6n. Peasants of both the, sierra and the coast remained committed to the 
established political system and in fact carried the Peruvian national flag during 
land invasions as a sign of their patriotism. Long-run political changes in Peru 
were brought about not by a peasant-based political party, but by a modernizing 
military elite that took advantage of the instability created by the peasantie~ 
volt. Once the objective of the land invasions had been attained, the peasants 
lacked the organizational resources to carry out a thorough political revolution, 
and in La Convenci6n in particular they relapsed into the conservatism and 
political indifference characteristic of cultivators drawing their incomes from 
the land. 

The world analysis and the case studies also provide support for the spe" 
cific pattern of causal linkages suggested by the hypotheses governing the be
havior of cultivators. In both analyses agrarian revolts took place only when the 
risk avoidance, individualistic competition, and structural isolation of cultivators 
could be overcome, and the strongest movements occurred when more than one 
of these three factors were eliminated simultaneously. In the world analysis the 
presence of reformist or socialist parties in control of the national government 
promoted agrarian revolts by providing the organizational resources to over~ 

come the structural isolation typical of peasant cultivators. In the case studies 
the strongest agrarian movem'ents took place in those areas in which the tradi
tional economic behavior of subsistence cultivators had been most completely 
changed by economic, political, or ecological change. In Vietnam the dangerous 
ecology of Nghe An periodically threatened the 'conservative ties to the land 
and the structural relations to the conservative village notables which had re
strained peasant activism. In Peru the wool export economy of the central sierra 
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increased the economic rewards of land seizures by providing a profitable means 
of exploiting additional land, threatened the comuneros' ties to their lands 
through the increasing encroachments of commercial stock-raising haciendas, 
and increased structural interdependence through the organization of communal 
granges. Only when all three of these factors were prescnt as the analysis of 
interaction effects demonstr~ted. were comunero movements likely to occur in 
the sierra. In the valley of La Convencion the commercial coffee economy in
creased the incentives for collective organization, and the hacendados' attempts 
t6 reclaim coffee lands for their own use threatened the arrendires' control over 
their plots. The interdependence of the coffee producers, however, was con
siderably less than that of the commercial pastoralists, and after they carried 
out their invasions, the political consequences of the essentially isolated produc
tion technique of small holder coffee production reappeared and the 'movement 
lapsed into conservatism. Although cooperative wet processing provided some 
interdependence, the peasant syndicate of La Convenci6n had no communal 
granges to command the loyalty of their members. On the coast hacienda en-

"croachments did weaken, the tie to the land represented by individual sub
sistence plots, but the subsistence small holder economy provided only weak 
incentives for collective organization and created no structural interdependence 
among cultivators. The coastal agrarian movement was therefore the weakest of 
the three agrarian movements in Peru. The distribution and intensity of agrarian 
movements in Peru, then, supports the general pattern of intervening relation
ships outlined in the hypotheses describing the behavior of cultivators. Events 
occurred in gen~ral where the theory suggested they should and did not occur 
where the theoretical conditions were absent. 

The agrarian revolt is a product not only of organizational resources on the 
,'part of cultivators but also of political inflexibility on the part of the non
,cultivators. In the agrarian revolt of the sierra the economic weakness, servile 
,Iabor,and low productivity of the sierra hacendados focused conflict on polit-
ical control of the land and inhibited reformist movements. On the more 
mechanized commercial haciendas of the coast, however, greater economic 
power, freer labor, and greater productivity made possible a reformist labor 
movement as well as a relatively weak agrarian revolt. Thus the case studies 
and the world analysis provide support for the specific hypotheses concerning 
both cultivator and noncultivator behavior in agricultural systems in which 
both classes draw their income from the land. 

CAPITAL AND WAGES 

A combination of a noncultivating class drawing its income from industrial 
and financial capital and a cultivating class drawing its income principally from 
wages is typical of plantation systems, although once again there is a considerable 

, range of variation within this general category. This category includes the in-
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dustrialized corporate sugar plantations of the Peruvian coast, the mixed system 
of estate and industrializel1 plantations of northeast Brazil, the individually 
owned but industrialized sisal estates of Tanzania, and the individually owned 
but poorly mechanized rubber estates of colonial Malaya, Indonesia, Vietnam 
or Ceylon. Despite this range of variation these systems share a range of eco~ 
nomic characteristics that make them particularly likely to produce reformist 
labor movements rather than either agrarian revolts or revolutions. According 
to the hypotheses 1 to 6 of Chapter 1 the income sources of the cultivating and 
noncultivating classes should have a series of economic and political conse_ 
quences for both. An upper class dependent on industrial capital should, first, 
be economically powerful and therefore less dependent on political concessions 
and privileges than an upper class dependent on land. Second, the industrial 
upper class should make greater use of free wage labor and therefore be less 
opposed to granting limited political or economic rights to workers. Third; the 
increasing productivity associated with mechanization should provide an jn~ 

creasing share of agricultural production to be used to grant benefits to workers, 
eliminating the zero-sum conflict situation typical of landed estates. Overall 
these political characteristics tend to focus conflict on the distribution of iri~ 
come from property rather than property itself. Similarly the payment of culti
vators in wages rather than land should also have three principal consequences. 
First, it should eliminate the conservative tie to the land that inhibits political 
radicalism in small holding systems. Second, it should decrease prospects for 
individual mobility and increase incentives for group political action. Third, it 
should create structurally interdependent work groups and worker communities, 
increasing the strength of sanctions available to workers' organizations in eIl~ 
forcing loyalty to the cultivator class. These three characteristics should lead to 
more powerful political organizations than those found among cultivators de" 
pendent on land. In general, then, a well-organized politically powerful culti~ 

vator class confronts an economically powerful but politically flexible upper 
class, and the likely result according to hypothesis C of Chapter 1 is a reformist 
labor movement whose objectives are limited to economic issues and which 
lacks broader revolutionary political goals. 

As was the case in the land and land category, the internal variations in 
plantation category can be used to examine the utility of the intervening 
theoretical linkages between income source and social movements expressed 
in the first six hypotheses of Chapter 1. The interaction effects in the wodd 
analysis of plantation systems clearly indicated that the more highly industri
alized sugar, tea, rubber, and sisal plantations were considerably more likely 
to generate labor movements thlm were less industrialized tree crop plantations 
in rubber, plam, or copra. This distinction was also apparent in the contrast 
between the rubber systems of Malaya and the tea plantations of Ceylon alld 
was also supported by the case of analysis of Peruvian sugar plantations. In 
fact the sugar plantations of Peru described in Chapter 3 can be taken as 
representative of the economic and political characteristics of the most highly 
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industrialized plantations in the world analysis. In Peru the production para
meters for plantation sugar production were close to ideal. The flat alluvial river 
deltas and continuous sunlight of the northern Peruvian coast provided perfect 
growing conditions, and yields were among the highest in the world. Cane 
could be harvested year-round instead of in two or three campaigns as is the 
case in other sugar areas, and processing plants could therefore be kept in 
constant operation. Cane could be ratooned for 10 or more years before re
planting and therefore required no sudden annual labor inputs at planting. As 
the world analysis of crop production parameters indicated, a continuous harvest 
and expensive processing machinery are the principal determinants of efficient 
centralized production. The continuous harvest of Peruvian sugar made it 
possible not only to keep the sugar mills operating 24 hours a day but also 
provided a steady supply of raw materials for subsidiary manufacturing enter-
prises. The Paramonga plantation of Grace and Company was one of the most 
highly industrialized sugar installations in the world and one of the principal 
industrial centers of Peru. It combined plants for the manufacture of cardboard 
boxes, caustic soda, and chlorine gas as well as a large sugar refinery. All aspects 
of cane cultivation and processing except harvesting were automated, and the 
irrigation required in the arid coastal valleys increased capital expenditures. 
Sugar cultivation generally requires more investment in capital machinery than 
any other crop, and this was particularly true in the case of Peru. Peruvian 

.. plantations more closely resemble the highly industrialized sugar plantations of 
Jamaica, Cuba, or the Dominican Republic than either the less fully rationalized 
hacienda-like forms of the Phillipines or northeast Brazil or the sugar planta~ions 
of Indonesia with their mixed tenancy and industrial organization. Grace's 
capital investment in its sugar plantations in 1969, at the time of their nation
alization by the Peruvian military regime, amounted to some 9 million dollars. 

These immense capital requirements quickly forced indigenous Peruvian 
sugar estate owners into bankruptcy, and, as was the case in other sugar systems 
throughout the underdeveloped world, foreign capital and foreign corporate 
ownership were dominant in Peruvian sugar. Casa Grace is typical of the 
largest and most influential corporations involved in the world sugar trade, and 
its immense holdings include shipping and a broad range of other transportation 
and manufacturing activities. The substantial capital assets of Grace and other 
large sugar producers in Peru gave them immense political power and a limited 
immunity to political threats. Even though Grace's holdings were nationalized 
by the Peruvian military regime in 1969, it was able in 1974 to report one of 
the best year's earnings in its history, and its total worldwide assets had in
creased more than tenfold since the middle fifties and amounted to more than 

. 2 billion dollars. Grace's immense political influence in both Peru and the 
. United States allowed it to wield substantial market power in the politicized 
world sugar trade. Grace could influence allocations of the United States' sugar 
quota to Peru and attempt to block such allocations when its estates were 
seized. ~ugar even more than tea satisfies a major craving of much of the earth's 
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population, and sugar consumption is relatively insensitive to price fiuctuations. 
Over a wide range of uses there are no effective substitutes, and the demise of 
artificial sweeteners in the Unitd States at least temporarily eliminated lI:Pos. 
sible substitute. The cartelized and politicized sugar market therefore provides 
considerable security for large producers, and a company like Grace can Use 
its monopoly power in Peru and its political influence in the Unted States to 
protect its interests. . . 

The plantations of Peru were also relatively invulnerable to small holders' 
movements, since unlike the cotton haciendas the sugar estates had managed to 
clear all the small holders out of their irrigated valleys and monopolized the 
cultivated area. Land monopolization seems in fact to be characteristic of sugar 
economies in a number of export sectors, including both the Caribbean littoral 
and the sugar islands of the Pacific. Even if the small holders had remained, 
however, they could not have broken up the large estates without causing a 
substantial loss in export earnings because of the economies of scale in sugar 
production. The market and land monopolies of sugar plantations thus gave 
them immense power, and their corporate owners were often economically 
invulnerable even to total nationalization. Thus the case of Peruvian plantations 
indicates support for the hypothesized connection between industrial capital 
and political influence. 

The Peruvian case also supports the hypothesis linking industrial capital, 
free labor, and worker rights. The increasing mechanization of sugar production 
tn Peru during the 1950s and 19605 made it possible for the plantations to 
, close their sierra recruiting offices and rely on resident labor in the sugar valleys. 
Mechanization caused a substantial decline in the number of workers required·, 
and although this created substantial unemployment, it transferred the burden 
of welfare services from the corporation to the state. A disciplined responsible 
labor force, even if organized by a populist party, was useful in maintaining 

I the continuous flow of cane and refinery by-products necessary for the efficient 
) operation of industrial installations like Paramonga. The plantation owners of 
. Peru therefore were much more able to tolerate labor organization than were 
the owners of commercial cotton haciendas, and in contrast to the hacienda 
owners they received some benefits in the form of better utilization and main
tenance of their expensive machinery. The greater the industrialization of the 
plantation, therefore, the greater its dependence on wage labor and the greater 
the tolerance of workers' organizations. 

/ The increasing mechanization of the plantations and the consequent in~ 
I crease in worker productivity made it possible for Grace to pursue a strategy of 
gradually granting anticipatory wage increases to frustrate labor organizers. 
Even after organizers succeeded, Grace was still able to prevent radical demands 
for nationalization by keeping wages moving upward and as a result the sugar 
workers became a labor aristocracy in Peru. It was the peasant revolt in the 
sierra, not the protests of the sugar workers, which precipitated the military 
coup which led to the nationalization of the plantations. The workers in fact 
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were ambivalent about the new government administrators and regretted the 
demise of the freewheeling union tactics which had been possible under the old 
corporate owners. The Peruvian case supports the proposition that industrial 
capital leads to productivity gains which make it possible to increase wages 
in order to diffuse worker discontent. The overall results of the Peruvian case 
study therefore support hypotheses 1 to 3 of Chapter 1 concerning the behavior 
of noncultivators and provide the intervening causal linkages necessary to under
stand the distinction between industrial and nonindustrial plantations in the 
world analysis. 

The Peruvian case study also illustrates the three political and economic 
consequences of a cultivating class paid almost entirely in wages rather than 
land. First, after 1960, when the last labor recruitment offices in the sierra 
were closed, the workers of the Peruvian sugar plantations lost their last ties 
both to the land and to the Indian culture of the sierra and rapidly became 
fully assimilated into the Hispanicized culture of the coast. Si~ce housing was 
provided by the company and sugar cane consumed any land which could have 
been used for subsistence plots, the workers controlled no real estate whatso
ever and therefore were receptive to economic and political change. 

Second, individual economic mobility was difficult if not impossible, since
the narrow occupational pyramid of the sugar oasis was completely dominated 
by the plantation work organization and the small middle class of shopkeepers 
and tradesmen had been completely displaced by the company store and com
pany managers. In addition the relative affluence of the sugar workers made it 
possible for them to support a labor leadership through a dues check-off system'; 
and as a result the most talented workers competed for these positions rather 
than seeking status in the miniscule middle class. In contrast to the conditions 
of the commercial haciendas, on sugar plantations there were both strong in
centives for organizer efforts and weak incentives for individual economic 
competition. Economic gains could only be made at the expense of the planta
tion administration, and any such gains required collective, not individual efforts. 

Third, the interdependent work groups of the harvesting gangs and the 
worker I,lantation community itself created strong ties of functional inter
dependence and mutual aid among the workers. Although the plantation ad
ministnition dominated welfare, education, and recreation in the oases, these 
services tended to decline as the population in the oases increased,and the ties 
between management and worker did not rellect the paternalism of the hacienda, 
but rather the negotiated benefits of a union contract. In addition the worker 
community itself exerted an important influence on worker behavior becau~ 
community support was valuable and community ostracism was dangerous. In 
contrast to the indigenous communities of the sierra, in which Indian identity 
was a source of shame and a mark of political weakness, in the plantation com
munities it became a symbol of solidarity and opposition to the mestizo over
lords. This solidarity could be enforced if need be by union disciplinary units 
which fought strikebreakers and maintained strike discipline. During strikes the 
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mtire community acted as a whole, with the men carefully avoiding arrest While't 
~he women protested against strikebreakers or rioted at the company store. Thus' 
the resident wage labor force of the plantation was willing to accept political 
risks, was compelled to take collective rather than individual action to improve 
its economic situation, and could enforc(; a strong sense of class solidarity.' 
These political characteristics made the sugar plantations a bastion of APRA , .• 
• upport and one of the most important voting blocks in Peru. .. . 

Despite the class-based political organization and the radical po·plliist 
rhetoric of APRA, the demands of the workers' organizations of the coastal~ 
sugar estates were limited almost entirely to wages and working conditions; and 
no demands were made to nationalize the plantations or to overthroWlhe 
government. Political strikes did occur, but they were in support of, norin 
opposition to, constitutional government. The reformist character of the sligar 
plantation labor movement is of course a result of the negotiating flexibility 
of the corporation managers. Unlike the inflexible hacendados of the sierra 
they offered the workers a surer and less dangerous route to economic gains· 
through collective bargaining rather than through outright attacks on the 
institutions of property. Thus in both Peru and in the world analysis sugar 
plantations and other industrialized plantations were likely to generate reformist 
labor movements. In Peru labor events were considerably more highly· cor
related with the distribution of sugar production and hence with industrialized 
plantation organizations than they were with cotton production and hence with 
commercial hacienda organizations. The pattern of events in Peru therefore 
supports the general hypotheses linking income sources and reform labor move" 
ments and also the specific causal linkages expressed in the hypotheses concerl1-
ing the behavior of cultivators and noncultivators. 

If the sugar plantation is typical of the industrialized plantations most 
likely to lead to reformist labor movements, the exceptional cases of Malaya 
and other rubber systems in the world analysis are typical of plantation systems 
which either do not lead to reformist labor movements or do lead to other 
forms of movements. Nevertheless, as the analysis of the apparently deviant case 
of Malayan rubber indicated, these exceptions can in fact be accounted for by 
the specific hypotheses governing the behavior of cultivators and noncultivators. 
Rubber, unlike sugar, requires little or no estate processing alld therefore no 
expensive industrial equipment, and although rubber can be harvested con
tinuously, it actually benefits from neglect, so that peasant subsistence farmers 
can easily allow their trees to vegetate when the rubber price is low and harveSt 
when it is high. Small holders are therefore formidable competitors in the world 
rubber market, and in both Ceylon and Indonesia as well as in Malaya they 
produce somewhat less than half of total exports. The rubber market is not sub
ject to either cartelization or political control, and the competition frorn 
synthetics and fluctuations in industrial demand expose the rubber producers 
to market forces unknown to sugar producers. Most rubber estates are in faCt 
individually rather than corporately owned, although there are notable excep-
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t' ns such as the rubber estates of Firestone in Liberia or Michelin in Vietnam, 
10 bl' "fi nd the small estate owners are una e to exercise slgm cant market or political 
a ower. Their existence in fact was dependent on colonialism, and the estate 
Pwners found after independence that their survival had been of much greater 
rmportance to colonial governors than to parliamentary governments in former 
metropoles. Firestone and Michelin command great market power and political 
influence, but their methods of cultivation and processing closely resemble the 
smaller estates of colonial Ceylon, Malaya, or Indonesia. A substantial part of 
world rubber production is, however, in the hands of small estate owners who 
lack the market power of industrial sugar plantations and were exposed to 
both political uncertainty and increasing competition from small holders after 
the end of the colonial epoch. 

Rubber plantations are also more dependent on forced labor than are 
sugar plantations, and this is true of both corporate and individually owned 
estates. Although most laborers on sugar plantations are resident for long 
periods, most rubber workers are sojourners hired for a fixed term of from one 
to three years and usually return to a peasant subsistence economy at the, end 
(if these terms. Laborers are recruited under varying degrees of compulsion and 
are frequently brought in from other countries or regions to undercut the price 
of indigenous labor. In Vietnam the peasants of overpopulated Tonkin were 
impressed by notables acting under the direction of Michelin labor contractors, 
in Liberia Firestone recruits labor through the agency of local village chiefs, and 
in Malaya Chinese and Tamil indentured laborers were also recruited by con
tractors. The ethnically distinct groups favored by rubber estates are either 
socially isolated or actively discriminated against by the indigenous population. 
The Tonkinese peasant in Cochinchina was outside his village and therefore 
without political rights, and the tribal laborers of Liberia work in areas do
minated by Liberians with close ties to the United States. In both Ceylon and 
Malaya chronic racial hatreds were expressed in frequent riots against Tamils 
and Chinese, and after independence the role of the minority plantation popula
tion has been a major, perhaps the major, political issue. Thus rubber planta
tions rely on a politically disenfranchised, frequently foreign work force 
recruited under at least some degree of compulsion. The need for forced labor 
is a direct result of limited economies of scale in rubber production and intense 
price competition from small holders. This dependence on semiservile labor 
leads to opposition to any extension of political or economic rights to workers 
and reinforces the estate owners' reliance on political control. 

Similarly, since total rubber production is limited by the physical capacity 
of the trees and not by the size of the investment in processing machinery and 
since the price of rubber fluctuates widely and has shown a steady decline since 
the invention of synthetic rubber, the share of agricultural profits available for 
wage increases has been fixed or declining throughout the postwar period. 
Production can be temporarily increased by strip tapping, but this process 
destroys the future productivity of the trees and therefore damages the principal 
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asset of the estate owner. In contrast to sugar production, in which increased· 
production usually leads to increasing profits, increased production in rUbber 
estates may actually decrease future profits. As a result little money is available 
to grant periodic wage increases, and in fact, as was the case in Malaya, wa.ge . 
cuts may be necessary. These economic constraints are a direct result of the 
technology of rubber production and apply equally to individually owned estates 
and corporate plantations. In summary, then, the upper classes of rubber planta_ 
tions are in general politically vulnerable, opposed to cultivator rights, ahci 
restricted to zero-sum conflict over a fixed agricultural income. Their behavior 
is in these respects more similar to the behavior of the owner of a commercial 
hacienda than to that of the corporate managers of a typical sugar plantation: 

The mixed labor incentives of the rubber estate involving both coerci()D. 
and wages, both part-time resident labor and part-time peasant subsistence 
production, create similarly marginal behavior on the part of the cultivating 
class. To some extent rubber workers show the three principal economic and 
political consequences of the payment of a working class in land rather thall. 
in wages. First, they maintain at least some ties to the land because they wiII 
usually return to a peasant or tribal village at the end of their term, and their 
wages may in fact be saved to buy land as was the intention of many Chinese 
laborers in Malaya and most Tonkinese peasants in Cochinchina. Although 
this tie to the land may be illusory and the laborer may not be able to save or 
even stay alive during his term, this weak tie to landed property makes hini 
less susceptible to radical political doctrines than a propertyless sugar plantation 
laborer. 

Second, both the economic competition between workers and the pros~ 
p.ects for upward mobility in the home village undermine solidarity among the 
rubber estate workers and provide an important tool to be used against unions; 
The tribal rubber workers of Liberia or the Belgian Congo were usually re" 
cruited from a variety of tribal groups often not resident in the immediate area 
of the plantation, and the most likely candidates for recruitment by tribal 
authorities were young single men who could at least try to save money toward a 
bride price and perhaps gain enough influence in their home village to avoid 
being recruited a second time. Three years was too short a time for the Tonkill" 
ese peasant to lose his hope of returning to his home village or to forget that 
individualistic economic competition was the principal route to village success. 
The isolated foreign workers and the hostility of the indigenous population could 
be used by the plantation owners to undermine worker solidarity, and the re
serves of indentured labor provided a ready source of strikebreakers and com
petitors for employment. The incentive for collective organization so evident 
in the sugar valleys of Peru was considerably weaker on rubber estates. 

Third, rubber plantation work is not organized in the interdependent work 
gangs typical of sugar estates, and in fact rubber tappers frequently work in 
the forest by themselves or in small groups and are paid on a piece rate basis. 
The structural ties of the rubber estate do not link workers to one another, but 
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rather to the labor contractor, who is responsible for their employm t·· .. ····d 
. . f b h . d' h' en . an , often, for their satls actory e aVlOr unng t elt term of service. The L·b· . 

F· bb I . . 1 enan 
tribesman on a lrestone ru er p antatlOn IS responsible to the tribal chief who 
impressed him, and th,e chief's future di~lomatic .relations with the company 
depend on the worker s performance. Wllh such Important political issues at 
stake and with return to his native village probable, the worker is unlikely to 
challenge the administration. The same relationship exists between the Tonkin
ese laborer and the vilIage notable in Vietnam, and in Malaya the .kangany was 
accountable for the worker's performance throughout his term and might lose 
money if the worker escaped or refused work. The sanctions and inducements 
for conformity were therefore controlled not by other workers, but by the con
tractor, and the pressures for working-class solidarity were correspondingly 
weakened. 

Both the cultivating and noncultivating classes of the rubber plantation 
therefore share some of the economic and political characteristics of classes 
dependent on land rather than of classes dependent on wages and capital, 
respectively. Like the commercial cotton estates of the Peruvian coast the rubber 
estate is a marginal economic enterprise, and like the cotton haciendas its 
behavior shares characteristics of both plantations and landed estates. Although 
receptivity to radical ideologies, incentives for collective action, and class 
solidarity are all weaker among rubber workers than among sugar workers, all 
three factors are stronger than in isolated peasant communities in which incomes 
are drawn entirely from the land. Although the rubber workers do not show 
the same commitment to unionization and Willingness to strike found among 
sugar workers, they are capable of organization, and plantation unions, some 
of them company dominated, are found on rubber estates. These unions, how
ever, must negotiate with an owner whose behavior is very much like that of 
the owner of the hacienda, and as a result the prospects for reformist move
ments in rubber estates are limited. In fact the political vulnerability, hostility 
to workers' organization, and inability to grant wage increases characteristic of 
the upper class of rubber plantations are likely to politicize conflict and even 
lead to revolutionary action, as was the case in Malaya. Strikes are possible in 
rubber plantations,- especially the larger corporate systems, but they frequently 
involve more radical demands than those of sugar plantation workers. In 
Vietnam, for example, the rubber workers joined the 1931 Communist insur
rection, and in Indonesia the rubber workers joined a 1958 general strike 
demanding the nationalization of Dutch plantations. Despite the marginal 
position of the rubber plantation in the fourfold typology of income sources, its 
behavior supports the specific hypotheses governing the behavior of cultivators 
and noncultivaotrs. Its marginal position on each of the six economic variables 
affecting the political behavior of both classes leads to an intermediate form of 
political movement. 

Under normal circumstances, however, neither the commercial hacienda 
nor the plantation fonn of agricultural organization is likely to lead to· an 
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agrarian revolution, although agrarian revolts occur in hacienda systems under 
some circumstances and reformist labor movements are common in industrial 
plantations. In agricultural systems in which both cultivators and noncultivators 
draw their incomes from the land, cultivators usually lack the organizational 
resources to mount a revolutionary movement and the political momentum to 
carry it on after the immediate economic objective of land to the tiller has been 
realized. The combination of capital and labor produces the necessary organiza_ 
tional resources on the part of the cultivators, but revolution is made unlikely 
by the flexible behavior of the noncultivating classes. Of course When both 
organizational resources on the part of the cultivators and inflexibility ontlle 
part of noncultivators are absent, revolution is most unlikely. This combination 
is typical of commercial small holding systems, and the world analysis indicated 
that such systems were not likely to lead to any particular form of social protest 
except for a relatively modest tendency for the more commercialized small 
holding systems to generate reformist commodity movements. This is not to 
say, on the other hand, that small holdings per se inhibit revolutionary move. 
ments, since the distribution of events with respect to small holding systems 
seems to be relatively random and the correlations between events of various 
types and the dummy small holding variable were low or insignificant, not 
strong and negative. The findings of the world analysis therefore provide only 
modest support for the relationship between small holding and commodity 
reform movements, and since no case study was undertaken for this category; 
there is no way of tracing the intervening causal pathways in detail. The results 
did indicate, however, that all but a small proportion of small holders involved 
in export production are subsistence farmers who produce the export crop 
as a sideline, and the absence of commodity movements in these systems may 
be an indication of the weakness of market ties and the relative small influence 
that middlemen, exporters, and other members of the noncultivating classes 
exert on the small holders. This tentative conclusion is supported by the 
relatively greater commodity event activity in the small number of more com
mercialized systems. The results do make clear, however, that a combination 
of a noncultivating class dependent on financial or commercial capital and· a 
cultivating class drawing its income from the land is not conducive to agrarian 
revolution. 

LAND AND WAGES 

This combination of income sources for cultivating and noncultivating 
classes includes some forms of agricultural organization which combine the 
inflexible behavior of the cultivators of a landed estate with the strong cultivator 
organizations of the corporate plantation. When both conditions exist 
simultaneously, the result is likely to be an agrarian revolution in which a 
strong peasant-based guerrilla movement organized by a nationalist or Com~ 
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munist party attempts to destroy both the rural upper class and the institutions 
of the state and establish a new society. This general statement, however, stands 
in immediate need of qualification. Although this general category is the only 
one likely to produce agrarian revolution, not only systems within the category 
share the same degree of revolutionary potential and not all the revolutionary 
movements share the same objectives. Two principal subcategories of the land 
and wages combination were distinguished in Chapter 1, the migratory labor 
estate, and the s~~recropped estate, each of which tends to produce a different 
form·of agrarian movemeii"fili1cl"e-iich of which shows the same internal variation 
in agricultural organization as do the commercial hacienda and plantation 
categories. Once again the world analysis indicated that some systems within 
each of the two subcategories were more likely to produce the characteristic 
form of social movement than others. The world analysis indicated that 
revolutionary nationalist movements were likely to occur only in migratory estate 
systems located in colonial areas and that revolutionary socialist movements 
were more likely in decentralized than in centralized sharecropping systems. 

These general principles were also evident in the analysis of both the colonial 
migratory estate system of Portuguese Angola and the decentralized share
cropping export sector of the Mekong delta of Vietnam. As was the case in 
the summaries of the land and land and capital and wages categories, variations 
within the general land and wages category and within the two principal sub
categories provide a means of assessing the validity of the specific causal 
linkages between income sources and social movements described in hypotheses 
1 to 6 of Chapter 1. It is these linking hypotheses, not the general land .and 
wages combination, which permit precise prediction· about the causes of 
agrarian revolution in both migratory labor estate and sharecropped estate 
systems. 

The migratory labor estate category includes any individually owned 
enterprise which lacks power-driven machinery and is worked by seasonal, 
migratory wage laborers. This definition includes the coffee systems of Central 
America and southern Africa, the grape and citrus systems of the Maghreb, 
and sheep ranches in South Africa and Chile. With the exception of the sheep 
ranches, most of these systems are based on perennial tree crops with harvest 
periods of four months or less. Perennial crops eliminate the labor inputs 
associated with annual planting and therefore reduce slightly one of the principal 
obstacles to efficient centralized production. The perennial trees or bushes are, 
however, usually the most valuable capital asset of the estate and cannot be 
trusted to tenants who might damage them by overzealous exploitation during 
their tenure. The world analysis indicated that there was a negative correlation 
between perennial crops and sharecropping, and this system, when it is. used 
at all with tree crops, either offers future ownership to tenants to encourage 
arboreal husbandry or must move frequently when trees at one location are 
exhausted. Since the harvest period of migratory estate tree crops is short, 
neither ~ year-round resident labor force nor expensive processing machinery 
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can be economically maintained. In addition, crops grown on migratory estates 
do not in general require much processing, so that both of the two principal 
determinants of efficient plantation organization are absent. Migratory labor 
systems also tend to occur in areas where agricultural land is either too Scarce 
or too expensive to permit the payment in usufruct rights characteristic of the 
commercial hacienda system. Usually, as was the case for example in Angola 
or Algeria, the migratory labor estates expand to include almost all the valuable 
land in the export sector, driving the indigenous small cultivators backillto 
crowded reserve areas. In general, of course, the laborers themselves would 110 
doubt prefer to live in proximity to the estates, but the incompatibility of the 
subsistence and export economies in most migratory estate systems makes this 
impossible. The commercial coffee economy of La Convenci6n in Peru, for 
example, developed in a relatively sparsely settled area, and labor could be 
provided at least initially through additional tenancies and subtenancies, btlt 
as land became scarcer and more valuable, migratory harvest labor became 
necessary and an acute labor shortage developed in the valley. In many other 
Latin American coffee systems, on the other hand, the topography of mountain 
valleys provides strata successively suitable to lowland ranching, to coffee culti. 
vation at moderate altitudes, and to high-altitude precarious subsistence farming, 
and the laborers therefore live in close proximity to the estate. In migratory 
estate systems land values, land scarcity, and topography make this close 
proximity between subsistence plots and export production impossible. 

The production parameters of the crops of the migratory estate economies 
lead to a characteristic division between a commercial export sector where labor 
is employed during the harvest and an economically and spatially distinct sub
sistence sector where the laborers support themselves in the' off season. The 
migratory estate system throws the cost of subsistence back onto the peasant 
or tribal community from which the laborers come and thereby minimizes 
estate labor costs. Ordinarily, of course, such a migratory pattern would not be 
expected to lead to any kind of cultivator organization, let alone an agrarian 
revolution, since migrants are notoriously difficult to organize. Seasonal 
migrants picking grapes or coffee are tied to the peasant or tribal subsistence 
community even more closely than are the fixed-term migrants of rubber estates 
and therefore share many of the political and economic characteristics of workers 
paid in land rather than wages. In most cases the hypotheses concerning the 
behavior of cultivators dependent on land should apply to workers in migratory 
estate systems, and political passivity should be the result. The potential for 
revolution in migratory estate systems does not, however, depend on wage 
laborers alone, but on an incongruous coalition between the leadership of the 
traditional tribal or peasant community supplying the laborers and the laborers 
themselves. The traditional leadership provides the organizational resources 
that seasonal migrants, like subsistence peasants, typically lack. On the basis 
of economic interests alone, however, such a coalition would seem unlikely in 
the extreme. In Vietnam, for example, this coalition would involve the fixed-
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term migrants working on the Cochinchina rubber estates and the village 
notables who had impressed them into service in the first place. In Angola it 
would involve contract laborers and village chiefs, who often acted as the 
labor contractors' agents. Politics has made stranger alliances, and as the 
case of Angola indicated, such alliances can have considerable revolutionary 
potential. Nevertheless, this ~_oalition is possible only under a narrow range of 
economic and ecological circumstances, and many migratory estate systems 
show no tendency toward revolutionary nationalism whatsoever. Traditional 
village authorities' willingness to throw in their lot with the poorest members 
of their village who have been sent to labor on estates is evident only when their 
own economic base of support is being eroded by the same estate system that 
is exploiting the poor laborers. Such a constellation of political and economic 
forces depends ultimately on the relationship between the two sectors, export 
and subsistence, which constitute the migratory estate system. 

Only when the estate system is expanding at the expense of the subsistence 
sector and therefore both increasing overcrowding within the subsistence sector 
and threatening lands controlled under traditional tenure can the traditional 
village leaders be mobilized to resist. This overcrowding and land expropriation 
is likely only if the two sectors of the migratory estate system are adjacent and 
not spatially or economically segregated when the export sector is expanding. 
Just as was the case among the peasants of the sierra, the expansion of com
mercial estates undermines peasant conservatism and makes revolution possible. 
If the export and subsistence sectors are far enough apart so that expansion in 
one sector does not affect the other directly. there will be no social movement. 
Guatemala, for example, has the largest migratory labor stream as a percent 
of total population of any nation in the world, yet its repressed Indian majority 
shows no tendency toward revolutionary nationalism. Migration takes place 
between the mountains and plateaus of the densely populated Indian areas and 
the Ladino-dominated coffee piedmont and coast, and estate agriculture is not, 
therefore, a direct threat to the remote, if inadequate, peasant small holdings. 
Agrarian social movements in Guatemala have therefore involved either the 
small numbers of laborers resident on the coffee estates or fights between land
starved peasants in the mountain and high-plateau areas and have not led to 
an Indian uprising based on communal rather than class solidarity. If the sub
sistence sector comes to be too completely integrated into the export sector, 
on the other hand, the cultivator communities come to represent the lower class 
of a commercial hacienda system, and the traditional village leadership is weak
ened or eliminated. Most sierran Indians who came to the cotton valleys of 
Peru,- for example, were quickly integrated into the Hispanicized culture of 
the coastal lower class, and the few remaining coastal Indian communities had 
lost much of their traditional leadership structure and Indian cultural charac
teristics. The communities of the central sierra were integrated into both the 
hacienda system and the world market and therefore formed an agricultural 
lower class just as did the captive communities on the haciendas themselves. 
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Only when there is some economic and political segregation of the two sectors, 
subsistence and export, but not so much as to completely eliminate land COn
flicts is a revolutionary nationalist movement possible. If the two sectors are 
completely segregated, as they are in Guatemala, there will be no threat to 
the leaders of the traditional village, and therefore one element of the coalition 
will be eliminated. If the two sectors are completely integrated, as they are in 
a hacienda of Peru, the traditional leadership is so completely dominated by 
the upper class that organization takes place along class rather than communal 
lines. 

In the world analysis these principles were supported by the finding that 
only in colonial migratory estate systems did nationalist movements occur. In 
colonial settler economies such as those of Algeria, Kenya, or Angola the new 
settler class appropriated the best land, expanded its holdings at the expense 
of indigenous tribal groups, and recruited labor from the shrinking, over
populated indigenous reserve areas but, significantly, did not integrate these 
reserves politically or socially into the economy of the export sectors. Although 
the indigenous reserves were, of course, under at least nominal military control, 
the traditional tribal leaders of the Berbers, the Kikuyu, or the Bakongo con" 
tinued to rule in what amounted to separate but subordinate states. They were, 
however, states whose economic base was under continual pressure from the 
labor and land demands of the export sector, and as a result tribal oligarchies 
that in other times and other places might have become the loyal intermediaries 
in a colonial administration became instead its most vigorous opponents. The 
indigenous reserve which provides the organizational resources that migratory 
seasonal workers lack is most often found in colonial systems" and it is in such 
systems that the incongruous nationalist revolutionary coalition is most likely 
to form. 

The case study of Angola illustrates both the mechanisms by which such 
a cultivator coalition can be created and the political response which can be 
expected from the noncultivating class. The outbreak of a revolutionary 
nationalist movement depends not only on cultivator organization but also on 
noncultivator response, and in Angola and other colonial migratory estate 
systems the behavior of cultivators closely resembled the political inflexibility of 
the most backward commercial hacendados of Peru. In fact the fazenda owners 
of the AngCllan coffee economy were as dependent on land rather than capital 
as the hacendados of La Convencion, and their economic position was, if any~ 
thing, even more pr-ecarious. In an economic system in which a major article 
of processing equipment is a flattened ant heap and hulling machines are trans
ported from farm to farm in pickup trucks, the income of the cultivating class 
must come entirely from its control over land rather than capital. In fact the 
technology of estate coffee processing is only a slight improvement over the 
oversized wooden mortar and pestle used by indigenous African cultivators. 
The low grade robustas of Angola do not require the wet processing necessary 
for the finer arabicas of La Convencion, so that investment in processing equip~ 
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ment may actually be less on some fazendas in Angola than on the larger 
peasant farms of Peru. The minimal processing equipment and relatively short 
four-month harvest of Angolan coffee production are both parameters which 
favor small holder, not estate production, and it was only the substantial colonial 
privileges of the fazenda owners that made them even marginally competitive. 
Despite the overwhelming ~.olitical and social advantages of the Portuguese 
nationals, who controlled all aspects of the coffee trade, 50,000 African 
producers tenaciously clung to their trees and contributed one-quarter of all 
exports despite land expropriation, forced labor, and direct intimidation. Their 
survival is a result of the invisible prod of the market, which offset the overt 
coercion of the Portuguese. Fazenda owners faced intense price competition 
from small holders not only in Angola but in the Ivory Coast, Uganda, or, for 
that matter, La Convenci6n. 

The limited prospects for capital improvements and indeed the capital 
shortage in the northern coffee region of Angola led to the three patterns of 
economic and political behavior typical of noncultivating classes dependent 
on land. These patterns are also apparent in the contrast between the northern 
estates and the more highly capitalized mixed sugar and coffee plantations of 
the southern coffee zone. The northern producers were poorer and more 
politically vulnerable than even the hacendados of La Convenci6n. In fact 
many of them had recently left the status of bush trader or Portuguese peasant, 
which would have placed them in the lower rather than the upper class of the 
Peruvian sierra. Even during their golden years in the middle fifties the /azenda 
owners never acquired the vast estates of the hacendados of La Convenci6n or 
the landlords of Cochinchina and never earned the substantial incomes of the 
coastal hacendados of Peru. If they were an upper class dependent on land it 
was on a relatively small amount of land, and their economic alternatives were 
even more limited than those of members of most other landed upper classes. 
The landlord of Cochinchina could bask on the French Riviera after his lands 
had been paid for by the Republic of Vietnam, and the displaced hacendados 
of La Convenci6n could usually rely on their highly placed relatives to ease the 
shock of the loss of their estates, but the fazenda owners of the Angolan north 
might be forced into "the slums of Lisbon or Luanda where their position was 
little better than that of a landless peasant. Few could save money during the 
boom years, and with the fall in coffee prices most became bankrupts. 

Since no fazenda owner controlled any substantial market power and each 
was forced to deal with large exporting firms just as did African producers and 
none had any capital assets other than his land, alI were ultimately dependent 
on the special land concessions made possible by the colonial regime. The 
absence of capital was in fact so profound that petty trading activities persisted 
even after large-scale coffee production had begun. The northern landowner was 
ultimately dependent on the Native Statutes, particularly the legal distinction 
between the indigenous and nonindigenous populations, for the ownership of 
his cent~alized estate. Such privileged access to land would of course not 
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survive the passing of colonial rule, and in the event of independence the coffee 
farmers of northern Angola could expect to fare no better and indeed, given 
the bitterness aroused by the guerrilla war, might fare considerably worse than 
the coffee colons of the Belgian Congo who departed en masse shortfy after 
independence. Therefore the political vulnerability of the fazenda owner was 
acute and his alternatives were more restricted than those of any other landed 
class examined in the case studies. His desperate defense of the colonial order 
even at the risk of his own life was a direct result of his economic weakness 
and political vulnerability. 

Like other landed classes the /azenda owners of Angola were dependent 
on a coerced rather than a free labor force, and as with landed classes else~ 

where this reliance on force required total opposition to political or economic 
rights for workers. The provision of forced labor was as essential to the economic 
survival of the northern Angolan coffee estates as was the forced expropriation 
of land, and the colonial legal distinction between indigenous and nonindigenous 
rights made this forced labor possible. The labor relations of the northern 
Angolan estates depended on a minimum of inducement and a maximum of 
coercion, and the chi cote and the caderneta were the twin symbols of this 
coercive system. SignificanNy the southern coffee estates, much more highly 
capitalized and mechanized than the northern estates, were distinctly less likely 
to use coercion in labor relations and in fact were something of a model·of 
paternalistic plantation management in sub-Saharan Africa. This is not, of 
course, to say that they approached the labor relations of a highly industrialized 
sugar plantation, and in fact their labor relations more closely resembled those" 
of a Peruvian sugar plantation in the enganche period. Nevertheless the relative 
use of coercion in labor management in the north and the south once again 
supports the general hypothesis that exclusive dependence on land rather than 
industrial capital leads to servile labor and complete opposition to workers~ 
rights. CADA (Companhia Agricola de Angola) and other large southern 
estates could probably survive the passing of colonial rule and still manage to 
recruit labor. especially if the population pressure on land in the central 
plateau continued to increase. No similar hope existed for the fazenda owners 
of the north, and their commitment to colonial rule had, therefore, to be cor
respondingly greater. 

Finally, the fazenda owners of the north could look forward to no expartd~ 
ing agricultural production out of which wage increases might have been 
financed. Instead, of course. the collapse of the coffee boom led to a dramatic 
fall in revenues just at a time when wage increases would have been most useful 
in defusing the growing political discontent associated with the African 
independence movement. Whether or not wage cuts at the Primavera plantation, 
as Holden Roberto insisted. led to the March 1961 uprising, it is clear that 
wages must have decreased to compensate for falling prices. This in turn 
implied even more coercion and greater dependence on colonial rule. At a 
time when much of Africa was moving toward independence" the former pea" 
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sant farmers arid bush traders of northern Angola found that they needed more, 
not less colonialism. In the southern coffee estates, of course, crop diversification 
and substantial capital reserves made it possible to continue paternalistic bene
fits for workers and maintain wage levels even if some laborers had to be dis
charged. Consequently the need for additional coercion was considerably less 
in the south than in the north. 

Thus the Angola fazerida owners showed all three economic characteristics 
which were hypothesized to be consequences of dependence on land rather than 
industrial capital, and they represented an extreme position 01} all three charac
teristics. Their poverty and lack of capital made them dependent on colonial 
land concessions, their reliance on forced labor depended on the moral and 
legal obligation of work under the Native Statutes, and their inefficient pro
duction techniques combined with falling prices not only made wage increases 
impossible but made substantial wage cuts essential. These characteristics rapidly 
focused all contlict on the ultimate sources of political power, which were also 
the source of the estate owners' economic privileges. The estate owners' 
intransigence would end only with the end of colonialism. The bitter, desperate 
resistance of the northern Angolan settlers and their brutal, ruthless slaughter 
of poorly armed Africans can only be understood in terms of their own extreme 
economic weakness and the stark economic alternatives that faced them if they 
lost their estates. Of all the landed estate systems examined in the case studies 
none produced such a marginal landed class, and none, consequently, produced 
such a tenacious and personal landlord defense of property. The southern 
Angolan estate owners, on the other hand, were considerably more able to use 
their economic intluence in Luanda or even in Lisbon if a nationalist regime 
took power in Angola; their need for forced labor was much less compelling, and 
their ability to grant workers adequate wages and benefits was correspondingly 
greater. Thus the three hypotheses concerning cultivator behavior account for 
. both the brutality of the northern estate owners during the revolt and the location 
of the centers of the uprisings in the northern rather than the southern coffee 
region. 

The revolutionary coalition that first made itself felt in March of 1961 
was composed of three distinct elements: the migratory laborers on the northern 
estates, the small Bakongo and Mbundu coffee growers of the northern region, 
and the Bakongo tribal and monarchic leadership. The expansion of the estate 
economy affected each of these groups in somewhat different ways, but in each 
case it created conditions conducive to a nationalist uprising against the 
Portuguese. Although the migratory laborers were the most directly exposed to 
the labor discipline of the estate and had the most to gain from the end of 
Portuguese forced labor, under normal circumstances they would not have been 
able to overcome the political weakness which resulted from their close ties to 
their own villages. The three hypotheses governing the behavior of cultivators 
indicate that the laborers' dependence on village lands for subsistence after the 
end of their term would tend to inhibit political organization. First, their ties to 
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lands in traditional reserves remained strong, and work on the coffee estate was 
considered a disagreeable if temporary separation from their tribal lands. 
Second, the mixture of different tribal groups on the estates, the Portuguese 
policy of using arrogant pastoral tribesmen as foremen, and the ease with'which 
laborers could be replaced created intertribal and even interpersonal competi_ 
tion which severely undermined class solidarity on the estates, The high tufn~ 
over rate, amounting to almost two-thirds of the work force in a typical year, 
further undermined incentives for collective organization. Individual orsmal\ 
group escape attempts, not collective resistance to the foremen, were the surest 
way of escaping the chicote and the tarela ditiria. Third, the worker relied· on 
the immediate ties of kinship and tribe for support in a financial or medical 
emergency, and each small lineage or tribal group tried as best it could tore
construct the basic elements of its home village on the estate, Furthermore 
ultimate safety could be found only in the home village, and the close proximity 
of Bakongo villages and the long trek to the Ovimbundu villages on the central 
plateau explain much of the difference in political orientation of the two tribal 
groups. The Ovimbundu, isolated in a different tribal and linguistic zone, Were 
dependent on structural linkages with the estate management rather than ties 
with local villages, and their less enthusiastic response to the rebellion refleCts 
this greater dependence on the estate management. In general there were strong 
impediments to even communal organization among the workers, and tribal ties 
made class-based organization difficult if not impossible. 

In the absence of estate cultivation small African farmers would have 
shared the economic characteristics of cultivators drawing their income from 
the land and should, according to the hypotheses of Chapter 1, show an inability 
to mobilize politically under normal circumstances. The expansion of the 
Portuguese estates, however, changed the parameters affecting the normal 
economic behavior of cultivators holding land, and just as had been the case in 
Peru,estate expansion was associated with social movements of small holders. 
In the absence of the estates the small holders would have had a much stronger 
tie to the land than traditional swidden cultivators, and tribal practice recognized 
individual ownership over coffee trees if not over land generally. The land 
expropriations of the estate owners and the reluctance of the colonial 
administration to recognize African titles, however, dramatically reduced the 
strength of this tie to the land and threatened the economic existence of t~e 
small African coffee producers. Portuguese domination also prevented the small 
holders from retaining the fuIl share of their agricultural production and, of 
course, made it impossible to buy additional lands or even to protect those 
already in cultivation. Thus the colonial presence created considerable incentives 
for African collective action to gain new coffee lands, to eliminate Portuguese 
middlemen, and to aJlow the profits of the coffee trade to pass entirely into the 
hands of the considerably more efficient African producers. Although both the 
conservative tie to the land and the individualism characteristic of small holders 
were reduced by the Portuguese presence and willingness to take risks and 
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organize colleciivcly were correspondingly increased, the third principal deter
minant of collective cultivator action was largely absent. Production was entirely 
an individual matter, and .no cooperative organization like the communal 
ranges of Peru was available to reward loyalty and group solidarity. Even the 
cooperative processing possible in La Convenci6n was not significant in 
lIorthern Angola because the cheaper robusta grades did not justify the more 
expensive wet processing used in La Convenci6n. The isolated production 
techniques of the small holders suggest, therefore, that even though collective 
incentives and weak ties to the land were prescnt, only a weak cultivator move
ment should have been expect.ed, certainly not one strong enough to challenge 
the Portuguese in open combat. In fact the principal structural linkages of the 
coffee farmers were to the traditional tribal leadership because the indigenous 
social structure provided the only legitimate recognition of their rights to their 
coffee groves. This leadership was in turn the instrument of the che/e de posta, 
the lowest link in the Portuguese administrative chain, and consequently the 
village structure might be expected to inhibit, not encourage small holder move
ments against the fazendas. 

The traditional village chiefs and the vestigial Kongo monarchy are thus 
the key to the uprising in northern Angola. The chiefs had much to gain from 
collaboration and in Ovimbundu areas made substantial profits through recruiF 
ing laborers for the north and in both north and south frequently received 
modest retainers from Portuguese administrators. Nevertheless, the evidence 
presented in Chapter 4 makes clear that these leaders and the tribal· if not 
monarchic UPA (UnUio das Popula~5es de Angola) were a critical element 
in the uprising of 1961 and that they provided the organizational resources that 
the workers and small holders lacked. The critical element in this change in 
orientation toward the Portuguese was of course the massive land expropriations 
of the central coffee districts. These expropriations not only displaced thousands 
of small coffee producers but also required the forced evacuation of entire 
villages and tribes, the resettlement of large numbers of people in reserves an~ 
temporary camps, and the separation of the tribal leadership from geographic 
areas which it had long controlled and from which it drew its ultimate power. 
Access land in the traditional areas of northern Angola was through tribal and 
lineage ties, and defense of that land under the loose Portuguese military occupa
tion was often a matter of collective tribal or lineage action. The swidden 
cultivation of northern Angola did not lead to the intense interest in individual 
property characteristic of peasant villages in Peru or Vietnam because the site 
of cultivation was moved frequently in order to permit a long fallow period, and 
a general geographic area, not a particular subsistence plot, was the major 
source of wealth. The tribal economy of northern Angola, unlike the peasant 
subsistence economies of Peru and Vietnam, was a communal rather than 
individual economic enterprise, although as in those peasant villages the economy 
was controlled by an oligarchy of lineage heads and other notables. In Angola, 
howevtlr, this communal economy and the chiefs who controlled it were 
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threatened by exactly the same force, the expansion of the coffee estates, which 
threatened the small holders with eviction and poor men with forced labor. Thus 
the nationalist coalition brought together men with very different dreams. The 
migratory laborer hoped for the end of the forced labor and his return to his 
village, the small holder wanted free expansion of the market and commercial 
success, the members of the tribal oligarchy looked forward to the restoration 
of their power and perhaps in their more nostalgic moments dreamed of the 
return of the Kongo monarchy to its former position of glory. All these dreams 
were blocked by the Portuguese presence, and it was the economic and political 
events of 1961 that transformed the dreams into violent action. The expansion 
of the· Portuguese estates, therefore, eliminated the restraints on the political 
behavior of migratory laborers, small holders, and traditional leaders, all of 
whom to one degree or another drew their incomes from the land. 

The resulting nationalist coalition, however, might not be expected to 
endure long beyond the passing of the Portuguese. The commercial small holders 
might be expected to become successful conservative commercial farmers 
interested in expanding their holdings at the expense of traditional tribal lands 
if necessary and defending them against any demands from the landless laborers. 
The Ovimbundu contract laborers who replaced the Bakongo after the 1961 
revolt lacked the tribal ties that solidarified the nationalist coalition in the north, 
and in fact their close association with Portuguese estate owners during the 
war may someday expose them to violent retaliation from local Bakongo. The 
traditional chiefs' continued existence depended in part on their usefulness to 
the Portuguese, and although whoever comes to power in Angola will make 
use of their influence, a strong nationalist regime would curtail their power. 
Since the nationalist coalition was based on tribal and racial solidarity against 
the Portuguese and not on diverse economic interest of its members, the end 
of the colonialism is likely to signal intensified economic conflict and the end 
of communal solidarity. 

The coffee boom of northern Angola and Portuguese colonial policies 
radically changed the three principal economic characteristics which the hypoth
eses of Chapter 1 suggested were critical for the political mobilization of culti
vators, and these changes affected all three classes-the migratory laborers, 
the small holders, and the chiefs. First, in all three cases land concessions under
mined the economic base of the traditional village, cutting off the laborers from 
their base of support, the small holders from their coffee groves, and the chiefs 
from their principal political resource. Second, the colonial land and labor 
politics provided substantial incentives for collective organization because the 
migratory laborers could gain their freedom, the small farmers could profit from 
the export trade, and the chiefs could regain their power only if the Portuguese 
political privileges were ended. Third, the thin Portuguese skein of military 
outposts and the recency of the Portuguese conquest permitted a communal 
swidden economy to exist until the beginning of the coffee boom, providing the 
laborers, the small holders, and the chiefs with a degree of economic and 
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political .i?terdependenc~ whic~ was seldo~ f~und in individ~alistic peasant 
commUnitIes. It was thIs formIdable combmatlon of economIc and political 
characteristics which ended the years of silence in the north. The statistical 
analysis of Angola clearly indicated that the uprising was most intense in areas 
where the demand for contract labor was greatest and land expropriations were 
most extensive. Thus both the qualitative analysis of the political economy of 
northern Angola and the qaanti,ative distribution of events support the hypoth
eses concerning the behavior of cultivators. The fact that the events occurred 
in the northern rather than the southern coffee area and the analysis of the 
political economy of the two coffee systems also support the three hypotheses 
concerning the behavior of noncultivators. Finally the fact that the revolt was 
nationalist rather than socialist and revolutionary rather than reformist supports 
the summary hypothesis D of Chapter 1. 

The sharecropping system, like the migratory labor estate, involves a 
combination of a cultivating class deriving its income from the land and a non
cultivating class paid in a share of the crop rather than in rights to land. This 
system is most common in annual crops which require minimal processing, and 
most of these crops could be efficiently produced by small holders. This system 
is most common in the rice economy of South and Southeast Asia and in the 
cotton economy of the Middle East, although it is used with food crops in both 
Southern Europe and the Middle East. In all cases, however, small holders are 
strong competitors since annual plantings restrict centralized production. On 
economic grounds alone, then, sharecropping systems establish strong pres
sures for small holding systems, and as the world analysis indicated, this is .the 
most likely outcome of a revolutionary transformation of these systems .. 

The sharecropping category like the migratory estate category includes 
systems in which a well-organized cultivator class confronts an economically 
weak and politically rigid noncultivating class, and it is in these systems that 
revolution is possible. Unlike the migratory estate systems, however, share
cropping typically divides the indigenous land-owning class and cultivating 
classes, preventing the natonallst coalition which is possible in some migratory 
systems but making possible class-based organizations which are extr.emely 
unlikely in migratory systems. Thus hypothesis D of Chapter 1 suggested that 
revolutionary socialism rather than revolutionary nationalism should occur in 
some systems in the general sharecropping category. Once again, however, it 
is important to recall that the world analysis indicated that only a subgroup 
of all sharecropping systems, those in which production is carried on in decen
tralized tenant plots, is likely to lead to revolutionary socialism. Centralized 
sharecropping is no more likely to produce revolutionary socialism than is 
the commercial hacienda, and many centralized sharecropping systems closely 
resemble the hacienda organization. Of the two principal sharecropping crops, 
rice is invariably decentralized while cotton is usually centralized even where 
sharecropping is practiced. Thus rice sharecropping in particular and .decentral
ized sharecropping .in general are most likely to lead to agrarian revolution 
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based on a socialist ideology demanding not only the restructuring of the rural 
class system but also the reorganization of the state itself. 

The case study of Vietnam provided support for the finding of the world 
analysis that decentralized rice sharecropping systems are likely to lead to 
revolutionary socialism, but it also demonstrated that this association is a 
result of the intervening processes outlined in hypotheses 1 to 6 concerning the 
behavior of noncultivators and cultivators. The behavior of the landlords of 
Cochinchina displayed the three principal characteristics of a noncultivating 
class dependent on land. First, the landlords controlled no capital assets other 
than land and took no active role in agricultural production, leaving the details 
of cultivation entirely to the tenant. Their control over delta land was not a result 
of their strong capital position, but rather of thcir close ties to the colonial 
administration. As a result they were dependent on a series of military protec, 
tors, from the Foreign Legion to the ARVN (Army of the Republic of Vietnam) 
to the American Marines, for their continued existence as a class. Without 
such protection, of course, the lands of the Mekong would long since have 
passed into the hands of the cultivating class. 

Second, the landlords were dependent on the land scarcity which they had 
helped to create to maintain high rents and demanded a legally impotent labor 
force which could not question the terms of tenancy or protest capricious 

,evictions or excessive interest charges. The landlords of Cochinchina even dis~ 
couraged migration from colonial Tonkin because they feared that the more 
independent northerners might be less compliant tenants than southerners 
accustomed to landlord dominance, Small landowners who settled in frontier 
areas often found their lands confiscated from beneath them and the landlord
village notable coalition made it possible for the landlords to maintain an 
adequate supply of low-cost labor for their estates. The Diem reforms and the 
more vigorous actions of the NLF placed greater rights in the hands of tenants 
and immediately led to a decrease in landlord incomes. A disenfranchised 
colonial population was therefore an ideal source of low-cost labor. 

Although prospects for mechanization in the delta rice economy were not 
extensive, the landlords' presence inhibited any technological change that might 
have been possible. Their land monopoly and the resulting high rents limited 
tenant incentives for permanent improvements, produced exorbitant interest 
rates, blocked irrigation projects, and hindered marketing and processing. All 
these restraints on increased productivity, of course, worked in one way or 
another to the advantage of the landlord. Permanent improvements were un
necessary or dangerous since the landlord could increase his income by in
creasing rents, irrigation projects might cut away valuable parts of his land, 
exorbitant interest rates increased his profits through money lending, and 
market discontinuities made it possible for him to profit from rice hoarding and 
speculation, Not only was there no share of increasing agricultural production 
to be used to defuse a gathering agrarian movement; on the contrary, every 
possible effort was made to confiscate as much tenant rice as possible even if it 
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meant bankruptcy or starvation for the tenant. Even during hard times the land
lord would not decrease these demands on the crop. 

Thus the landlords of the Mekong were economically weak and dependent 
on outside military and political power, required a leg~l1y impotent labor force 
produced by a landlord-dominated political system, and discouraged any 
productivity gains which might have increased the share of agricultural produc
tion going to the tenants. Like the hacendados of the Peruvian sierra or the 
!azetrda owners of Angola, the landlords of the Mekong combined economic 
and political characteristics which should lead to political conflict over economic 
issues and force laborers to either violent opposition or inaction. 

The tenants and landless laborers of the Mekong delta shared the economic 
and political characteristics of cultivators paid in wages rather than those paid 
in land and therefore, unlike the peasants of northern and central Vietnam 
or the Peruvian sierra, might be expected to show the strong cultivator organi
zations typical of laborers on industrial plantations rather than the weak 
organizations typica:J of peasant small holders. Each of the three major economic 
characteristics which, according to the hypotheses 4 to 6 of Chapter 1, should 
increase the possibilities for collective political organization were apparent in 
the Mekong delta. First, the closed land market and the dominance of large land
holdings eliminated peasant small holdings, and even tenancies were precarious 
and could be lost through Malthusian evictions or chronic indebtedness. Frequent 
turnovers were in fact typical of the delta tenancies, and formcr tenants could 
either flee debts and rents to new villages in the west or find work as landless 
laborers. Their orientation toward risk was therefore completely different from 
that of northern or central small holders, and political as well as economic 
speculation was one of the dominant features of delta life. Millenial dreams or 
political utopias could always find adherents in the unstable economic environ
ment of the Mekong delta. 

Second, individual mobility into the land-owning class was a practical 
impossibility, and stratification within the cultivator class was less pronounced 
than in most peasant communities. Since even a large tenant could be reduced to 
a landless laborer and would not in genenH be able to pass his holdings on to 
his sons, the individualistic competition for even the smallest piece of land 
characteristic of peasant communities in both northern and central Vietnam 
and in the Peruvian sierra was entirely absent in the delta. Nor were there any 
large amounts of community land or water to reward factional village conflict 
or to be stolen by enterprising individuals. If the incentives for individual 
economic action were weak, the incentives for collective action· were cor
respondingly stronger. The Mekong delta produced substantial profits from 
the rice export trade, but the social arrangements controlling land ownership 
and marketing insured that only a small percentage of the crop ever reached 
the tenants. High interest rates, restrictions on irrigation, and marketing dis
continuities could all be eliminated by driving out the landlords and rent col
lectors, and of course the demise of the landlords would provide the tenants 
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with clear title to the land they worked and a claim to the entire rice crop and 
most of the profits of the export economy. NLF successes in the Mekong delta 
during the early phases of the war in Vietnam were a result of availability 
of these collective goods and the NLF's ability to deliver them to the peasants. 

Third, the loosely structured villages of the Mekong were not controlled 
by the conservative oligarchies of the traditional villages of the Vietnamese 
north or center or the Peruvian sierra, which had used their control over com. 
munity resources to establish petty despotism subservient to outside authority. 
The notables of the villages of the Mekong controlled no communal land or 
water to be granted or withheld to reward conformity to the village oligarchy, 
and they were unable to generate the religious enthusiasm at the. dinh charac. 
teristic of the older areas of Vietnam. The landlords, who represented the 
ultimate source of power in the village, were remote from day-to-day running 
of village affairs and lacked the graduated sanctions available to tM notables 
of northern and central Vietnam or the varayoc of Peru. Since the landlords 
provided few services, their principal tie to the village was through their rent: 
collecting agents, and increasingly, as resistance to these agents increased, this 
tie came to depend on military force. The absence of structural linkages between 
tenants and landlords is most clearly illustrated by the landlords' reliance on 
ARVN troops and provincial officials to collect their rents during the postwar 
period. With little managerial control over their tenants, with marketing and 
credit in the hands of middlemen, with no welfare services to offer, the land~ 
lords held only military control over their tenants. Like the peasants of La 
Convenci6n, the sharecroppers of the Mekong delta could purchase from small 
merchants goods and services provided by landowners in more paternalistic 
centralized estate systems, and the landlords of the Mekong delta, like those 
of La Convencion, became socially as well as economically superfluous. 

The development of the rice export economy of the Mekong delta and the 
political dominance of the large estates completely altered the conditions of 
peasant cultivation; it broke conservative linkages to the land, increased 
incentives for economic organization while decreasing prospects for individual 
mobility, and removed the structural linkages to the landed class that inhibited 
peasant organization in many commercial hacienda systems. The tenants and 
landless laborers of the Mekong were an agricultural proletariat with the 
political characteristics associated with the proletariat of an industrial plantation. 
Unlike the plantation workers, however, they confronted not an economically 
powerful upper class capable of compromise, but an economically backward 
and politically unyielding class of mercantile capitalists who derived their profits 
from their land monopoly and their consequent ability to manipulate marketing 
·and interest rates to their advantage. The result was an agrarian revolution; 
and in both colonial Vietnam and at the beginning of the second Indochina war 
the'Mekong delta was the base of Communist support.in Vietnam. The analysis 
of the political economy of the delta and the distribution of revolutionary 
socialist events in Vietnam support both the general association between 
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decentralized share.cropping systems and revolutionary· socialism and the 
specific intervening causal linkages which make this association possible. 

Centralized sharecropping systems, on the other hand, do not show the 
potential for revolutionary socialism typical of wet rice sharecropping systems 
like Vietnam even though in some respects the systems are similar. Cotton 
estates, which represent the single largest class of centralized sharecropping 
systems, are more similar in some respects to commercial hacienda systems than 
to decentralized sharecropping systems. The world analysis, for example, in
dicated that although rice and other grains are almost invariably produced in 
the smaJl units of decentralized sharecropping or small holding systems, cotton 
is often produced on centralized commercial haciendas as well as in share
cropping and small holding systems. In fact as market penetration increases, 
cotton production is likely to move from sharecropping to wage labor, while in 
areas of high market penetration· rice cultivation tends toward greater, not 
lesser rates of tenancy. Cotton slightly favors centralized production because of 
the bulk reduction advantages of local ginning and because it cannot be 
consumed for subsistence but must be marketed usually for export. Estate 
owners, who own ginning machines and have economic and social ties with 
exporters, are therefore· in a slightly stronger market position than are land
lords in rice sharecropping systems. Since cotton is an annual, the advantage of 
centralized production is slight and small holdings are actually more efficient 
producers in most circumstances. Nevertheless, as the example of the coastal 
cotton haciendas of Peru indicated, a favorable political situation can lead to 
rationalized centralized cotton production. When this happens, however, it 
usually leads to the replacement of sharecroppers by laborers as, for example, 
when the Peruvian yanaconaje were evicted from the Peruvian cotton valleys 
after World War II. Sharecropping in cotton estates is therefore usually 
associated with low market penetration and relatively low land values. If land 
is valuable and particularly if it is irrigated, greater profits can be had through 
efficient centralized production than through sharecropping, which tends to dis
courage permanent improvements and turns over at least part of the land to 
the tenant. 

Thus the typical sharecropped cotton estate, such as those of the cotton 
valleys of Peru before 1940, shares many of the characteristics of the com
mercial hacienda in which a class of laborers is fixed to the land, enjoys some 
rights to cultivate subsistence crops, and is under the paternalistic control of 
the hacienda owner. The owners of such sharecropped cotton estates, like the 
landlords of a rice sharecropping system, have very little capital other than land 
and consequently, like the rice landlords, are dependent on political influence, 
opposed to cultivator rights, and restricted to zero-sum economic conflict. If 
they did acquire additional capital, they would transform the sharecropped 
estate into a commercial hacienda and eliminate the sharecroppers. The dif
ference between the behavior of the two sharecropping systems is not, there
fore, a result of differences in the behavior of the upper class, but rather of 
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differences in the economic and political behavior of the sharecroppers them_ 
selves. On at least two of the three economic variables affecting cultivator 
behavior, the cotton sharecroppers resemble a class drawing its income fr<;lm the 
land, and the rice sharecroppers resemble a cultivator class drawing its income. 
from wages. 

First, tenancies in most rice sharecropping systems are unstable because 
of the economic vulnerability of the small tenant farmer and the landlord's 
interest in higher rents rather than greater production. In cotton systems share_ 
croppers may remain on the estate for years or generations if they provide loyal 
service in the fields. The less rationalized production and the paternalistic 
management of the cotton estate maintain a loyal dependent labor force and 
will insure that the landlord's crops will be brought in at harvest and estate 
production will be maximized. given the limits of capitalization and manage
ment skill. The position of a yanaconaje on a Peruvian cotton estate before 
World War II was almost identical to that of a colono of the sierra, and it was 
only after these tenants were evicted during the transition to the commercial 
haciendas of the postwar period that they showed any signs of collective protest. 
Conservative ties to the land and subsequent resistance to radical politics are 
much stronger factors on sharecropped cotton estates than in decentralized rice 
sharecropping systems. 

In both cotton and rice sharecropping systems the prospects for individual 
mobility into the land-owning class are minimal, and the incentives for collec
tive action are not dissimilar. Both cotton and rice sharecroppers would gain 
control over productive commercial land if the landlords could be eliminated. 
and both would profit through effective collective action at the landlords' 
expense. Internal stratification within the tenant class may actually be greater 
in dispersed tenancy systems. so that this variable cannot account for the 
observed difference in the behavior of the two systems. The amount of competi
tion for tenancy is also approximately equal, although the greater turnover in 
the decentralized systems may lead to slightly more intense competition. DiE-· 
ferences between the two systems cannot therefore be explained by differences 
in economic incentives for competition or cooperation. 

The most important difference between cotton and rice sharecroppers, how
ever, is the relative strength of their structural linkages to the landlord cIass~ 

On the centralized cotton estate the distribution of work, the management of 
irrigation water, the processing of the crop. the provision of small loans, and 
even the sale of consumer goods are all under the control of the estate owner~ 
In addition the estate owner may provide small personal favors to his workers, 
such as assisting in their daughters' weddings or providing burial plots for 
their dead. These economic and social ties to the landlord were apparent in 
the cotton haciendas of Peru even after the transformation to wage labor and 
were even more pronounced in the prewar period. The economic controls of 
the hacienda store and the estate management provide a valuable political tool 
to enforce loyalty by closely observing and punishing worker nonconformity: 
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Even in the postwar period Peruvian cotton estate workers could be whipped 
into town before their master for carelessly diverting irrigation water. The 
surveillance possible in a centralized estate makes it possible to detect worker 
organization at the earliest possible moment, and the numerous linkages be
tween worker and management make it possible to reward or punish even 
small changes in behavior. 0-

In decentralized rice tenancy systems such as Vietnam, of course, no such 
close surveillance is possible or even considered necessary by the landlords. 
The tenant is responsible for day-to-day management of work, he can sell his 
own share of the crop to middlemen just as does the landlord, irrigation 
management is his own responsibility, he can borrow money from middlemen 
or other tenants as well as from the landlord, and he can purchase goods 
and services from small merchants rather than from the company store. Thus 
the structural linkages to the landlord and the possibilities for landlord control, 
as was clear in the Mekong delta of Vietnam, are considerably weaker in decen
tralized rice systems than they are in centralized cotton estates, and it is this 
fact that explains the vastly greater radicalism of cultivators in decentralized 
rice sharecropping systems. 

Of all the major types of agricultural organization considered in this 
analysis only the decentralized sharecropping systems show this potential for 
class-based agrarian revolution. In agricultural systems in which both the culti
vating and noncultivating classes draw their income from the land the cultiva.tors 
are in general not capable of the strong political organization necessary to 
challenge the politically inflexible landed upper class. Only when outside 
organization in the form of a socialist or reformist party is provided or wh~,!l, 
the economic base of the peasant community is destroyed by estate expansion 
are social movements likely in such systems, and even in these cases the result 
is usuaJ.l¥-a..short-lived agrarian revolt, not an agrarian revolution. Industrial 
plantation systems create 'economic cond'itions·'c(iii.aucrv~··-t~ strong cultivator 
organizations, but the economic power and flexibility of the corporate plantation 
owners divert this political energy into reformist channels. In small holding 
systems cultivator political organizations are weak and upper-lass economic 
power is strong, and only weak reformist movements are likely. The politically 
inflexible landed class of the migratory labor estate tends to generate political 
conflict over the control of property and the state, but migratory laborers are 
difficult to organize, and only under the peculiar circumstances of settler estate 
expansion in colonial systems can they be mobilized in an agrarian revolution. 
Even in this case, however, the revolutionary coalition tends to reflect the 
interests of the traditional tribal groups which provided the organizational re
sources and the movement's goals are tribal or racial rather than economic. 
Only in sharecropping systems is an inflexible upper class combined with a 
cultivator class strongly organized along class lines, and only in decentralized 
systems is the cultivator class able to overcome the political controls of the 
noncultivators. The decentralized sharecropping system therefore combines the 
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characteristics of both cultivators and noncultivators most conducive to 
agrarian revolution, leads to solidarity based on class, and increases the appeal 
of revolutionary socialism as the dominant ideology of cultivator movem~nts/. 
/" It is in decentralized sharecropping systems like that of Vietnam that the 
social organization of export agriculture creates both incentives for class-baSed 
cultivator organizations and bitter landlord resistance to cultivator rights. These 
incentives were sufficient in the case of Vietnam to provide new generations Of 
recruits for an indigenous revolutionary movement despite Draconian counter~ 
measures and massive casualties. The export economy of the Mekong delta: 
created the strong class-based revolutionary movement that both French and 
American expeditionary forces have struggled to control for more than a 
quarter of a century. The landlords of Cochinchina remain to haunt the military 
governors of South Vietnam, and the application of overwhelming military 
power has had surprisingly little effect on the economic conditions in rural 
areas which provided the driving force of the revolution in the south. External 
military power, first under the French and later under the Americans,. has 
provided the means of prolonging the life of an unstable economic system 
dominated by a preindustrial landlord class. Without this foreign intervention 
the revolutionary effects of the world export economy would have long since 
transformed the social structure of rural Vietnam and removed both the in
centives for peasant organization and the unyielding landlords. Instead, Amer~ 
ican intervention has insured for a time that both the landlord class and the 
incentives for agrarian revolution will remain intact. As a result the outcome 
of the long American effort in Vietnam was not a revolution defeated buCa 
revolution postponed. 



Country 

Finland 
Greece 
Greece 
Ireland 
Italy 
Italy 
Italy 
Italy 
Italy 
Italy 
Portugal 
Portugal 
Spain 
Spain 

ApPENDIX 1 World Population of Agricultural 
Export Sectors 

Crop Country Crop 

EUROPE CENTRAl. AND SoUTH AMERICA 

Dairy Brazil Coffee 
"Tobacco Brazil Cotton 
Grapes Brazil Sugar 
Cattle Brazil Cocoa 
Vegetables Chile Sheep 
Grapes Chile Vegetables 
Citrus Colombia Coffee 
Apples Costa Rica Coffee 
Rice Costa Rica Bananas 
Wheat Cuba Sugar 
Grapes Dominican Republic Sugar 
Vegetables Dominican Republic Coffee 
Citrus Dominican Republic Cocoa 
Vegetables Ecuador Bananas 

Guatemala Coffee 
Guatemala Cotton 

MIDDLE EAST AND NORTH AFRICA Haiti Coffee 
Haiti Sisal 

Algeria Grapes" Honduras Bananas 
Iran Cotton Honduras Coffee 
Iraq Dates Jamaica Sugar 
Iraq Barley Jamaica Bananas 
Lebanon Vegetables Mexico Cotton 
Lebanon Temperate fruits Mexico Coffee 
Libya Groundnuts Nicaragua Cotton 
Morocco Citrus Nicaragua Coffee 
Morocco Vegetables Panama Bananas 
Syria Cotton Paraguay Cattle 
Sudan Cotton Peru Cotton 
Tunisia Olives Peru Sugar 
Tunisia Grapes Peru Coffee 
Turkey Tobacco EI Salvador Coffee 
Turkey Cotton EI Salvador Cotton 
Turkey Eating nuts Venezuela Coffee 
UAR." Cotton Venezuela Cocoa 
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Country Crop Country Crop 

SUB-SAHARAN AFRICA SoUTH AND SOUTHEAST AsiA 

Angola Coffee Burma Rice 
Burundi Coffee Cambodia Rice 
Cameroon Cocoa Cambodia Rubber 
Cameroon Coffee Ceylon (Sri Lanka) Tea 
C.A.R. Cotton Ceylon (Sri Lanka) Rubber 
C.A.R. Coffee China (Rep.) Sugar 
Congo (Zaire) Palm China (Rep.) Rice 
Congo (Zaire) Coffee India Tea 
Congo (Zaire) Rubber India Cotton 
Congo (Zaire) Cotton India Spices 
Ghana Cocoa India Tobacco 
Guinea Coffee India Sugar 
Guinea Bananas India Coffee 
Ivory Coast Coffee India Groundnuts 
Kenya Coffee Indonesia Rubber 
Kenya Tea Indonesia Palm 
Liberia Rubber Indonesia Copra 
Malagasy Rep. Coffee Indonesia Tea 
Malawi Tobacco Indonesia Tobacco 
Malawi Tea Indonesia Coffee 
Mozambique Cotton Indonesia Spices 
Nigeria Groundnuts Indonesia Sugar 
Nigeria Cocoa Korea (Rep.) Rice 
Rhodesia Tobacco Malaysia Rubber 
Rwanda Coffee Pakistan Jute 
Senegal Groundnuts Pakistan Rice 
Somalia Bananas Pakistan Tea 
South Africa Sheep Pakistan Cotton 
Tanzania Sisal Philippines Copra 
Tanzania Coffee Philippines Sugar 
Tanzania Cotton Thailand Rice 
Togo Coffee Thailand Rubber 
Uganda Coffee Vietnam (Rep.) Rubber 
Uganda Cotton Vietnam (Rep.) Rice 
Zambia Tobacco 
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CARD 1 

Code 
Country 

001 Finland 
002 Greece 
003 Ireland 
004 Italy 
005 Portugal 
006 Spain 

101 
102 
103 
104 
lOS 
106 
107 
108 
109 
no 
111 
201 
202 
203 
204 
205 
206 
207 
208 

301 
302 
303 
304 
305 
306 
307 
308 
309 
310 
311 
312 -" 
313 / 

Costa Rica 
Cuba 
Dominican Republic 
EI Salvador 
Guatemala 
Haiti 
Honduras 
Jamaica 
Mexico 
Nicaragua 
Panama 

Bolivia 
Brazil 
Chile 
Colombia 
Ecuador 
Paraguay 
Peru 
Venezuela 

Afghanistan 
Burma 
Cambodia 
Ceylon (Sri Lanka) 
Taiwan 
India 
Indonesia 
Iran 
Iraq 
Jordan 
South Korea 
Lebanon 
Malaysia 

.. 
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Columns Code 
1-3 

314 Nepal 
315 Pakistan 
316 Philippines 
317 Saudi Arabia 
318 Southern Yemen 
319 Syria 
320 Thailand 
321 Turkey 
322 South Vietnam 
323 Yemen 

401 Algeria 
402 Angola 
403 Burundi 
404 Cameroon 
405 Central African Republic 
406 Chad 
407 Congo (Zaire) 
408 Dahomey 
409 Ethiopia 
410 Ghana 
411 Guinea 
412 Ivory Coast 
413 Kenya 
414 Liberia 
415 Libya 
416 Madagascar 
417 Malawi 
418 Mali 
419 Mauritania 
420 Morocco 
421 Mozambique 
422 Niger 
423 Nigeria 
424 SOllthern Rhodesia 
425 Rwanda 
426 Senegal 
427 Sierra Leone 
428 Somalia 
429 South Africa 
430 Sudan 
431 Tanzania 
432 Togo 
433 Tunisia 
434 United Arab Republic (Egypt) 
435 Uganda 
436 Upper Volta 
437 Zambia 

4-5 Crop 
01 Cattle 
02 Dairy 
03 Other livestock 



Columns 
4-S 

6 

7 

8-9 

10 

04 
05 
06 
07 
08 
09 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
50 
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Code 

Wheat 
Rice 
Barley 
Other grains 
Maize 
Citrus fruits 
Bananas 
Grapes 
Temperate fruits 
Eating nuts 
Vegetables 
Sugar 
Coffee 
Cocoa 
Tea and mate 
Spices 
Tobacco 
Groundnuts 
Copra, coconuts 
Palm 
Other oil nuts 
Cotton 
Rubber 
Silk 
Sisal 
Other fibers 
'Olives ~ Subsistence 

System number: If more than one enterprise type is in
volved in the production of the crop specified in columns 
4-5 during the 1948-1970 period, number systems 
chronologically and code each separately. Otherwise 
always I. 

Card number (l). 

Last two digits of first year of period in which this sys
tem was observed. 

If columns 8-9 are coded 48, code 9. Otherwise explain 
initial date of observation specified in column 8-9. 

1 New export crop introduced at this date. 
2 Changing economic or production parameters (e.g., 

mechanization) bring about change in enterprise 
type. 

3 . Redistributive land reform: redistribution of more 
than 20 percent of land in this crop to individual or 
cooperative owners. If land reform has occurred. be
gin observation of new system created by reform 
after it is clear that reform will not be stopped or re
versed and the new system is firmly established. In 
no case should this interval be less than four years. 
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CQlumns 

11-12 

13 

14-1S 

16 

17 

18-19 

20 

21-22 

Agrarian Revolution 

Code 
4 Nationalization or collectivization. 
S Insufficient information before this date. 
6 Other (specify). 

Last two digits of last year of period in which this system 
was observed. 

If columns 11-12 are coded 70, code 9; otherwise ex
plain reason for ending observation in year specified in 
columns 11-12. 

Crop abandoned as no longer economically or eco'" 
ogically practical (loss of markets, blights). 

2 Changing economic or production parameters bring 
about change in enterprise type (e.g., mechaniza"" 
tion). 

3 Redistributive land reform: redistribution of "more 
than 20 percent of the land in,this crop to individual 
or cooperative owners. Beginning of effective reform 
terminates period of observation. 

4 Nationalization or collectivization. 
S Insufficient information. 
6 Other (specify). 

Period of observation. Columns 11-12 - columns 8-9 
+ 1 (1970-1948 + 1 =23). 

Unproductive period: number of years between planting 
and first harvest. 

lOne year or less (annuals). 
2 Two to four years. 
3 Five to nine years. 
4 Ten years or more. 

Productive lifetime: number of years crop bears before 
replanting. 

lOne year or less (annuals). 
2 Two to four years. 
3 Five to nine years. 
4 Ten years or more. 

Harvest period: Number of months per year in which 
harvesting takes place. If there are two campaigns, add" 
them together. 

Is primary processing carried out within the enterprise? 

o No. 
1 Yes-manually operated machinery. 
2 Yes--specialized power driven machinery, e.g., gins; 

mills, centrifuges. 

Median percent agricultural exports contributed by this 
crop, 1948-1968. 
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Code 
Agricultural enterprise: a personal or corporate entity 
with the right to control the use of a given parcel of land 
and to dispose of the crop produced on that land, subject 
only to specific contractual obligations with any other 
party who may have an interest in the land. (Note: In 
sh~re·cropping and manorial systems all the land of a 
single owner is treated as a single enterprise.) 

Ownership: indicates effective authority over land for at 
least 20 years. A 20-year lease or a benefice from a de
funct sovereign will be considered ownership for pur
poses of this code. 

10 Individual or family ownership or control by an 
incorporated family estate in which a single family 
controls 75 percent or more of the stock. 

11 Foreign individuals and families, including settlers 
and colonists. 

12 Indigenous individuals and families. 

20 Tribe, lineage, extended family, or other form of 
precommercial communal ownership. 

30 Commercial corporation. 
31 Commercial corporation, domestic contro\. 
32 Commercial corporation, foreign control. 

40 Government body. 
41 Local or municipal government. 
42 State, provincial, or department government. 
43 National government. 

50 Cooperative, communal, or ejidal ownership (those 
actually working the land share in the ownership). 

Residence of owners. 

1 Resident. 
2 Rural nonresident. 
3 Urban nonresident. 

Operation: operator must control productive use of land 
and have all residual rights to crop. He mayor may not 
perform labor or supervise the recruitment of labor him
self. The administrators and agents of absentee landlords 
are considered to be the effective operators. 

10 Owners and part owners. 
11 Cash renters. 
12 Standing or share renters. 

20 Administrator residence unknown. 
21 Resident administrator. 
22 Nonresident administrator (agent). 
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Columns 
28 

29-30 

31-32 
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Code 
Tenant middlemen: an intermediary class which neither 
performs managerial functions described in columns 
26-27 nor carries out the largest proportion 'ofthe 
physical work of cultivation described in columns 29-:30. 
Tenant middlemen share in the profits of crop lands 
under their control and are responsible for labor recruit_ 
ment and supervision. ~he.y mar not de~erm~ne the crop 
to be grown and have hmlted nghts to Its disposaL The 
tenancy may be held on cash, standing, or share rental 
terms. Salaried overseers are not tenant middlemenanci 
should be included as part of the administrative staff 
coded in columns 26-27. 

o Tenant middlemen absent. 
1 Tenant middlemen present. 

Labor: mechanism by which physical work is performed 
on operating unit. Code the principal source of income 
for the class of workers performing the greatest number 
of hours of work per year. 

10 Operator, unpaid family labor, and one or two 
"hired hands." 

20 Usufructuaries: rights to yield from a subsistence 
plot in exchange for labor on domain lands, per
sonal services to the landowner, or payment of a 
share of the subsistence crop. 

21 Usufructuaries: cash crop produced on domain 
lands. 

22 Usufructuaries: cash crop produced on subsistence 
plot. In this case the usufruct rights must be paid 
for in labor dues or in a share of the subsistence 
crop. If share of a cash crop is paid system should 
be classified under "30 Cropper" below. 

30 Cropper: precise terms unknown. 
31 Share tenant: a cropper who provides his own im, 

plements and traction power and is paid a share of 
the crop. 

32 Sharecropper: a cropper who provides only his own 
labor. 

40 Wage laborers: paid in cash, rations, or shelter. 
41 Wage laborers: resident. 
42 Wage laborers: fixed-term migrants. 
43 Wage laborers: seasonal or harvest migrants. 
44 Wage laborers: short-range migrants commuting on 

a daily basis from nearby subsistence plots. 

Country-crop system work force: the total number of 
economically active individuals, paid and unpaid. actu
ally providing labor in the fields in a given system. 
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Code 
This information is obtained in one of two ways: 

1. Wherever possible, by direct estimates given in agri
cultural source materials. These will generally be 
available for systems which pay wages and therefore 
generate records (e.g., plantations and migratory 

.. estates). 

2. When necessary (especially in systems in which labor 
is unpaid or paid in usufruct rights, e.g., small hold
ings, sharecropping, and haciendas), by multiplying 
the number of units (enterprises or holdings) by the 
average number· of economically active individuals 
per unit. The former figure is generally available 
from agricultural source materials as the number of 
operators, farms, etc. The latter figure is estimated 
by taking the family unit, nuclear or extended, as 
the basis for calculating the number of individuals in 
each of the following categories and summing: 

Operator (plus heads of associated nuclear 
families, if any). 
Wife of operator, if she works in the fields. 
Children of operator, if they work in the fields 
(assume 2.5 economically active children for each 
nuclear family). 
Hired hands, if any (estimate number from agri
cultural source materials). 

Code this information in scientific notation to one signif-
icant figure. \., 

Enterprise work force: the modal number of econom
ically active individuals, paid and unpaid, employed in 
the fields of an enterprise. When the country-crop sys
tem includes enterprises which vary enough in size that 
they cannot be placed within a single one of the cat
egories below, select the single category which is respon
sible for the largest share of the total production (if not 
available, use bulk or acreage) . 

1 1-5. 
2 6--20. 
3 21-100. 
4 101-500. 
S 501-1000. 
6 1000-5000. 
7 5000 and more. 

Sharecropping dispersal code: Code whether the various 
sharecropping holdings of a single owner, which together 
constitute an enterprise, are consolidated or dispersed. 
Holdings are considered consolidated when they are con
tiguous or when there is other evidence of daily contact 
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Columns 

35 

36-38 

36 

37 

38 

40-80 

Columns 
1-6 

·7: 
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CARD 2 

Code 
among individuals working different holdings, ·.such as 
common use of implements or capital goods provided by 
the landlord. . 

1 Consolidated. 
2 Dispersed. 
9 Not applicable. 

Market participation of labor force described in columns 
29-30. 

Produces cash crop as a supplement to primary sub. 
sistence production. 

2 Combination of market production and subsistence 
activities. 

3 Primarily dependent on market. 

Ethnic stratification: In the next three columns indicate 
the racial, religious, or nationality characteristics of the 
enterprise work force. A group is ethnically distinct if 
racial, religious, or national differences are widely rec~ 
ognized and if intermarriage with other groups is largely 
or wholly absent. 

o No ethnic stratification-work force does not come 
from an ethnically distinct group. 

The work force is ethnically distinct from the land~ 
owners but not from indigenous subsistence farmers. 

2 The work force is ethnically distinct in comparison 
to both the landowners and the indigenous peasant 
population. 

3 Both owners and workers are a distinct ethnic group 
in comparison with subsistence farmers. 

Race: assumed biological differences. 

Religion: major religious groupings, e.g., Christian, 
Hindu. 

Nationality. 

Provinces which define crop system. Two-column fields; 
attach alphabetical list of provinces to code sheet. 

Code 
Repeat c.odes i~ .columns 1.-:-:-6 of card 1. 

Card number (2). 



Columns 
8-39 

40--79 
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Code 
Province codes (continued from card I, columns 38-
79). 

Code any additional provinces which are not part of the 
crop system but which provide migratory laborers in 
large numbers. Use these fields only if columns 31-32 in 
card 1 have been coded 42 or 43 (migratory labor). If 
migratory labor is recruited from within provinces spec
ified in the crop system field, do not use this code. 

/ 



ApPENDIX 3 Social Movement Codes 

Rural social movement.- a linked series of noninstitutional collective events engaged 
in by cultivators who constitute a solidary group. . 

Cultivators: a clear majority of the personnel in any event must be recruited from the 
class of rural residents who perform the physical work of cultivation. Thus references 
to peasants, agricultural laborers, rural strikes, land seizures, destruction of crops 
by mass action, peasant unions, and plantation strikes are automatically included; 
Explicit references to other occupational groups-students, miners, government 
workers-mean the event is not agrarian. If no specific information is included on 
the occupational composition of the participants, include any rural event (i.e., those 
occurring outside cities of more than 2,500 population). References to entire coun~ 
tries or entire regions should not be included unless there is other evidence of par
ticipation by cultivators. 

Exclude the following: 

1. Foreign invasions unless they are part of a general uprising of the rural popula~ 
tion. 

2. Institutional populations-military barracks, prisons, concentration camps; 
asylums. 

3. Military and police mutinies and revolts even if they occur in rural areas. 
4. Owner and administrator actions (unless owners are also cultivators). Actions 

by tenant middlemen should be included. 
5. Movements of regional secession which include members of land-owning and 

land-working classes on both sides, e.g., the Katanga secession in the Congo. 
6. Blanquist, or guerrilla !oco, movements unless there is clear evidence that all 

or most of their fighting force is former cultivators (peasants, plantation work
ers, etc.). In movements of this type a small group of urban intellectuals, 
students, or workers retreat to the countryside to wage guerrilla war against the 
government. They frequently hope to convert the peasantry to their cause through 
"armed propaganda" and, at a minimum, expect the peasants to provide food, 
shelter, and protection from police intelligence. The guerillas frequently claim 
peasant support or sympathy, but these events should not be included unless the 
evidence for peasant support is unambiguous. Guevara's Bolivia expedition of 
1967 is an example of the kind of movement which should not be included. 

Noninstitutional: event either is illegal or occurs outside the established normative 
framework. 

1. Any evidence of violence, destruction of property, personal injury, iJIega! seizure 
of persons or property. 

388 
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2. Strikes-usually a marginal case. Include all strikes, illegal and legal. 
3. Any collective action which involves violence on the part of social control 

forces. 
4. Mass rallies, demonstrations, marches, and other mass actions even if they do 

not lead to violence. Exclude regularly scheduled patriotic, sports, or religious 
events unless they lead to violence. Rallies sponsored by legitimate parties are a 
marginal case. They should be included if they are not a part of the regular 
activities of the party---e·.g., annual conventions would be excluded, marches on 
such a convention by a dissident faction would be included. 

Collective: more than 10 persons or indirect evidence by use of words such as 
"crowd," "rally," "march," "demonstration," "mass action," "uprising," "revolt," 
"revolution," "riot," "strike," etc., or by references to the acts of collectives such as 
guerrilla bands, union locals, or military patrols. 

Event: An event is any collective act or series of actions which occurs on the same 
or successive days in the same crop system or in the same or contiguous provinces. 
Thus if cultivators from two different crop systems engage in a simultaneous co
ordinated action (e.g., sugar plantation wo'rkers strike in sympathy with a strike by 
cotton sharecroppers), each action is a separate event. If two crop systems are con
tiguouS, the crop criterion takes precedence over the contiguity criterion. 

Events may be divided conceptually into phases. An event extending over several 
days may change its tactics or targets or even its organizational level sufficiently to 
alter the coding category originally assigned. For example, a peaceful strike which 
has continued for a week may turn into a riot when strikebreakers appear on the 
scene. Since the action is continuous, these actions constitute a single event. Each 
phase, however, should be described separately on the code sheet, and each should 
be numbered successively. 

Linked: Events which share any of the following characteristics are {aid to be linked 
and form the constituent units of a movement. 

1. Concerted actions of formations: A sugar workers' strike is called to support a 
series of peasant land invasions. 

2. Overlap in personnel: 10 percent of the participants in the smaller of the two 
events or evidence of the same leadership. A peasant league which. two months 
before, organized a series of land invasions leads a march on a government 
building. 

3. Provision of material assistance: A covert terrorist group receives arms and 
financial support from a nationalist party which is conducting a series of marches 
and rallies. 

4. Overt imitation: repetition of identical actions with evidence that one formation 
knew of the activities of the other. Land invasions in one province spread to 
several other provinces over a period of weeks, 

5. Overt response by demands, slogans, ritual acts. Peasants engaging in a series of 
different kinds of actions spread over several weeks are reported to have shouted 
"Land or death" or "Free Hugo Blanco" during each action. 

Each event should be coded separately and assigned a number indicating its chrono
logical position in the movement sequence. Movements should also be assigned 
sequence numbers beginning with the first movement observed in the 1948-1970 
period {single events may constitute movements for purposes of assigning sequence 
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numbers). Thus each collective action will have a total of three sequence numbers. 
Each phase of the spatially and temporally continuous actions which make up an 
event will have an identification number. In most cases there will be only one pnase 
and hence this number will usually be 1. A series of events distinct in time, space, 0; 
crop system may be linked together to form a movement by criteria 1-5 above. Each 
event should be numbered successively for any given movement. Finally, movements 
themselves must be numbered to indicate that two or more series of events' are not 
closely tied to one another. In general it is unlikely that more than three or four 
movements will be observed in anyone country during the 1948-1970 period. 

Solidary groups: The collective must share some belief that the fortunes of its memo 
bers are interdependent, i.e., some common consciousness that actions taken foc'or 
against any member of the collective are actions which potentially affect all its memo 
bers. Therefore exclude panics, mass movements of refugees, crazes, and other acts 
which do not involve any sense of common identity. 

CODING INSTRUCTIONS 

l. Agrarian events can frequently be identified from items in newspaper or press 
summary indexes. If the index item is ambiguous, the actual article or report 
must be looked up and the final evaluation based on a full reading. If, for exam
ple, an index item refers to a "general strike," the article must be consulted to 
determine whether agrarian workers are mentioned explicitly. If the article still 
makes no mention of agriculturalists, then no event would be coded. 

2. Events and newspapt;:r articles are not identical. A single event may be reported 
in more than one article, or a number of events may be summarized in a single 
article. It may be possible to infer factual information from other articles report
ing on the same country. An article on tea estate workers may mention that 
there are 500,000 tea workers in the country. Other articles reporting on dif· 
ferent events may simply state that "all the tea workers" or "most of the tea 
workers" have gone on strike. The information from the earlier article may be 
used to infer the number of participants for the later events. Similarly, if an 
organization title is mentioned in one artic:1e with no explanation and another 
article on a separate event in the same movement gives a detailed description of 
the organization, then the latter article can be used to supplement information 
in the former. Nevertheless, it is important to keep in mind that you are attempt· 
ing to describe a single event or phase of an event when you are coding. While 
you should read all the articles in a given country before beginning to code, you 
should concentrate on the particular characteristics of each event. 

3. In general, the estimates and opinions on factual matters of commentators in 
news sources should be used in preference to similar information from sup
porters or opponents of the movement. Thus if General X claims that an incident 
is Communist inspired but the commentator indicates that there is little factual 
support for the general's view, the commentator's opinion should be coded. Direct 
statements of movement leaders about their ideology or objectives, on the other 
hand, should be used in preference to the opinions of commentators about the 
same matters. 

4. If more than one collective composed of cultivators is engaged in a given 
action and they are not in different crop systems or separated spatially, then the 
collective that initiated the action is the one to be coded. If a group of Muslim 
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peasants attacks a group of Communist peasants, for example, the codes would 
apply to the Muslims, not the Communists, even if the Communists :fight back. 
If the Communists retaliate in a separate event and attack the Muslims, then of 
course the Communists' actions would be coded. 

5. Summary articles: Newspaper articles sometimes summarize a series of events 
occurring over several ~eeks or months in one or two articles. These summary 
articles must be broken down into their constituent events before they can be 
coded even if this requires creating "dummy" events to approximate the actual 
number of events rcported in the summary. Coding categories for the duration 
of an event, the number of participants, the number of casualties, etc., should 
be applied to individual events, not to summary articles as a whole. The duration 
of an event, then, is a measure of the duration of a single action, not the length 
of the time period covered by the summary article. Total numbers of participants 
or casualties reported in a summary article refer to the sum of all events oc
curring in the period covered by the article. Thus an estimate of the number of 
participants or casualties must be made when coding a specific event. This es
timate may be made either by taking an average for each event or, when informa
tion permits, by estimating the relative contribution of each event to the total 
based on its inferred magnitude. In the analysis of event data the duration of an 
event and the number of participants are important measures of a social move
ment's capacity to mobilize its supporters for action. The use of totals from 
summary articles therefore defeats the purpose of collecting this information. 

The precise strategy for coding a summary article depends on the amount of 
information provided: 

a. If several events are described in some detail, then each should be coded 
separately and summary information should either be ignored or dis
tributed over the reported events in accord with thei%inferred magnitude. 
This procedure may result in some loss of information, but it is always 
preferable to code actual event descriptions. 

b. If one or two typical events are described but the article indicates that 
substantial numbers of additional events of the same type have occurred 
in the past few weeks or months, "dummy" events should be constructed 
to indicate that the described event is one of several such events. If, for 
example, an article reports that several land invasions have occurred in 
the past few weeks and describes one of them in some detail, you should 
first code this one event about which you do have information. Next you 
should fill out identical sets of cards for two or three additional "dummy" 
events to indicate that there were several events. Remember the information 
to be used is that of the typical event, not simply summary statistics for 
the entire period covered in the article. 

c. If the article simply states that "unrest" or "agitation" occurred in the pe
riod summarized and no further information is given about the type of 

'·event, then no attempt should be made to code detailed information about 
duration, number of participants, etc., even if information is provided in 
summary statistics for the period covered by the article. Remember you 
are attempting to code this information for an actual event, not an 
artificial time period created by the newspaper reporters. 

6. Category and subcategory codes. Two-column codes concerned with qualitative 
characteristics of an event (e.g., columns 40-41, "administrative apparatus") 
are organized. by category and subcategory codes~ A general category code is 
indicated by.a 0 in the second column pf a. two-cqlumn code. A. 40 code in 
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columns 40-41, for example, indicates that the administrative apparatus direct; 
ing this particular event is some kind of labor union but no more specific in
formation about the union's organization is available. Codes 41, 42, 4~, 44, and 
45 are subcategories of the general category "labor unions," and each represents 
a particular level of union organization. If, for example, specific information Was 
available that a banana workers' union called the strike, column 40-41 would be 
coded 43, which indicates that a union spanning all the workers in a particular 
crop is involved. It would not simply be coded 40, which would indicate that no 
additional information was available about the kind of union organization. All 
two-digit codes ending in 0 are general category codes and should not be used 
when more specific information is available. 

CARD 1 

Columns 
1-3 

Code 
Country: see Appendix 2, "Agricultural Codes." 

4-5 

6-8 

9 

10 

11-12 

13-14 

15-16 

17-18 

19-48 

Movement number: Movements should be numbered consecutively be
ginning with the first movement observed in the 1948-1970 period. The 
ordinal position of a movement is determined by the date of its first event. 
The movement with the earliest initial event will be assigned the number 
1, the movement with the next earliest initial event will be assigned the 
number 2, and so on until a\l movements are numbered. 

Event number: Number all events in each movement consecutively be
ginning with the earliest and continuing until a number has been assigned 
to every event in that movement. 

Phase number: consecutive within each event. 

Card number (1 ). 

Year: last two digits of the year in which this event or phase occurred. 
99 Insufficient information. 

Month: number the month in which this event occurred (January = 01). 
99 Insufficient information. 

Day: day of the month on which the event or phase begins. In general this 
will be a day or two before the date of the newspaper article, but it may 
be even earlier in summary articles. 
99 Insufficient information. 

Number of provinces affected: number of provinces in which event ac
tivity is reported to have· actually occurred. Include only those provinces 
which contain substantial proportions of the active participants in this 
event. Do not include provinces with marginal proportions of total num
ber of participants. For all-country or all-region events count only those 
provinces in which the actions of cultivators are reported. 
99 Insufficient information. 

Provinces affected: list province numbers (see alphabethical list in "Agri" 
cultural Organization" file for this country) of. provinces counted iii 
columns 17-18. Each province number should be listed as a two-digit 
number, and province numbers should be listed in successive two-column 
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49-76 

Columns 
1-9 

10 
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Code 
fields beginning in columns 19 and 20. This field is to be llsed for the 
actual provincial location of an event, not the source of an event's 
support. 
Blank field Insufficient information. 

Provincial base of support: The provincial base of a movement is that 
geographic area·-in which the participants in the event normally carryon 
their agricultural activities. Some events may occur in provinces which are 
different from those in which this base area is located. This may occur, for 
example, when a group of peasants travels to a national capital to protest 
a government policy or when a guerrilla unit retreats to the mO\lntains or 
when a group of mountain tribesmen raids a lowlands village. In such 
situations the actual location of the event should be coded in columns 19-
48 but the actual base area should be described in this field if it is 
different. If the location of the event falls in the base area, then this field 
should be left blank. If, however, the provincial area in which the event 
occurs includes even a single province outside the base area, the base area 
provinces must be listed in this field. List the two-digit province numbers 
for the base area in successive two-column fields. 
Blank field Insufficient information or inapl\ropriate (base area includes 

all provinces in which event activity is reported). 

CARD 2 

Repeat 1-9, card 1. 

Card number (2). 

Code 

11-13 Duration of event in days. 

14-16 Numbers of participants to two significant figures in scientific notation. In 
columns 14-15 indicate the integer values and in column 16 the order of 
magnitude. Thus five participants = 5.0 X 10 would be coded 500 in 
columns 14-16; 550 participants = 5.5 X 102 would be coded 552; and 
550,000 = 5.5 X 105 would be coded 555; Missing data should be 
indicated by 999. Estimated values should be used where more detailed 
information is not available, and missing data codes should be used only 
as a last resort. 

17-19 Number injured (total suffered and inflicted by collective). Same format 
as columns 14-16. When no injuries are reported, it should be assumed 
that none have occurred. Zero injuries should be coded 000. 

20-22 Number killed: Repeat code for columns 17-19. 

23 Identity of casualties. 

o No casualties. 
1 Initiators. 
2 Victims. 
3 Social control forces. 
4 Initiators, victims. 
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5 Initiators, control forces. 
6 Victims, control forces. 
7 All three. 
S Others. 

Code 

24 Property damage (after Gurr). 
o None or negligible: a few windows broken, rocks thrown at police 

headquarters, crop trampled in process of land invasion. 
Slight: burning or looting of a few peasant dwellings, easily repaired 
damage to agricultural machinery, damage, but not destruction of, 
manor houses or other large buildings, killing a few cattle, or burning 
crops on a few small fields or holdings. 

2 Moderate: damage to a large number of peasant dwellings or to an 
entire village, destruction of agricultural machinery on a few estates, 
substantial but not irreparable damage to expensive processing ma
chinery, destruction of a few manor houses or other substantial build. 
ings, destroying the crops or herds of an extensive holding or ofa 
number of moderate-sized holdings. 

3 Extensive: destruction of a number of peasant villages or equivalent 
number of dwellings, large-scale destruction of agricultural machinery, 
total destruction of processing machinery on plantations over 'a wide 
area, burning of manor houses or other buildings over large areas; 
destruction of cattle and crops throughout wide area. 

4 Massive: total devastation of peasant villages in a wide area, virtual 
elimination of machinery buildings and standing crops throughout a 
crop system or similar large area. 

25 Role of social control forces (after Gurr). 
o Not committed, committed after end of action. 
1 Victims: no opportunity for defensive action, e.g., bombing of a 

military barracks. 
2 Present but passive. 
3 Defensive action: action to defend control forces or threatened pro

perty or persons, restraining demonstrators. protecting minority group 
members from crowds, reinforcing a police or military unit. 

4 Moderate repressive action: limited selective use of force. Breaking 
up riots by selective arrests, tear gas and waterhoses, and active patrol" 
ling of riot areas. Include reports that police "dispersed" a crowd. 

S Extreme repressive action: social control forces use most or all means 
at their disposal. Indiscriminate beatings of rioters, mass arrests or 
executions, repeated firing into crowds, and full-scale military opera
tions against rebels. 

6 Provocative action: control forces initiate action by assaults on non~ 
violent demonstrators or strikers. Crowds rioting in response to 
attempted arrests,' uprisings when troops attempt to impose control in 
areas formally not under government authority. 

26 Nature of control forces. 
t Police, inel uding secret and irregular forces. 
2 Military: regular army. national guard. 

27-29 Number of arrests: Repeat code for columns 17-19. 
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30 

31-32 

33-34 

35-36 
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ORGANIZATION 

Code 
Occupational group· of collective: occupationa!group of a plurality of the 
.participants or of the most vocal or forceful participants. Code the actual 
occupation even it- the action is not one in which occupation functions 
as a basis of solidarity, e.g., a religious or racial riot involving groups of 
peasants. 
1 Operator commercial farm. 
2 Peasants, including peasant subsistence farmers, usufructuaries, and 

peasants producing for market. 
3 Sharecroppers and share tenants. 
4 Wage laborers, seasonal, fixed term, or migratory. 
5 Combinations of above with no one clearly predominating (use this 

code only as a last resort). 
6 Rural participants but no occupation group can be determined. 

Crop worked by cultivators coded in 30. See Appendix 2, "Agricultural 
Codes," for crop. 

Basis of group solidarity: shared social characteristic recognized by par
ticipants as basis for collective action. Find the least inclusive group that 
unites the participants. 

10 Simultaneous response to shared economic or social conditions with 
little or no sense of common identity. 

20 Communal ties. 
21 Neighborhood, community, kinship. 
22 Tribal. 
23 Racial. 
24 Religious. 
25 Language. 
26 Nationality. 

30 Class ties-bourgeoisie. 
31 All those drawing sustenance directly from the land identity formed 

around class of peasants. Note that peasants may frequently be 
united by communal ties or only by coacting. Be sure there is some 
recognition of class status of peasant. 

32 OWner operators, defined by relationship to land and to commercial 
markets, e.g., coffee growers' association. 

40 Class ties-proletarian. 
41 Workers in a particular enterprise. 
42 Workers in a particular region. 
43 Workers in a particular crop. 
44 Agricultural workers. 
45 Working class in general. 

Organization of acting collective: the structure of the unit actually carry
ing out the collective act. 

10 Crowds: loose aggregates acting to achieve individual objectives 
without leadership and with only implicit coordination. 
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CO/llmllS Codl! 

37-39 

37 

38 

39 

40-41 

20 Mass formations: disciplined aggregates with clear leadership, fre~ 
quently with advanced planning, e.g., marches, strikes. 

30 Military organizations (armed collectives). 
31 Irregular bands without formal military organization. 
32 Paramilitary political groups-guerrillas organized around a party 

cell or cadre. 
33 Irregular forces organized along conventional military lines-'-dis_ 

tinct officer group. 
34 Regular military organization-uniformed soldiers under a military 

chain of command. 

If coded 3 in column 35 only. Otherwise code 999. 

Is .the current provincial location of this military unit a result of a move
ment away from its original source of support in response to military 
exigencies? 
o No. 
1 Yes. 
9 Not ascertained or not applicable. 

Is the current position of this unit a result of proximity to border sanc
tuaries? 
Repeat 37. 

Is the current location of this unit primarily a result of mountains, forest; 
or jungle used for military protection? 
Repeat 37. 
Comment: If yes to 32, 33, or 34, describe movements and indicate pro~ 
vinces where you feel the actual base of support of· this movement is or 
was located. Attach to code sheet. 

Administrative apparatus controlling unit described in 35-36 above. An 
organization will be considered to control a collective if: 

a. Spokesmen for the organization announce in advance their in~ 
tentions to deploy the collective. 

b. Leading participants in the acting collective are also members 
of the organization. 

c. The participants identify themselves through slogans or public 
statements as a unit of the organization. 

Vague references to outside agitators, particularly Communists, should 
not be accepted as evidence of organizational control without additional 
evidence. 

10 No overall coordination or direction. 

20 Communal groups. 
21 Church organizations and affiliates. 
22 Religious sects or cults. 
23 Family, lineage tribe or neighborhood organizations. 
24 Clubs or societies emphasizing ethnic solidarity. 
25 Organized criminal groups including bandits. 
26 Peasant unions, leagues, and groups organized around peasant com

munities. 



Co/umns 

42-43 

42-43 

30 
31 

32 
33 

40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 

50 
51 
52 
53 
54 

60 

Code 
Market-oriented commercial associations. 
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Common local market, credit facilities, or local processing machinery 
provide basis for organization. 
Crop system as a whole. 
Farmers and other commercial operators generally. 

Labor unions:' 
Enterprise level. 
Locality. 
Crop system. 
Farm workers' union, not crop specific. 
Industrial union spanning both farm workers and other worker 
groups. 

Political parties. 
Legal, contest elections, provincial representation or less. 
Same, but representation in national assembly or parliament. 
Illegal, underground parties, local or provincial level. 
Illegal, underground and above provincial level. 

Alternate governments: Political organizations which claim sover
eignty and have any of the following characteristics: 
a. Collect taxes. 
b. Administer areas. 
c. Are recognized by at least one foreign state. 
This code does not include traditional areas which provide shelter for 
insurgent movements but are not themselves organized for co11ec
tive action. 

TACTICS 

Codes in this section refer to the actions of the collectives described in 
columns 35-36 above. Concentrate on actual behavior of collective. Long
range objectives are coded later under ideology. 

Primary tactical objective. 

Threats 

10 

11 
12 
13 

20 

21 
22 
23 
24 

Displays-attempts to marshal large numbers in order to demonstrate 
the potential political influence of the movement. 
Marches. 
Rallies. 
Seizures of bUildings, public places for symbolic effect. 

Mass economic action-large numbers organized with the specific 
goal of threatening or inflicting economic damage on an enterprise, 
individual, market, or consumer sector. 
Strikes. plant seizures, sit-ins in processing plants. 
Boycotts. 
Crop destruction (when designed to raise price of produce). 
Rent strikes. 
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Columns 

Coercive acts 

30 
31 
32 

33 
34 

35 

36 

40 
41 
42 

43 
44 

Code 
Diffuse coercive acts. 
Land seizures with no attempt to destroy land-owning class. 
Attacks on persons of landowners and managers or burning of manor 
houses (jacquerie). 
Destruction of agricultural machinery. 
Pogroms-attacks on an opposing communal group if object is the 
destruction or expulsion of some part of its membership. 
Riots~isorganized property destruction or attacks on persons not 
elsewhere specified. 
Combat with police and national security forces without intent to 
destroy opposing unit, not elsewhere specified. 

Focused coercive.acts. 
Banditry-instrumental use of force to achieve private gain. 
Terrorism-systematic use of force against selected individuals or 
groups with the intent to intimidate the group generally. 
Sabotage-selective property ·destruction. 
Warfare-attacks on government or police units or installations 
with the intent of limiting or destroying the fighting power of the 
unit. 

44-45 Primary target: object, individual, or social group that demands are made 
on, that actions are directed against, or that is regarded by demonstrators 
as directly responsible for the conditions making their actions necessary. 

00 Diffuse targets. 

10 Strikebreakers, collaborators, and others threatening to break sol" 
idarity of acting collective. 

20 Extraterrestrial beings. 

30 Inanimate objects, machinery, land (e.g. attempts to eliminate 
machine competition by eliminating machines). 

40 Race, religious, linguistic, or other communal groups. 
41 Settlers and colons (regarded as illegitimate because they are out~ 

siders) . 

50 Social classes 
51 Landlords, middlemen, and administrators 
52 Upper classes generally. 
54 Capitalists or imperialists. 

60 Government agencies and organizations. 
61 Local. 
62 National autochthonous. 
63 National colbnialist (including metropolitan government). 
64 Foreign governments. 

70 Nongovernmental political parties and groups. 

80 Police and internal security forces. 
81 Police. 
82 Courts, judiciary. 
83 Regular army, national guard. 
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Columns Code 

46--48 In these columns code the demands of the acting collective. The demands 
may be communal (column 46),' economic (column 47), or political 
(column 48) or some combination of these categories, but a demand 
should be coded only if it is clear that it is central concern of most par
ticipants in the event or phase. Demands may be inferred from public 
statements, slogans;- names of movements, or written platforms. They 
may also be inferred "from general background of the. movement or from 
the actions of participants. Remember to code only demands which are 
significant in this particular event or phase. 

46 Communal concerns. 
o None evident. 
1 Millenial and religious demands-return to piety, preservation of 

tribal virtues, expectations of miraculous events. 
2 Primitive rebels-return of the good landlords, belief in Robin Hood 

figures. 
3 Populist concerns with the sanctity of rural life and traditions, includ

ing restoration of peasant land tenure forms. 
4 Reactionary demands for the abolition of new forms of machinery 

or new agricultural techniques. 
S Attribution of evil to another racial, religious, linguistic or other 

communal group and concern for its expUlsion or elimination. 
6 Demands for civil liberties or an end to oppression of .ethnic groups. 
7 Demands for the expUlsion or destruction of a land-holding group on 

the grounds that it is not indigenous, e.g., colons, settlers. 
8 Nationalist demands-national purification or autonomy expUlsion of 

foreigners including colonial regimes. 

47 Economic concerns. 
o None evident 
1 Food scarcity and prices, starvation central concern. 
2 Concern with greater access to land, land to the tiller. 
3 Control over free market-socialized credit, elimination of middle-

men, cooperative control of processing .facilities. 
4 Higher wages, shorter hours, better working conditions. 
S Rights to organize for economic goals. 
6 Socializl!tion of land and processing machinery including nationali

zation of plantations and establishment of collective farms. 
7 Nationalization of entire economy or of substantial parts of the indus

trial, agricultural, and financial sectors. 

48 Political concerns. 
o None evident. 
1 Change in particular policy or program. 
2 Change in leaders or administrative personnel. 
3 Change in ruling party, defeat of rival political group. 
4 Changes in legislation, legal order. 
S Fundamental constitutional changes including suspension of civil 

rights or extralegal replacement of a regime. 
6 Change in the political community-fundamental change in the ide

ology legitimating the political system, including the termination of 
colonialism or the establishment of socialism or communism. 
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Code 
Party affiliation of participants: If the participants display any attachment 
to an organized political party or faction, the dominant ideology of that 
party or faction should be coded here. Party affiliation should be coded 
even if the party organization itself does not directly control the actions 
of participants. Party affiliation may be inferred from any of the follow~ 
~g: . 

1. The party organization is the administrative apparatus (columns 40:.. 
41) for this event. 

2. The party it not itself the administrative apparatus for the event, but 
it is organizationally connected with that administrative apparatus. 
The actual administrative apparatus may be a subunit of the political 
party or it may form a coalition with the party for political purposes. 
The Peruvian sugar workers' union, for example, is closely associated 
with the APRA party organization. If the sugar workers' union cans 
a strike, the union would be the effective administrative apparatus, but 
the APRA party ideology would be coded as the political affiliation 
of the strikers. 

3. Political leaders affiliated with a particular party either call the action, 
address a crowd of supporters, or are the focal point of the action. 
A group of Baganda tribesmen demonstrating for the return of their 
king. the Kabaka. would be considered to be associated with the 
king's political faction. Peruvian peasants who attack a jail and de; 
mand the freedom of Hugo Blanco would be considered to be affil· 
iated with Blanco's Trotskyist party. 

4. A newspaper article makes direct reference to the participants as 
supporters of a particular party or faction. In an account of a Mexican 
land invasion the New York Times notes that the participants are 
supporters of General Miguel Henriquez Guzman the leader of the 
Henr;quista movement. 

5. The participants indicate by their demands, slogans, or banners that 
they support a particular party. Indonesian squatters who moved 
onto Sumatra tobacco estates shouting "Long live Stalin" would' be 
considered supporters of the Communist party. 

CAUTION: Do not .code Communist party affiliation on the basis of 
statements by opponents of the party or of government officials. Most 
rebels are called Communists at one time or another whether or not they 
are affiliated with an actual Communist party. The government of Cam· 
eroon persistently referred to rebel guerrillas as Communists despite the 
absence of any ideology beyond the desire for greater tribal autonomy. 
In such cases such statements should be ignored. Code Communist party 
affiliation only if participants, their spokesmen, or their leaders claim 
such affiliation, the party organization itself includes "Communist" in its 
formal title, or the newspaper report presents considerable evidence that 
Communists are actually involved. 

Code the dominant ideology of the party with which participants in 
this event are affiliated. The party ideology should be inferred as much as 
possible from the party's actual demands, the actions of its supporters, 
and especially its public statements. The formal party name may give 
some idea of the party ideOlogy, but as the German "National Socialists" 
indicate, such titles can be deceptive. If no other information is available, 
however, code the party title rather than insufficient information. 
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Coil/ill liS Code 
00 No party affiliation: indicates political apathy or absence of any ties 

to political parties or factions.. 

10 Revolutionary socialist: parties advocating the revolutionary over
throw of the state and complete government control of the economy. 
Communist parties. 

II Communist, Moscow. 
12 Communist, Peking. 
13 Trotskyist. 
14 Other Communist. 

20 Democratic socialist: parties advocating partial or complete govern
ment control of the economy but advocating electoral politics and a 
democratic polity. 

30 Democraticreformist: parties advocating increased welfare activities, 
rights of labor organizations. and mild redistributive measures all to 
be attained through democratic elections. APRA party in Peru, 
FRAP in Chile. 

40 Nationalist socialist: parties advocating partial or complete govern
ment control of the economy but stressing the peculiar national 
characteristics of this intervention. Tanzanian T ANU party. 

41 African socialist. 
42 Arab socialist. 
43 Other. 

50 Religious socialist: parties combining advocacy of government con
trol of some economic activities with support for a particular tradi
tional religious ideology. 

60 Religious: all other nonsocialist religious parties. (Note that this 
code indicates that participants are affiliated with a particular reli
gious party and are not simply adherents of the religion.) 

61 Parties of established religious groups-Christian, Muslim, Hindu. 
62 Parties of religious sects and cults and radical variants of major 

religious groups. 

70 Nationalist and communalist parties. 
71 Anticolonial or Anti-imperial nationalist parties. 
72 Secessionist or separatist nationalist parties. 
73 Parties advocating regional, tribal, or other ethnic group autonomy 

but not actual secession. 

80 Conservative or Fascist parties. 

90 Other party ideology (specify). 
99 Insufficient information. 

CARD 3 

Coil/milS Code 
'1-9 Repeat columns 1-9 of card I. 

ID Card number (3). 
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11-80 

Agrarian Revolution 

Code 
Sources in which this event is mentioned. Fifteen-column fields 'listing 
sources in order of importance. First column of each field identifies ~ource. 
Remaining columns specify article according to format indicated. 
1 Times, New York: year (2), month (2), day (2), page (3), column 

(1 ). 
2 Times, London: year (2), month (2), day (2), page (3), column 0). 
3 LeMonde: year (2), month (2),day (2), page (3), column (1). 
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ber (2), page (4). 
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6 Asian Recorder: page (4). 
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9 Africa Diary. 
If all information is not relevant for any single source, leave remaining 
columns in field blank. 
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